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T'his document

.

lntains a career education'resources

guide for junior high'school Stlidents which is designed to build
career awareness by meane of'cccupational nariretives, evaluative
questions-, activities, and career games. The'inforniatiOn is presented
In, the following fourteen'occupatival clusters: industr.ial
production occupations: office occupationsi service occupations:
educaton occupations: sales occupation; construction occupations;
transporta-tion occupations': scientific and technical cccupations;

mechcd and repairers: health occupations; social scientists:
social,service occupations: 'performing arts, design, and
ommunications oCcupations: and agriculture, forestry, and fisery
otcOpations. Based on interviews with actual workers, the
occupational narratives emphasize what people do on the job, how. they
feel about i,t4 and thip importance-of knowing oneself when considering
a career. This resource guide can be used in middle' schools, junior
hiMi classrooms, career resource centers, or youth programs run by
community, religious, asisd blisiness crganization's. ,(BM)
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'Exploring Careers is available either as a single vylume
of 15 thapters or as separate chapters, as follows:
The World of Work and YOu
Industrial Proquction 'Occupations
Of fic9 Occupations

Service OccupatiMs
Education Occupations
Sales Occupations

e
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ConaVuction Occupiations
Transporta(jon Occupations
'Scientific and Technital..Occupations
Mechanics'ànd Repairers
Health Occupations
Social Scientists
7
Social Service 'Occupations
Performing Arts, Design, and Communications Occupations
AgdcultuM, Forestry, ahd Fishery Occupations
.
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Exploring Careers is r yareer education resource lin, yotingsters of junior high
school age. It provides the,kind of inibrmation about the' world of .work. that young
people need to prepare lin a well-informed career choice, At die same tittle, it offers
readers a war of learning more about themselveS, 'The publication aims to build
career awarerfess by means of occup,ational narratives, evaluative questions, acuyities,
and CA reer'games presented.in 14 occupational clusters. EXploring Careers emphlOizes
_What people do on the job and howdhey feel aboutit and 4tres5es the importance of

"knowing yourself when' considering a career. It is degigned for use in middle
school/junior high classrooms, career resource centers, and youth programs run by
community, religknui, and business organbations,
* Exploring Career,s was prepared in the Bureau'6 Division of Occupational Outlook

under thyupervision of Russell B. Flanders and Neal H. Rosenthal: Max L'arey
provided general direction..Anne Kahl supervised the planning and preparation of
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S. Dillich, David B. I1est, H. Philip Howard, Chester Curtis Levine, Thomas ..
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Although they are based on interviews with actual workers, the occupational
.narrat es are largely fictitious__
erial in IOUs publication oiher than photographs is in the pUblic domain and
may be reproduced wiehout Me permission of the Federal Government. Please credit
the Bureau .of Ltbor Statistics and cite Exploring Careers, Butletin
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!he world of work may soorn far away right now

.Exploring Careers
4

J lave ru ever drelimed.,of being an actor or actress?
An airplane pilot? A deep,,sea diver'?"Daydreanting about
careers is fun, and most of us do it. But when irs time to

.

choose a career, you need information. The more information yoi,i have to start out with, thcbettr your. deci4
sion will be. This hook tells you some of' the .things you

lying kir you.
1
Quite possibly you'll wqrk for most of your adhlt life.

But you'll spend time with family and friends, take
courses.fi-om time to time, travel, putter around the

need to know, about the world of work.and suggests ways
of lea rring more,

It's not time yet for you to choose a job. But it's not
too e:arly to start preparing for the &cisions you'll be

house; and spend time on civic; re,ligious, and community

tu,activities.

making a kw years froin -now. I low shoukl you go about
choosing the direction that is "right- for yoW The key is

time, energy, .and emotion would a particular job demand? Flow much do you want to save fin yourself?
YOu'll find t'hat this book is mostly about jobs. It tells

requires.

Exploring careers therefore meanis exploring yourself..
It means looking inward. identifying your talent's, taking'
stock of your 'strengths and weaknesse§At Means asking
questi'ons: What am I really like? What am I-good at'?
-What do .1 ,wa et t9 do with my life? If this seems hard,
remember that your family, friends, teachiirs, and coupsZlors can help you learn more about yourself.
Exploring careers means finding out a's ,much a yOu

4.

.

can about differot types of work in order to see what ,
suits you best_Try to and out which field's mach your
needs and ahilitiestTaking the time to mplore the world
of work doesn't guarantee a satisfying :job. but it helps.

'1;i4

*A4
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Your life will be the sum total of all your

interests and activities.
lc As you explore careers, try to discomer how a particular
job Would fiethe lifestyle you prefer. Flow much of your

voir Yollr ititerests, abilities, and goals. You're 'more
likely to make a satisfying career decision if you. can
corne-up with a pretty good match hetween the things
you are, and want and like to'do and the atinzs a job

,

Eiplorinecareers also means examining.lifestyles and
values, for in .a sense, your career is everything you'dd
with your life. Car= exploration meahs discovering all
of the. activities that are possible,meapingful, and satis-

.

what people do on thejob, how they fiiel about their.
work, what sort of training t.hey have hal, what they
.

plan fin the futhre, and how their jobs affect their lives.
Thioughout the book, there are questions to.answer and

things to do that will bring you closer to the world of
work. Our purpose is to help' you identiry the personal
traits and aptitude's, that difThrent jobs require and to
encOurage you to matehthese with what you k now libout

yoursell.That's what career exploratin is all about.
Nhy so much emphasis on jobs'? Well, your job is

likely to be one' or the most important of your life's
actiyities,. Jobs of one kind or apother, and the training

you need to do them well, will probably take a lot of
your time. So much time, in fact, that the rest of your
life's rltine may be organized around your job much
iv; ydin routine these days is Organized around school.
The amount of time that you're likely to spewl 4rk-.
ing is reason enough to give: siime careful thought to
your earjer. A person,,whooworks full tale IT J5 years,
averaging 40 hours a week'for 50 weeks a year, will
spend 70,000 hAs of his or herlife at work! 'Compare
this with the afproximately 17 000 hours you will hme
spent in school when you gr

late from high school!'

r

Why
414

kinds of seasons. In the next kw
People wor fo
pages, we're going-to take a look at some of them. We've
included .some activities to help yOti develop a' feeling

for your own reasons for working. That's something
you'll need to be clear about 'wh'en the time comes to
4

tiplorinu careers moans exploring yourself...

choose a ciireer.
Most peoplc work,Ifirst and,foremOst, to make money.

limy work to be able to buy necessities like food, clothing: And a place to live. They work, too, for'the motley
to bay leisure and"convenience goods like cars, stereo

E'

World of Work
equipment, movie tickets, and camping gear. The ist of
things we like- to spend Money on is very long indeed.
People also work to 'save for major expendi-,
tures. , .educationi trayel, medical hills and for the time
when they tll not be earning as much as they are now.
Being able to pay for all your expenses yourself gives
you economic security. You may already 'sense the kind
of independence that having some money of your own'

For many people, work is a Means of earhing a living

and nothingiernore There's noehing wrong with that,
certainly. 'But there are othr satislacilobs that come
from working. Let's examine some of the more iMportant
OrleS.

The company of other people might seem like an odd
thing to expect from a job. But stop to think about all
that school means-to you: School involves more than the
learning you do in .a classroom. School is .where you
make friends and meet new people who may introduce
you to new ideas and new ways of doing things.

can give yq(tr.

How imiwrlant is it to you lo make a lot of money?
Are you willing to put in long hours al a job to do so? Or
is it more important to you to have time for yourself', fur
family, for your favorite leisure activities? Think about
these things. They will be important in deteirmining the
jobs that will suit. you 'best.

Well, work is a lot like that. The people you spend
your workday with willcbe lmRortant in your life. You
will.learn from them and.socialize with them on the job

and, often, after work as well..Some of them may become

;10
,
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Uging your hands-can be a source of pride and satisfaction:"

r

".

k
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Exploring Careers
Other people look for ways to express their creative
abilities. Creating something that is uniquely their Oinmay be more ,important to them than the cOnventional

c'he friends. Others timy try yOur patieoce and test your
y to get along with people you don't like.
a
Contact with other people is one of the things you'll
want to think about when you start exploring careers.
,
I low important is it to you to do things with motes: 1,o
you like group projects or do you prefer to do44 git, by
,
yourself? Are you at ease with other people? Aresydu
leader? Do you enloy helping others? You'll lip
lions like these in the Exploring sections that appear in
the following chapters. These questiQu*:-Are meant to
help you see hOw well your own strong points match the
qualities you'd need for certain kiads of jobs.
Satisfaction from seeing the results of your elThrts fs

idea Of suceeS. Some of these people fihd a niche in the
sometimes glammous and often insecure worlds of the
eater, dance, music, art: fashion, writing, or publishing, .

Some people look for jobl that perOit them to

.

ysically active 4,11 daY long. Others look 'for *ways110
work outdoor,s. Steel workers, construction workers, log, gers, dockwmkers miners, and'foundry workers all have
jobs that call for endurance 'and stamina. These workers
may have to lift h'eavy objects, work at dizzying heights,
spend 'hour after hour-in cramped positions, or constantly

move around as they do their jobs. They take pride in
the physical demands Oheir -work.
Self-eteeribis.aXimportant'reasoil for.working. What

another reason for working. Can you guess what a
carpenter has in common with a jeweler, a. machinist,
and a chef? All of them make or create something you
can see, or touch, or taste, For many people, using their
hands and working with things is a source of pride and
satisfaction. As you examine your Sown interesk and
abilities, try to determine just how important that is to
you. There are many opportunities in the world of work

does that mean, exactly?iWell, let's go-back to school for
a comparison.- You know the feeling you get when the
team you're on beats a rival. The recognition andlacclaim

.give you a lift. It makes you proud of winning and glad
you worked so hard. It's much' the same thing on the
job. If you are good .at what'You do, and other people

for people who are good with their hands and like
vi

a

appreciate and reSpect your work., chances are that the.

workutg with things.
Some people' choose jobsr,that give them a Chance to
do sonlething useful for sicciety. Many people have a
strong-desire to put`their talents and effoms into some-that promotes the common good. Police officers,
teachers, public health officials, and wildlife conserva-

job you- have will make You feel'good,about yourself.
That's because your job, and the way you handle it, is
tied up with your view of yourself as a person. Believing
,othat your job is worthwhile and knowing that you do it
well can make you feel terrific.
Suppose yOu can't imaginea job being that importt--.
to you. Well, jou wouldn't. be ,alone! Many people look

tio officers are just a few of the people who- work for
society as a whole.

4,
4%4
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Mariy jobs require teamwork

4

1.1

World of Work
elsewhere for the feelino that thr..ir lives are,worthAile.
They look to their families and .nds, to hobbies and
leisure activities, to involvemer n civic affaifs. Your
job can count a lot or iust a little, 'in your ow6- view,Of
.

4.

Work -with ()awry; tiaie clase working re-

whips witti. a grouvywork as

ir$

,

team

toWard common goals;

.

.

-

yourself.

Affiliation: Be recognized as a niember of

5.

an organization; whose type of work'or

Finding Out MorebAbout Yourself,

statui. is iinportant.io me.

The.career you-choose is likely to affect many aspects
of your life. It maY"influence the type...of home you live
in, the clothes you wear, the interests and hobbies yon
pursut, even the political beliefs you hold.
But it works both ways. 'Your personal values influence
your career decision, When you cktise a carem you're
directly or indirectly making deciSions about the types

Friendship: DeveloP close' personal relationships with the people I work with.

A

Competition:Pit my abilities against others.
There are clear outcomes.

.

Make deeisions: llave the power to set pol-.
icy ind determine a course of action.

_of prople you'd like to associaie with, the amount of,
leisure time you want, all the importance of money. in

Work under,pre.Oure: Work in a

your life. These decisions depend on the personal values
you already hold.
The work values exercise that ,follo;Os will help you

clarify your feelings about woNI
ExaMining your reasons fig wanting to work.is a first
step in finding out what you're looking fos in .a cared,
The following list takes sonie of the siibiects we've bten

where deadlines and high quality Work are
requtred by my supervisor.
10.

.

Power and aulhoritv: (:ontrol other people's
woll< activities. 7.

Ildlueld.eywople: Be in i position to change
other people's attitudes and opinions.

talking alq,2%1 .and divides them into 33 ."satisfactions"
people get from their jobs.
.
.

First rep the entire list. As vou,do. look carefully'at
the deft ibons ()reach "satisfaction.- I low important are
these things to you? Then go over the list again. This
time, rate eqh item on the list, using the-scale below.

.1

2

3

=
=
=
=

Not important at all
Not very important
Reasonably important
Very important

12.

much contact with others.
13

Knowledge:,Seek knowledge, truth, and understanding.

14.

Intellectual status: Be regarded by others as
a person of intelleetual achievement or an

sc,

expert.
I 5.

able 1.

Work alone: D.o things by myself. without

Artistic creativity: Do creative work in any
of several ar4 forms.

Creptivity ,general): Create new idea, prngrains,..orgatirrational structuresi, or anything ele that has Dot been developed by

Work Valirog Exdrciso

others.

Help soctem,Contribute to the bettertinent
of:the worldnI liv.e in.

17,

Aewhetics: I lave a job that involves sensitivity to beauty,
A

Iletp others: i Help Other people directly,

,

either individually or in small gitups..*
This exercise was developed by Howard V Figler, Director of
P1(bifr Con11 f'1:-

I lave a lot

contact witb/people.

iift-s

di)y-trcia

'Counseling at Dickinson 'ollege,
Pentisylvania. It appears.(ni
?9 of. ACV!: A Career WorldiooA lor 1,11)4701 :lriv Students
(Cranston, It I., 'Ube ( avil Press, 1975 )
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xtotoring Care4s
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s.

yoir. list. Select those .thal wan the most' to
Y
look (ver

:

.

.

y ou and list (11 irk on a seplipip feicce ol' paper,..I1 yOu.

,,

fifid vgrieiy.1, Have job 9uties that*. cah' think of an other things, that-are very.. ifnportant to..,
.
.
Jon r uld
them to the list.
oileiihange,or are anerin
diffe'rent:setr
,
.
.
I
Whardo thew- work values telr you iihC)ur yourself ?
fwgs.
Take a closer look at them. If you consider each one as
k
I
..
"
.,
1
;
f
a piece of a pthle, and then stail -trying to fit tlfeli
4 l'reci.vion wjti-k:, DO wofk tharqdiows. little
k;han

.,

.

4.,,

1

,

.Novy-that yoU haVe ritte0 each tif these wOek" values,

Mi perv ision: ',hive 'a lob 4n which.' I guide
other pcopfe-in. their V.464.k.

.

''

1

.,,,

..,

t"'

4

,

,

rr '

1

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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20.

...

tdgether, the picture of tin individual !nay begin to
picture of you. You can learn a lot pbOut

.tolerance for error.
.
-

emerge

,

ShINIdv!.Hay5. job dupes that are largely
predictable and not -likely to change over a

'21.4?

long period, of time.

and mak,
Sapp(

assured of keeping my job a

22.

yourself by thinking about. youl 4ues-- those things in
life that matter most to-you. After, all, it's 'all the things
you think t! and believe that spar your peoonality

4.6

the unique an'd special person you. are.
example, that you have chosen the work

a reasibletiian'cial reward.
Ffi4 Pace: Work quickly: keg) up with a

2 3..

last pace.

'

24.

-

Recordion; Be *ognizcd for the quality

ory viork in soak visihk or.Qublic way.

25.

Do work that is very exciting
Evciien
or (bat kften is exciting.

26_

dventure: Do, work that requires me to

A

<
.

take risks.
a

Prolil: fain: F.xpect to earn large a mounis
of money or other inaterial possessions.
s`-f
4,

28.-

Independence: Decide for myself what kind

I

,

leo'

of work l'Irdo and-how I'll go about it: not
have to do what others tell me to.
29

.

Feel that niy work is
contributing to a sct of moral stanards
Moral

that I (eel.are very important.

raiLt*E,..?
t,41,1

,

30.

Localion: Find a place to live (tZiWn4 geographic area') that matches my lifestytt and
allows me to do the things 1 enjoy most.

3.1.

Conanunih,: I 4v.e. in a town or city where 1

can get invtilvt,0 in community affairs.
32

challenge:'Have a. job whose physical deniltids are challenging and rewarding.

,r
At

33:

Tinto freedom: Handle my job according to
tiiy Own time chedulei no specific working
hours lequired.

The way ya spend tr6'e time may give you a clue
avabout yourself;

:

7

r
'

;

A

riJ

\:

r

Wor,16,olVork
.

.

.

,

./

a

t

1.

valuesi-of lime freedorn creativity, and mdepend .nce.
tNtiper-p`t es. togetlier and what dei--you see? Pekt aps
yInOtee
person Who loses .all track of ffine, While
Aorking on I project. SomTne who lik0 to AiiiIce oh

/

1

CIVIC ontething trolli 4 tie very beginning toShe' end and
wants to do that iti, his or ligr own
uot someone
S.

else's

0'

'

'hundred di1teren4 jols. This activity well liclj Y9ti understanid (tat, dependi-ng on the job, lite thigs yoil do
at Work Vary iwed deal. tubs are no more alike than
people are. le,rinporlant,dtherd'ore, to leafiyhout the
world of work as well as to learn about yourself.

,

Take some trine to think, through your4elections..Von
may want lo share your. iesu ifs with your friends, teach.ets, or parents. luclude them- ti this process, and.you'll
learn even Riore aboht yourself.
Ler.h. continue to explore. In, the preceding exercise,
.
you had an opportuniINL to explore yourself. ln:the next
activity, we're giving you an ttriportilnity to explore (he
world of work by examining the characteristiC's of several

Personal

haracteristics aryci.Jobs
.

.,..

You may be a warp thatlhe ability to motivate people
is one of your sming points. Perhaps you're a class
oiler: 'Maybe:you're one of the people whp:s usuAlly
chosen to he in charge of a group projp:t. Or perhars

you're the one who is able to get everone else on a
.

committee to do his or her fair share of' the work. With
these ah
.), chances are that you'd be good at a job
that in
tnstructing, loading, or direo.
,

ing.
I

,1.

.

Sucli4johsPehrics;11111:11e1:11g,

Advertis ing worker
Bank officer
l.awyi!r
Instirance agent
Arnomobile sales worker
lealth services administrator
lome economist

11
.1,

Teac,her
(2o..ege
11

career planning and placement counselor.
.b

You. may .be handy with tools. Perhaps you enjoy
gardening. Mayle you recently built a bookcase or de-

k.

signed-a cabinet for your stereo equipment. Perhaps you

are working on a needlepoint project right now. With
this s

t of talent, there are many occupations to expiate.
might want to take a closer looR at jobs like these
ihat involve working,with\tools:

J Machinist
Carpenter
.1.1rake operator

Surveyor
..1.9.s.i.ties4:-m-Tchine repirer

Drafter
Douai Ihhoratory. technician.

Do any of thek..,jobs interest you'? You'll find these
and many more in'the table that appears on the following
pages.' I.00k fo.1-4)cchpations with a check in column'.15

to identify those that require persuading, negotiating,
'and teaching skills.. ( 'ollimn 2 identifies occupations that
,involve the use of tools:
Tho sott-contidoncp L)0101ed from snor
yomr caroor

Ihis is a modified version of the laNe oligninn published In
"Makimirl'etonol and Joh Characteristics.- by Kathy Wilson, pp
rod the Hill 197,8 Oocuputumal Oullaok Quarterly

5.'

'

4
7

fg

-Uploring.,Careeys

)

Aable
Ibitb'cluiracteristies*and inat htfs Ithetu
with, ikearly .1110 occupations from the Octup(tional. Lsu
hmA Handbook Of 42tairse, %he table is jihist
a starting

cypoint, By matching our traits with thqie Olen associated
with specific 6ccupations, yop can web& out joks that
don't suit you at all.. Yoti.may come up with 'a long list
of lossibles". ;those are the( occupations to learn more
about.

.

A Word About This Book
The arrangement of occupations in table 2 is a key to

'

.

4.

of dangerous
equipmeni or Materials 4(ir work in thingerous

,

7.

IS

most of the time. Truckdrivers who sit
heh id the *heel for many hot s aud statistical
clerks who do their work at a
sk for most 'of
f the day are vampks
plae

10.

ol their tune fixing cars.
ability.
1

:.

(,'ws loolv. tnachinerv

I

I

.

work involves day,to
day contact with people who need information
or service. Automobile service advisers, receptirists. hotel clerks, bank tellers, waiters. and.
64rbers are all examples.
Part lime refers to occupatiOns in which many
workers
are employed for fewer than 35 hoirs a
,

week. Waiters and waitresses and real estate
13

agents are Cxamples.
Able 10 .we results refers to jolis that produce

an actual 'product or accomplishment. Bricklay14

with your hands. Often. knowing how iNehines
work is necessary. too, Tookand-die makers. who
use imachine tools and precision measuring. instriliugius to produce other tools and Metal
forms, need skill in this area.
Invtructc.olherv the quality of helping others

examples.
Frequent public contact

i

.ed problem-solvi/g

takes a talent for working

Preokinti work involves h?,h sti ndards of accuwaCy. Accountants, air traffic controllers, and
mirchin,istis are exaMples.
WorlAc with detail rekrs to technical data: num-

bers, or written nuiterials. Machinists who.consuit blueprints or written specifications beibre
making each machined product and programmers who write instructions for the computer e

12.

Problem %.olying.abilur the ability to identify a
problem and then to decide what should be done
to correct it Auto mechar .es, who spend mob

...

hods, or stoop frequently: Bricklayers. police

1 )0es that mean it's hard to get ,this kind of.job? Not at
all. The exiilanation appears under nem JO below.

I

Physical stamina reqiifred able to IA heavy

Officers, and chefs all need physieaJ stamina.
General& confilu'd workers have to stay in one

Meant, loi example. by "Jtimpeution on Mw job?-

Job CharactoristicA

the , use

vtteigtas, walk long distances,,staud for long pe-

..

Before you move ahead. take a fewtmonients to look
over the descriptions ol the '19 .1oh characterist cs. What

.inNIC;Ives

surroundings. -Elevator constructors, Who work
/
at great heights, 'have hazardous jobs.
6.
Outdoors' -refers to occupations in which a major portion of time is.spent outdoors, Ikquently
(.._ without, regard to Weather conditions. Roofers,
who apply roofing infiterials to the tops di buildings, work outdoors.

groups, or clusters.'of occupations. Each is covered in, a
separate chapter.
The major headings on the table Industrial Producbon Occupations, for example correspond to chapter
titles. Each chapter features several stories plus activities
keyed to, the story Thus. the chapter on Industrial Production Occupations contains stories about a bench as-

each chapter.

.

worKs.on a production line does repetitioini woitk.

fr Ilazardaus

the organi/ation of the rest of this hook. In Etploring
Careers. the world of y,.ork hits been divided into 14

st'inblei, a machinist, and a compositor. Look more
clksely at the table and you'll sceyhat each of .these
occupatiolis is marked with a heck. There are 41 occupawns altogether that are ma 'ked with a check. These
are "featured- in Exploring C ireers and there is a story
and octivit v section for each. Every occupatio'n in the
table Is written up briefly in the Job Facts at the end of

.

work in which the -sawe thing is
Alpne over and over ittain.An assembler who

, gepethanis

ers, chefs, and choreographers all see results.
Creativity work involves new ideas. programs,
designs. Or products, Writers, industrial clesign-

ers,' and engineers are examples of the. many

different kinds of- workers whosejobs require
.

15.

Creativity.
Influences others the_ability to stkmulate others
\ to think or act in a certain way. Automobile sales

learn how to do or understand something, Receptionists and hotel cRrks help others in this

workers who influence customers to buy and
teachers who inspire students to learn are ex-

way

atnples.,

'

C.

'World
16.

Competition ov the Joh

refgrs to ocCupations in

Jobs

,

17.

ividelav

scattered -7occluntit,iim4' that are
found-in nu.ikt pails 'of th country. bt:citi pat ions

which competition with co-workers for recogni-,
/
i
tiQh or advancemokt ii an integral part oip tne
job. College teaChers who compete for teritike.
securities sales workers who compete for commissions, Aind models who compete for assign-

..

r

Of WCYrk

that do hot have a dot in this space kV to be
highly 'concentrated i yne orA few geographic
hxations. For example, secretaries work throughout the conntry while petroleum engineers work

, ients,are all C-!xamples,
Yorks as pad of a team refers io occupatiqns
in which cooperation with co-workers is an integral part of, the Job. Instrument makers, who

mostly in the oil-producing States or Texas,
Oklahoma. Louisiana, and California.
19.

work cloely with scieittist, and engineers to
translate designs into models, and"'school counselors, who work closely with other staff mem-

.

bers, are examples.

Initiatiye jobs that demand the ability to determine on one's own what should be done, as well
as the motivation ro do it wilhout close supervi. siOn. Lawyers and newspaper reporters need inmuave.

14.$

,!
,

(0e4444.'
14,k

I1

)11

)

Iv

,

A career may Otter the opportunity,to express creative abilities.

It;

9

,

'Explpring.Careers.
,

'rabid 2.
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Personal Charactenubcs and Jobs
.
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/

1

t

4
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i

3

,6'

s.)
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.T

/

'

2
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'

1
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4

I

li

I

5

7

I

i

(

I.

',17.AI

te

.,_

--,-

l .oeemakers

Machining occupations
. All-round- machinists
.....
Instrument makers (mechanical).
Machine tool operators
Setup workers (machine tools)
lool-and1die makers
Vrinting occupations
.

Compositors
Lithographers
Photnenghtvers
Elegtrotypers and stereotypers

Printing press operators
Bookbinders and bindery worker.
Other industrial production arid related
%.

occuPahons
Assemblers

'

Automobile painters
Bhicksmiths
Blue-

llar worker supryisors

r&V

Rot etr1 king occupailons
Boiler tenders
Flectroplaiers

For0 shop occupations
I- urniture upholsterers
Inspectors (manufacturing)

\

,

c')4
.

.

.

(T.1

.

Millwrights
Motion picture projectionists
OphthalmAc laboratory technicians
Photographic laboratory occupations
.

.._

Power truck* operators
Product mil painters
Stationary engineers
Wastewater treatment plant. operators
.Welders

4t,

('
k"f
t'A

.

.

OFFICE OCCIIPATIONS
Clericaltoccupations

...

BoZ)k keeping worker.s
Cashiers
Collection workers

File clerks
Office machine

....

pera tors

A
Postal clerksty
Receptionists
Secretaries and stenographers

il'i 1,..1./. I/I. ,g-.

I

1

10 i

9

8

.

.

c°

(..5) 3 ,

a,
ir,17

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
OC(UPA !IONS

0J

g:

5
i ,v

3

t/1

/ILI
k

i

1

6

31

/

/

I

/N

1

;

I

i

I

g

i

--,..

Panernmarkers
Moklers

I

i

(al,

I

/

1

.11.

,

Foundry occupations

1

1

/

11

12

'

13 114

IS (16

47

1

1

L8

19
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'Shipping and receiving clerks,
Statisticil clerks 7.
Stock clerks

'typists
Computer occupations
Computer operating personnel
Programmors
Systems analysts

'.41i
.

.

Banking occupations
Bank clerks
V Bank officers ..
Bank

tellers

.

Insurance occupations
Actuaries
reyrescntatives
Underwriters
Administrative occupations
Accountants

Advertispg workers
Buyers

City managers
Credit managers
Industrial t raffic manglers
.

Lawyers

.

.

.

.

Market research workers
Personnel and labor relations workers
v. Planners

..

Public relations workers
Purchasing agents

SER V ICE OCCUPATIONS
Cleaning occupations
V Building service workers
'Pest controllers
Food service occupations
Bartenders

Chek
Dining room auendantc- and dishwashers
rood counter workers
Mcatcuuers
Waiters and waitresses
Hotel occupations

,

Bellhops and bell captains
V Hotel clerks
Hotel housekeepers and assistants

Hotel managers and 4sittants
Personal service occupatifs
Barbers
Cosmetologists

Funeral directors and embalmers

v

;ti
:'') '

18

19

`u

xploring Career.
I

11

A

Some jobs involve meeting the public.

12

World of Work
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13

1415 16
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Private household occupations
Private househokl workers
Protective service occupations
Correction officers
FBI special agents
firefighters
tioards
V Police officers
State police officers
Construction inspectors ....
llealth and regulatory inspectors
Ocimpational safety and health workers
Other service occupations
Mail carriers .....
Telephone

operators

EDUCATION OCCUPATIONS
School. occupations
Kindergarten and elementarf school
.teachers
.

.4'.

'Teacher

aides

V Secondary school teachers
V School counselors .....
.

College occupation_
College and unry teachers
Colkge student personnel workers
College career planning and
placement itounselors
Library occupatioins
V Librarians

Library technicians and clerks
SALES OCCUpATIONS
Autompbile parts Counter workers
Automobile sales worcters
Automobile *service advisers
(iasoline service station attendants
Insurance agents and brokers ......
Manufacturers', saks workers
Models

.

.L..`

.

.._

1A

Real estate agehts and brokers
Retail trade sales workers
Ro-ute driyers
V Securities aleg workers
Travel -agents

Wholesale trade sales workers
CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS
V Bricklayers
V Carpenters

-

Cement masons and terram workers
ConstruQion laborers
Drywall installers and finishers
_

Electricians
.

...........

Elevator constructors
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Floor covering installers
Glaziers

..

.

4.

/ Insulation workers
ironworkers

/4

Lathers
Operating engineers
PaOters and, Operhaugers
Plasterers
Ae. Plumbers

Roofers
Sheet-metal .workers
TacSetters

TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS
Air transportation occupations
V Air traffic_ controllers
Airplane mechanics

Airplane pilots
Flight attendants
Reservation, ,ticket, and passenger
agents

.

Merchant marine occupations
Merchant marine officers
Merchant marine sailors
Railroad occupations
Brake operators
Con4uctors
Locomotive engineeis

Shop trades
Signal departurt 'whrkers
Station agents '
Telegraphers, tele boners, and tower
operatori.
.

Track workers '
DrivilAoccdPations
Intervity busdrivers
Local transit husdrivers
Loeal truckdrivers
Long-distance truckdrivcrs
.

.

.

Park i-ng

.

attendants

Taxicab drivers

.

.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
OCCUPATIONS.
Lite science occupatrais

V Biochsts
Lic scientists
Physical\ scientists

Asironomer;
Chemists

Food scientists
Physicists

.

Fnvtronmental scientists
Geologists . .......
14

.
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ficophysicists
Meteorol gris
Ocei

igraphers

Math r ties occupations

athematic',

-

tatisticia115

Engineers

Aerospact
,Agricultural
Biomedical
Cerannc
Chemical

Electrical
4.

Inthistrial
Mechanical
.Metallurgical

'etroleum
Technicians
v. Broadcast technicians
Drafters

-4

Engineering and scieriv technicians
Stirveyors

.

MECHANICS AND ItITAIRERS
Air-conditioning, refrigeration, and
heating mechanics ,
Airplane meehanits'
Appliance repairers
Automobile body repairers...
v' Automobile mechanics
Boat-enginc mechanics
Bowiingiim-machine mechanics
Business machine repairers

,

.

v' Computer service _technicians

Diesel mechanics ,
Nctric sign' rePacrers
Farm equiprInent mechanics
sIndwarial ..nfachinery repairers
tistrsorient'repairers
.v(riew'Wss
,

Loc1csiniths

.

Ma$Menance electriCians
gotoi-Cycle mechanics
IV $110 abd organ toners and repairers

boe reparers
%.television and radio service technicians
Erliek mechaMcs and hos mechanics

Yending machine mechanics ...
Watch repairers

.

.

.

'1Wephotie craft Occupations
(;entral office craft occupations

.
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1

19

Central oince equipment:installers
Lkne installers and cablesplfcer,s
'Telephone and PBX installers and
repairers

.

A.

..___
,

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS.
Medical practitioners
Chiropractors
Qptometrists ---.--:Osteopathic physicians
...._____Thysicians
..
_
Podiatrists
._
Veterinarians
t

.

Dental occupations
Dentis6 _
.Dental (aSsistants

Dental hygienists
Dental laboratory technicians
Nursing occupations
V Registered nurses
Licensed practical nurses
...,_ Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants,

Therapy and rehabilit
4,

Occupational

tri

Occupational th

ccupationS

pists

py assistants and aides

V Physical therapists
Physical therapist assistants and aides
Speech pathologists and audiologists
Medical te:$1:41;gist, technician, and
assist
cupations

Electrocardiograph technicians
.1'.Iectroencephalographic technologists

and technicians
Emergency medical technicians

._,..___..

V Medical laboratory technologists
Medical record technicians and clerks
Operating room technieians _4.,:._:._____
Optometric assistants ..._.... fr
Radiologic' (X-ray). tecnologists
Respiratory. therapy workers
Other health occupations
Dietitiatts
Iiispensing opticians
Health services, administrators ,..
Medical recOrd administrators
Pharmacists

SO('1Al. SCIENTISTS
Anthropologists

iat,)

Economists
Geographers
V H istoria ns

V Political scientists
), Teachers ony
17

ExProring Careers,'
I
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Corttur6ed

Table
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4(6.;
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N

N

[/

/

.

,------

,,

?1, i

2

1 4,

.............___..

SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUP TIONS
.Coufiseling ceccupations.
..
School coanselor$
College career plariniiig and

'

/

'placement connselors
Employment counselors

'

...

ReKabilik,ation counselors
Clergy
v; Protestant. ministers
Rabbis

kO'rniiii-rarhuV:.,priests .:... .._....._....___-__
Other social service occupations
Cooperative extension service workers
.,.. . Home economists
.
Homeniaker-home health aides ...............__
Park, recreation, and leisure serVice
workcts
.
Social service aides
%,' Social workers
I'L F ORMIN G ARTS. DESN,
IG

\

.

:

A Nb COM MUNI !CATIONS,
OCCUPATION'S
"1
Perfornung artists
'Actors and actresses
'Dancers

c/ Musicians
Singers:

Design occupations
Architects
.......___ _ .....
Commercial 'artists
Display workers
Floral designers .. _..._
Industrial designers- ...
Interior desleners ....
.

r,.

i

Landscape zlarchitects
Photographers
.. Planners

-

._,.

..._

.

Communications occupations ____........
-. Adveilising workers
interpreters ,....... ...._.....
v' Newspaper reporters .._ ._..
, Public relations workers
Radio and television announcers

..

.._..........___

echnical writers
AGRIcULTURE, FORESTRY, AND,

'

FISHERY OCCUPATION'S
Agricultural production occupations
k' Farmers

...

..

Farm mana'gcrs

Farm laborers
.....
Farni labor supervisors ...' .. .....
Agricultural support occupations
.

' Teachers only.
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Table 2. Continued
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v <Voperative ex.tension 'service
.workers
-... ...
*rSoi1 conser.vationists
SOil scientists
.' ,
.

.

.

.

....

Range managers :,.-.`a
AgrUntltural engineers
...,.
-..
Food scientists
.. ....:
..
_Tartu equipment'. mechanics :. -a..
Buyers and shippers, Farm produeLs- ..
Veterinarian ..:.. ....
.

.

FJestry occ pawnsForosters

Forestry technicians
Loggers

.

-

.

Fishenry ,occutions
Fishers
Fish: lariner;s1

Teachers on

.

..--1...
)*

,

.;

*I

Seine obele look for a citreor witti excitement and adventure.
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(tons. Aml these are jam a few of the occupations that
rOuire either, practical/or theoretieal ability in Mathe-

-SGhool and Work
.

So far, you've heard a. lot about the importance of
P career exploralion. You know that finding out ii bout

matics. Your teacher or cogilselor can direct you to more.
.Suppose you are uncomfortable and conInged in math

yourself is the first step. You'vel,discovered Lhat different

class and don't like the subject .at all. Does that mean
you have to rule ou4 a career in construction, orhealth,
or forestry? Not necesarily. Hut it does$ recinire some
more digging on' yotir part. You nee& to be honest with
yourgMi. Isnit the subject matter you dislike:or is something else Influenciv your. feelings !thou( noth? Is it a
particular teaclutr, for example, pr a particulaf textbook?
'Or is it-your own 'attitude.?
It's up to you, withihe aid ofyour teacher of. counselor,
to determine just how much ability in mathematics you
have. les itripqrtant, too,'to find out exActly how math is
used in the kinds of jobs that intereSt yoti. Machinists,
for example, need to be good at arithmetic to calculate
quicki) and make preciseineastirements. SysternsNinn-

kinds of jobs suit different people% The righl kind of
career depends on-the person you really'aiT

or want to

he.

you've completed the yvork values exercise. YOu may
,have a clearer pictute no4 of your reasons for 0/orking
; and a better idea of the things atxtut a job that ina1t9r to

The table Oil. personal and :job characteristics- may
have helped you nairow down-the oectitions to those
that appeal to you the most.
Now let's bok it another way .of exploring. careers,
.

r

one that invol-ves youj schiJol su,bjects. First, decide what
your favorite subjce-t is..Then list the subjects that come
easily for you. iti"ini like a suNect (mnd do,.ivell in it, it's
Torth investigating occupations! that inVolve that subject.

We'll use mathematics as an example. (You ma) hiye
chosen English or scienceor industrial arts.) Some of tit

14

jobs in which yoti'd use mathematics are written up n
this book:.cxIrlicklayer,arpenter,
e
plumber. machinist, air
traffic cont iller, medical techno4ist, biochemist, elmttical engineer, orchi,teet, computer programmer/systems
analyst, computer service technician, bank 'officer seemhties sales worker, and forester. There are stories and
activities in Exploring Careers for each of these occupa-

l"

lysts use calculus,anq must be able to apply mathematical

tkeory to p actical 'problems. Talking to people about
their work and asking how'they use math On the j6b.
should he you determine whether you shoultl seriously
consider orl that involve the use of math. 0,r, whether,
instead, you should/rule it out.
You'can also test some ()hour career ideas by exploring
high school suhject areas
greater depth. Say you're

good-at science and like to build things and work with
your hands. You're aware that engineering and.dralling
are posible Career choices..Now.is the time to test your

.,,

You.cap tesi.Vour career ideas.by exploring school qubjebts..
1.
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interest in those and related fields. Use class assignments,

industI arts

.

'projects, and science fairs .to learn about the kind of
work engiiieers antic drafters actually do. if one branch
.04; engineering:in particulaf appeais to you, try to figure
out why, Find Out what edgineering and scientific tech-

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations.
Construction Occupations
Industrial Productiod., Occupations
Mechanics and itCpairerS
Perforniing Arts, Design, and
!. Communications Occupations

nicians do, and how their work fits in with that Of.

.engineers and scientists. In tge Suggested Activities sec.

Scientific and Technical Occu-

tions
in chapter 9, you'll find ideas fin things you can
.
do
sc loot and on your ow) to learn inore about
scie tific and technical occupations.. While you're at it,

pations
Service Occupations
Transportation Occupations

m estigate f1 ke!. activities in other chapters of the book:
ith.an interest in science, you'd probably find it worth*I IQ.. to learn more akiout, the work or a computer
programmer/systems a alyst Jchapter 3), an architect
(chapter 14), or ii. forester (chapter 15).
,
Perhaps you're deeply interested. in consumer iskies

A

Language arts

Performing Arts, Design, and
Communications Occupations
Sales Occupatiohs
Service Occupations
Social Scientists
Social Service Occupations

but don't know quite where that might lead1 you. Try
taking a home economics course and kise the ot portunity
to find out about careers in consumer economics', food
' and nutrition, or clothing and textiles. Other cotirses that
give you a good chance to explore career interests are
art, music, business education, and distributive edlca(*ion.

*
.

_

.

,

Education Occupations
Office Occupations

Mathematics

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fish-, '
cry Occupations

Construttion etcupations
Health Occupations

,.

Industrial .Production Occupations
Office Occupations

Table 3 lists subjects taught in many high schools.
Opposite each-subject, we've lated one or more chapters
of Exploring Carars. Use this list as a starting point.
Table 3.

,

Communications Occupations
Sales Occupattns

Scientific and Technical Occu-

Sehool Subjects arid Exploring Comers Chapters

SuNeei

6:bripler

pinions
Social Scientists

Mnsk

."

Education Occupations
,

Agliculturir

'Agriculture. Forestry, and 'Fishery Occupations

Art

Education Occupations
kerforming Arts. Dcsign. and
'Communications Occupations

Ousiness'eduation

Agriculture, Forestry. and,Fish-

A(

Performing Arts, Design. and

PerformingArts, Design. and
Communications Occupations

Physical auciation

Construction Occupations.
ucation Occupations
1-kalth Occupations,
Seilvice Occupations
.

Science

cry Occupations
,Education Occupations
Office Occupations
Service Occupations

Distributive education

Sales OcCupations

Driver ethinton

Transportatitin Occupations

Health

Health Occupations
.

t Ionic economics

ery Occupatioi4s
Ed uca ion (ThetiPal-iop s

ticaltli Occupations `
Industrial Production Occupations
Office Occupations

Scicntific andA Technical Occu-

pations
.-- Social Scientists
Transportation Occurilltions

Scie*dic rupl Technical,,,OccupilIiQns

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fish-

Social studies

Agricultnre, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
Education Occupations

*

Service Occupations
Social Service Oecupations

Equcat ion Oecupatco.iil
I'Yffice Occupations
.
Perfornting, Arts, Design, and
.Communications Occupations
Service Occupations
Social Scientists.,
;Social Servicetikeupations
,

12)
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on g Careers
Writing and publishing jobS aren't the only ones that
require an excellent command.of language, howeVer. All
sorts of people need the ability to put ideas into ikords so that they. can influence others or get things done, Lan-.

Suppose you befieve that your true interest lies in
language arts. You want to'be a .writer. People who have
lo've of language and a talent for putting words together
may work as:
Journalists
Script writers
Advertising workers
Technical Writers
Greeting card writers
Crossword puzzle writers'
Public relations tvorkers
Textbook editolq,
Manuscript readers
Index editors
Literary agents
Bookstort manifgers
Publishers' representatives
Book clpb sties associates
Magazine circulation assistants.

guage arts are important to a lawyer writing a brief Or
a court case ... to a planner writijig an environmental
impact statement .. to a sales manager writing a memorandum to company evcutives ... to a college teacher
writing an Vide for a scholarly journal. All these people
use language arts on the jb every day. Get solli new
.

ideaS about careers that use language arts by .browsing

through the chapters that appear opposite "Language
arts" in table 3. Each chapter, in turn, will give you ideas
for further exploration.

Th76Training You'll Need
Do you have any idea of how you might go about
a

becoming a secretary? A. carpenter? A computer pro-.
grammer? A pilot? The first thing you'd have to do

N

4

The best

22*,

lay to launch your career is to finish high school,

World of Work
,,Alach of these jobs is learn a set of skills. To' work as a

secretary, you'd have to learn to type, take shorthand,
and handle, office procedures. To be a carpenter, yo 'd
-have to learn to use your tools properly arid work with tit
wasting your Materials. To work as a computer prop miner, you'd have to learn how to translate ideas into a
language the computer could understand and instruc-,'
lions it could follow. To become a pilot, of course, you'd
, have to learn to fly a plane,'
Like a hobby or a sport, every job involves knowledge
and sk0 that-you must learn: tlowever, the amount of
preparation you need varies from job to job. Aeiding
how nuich time and effort .you're willing to put into job
training is an important part of career exploration. It
doesn't make . mse to aim for a career as a veterinarian,
for example,. un .ss you do well in school, are interested
in science, and a e willWg to put in 10 years or more of

hard work and study after you graduate from high
school.

,

Fxiunine your attitude toward school. How loi,g are
you willing to stay in school? Do you plan to finis t high
school? Would you he willing to take job training afterwards that might might last anywhere from 6 'months to6 years? Do you phtn to go to college? Are you willing to
stu4 in college for 6 or. 8 yes oi even more?- Some
occuAtions veterinariati is one require that much
(
formal education.
\..
The cost of education Or tNning after hig I school is
_som At ing else to consider. You'll have to think about
how iuck training you or your family can affOrd as well
as

ft w much you'd like to obtain. The cost of the

scho ltng. necessary to become a veterinarian is much
great .r than the cost of the training you'd need to bevne
a met cal technologist. for exatnple. Yet both are health
Like a hobby or a sport, ev-ely job requires
knowledge and skills that yoU must learn.

occupa ons. Within most career clusters.Atyou'll find
---ocenpatio is with varying training requinements.

it

Bea( in mind, too hat there are many sources of
financial aid your c unselor can help yon investigate.
DDn't be discRuraged if you have the ability to pursue
education or tylnni
after high school but your family
can't afford the
Schohtrships, k)ans, grants, and
other finanCial aids are available' front schools. educa-

tt

,/

tional foitndations, businesi firms, religious groups, community organizations, and Federal, Stateand local governments. The question of how to finance your education
all r high school will become more important later on.
For now, let's take a look at some of the difThrent ways
you oild get the preparation you need for the world 'of
work:
The best way to lannch your career is to complete high
s itool. High school cot4.ses give you a foundation in,
asic skills that will help you function intelligently as a
worker, consumer, and citizen. A high school diploma is
.1.
r

4

_

necessary if you want to go to college. And it's usually
required for admission to trade schools. technical institutes, or apprenticeship programs. Moreover, many empkiyers prefer to hire high school graduates.
Chart
illustrates the choices that are open to you
idler high school. As- you can see, there are a number of
ways of getting the education .and training you'd need
lr a job. You can learn a trade while you work; you can
enroll in an apprenticeship program that combines onthe-job traihing.and classroom instruction; you can attend a vocational or trade school to learn job skills from
cutting hair to operating excavating equipment; 3tou can
get training and wopk experience in the Armed Forces;
or you can prepare for a career by going to college. The
1

path you select dopends on the pricular kind of career

-

0
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you have in mind and the time and effort yonTh/
willing to put into your training.
As you continue to. investigate, careers that interest
you, make a point of finding out about training -;how
much is required and what kind-is recommended. See
how well this matches your own willingness to study and
learn. You'll firi a summary of the training requirements

'for each of nearly 300 occupations in the Job Facts
sections in chapters 2

15.

Training After High School

subjects. Power truck operators, f4 example, .take
courses On safe driying that let several days. In some,
cases, on;the-jobiraining continues for several years. Ait
traffic controllers take a 16-week course and then need
2 or 3 years of work experientce before they are considered fully qualified to handle their jobs.
There are many occuRations in which you can learn
your job as you do it. You can traki on the job for careers

Sometimes you may get the feeling, from hearing
people talk, that almost e'verybody gets a college educa-

tion these days. That just isn't so. About half of those
who graduate from high school do take some additional
schooling of some kind, but not necesarily in college.

On-the-Job Training

ers by helping and observing them and working under
their supervision. I.earning the:joh may take no more
than a "iew hours. For other, bccupati6ns, on-the-job
traiRing is more formal and includes classes in related

1

in the Wowing clusters:
Agricultu(re, Forestry, and FisheryOccupations
Construction Occupations
Industrial Production OcCupations
Mechanics and Repairers
Office Occupations
Service Occupatioms

TransRortation Occupations

Ahllosr every job involves some sort of "learning by
one of the major kinds of on-the-job training.
Employers see to it that the people iftiey hire have an
opportunity to learn how to handle t le jobs they were .
hired to do. This training takes Many forms and can last
from a few days to a year or more. Assemblers, tOr
example, learn their skills from more experienced workdoing".

,

414

,011.
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Apprenticeship
Apprenticeship is a way of learninglt trade that combines on-the-job training and classroom ins6uction. Apprenticeship programs are sponsored by unions and employers. When you have complete your apprenticeship
program in, I to 6 years you e fbrmally recognized
as fully qualified in your trade.
As au apprentice you are taught by experienced workers. You learn your trade by helping them and working
Onder their supervision. Your training covers all aspects
of a trade. For example, 'apprentice auto mechanics dtm't
just learn how to repair engines; .t hey. also learn how to
diagnose engine problems and how to.care for their tools.
"Irhey stndy such Subjects as shop safety practices and
customer relations in a classroom or.through home study.
Often, classes are hell at local high schools or vocational
schools.

Every year, thousands of men and women learn ,to
become auto mechanics, carpenters, bricklayers, electrimaOinists, plumbers,. piperitters, sheet-metal'
workers, and tool-and-die makers through apprenticeship programs,And these are. only a few of the apprenticeable trades. Through apprenticeship, you can prepare
for jobs in the fol,loWing career clusters:

Almost every job involves some sort of "learning by
doing."

'2 4

4.

Construction Occupations
Industrial Production Occupations
Mechanics ,and Repairers
Service Occupations

World of Work
Vocational and Technical Schools
`f

Many types 1,of schools offer vocational training vourses to. learn the skills you'll use on the job.
You're probably fanUliat with your school system's vocational education program. This is one important source
of vocational training. Others include trade schools, technical iniitutes, business schools, and correspondence or
home study schools. In classes that last from severcal
weeks to several years, these schools will teach you
_cosmetology or4 barbering, flying, business and office
procedures 'omputer operating, medical assisting, fashion desi, , ei imercial an, automobile nrchanics, locksmithing, radio and television -broadcasting, truckdrivfm, and many othei: skills.
*4' sually you'll practice in the classroom things
you'll be expected to do at work. in business school, you
might type, file, take shorthand, .or keep books. In programs for health iwctipatiohs you might operate medical
equipment. You'll also study subjects that will help you

On die joh. In programs for mechanics and repairers you
would take classes in blueprint reading and shop math.

When you complete your program, you'll receive a
certificate of achievement. Although your employer.may

also want to give you some on-the-job training, you
generally are ready to begin work once you finish a
vocational program.
Vocational and technical schools providm the necessary
preparation for jobs in the following care& clusters:

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupatiobs
Health Occuotions
Industrial Production Occupations
Mechanics and Repairers
Dffice Occupations

Performing Arts, lksign, and Communications Occupations
Sales Occupations
Service Occupations
Transportation Occupations

Chart 1. Education and Training after High School
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL SCH
LS

riffral
FOUR. YEAR COL EGES

TWO YEAEI COLLEGES
EDUCATION

0
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

11U

ARMED FORCES

ON THE JOB

WORK
I.

APPRENTICESHIP

A
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Exploring Careers.
Community and Junior College'
In community and junior collegd, you caa prepare for
a specific occupation. Depending on your curriculum,
you may be able to begirt work for a hachelor's degree.
Although the typical program lasts 2 yearyor more and
leads to an associate degree, a efumber of Cowles can he
completed within year.
By attending a community or ji4or college, you can
prepare for employment as a compute!' service technician, a ilrafter, a surveyora Iiirestry technician, a nurse,
an emergency medical technician, a recreation leader, a
secretary. a computer programmer, an autom9bile mechanic, or a welder these are just a few of the areastin
which these colleges offer job training! Community colleges have close ties with local business and industry and
try to tador their occupationaltraining programs to the
needs of.the local area.
'Hie course offerings and classes are similar to those in
vocational and technical schools: you are taught the skills
you need on 'the job,
These colleges offCr programs that prepa.reu for
job
e
career clusters:
I

gricullure, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
instruction Occupations
II alth Occupations
lustrial Production Occupations
echanics.and Repairers
Mice Occupations
'erfOrming Arts. Design, and Communications
44-tletuziltions

'entific ahd Technical Occupations
ice Occupations

College and Universities
In colleges and universities, you can get a bachelor'
degree with a Major in one or more subjects. Your major
is the subject pu specialize in, such as history, mathematics. biology, business administration, or accounting.
Most bachelor's degree programs require 4 years, and
training lin- such professions as law, medicine, theology,
and social work requires several additional years. "Ciruluate" study that is, courses towards a master's degree or
Ph.D. is essential preparation lin some occupations.
'And it helps your chances of getting ahead in many
more.

By and largc, collegc does not prepare you fOr one
particular .job the way an apprenticeship does, kir ex-.
aniple. Instead. most underraduate programs give you
a foundation upon which any one of several caree'rs can

he built. In 4 years of college, you on expect to gain a
basic knowledge of yoga field and to develop a certani
intellectual discipline. You willlearn to work with abstractions, to tharpen your analytical skills, and to develop your writing and 'speaking skills: Very often, college grathiates with a bachelor's degiee start out in the
world of work as trainees. They are regarded as tegin-.
ners, people who have the basics but still have more
learning to do. As they gain experience .on the job or
continue their schooling, they move ahead in their careers.

A bachelor's degree is necessary for manrjobs in the
following ca reer .clusters:

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
Education Occupation's
Health Occupations
Office Occupations
Perfornling Arts, Design, and Comniunications
Occupations
Scientific and;k6hnical Occupations
Social Scientists
Social Service Occupations.

Armed Foices
Another way to prepare for a job is to join the Armed
Fortes. The Armed Forces train people in most of the
same occupations that civilians work in cooks,. clerks,
secretaries, nurses, carpenters, mechanics, newspaper.re-

porters, photographers, meteorologists, .air traffic contr011ers, and many more. You can learn job skills and
gain work experience while you're in the service and
them when you complete your tour of duty, use these

skills to get a ciOian job. Veterani; benefits can help
you finance further training at a vocational.or technical
school, or in college. You mardecide to make a career
of military service.

Continuing to Explore
The ideas and act vities in this chapter should have
helped you learn
thing about yotirsell. The rest of
the book is desi
d to help you go on. from there. to
learn new things about yourself as you broOen your
knowledge of.the world of work. Learning about yourself
is

a process that will continue throu

mt your life.

You'll keep making discoveries abou A ,ings you're good
at and things you like to do that wit help yOu understand
and accept yourself your 4rengths and weaknesses,
your needs, and your goaV Testing career interests is
just one of many ways)bliscovering what you're really
like.

.,,,-

World of Work
..

Now is the time to let your imagination soar, to test
your dreams, to try all.kinds of things that are new. Try
to expfore the world.of work with a truly open mind.
Don't limit yourself hy 'examining only a few kinds of
work. Youll want to begin with fhe fields that ingrest
you most, of course, but"( 1 m'f*rule out other fiekls too

change as well. As people grow older, their reasons for
working often change, as do their long-teragoals. People
change jobs a lot, in fact. And most people expekience
periods when they don't have jobs. They may be uneniployed, or they may stop *orking for a while in order to

soon. Some jobs may not , ppeal to you simply because

Change jobs because they've taken a second look at their
interests and abilities and decided it's time for something

you're not familiar with them. They might be worth
looking into. Remember. too. that you haven't wasted
your time if you investigate a career.only to decidelhat
-it's.not right 10r- you. Finding Out what you don't like
'and figuring out why is imponant. too.
,
('areer exploration isn't something you do just )lice.
Taking stock of- your interests is something you'll do
again and again throughout your life. You will continue
to change as ihe years go by, and as you do, your ideas
of What's important and what's not will also change.
It's likely that your career interests and goals will

go to school, travel, or raise a family. Many pe$ple

else. Changing jobs, t. inning for a' brand new career. c.
going back to school 0 keep up with the latest develo
ments in your field are all things to expect once you have
entered the world of work.
Exploring careers is important right now, as you begin
getting ready to enter the world of work. It Will be just
as important to repeat the process later in your;. life
whenever the lime seems right to stand hack, tale another look at yourself', an0 test your career interegts.
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Exploripg Careers
Annie Bergdahl walked down the corridor, wide-eyed.
From the moment she first walked through the, massive

enjoyed the film about an automobile assembly line. It
fascinated her to watch th6 metal frames grow, almost

brass doors of the 'main entrance, the MuSeum.of Science

magically, into complete cars as they moved along: -And
she couldn't believe how many Workers-- assemblers, Mr.

and Industry held her in 11- spell. The old airplanes
hanging from the ceiling, the mummies, the Space capsules everywhde she turned, Annie lbund wonderful
things to explore. She .wanted to see it all, read every
word, push every buttOn."But the museum -waS .so big!

Most of the other youngsters on the field trip also

Borden had called them---it took to build a car. Each
assembler performed a single task over and over while
the seemingly endless parade of unfinished automobiles

' marched on. As the engnies glided down from above,
two or three workers would .bolt each one to a frame..

wanted to run off and spend more time at some etxhibit
they had spotted. But Mr. Borden, their teacher at' Tt4.,i-y
dlesex Junior High, kept them together in a group. The
were certain exhibits be wanted them to see, exhibits4hat
should liven up the unit they were doing right now in,his

Others attached the seats; still others added doors or side
panels or wheels or a hood, over and over. Mr. Borden

social studies class.

assembly work wasn't her cup of tea.

had said that not all assetiblers work on an assembly
tine. Many work at benches or on shop floors and set
their own pace. Nevertheless, Annie had decided that

Now, at the museum, she walked with the group

The unit on industry had begun last week, and Mr'.
Borden was teathing the class how Netories produce

toward a tall archway crowned with a large sign in shiny

goods. Some of the students were obviously bored. But

brass letters: HALL OF INDUSTRY. Mr. Borden led

not all or them ... and certainly not Annie. Annie had

the students through the archway into a large room. q11

'
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It takes many assemblers, each performing

30

different task, to oràduco an automobile.
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America's industrial plants produce everything from
f5aper clips to rocket ships.

around them they saw exhibits and more door\vay.
Ushering the group to one side of the room, Mr. Boa en
sat them on the carpek and introduced them to a casua ly
dressed young man who awaited them there.

"This is Mr. Novacello, class. tie works here at the
mUseum, and he's going to tell Us about the estiibits in

this hall. Now, what are we studying in class these
days?"

"Industrial production!" shouted half the group in
unison.

"Right!" said Mr:Borden. "And who can tell me what
that means?" A. sudden attack of shyness paralyzed the
group. There was silence until Annie raised her hand.
"Production means making things. Industrial produc(ion meang making things in factories and plants."
='Very goOd, Annie," said Mr. Borden, siniling. "Now,
let's let Mr. lovacello tell us more about it and demonstrate how sotne things are made."
Mr. Novacello flashed a smile and greeted the group.
Adler telling them a bit about the museum and himself,
he returned to the. subject at hand. "Who can tell. me

why. g's important to learn about industrial production?" he asked.

This inspector looks carefully at every television set.

One by one, the children began name things made
in factories: Citrs and trticks, trains anirplanes, books'
and newspapers, pencils and pens, refrigeraibts and ra-..
dios, television sets and telephones, windo'w glass and
wallpaper, lampshades and lightbulbs, canned sOups and
candybars.
"The list is quite long, as you can see," said :Mr.
ovacello. "Industrial plants produce everythi4g from

er clips to rocket ships. And they produde these
thin s much more quickly2,4effiently, and cheaply than
was p sible years ago. Today), almost eyery American

family has a TV or an. amotbile or_ a refrigerator.
Without Modern industrial prOductiOn, all these Things

would havA) he Nuileby hand, and most of us could
never afford them. Modern indtOry makes our lifestyle
possible, and so.We should know.something about it-

"There's another*son, too. All those,products didn't
appear by magic. TheY\were made by millions of workers

in a great variety of jobs\When you start thinking about
the kind .of job you mighf\likewhen you grow up, it'll
help to know about these.
"We have exhibits here that a ustrate a dozen different
kinds of industrial processes. I wa t to show y6u four or
.

Silence.

five that I think will interest you," nd tell you a little

"Well, then, who can name- some industrial prod-

about the work and the workers in ea 1. Come with me
to the first exbibit and wf'll have a loo

Ucts?"

Exploririg 'Careers
Foundry Occupations

exact model, or pattern, of' the part Out of metal, wood,

The youngsters followed Mr. Novacello over to thefar
wall and gathered around him befbre a large darkened
window. Curious 1,6 know what was about to happen,
t..y listened to him.closely.
wThis exhibit shows an industrial plant called a
foundry. The workers there make metal parts for many
different things." As he spoke, Mr. Novacello pushed a
button on the wallynear the glass panel. Spotlights suddenly illurninate0 the scene behind the glass, in which a
dozen inechanicale came to life. All dressed in
overalls and hard shoes, they acted out the different
kinds of foundry work. At the same time, a clear, deep
voice spoke:frorn a wall speaker."The.procgsS used to make metal parts in a foundry is
called casting," began the voice, "and it resembles the
'Cvay you would mold a ring or some other shape out of
gelatin in yOur kitchen. Workers heat the metal until it
liquifies, then pour it into a mold. When it has cooled
and 'hardened, the metal has the desired shape and is
taken from the.mOld.

or perhaps plaster. Patiernmakers are highly skilled
workers. They make a model from a.. ;et Or drawings
called blueprints that give the exact measurementsof the
part..And since the quality of the product depends upon

the quality or the pattern, patternmakers work very
Carefully and deliberately.

.

.

"When the pattern is finished, the molder uses it to
-Make a mold. Molders pack special sand around the
pattern in a box .called a flask. After pressing the sa
very -tightly with mallets or 'powered rammers, the
.carefully remove the pattern, leaving a space in the sand
exactly the shape of the final piece. This is the mold.
"Sol:9e castings have hollow sectio.ns," continued the

joice. "They a-re formed, when the liquid metal flows
around,a "core" that the foremaker creates. Coremakers
a wood or metal block with a space hollowed

out in the proper shape. After packing sand into the
hollow, they bake it or dry it by some other method.
Once dry, the sand core is hard enough to remove and
use in, casting."

Fascinated 6y the mechanical figares, the children

"Casting is used to make metal objects that must be
ver'y strong, such as engine blocks and axles for cars. In
order to cast the desired shape, foundry workers create
the molds themsel;ies. First", the paiiernmaker creates an

stared for another minute or so while the voice described
other aspects of a foundry. Then the.display went dark
and .the speaker silent. M. Novacello's voice broke the
trance.

`P.

Foundry workers make metal objects that must be
very strong. Here the worker is pouring liquified
metal into a mold.

Steel wgrkers may' have to wear special clothing for
proteotion.
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"If' you'll follow me over to the next display, we'll see
some other .kinds of workers who make things out of

"The: hext occupation' Might be a bit easier. Two
people wearing faceasks are standing over a metal

metal."

object, while one holds a-torch to it. What do youlhink
they're doing?"

,

0,;

Silence.

Other-Metalworking Occupations

thought you'd guess this one," said, the guide.
"These int welders. They use heat from gas or electric

Leading the children to a large floor-to-ceiling gisplay
case, he pointed to the .tirst of several life-sized figures
posing behind tile glass. "Now," he began, "who cantell
me the Occupation of this man standing at the anvil with
a big hammer in his hand'?"
"Blacksmith!" answered the class in. unison.

"Right!". said Mr. Novacello. "And what do blacksmiths do'?"
"They put shoes on horses," answered a few voices.

The guide smiled. "That's partly correct. Many blacksmiths specialize in shoeing horses arabare calledfilrriers.

But' blacksnliths also make or mend metal objects for
many other purposes. The process they use is called
forging. First, they soften a .piece of metal, usually iron,
by heating it in a firci'place called a forge. Next, holding
it on the anvil with a pint of tongs, they strengthen and
shape the metal by hammering and chiseling it. Then
they cool it in water.
"This -bhicksmith is forging metal in essentially the

This welder is using heat from an acetylene torch to
join pieces of metal.,

same way that his predecessor did a hun4red years ikgo.
Even his tools are similar. In a ca6dern Jorge shop, you

would find workers who look like these next figures in
the case. They heat the metal in a furnace and ,use large
power hammers and presses to pound and squeeze it into
the desired shape.
With their equipment they can'proT._
.
duce objects such as keys, wrenches, drill ,bits, or huge
.

parts for heavy machinery. And they can do it much
faster than a blacksmith.

"Now this occupation," continued Mr. Novacello, indicating the next figure, ,"may 'be harder to figure out.
As you can see, this woman is placing a metal object in
a vat of liquid. An electrical wire is connected to the
object, And another runs into the liquid. Can anyone tell
me what she's doing?"
Mr: Novacello looked out acros; a sea of blank laces.
"Do you'all give up? This womanis an eleetroplater. S-he
puts a metal layer, or plating, on an object. She does this
by passing an electric Current between the plating material, which can be silver, chromium, or some other tnetal,
and the object. She covers those parts of' the object Via('
aren't to be plated, and she carefully controls the strength
and duration of the current. Then she checks the plating

A

to make sure it 'was applied evOly And in the right
thickness. In this display she is putting Chrome plating
on an automobile. bumper,,but she could lie plating any
of the shiny, silvery parts of a car.

An artificial limb doesn't prevent this worker from
pursuing his trade as welder.
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torches to joip pieces of metal together. iese two work
in a [AMA where bulldozers are mat They!re juining
.7:tWo pieces of the. bulldozer frame together...Welders also
work in factitnies that make trucks, byilers, and all kipds
of heavy maChinery. But. you see welders at work just.
Aout evvywhere, not just in factories. I hey work- on
bridges, roads, pipelines, and construction sites, joining
the metal .beams and steel reininrcing rods that make
those structures
trong. And they work on shipShip

Then the last worker assembles. the boiler by welding or
riveting the pieces together..Sniall boilers, like the one
shown here, may he assembled 'in (116 shop,* but large
ones, such as those that supply stem to drive (whines in
electric power plants and in ships, must he put together
, in place. Any questions?"
Several in the group, raised questions, which Mr. Novacello answered as best he could. Then he led thein to
another corner of the hall.
flir we've seen occupations related to metal prod-

.

.

welders have to h _highly skilled anli they have to-do
their jobs very car fully iirdeed,lo'he sure that the ship
doesn't break apart in rOugtr seas. But that'enough tr
t9day about welders!

'lids. Now let's look ar workers who make something
4 entirely different, something you all use every day in
school

(/`

hooks."

ro

"Now let's IA at theSt)fast workers in the disi)lay.

t

They, are demonstrating three different stelis
orter'muting. The IiirSt worker measfireg and'cutsallthrfpieces
from metal, according to the hIneprints:These measurements m-th he precise,-hecause':it may he impossible to
correct-. a Nd 6ut. The next ,,worker joins the pieces
together temporarily to see if they fit properly. It may he
necessary to'grind or cut in places to [hake a good fir

,.

Printing Occupations
"Most people in this Ountry today read and own
hooks," continued Mr. Novacello. "But hundreds of
years ago .hooks' w,exe handwritten, and only the very
rich could aftbrd eheM. And of course in`those days,

ordinary, people didn't know how to read. With the
invention of the printing press and movable type, hooks
bectinle much easier and cheaper to print. More people
bought them and learned to read them. So those of you

n

_.1._ a

who love reading can be grateful to the people who
invented the p tesses we're about to see!"
FolloWing thei guide through w wide doorway, the
children foundthen selves on a long balcony overlooking

4.1

a huge factory in riniature. When they had spread

4

'

'ro

y

v

"If you could remove *hoof of a printing plant and
look inside, this is, what you might see. The printing
process begins in that far room, called tig composing
room. There: the compositors set a writtenEV, or manuscript, in tyk.
"In the old dayS, they had to choose type by hand

i

,

It

,

.

themselves out along the railing to get a better view, Mr.
Novacello continued his talk.
.

tr

From-a large caSe, one letter at a time. And since all the
letters were backwards, it was easy to make mistakes
especially with letters that look alike. Compositors had
to.take a.good look at each letter to be,sure they had the

right one. That's where (he saying '.'Mind your fl's and

r

1111

),!*;"4",

q's"Armes from. Thday setting type by hand in this
traditional way is done only for very'special printing
jobs.

)

qa

"

"764 days, compositors use machines .with keyboar 1 s on. which they type the text. These machines set
40.1
.
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type nuch faster, than is possible by hadd. Until fairly
recently, the most coMmon typesetting machines were
the Monotyin and Linotype madines both of which
force hot molten' metal into rows. Of type. Mot metal-.
typesetting is on the way out, however, and is being

,

etvp
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Occupatioa

replaced by machines that usi:. paper and- chemicals to
set the tyre.
,.
-"Afier all the type is set, the columns of text Must be
-arelinged lino pages. Usualty the compositors print the
.

text on paper which is then cut up, ana 'pasted onto/
mounting boards. Tbe completed boards, loAing just
like the pages t the finished book, th'en go through a
printing proce. There are many different wayl'of printing, including such old standbys.ns linolium an woodblock printing. For commercial purposes,' ho
er, a
process called lithographyis-Very important:1i
-...,
Mr. Novacello pointed to another room in the model,
.

-You eali se i! the lithographic process over here. Lithog.,
rapherv photograph the boards with Ifte cameras and
make negatives. They lay th. negatives over medial plates

ihat have been treated With a special ligleiensitive
chemical. When a plate is exposed to light, the chemical
eats into the metal only in the places wh:.re the negative
Jets the light through.until ... Presto! The plate has the
image from the negalve etched into it. And so a printing
plate is created. Have I conthsed you all yet?"

Annie raised ber hand. "How do the compositors
make type for the pictdres in a book?" she iisked.

'(loot'. Testion!" answered Mr. Novacello, .smilini,
c "The
, answ r is that tly don't When they paste up a
<,

.

he'ard,,.tbey cave blank spaces where the pietures will

appear. Mea while, other workerS'enlarge or requce
each picture tt the desired Size and..insert it in its itended

,

space. Then tl e lithographer makes a plate of tfft entir
page, pictures is well as words.
"The nekt s ep is the aetual printing.ilut fast, let me
give you a Itt e math problem. If it takes 4 clays to print
a. ,i_.9tik using
ne printing press, and you want to print
it in only 2 da s, how would you do it?"
"Use two prc'ses!" shouted several of the .hildren.
"Extellent!" rt. ied Mr. Novacollo. "Now, here's the
hard part If each.'press requires its own set of printing.
.

plates, but all of your eypesetting,(d lithography /has
produced only one set, what do ydu akt"
.
., "Make another set!" shouted the same voices.
"You'rj alr too smii'll!" s'iiid the guide. "And that's
exactly why a print shop employs elecirohpers. They
' make a wax or plastic mold of.dhe printing plate. Then
they form a metal shell in the mold, in the 'same way
.,,

Ed.

that the worker we saw earlier put a chrome layer on the
car bumper. by elellroplating. That metal shell, with a
feld backing, becomes a. duplicate plate.
"When all the plates are ready, they go the pressroom,
4his large area nearest us. There, thepress operators set
up the plinting presses. They insert and adjust the plates,
.

.
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Many printing press operators learn their trade throuf.nopprenticeship programs.
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check the su plies (

1

iaper and ink, and run (he presses.,

,l'1111-rmaul machinists have much more tr'acning and

print oiNkith sides of paper that conies
from a large roll, and (lien cut (he paper into sheets of

skill thait::achine-tool operatoN. ithey can operate

These presse

many different kinds ofbuiachine tools, inviesd or just.
one kind. With their kinNledge of materials and tools,

several boo -pages each.
.,
".1'hese sheets go to (he bookbinders, who fold them
and assemble them into book. Using stitching and glue,
they bind the books and attach_ (he covers. After sonie
/Nal touChes, the hooks are ready to be sold, And, if you
have no questions, we are ready to move on."

they can do everything necessary to turn a block of metal

into an intricate part."
Mr. Novacello walked over to one of the machines.
"Take a close look at a machineyool," he said. "On each

one you'll find a jig or fixture n1 hold the metal. You'll
also see the "tool" portion of (he machine that actually
cuts, drills, grinds, r presses ihe metal. Very often., in
order to make a particular part, a special jig or tool is
needed..11 s9), a tool-atubdie maker produces it. Tooland-die makers are not only highly skilled machinists,

Mr. Novacello led the group back through the main
hall and into an adjoining room: The major exhibit was
a large scale model, similar to that of (he printing. plant.
Scattered around (he edge of (he MOM were life-sized
figures standing at various .machines. The children's
curioms gazes wandered every which way until the guide
began to speak.
"I want to show you, a kw, more metalworking occupations,'" he began, "but first I. have a question. Who can
tell me whip a tool is?"
After a conspicuous silen(x, one brave boy raised his

but creative workers, too.

IT

...,:J11111111
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hand.. "A tool is something you use to lylp you do
something.9
"Fxeellent," said Mr. Novacello. "And what Are some
eXamples of tooM"
I lainnoer. saw, screwdriver, pliers, chisel, all were men..
tioned- in turn.

"Very good," commented (he guide. "You have all
given-examples of handfools. What you see ni (his room
are examples of Imultine tools. Sonie are about the size
of a person: others, as you can see isii the scale model, fill

an entite romn. Sonic perform oply one kind of operation; others carry out a whole sequence of tasks automatically. But they all use power to cut, grind, drill, or
shape nfetal.

"Machine tools are an important part of industry
because they can produce metal parts quickly with a
i
high degree of precision. Thei make it possible to build
conop machines, like automobiles, in large numbers.
An&lhOse maehmes have interchangeable parts. For
example: if,vour family' car has a worn-oulgear, you
can buy a .new gear that will be virtually identical to the

,

ohm.

Tool=and-die makers need Mechanical abty.

original one. If (he gears were made with handtools, this

/

wouldn't be possible. But with machine tools, we can
mass produce automobiles, electric motors, airplanes,
.,.., and hundreds of other everyday products.
"The people who _work with nuichine tools have dBTerent kinds of jobs. Machine .1001 operators have (he
least complicated jobs and need the least training. They
run a machine and watch for problems -,after set-up

workers have performed (Ile more demanding job of
adjusting the machine and preparing it for use. Set-up
workers andoperators usually stick to one kind of tool,
si ch as a drill press or a grinder.
t;

-4

"And speaking of creativity. the most creative machine

work of iill is that of instrument makers. They-are a bit%
like inventors they take someone's idea and translate
it into a piece of experimental or custom-built equip,ment. And instrument makers work yvithout the benefit
of a detailed set of blueprints. 011en, there's only a rough

sketch or idea to work from. They use their skill and
imagination to. fill in the details of the design and then

*carry it out."
41ler pausing to take a breath, Mr. Novacello called
for questions. Annie, who was fascinated by the's*. e (of

Industrial Production Occupations
sonie of the machines, raised her hand. "IlOw do they
put these machines in the factories?" she inquired.

"l'in glad yo,ii asked that!" replied Mr. Novacello.
nstalling'industrnd eqMpment is the job of millwrights.
way have to dismantle the .old machinery, lay a
dtburn tion, pove the new equipment in, and assemble
it.

All of this takes a great degree of skill. Any other

questions?"

different kinds of jobs there. are in indwaryo)Nhat can
we say about these jobs? Wbat are they like'? Wkat do
they have in common? And what sort of person would
be good at this work'?"

.

There, were a' few moments of silence. Then Dave
raised his hand and answered, "Making things is what
their jobs are all about. So you could say that industrial
production. workers deal with things. They have a lot

Ihere were no further questions.

more to do with things that th y do with people or

"Well then," announced the guide, glancing at hist_

ideas

watch, "so much for machining occupations. I'm going
to (Ake you now to a,nother part of the n useum. There
we will closely exannne the natn-re of one ast prod,ion

occurition. Follow me, if you will, s we set onf to

.

'Huey work With things," Mr. Borden wrote on the
board. "Very good. Is there anything to add to that'?"
Dave continued, "Well, yes. The things these workers
deal with could be raw materials ... machines ... tools
... equipment ... the final product itself. But whatever
it is, it's an object Of softie kind. Something you can

touch orkel or handle."
"Fine,' said Mr. BordeR. "Now, does everyone agree
with what Dave has said'?"

Phil spoke up. "I agree that all industrial production
workers deal mainly with things, but hey.ond that, their
jobs aren't the same at all! Just think about the different

I

'levels of skill they. need. You have the set-up worker who
gets a drill press ready to u,'makes all those calculations
and adjustments and so forth'. ... And then you haVe the

drill press operator who' just runs the machine! That
operator's job: seems pretty straightforward to me. It's
just a matter of starting and stopping the machine and
watching it while it's running.
"And don't forgo the machinist," 'Phil continued,

')**40111116, '10 0

warming to his subject. "The machinists do highly skilled
work. They have to know a lot to be able to set up and
operate a' lathe to min KC a part for a ineitor. for example.
SO even though industrial.production workers' jobs have
sOme similarities, they aren't all alike. They range from
routine and simple to very complex.",

"Industrial production wallinvolves varving degrees
of skill,- wrote Mr. Borden. "Thanks';! Phil. Now, what
else?"

Millwrights use rop

arid other riggihg devic9s to

help 010111 move maeriinery.

"These workers work mostly with their hands," suggested Barbara.

"That's right," said the teacher. "They do manual
explore the production of hot dog lunches,.by the cafe-,
teria cooks!" 0.."

Personal Characteristics
The day liner the field trip, Mr. Borden had his social
studies class review what they had learned at the museum. Walk u l up to the chalkboard and picking up a
piece of chalk, he sakj, "Let's start by brainstorming for
a few minutes. We learned a lot yesterday about the

work. They have to he gopd.at going things whh their
hands in order to work with handtools or operate machines. It takes coordination and dexterity ... the same
kind Involved ,in makilig a model\ or repairing a laA
mower, for example. Anything more'?"
Annie had something to say. "These workers have to
use their heads. They read blueprints, measure things,
and make calculation's."

"You're right," ansWered Mr. Borden. "Sonie of the
industrial production workers we've learned about need
what's called spatial abditv to work from diagrams and

37
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with sonic sort of mechanical interest. So many of the
jobs we learned about at the museum involved machines
and mechanical principles. The Wor i rs were applying
mechanical principles to practical siti ations."
;',M4echanieal interest is important," Mr. Borden wrote.

f

"And ...?"
There was silence.

"Well,' I con think of several things," continued the
teacher. "InJustrial workplaces can be.noisy and dirty.
Industrial workers have to be .able to do their fobs in
places that may be uncomfortahk or unpleasant. Some of

the jobs are strenuous, and require both strength and
stamina. Not all industrial production workers have to°
lift and carry heavy things, of course, but some do. Arnd
workerS like assemblers and machine-tool operators may
be on their feet all day long. That's tiring, too."

Mr. Borden glanced around the room. "Does anyone have anything to add? No? Well, then, let's go on.

The other day we saw a film about an automobile
factory. ..."

Working with handtoois takes concentration.

blueprink.' Spatial ability nitans they can look at a flat
drawings of a three-dimensional object and picture the
object in their mind. They also have to have good firm
perception lu notice details and detect slight flaws in
shapes and surfaces. And, like just about all workers,
they have to be able to understand instructions, reason,
and use common sense. As Phil has just told us, reasoning
ability is much more important fOr some industrial producton workers than for others.) thibk ve were all
imprtssed with the problem-solvivkids it takes to be

an instmment maker.
Pat spoke up. "Some of the jobs seem boring to me.
Workers like assemblers do the same thipg over and over

"Yes, that's right," agreed Mr. Borden, "Some iri-dustrial production jobs involve repetitive hisks. Jobs like
dot are just right, though, for people who like repetitive,
concrete:organized actvities. Now, what else can we say
about these workers arid their jobs?"
Emily raised her.. hand, "Ir seems to' me that people
who'haVe what it takes to learn a skilled trade are people
38
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This automobile worker enjoys his Job.

Industrial Production Occupations
Training

occupation? Would you enroll at the State college of
,

A week after the museum trip, Annie gave an oral
report in Mr.. Borden's social studies class.
"If you wanted to be a lawyer," she began, "you would

go to law school. To become a dentist, you'd attend a
school oNentistry. But where woukl you go to learn an
industrial trade? For less difficti t occupations, such as

Boilermaking? Tool-and-Die Graduate School? Welding
University? That would be one way.
"Ira& schools and technical institutes offer programs

in the skilled trades. welding, printing, and tool-anddie making, lot example. These programs provide !Iwo-

machine tool operator or asseilble -; you could train right

retical instruetion add the practical skills you'd need
right away on the job. Vocational trainihg is given, in
tioth public and private schools. You're probably,famil-

on the job. But how would you break into A skilled

iar with the vocalional education courses given' here in

.1.111.1.1.10
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Pap woman Is training for a Jobos an electric power plant operator. -
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our sohlool systeM. There are, in additions, thousands of
privati schools.that teach the skilA you'd need tor a job
in ihdustry,
.

'Mere are other ways to train for industrial production Occupations, too. Often, the best rout . 's through an
apprenticeship. Consisting of planned classroo and onthe-job instruction, apprenticeships normally last about
4 years, although they .range from I to 6 years. It all

de ends on the occupation. Appienticeships are arra tged by unions and employers.
'
i" t-kre's how thty woh. Let's say you are an apprentice
. Machinist with the Wonderful,Widget Company. As an

4

4prentice, you train for 4 years on the job, learning
eVery aspect of a machinist's-work. You also go to class
learn blueprint reading, shop mathematics, and other
s ibjecti. After .completing all the requiremeuts for the
rograni, you receive a certificate that proves you have
all the skills of a journey worker machinist.
....Many workers do learii their,-skills without appren-

411

ticing. Quite a. few .get their training on the job by

fl

fr

Employers generally prafer to hire people who have
finished high school.

watching experienced workers, asking questions, and
having someone guide them as they try the job themselves. While some of these workers have attended a
vocational high schooror a trade school, others begin
with no previouS exposure to Ole occupation. And then
there lire workers whorpick up the trade" on their own
by watching, imitating, and experimenting whenever

411110.--

they can."
,41111

More About Training
The, Job Facts at the end of this chapter summarize
the trainirig requirements for each of 33 industrial production Occupations. If one interests you, you can begin
preparing in high school. Math, science, drafting, shop,
and other industrial arts courses will help. You can join

a chapter of VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of

Many workers learn their skills on the Job.

America), if your school has one. VICA chapters plan
projects, take field trips, and hold competitions in .such
.skilj areas as welding, machining, and printing.
One final tip: Plan to finish high school. Employers
do hire people who haven't finished high sch4ol, but
they prefer those who have. They know that high.school
gives you basic skills you'll need for the job. And the,1
diploma shows them that you're willing to finish something Once you've started it.

.

.1

Industrial Production Occupations
Assembler
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Exploring Careert
The traditional Fourth of July picnic in .Elks Gap last
weekend had been a big affair; everyone in town had
been there: Under the trees the lire department had set
up grillS to barbeque the chickens that Would be eaten
long before the fireworks began. There, Karen ran into
her new neighbor, Sarah Green. Sarah and her husband

Karen is a bench assembler. She assembles circuit
boards for television sets and other electronic equipment,
anif works at a bench rather than on a moving assembly

line. Putting together complete- circuit boards means
installing' all the comp.onents; -CapaCitor*, .resistors,

'.had moved to 'Elks Gap just a few weeks before, and she
and Karen had quickly gotten to be friends.

Over barbequed chicken, Sarah had. told Karen ihat
she was thinking about looking tor a job. Karen told her
about Astro Electronics, the plant-where she worked.
"Why don't "you 'come' out and appljt for a job like
mine?" she had suggested. "You don't need a great deal
of education or experience to do what I do. But you do
need to be good with your hands. You need patience,
too, and have to be able to concentrate on very small
tasits."
ocr-

.

diodes, trangistors, and meds. It means soldering these
components into place, and installing connecting wires
where necessary. Karen usually works from.a diagram
Or blueprint that shows her where to insert each component. Sometknes, however,- Karen uses a "sample
board"-- an exact model of the board she is constructing.
Karen's job as,a bench assembler.is more complex and

involved tiian that of an aSsembly line worker, Karen
assembles the circuit boards from start to finish, instead
of just inserting one or two components, which is what
she might be doing ifshe were working on' an assembly
line. On an assembly line she would repeat the same task

A.
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Assembling electrenic components is very delicate, detailed work that rruires
concentration,
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Industrial Productidn Occupations
over and ove again, rather than complete all the steps
of thr, circuit board assembly process herself.
Karen didn't need any special training to get her job
at. Astro Electronics. "Fhe company put her through a
training course the first day sh'e went to work there,..and
since tpen she's been learning and gaining speed through
practice.

"It's a bit hke putting together a puzzle or a model
airplanc;" she had told Sarah. "It's very delicate, detailed
work that requires a lot of concentration. I nave to use
a magnifing glass sometimes, when I'm working on
very tiny tioards. It can be hard on the eyk. But I enjoy
the work. It's not boring at all: because I put together

,many different-kinds of circuit boards, and the variety
makes it interesting."
Karen had been excited and enthusiastic when she
talked to Sarah:. about her job. But nowt the holiday is
`oVer and Karen is hack at work. She has to make an
effort to concentrate on the wOrk in front of her.
Tools are scattered around Kyren's workbench wire
stripers, wire cutters, plieis, lacing Cord, a. soldering
iror Therti's cleaning fluid on the workbench., and seVeral trays of electrical componentsmoo.Karen picks up
an electrical component and.plugs it into some holes in \
the circuit board. She turns the board over and uses her

wire cutters to clip the wire that is sticking out of the
circuit board in the back. Then she picks up her solde'ring

iron and solders some metal onto the bottom of the
component that's sticking through the circuit board. The
mel(ed metal, as it dries, holds the component securely
in place. Karen picks up another electrical component
and repeats the process.

The "bench" that Karen is sitting at is actually...2.i row
of long tables, like the kkd used in a school cafeterja.
There afe lots of benches \ row after row. The benches
fill up the large warehouse-like building where Karen
works. The work area is clean and the temperature is
domfortable. Karen likes being able to sit down all day
rather than.stand, w she'd probably have to do on an
assembly line: Sometimes her neck and hack get sore
from.bending over her bench, but it's better than starlit.ing all day, in her opinion.
All of the people working at Karen's bench are assemK Ming the same ,kind of circuit board that Karen is. They
Work quietly, each concentrating on the work at ,hand.
It's easy to becke involved in the work when there's so
much detail.
"Row's eve.r thing down on this end7' Thei/question
startles Karen hut she recognizes the voice.- It's her
supervisor;B tty.
K aren sued es and re6lies, "A.II right, I guess, but I'm
going to.nee some m'ore resistors soOn."
Betty nods. "I'll go bring some over. Does anyone else
need anything?" The man next to Karen asks for some
more wire. Betty nods again and then hurries off.
NShe's always rushing around," Karen thinks to herself. "But then I guess supervising 30 workers is a pretty
demanding job."

'ger

Before long Betty iS back with the materials. "Oh.
Karen," she says, "we have a new ivorker. She'll be
coming out of training after lunch. I thought I'd place
Karen uses a magnifying glass to put together very9
small owls.

.I....,

her. next to you, so that you can help her if she has any
problems.''
.

"All right," Karen replies.quietly:
"By the way,".says Betty, "it's your friend Sarah."
Karen looks up with a surpris0
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Assembly Work requires attention to detail and the ability
to follow diagrams said writtett directions.

Assemblers need to be good at Working w(ith their hands.
Are you good at 'fixing things?
Are you handy wit'h tools?
Can you repair your bicycle?

Do you enjoy leisure activities tha,t involve Working
with your hands, such as sewing, macramc ,. stringing

beads, model building, or liknittire refinishing!!

Are you good at illowing a. recipe, sewing or doing
needlepoint from a pattern, building a model from
written instructions, assembling a radio from a kit, or
painting by numbers?
Are you good at reading maps?
Do you understand Weill plays when they r written out?

Assembly work usually involves If lot of repetition.. Assemblers must be willing to perform repetitions tasks.
Do you enjoy needlework such as knitting, crochet-.
ing, or quilting?
Can you put up with the.repetition involved in moWinggrass, shoveling snow, painting a house. or putting
down tile?

rea

Can you sit still through your classes?
Can you concentrate without feeling the need tc
around all the time?

.Suggested Activities
Ask your. teacher to arrange a plant tour if th re is a
factoryin your community. Prepare questioI in ad

Speed can be, important in assembly work.

Are you good at activities that require finger dexterity
such as slapjack, jacks, or shuffling and.dealing cards?

,

Adulikt

Factory workers relaxing in the proaucts they make:
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Assemblers work indoors. They stay in a small wor
while they do their jobs.

vance.on the type4 of production jobs there. Al abo t
the education and training needed to get ajobl star ng
pay, and opportunities for advancement.

Ind'ustriaI Production Occupations
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These Strands

This worker is tilling capsules with medicine.

ar/ being twisted to Make tire cord.

/
a portable elect4 cutter. I generally cut many layers of:
fabric at a time./

Prepare a report on Henry Ford and the assembly li
for your English or social studies class. Ex air% ho
this method of organizing work hits affected t1 mqn
ufacturing process. How, has it affected the wOrkeN1

"1. (TITAN/OUT NIRTP FPELOVERD. I tend several machinepha rIteaticaIIy develop, fix, wash, and
dry p

Use Working by Studs Terkel as t'lle subject for a book
report in your FngliSh class. (New York: Pantheon

EF1 GAPAR 'K. I tend machines that
,5.
perform Vackaging functi ns, such as filling, marking,
labelling tying: packing, r wrapping containers.

Books, 1974.)

Related Cfccupations

6.

\

/

17, PLUMAOE RELFLI, I tend a machine that fills
,i(i tall glass containers known as ampoules with measured '
d es of liquid drug produCts.

I. GIF,WSN NAP,McIIISOAPRORE, I use a s w-

ing machine to join, gather, hem, 'reinforce, or deco ate
such articles as carpets, .gloves, hats, -bags, .and up

%

8 ENARCYN KEWROR. I put fruits, vegetables,
mea , cheese, and Other 'food products into processing

stery.

equi mem washing, reeling, refrigerating, coring, pit-.
ting, t imming, grinding, dicing, cooking, or slicing maI do is used in canning, freezing,
chines. TIC° work
,)

.

3. IIAM NICE TURTEC. I cut fabric hito parts for ,

A

shivinent, or storage.

ANSemblers aren't the only workers with firctory jo 's.
USing the descriptions below, unscramble the letters to
1
/Find the names of other production workers.
I
s,

2. Y A PS R N EITR A P. 1 usea spray gun to spra /t- le surfaces of machines, manufactured products, or ork-',
ing areas with paint, enamel, glaze, gelcoat, or lacquer.
-,BefOre painting something. I often-clean.greage and-dirt
from it; sometimes I till cavities and.dents with putty.

/, RY DWENRI. i, tend machines that wind

\ stran s of -yarn into p kages. for further processing,

1

preserv ng, or packaging food products.

.

..

9, Gi MINI HICANEM TRQPAEOR. I tend several mac mes that knit fabrics, garment..parts, or other
articles In rit yarn,

such articles as Canvas goods, house 'furnishings, garments, hats, stdffed toys, and upholstered furniture, using.

See ap,p Ts at end 4 chapter.

0
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Machinist
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(h) Nip( y prociqo Work
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Indusfrial Production Occupations
Joe rolled over and ppened his eyes. Through the.
dense greyhaze he could make out small lights_twinkling.
like stars.

that ,makes refilaceme t parts tor water purnps, .1t:etric
gbnerators, sometimes cars...welLanything, really, We'll
make almost anything fiom metal."

"Strange, it wasn't foggy out," hsithought, trying to
make some sense of the haze that had swallowed him
up. (nines swirled through his mind: A quiet summer
night,
t-eleadint to his house, unfamiliar lights
behind a hedge, a blinpg.flash,

"What is metar"
"What is trieu l? repeated Joe, puzzled.. "Everyone
knows what met

Joe realized with a start that he was no longer outside
his house. In fact he had no idea'where he was. Alarmed,

"We're s2yery, )ut \ide don't," replied the voice. "Plase
explain metal to
"Metal is a...Well, it's steel, iron, brass...I don't know

he jumped to his feet, but lost his footing and fell
4

backwards.°As Joe struggled to his feet, he saw that the
surface underneath him was as clear as glass. He-knew
already that it was as slick as ice.
Joe made aneffort to focus.on his surroundings despite
the grey haze that made it difficult to see. Ile seemed to

be in tile inidtlic:"Nr4a49.round rooM. He stood and
cautiouslytook a step toward the lights.
"Who' are you'?" boomed a oud, authoritative voiCe.
Joe froze.

_,"Who,are you?-" repeated the oice impatiently..Joe
saw the spheres of light blink as the'voice spoke:" Hefelt
compelled to answer;
"I'm Joe Von Braun. Where am I?"
,
No answer. Joe thought about making a break for it,
but remembered how slippery4heilloor was.
"I must bedreaming," he thoteght. "Of course, this is"

only a dream. I'll wake up any'mintue."
'Please, don't run,' said another voice, a soft and
soothing one this time. The siund frightened him even
more, because this voice was closer and-undeniably real;

As Joe turned in the direction of the voice, the haze
grew lighter. Only4a kw yards in front of him a sphere
of light was suspended in midair. In ihe haze it looked
like the sun on a cloudy day.
"Please., sir, don't run," repeated the gentle voice. The
light blinked as the words were spokeu. Joe still was too
frightened.to speak.
"Wv know our first voice disturbed you. but we mean
no harm.. We are visitors to your world mid we wish to,
know more about you. We have talked to many of you,
but there is Mill so much to learn. Please tell us about

yourself."

.1)

"'What thin
asked the voice, quietly.
"Parts for mahie, usually. I work in a machine shop

.

thescientific definition, How.can I explain?"Wait,
,show'you."
Joe sehrched his pockets and found the 6-inch, steel
ruler he used at work. He' held the ruler in front of him
and said, "This is metal..This is steel...."
A white light streaked from above, touched Joe's hand
and instantly disappeared. The ruler was gone. JOe ku
to his knees: He was almost in tears.
"We at, know mefal. We have tiCeIT it before. Tell us
Iritlfe About WM you work With metal,"
"Mime don't hurt me," cried Joe.
"Don't be afraid,".responded the voice, as the sphere
of light blinked rapidly. "We would never hurt you. We
only want to understand. We have seen metal before, brit
we have nothing like it where we live. We a,re eager to

learn about it. How do You make things from metal'?" Joe hesitated, then began talking again. He did not
,
know what else to.do,
"Usually I work frOm a blueprint the boss gives me. I

start...."
"What is a blueprint?". interruptml the voice.
"A blueprint is a -drawing of the part I have to make.
By looking at it I know what the final product will look
like. The blueprint also has Jhe specifications. They tell
me how long and wide to make the part and what kind
of metal to use. Usually the specifications also.give an
estimate of how much time I havelo make'the part."
"Thank yOu, we understand what a blueprint is. Please
continue," said the voice, as the sphere blinked.
"First I gather the metal stock. I'd better explain that.

"Metal stock" is a term for all the different pieces of

11he voice was oalm and reassuring. Fncourag,.ed, JQC
began to speak. Ile spoke haltingly at4irst, then more

metal I'll be working With: Steel rods, brass tubing, bars

confidently.
"I don't know where to'begin..\.4
"Tell us anything."

or shape it."

of alumintun,. whatever. Then I do the layout. I mark
the metal to show where I should cut it, put holes in it,
i.d.)
`l-,Ic:)w

"Well, my name is Von Braun. I'm 3$. !lave a wife,
What else.?

a machinist.. , ."
"That's interesting. We've.never talked to a machinist
before. What is it?"
"A machinist is...that
make thingS."

do you cut it or_ shape it'? Isn't metal 'too

llse ,machines," explained_Joe, "There are all kinds

of Machines specially -dqigi)ed to work metal

lathes,

milling machines, drill presses, planers, and grinders, for

epinyk.

,
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."I use saws to cut metal to the right length;.drills to

workpiece, I 4ave tp select the tool that's the right shape,
siZe. and hardness to make the cut I need,

put holes in it: planers to stiape it: and grinders to smoOth

its surface. The milling machine
I the lathe are the
most versatile of all. They can do
lostany job."
"So these *niachinoodo all your work," said the voice.
"No, no, nO," .loe said hastily. "The machines are
useless Without me. I have to set them up, so they run
properly."

"Then I mount the tool on the machine and set the
speed that determines how fast the tool will cut the

4

metal. The speed is very importantnlf I make the cut too
fasti, the kiol will wear out cinickly or break. This could
ruin the worlqiiece. Sometimes I set up a hose that sprays
liquid on the tool and the metal. The liquid keeps them
cool as the cutting is done.

,

"Oh, excuse us. =Please go on."

"All of this may be hard to understand. Let me give

"After I've done the layout. I start using the maehin

fiu! first thint

I do is decide whichmachines to

you some examples. Say I had a bar or metal an inch'in
diameter and I watued to make-it thinner -just half an
inchln diameter. I wouktput the bar on a lathe.. The bar-

Usually thar deRends on what I'm doing. F. or some jobs
I have to use a certain size lathe.or a milling machine.
7.e#1110

For othcrs I can choose how I do the job. Take.drilling
a hole. J can use a drill press or a milling machine. The
drill .iss a little faster, but the milling .maehine is more
accurate.

.

"The ne)st, step is to set up the machine. The part of
the machine that actually cuts the metal I'm working on
is .alled.the tool. Tools come in all shapes and sizes:
nu are round with teeth like a circular saw. Others
look like chisels. Tools are ma ite. from difTereidtypes of
metalNalally very hard steel. before I can cut the metal

.

lies in the machine horizontally and spins very fast A
tool that looks like a chisel would be held in'a.clamp on
the side of the machine. hy moving handles imd gears at
the base, of the lathe I can position the tool against the
spinning bar, to cut it to the right size.
"If I 'wanted to put a hok! in the same bar. I would use

.the milling machine. The bar would be clamped on a
flat table that moves up and down and sideways. The
Jool in this case a drill ,. i;.s held in an arm above the
table. The tool spins and.the bar is positioned under it.

41%
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Machinists are among the most heghly skilirl manual workers.
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A

I make the hole in. the bar by moving the table up until
.,
the tool cuts th,rough the met*
"I hope that's clear. I wish I could ekpl.iiM"tietter."
"You're doing line," said the voice. The lights blinked
several times. "What do you do after you have cut the
metill with, the machines?':o.

"Well, after I've cut the metal, I meastire it to make
sure it meet the speci,fiCatioa. Sometiines I can do 4t

.with a ruler, that thing-I 'showed yopefore. Moit jobs
,r,require more precision:, A workpiece may have to be
between 5.999 and 6.01 inches long. I Ow a micrometer
to 'Make really precise measurements. The precision is
necessary because thepart I make usualty goes into a

larger machine. I halicymake it just the right sizevo
it fits.
"When
the pie* are acceptable, l can
assemble the part.That means a lot of hand work with
files, hammers, andscrewdrivers andmore measuring.
And thaN it," concluded Joe.
"Do all machinists, do the same things you do?" asked
,

the voice.

..

"No, not at all.. It depends on where you wolk: So'rne
machinists make he same part over and over again.
Others make many differem kinds.of parts: that's what

c

I do, An '0
s
ne machcnists work in u
ttories repairing
,1

A

production machinery. Well, is there anything else you
want to kiniw'?" sighed Joe.
"Are you tired? )(km have been v7y helpful."

"No, I feel line.

Iik talking abour my job. Not
everyone could do what I do. You have to like machines
kid tools. It's dirty, hard work a loe'of the tirne. You're
On your feet most of the day, and it's not just physical
-work. You have to tie able to plan. You have to be good
at math to calculate the measurements, machine speeds,
and such. You have to be able to concentye and have .
the patienc:e.to,do really precise work. Besides all jhat
you need a bit of iMagination. Not everyone, can make
a three-dimensional object from a flat drawing."
"You are very proud of your skills."
"I always have been ever since my apprenticeship.
There's something special about taking apiece of metal
and turning it into something useful."
."What is an apprenticeship?"
"les a traditional way of learning a craft or trade. You
I

learn by working with experienced Workers. And by
studying. After l-graduated from hightischooL I Was
accepted in an apprenticeship program at the Navy
Yard. I learned to run the machines on the job and
studied math, blueprint reading, and the characteristics
i&metaK in evening classes."
"You have been most helpful," said the voice. "But if
we don't return You now, you will be missed."
''Wait a minute,' Aouted Joe. "Who are yoti'? 'Don't
you think you owe-me some explanations'?"

"Whatever we tell you, you wot.ild forget in a short
time. Goodbye and thank you." The sphere vanished.

"Wait! Wait!''
As Joe shouted the grey hat gr.ew more dense. Soon

he.could not see anything. Ile felt W'ry warm and -the
haze was so thick he had trouble breathing. He thrashed

*Idly with his arms.
A hand firmly ,eripped his shoulder. "Joe, wake

t

Wake ur
Joe jumped up-. lie was in his bed and his wife Was/
shaking him.
-That must have been some dream," she said.,
Was it ever!"
"les over now. Go to sleep."
The next day Joe' could not recall any of' the details of
his dream nor could he find his steel ruler.

'Exploririg
Machinists ninklpatts for factory machluery,iyars, and
other metal products.
/

PO you like to build things?
Do you like to work with youi hands?
Do you build models or make jewelry'?
Do you repair bicycles or customize automobiles'?
Do you enjoy woodworking'?"

Maqhinino romares concentration.
'A
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Exi?loring Careers
Machinists use handlooly and such machines as,,lathes
Mid drill presses.

.loin a chapter of V ICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America), if your school has one.VICA chapters plan
projects, take field trips, and hold eonipetitio6s in sucl),..41
skill areas as machine shop and machine drafting.

Do ypu use tools or machines for a hobby, for work
around the housi, for gardening, for farming, or for
retpikiring cars, vans, or trucks?

Join an Auto Mechanic or'Sk died Trades Explorer Post,
if there is one in your area. Exploring is open to young
men and women aged 14 through 20. To find out
about Explorer posts in-your area,.call "Boy Scouts of
America" listed in your phone book, and ask for the
"Exploring Division."

Do you like to learn lmw machines work?
ho you like to learn how to use tools?
Is

it easy lOr you to learn how to use a tool you've

never used before?

Machinists follow blueprints and diagrains. They use
mathematics to make measurements and set up their

If your school has a machine shop, ask the instructor to
talk lo your class. Arrange a tour of' the shop.

machines.

If you are a Girl Scout, see if your local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality program of career exploration. Troops may also oiler opportunities 'to try out
careers through internships, service aide and 'community action projects, and proficiency badges in a number of areas including Ilandywoman and MetarArts.

( 'an yOu read and understand graphs_diagrams, and
charts'?

( 'an you read road maps?

Can you look at a drawing and picture the direct.
dimensional object in your mind?
1)o you like to work with, number!
I )0 von like to solve written math problems?

Ilyou are a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Machinery.
Metallurgy,'Metalwork, and Model Design.and'Building.

Machinists must do accurate work.
11 you are fixing or building something, do you try to
do it .just i ight?
I lave you ever done any detailed work?
1)o you build complicated models or.embroider?
Can N/ou work on something for a long time withotft

t,

Investigate the properties of metal for a report for ygnr
science class or for a science fair project. Compare the
characteristics.of several metals. Gold, for example, is
relatively soft and easy to shape'. Steel is .harder and
more difficult to work with. The encyclopedia is a

.hecoming bored or careless?

good place to start your research. Public and school
libraries have books that explain how..different metals

IVIachinisis,,, usually work with little direct supervision.
They must be responsible.
I jo you usually get your school assignments

done on.

time?
Can you work alone successfully?
Do you have hobbies in which you work alone?

are made and used.
As a topic for a science or industrial arts class, report on
machine tools such as lathes, milling machines. and
drill presses. Illustrate your report with pictures and
diagrams. The encyclopedia is a good place to get an
overview of...the topic. Library books will explain in

S,

SuggeSted Activities

r,

more detairthow machine tools work and what they .
are 'used for. Write for information to the National
Machine Toot Builders AssoCiation, 7901 Westpark
Drive, M*ean, Virginia 22102.

Spend dine on hobbies and other activities in which you

build .or repair things. Build models. Do calpentry.
Sculpt. Make metal jewelry. Make repairs around your
home. Repair your bicycle.
A

.

Volunteer to repair toys for a nursery school or day care
center, or for a coinmunity organization such as the
Salvation Army.
(-;
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Mathematics is an essential tool for machinists because

precision' is so important in their work. Machinists
may wrk within tolerances as line as 1/1,000 of an
inch. To achieve this.sort of precision, they make
'measurements -and do calculations. See if' you can
solve tbe problems,below. They are typical of some of
the simplet problems machinists deal with every day.

Indu4trial -Production Occupations
A machinist must cut the following lengths. from
2-meter bars of steel: 156 centimeters, 176 centimeters, 19 centimeters, 42 centimeters, and 117

h.

centimeters. How many 2-meter, bars willihat lake?
CloW much steel will be left over?

In cutting gears for a piece of machinery, the
number of teeth on a gear depends on the diameter
of the wheel. ,A machinist has just made a gear
with 50 teeth' and a diameter of 10 inches. How
many teeth would be on a gear with a diameter of,
7 inches?
A machinist has been assigned to cut a g:roove in
a metal block so that the depth beneath the groove
is 15983 inches. The block is 2.7482 inches thick.

After finishing the job, the machinist measures the
groove and finds it is .1498 inches deep. In order

to work, the part must have been machined to
within a tolerance of 1/10,000 of an inch. Is the
part acceptable?
See ansu:ers ui eng

chapt.er.

Because melw

ents are very important in machinis
work, the conversim ,to the metric system will
their job in a number of ways. Use the topic of metri
measurement in metalworking for a report in a mathematifs class. You might begin your research bj, writ-

ing for information to the ,Office of Weights and
Measures, National Burou of Standards, Washington,
D.C. 202J4. They also will supply a list,.by State, of
speakers to talk about the metric system.

Related Occupations
Machinists are not ihe only workers who deal with
metal and machines. Eight occi
ions in which the
work is similar to a machinist's are listed below. Try to
match the workers with (56 job titles.

-

r

a. Machine tool operator
b. Instrument maker
c. Setup worker
d. Tool-and-die maker
Mechanical engineer
f. Industrial machinery repairer
g. Jeweler
h. Watch repairer

ost machine tool operators learn their skills on the
,lob.

3. George works with precious metals. He can
shape gold, silver, or platinum just as a machinist
shapes steel or brass.

4. Jim makes Or repairs parts for a machine used
by almost everyone. He' uses a lathe juSt as a machinist does. The parts in his machine are so small
that Jim uses a magn Qing glass and tweezers to
work with theM.

5. Sarah designs machinery. Sine had to attend
college' to get her job.
6. Beverly ma,ores the cutting devices used in malearned many of her skill's as a
machinist. ,

chine tools. Sh
4

c.

1. ban Makes machines that are used for [ileaSureMent in industrial production and research, Ile
has all the skills of a machinist and more.
2. Brenda sets the speed on drill presses used by
less skilled workers.

7. Doug-gperates a drill press and grinding ma-

chine. l-k learned his skills on the joh in a few
months.

8. Susan repairs and maintains machines used in
factories. Sometimes she.uses machine tools to mite,

replacement parts. Usuolly, however, she 'has the
Newry's machinist do the work:
See answers at end of chapter.
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Industrial Pioduction OccupatiOns
Bennie Petrocelli pulled into the parking lot of Broadview Elementary School. Befige getting out of his 'ear,
he glanced in the rear-view mirror to make sure that his
tie was on straight. "I'm 'glad I don't have to put on*a
suit and tie every morning," he thought to himself,
.
tie checked in at the office, where Ms. Kawasaki, his
(laughter's sixth grade teacher, was waiting lb greet him.
"It certainly is dice to meet you, .Mr. Petrocelli. We'ie
all been learning so-fnuch from the parents who conic
and speak to the class about the work they do'. I'm sure
the children will be fascinated. t(? hear about your job."
"Thank you very much," replied Mr. Petrocelli as the
two walked down the hall.
Ms. Kawasaki contirmeck,"I've been doing a bit of'
research.and I'm affuved at the changes that have takeji
place in the printing industry in the last 20 years. -In fact,
I just finished rea'ding about a process for storing infigmation called micropublishing. It seems diat they 'are
working on some equipment that can record an entire
textbook on an area the size of a postage stamp!"
"Yes, there have been some astounding changes in

illegal for anyone but the Federal Government to print'
its paper currency. That's done at the U.S. Bureau of
Engraving and .Printing in Washington, D.C.
"Printing was first practiced by the Chinese over a
thousand years ago," Maria's firkher continued. "They
used carved wooden blocks to print. I imagine you've
done pretty much the same thing yourselves in art class.
Those early Chinese printers carved pictures or words
on wooden blocks, inked or painted the blocks, then
pressed them against another surface to,make a print.
"The wood block method of printing.developed by,the
.Chinese was slow and painstaking: Most books and man-

uscripts were handwritten until the 1400's. About this
time, people began experimenting, looking fig a way to
produce books more quickly and cheaply. Around 1450,
a'German named Johann Gutenberg invented a process

for making movable type out of' metal. The process
allowed him to use the same type over and over again to
print different pages. J le also invented the printing press,
Which he probably adapted frorn a wine or cheese press,
and developed stiky ink to be used with the metal type."

...

printing technology. And, with the use of eomputers,.
things are changing more rapidly than ever. My Work in
4he composing room has 1:ome a long way from the days
behind a noisy I.inotype machine casting hot metal."
The two adults entered Ms. Kawasakrs chiSsroom and

took seats in the back of the room, waiting q#idtly.for

i

the music teacher to fini4h his lesson.
After music was over, Ms. Kawasaki went to tO. front
of' the room to speak to the. class. "As you all know, we
have ..a guest speaker today who is here to help us learn
more, about the world of work, Ile is Maria's father, Mr.
.

Petrocelli, and he is going to tell uS about his job as a
photocompositor in a ,print shop. We already have' discu.ssed how important printing is, as a means of' b(iih
communiCation and learning, so I think you will all be
interested in finding out more about the proeesS. Now,

without further delay. I'd like to introduce Mr. Petro.
celli."
"( 100(1 morning, boys and girls," Mr. Petroce li began.
"It's a pleasure to be here. As your teacher told Ou, I'm
4

a photocompositor and I work for the Atlas

I

inting

Company a large .shop downtown. We print everything
that's fit to be published, including magazintA, brochures,
advertisements, envelopes, and even labels for cans of
food. This morning l'in going to talk to you briefly about .

A girl in the !Olt row raised her hand. "We learKed
-

that Johann Gutenberg is called the Father of Printing."
Mr. Petrocelli replied, "Yes, he is Olen referred to as
th$1,Father of Printing because his inYention of' movable
type revolutionized the printing process. Printing spread
rapidly in Western Europe, and by the eoly I 500's more
than a thousand print shops were Operating."
"What has happened since then?" asked a small boy
in the back of the Wont.

"Our story continu6," said Mr. Petrocelli. "The first
book wasprinted in America less than 20 years after thc
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, The writings of two

early printers, Benjamin Franklin and Thonris Paine,
strengthened the spirit of' unrest in the I700's that even:

tually brought about the American Revolutioft Their'
influence. kept up thc will of the tolonicto win the war:
"Over the years, printers gradually introduced improvements ip the typesetting and design of books, Even-

wally, the, job of' printing became specialized. That
means the printer who in the days of' Benjamin Franklin was also the
Aisher, editor, type designer, and
book seller no ngeeperformed all those other duties,"
"Are you a rimer?" a girl in the third row wanted to
k now,

the history of printing and then I'll tell you about my

'Yell, not exactly...I was just getting to the part
where- I fit in," answered Mr. Tetrocelh. "The 20th

job and what I do. Plciase feel free to ask questions
any time."
,
A boy who was sitting on The edge of' his seat raise(
his- hand and burst (Cut, "Do you prin't money, toci?
Mr: Petrocelli smiled and Feplied, "Papem i. money is
printed, but that's one jOb we don't handle at Atlas. li's

century has witnessed many chanas "in printing, Jobs
have become much more specialipt as the industry has
grown. And .the printing industry has grown lrerfiendously! Well over a billion books are bouv,ht cacti year
'in the United States'alone. Furthermore,0111tfrblogy lia
changed the way we do our jobs. Today's world is one

61)"
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of autonuition. Machines perforM much of the work that
used to be done by hand. I think my job iuthe composing
room illustrates some important changes that haVe taken
place in the printing industry over the last 2 years.
"In the composing room, we set the type. We lake the
the material that is to be printed and from
that we prepare pages of type. When I tirst started as a
compositor 27 years ago. I operated a machine called a
Linotype. I learned the work right on the job, as an
apprentice. To make a line of type, I punched the letters
from the keyboard. The machine then made words/from
a hot metal mixture it had pressed-into molds of these

"Can we pass it around the room? I can't sec it," came
a voice from the back of the room, "We'll handle it very

letters. This cooled into a solid metal strip or 'line
o'type.." Ile reached into his pocket' and Oiled out a

Petrocelli replied, "For one (ging, I've always been proud
to wOrk in the printing industry because it's so important
to all of us. And a job like mine takes skill. When I was

carefully."
Mr. Petrocelli smiled. "That's a good idea, because the

metal is a mixttire of lead, tinand antimony, and it will
bend or scratch rather easily. It's not hard like steel or
copper."

He continued, "Operating 'the Linotype wax hard
work. The mtichines were hot and noisy and my clothes
often got splashed with hot 'lead."
"Then why did you stay in that job?" a girl asked.

"There were lots of good things about the job," Mr.

silver colored bar. "To give you a better idea, I brought
along a rine of type."

operating the Linotype,: I had to, space all the words

Or.

tittrot!r,,,

I

'Computomand.oiootronics are chanuinu Printing.methods. Hobbies and courses
In these areas provkie good background for printing.
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properly to tit the colun'i

e and decide Where to break

words at the end of a line when necessary

all those

things require judgment.
"After I had been there about 10 years, the company
l'oias working for adopted a new method of setting type.
Instead of the machine casting of molten metal, type is
set by a photographic process that uses paper and chemicals, Because photography is such ah important part of
this prOcess, it's called phototiSmesetting. Sometimes it's
called photocomposition.
"To make the change. I had to go through a training
program. I wasn't zit all pleased about chAnging over to
cold type at first, and complained about it to the union
representative. I figured that l.had mastered the Linotype
and klidn't want to start from the beginning with a riew
machine. I was pretty upset for a while. But eventually
I realized that the LiPotype machine really, was.,,oti. the
way out, and that had no choice but to pick up new
skills."
.
.I

"Wasn't it hard to relearn"*your job after all those
years?" asked a boy siOng near the windows,
"Becoming a photocompositor did take *rye gettipg
used to," Mr. Petrocelli replied. "I had to learn to work

a whole new machine. The keyboard was completely
diWrent, so I had to block the old one from my mind.
Also, this machine produced paper prints or film negatives instead of strips of melal."
"Why dikl the company change.sfrom hot metal to
phototype'!" a girl asked.
"Phototypesetting offers many advantages over casting
type -from hot Juetal,c'; answered Maria's father. "It's a
fast, flexible, relatively ,inexpensive method of setting
-.

type.
,

.

"For example, in phototypesetting, the print will alwizk be clear and perfect, no rhatter how many copies
n ist be produced. That's because it's photographed.
hen metal type is used the kind' you're passing
zaailid the class right now the metal letters must be
inked to make print. llowever, the pressure of the metal

type/against the paper causes "ink squeeze", which tends
to make the edges .of the-printed letters irregular. Also,
phototype is very convenient when diffecent type sizes
are needed for one job. A simple magnifying lens allows
the machine to photograph cm:reedy sized type."
,
Mr. Petrocelli went On: "My career took one ,more

major twist Alien I went to work Ibr Allaslabout 4 years
ago. Being a large company, thatpd the most modern
.quipment. Once again I neediTmore training.. ,because
Atlas uses computers in ,their,typesetting system.

An enthusiastic student burst outv_"Wow, another
"new career" for you!"
' "In .a way. yeS," Mr. Petrocelli responded. "In this
typesetting operation, I type on a special keyboard just

,

like Idid in the other phototype,,process. The keyboard,
has many extra key's, however, and I had to learn them.
all. The're are keys, for example, that indicate the size
and...style of type and the space between letters. There
also are keys that give the machine directions such as
"delete" or "store in memory'', A sereen that looks _like
a television screen has been 'added to the keyboard so
now I can see the characters as I set the nianuscript. The
screen is called a Visual Display Terminal.
"After the copy has been typed onto the keyboard, my
machine produces a tape that later'is fed into a computer.

The computer's job, basically, is to decide when to
hyphenate words and how to space them properly so
thy the margins will be everi The computer has been
programmed with a set of rules so that it knows, !Or.
example, that hearing should be hyphenated hear-inglt
also is instructed that .ring s,hould nOt be hyphenated ring, as that's a one-syllable word. When I handled the
Linotype, I. made all those decisions myself. The computer produces a tape that "drives" our phototypesetting
machine and- prints out ,material [flitch faster than any
person could do it,Our system; for example, can print a
page of type every 3 or 4 seconds!"
The; students clearly were impressed. Maria beamed.
Iler father then asked For more questions.
,"
One boy hesitated, then asked, "In the beginning, you

said you learned yourvde by apprenticeship. I'm not
sure what that means."

,

"That's a good. question," Mr. Petrocelli replied. "In
the apprenticeship training program, I learned my trade
'on the job- at first by watching others and then pickag
up skills on my own. At the same time I had classroom
instructior in related subjects, such as typography, print-

ing, and English. The program was' run jointly by the
union I belong to and the company. It lasted 4 years; I
gradually.gained more responsibility and earned more
money."
Another pupil asked Mr. Petrocelli what advice he'd
give to students interated in printing.
'First of all, I would recommend that you finish high
school. There arc courses you can take in school that will

give you a good backgrolind typing- and English, for'
example. Don't .underestitiate English! Grammar is a
"must". And learn all you can about electroutes, computers, and photography for that is where the future
lies in the printing industry."
Ms,, Kawasaki walked up the aisle and joined 'the
speaker'at the froiktof the room. "I'm afraid our time is
up, but I'd like yott to know how much we enjoyed your
talk today,"
'It was my pleasure to be here;' replied Mr, Petroeelli.
Just then the class broke out in loud and enthusiastic
applause..

,
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Try your hand at printing, using one of the inexpensive
printing kits you can obtain at hobby shops or depart-

Photocomposifors need finger and manual dexterity in

ment stores.

order to type copy on the keyboard of a composing

Put your name or initials on greeting cards or

machine.

stationery.

Make hilliness cards for the staff of your school
.Do you knit, di) needlework, or do Macrame
Can you thread a needle quickly?
Can you fype?
Are you good at games like slapjack and jacks?
Can you shuffle and deal a hand of cards quickly?

Do you enjoy leisure activities that involve working
with your hands, such as making jewelry, building

newspaper or yearbook.
Print letterhead stationery for a school club.
Print publicity for a school event such as a career
day, concert, science fair, or awards ceremony, .

Volunteer 'to print flyers, bulletins, ahd news releases for your church or temple, or for a community organiza0on.

models, or Felinishing furniture?

Photocompositors must have an eye for detail. They Must
follow the copy exactly and detect every single mark on

material that comes back for correction.

Use the silk-screen process to print a poster, greeting
card, or gift enclosure. Design and print holiday wrapping paper.
Set up a printing business as a class project under the

Junior Achievement (JA) program. This program
Cati,you read'rOad maps easily'? Can you find a place
on a road map quickly?
Do you like to do word-finds and other games where
you must find hidden objects in pictures?
,

Are you good at following a recipe, sewing or doing
needlework from, a pattern, building a model from
written instruction.s, assembling a rile from a kit, or
painting by numbers'?

The work of photocompositors can be repetitions.

Do you enjoy needlework that inv ves a lot of
repetition, such as knitting, crocheting, or quilting?
Can you put up with the repetition involved in mowing grass, shoveling snow, painting a house, or putiing
down tile?

Photocompositors work indoors. They are confined to
4heir work.areas for long periods of time.
Can you sit still in the car duringlong trips?
('an you sit still through your classes Ir an assembly
program?

Mom
.

Suggested Activities
,

Ask yOur teacher to arrange a fibid trip to view the
printing process at a local printing plant or newspaper.
,

Inle

a compositor to speak to your class about his or
her job. Ask the speaker to bring in galley prook and

explain the proofreader's marks.d.
36
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Mr. Petroceill helps an assistant with layout work.
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gives high school students a chance to operate an
actual business. JA printing companies typically do
job pkinting or publish local newspapers or magazines.
For information, write to Junior Achievement, Inc.,
.550 Summer Street, Stamford, Ctrecticut 06901.
Your school system, or a nearby community college or
technical institute, may offer courses in *fling or
graphic arts. Ilso, invite one of the instructors to speak
to your class. Prepare questions in advance on the
kinds of printing jobs there are in your tommunity,
and the training they require.

Join a chapter of V ICA (Vocational Industrial ( 'lubs of'
America), if your school has one. V1CA chapters plan
projects, take field trips, and hold competitions in such
skill areas as offset printing.

Invite a &al representative from the International Ty-..
pographical Union to siieak to your class about apprenticeship Opportunities in the printing industryfin
your community.

If you are a 'Boy Scout, try for the merit badge in
Printing.

As a project for an English or art 'class, set up a display
,

of different types of printed material: Books, magazines, newspapers, flyers, matchbook covers, labels on

contairiers and packages. For each item in your display, identify the type size and typeface. The library
has books on typography that will help.
Use the topic of metrics in the graphic arts and printing
trades for a report in a mathematics lass. You might
begin your research by writing for information to the
Office of Weights and Measures, National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D.C.. 20234. They also will
supply a list, by State, of' speakers to talk about the
metric system.

.

As a project for an English or social studies class,-/report

on the role of' newspapers and the printilt industry
during the American Revolution.
Write for information on careers in the printing industry
to the American Newspaper Publishers .Association,
The Newspaper Center, Post Office Box 17407, Dulles
International Airport, Washington, D.C. 20041 and to
the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, Education
Council of the Graphic Arts, 4615 Forbes Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213,

Computers and electronics are changing pripting meth'

ods. !lobbies in these areas provide a good background

for a career in the ptinting industry.
Do a project on electronics or computers for

i1

science fair.

:loin an Electronics or CoMputer Explorer Post, if
there is one in your area. Exploring is open to
young men and women aged 14 through 20. To
find out about Explorer posts in your area, call

"Boy Scouts of America" listed in your phone
book, and ask for the :'Exploring Division."

Relat6c1 Occupations
The compositor handles only one step of' a printing
job. The work of other people in printing and publishing
occupations P.; described below. If you need to, refer to
the list of job titles at the end.
1. .1 run the printing press, inserting print plates intO
the machine and controlling the ink and paper. I also

niay have to clean or repair the Machine. Who am I?

Knowledge of photography is increasingly important in
tlie printing industry.
'Learn how to .take pictures with a 35-mm camera.
Join a Photography Explorer Post, if' there is one
in your area.
If you are a Boy Scout, try for a merit badge in
Photography.
If you are a Girl Scout,,see if your local troop has
the From Dreams to Reality program of career
exploration. 'Froops also offer proficiency badges in a number of' areas; including photography.

Artistic ability is necessary fOr the compositor in a small
shop who does layout work. Design a collage or poster
'for a school activity or a community event.

2.

I check the type for all kinds of' erfors, sita

as

spelling, grammar, punctuation, and margins. With am
I?

I make metal printing plates of pictures and other
copy that cannot be set in type. Who am I'?
3.

4.

I make duplicate plates from the forms turned out

by the composing room workers, These are used for jobs
that demand volume printing, such ;ts books and magazines. Who am

1 operate machinery that folds, seWs, staples, and
iof
binds printed items. Who am I?
5.
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I deal with the public, trying to get new business
for the printing company. Selling this serviee reqUires
knowledge of printing .technology and the wbility to
advise custome's about their particular needs. Who am
6.

schedule set up'for every job we do.

/

3ookbinder

Production'manager
Electrotyper

take the manuscripi and rough ideas from the
client and then plan the design of the job. I prepare the
7.

Printing press operator

I

job for the composing room workers. Who am 11

.PrOofreader

e

Layout twistPhotoeng'raver

-8. I oversee the entire production process, tbllowing
each job from the planning stage to .the delivery to the
customer. I must see that we stick to die budget and time

58

Printing sales representative
4111:

.

See answers at the effett of chapter.
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There isn't room in this book for a story about every industrial production occupation.

However, you'll find some important facts about 33 of these occupations in the
following section. If you want additional information about any of them, you Might
begin by consultinl the Department ot Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook,
which should be available in your school or'public library.
,7

Occupation

Nature aml Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other InfOrmation

Foundry
patternmakers
are
highly skilled craftworkers. hey
make the metal or wood patterns
that are used in producing industrial and household goods from

Precision, accuracy, and manual
dexterity are very important. Patternmakers work from blueprints

well-lighted, well-ventilated

metal castings.

-and 'calipers. To read bltieprints,

heat and noise of the foundry r
floor. Although ript strenuous,
patternmaking requires consid-

they must be able to .visutte

erable

objects in Orin dimensions.

aboul,

Apprenticeship, usually lasting 5
years, is the best wiy of learning
to be a patternmaker. A few

Because

FOUNDRY OM UPATION
Patternmakers

Most patternma kers work in
shops that make and sell castings.
'the rest work in plants that make
castiass to use in their final products, such as plants operated by
...Manufacturers of antomobiles or
machinery.

and check dimenskins with instruments such as micrometers

prenticeships last Only 3 o
years. Although it is difficult to

Patternmakers woxk indoors- in
.areas and are not exposed to the

standing

and

moving

pattkrnmakers learn
either basic .metalworking or
woodworking, they are qualified
for related jobs as machinists1
or cabinetmakers, for example:

learn the trade on the job, some
skilled machinists transfer to
metal patternmaking with addi-

tional on-therjob training and
experience.
.

Employers almost always require
apprentices to have a high school
education. Vocational and tech-.

nical school training_in patternmaking, metalworking, and machining may be credited toward
scitiiinpi.pletion

of the apprentice-
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Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Quahfications

Molders

Molders make sand molds for

People become skilled hand
molders by completing a 4-year
apprenticeship program or learning the work informally through
on-the-job training. Less skilled
liand molding jobs and most ma-

use in producing metal castings.
Most are machine molders; they
operat'e molding machines that
pack and ram the sand mechanically. Others are hand molders,

Other Wortnation

and use manual methods and
power tools to construct sand,

chine

molds.

the-job training, but employers
prefer thosc with apprenticeship
training.

Molders work in shops that make

molding jobs

can,

be

Working conditions vary. In
older foundries, work is per.formed in a dusty, noisy, dirty,
hot atmosphere. In foundries

with improved vQntilation and
air-conditioning, there is much
less heat and dust.

learned with 2 to 6 months of on.'

and sell casino, or in plants that
make castingsTo use in their final
products.

.

The work is physically demand-

ing and may be hazardous at
times. Molders must be careful to,

avoid burns from hot metal.
While an eighth grade education
dsually is thc minimum require-

ment for apprenticeship, many
employers
graduates.

prefer high School

Coremakers prepare the "cores"
that are plaged in molds 'to form
the hollow sections in metal cast-

People become skilled hand
coremakers by completing a 4year apprenticeship program, or

invi. Cores are made either by

learning the work informally

or by machine. When hand
TEthods arc used, the coremaker
uses mallets and other handtools

through on-the-job traiiiing. Ap-

to pack sand. into the corcbox.

prenticeships also are sometimes
required for more difficult machine cOreniaking jobs.

Machine corewakers operate
machines that pack the nand.'

ApprenticeShips in coremaking

s

and molding ofteis arc combined.

Coremak'ers work in shops that

make and sell castings or in
plants that make castings to use
in their final products.

While an eighth grade education
usually is the minimum requirement for coiemaking appren-;

tices, most employers prefer ap,

prentices who are high. school
graduates.

60

Coremaking is one of the least
hazardous foundry jobs.
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OcOupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training mut Qualifications

Other Information

Precision and accuracy .are very
important. Machinists consult

All-round machinists- can operate most types of machine tools,
whereas machine tool operators

MACHINING OCCUPATIONS
All-round Machinists

are skilled metalworkers; They use metalworking

M;achtnists

machines of arious kinds Pik blueprints before beginning to,
make and repair metal parts, make a machined .product, and
tools, and machines.

.

generallV work with one kind

check the resultS with pretision

only.

instruments such as micrometers:

Most machinists work in factories that produce metal products
such as automobiles and.machinery. Almost .every Factory using
substantial amounts of machinery employs all-round machinists
to maintain its mechanical
equipment. The Federal Government employs machinists in
Navy Yards and other places.

A 1-year romal apprenticeship
is the best training, although
many machinists learn tlkis trade
on the job. A-high school' or vocational school education is desirable.

Machinists must follow strict
safety regulations-when.working
aroUnd
high-speed
machine
tools.' Short-sleeved shirts, safety
-glasses, and other devices are required to reduce accidents.

'

Opportunities for advancement
are good. With .additional training, machinists can become tooland-die makers. Skilled machinisig can open their own shops.

Leading areas ofemployment are
Los Angeles, Chicago, New
York; Philadelphia, Boston, San
Francisco, and Houston.

Many machinists are-members of
unions.
,

nst rument Mea kers

(Mechanical)

40/

Instrument makers work with

Precision and accuracy are

scientists and engineer:S to translate designs and ideas into exper-

portant, for instrument makers

imental or custom-Imilt mechan-

ances. They need spatial and rea-

ical equipment. Most or them

soning"'abilitY, plus 'imagination
and Tesourcefulness, for they ofSerious work ..accidenth,. are not
ten work from rough sketches or
common, but safety rule require
ideas rather than .cletailed bluethc wearing of,certain ik prat us
prints.
. and clothing.

work for firms that mann lactuft
instruinents or for research and
devellt pment

laboratories that

make special devices for scientific research. The Federal Government also employs instrument
makers.

The main centers of instrument
making are in. and around New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Detroit, BuffalO, and Cleve-

often work to very tine toler-

Some instrument Makers advance from the ranks of machinAsts or skilled machine tool operators by completing I or 2
years or more of instruent shop.
experience. Others learns their
trade through 4-y-ea

Instrument assembly rooms are
known as. !Vhite',
"rooms" because almost sterile
conditions are maintaMed.
sometimes

Many instrument makers arc union members.

prentice-

ships.

land.
11,

Employers generally prefer high
school graduates for apprentice-

ship programs, and additional
technical school training is desirable.
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Occupation

Ntiture wul Places of Work

Mtkint;''.1'Or;

These workers use machine tools
such as lathes, drill presses, milling machines, 1/titling- ma-

Operators.

chines, and punch presses to

111

shape Metal.

Most wak

,

letoriesthat pro-

duce Ineti zroducts, transportation equipthent, and machinery.
,

Skilled machine tool operators/
also work in 'production departMe n ts,

inn i ruena nee

depart-

ments, and,toolrooms.

Employment i concentrated in
Major industrial areas inchiding
the Great Lakes region,'Los Angeles, Philadelphia, St.. Louis,
and Indianapolis.

'Prattling and Qualificwions

Machine tool operators usualll"
learn their skills on the job:Most
'are , semiskilled operators: tkey
perform simple repetitive opera7
tions that can be learned in jast

Other InfOrmation

.

&lost Operators stand a great deal

of the tnne and work in a rclatiyely small space.

Machine tool'operators have job'',

a few months. Becoming a skilled, titles that mfer to. the machine
operator of ten
I
to 2, they Operate: Drill press operayears of e(xper' lice and on-the- ' tor, milling machine operator,

job training._ Some companies and the like.
have formal tfaining programs.
for new empkllees.
Skilled machine tool operators
may et;
round machinAldiough no s .cial education is
e makers, or adreetuired, courses in mathematics. vance to mac ne maintenance

and blueprint reading are help:- jos,
ful.

,

.a

.c
Most machine tool operaTh'es be.long to unions.

.

0

Setup 'Workers

Machine Tools)

/These skilled workers, 'often
called machine tool job ;etters,

.prepare large complex tools such

as a drill press .or lathe for us5.
They consult blueprints, writtei .
specifications, or job layouK'select and' nistall proper ciitting or,
other tools: and adjust guides,
stops, and other controls.'They
explain to semiskilled operators
how to run the niachine.

They must meet the same planficatio0; as all-round machinists.
Good judgment is needed to select the sequence of operations
so that metal parts will be made
according to specifications, The
ability to communicate-clearly is
important in explaining the machinery operatiOns to semiskilled
workers. Setup workers may advance to shop supervisor or

Because they work sth highspeed machine tools Inn have
sharp cutting edges, setup work-

ers must follow certain safety
practices.

Many setup workers are members of unions.

transfer to other jobs 'such asThey c,3ork in factories that man-

ufacture fabricated metal products, transportation equipment,

parts programmer.
a

and maolUnet(f.

Employment is concentrated in
major industrial areas ineluding
Los Angdes, Philadelphia, New
York, Chicago, Detroit, and
Clevela nd.
.4
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Industrial Prockiction Occupations
OccUmion

Nature and Place of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other InfOrmation
,

Tool-and-Die Makers *These highly skilled, cftiative-s,Mechanical ability, linger (lex.
workers produce tools, dies, and
terity, an aptitude lor precise
speciiil guiding and holding de- work, and a good woiking
vices used by other machining knowledge of mathematics and
workers to mass-produce metal
physics are-important.

parts. Ify have a broad knowledge of machining operations.
mat hemat ics, and blueprint readmg; use almost every type of ma-

chine tool and precision measur-

ing instrument; and do repair
work. -

workers.

They obtain their skills in a va.riety of ways including Iiirmal
apprenticeship,

vocational

school, and on-the-j4 training.
A 4-year apprenticeship probaT
is the best way to learn the
trade.

Most work in plants (hat produce
manufacturing',
const ruction,
and farm machinery. Qkhers
work in aptombbile, aircraft, and

other iransporWinn equipnkent
industries. small tool-and-die
-

shops, ans1 electricpl machinery
apd fabricatedlnetal industries.

Abokit one-tifth .work.in the Peiron and Flint,l'hicago, and Los
Angeles areas. Employment also
concentrated in Cleveland,
New York. Newark, l )ayton, and
Buffalo.
is

Because of their extensive skills
and knowledge, tool-and-die
makers are able to change jobs
within machining occupations
more easily than less skilled

Most employers prefer persons
with high school or trade school
education for apprenticeships.
Several years of experience after
apprenticeship often arc necessary to qualify lin- more difficult
work.
Sonie advasnce

As with other machining workera, the)/ wear prntective glasses
when working around metal-cutting machines. Tool-and-die
shops uSually Are safer than similar operations in produciOnplants,
Many are members. of unions.

to supervisory

liNeudministrative, positions in

ialustrynir y become tookdeopen their own

signers; oil

P

shops.

PRINTING OCCUPATIONS

Oompositors

.
Compositors set type. Nearly all
compositors use machines and

press keys similar fo, a type-

1

SkIed compositorg usually learn
their trade through a 6-year apprenticeship. This period may be

writer's. Type is set by hand/only
lor very special printing jobs.

less for apprentices WHo haYe al-

Most compositors work for news-

also are customary Ibr people
who havhad courses in printing

paper plants, or for oommercjol
printing plants, boot and Inagiltine printers, and panting plants.
Some work for banks, insurance
companies, adyertisrng ago! 10,

manufacturers, and dhrfms
that do.their own printing
4.

ready worked in the prinking industry. Shorter apprenticeships

Working conditions vary from
plant to plant. Some are hot and
noiSy. In general, new plants are
well-lighted and clean.

Many compositors ;lee' nnion
members.

technology.

Applicants

lift°

apprenticeship

ge,Orally must be high school
graduates. CourstS in mathemat-

ics and English, espjcially (pening, are Miportant. and a background in electr mics and phototaphy is measngly nseful.

,
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Industrial Production OccuOations
Occupation

Nature and Plar of Work

Printing Press
Operators

Training and Qualifications

'These workers set tip, adjust, and
operate offset, letterpress, and
gravure printing presses. .

Over half work in commercial
printing plants or in tht print§hops of book, newspaper, and
ma,gazine 'publishers.
Others
work for banks, insurance companick manufacturers, and other
organizations that do their own
printing.

Most

press

operators

Other Information
learn

through apprenticeship, while
sonic learn as helpers or pregs

assistants. Others obtain their
skills through a combination of
work experience and vocational
or technical school training.

Pressrooms are noisy and workers in some areas wear ear protectors: Press operators are subject to hazards when working.
near machinery. They sometimes

work under pressure to meet
deadlines.

The length of apprenticeship and

the content, of training depend
largely upon the knitl of press
used in the plant. Appecitticeships in commercial shops gen-

ressroOnyworkers are un-

ion

,

jiihers.

erallY last 2. years for press'assist-

ants and 4 to 5 years for press
operators.

Mechanical aptitude is important
in making press adjustments and

repairs. The 'ability to visualize
color is essential for work on
color kcsses. Physical strength
and endurance are needed for
work on. sonic kinds of ercsses,
where operators lift heavy plates
and stand for long periods.
'

fr
Bookbinders and

Bindery Workers

Bookbinders glue, sew, or staple
the pages and the covers together

'A 4- or 5-year ,apprenticeship
generally is reqnired to qualify

to produce a book. Thcy operate

as a skilled bookbinder. Appren-

machines and do smile of the

ticeship applicants wally must

work by hand,

have a high school education and
bd at least 18 years old.

Many work in shops that specialize in bookbinding. 61 hers
work in bindery departments of
book publishing firms. commercial printing plants, and.large lit
Varies.

Sonic skilled bookbinders work
in hand binderig. They design
original binding.( f 4-;. a lii ited

.A--

number
.

copies i

Many bindery workers are union

Although most, bindery workers
irn their tasks thrOugh on-thejob training lasting from several

members.

months to 2 yoars, manirrn
.

through formal apprentices up.
Accuracy,

patience,

neatness,

and good eyesight are! qualities ,
needed by. bookbinders. Good
tç finger dexterity is necessary for

a large

non, or res ite arid rebind rare '..workees who count, insert, past,
books.

Bookbinding shops are tThiy
when machinery is operant .
Long periods bf standing and
constant use of tile arms can be
tiring.

/

asid fold.
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Exploring ,Careers
.

Occupation

Nature and ,Claces of Work

Training and Qualifications

.

,

Other Information

.

,

OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION Alq'D RELATED OC('UPATIONS'
.

-,
.

Assemblers

Following inAtructions or dia-

Speeci

grams, assemblers put together
the parts of manufactured items
using hand and machine tools.

dtittetity, patience, good eye.sight, and physical fitness may

,Many perrorm a single Operation
on an assembly line. Others have

more, complex jobs: Bench as-

Assembly jobs tend to be more
Monotonous than other blue-c4
lar jobs. Working conditions 4.fer, depending on the job perfOrmed. Some work in clean,

and '-accuracy, manual.,

be important, Assemblers often
work with very
parts;'Etoor
assemblers may have to lift and
lit heavy objects. Skilled assem-

well-lighted romswhile others
work in noisy, dirty areas. Some

are under pressure to keep up

umns for automobiles, build ri-

blers use precision measuring instruments and must know how to

lies, or put together the small

read blueprints and other engi-

Worfc schedules may vary

components used inr-adios; floor

neering specificat ions.

plants with more than one shill...".

semblers may make steeling col-

with the speed of assembly lines.
at

assemblers

put together large
machinery or equipment on shop
floors; highly skilled assemblers

may have to wire tubes for a
television set or put togesher and
tesk,a calculator.
work in man ufact u ring
plants, almost two-thirds in
plants that make machinery and
motor vehicles.
A II

Inexperienced

peopli:

can

Many assemblers are members of
unions.

be

trained in a few days or weeks.
Longer training is required for
skilled aSsembly jobs-.

High school graduation usually
is not required. However, some
employers. prefer applicants with
mechanical aptitude and voeittionai`school training.

:

.11

:

4

t

.

Over ball' work in the heavily
industrialited States of Califor-

nia, New York, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

4

I

I

,*?

-

skilled workers repaint
older vehicles that have lost the
luster of their Original paint and
make body repairs almost invis-

Automobile Painters

These

iNe. They reinoVe old paint .by
sanding.

Almost wo-thirds work in sl ops
that spc ialite j automobilt repairs: ost otii rs work -for iwtomobi e an* truck dealers!
Some %,ork for irgamtations that
mainu n arid epair their own
, fleets i I vehicles, such its trucking c impanies and, buslines
,
411'

they often bend and stoop to

Many painters belong to union..

ich all arts of the car.
r,

Many experienCed:painters open

then iwn shops.

ing. with' exPerlenced painters,
Becoming highly skilled requires
3 to.4 years of on-the-job training. A few learn 11' completing
3-year apprentieesliqi programs.
1

.

.

.

"High keliool graduation inot- reqtlirtd,, but may be int aaantage
since it shows reliability,and perseverance. Experienced painters
may advance to shvp supervisor,
while those with the necessary
funds open their Own shops.

(1,

66

141

mem hecanse of fumes.

Most mho painters starc as
/helpers and pin skills by v&irk-

'when ne vssary.

\1/4

They may:wear protective eqt\p-

nicks and scratches

with bot y putty, and mix pain

.

(mood hea)th. ke`n eyet'ight, and
a good ci lor sens- are very
portant. , gility alsei is vital as

I

`-

a.

0

%Industrial Prodtktiön. Occupatipns
Occupation
,Blacksmiths

Nature and Places of Work

l'raining and Qualifi ations

Bliicksinitlis make and repair
equipment and otheritems made

Good physical cohdition

of !tidal. Tht* who specialize in

metal anil handling havy ols
and partf require strength mud

shoeing horstOre ciOled farr

rs.

-Almost two-thi\rds work/in factories, railroad end mines. The
remainder work in sniall shops,
and most are seliff.emplOyed.

Most farriers are sell-eaiployed

and contract their s6rvices
horse trainers at 6cetrack stables
and to owners of horses used for
privi
r public recreation.

Other MformatIon

4If

iMportant

lteause

g

poitn ling

stamina. l\arriers must' hay4e he
Patience td\litindle ,tr rAs.

blacksmith's job may be._ haz-

ardmis. Blacksmiths are subpait
,to burns from ,forges and heated
metals a'nd cuts and bruises from

handling tools. Tbey often wear
ptellive devices.

I

Many 1)90Mie4 cnttkr\ the occu-

Some jarr\er jobs are seasonal
patiott by workirog V, hepdAsi ,ailci% 'May imollve long boUrs',
Others cpinplet
-Vv6ekend woOr; and niuc,rivI.
prentieekp p gra\tristhat teach
Nitsuprint epoing: proOer lila! 61'
tools and \equipnient. 'hot-treat::

!tient or metal and forging ni0-

Many blayksm\ths belting to unions.

4

Many farriers learn b assisting
experiesn .ed woikers. S nue take
courses in
r,seshoem at a college or pr vale horseshoeing

school. At least 3 to

-years a

"V

experience are req [red to obtain
skills necessary Iv shoe race-

horses.- Farriers who wish to
work at racetracks must pass a
licensing exam.
4,<

ollar Worker
So pervisors

These workers traih new employecs. Maintain emplbyee and production records, plan and scbedqe work, and prepare reports on
production. cost, personnel, and
sa fely.

Over half work in manufactur-

Most

tipervisors are promoted
through the ranks. Experience,

Supervisors generally wiirk more
than 40 hours a week aid some-

skill, and 'leadership qualities are
vital. Employers place special

tiMes do paperwork at home.

emphasis on the ability to motivate entployees. maintain high
morale, command respect. and
get along with people.

Working conditions vary and

ing. supervising .the production
of cars, washing machines, or any

of thousands 4,if other products.

Kist- of the reinainder work in

the conscruction industry. in
wholesale.and retail trade, and in
public utilities:

Cornpletiori of high school is the
minimum educational require-

They may receive overtime pay.
some are subjected to noisy, dirty

conditions. On the other hand,'
they have more challenging and
peestigious. jobs than most bluecollar workers.

ment. A "college or technical
school background can be helpAil, particularly in industries
with higbly technical production
processes.

'V

A
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Exploring Careers
,tkelOation

Nature aml Places of Work

Boi ermaking
Occupations

Boilermakers assembk, erect,
dismantle, and repair boilers and
tither pressure vessels. They use
power tools and devices such as
oxyacetylene torcloes, Welding

equipraent, power shears, and
rigging equipment.1.1
in workers follow blueprints
iarking

off lines on. metal,

l'raining.amt-Qualifleations

Other InfOrmatioa

Physical strength and. stamina

The work. may he hazardous.

Are required to do, the heavy

BoilermakerS often work in
damp,
poorly
ventilated,
cramped'quarters and sometimes

work, and rnanu,id dexterity -and
mechanical aptitude are needtd
to handle tools.
,

at great heights. Workers often
I

Many people hove becotne 'boilermakers by wOrking Mr several°

wear protective equipment.,

Most wwkers belong to tfnions.

and,. 41*s as helpers to experienced
tubes. Fitters See that
er-portS
boilermakers, but a , 4-year Aplit together properly I fore as- prenticeship is considered the
senthly.
- best way tZ) learn This trade. Most
s

-layout workers and titters arc
Boilermakers work in the constru'ction industry, in iron and
steel plants, pevoleurn refinerie;i,
railroads, shipYards, and electric

powerplants. Soniik in Navy

shipyards and l'eti p

er-

hired as Wipers, to experienced
workers, and -they take abtitit 2
years to becorne highly skilled.
Employers prefer high school
vocational school graduates 'as
apprentices or fiefilers.

t

itork :mainly in plant,t
s. at

plants. Layout workers an
tees

ma e fire4ube and water-tube
boi ers, heat exchangers, heavy
tanks, and similar products. )
.
.._. '
.

Boiler Tenders

Boiler tenders operate and maintain the steam boilers that power

industrial Machinery and heat
factories, offices, and other
buildings. They also May operate
waste heat boilers that burn trash
and other solid waste.

*bout half work in

factories.

Plants that manufacture lumber,
iron and steel, paper, chemicals,
and stone,
clay, and glass prod,
ucts are among leading employers. Others work for public utilities and in hospitals, schools, and
Federal, State, and local government.

Persons learn throughon-the-job

They have to work inrawk ward

training as a helper in a boiler

positions and may_be ekposedsto,

mom. Some high,school courses
are helpful. Applicants for helper
jobs should be in good physical
condition and have mechanical
tiptitude and manual dexterity.

noise, heat, gretise, fumes, and
smoke. They alSo arc !rabject, to
burns, falls, and injury from de-

Some large cities ana a few States

duced accidents.

fective boilers or -mying parts,
Modern equipment add safety
procedures, however, have re-

Some boiler tenders are union

censed. Two types oflicenses exist

for low pressure and high

members.

pressure boilers. Because of regional differences in licensing requirements, one who moves to
another city (*.State may have to
loss an exam for a new license.

'

P'*1

6

() 8

0

require boiler tenders to be h-

-

a

Industrial Prodution Occupations
Occupation

Nature andiPlaces of Work.

Training and Qualilicadons

Other InfOrmation

Electroplaters

Electroplaters use an electrö-

An eye I.& detail, patience, manual dexterity, and good eye-

The work .may be hazardous.
They are subject to burns front

hand:arm coordination are im-

splashing acids and inhalation of
toxic fumes. Humidity and odOrs
also arc problems. Workers may
wear protective clothing.

_chemiCal process to give 'metal
articles such as silverware, jewelry, and jet engine parts a pro-

tective surface or an attractive
a p peara nee.

About half work in shops that
specialize in metal plating and
polishing. Other platers work in
plants plat make plumbing fixtures, coQking utensils, house-

a.

hold appliances, electronic components. motor vehicles, and
nietal products.

portant. They must carefully
study job specifications for each
item to be plated and must examine their work for defects. In

addition, good physical condition is important as workers may

have to lift iffid carry heavy ob-

Some platers are members of unions.

jects at times.

Most learn by helping experienced workers, and, it usually,
takes at least' 3 years to become
an,all-round plater. A smal.l pro-

.

portion work for 3'or 4 years as
'apprentices.

Sonic high sthool or vocational
school courses are helpful,.and a
feW people take a I. or 2-year

-electroplating course in a junior
c011ege, technicalinstit me, or vo-

cational high school.

JFurniture
Upholsterers

Furniture upholsterers repair or

Marinal dexterity, coordination,

replace fabrics. springs, padding,

an eye Ipijildetail, good Color
sense. patnce, and a flair for

and other parts of furniture that
are worn or danuiged. They use
tack' and staple removers, Pliers,
h.ammers. hand or power ghears,

creative work are helpful. OccaL

sional heavy lifting may be re(1uired.

webbing stretchers., upholstery
needles, and sewing macinnes.

Over three-fourths own and operate or wQrk in small upholstery

shops. Some work in furnituvstores and for busiasses, such -,ft$;

hotels, that maintain their Own
furnitu re.

44).

Most people complete about 3
years of on-the-job training before becoming fully skilled. Vocational or high school courses in
upholstery arc helpful,

Working conditions vary. Some
shops are large and clean while
others

are

small

and

dusty.

Workers stand while they work
and do stooping, bending. and
sonic heavy lilting.
Sonic upholsterers

are

members.
OI

union

ge'
c.

Exploririg Careers
Occupation

filature and it,(1,ce}v f Work

Forge Shop
Occu pat io9s

.4

Training and Qualifications

Other I nfirmation

Before,. metal can be shaped,. it

Forge shop workers must he

[mist be heated in intensely hot
fiirnaces (Mrges) until it is soft.

strong enough to lift and move
heavy forgings and dies. They

Forge shop workers place thf

need the stamina and endurance

The workis more hazardous than
most manufacturing occupations. Workers are subject to
noise,
vibration, heat, and

heated metal between two meta?

to work in.the heat and noise of

dies'that are attached to powerpreves or hammers. The ham-

a forge shop.

smoke. Workers may wear protective equipment.

mers.or presses poiind or squeeze

Most learn their skills on the job.

Most workers are union mem-

the metal into the desired shape.
flammersmiths direct the Operation Of open die power hammers;
hammer operators manipulate
impression die power hammers;
press operators contrOl huge
presses equipped with dies; upsetters operate machines that
shape hot metal; heaters control
furnace temperatures; inspectors
examine l'orgecl pieces l*or accuracy, size, and quality; die sinkers
make impression dies for forging
hammers and presses; trimmers.

They generallr join hammer or

bers.

press crews as helpers or heaters,
and progress to other jobs as they
gain experience. Some forge
shops otler 4-year apprenticeship
.programs l'or skilled jobs such as

die-sinker, heat treater, hammer
operator, hammersmith, and
press operator. Training requite_mews for Oispectors range from
a few weeks to several months of
on-the-job (raining.
Employers usually do not require
a 44.igh school diploma, but graduates may be preferred.

grinders, sandblasters or shotblasters,

pick lers,

and

heat

treaters are involved in cleaning
and finishing operations.
About

work

three-fourthg

in

shops that make and sell forg-

ings. The remainder work in
plants that use forgings in their
finat products, such as plants op-

erated by nianufiicturers of automobtles, l'arm equipment, and
hamltools..

0,Empliwirlent 'is-Concentrated in
° arid-

rqi nd._1)etroit Chicago,

.Clev4ML Los. Angeles, 'and
Ntsburg
.

4

't
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Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

Inspectors

Inspectors m

Inspectors generidly are trained

Working conditions vary considerably. Some have wellAighted,
workplaces
air-conditioned
while otheys are exposed to high
temperature, oil, grease, and

(Manufacturing)

certain that
products meet speCifications. For
example, they may taste-test soft
drinks, use tools such as gattges
and magnifying glasses to make
sure airplanes are assembled
properly, or examine a jacket lbr
flaws.

on the job for a brief period
from a few hours or dayS to sev-

eral months, depending on the
skill requirentents. Preferences of

produce durable goods such as
machinery, transportation equip-

employers vary widely with respect to education, experience,
and qualifying aptitudes. Good
health and eyesight, accuracy,
and the ability to pay attention
to detail, work with numbers,
and get along with people may

ment, electronics equipmerit, and

be important.

Two-thirds work in plants that

,

noise.

Many inspectors are members of
unions.

furniture. Others work in plants
that produce goods such aS textileS, apparel, and leather products.

Almost two-thirds work in Ohio,
- New York, Michigan, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, California, llew
Jersey, North Carolina, and Indiana.

Millwrights

,\

-

Millwrights prepare pachinery
for use in a plant. This may invoNe cAstructitm concrete foun-

dations or wooden platforms,
dismantling existing equipment,
and moving, assembling, and
maintaining Machinery.

Most work for manufacturing
companies. The majority are in
transportation equipment, metal,
paper,

Mechanical aptitude is vital because millwrights work with various tools while putting together
and taking apart .complex machinery. Strength and agility also
are important because mill-

The work may be hazardous, and
workers wear protective devices.

wrights do much lifting and

the usual hazards of cuts and

climbing:The ability to give tnd
carry out instructions accprately
and analyte and solve problems

bruises.

also is iniportant.

lumber, and chemical

16

In addition to the dangers of
being struck by falling objects or

machinery or falling from high
places, luillwrights are subject to

Millwrights employed by factories generally work year round.
Those employed by some con-

producis. industries. Others work

Sonie spend

to 8 years learning

struction companies may experiT

for contractors in the cOnstruction industry: machinery maimfacturers employ a small num-

the trade informally on the job

ence periods of unemployment.
However, they usually earn
higher wages. Frequently these
millwrights travel.

ber.

Employment is concentrated in
Detroit, Piltsburgh, Cleveland,
Buffalo, and the Chicago-Gary
area.

as helpers to skilled =workers.
Others complete 4-year formal.
apprenticeship programs.
,

Applicants for appientice .sor
helper jobs must be at least 17

Mo'st millwrights belong to unns.

years old. Some employers prefer

high school or vocational school
graduateS.
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Exploring Careers
(kill/mann

Nature and Places of Work

1'raining,and Qualifications

A

Motion Picture
Projectionists

Moti'on picture projeCtionists operate and maintain movie projectors and sound equipment. They

may inspect film, load and start
the machMe, adjust light and
sound, make the changeover to
a second machine at the end of

a reel, rewind film, splice film
when ,required, mid make repairs. Many of these functions
are automated in modern theaters.

The majority work for indoor
theaters. Most of the remainder

work for drive-ins, while sonic
work for large manufacturing
companies, colleges, television
studios, 4nd Federal, -State, and
local governments.

.

Other kormation

Good eyesight and normal color
peeption, good hearing, manual dexterit\,tp
,
mechanical aptitude, and a te
erament 19.pp--

Most work evenings Ain weekdays, generally 4 to 6 hohrs, and
10 hours or more on Saturdays
or Sundays. Some work at several theaters. In small towns, they

forming routine work abine fir
imporukt.
lisually work only part time because of' t.ie small nUmber of
....

.

Most theaters àçe unionized, and

union members* reqdirements

shows. Those at drive-ins, panic-,
ularly in northern States, may be

vary ionsiderably\ among the locals. Applicants Jen must work

laid off during the winter.

for trial periods lasting several

The work is not strenuous and is

weas or complete union training
programs without compensation.
They may have to pass a written
exam before becoming a union
member.

relatively safe, but thert is the
danger of electrical slisck and
acid burns from the projector's
lamp.

Unions prefer .high school graduates. In a few cities and States,
projectionists must be licensed,

often before applying for union
membership.

Ophthalmic
I .aboratory
Technicians

Ophthabnic laboratory technicians (also called optical mechanics) make eyeglasses. The
Iwo types of technicians are sur-

fiicer (lens grinder) and bench
techniCiah (finisher). In small
laboratories, -one person mffl'y

perform both l'unctions: in large
laboratories, these duties may be
performed by several people.

Most work in ophthalmic laboOatories hut some work for retail
optical dispensaries or other
stores tbat gell prescription len-

ses. A few work for eye physicians or optometrists who dispense glasses directly to patients.

they work with machines and small handtools, finger dexterity, sonie mechanical
ability, patience, and a liking for
precision work are important.

Miork surroundings are noisy because of power grinding and polishing machines.

Some technicians are members
of unions.

The vast majority learn their
skills on the job, usually taking
3 years twbecome all-round mechanics. High school graduates
may learn by completing 3- to 4year apprenticeship programs,
and most authorities agree that
Os training leads to mbre opportunities. Some technicians receive training in the Armed
Forces or complete 9-month vo-

cational school programs and
then receive on-the-job training.
Employers prefer high .,sChool

graduate. Some States:'require
licenses.

ft
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yidustrial 1:)oauction Occupations
Occupation

Places of Work

P,hotographic

Laboratory
Occupations

t

Training anti Qualifications

il-

111)1
raphic laboratory w r k e rs
For many p ioto aphy la boradevelop film, make prints .ud to jobs manual cit. terit , good
slides, and perform related taskd: or , including n
color
..
such as enlarging and retouching perception, and good tan
photographs. All-round darkcoordination are important.

Other Informat.

In some liibs, employees may
work much overtime during the
.summer and other peak periods,
and temporary workers may be
employed during these peaks.

room technicians can perfbrm all

the \tasks necesIlry to develop
and print film. Color technicians

Most darkroom technicians learn

specialize in

heir skills on the job, taking

he work is repetitious and the

about 3 years to become fully

pace is rapid. Some workers are
.ubject to eye fatigue.

processing

color

barkroom technicians are
assisted by specialized workers
such as developers, printers, and
retouchers. Other workers in-

chide film numberers, who sort

film according to the type of
processing needed; film strippers,

who Unwind rolls of film and
place dant in developing ma-

qualified. Employers prefer high
school graduates. Training is of-

n many semiskilled occupations,

fered in high schools, trade
Schools, and .the Armed Forces.

A few colleges offer 2-year programs in photographic technology.

chines;

printer operators, who
operate machines ihat. expose
rolls of photographic paper to
_
negatives; nOchine print devel-

Semiskilled photolab workers
train- on the job for a few weeks
to several months.

opers; who operate machines that
develop these rolls; chemical

Many darkroom technicians
eventually become professional

rRixers, who combine chemicals

photographers.

thati-i?ake up developing solutions; slide mounters, who operate machines that cut, insert, and

seal slides in mounts; and phoi tocheckers and assemblers, who
inspect finished slides and prints
and package them for customers.
4

semiskilled workers a re
*employed by large photofinishing labt that specialize in ,procMost

ming film for amateur photographers. A large proportion of
darkroom tecluncians work in
labs operated by portrait and b
commercial. studios. manufacturers, newspaper and magazine .
publishers, advertising agencies,

and Other organizations. Some.
work. in commercial labs specializing in processing work
professional photographers.
POI

Exploring' Careers
Occupation

ire 14/1aces of Work'

Training and Qualificatkins

Other Inftirmatiqn

operators drive
trucks with ftinglianisms to

Operators need mariltiL dexter-

Work maybe hazardous, and,op-

move heav materials.pçrators
must I ow special proce ures
when using a truck at a pl nt,

ity, strength, and stamina to

drive the truck and to-load and
unload goodS. They' need good
eyesight,. -including good depth

erators may be exposed to all
kinds of weather,Operators are
snbject to collisions and failing

,

Power Trutik
-Operators

Power

tic

warehouse, or construction te.
They may manually looV and n-

perception, to pick up, move, and

deposit loads. They often need
load, keer rer oi ma rials mechanical ability to perform
moVed, and mainta
cks in minor maintenance. Large firms
good working condition,
;generally.. require applicants to

objects; some transport dirty ma-

terial. However, working conditions are being improved.

e,

pass a physical examination.

About three-fourths work.. in
manufacturing industries. Many

-...work-nt plants that make automobiles, machinery, fabricated
metal products, paper, building
materials, 'and iron 'land steel.
Many also work in Warehouses,
depots, freight and nprine terminals, and mines.

Production Painters

.

They train on the job for several
days, bin it usually takes several

weeks to reach maximum efficiency,

s

4

!

Production painters apply varnish. lacquer, paint, 'aed other
finishes to the surface ohnanu-

Production painters need good
eyesight to distinguish colors and

check for even' application of

The job may be hazardous as
painters are cxposed to funaes
and noises, Workers may wear
.protective clothing and appara-

factured items. Most pqnters use
sprayguns Mthile others use automatic equipment such as
spraying mac ines,
dipping
tanks,
d
mbling barrels.
They ma
se masking tape to
prevent colors from overlapping,
mix paint, and clean equipment.
As production lines become

paint. The job also demands a
tolerance for repetitious work
tus.
and good physical condition
since.painters stand for long pe- SomC painters are union memriods of time and often work in bers.

more automated, painters nuist
learn to use modern machinery
such as- electrostatic applicators
and powder-type painting sysf

spend from a few days to several
months -acquiring their skills on

terns.

awkward and cramped positions.

No formal apprenticeship or
training exist& Workers may
the job, High school graduation
may be needed for advancement.

A few painters become supervisors.

About tWo-thirds work in plants
that make automobiles, machinery, furniture and other wood

products. or manufactured metal
produCts such as cans, tipware.
and handtools.

f.

Industrial Koduction Ociupations
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Occupation

Nature and Places el Work

Trainitig and Qualifier:lions

Stationary Engineers

Stationary engineers operate
boilers, generators, turbi es, con-

(lood physical condition is int:

Workers ntrq/ he aSfrigned to any

densers, and other eq lipment
that provide power,
tt, airconditioning, and light. Thriy,
regularly inspect equip lent,

portant because-ohese workers

onc-b1 threerishifV'around the

may crawl insa boilers anth clock, and to weekeRd and holi-

check meters and gauges,
Id
make minor repairs. 'The% ma
supervise others.

Places of eMployment include
power stations, factories, sewage

and wafer treatment plants, offices and apartment buildings,
hotek, hospitals, and Federal,
Slate, and local governments.

Other InfOrthatiolt

work fti crouching or kneeling

day work. In manit plants, only

positio is. 'Mechanical aptitude,
ntanu dexterity, and accuracy
also x6u important..

one engineer works on each shift,

1

(tin as helpers or oilers
and acquire their skills' on the
job. A good background can be
obtained in the' Navy or Merchant Marine. However, most
training autht rities recommend
a formal 4-yet r apprenticeship.
High school or l ade school graduates/are preferred for appren-

The work may be hazardous

as

workers may be exposed to heat,

dust, dirt, oil and grease,' and
filmes or smoke. They also are
subjeo to burns, electric shock,
and irljuryfrom moving machinery.

44.#

Some stationary engineers are
union members.

ticetip.
.:=

Many States and locMities

av

licensing
requirements.
Although licensing requirentents

differ from place to place, applicants usually must be 1 8 years
old, reside for a specified period.
in the area in Which the exao is
given, meet experience require.,
" merits, and pass.a written exam.
0ne who moves to another area
'pay have to obtain a new license.
Wastewater
Trealment
Plant Operators

Wast water treatment plant operators 'control and maintain

pumps, pipes, and valves that
send harntfulk,dontestic and in-.dustrial waste to treatment facilities. They may read and ,interprel nfeters and gauges to check
plant equipment: operate chemical feeding deYjces to remoYe
pollutants: take staples of' water
for laboratory analysis: and test
and adjust the level of chlorine
in the water. They keep records
and may make minor repairs using a variety of tools.

Most work in municipal pJ ants
and private industry while sonic.
work 'in Federal installakions.
,

Meclutnical aptitude and competence in basic mathematics are

important. Operators, also must
be agile as they must climb {ad-

Many operators. in spud, towns
work part time. They work .different shifts and may. have to
work Overtime in an entergeney.

ders and move easily around

heavy.

nutchinery.

Trainees start

They may be exposed
odors,.
as well as noise from the operation of electrical rnoNrs and

as helpers and
learn their skills on the job. Evp
pu nips.
plovers prefer high school gra*
tiates and in some States this,is a'
minimum requirement. Some 2-

year associate degree program.%
in wastewater technology arc
available.

In many States,'sdpervisors and
certain Operators must pass an
exam to certify that they are capable of overseeing plant operations. There are different classes°
of certification for different 5iz.es
of plants. These also may. entail

education and experience requirements.
It

,

Exialoring Caroers
e

,

Occupation.

Training and Qyalifications

Nature and Places of Work

Welders
.

Other InfOrmation

Welders join two or more pieces Iil,anpa) deklity, good eyesight,
or metal by applying.intense heat ...and good ey'e-ha nd coordination

Wslders work in theyresenee of
toxic gases, fumes, rust, grease,

are impOrtant. Workers should
be able to concentrate on (he-

find dirt. They wear protective

and adding tiller materials When

hese permanently

.neeessary.

iionnected metal parts are then
used in ate construction or i';ars,

clothing and devices.

tailed work for long periods, and,
shoold he in good physical condition since welders liend, stoop,
and work in awkward positions.

ships, household appliances:and
thousands of other products.

Many welders are union members.

Jobs vary from those of highly
skilled Manual welders I.yho can
use welding equipment i.n more

h takes several YearS. of training
to become-a skillecOelder. Sonie

than one position and who can

of the less skilledjobs can be

plan their woi-k from downigs

learited in a kw ntonths pr less.
A few companies' offer appren-

and otheCaecilications to droSe

of nnskilled welding nechine

ticeship programs.
)yers.
high
.prefer: applicants wit
school or vocationai'saiool training in welding...Some welders

tenders who sirtiply press a hot-

ton to start a machine
..

.

may be required to pass certifi-

Almost two-thirds.lielp mantifactore durable goods such as boil,. ers, htt

cation exams:

V ozers,"trucks, ships, an

achinerN. Most. of' tldv4:1/,WeVing machine or. torslmay
remainder repair Metal produck learn skilled weldin as.: skilled
or help construct bridges, large welders may be promoted to inhu i Id 6s, a nd 'pipelines. '
spectors, technicians, or supervisors. Experienced workers with
heavy,

r

college training may hecome

weldiny engineers, .while a kw
open their oWn shops.
.

-

,

AnsvVers to Related Otcupations
NSSINE1LER

.....A
. J. Sewing
machine opefatorihSpray painter, 3. Machine cutter, 4. Automatic print
.

.

.

,

e

developer. 5. Machine packager, 6. Yarn winder,
7. Ampoule fily: 8.. Cannery
.,
7

worker, 9. Knitting roachne operaOr.
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1.- PilifitMg press yperator,N2.. Proofreader, 3. Thotodigraver,- 4. Etectrotyper, 5.
.BoOsbinder, 6. Printing' sales representativei7. Layout Artist, 8. Production mana4
,
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Pnswers to math,problernit

.

.

0

.
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MACH I NISI'
1. Three 2-meter bars wi,th 9) centimeters of steel left over. 2. 35 teeth. 3. yes.
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p(plo ing Ca eers
Danny <;1Wns a lunch triick "Not juscany ol(1 hinclrA
wagon4..but the hest rolling cafeteria in the whole city!'
' he says. I )anny sells sandwiches downtown, in the heart
of the steel and glihs jungle inhahited by the city's office
workers. Every Monday through Friday at 1.1 o'clock in

the morning. Danny parks Ins truCk in front of the
Benton ,Building. After loading his special cart with
he pushes it through the building, selling sandwiches and
drinks to the .wsorker",; there

1)oes Danny ever get tired of his loh9 "No way! You
see, people faseinone me.) like talking to them, learning

their names, finding out what they do how many kkls
they haVe, everything. Even though I soifienaes have to
rush to finish my run on schedule #16 always manage to
find a few minines to chat. I've bee making this run for
a couple or years, and I've gotten to know
r some of these
people very well.

'ilt aniazes ine how many diHeient kinds of Mill<
people do. Now you take this building, for instance. Just
4 floors, no more than 5 or 6 big companies.,altogether.
But I'll bet it you Made a list yom'd count oye'r 50
different jobs in the Benton Building. All office jobs, but
each one different. Some*Of them I wouldn't mind (oving
myself; some I wouldn't take if they paid Me twice as
much as I earn now. But eve11, if wouldn't want their
lobs. never get tired of talk
people and finding
out what they do. Why don't you come with me on my
run and
see what I mean!"
,
I

I

.

,

.

The Commerce Nation1 Bank

1;

I )annyloads his caTt wit sandwiches, sodas, pastrie?:
and frurt until it ;1pj
eady to spill over. I usmng
towards
g ik..s doors, he parks it in the lobby
ne,0 to t
model-cc'
ional Bank
"I've got lits of good etezt.oniers in this hank,- explains
Diinn'y,as witrkers leave theirdesks And crowd around

'Burt says the best pail of the jo,b isarealing wi4i the
public. Ile likes people. But sometimes it's quite a1challenge to he courtemis to- an angry, .unreasonable customer. Believe me, I know! Buy has unlimitedipatience,
thoiigh, and he makes a good teller.
"Most of the people who work in the hank are.tellers,
like Burt and Paula, or officers, oi c/erits See that fellow
.

in

the grey suit? His naline's Manuel Ortez. Ik's a

.commerciol loon officer. When.business.people want to
borrow inon`ey to build a new s'jore, to buy equipment,
or for some other project, he investiNte? to see whether'

they'll .. be able to pay the loan hack. ll their loan ts
approved, he discussec with: them-any problems they
;might have'paying it ri.ack. While Manuel handles businesOoans, other officers specialize in loans to farmers,
to people who want to hily land, or to people who want
to improve ttieir hOnies; Manuel is lucky, though, because he has clistomers all over the country, so he gets to
travel more than the others.
."Over there is the woman Mi.() hired Manuel, CA.enne Wallace. She's iiipersoww/ officer, and she;s °been
with die bank a long time. Slie intervieWs people when
there ire openings,'and lilies them if she" thinks 'they'd
do a good-job at Commerce National, Occasionally she
gives an applicant- a typing or math skills.test. She, k nows

the organizalion and the personnel policies .of tOis hank

backward? and forwards. 4e knows the laws against
discrimination in hiring and omotion. And she knows
how to deal 'with people. haes very im porta nt in her
work.

''Yi know, whew' you walk inlet a.bank like this one,
you ivei see most of the. people -who make it tick, the
clerk They work behind the scenes, pritees,sing thou-

.

his cart. "Take these two, Burt Lansing and Pauli.
obinsqp. They're tellerv. I'lq act as the bank's cashiers
They take money from people .wrio want )(I deposit it
here. They. cash checks and .givelnoney to customers
who want to withdraw
from theirs.accounts. They
handle a lot, of' money every day, so they've got to he
very careful not to make mistakes and not to leave their
statnins unguarded. If Money is missing they might be
held resp6nsthle.
"Paula teNed to. work
a Mailer bank than tins one
She and the other tellers handled everything making
deposits and withdrawals,. selling traveler's checks, writing Money orders, raking (liristmas club payments.. In
tins biA hank, dacih,tdler sprciabzes. Paula misses the
variety, byt her chances of getting.ahead Sit better here.

The neyor-onding flow of onporwork in boninniin

She and Burt both take courses in the evenings to become

creates clorical lobs,--liko this ono in n hank

/oan Officers'.
t>,
.1

,
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lc whom they came to see, anthson4k them to the ngnt
rodol,, He also answeQ the .phone and switches calls to
the kper people.: Now d thenkbe helpsVith typing,
too. Will frnd a rCceptiOniStTtst about everypoffice you
walk into. But none of then; Is
friendly and helpful as
Jim!"

Damny smileslim announces I is arrival over the
interam. Spon, men and women wiffder out of the rear
of the office and gather around Danny's cart. Once again
he takes money and makes chimge, talking all the white.

"I'Ve already told you about stome of the clerical
workers who kep things moving at Commerce National.
Well, an insurance company needs clerical wprke5 too.
In-fact, you'll find clerks,wherever you lindlpaperwork
or number work, which is just about everywh re! Let me

tell you what the cleridal workers here at A -Risk do.
Those folks standing over there in a group ite good
exaMples. The tall fellow is 'Jeff (Vpiliam, a --i fist He

!'

A ploasiint personality is importhnt for reeeptIoniMS,
who represent their employers to the outside world.

spends most of-his time at an electrie typewriter, typing
forms for inSurance policies or claims,'That guy ci type

up a storn -: be r than 60 words a*minute. Add he
never gets sItctcd by all the hubbub around him\ He
just types a ay, fast and clean.

sands of little pieces of paper every day. Each of those *
pieces of paper represents money soniebodY tid to

$

somebody else. and the bank has to record ever one of
those payments correctly.,Some of the clerks h,ave fancy

electronic .machines to help them. This fellow, Andy
I layes, for example, is a reading-sorting. clerk. He operates a machine that prints codes on checks in a special
ink so that another machine can read them. Then indys
machine sorts the checks by the bank they came from.-

' 'Fhe woman tier to. him, Critty Rdsts, is an interest
clerk. She uks 4 bank's computer tokcep track of how
much interest pe'ople Owe the bank for loans. There are
so manyotheCclerks in this bank, it boggles the mind!"

All the time he it lks, Danny takes coins and HUI and
gives change': Whe everyone bas paid, Danny rolls the
cart to an elevator dnd punches the button. "Next stop,
the second floor!" he exclaimsas he pushes the cart into
the open elevator car. ,yriving at the next floor, he rolls
his cart down the jmneled. carpeted hallway toward a
large door labeled .,tll-Risk InsuranJ.e'

Insurettloe Company.
"Have you ever visited an insurance a...cc?" asks
Danny as he rolls his earl' through the doorway into a
room with 8 desk and a leather couch. "WA lep right
into the reccpti n area, where you willbe gre .d by my
id. the racy mist! His name is Jim Rodgers," he
ex ainOndicatin the man -hchind the desk. "When
visitors come.to the office, Jim greets Or, asks them

7.

...

4 'Fite other guy. McCoy Johnson, is a file clerk...Now
you may think filing is easy,'but not in a place like thi.
They keep information on thousands of people. 11-)
oTganiie-all iluct information so it can he found easi y,
they have a speciabsysteN McCoy wocks lika a libraria
and he has to l'now that sysfem. When someone needs
a file, he finds it. He 'keepti track of who is using it, and
puts it back when they're-done.. id he has to make sure
he -puts it back in th e righrplace, Tause otherwise a lot

of time could be lost lookMg,,for it the next time it's
,

.

needed.

\
"That lady talking with Jeff and McCoy is Vin4a

Inounia. She's a secretary, and a laid worker, froM what
I hear. She trnswers her boss' phone calls. takes dictation,
typesJetters ind reports that her boss writes,'and takes
care of
on knoW where her boss Would be
without Lit la: goo sec etary is aivAdly iMportant.

"The woma i with th
eandwich id her hand is
Donna Mtirpl
vlicaIiVerli. "Statistical"
means workh witWntim rs -in this: case numbers
about people.

white VouC:,1
aeon: lr/es.

She-

us

,

Donna assistS-that woman in the

tty Fong. Betty is..one of All-Risk's
ielps figure out what All-Risk's..rates

should be,

'lit works this way: I want insurance for.my truck in
-casb

have an accident. All-Risk decides to, insure tne:

for a priee. The greater my chances of having an accident,
the higher the prietAAtight? Right!
.

e'

"But how do they know, my chance of Baying

a

wreck? They don't. But they kt ut come up with a\ rettY
t7)
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.Preoise and ibr.dorly work habits are a "must" for,

The profession of legal assistant, or paralegal, is quite

bookkeepers.

now.

c.

"Of course, not all claims are so simple to1djust. Two
years ago, a car hit my( truck down on Main Street., The

good estimate by looking at the accident record of torch
truckdrivers as a group. Putting together that inforinatio'n i Betty's job...

other guy said I ran the red light, but that ,wasn't true.
Since We couldn't agree on who ,should pay for rtpairs,
the case went to court. My claim adjuster gave the case
o thesompany's legal department, where it was handled

"The person 'Who actuallyVecides whether I'm a good,
risk which is a short way orsaying nit worth insuring is the underwriter. All-Risk has many underwriters,
including that man in the pin-striped suit, Pat Wash. Pat
specializes in, automobile insurance, while others handle

by their lawyerti.

"These two getting colThe, Elisabeth Kahl and ,Ed
Novak, are lawyers. They buy lune from me when
Wave a lot of
they're tog., busy to eat out. I guess

life or fiealti insurance. They all act a bit like private
investigators; finding out .whether a person or a business

cases these days. They've been ,buying my sandwiches

is a good risl.
"My neig bor, Judy Schwarz, is a daiett adjuver for
Alt-Risk, IF somethirig happens to you and you want to
collect mot .y on your pOlicy, she's the ohe to see. Let's
say you lu-ve a ,policy that protects your home from
.dlimage from natural calkj.Cs. A big windstorm conies
and bl6ws your tree over. iLRçee Nils cm the roof of'
your back porch and puts(a h le it. After yOu call the
conipany. Judy comes out an lool

kir the last 3 weeks! Elisabeth took care cif my claim'
against the so-awl-so who hit me 2 years ago. She
handle'd all the court procedures, t ()nested evidence, and

argued my case in the rurtroom, And I finally gqt my

the-damage. HEM

she sees whether -the, damage i§/ cove ,d under your
ptiliq. If so, she estimates the co$t of fixin iheitole and
writes you a check, or maybe arranges to, lav&it fixed.
*,
"Judy dOesn't work in this office. She works. in ()fie of
the many adjustment centers throughout the city.. But,
she actually spends most, of her time out checkinron
claims.

h4e partners and ilistants. A u4,uose 'lawyers hail&
lot8 of !natters besides' insurance

faxes, and government regulatiot s. And we can't forget
criminal cases. S'ome lawyev ne er see the courtroom;
others 'teeth to le there."
C)
01

P

s. They handle

tproblZms concernidt divorces,, wills, .contris,tTts ;

,ore

0

t.)

,

money!
"Ed and Elisabeth,tell. me that some lawyers wOrk for
large corporations, hel%riuse big-businesses have enough
legal..matters to keep a lawyer bu51,l'ull (tine. But most
lawyers work for lay,/ -firms. Some practice.alone, others

Danny &toles at his vatch.:"Ormigosh! I've got to

v.._

Office Occupations
01

I.

tt'stop babbling so much and move on.
late!" Packing
up the cart again. he wheels it backi to the elevator and
takes 44 to the third floor, The hallwiiy is identical to that
of-t he floor below, except that now Danny 'enters ;i door
labeled "A. J. Marx ( iarment Company." The receptionist announces his arrival.

'Lois' staff has frantically phoned and visited fabric
- suppliers, inspected their fabrics, and Written reports.
With all that "legwork" completed, Lois knows what's
available. Now she and her staff wilt decide What and
how much to buy. To do that, they have to know how
muth fabric is used lig each garment and how many
garments will 1;)e. produced. Then, in 'another Bully of

phone calls and visits to suppliers, they hunt down

'The Marx Garment Company,

bargains and buy, buy, buy!

,

"l'his office," Danny begins. "is the headquarters for
&large company that manufactures women's and chil--

dren's clothing. They actually make the clothes in a
factory Just outside town. But the)) handle all their
business hePe.

'There are people here with jobs like those we saw
downstairs. The first pdson we met was the receptionist.
;Mere arc secretaries, typists, file 'clerks, maybe even a
lawyer lurking around here somewhere.''But you'll find
some new occupations here, too.
-11\ is woman with the corduroy suit is 1,ois Terlizzi,
chief purchasing agent. She's in charge of the purchasing
lepartment, which is especially 'busy these days. The
company is getting ready to produce its new fiishions fig
spring. '1'he designers have finished drawing patterns and
choosing fabricS. Now the purchasing agnts must. buy
the fabrics.

"Now, this man' in the tan three-piece suit

is

the

advertising manager. He never buys my food; but 1 know

all about him. Name's John Vorhes.'John and his staff
phin the advertising campaign fbr the' spring fashions.
They decide lmw much to spend on ads and how to
spend it. Then tiky create the ads. Sometimes they do
the writing and artwork themselves. But for a big campaign like this, they'll call 1i an advertising agency.
"John's people depend heavily on the work of' this
woman in the green skirt, Ann Karras.-She's a market
researcher. It's her job to find out who buys Mierx clothes
and,why.-Her staff conthicei surveys to find out what the

41:,

4,`

Purohasirig.sgents work Limier pressure almost all the
time

Lawyers complete 3 years of law school after graduating frOm College.
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how to spend motley and,expanci the company."

Danny continues chatting until it's time to move on,
then packs up and, rolls the caft to the elevator
, On the fburth floor, the final stop, he enters the officcs.
of Computer Resources,"Inc.,, otherwise known,as CR I.

Computer Resources, Inc.
Danny parks his cart again and begins to talk as
people gather around.him.

"The work in this office all revolves around one
machine, the computer. CR I has fantaoic copputers that

can store pillions of Jittle bitt cif infOrmation and do
thousands of calculations at lightning speed. These com7
,

puters are used to do work for other businesses. The
bank we visited uses CRI's computers tb keep track of
savings accounts, while the insurance company Uses them
to store and process statistics.
.

"Not all computers arc alike. There are ninny kialts,
designed.tahandle different kinds and amounts of work.
CRI has a variety of equipment to choose from'. So when
,a company wants to usc CRI's services, the first step is

to design a sstem. This woman in thc .brown sweater,

Leila Kermani, handles that responsibilifyp She's a

...

ystems an aly.4l. She knows Which computers can do
what, and she Inds out ail she'can about the:work to be
done. In this 4/ay she can d4sign the best system fpr the
job.
,
"After Leila has designed the system, a programmer
.

Advances come so rapidly in the computer field that
it's essential to take Aurses to keep your skills up to
date.

takes over. Vince Scaglia, the man in the plaid,tie, is one.
He knows the languages, or special number codes, that
ale

A

public wants. Their infor4tion helps John's adliertising
workers aim their ads at/the timsumers most likely to
buy from Marx. Ann's Work alsi) helps the designers
know what designs will be.most popular.
"Of course, you may be offering the best clothes in

114-14,:'

the.)144orld, and have the custotners lined ap at thc store

with their money in hand. But ydu won't sell a stitch if
you can't move it from thc factory to the store. That's
the job of this ,lanky lad with the pencil on his car, RaV'
(*lark, the Marx (*ornpaig's industrial traffic managee

rwit,0

Ray knows thc shipping regulations and ratesjle figures
e cheapest, most efficient way to shiR.elothcs all

er the country
"And you can't rup a business unless you can keep
track of your money, believe me. That job goes to the
accounting department. Maria Fernandez, the lady with
the wire-rimmed glasses, is one of their accountants. She
manages Marx's Jaxes. She keeps records of how much

the company sPends and each yearshe fills out its tax
return. Offiers in her departivt ir(ilke decisions about

.0 ,9
A

Cothpuler Prboramrnors need Imagination to flrictrievi
ways to solve problems.

gffice..Occupatioq,§

Ge

0

are used to jelta cooputer
what to do. lie wrires- the'
,

program, a netaned, mcp-by-step set of instructions in
the appropriate lainguligc. Maybe yotrknow ()hat a computer -can't actu, think the way a human brain can.So when it finds an error in the program, it Can't figure
, out what the plpgrammer meant. 'Vince- takes great care
in writing programs, and even so he expects tp spend lots:.

of (Mx working out Op "hugs."
"Once Vince-tuts written the program., it has to be fed
into the compute.e. Now, al computer can't read handwriting from a piece of paper the way we can. :But it can
"read" holes punched in a card or informationvrecorded

',441e0
-

on :magnetic disks or tape. So 'the program and the
numbers it will operate On known as Aata must be
put onto cards, disks, or tape. That job I,'Inlongs to Tony'r

Klein, that redheaded fellow, or one of the other key
entry operators. Tony is a lot like a typist because the
machines,he uses have typewriter keyboards:.

"There are other people who actually run the coin:
puter. afary Mitchell, that woman with the green jacket,
is'a con.wle operator. She feeds in the program'and'data,
runs the' equipment, and tries to find the source of, aif,
problem that occurs. The man next to her(Matt Janicki,
is a high-speed printer. aperator. Ile runs a machine that
printg out the resulk. of the program so fast it takes your
.breath away.
."You know, this office has over 50 workers. It always
amazes me that it takes so, many trained, intelligent

people to operate a' machine. But that's how complex
computers can be. And theyre used every day, eyerywhere, for almost ev,erything!"

This inventory clerk is using a desk-top terminal linked
to a computer several miles away.
4

1

ii
-

When the last wave of' hungry worVers has pas§ed by,

* Danny packs up, tho cart once more. A short elevator
yide later, hc is back.mi the,street.."Now you sec what I
mean," he
"You find so mo
at dif ferent occupations in thCse offices. I pointed out a couple of dozen,
but there are nuiny moil,: in this building, not to mention
' the other high-686 all Along the stied,.
'
"MI these people work in cleon, wcllIighted o ices.
Most.. of them have desks. And inost Of them work a.,
noimal 946-5, Mdfiday-through-Friday week. But the
similarity ends there. Some office Occupatiom, require
creativity, while others are routine. Sonic are for high
school sttidents, others for Ph. 1,Y9. %mile, work with
numbers, others .deal in 'Words. Some involve nonstop

.1*

contact witp the ,publieothers involve none at 'all.
.,
r24,tr....,

.',

,, %.
,,,...

4

*
ot all the tripe's at a univorsity computer
.1

,

tti,,..t.

. ... " ,

.

Ivo lihrbrian'e-job.
4

.

,

,.

reaches into his cart and pulls out tWo sqiiare items
wrapped' in paper. "All that talkiug tnfiqe me forget lipw
hungrydoi am! Here, have a cheese sandwich,..on lhe

house

....."..2.1...

,

Xhere's so much variety
take your pick'!"
Danny pauses for a moment, scratches his head. Olen

.

,,
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Cashier training is offered in many high schoadistrib-

Employers, prefer bigh school or bpsiness school
gradtiates for jobs as of fic6 machine operAtors.

utiyQ, education programs.

,

Training

courses. These courses teach
you skills that are useful in
f
office occupations,' iti,cluding 'typing, short-hand, boo_kkeeping, accounting, busin6s economics, and office pro:
cedures. Some high sehl*,ots have courses that teach you .
r ,
how to.use ii computer.
'Mfiny bigh,schools all w you 'to work part ,time at a
ifblated job while you stu y. The job gives youy chance

/.1

1

There's a.lot of variety in offn';e occupations, as Danny
-says. Ana the training you would need 'for these occupafions varies almAt,iis thuch.' If you war4 to be whank
the peepapation yoti
teller, for example, high school
really need .before you begin. The'liank wiljtrain you
becoritel,a Jawyer, to take
do what 'tellers do. But
another example, you Must do inueli mere. After finishing' igh school, you attend college:kir 4 years, act;
spend 3 'years in law school.....nd when you .gratluates
,
- from law school, you face another hurdle:* Before .you
may practice law, you must pass a Iqng, difficult_ test
called a bar examinatiom Not every office, o t upatioR,

i

.

..
t

orking world-. lii addition, many schools have a chapter

Business Leaders. of AmeriCa or Junior
orkanizations work with the schools'.
Inent.

.u..re

nesil com minty to. sponsoi local aRs,l_sna,

es that are, both fun and educational for
iisinesg' educatiOn. The aètivities include
nmunity ervice prOjects; and model dr ac-

f

1

,

to practice your. training ,and gain experienee in the

Iltt
of coupe, 'requires so mnch preparation. ne training
he
'.
>
ontests,,
requirementg for each are given in the Job yacts a
/ tual businesses.. A high scluiol counselor or businqs
end of this chapter.
You don't have to go to colldge to enter die world ofs% 4eiluati9n teacher can iive you inlohnation abOut activ_,

.1

-

Office mirk.. Many high schook have business education

9

84
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iiies in-your area.
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Exploring C'4eers.

-I joined the tanIt right after eceiving my bachelor's degree ineconernics:"

The telephone -on thefdes tang twice. A..tall man in
a three-piece lit punched t (\lighted button and pbcked,
up thereceiv r before the t ird ring escaped.:
"Clood moining, Comm rke National Bank. WilliaW
Hooker
speaking."
.
"Eli, Bill. How's he bank's busiest assistant cashier?"
,
asked a voice.at th4 other end of the line.
"Fine. Liz, but y +re right: 1.' awfidly busy. C'an we
.ra(egt for lunch at iron? 1 shoulkl eat at my desk today,
but .1 can't stand DhnnYs lunchwagon specials'l days in

a row."
"No problem," answered Liz. "We'll get a quicc bite

.

down' the street. IA come by al 12. See you then."
Bill put the receiver down arid sighed as he looked at
,the pile of work before him. Sometimes it was too much
for him and Bill certainly wdsn't afraid of hard work!'
- Thinking bad( over the 3 years he pad spent with the
:Commerce National Bank, Kilkould remember quite a
few times when he laid worked long into the night. He
had joined the bank right after receiving his bachelor's
degree in. econothics, During his first year at th , bank,

he was a.trainee, Ile became familiar with té many
different kiiids of business that 'Commere National
handled by spendkig'a few months "learair
86

(

the r'opes"

in eacil of thepank's divisions, He wiOrk 'd in commercial

lendi4first arid then transferrid to ch eking, After that
he worked in tpc international divisioa. After a year he
knew the bank as well as some of the 4nore experic,nce3
officers.

During the time he wOrked as a trainee, Bill decided
that conspmer lending interested him most. Ijob was
available in that division, aqd Hill spent (111 4 next 9
months ,lending people moneyWpr new cars, home im-

provementsNacations, collegauition, and other personal needs. Then he was promoted to the job of assistant

cashief, He was expected to handle any problems or
business that customers brought to him. If he couldn't
take care of them himself, he had to kirow who could.
His performipee never slackened, but still there were
days like this one, when this .mountain of work just
continued to grow.
As Ice was abbut to dig into that moubtain, Bill noticed
a middle-aged couple approaching his deRk. "May I help
you?" he asked, smiling.

"I think 'so," answered the man. `My"name is Joseph
Lupovieli, and this is my wife Margaret': WeA hice to,.
borrow some money to buy a new car!:

Office Occupations

Bill is expected to handle any financial pioblems that the bzink's customers may
have.

"Well, I can certanlylhelp you with that. Please have
a seat, Mr. and Mrsi. Lupovich." said Bill, indicating, the,

When,they were mished, they handed the form back to

chairs next to his 4sk, "Now, how mtich thd you want

"Now, fees see. Together, you earn about $30.000 'a
.year. YOU -Wye one child: The mortgage, taxes, and
insurance on your house cost you abdut $350 a mohth,
and you don't owe very much on ydur charge aecount
"On.our new car loans wScharge interest at iur anntial

Bill', who looked it over,

to borroW?"
."We found a car that. costs $5,500. We 'have $2,000 in

.

savings that we can spare, and (he dealer will giye% us
$500 for our old car. So we need $3,000 more," said Mrs.
Lupovich.
"Does the $5,500 include State and local,takes, license,
,and extra insurance costs'?" asked Bill.

"No, we'd foriotten about those."
"Well, they twill bring the cost of the car t

ropnd '
$6,000, Scryou'll need abont $3,500. No problem so far,"

said Bill, ."Now, if you'll fill nut this .two.:pa,ge loan
application form, we'll be able to valuate your request."
Bill hatyed Mrs. Lupovich the stAndard'forw.used at
Commerce. Together, the ,Couple began tilling it opt.
'they wrote-doWn their names and-Adlress,, where each
one worked and how mud each earned. They also gave'
infortPation Oout. klit* savings, checking, And charge..

accounts, a§ well as previous loat,is they kg received.f

.

rate of ? perce'in and the loan muSt be !epic] in 3 .years.
So besides th0 prieginal %.3,t500, you'll nve us another
$516 for interest. That's the "cost" c. the loan.-If you
take 'the entire 3 years to Ray us back, you'll pay about
I should dila yot(11 have no trouble with
$111 a
that."

"So whaLdo we do now, Mr. Flooker?4 asked Mrs.
Lupovich.

'Nothing, until.we call you back. We'll simply ateck
'to see that everything you wrote here is in order., and
then you'll receiye your loan. Sinceyou have a cilecking
Account with us; I can look at our records myself to make

.sure you mAintain the account property. Your savings
and charge' accoupts And 9our mortgage are all with
p

1

_Exploring Careers
Jathei banks. howcer
lIcck on those, 1.11 r,oie you,
application to out (-Ledo investigatoi She will call 4te
central ciedit btneau lo! ,.out kiedu hisbuy She'll also
call %on1 employei to veld\ %out
will all
take a lew dwo. then you t.an come ill to sign the papeis

to luniscll abet the couple. left. -And now it's even
I!

,

and lei:CR(3 VOM MOM' \

rhcle\ One Othei thing On

1111r

,

most

you! signatmes ae the onl assui aiRe we need dial Von
will pay us hack I lux,e ale called "unsecmod
I (it a new, cat. howe \rel. we
that \
ar,lee
mem called a -chattel moilgage It says tli.it ir you
lo pa\ us, we iii take the cal as Ra mem Now. we 1140,e
lank that von will pa, us On time. 01 conise 1 Ins is lust
a precaution
undeistand.- lephed Mi upoyich ...Mils I upovich
\ nodded m agieement. -1 hen we'll heat - front von
shoith,""
"l ight. and thank you 101 coming nil- said Bill.
wishing them a pleasant da

llack to the mountain of papetwoik.- he tunneled

higher!" But he,,yeally didn't mind Ile spent almost hall
N.
ol each workday takking with cus*uniers and enjoyed
that pail 41)4-4
(
the job very much In lact, now that he
thought )out it,_ helping people like Joseph and Marvgaitt,..,.1-,Iipovich gave him more pltastin thai any othe.r
aspect of Ins work. Bill hoped their credo history was in
_
oidei. They scented nice,,p5.1 -13 141wanted them to have

then'new cal. Usually eerything checked out properly.
,hu_t_tiql always..

.

..

\

Bill p ked up some papers hom his desk and looked
through Item. 1 leie's a request I'll have to turn dowh.
he thought. A man wanted to buy a boat for $20,000. 14e
had $1.,7)o and wanted to borrow the rest. Normally the
bank would ask film to pay at lea'.1 Vi.000 himself. but
he had a cheyking account and another loan with them.
So Bill thought he could ben(l the rules. But he round

that sevehll ol the man's checks had :bounced" (had
been leturned because he had too little in the accyunt to
cove! them). And some of his loan payments weie late.
.

-MEM

Ivilmn! (.11%kurlor. (pvo:11w mnto plownirl

X8

nny ottim :Ivo!! ()I my 1.nh)rk

Office Occupations
Bank officers must know how to "read" people 'as.well
as financial records when judluj a.request for a bout.

Much of the wOrk on Bill's desk .involnd 'consumer
Evaluating an application for .apprdval ,or rejec7tion; looking IA the bank>-records; fiav,ing the credit
investigator check someone's credit history; calling the
customer and saying the"trraii as approved;or .having

"truer story?
Dq.,you question things you read or hear that don't

4

t,

Xre you a good judge-of character?
Can y6t1 tell when a friend has made up a suppecedly

.

4

P

the secretary type urimpers for the customerto sign. For
loans of more. than .$3,300, he.also had to consult. his
supervisOr. (As he gained ex'perience withthe..bank, his
"assigned lending authority" -the amount be Could lend
on his own judgment would inceease).

Ere did other things, too, and some of them had
'nothing to-do with loans. Yesterday, a man who was not
a Comverce chstomer wanted to cash a .celeck from.,a

(4fkrent bank. The teller asked Bill to approve the
,404

check. The dly before, a woman who had just moved to
town early in to open a savings account. Bill IA4 out if.
,form, de,posited her Money, and gave her a passbook.

A replar customer, planning a 'long vacation in
France,"eame in first thing this morning 'to ask how he
should carry his spending money. Bill advised him that
travelers' checks were 'nnich safer than cash. "You sign
the checks, once now and again when you spend them,"
he A/ pliiined. "If they get yst or stolen, they are no good
to anyone else, ,solhe bank can pay you back forithem,
But if your cash is lost or stolen, it's next to impRssible

tecoverit."
t.
As Bill was examining a loan application, the mail
clerk 't ropped a 'batch of letter; in his 'In" box. itle
immed'ately noticed the letter on lop of the pile. 'It 'Wa.
on thi i airmail stationery. and had JapaneSe postage
stamps The letter Came 'from Russell Anderson,' an
Ameri an businessman who had been sent t Tokyo. for
6 mon hs. Ina his letter, he asked Rill to t ansfer/$500
from his Commerce accOunt to a Toyko hdnk. Hifi laid,
the let er aside and' made a mental 'note to take care of
it as so in i.s,otte finished reading this loan apphcation.

Explo ing
Bank Ricers mugt show their best side tit customers.

,

-zr

Bill knew, he couldn't lend the man more money; he was
unreliable. Bat disliked this part of his job telling someone, he couldn't approve a loan they wanteg but it had
to be done..The Whore purpose of investigating a person'S
credit histo4y was to weeq, out these "had riske

Do you like meeting and talking with people?
Do you enjoy getting to know strangers?
Are you comfortable talking with strangers on the
.telephone?/
Can you remain friendly and courteous,even with
irritating geople.or when something is troubling you?

.

.

.

seem right?

Bank officers deal with large -sums' of money -and With
information apout peopte's private lives. They must be:.
honest alid. trustworthy.,

,

.

Are you.ciireful with another pershn's belongints and
with NaitioUlod4:--Are you careful. with money?,
If.you receiV5 an allowance, do you spenctit.wrsely?
Do peophi. trust yott?
Can yOu keep a secret even though you want to tell
-0

someone?

/

Bank-offWers are part of a (chin. The Must be able to
get along with their co-workers.
Do you enjoy working 7ith others-in group projects?..
Do you like team sports?
Arceou willing to 'follow another, .persOn's in:4rue,

tions?

Bank' tatters mirk with detaiAl finamfial Statenierits,
which they must read. and write very carefully.

Do you .enjoy working with numbers?
Are you good at math?
Do you check your homework before hhnding it in?
Are you an organized person?

Bank officers Alftvn. have to xduse loans, ren to customers they woutd-like to'help,

t
.
Do you know how to say no?
,Do you kseep people from taking advantage of you'?
Can
you stand firm with youy ))oungtr hroth44 and
,.
..
sisters, even if they beg,or cry'?
..
Suggested Activities
Arrange a class tour ofa large hank. Talk to employed;
in severld different departments. Find out how they
started in tianking,'What they do; and how they fit ititS

ExpIori6d Careers
the total operation. Make a fist of the different knurl;
offiew, in the bank..
Invite Olicers from two or three (lepartments of a bankto visit .your class and Ncsent paiiel discusStOn. Ask
thenr to describe the work they di) and the iraittiag
they neaed to-get their Jobs. Prepare questions for the
panslists.

Serve as treasurer of a club or other organization. y1)1unteer to help collect apd count money for a school
event. Thil will give you experience hiindline, mbney;
By ke4ing a careful record of' all the money received.
and spent', you can also learn something of ho4keepmg.

Role-play a m'eeting between a loan officer and customer
requesting an auto loan. Plan the.roles abead of. time:

Ilow n)ch money is requested and for how long?
What is the:hi`urower's financial situation'? What quesa loan application
tions doc,, the loan officer ask'? I.
from yOur local bank..

044/'

As a topic for a report in your English. social studies, or
mathematics class, investigate the difference between
a bank and a savings and loan association: You 'night
start hy talking to an official of each. In your report,
try to answer these questions! What do banks have in
coMmon with sAvings and loan associations? What
services does each offer that the other does aot? What
laws apply to each? What occupations are found in
one, Ilut not the other?

.4

Use the- Itipic of interest And interest rates for a
'report to your English, social studies, or mathematics
class. Answer the rollow.ing questions:.What interest
ratss do banks in your _area set for loans? Why do

they charge different' rates for different kinds of
loans? What .interest rates do they seVinptlifferent
kinds of._savings accaints? How do banks' rate.
compare witli those ofsavings and loan associations?

Interview one oftlie officers M.yoar local bpaVto find
out ItoWii.24-Iniur teller works. Ask whethSer the bank
needed. fewer people to work as tellers after the machine was installed. Report to the class, bringing with
you examples of the different kinds of forms needed
to conduct transactions with an automatic tell&

!lave you ever looked closely at a dollar bill? Notiee the
words above Cleorge Washington's picture: liederal
Reserve, Note. They refer to the Federal' Reserve Sys,
-tem, or "Fed", which regulates. the aniount of' money
in circulation in the United States. Use the history of
.money as a topic for an individual or group report in
your English, social studies, or mathematics class.
Answer the following questions: When and hoW did
our national currency come to he'? llow has it changed
over the years? What gives paper and coin money its
value'? When and why was the Fed creaied? Ilow is it
run? Who is its current leader? !low does it regulate
the anioant of money in ase?

Join a Banking or Finance Explorer Post if there is one

When people think of money, they usually think of'

in your area. Exploring is open to young men and
women aged 14 through 20. To find out about Ex,

coins and bills. In fact, most of the "money" in

plorer posts in your area, call "Boy Scouts of America"

chulation in the United States is not in the.form
cash, hut in the form of approximately 25 hillion

listed in your phone book, and ask for the 'Tliploring
Division."

cash

cheeks written each year. Ilse checking as a topic for'
a report in your English, social studies,,or nnitheniatics

class. Talk to your parents, your schoiil or pnblie
librarian, and the officers of a local hank to find
answer's to these questions: flow do you use a checking
account? What happcns to the check after it is Written?

(Make a diagram to illustrate this.) What happens if
a cheek "hounces'?". What kinds of bank occupations
are connected with checking accounts'? Report the
results of your investigation to your class.
.What does "interest" mean to a hanker'? In the story you

read, bill explainedfto Mr. and Mrs. Lupovich that
interest us the cost of borrowing money from the bank.
But if they had a savings account, the bank would pay
them interest for keeping.their money tItere. Interest,
qinte.simply, is the price someone (a person or a bank)
rays for using another's money,

90

/ to the Bank
Write for information on careers in h
Association,
Personnel Division, American Ba
1120 -Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20016

t>.RelatO Ocupations
* Bank officers are one of' many kinds of workers who

do detailq financial work. Several others are, listed
below, along with possible descriptions of' what they do.
For each occupation, see if' ybu can choose the correct.
desCription.

I. Accountant

a. Pr4iares financial reports and tax returns
.

businesses or individuals.

en-

4.

*Office Occupation.s
b, Opens new checking and sayings accounts for
customers at a bahk.

c. Counts freshly printe.d dollar hills at the U.S.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing to be sure. how
many were made.

2. Appraiser
a.- () ives final approval to all requests by businesses
foi bank loans.

b. Keeps'track of bank employees' work and tells
them when they are doing a good job,
c. Determines the value of land and buildings fOr
tax purpoes.
3. Auditor
a,'. Listens to the explanations of people ,who can'r
pay their bills on time.
b. Inspects a company's records and reports on its
financial situation.
c. Tracks down people who write phony checks.

4. Broker

a. Givcs advice lo people who have run out of

5. Credit analyst

a. Checksup on newly hired bank tellers to make

money.

sure they can be trusted.

b. Sells automobile insurance.
c. Buys and sells stocks for people and businesse

b. Looks at the financial situations of' people and
businesses to see if' they should receive credit.
c.

flelps people decide what creditsards to get.

1.

6. Revenue agent

:

a. Helps protect the gold at Fort Knox.
h. Investigates cases of' counterfeiting (printing
phony money) for the FBI.
c: Checks up on tax returns to make sure people
and businesses are paying their taxes.

.7, Treasurer

tta

a: Keeps track of how much cash a bank has each
hour,of the day.
b. Directs the use of a company's money.

444

c, Tells the President how much moiiey is in the
U.S. Treasury.
S.

Ilnderwriter
a. ApproNks or denies a person's ,request for life
insura nce.

b. Keeps a company's checkbook and signs all its
cheeks.

NI collectors tined to be ploasan but firm when they
try to got people to-make good on inpald bills,

e: Helps a company fifid thlyt way to make
money..
See an.vwery at end a/' chewier.
t
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As a planner, Lyn wears many hats. 'In one day I may talk with a transportation
engineer; a lawyer, and an arGhlteot."

92

Office Occupations
.

A community is a living thing. It wakes and sleeps,
uses energy and produce3 waste, just as you do. Its
"nerves" carry information wl de' its "arteries carry
ta
rffic through us systeill. 'the pc pie who live and wo'rk
in if community are its blood. Without them, if cannot
live.

4

Like other living thtngs, communities grow and
change. Farmland gives way ,to towns, 'Towns push
outward and become cities. Forests are cleared for new
homes. Old brick baddings make way for steel and glass
skyscrapers.

But not all parts of a community change in the same

way or at the same speed. At the edge of a city, for
example, you might see a rapidly growing neighborhood
with wide, well-paved strciets and clean, modern bin dings. Closer in, yoil might pass through an older part of

town. The trees are bigger, the buildings look a little
more run down than they did 10 years ago. But not hing
else has changed. And at the heart of the city, you might
see a different kind of picture. The broken windows and
burned-out buildings,..the garbage on the sid9walks and

graffiti on the walls tell you that this neighborhood is

,.,,00ftvowlE

fects ;gobd old htt'd

that each choice would cause.
Planners provide that information.
What is it like being a planner? "It's a balancing act,"
says Lyi) Coleman.."On one side, private citizcms want
to use their land as they please. On the other side, the
public wants the land used. in a way that will benefit the
whole community. The planner has to balance these two
si(I es."

Lyn knows thiS as well as anyone. As a planner for
Montgomery Coanty, Maryland, she performs this balancing act every working day. Right now, for example,

she is working on a new "master plan" for the. area
around the town of Olney. A masterylan is a blueprint
for the lature.,lt shows how each piece of land should be
ased, whether fim heavy industry, commercial business,

single-family homes, farms, recreation, or some other
purpose. In this way, a plan guides the growth of the
community.
"A master plan is only good for 5 or I() years," explains

Lyn. "Then it becomes outdated." The last Olney plan
was written in 1969. Now, like a child o.utgrowing
clothes, Olney has outgrown its old plan and needs a

dying.
Communities grow up and grow old, just as people do.

new one.

'And just like people, they need care. Think of what

joli, which will take about a year:They could fiiiihi it
pretty quickly if they stayed in the office all day long.
But if they did that using just their own ideas and not
getting anyone else's they'd be taking a big chance.
Like a person selling refrigerators at the North Pole,
they'dsoon find that nobody wanted their product. It

happens to people who don't take care of themselves.
They get sick oor hurt more often. And they May die
sooner. So, too, with a community. Without proper care
it becomes run down. -Eventually it turns into an unhealthy, ugly, even dangerous place to live.
Who takes care of a community? Many people do in
different ways. The police and lire departments protect
it from crime and lire. A council makes laws. The mayor
guides the community on its day-to-day course. But wh9

Lyn and an urban designer, John Carter, are given the,

would simply gather dust on a shell
Lyn knows how important it is to be in touch With
local citizens from the start. At a public meeting in Olney
one evening, she talks to citiz.ens and sets up an advisory

sits in the lookout tow& Who keeps track of how the

committee. The committee will see to it that the people

community is changing? Who watches to see that in 10
years it will be the kind ollionie its residents want'?
That job belongs to the planners.
Planners help a community make decisions that will
a fkct its future health. For example:

of Olney understand how the master plan will affect

Should a factory 'be built to provide jobs for local
residents, even if it will pollute the water they drink?
Should a county keep its farmland or allow houses to
be built on it'?

their everyday lives. The committee also will advise Lyn
and tell her what the citizens want.

After' setting up the committee,, Lyn returns to research. She must have the answers to a long list of
questions about the Olney area before she can begin
writing the plan. Part of her list looks like this.
Questions about the natural features of the area:

What types of soils are,found in the area, and
where?

Should a city tear down houses to ma ke'room for a
new highway or office building?

Where arc the hills and valleys?
Where are the waterways? flow clean are they'?
t'n which (Iireotions does rainwater run off the

Sltould the electric company clear a forest to build a
new power plant?

Caliens and government bodies face such decisions
all the time But they can't decide what's best for every-

land?

Questions about people:

flow many people live there? Where do they

one without information. They must know all the. ef-

live?
93
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II ow many children are there? I. low many

ler

,

1

people?

What abouCinconie? Is there a mixture of peop c
with different income levels?
Whm kind of business is there?
I low has the population grown over the years?

kr,i-g

.44,4

411.

Questions about land use:
1-low is each piece of land used today?

1

Wor

For what use did the old plan intend it?
Where are the important historical sites?
k
1

))c..

Questions about transtiortation:

311

Where are the roads and railroads?
How much traffic travels on them?

-Planning is an art, not a sciehce."

Where do traffic jams take place? \

The answers to these questions conic from many
places. To tind out how the land is being used, yn and
John study aerial pictures. Then they drive and walk
around the neighborhoods to,get a closer look. To answer -

other quesais. Lyn relieS on studies done by other
divisions of the planning staff, other county agencies,
and the.,Federal Government. She also gets useful tips
from catzens.
And speaking of the Citizens. Lyn's next step takes her
back to them. In a series Of public meetings, she again

tries to get* a sense of what the people want for their
cotiununity. tlow would they like to see it grow? What
kinds of changes are important-to them? What things do
they not want to change? Lyn knows there are almost as
many answers to these questions as there are people in
Olney. That's why the planners hold several meetings.
They talk to farmers at one. land developers at a second,
citizens of the town at a third.
And this is just the beginning. Dur.ing the wl ole time
the plan is being written (and even after that) jhere will
be public meetings. Every time a Chamber on) Munerce
or a PTA, neighborhood association, or other ci ic group
asks a planner to conic and speak, Lyn (or one ( Iher co-

workers) will take the colored maps and go. She tells
citizen groups what the planning staff has in mind for
Olney. She also listens to suggestions and complaints.
Once she has a good idea of' what the people want,

Bit by bit, piece by piece, she figures out how to use the
land in a way that iS best for everyone.
If that seems easy, think again. "Planning is an art,
not a science,". Lyn points out. "There's.no formula you
can use to answer a question or solve a problem, because
every one is different There are only basic'principles of'

good planning. The rest is Creativity, hard work, and
common sense. But that's what makes the job challenging
and NM."

Lyn draws on the knowledge and expertise of' other
people on the county planning staff. There arc several
divisions, and each specializes in-,something different
One division puts together information On soil, terrain,

water, air quality, and other environmental matters.
Another covers architectural and engineeking problems.
There are divisions for parks and recreation, for housing,

and for transportation. And a research division gives
advice on population characteristics and nuirket trends.
The c'xperts, in these other divisions help Lyn solve'the

many problems that come up as she writes the plan.
"The Olney plan is a team effort," she explains, ':and
I'm the team leader. I put it all together."
Working with people in so many different fields gives
Lyn's job a lot of variety. "A planner wears many hats,"
she says. "In one day I 'may talk with a transportation
.

engineer, a lawyer, and an architect. To speak each one's
language. I intilit know a little about engineering, law,
and att,.hitecture. Planning is an occupation for someone
with in ,y different interests."

Lyn starts writing. "As a planner, you must know how
to write well. The citizens will read your plan, so yoji(
have to keep it clear and simple."
And with the writing begins the balancing act. Lyn
brings together all she knows about what the citiz.ens

Cities," she explains. "And it's true that planning started
there. But the cities have grownso quickly that the fariT

want, what the community as a whole needs and wants,

and small towns arc disappearing. Now planners are

what has already been done, and what makes good sense.

trying to preserve them, too."

Lyn- has ger own specialty: Rural and agricultural
planning, "Most people think of planning, as only for

o

Office Occupations

,
(

Lyh's own interest in planning also started with cities.

As the (laughter of an Air Force officer, she traveled
widely in the United States and Furope when she was
growing up. "I saw many cities,' she recalls, "and

neighborhoods in a city or town, each home has hdalf an
acre of hoKror less. With a 5-acre rulv, there, would still
he lotS of open space:.
But every rule makes someOne unhappy. In ,this case

er

it might he a couple who bought 20 acres of that land
years ago. They expected the town to expand and they

thing in
l.yn lea led gore about cities it college.
political si ence, she st udied
.),in politic
With her
assistant
in
,ree
she
goi,
1)
as
a
resear
bachelor's (
a planning AK
ught I could w. rk my way up.
put I Just couldn't pick up what I nee
t(i know."
So Lyn went bk1Cto college for 2. iore yeirs to earn
a inaster degree in urban plonnii
Taking courses in
many different departments, she earned a little about

hoped the land would become very valuable. They hoped

noticed s( le were nicer than others. I began to wo

.

everything. "Because planning so broad, there wasn't
time to specialize in school. h me; sgecialization came
in my job. The main thing we earned in school was how
to think ahout and solve pr lems,"
The Olney master plan rom4s to be a major step
for l.yn in deveroping 5 ecialty as a planner. Olney is
a small subur.ban ciinn iiity surrounded by farms. The
town has grown very q ckly
the last few years, eating
up the t armland, Wit the n w plan. Lyn hopes to slow
the town's growth al save the rural arca.
One way this 1111

it be done is with a rule requiring

every new home (i) have t least 5 acres of land. In most

to selLit for a great deal of money to a developer who
would build 40 or 50 new homes on it. But the 5-acre
rule would allow only four new homes, making the land
much less valuable. The couple could lose, thousands of
dollars.
When I.yn has to face that couple, the balancing act
becomes really tough. -They're almost in tears because
this part of the plarywill ruin them. And I havelto explain
why it's-necessary. This is the hardest part of my job."
It is also a' large part of her job. Many people come in
to ask about the new plan (though not all of them are as
upset as that couple). Others call or write for information.
Lyn talks or writes to each (me of them, which takes a
greac deal of' time.
The phone calls, letters, ahd visits continue while I,yn

writes the Ol

plan. Do they stop When she has

III In fact, they increase, because the
rodiiced is not a final version. It is only a
"sket0 plan. After it, is published, the people of' Olney
finished? Not
plan she has

Most noople think of planning as only for cities. But cities havg'grown so quickly
that farms and small lnwns are disappearing. Now planners try to preserve them,
too

V.)
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halve a\chance to relid it and react to it. For Lyn, this
means "bore phone-alls, letters, and visits. It also means
more Rub lic meetings with the colored maps.
Lyn points oyt how important this part of her work is,

Do .you daydream about,your Ititure?,
Planners must' have a talent for deSign and for, arranging
space.

You have 'to be quick on your feet. l'tiblic speaking
ability is essential!' After all, as a planner, you're telling
people how to use their land. You have to expect opposition. But yoiu also have to convince the people that
rur plan makes good sense. It won't sell itself.I,yn enjoys dealing with the public. "Average-citizens
have become aware of the need for long-range planning.
I'm glad to see that, and I like working with them."
Based on the public's reactions, the staff members

Do you like to drsign,and sketch airplanes, buildings,
clothes, or automotiiles?,
Have you built a model railroad layout or a miniatute
town?
.

Do you sometiines rearrange the furniture in your
bedroom'?

.

make changes in the sketch plan. Then they give the new

version to the live-person planning board. After the
planning board approves the plan,it goes to the County
Council, which makes laws for the county, for adoptiOn,,
as official county policy.

gecause they tikal with imMy different aspects pf community life, planners must know about and be interestea

And still Lyn's work is nbt finished! After all, what
good. is a master plan that stays o'n paper? It must be put

in many subjects.

into effect. Flow? Through--Tuning 'regulations. Elch
piece of land in the county belongs to a. zone. And in
each kin0 of zone, only certain types of buildings may

Do yoh read books on many different subj'ects?
Do yoy watch a variety of TV pr6grams?
Do you have more than one hobby, or play several

be legally.built. Let's say you wanted to build a shopping
center on land that was zoned for single-family homes.

sports?

Before yoy could build, yon would have to- get the
County Council to "rezone" the land (change its zoning)
for commercial business.
_

Planners arC concerned about the environment around

u

To put the new plan into effect, much of the Olney
44

area must be rezoned. That means many County Council
;sessions and public meetings. And as the plan's auttior,

Lyn must be there to explain it. The meetings continue
until rezoning is finished and the new ,plan takes effect.
And where does that leave Lyn?
With other projects to do. With more letters to answer.
With more phone calls to return. With more people to

/

Have you ever-.4signed a garden?
Can you give qitections by drawing a map?
It' asked to clean a cluttered closet Or garage,.do you
reorganize'the things in 'it?

them.
A

Do ybu'react to changes in yourneighborhood, such
as.alnew street or building? °
Does it bother you to find garbage in a park or lake'?
Do you participate in local recycling drives?

/Planners deal with many different people, including

speak to.

And with the satisfaction of knowing she's helped
improve her environment.
"And that," she says, "is the best part."

Exploring
Planners Apure out the long-range effects of building
something newa highway or housing project, for ex-

pioNssionals in other fields and the general public.

Do you enjoy working on group projects?
Do yop get along with most of your classmates'?
po you like playing team sports?
Can you listen with interest to another person's point
of view?

('an you convince a group to go along with your
ideas'?

aMple To do so, they must think ahead.

a

Do you save money for things you can't buy tight

Planners make plans that take a long time to fulfill and

away?

sometimes never take effect.

Do you enjoy games' of strategy, such as cheiikers,
chess, or bridge?

Do you enjoy projects that takn, a long time to

Do you plan your weekends- ahd vacations in. adVance?

,

complete, such as growing vegetables or putting on
a play?

Office Occupations
If you are taking music or dance lessons, do you

suitable project 6xists, your teacher can suggest an

practice faithfnlly?

Do you keep trying if thingS don't turn out just the

imaginary one). The discussion should center on these
questions: How will the project benefit the coMmu-

way you, wanted?

nity? How will it hurt? Are the benefits worth the cost?

What changes in the project would you .suggesi to

Suggested Activities
As a project' for your social studies or government class,
v., find out if your city or town hAs a planning department. (If; not, your county or a nearby town might).

make it more beneficial?

Put together a group report in your science or social

,

Invite one of the planners to speak to your class.
Prepare questions beforehand about the process of

,

planning and the work of planners. lk sure to find out
what other parts of your local government are involved
in the planning process.

As a topic for a report in your history, social studies, or
government class, investigate the history of the area in
which you live. Try to answer the following questions

with your research: When was your city or town
founded? Was there a special reason -for its location?
floW did it grow to its present form? If your .commu-nity

studies class on air and water pollution in your community, dealing with these questions: How bad i the
pollution? flow is -it measured? What are the major
sources'? What is being done ahout it? Talk to people
with different interests and points of view: Govern=
ment officials :. public relations representatives from
power companies; local industry'61licials; and citizen
groups concerned with environmental quality. Th.e

class can be divided into smaller groups to gather
information.

Join a Government or.Politics Explorer Pos? if there is
orie in yOur/area. Exploring is open to young men and
women aged 14 through 20. To.find out about Explorer posts in.your area, call "Boy.Scouts of' America"
listed in your phone book, and ask for the "Exploring
Division."

is now planned, when and why did planning

begin? The library and the local government should
be able to help you find.the information you need.

Write for information on careers in planning to the
Use zoning as a topic for a report in your social studies
or government class. You might go to a hearing befOre
the local zs'ming authority'as plat of yOur research.
your report, try to answer these questions: flow. many
different kinds of zones exist? What are some of them?
What restrictions .does the cOmmunity set on height
and spacing of buiklings? '1Who makes zoning -deci:.
sions? How can zones be changed'? What role can the
public play in making zoning decisions?
Using what you've learned about zoning in the preceding

exercise, role-play a situation in which a developer
wants to build a shopping center on land zoned for
single-family homes. Students should work out and
play the roles of the developer, merchantS who want
to open stores iii the shopping center, .the zoning
authority, neighborhood residents opposed to the project, planners, and any other s. who come to mind.,.

As a project for your social studies or art class, design a

park or playground for a vacant lot or field in y.our
neighbOrhood. Make a scale drawing of your design,

Ameriean Society of Planning Officials, .1313 East
60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 and ro the American Institute of Planners, 1776.Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Related Occupations
Planners aren't the only people with jobs that involve
planning and design. Seven other occupations are listed
below. See if you can Match each item in the right-hand
column with the worker.who would plan or design it.
'Architect

I.

A golf' course

2.

Civil engineer

b.

A darn

3.

Computer systems
abalyst

c.

A d5mputer system to figtire

salaries and issue

paychecks
4.

Industrial designer

d.

A house

5.

Industrial engineer

e.

A survey of the breakfast
cereals people eat

6.

Landscape

The styling and uphol-

archi-

tect

showing where you would place lawn, trees, pavement,
playing fields, equipment, and buildings.

Have a panel discussiA in your social studies cjass on a
new project proposed fOr your area, such as if new
shopping center, a dam, or a recreational area. (If no

Ir.

Market researcher

,

stery of an automobile
An improved production
method for a chocolate
'factory

...Yee answers al end of chapter.
A
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Computff Programmer/Systems Analyst
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Computers can't be kept waiting, so Joe occasionally has to work odd hours,
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Office Occupation8
Then

install it and test it. But

rarely touch the
computerfanymore; I leave that work to the two programmers under me. If I worked in dsmaller bank, I'd
probably do more of my own programming...."
I

I

joe reached over and turned on the radio. The voice
or hia,1%.favoritcountry a'nd western singer filled his cars.
"., . Arve.done rather Well fOr someone with no college

education! I've always liked computers,, even in high
schtiol. I would have liked to learn about them in college,
but I couldn't afThrd to go. That 6-month technical
school course was the best alternative For me. It got me

a job here with Commerce National Bank. Then

I

worked my way up the ladder. Even so, I. was lucky.

I

got in when the getting was good. Today I'd need a

Joe worked his way up in the computer field. "I feel
that lye done rather well for someone with no col.,

.bachelor's degree to be hired here...."
By now Joe's eyes had begun to adjust to the light.
With a great effort he lifted himself to a standing position. Picking up his bathrobe, he somehow managed to
put his arms in the proper sleeves andile the belt around
the waist. Now if he could only find the bathroom!
I've beeroon this assignment a long time,' Joe's

brain reminded him. "I started it 9 months ago. The
Joe Jaramillo grumbled and rubbed his eyes. The
clock on his nightstand read 4:08 ... 4:08 on a Sunday
morning. A ph.one call had awakened hint moments
before, and a faraway voice had told him to come down
to the bank right. away.
Bracing himself for the violent assault On hi's eyes, Joe
turned on the light. "Those are the breaks," he thought.

"You have to expect this sort of thing when yiVu're
systems analyst. All my work involves computers,. and
computers can't be kept waiting. It's no big deal to be
awakened in the middle of the night. I have to be
available 24I hours a day. All part of the job."
But these thoughts made it no easier for Joe td get up

head of the check-processing department, Tom Arnold,
Wanted a new system for processing checks. So I went
over there to speak with Toni. I had to give him ideas on
_the possibilities and find out lust what he_wanted. Some
people think that system's analysts are magicians, that we

have a "sixth sense" that -tells us what kind of system
would be .hest. But it doesn't work that way. Unless
people tell us what they're trying to do, we can't advise
them how to do it.
a
"Tom complained that his check-processing system

at 4:08 a.m.

relied too much on people and not enough on machinery.
He was afraid that the present system. would not be able
td keep up a's thc volume of checks grew. While he was
at it. Tom wanted a better way of tracking down errors.

Shaking one foot loose from the tangle of covers. Joe
planted it firmly on the floor next to the bed. The other

And he Wanted a system that would tell him who the
bank's biggest customers were, how much money they

foot followed not far behind. As he reluctantly sat up,
random thoughts about his job went through the fog of

maintained on deposit, anti hoW.Iong they kept it there.
So I looked at the system he was using at the time...."
Feeling their way along the wall, Joe's hands found a
switch and turned it on. Instantly the bathroom appeared
around him. His left hand twisted the faucet on the sink:

'his mind.
"Almost 6 years: he remembered, '"6 years next week
Since I was prornoed from programmer to programmer/
systems analyst. What a change! Back then I handled the
comptiter all the time. Writing programA, running them,,
finding the("bugs". And all I saw was my own little Slice

of the bank. Now I work with people from consumer
lending, internal operations, 'all the different bank,departments. I see the whole show. I hetp people understand what the computer can do for them how it can
help them do their work here. And I have lots of room
to be creative... After I find out exactly what people
need, I think Triirigs through and design a new system.

his right hand sprang back from .the icy touch of the
Water. He gave h a minute to warm up.
"... Tom showed me how his department processed
checks every daj,. The checks and deposit sleps .arrived

in bundles. The first step was proofing and encoding..
This was done by machines that took each cheek and
printed on it the amount it was written for. The numbers
were printed in a-special ink that other machines could
"read," Thin' had 30 of theSe proof encoding machines
in his department, and each was run by a clerk. As the
99
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checks were encoded, the operator and machine made.
certain thalthe amounts were the same as a teller's tally.
This,is known as "proving," Another machine, a readersorter, then read the specially printed number on each

reliability mattered a lot. The cost of new equipment was

check .and sorted .and tallied the amounts of all the

decided.

checks from the 30 proof encoders. It sorted the checks
by the city they came from so they could be sent back to
other banks and exchanged for credit. The faster this
was done, the more money the banks would have. available Ibr use by their customers, loans, credit advances,
and the like. Finally. the checks were photographed by
a microfilm camera for future reference.
"The system was good at first, but I could see4oni's

point. They'd run into problems as niore and more
checks came through. Tom knew what he needed and I
knew what kind of equipmentwas available from
ent manufacturers, so together we created a new system.
We looked at the latot equipment and copsidered different ways of setting it up. We had to think about how

reliable each machine would be, not just how fast it
could do the job. Every time something breaks down
and the system stops running, the bank loses money. Sg

important, too...."

a wet washcloth. 'No reason to shave at this hour, he

ometimes for an hour or moce. With his help I finally
esigned the right system. We decided that the hardWare

pi Kluced by the National Computer Technology 'Company was the best for our needs. Other' companies make

faster equipment, but it isn't as reliable...."
Back in the bedroom, Joe pulled clothes out of the
closet and climbed into them. The sounds of the Beatles
on the radio.gave him neW energy: "Woke up, fell out of
bed, dragged a comb across my head, ..."
"... With the new system, the checlui will be proofed,

encoded, and automatically sorted into seVeral categories. With the new proof machine, Tom will easily be
able to get that information-that he wants about certain
accounts ,whenever he wants it. The checks will be
microfilmed while they're sorted on a high speed readersorter, so we will have a film record of them as the bank .

r

,h/416S

-After I find out exactly what people need, I think thirigs through and design a new
computer system," says Joe.

Ififi

i

\"... I met with Tom every day to dicuss this project,

1;
I

.

The water had gotten warm. Joe rubbed his face with-

Office Occtipations
reeeived them. That vtfill male it-easier to track them
down to find errors.'''And the new reader-sorter equipment will,sort checks faster and will allow the hank tp

Do you like to think of neW ways ot:,doing things
around the house?
Do you occasionally rearrange your be-droom furni-

forward them to other banks faster than is possible now,
"When the new equipment was instafied and tested;

we linked it to the hank's computer. Since tlfe two
systems use different coded languages, We had to design
an "ibterfaceiso that they could cOmiminicate with each
other.' My programmers did a great jpb on that.
"I'm happy With the new systent. Simple, reliable, not
too expensive. It was more of a challenge than that
payroksy,stern I designed last year, and I met the chal-

ture?

Prosrammers Juid systemanalysts often run into very
stubborn ," probiems. If at . first they don't succeed hn .
solving a problem, they must try, try again.
bo you keep trying when you can't solye a problem
right away?

you play a .sport or musical instrument, do you
practice faithfully?
Are you 'willing to rewrite an essay or redo a math
problem until you get it right?

lenge...."
Joe was dressed and ready to go. "At the-tone the time

will he 4:30," said the radio just betOre he switched it
,otf. Grabbing his coat. he dashed out the door and
prayed that his car would start:
all We haVe to do now is switch over to the
new, system. It has to 'he ready to process checks by
tomorrow morning, when the hank opens. I thought the

Programmers and systems analysts work with infonna-

lion, called data, that usually is in the form of lists of
numbers.

technicians would he able- to handle the job, hut obviously they've run into a prohlem if they need me at
this hour. Well, fokunately. I don't have to make Many
of these night calls. If I did, I'd he a nervous wreck. It's
a good thing I didn't become a' firefighter...."

--Are youizood at remembering historical dates, batting averag: telephone numbers, bus schedules, or
other numerical information?
Do you like to memorize the amounts of ingredients
recipe?
.

Exploring
Programmers and systems analysts spend much of their
time solving problems.
Do you enjoy doing math problems'?
Do you like puzzles and brain teasers?
DO you read-mystery stories'?

Do you find it eaSy to use a phonebook or dictionary?

Programmers and systems ..analysts work clOsely with
others. They.must be able to speak and write clearly.

Do you talk about *complicated subjects with your
parents, teachers, or friends?
Can you listen to or give a detailed explanation?
Can you give clear instructions to do a task?
Do you find it easy to say what you mean?

Programmers and systems analystS work With problems

that are long and detailed. Solving them takes a great
deal of patience.

Do you enjoy long, detailed projects, such as doing
jigsaw puzzles. painting by numbers, or building and
rigging a model ship'?
Do you like to read long hooks'?
Do you check over your homework and tests before
handing them in?
Programmers and analysts look for creative solutions to
the problems given them.
Do ydu enjoy solving puzzles?
Do you play games of strategy, such as checkers or
chess?

Suggested Activities
Arrange for a programmer or analyst to come and speak
to your mathematics or science class about his or her

work. A major bank, industrial firm, or computer
company is a good place to find such a. person.

Present a report' on computers to your. mathematics or
science class.Include a brief history of computers and
an explanation of their majn parts. A diagram would
help your presentation. Also explain the differences
between: Input and output; analog and digital cOrn,
puters; hardware and software.

Computers are an important tool in many:different
fields. Report to your mathematics, science, ot ocal
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studies class on how they are used in one of these
are
crime control, banking, medicine,

are used widely, in science, pgineering, and many other
fields:Who am I?

transportation, or seientific research.

tions: What does it mean to ",thdtkr How does a,

I work for an' insurance company. I figure out.
how often,aifferent groups of drivers young drivers,
city drivers, truckdrivers, anL sports car 'drivers, fbr
example have aciidents. i he company uses this information to set the prices of its insurance policies. Who

comtiUter make decisions'? Alow do people make de-

am I'?

2.

Can a computerthink? Talk about different aspects of'
this question in a social studies or English class report
or paneJ discpssion. To prepare, consider these ques-

cisioriks?

.

,

As a topic tor a r port in youi/ math class, discuss the
binary system o numbers. /Be sure to explain how
computers use' tl binary system and how it differs
from the decim-al system. Also include examples of'
binary addition.

As a topic lig a repat in your math class, find out what
a flow chart is anWhow it is used:--Draw a flow chart
of a simple-sr-tem, such as your system ra getting
ready for-school in the [nominal- or a sytketiV.for
planning and cooking a meal.

Join a Computer Explorer Post, it' there is one in your
area. Exploring is open to young men and women
aged 14 througlp20. To find out about Explorer posts
.2.111.1our area, call "Boy ScoutS of America" listed in
your phone book, and ask for the "Exploring Divimon.

Write for information 'on careers in programming and
systems analysis to the American Federation of Information Processing Societies, 210 Summit Avenue,
Montvale, New Jersey 07645.

Related OcCupations
Mathematics and statistics are very important in the
work of computer programmers and systems analysts,
but many other workers use rnkith and statistics too. Six
of' them describe their jobs below. See if' you can figure
ont who they are, To herp you, there is a list of the sjx
ocr pations.

When a business is not running smoothly, I use
mathematics and computers to solve the problem.,First
3.

I find out from the managers exactly what the. trouble is.
Then I make a Mathematical model'of the situation and

feed it to the computer,whieh helps me find possible
solutions. After comparing these I make my recommendations. Who, am I'?
*

I work !Or a company doing scientific research;,
The scientists collect large quantities.of raw information
from their experiment's. With the help olcomputers and
mathematical formulas, I reduce and convert this information into a more usable form. Who am I?
4.

t

I help scientists gather reliable statistics fig .ffieir
research. I plan and conduct surveys to collect the infbr-.
mation. Then I analyze the resultS"tOsTe how reliable
they are. Computers help me a great deal. Who am I'?
5.

7,

work for a corporation that invest3i a great deal
of' money in the stock market. My job is to advise the
compac, how best to spend its money. I study the market
and my compaby's financial situation.. I collect itiformation, write reports, and make recommendations. Who
am I?
Actuary

Financial analyst
Mathematical technician
"Mathematician

Operations research analyst
I. My job is dOing basic research in mathematics. I
develop new ideas and techniques in algebra, geometry',
topology, and other, branches of math. My discoveries

Statistician
See answers at end gl ehapt"er.
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There isn't room in this book for a story about every office occupation. However,
you'll find some important facts about 33 of those occupations in the following
section. If you want additional infOrmation about any of them you,might begin by
consultitaw the Department of Labbr's Occupational Outlook Handbook, which
should be available in your school or public library.
Occupation

Nature atul Places of Work
.

Training and Qualificanwis

Otiwr Inprmation

Employers generally hire high

An increasing amount of bookkeeping is done by machines.
rather (him by hand.

.

.f

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS
hook keeping
\Workers

All kinds of firms-employ bookkeeping workers. About a third
of the jobs are in wholesale and"
retail trade.

(ashigrs

I

school graduates who have taken

business arithmetic, bookkeep-

ing, tind principles of accounting.
"). Sonic high school students learn
bookkeeping on the job through
work-study prOgra ins. College
courags are necessary for soine
jobs.
More and more stores and super-

more cashiers than any other

Employers &ler ltigh school
graduatc:s: Courses in bookkeeping, business arithmelic;and typing lire good .prepa ration. Many

kind of store.

qichools offer clishier training as

Many cashiers Work part time.

Cashiers work in all kinds of
business establishments, Supermarkets and lOod stores employ

markets are using computerited
checkout systems.

part of distributive education'
progranK But cashiers generally

train on (helot).
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Nature awl Places ()I Work

Collection Workers

Training and Qiialifiealionos

Other Inforourtwn

lligh school graduation is necessary for most:beginning jobs. Experience
in
person-to-person

Co4ctors do most of their work

.

Most colleCtors work for banks,
loan companies, and collection
agencies. Others work for wholesale and retail businesses.

over the phone.

einitact is he I pi u l because collec-

tors have to be able to persuade

people to pay their bills. Most
(raining takes place on the job.

File Clerks

File clerks work for all kinds ;if
businesses. Alnott half work in
banks, insurance companies, factories. Or government agencies.

Employers prefer to hire high

Filing often is a job for beginning

school graduates who can read
quickly and accurately, spell
well, and type. Beginning workers learn their employer's filing

office workers. Aller working a
while, file clerks may be promoted to jobs as typists, secretaries, or office machine opera-

system on the job.

tors.

zb

Office Machine

Mann facto ring
Companies.
banks, insurance companies, and
wholesale and retail stores all
employ office machine,operators.

Operators

Some operators work for Moil=
ne.sses that specialize Ot providing word-processing, copying,
and other clerical services.

Postal (.'lerks

Many clerks are employed at local post offices, but most work at

one of the more than 300 mail
ppocessing

scoters across

the

Employers prefer to hire high
school graduates who can type
and operate an adding machine
or calculator. Workers arc
trained on the job for the particular machines they are to operate.

High school gtoduates IO and
older as well as anyone 18 and
older martpply. They must pass
Several tests that measure their
clerical and physical ability.
Postal clerks are trained on (he
job.

There are many kinds of' office
machine operators. Their job titles depend on (he machine they

use, such as:. Bookkeepin outshine operators, calculating machine operators, and duplicating
tnachine operators. Workers may
operate only one machine or a
va fiety of machines, depending
on (heir job and experience.
The Postal Service classifies
clerks into four categories. Casiwl employees help with unusually large volumes of mail dur-

ing Christmas and other peak
mailing periods. PorHime flexible entployees wukk regularly,
but not according to a set schedule, as pari-lime reguhat-e44.441by.-

ees do. Most clerks begin as part-

time flexible workers while waiting firr an i?pening as 8 IOU-time
clerk.
:

Receptionists

Almost every kind ,oF organiza-

tion employs receptionists, but

about half work in the health
field, for doctors, dentists, and
hospitals.

'V '.
Secretaries ;Ord
Stenographers

t."

"Two out of three secretaries and
stenographers work in banks. insurance companie.s, le I estate

firms, government (trio ti, and
other Organizations. Mediea ccretaries work for doctor.s, and
gal secretaries Work ibt lawyers.

Executive sect-pieties work
top officials in lusiness and g
eminent.
1.

1.6

Employers usually lure high
school graduates. Courses in

Engli.sh, typing, and basic book-

Receptionist is a job for begin-%

fling ollice workers. In a large

keeping are helpfill. A neat appearance and pleasant manner
are very important.

office, however, a receptionist
with cleri,eal skills may be prontoted to typist. secretary, or administrative assistant.

l'inplovers generally hire high

Secretaries do clerical work and

school graduates and may prefer

handle many of the buSiness and

peiple with additional business

administrative details that need
to bs taken earil, of in offices of
all. kinds. Many of. them work
temporarily or part time.

or secretarial (raining. Some secarial jobs involve a great deal

d responsibility, judgment, and
skill. l'or these, secretariid school
or college is ollen a must.

Experienced secretaries may be
promoted' to jobs as administrative assistants, office managers,
or executive seeretaries.

.

Office Occupations
Wrap lawn
Shipping and
Receiving Clerks

Naiure and Place, 01 Work

Factoriessemploy more than half
,of all clerks. Large mini hers also

work for wholesale houses and
jetail stores.

'Training and Qualdicalions

Ofher hdarmaiion

Employers prefer high school

Clerks often must perform strxn-

graduates Oho have taken some
business 'courses. Legible hand-

nous work in cold,"drafty,
waryMilich. Occasionally theyl.
may have to work' overtime, to
unload a Hite shipmtht.

writing

is

important. Training

generally takes place on the job.

.

Statistical Clerks

Stfick clerks

UP

Although nearly every industry
employs statistical clerks, most
work in finance, insurance, and

Employers prefer high schoOl .Man'9 'clerks work closely with
graduates who have had math' eompiiters.

real estate companies, in manu-

facturing lirms, and in govern-

work. Traini
in data processing, book k e ping, and typing is

ment

helpful.

Factories, wholesale firms, and

Employers prefer high school
graduates with basic reading,
wrifing, arid math skills. Training
oually occurs on the job.

Neil stores *ploy most stock
clerks. Others work for airlines,
government agencies, and hOs-

.

courses

and

thdetaild

Clerks spend much of theil- day
On their feet. They oftevmriff in
damp; drafty stockrooms and.
may *have to do considerable .
bending and 'lifting.

With

expermice, clerks may
move to higher positions in stock
handling or to sales positions.

Almost every, kind of organiAation cinvloy.s typists, thOugh

most work inVactories, hanks,
insurance companies, real estate
firms, and government agencies.

Most employers require high

A typist's job is often a beginning

school graduates with good English skills who can type 50 to 60

job; from *ere it is possiNe to

words per minute. The ability to
operate copying and adding machines is helpful.

office machine operator, or coin- :tp
Tinter operator. One typist in four
works part time.

move into a job as a secretary,

15

COM Pl. IFF R OCCUPATIONS

Computer Operating

Most oCerating personnel work

Personnel

lOr manufacturers, banks, whole-

Employers usually hire high
school gradual es,-and prefer peo-

Because computers must be operated at carefully controlled

sale and retail businesses, gov-

ple with college training in data

ernment agencies, and data prodessing firms.

procRsing. Beginners are trained
On the job.

tempvatures, operators work in
air-cdnditioned rooms.

Fhere are several dillerent kinds
of operating personnel, 1m:hiding

key entry operators and highspeed printer opemtors.
Most

programniers

work

for

large firms that have big computer systems. This includes
......manuliicturer, banks, insurance
companies,
data
processing
lirms.,and government agencies.

College training generally is necessary ror a job ès a programmer.
Firms that use computers to handle scientific and engineeririg

Nova mmers occasionally must
work nights and weekends, in or-

der to use the computer when it
is available.

problems usually require their
programmers to have a bachelor's degree, preferably in science
or engineering.
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Occupation
Systems Analysts

Natti.ri: and Places td Work
Most systems analysts wqrk for
manufacturers, banks, insurance
companies, and data processing

Training and Qualifications

Olher lnIormation

Employers prefer coilege graclu-

Systems analysts normally do not

ales with a degree in a field re-

work the odd hours that:miler

lated to the kind of work' the

computer wtçkers do, thoUgh oc

mcnt is concentrated in'the mid-

company does, and with training
in computer techniques, con-

western and northeastern States

casionally 0 w must work evew ekends to finish a

cepV, and 'programming. Prior

firms. Geographiolly, ehiploy-

experience with computers in

portant; ninny systems analysts
start out as pfogrammers.

BA NK I NG OUCUPATRMS
Bank Clerks

Although clerks work in every
branch bank, the larger branches
and main offices employ most of
(he more specialized workers.

Bank Officers

Every branch blink employs ofricers. but the greatest variety
and specialization are found in
the large branches and central
offices.

,

A high school diploma is usually
sufficient. Courses in typing,
bookkeeping? and other clerical
areas arc helpful. Clerks receive,
their training on the job.

The work of bank clerks iS !Alen
very detailed and repetitious.

'Banks prefer. college graduates
for management training. A
gree in business, accounting,,o
economics is excellent preparation, though graduates in other
fields are in demand, too. Occasionally, banks promote outstanding tellers andclerks to jobs

Officers can specializ.e in'a wide
range of areas, such as lending,
trust -management, or correspondence banking.

as officers.

Bank Tellers

Specialized

tellers

generally

work in large and main branch
banks, while smaller...branches
usually employ all-purpose tellers.

Eibployers prefer high school
graduates. Basic qualitie.s such as

den6nclg great attention to de-

clerical skill, fiiendliness, neat-

tail..

A teller's job is repetitie and

ness, courtesy, and attentiveness
are important.

INSURANCE OCCUPATIONS
Actuaries

'fwo out of three actuaries work
for insurance companies. mostly
those that handle life insurancr.

Actuaries generally need a bach- k Most actuaries specializ in life
elor's degree ii . math. statistics, and health nisurance, property
or actuarial science. They have insurance, or pension plans.
to pass a series of difficult exams
given by one of the professional
societies of !Wu ries.
r

Claim
Aepresentatives

While a handful of claim representatives work for, banks, finance companies, and other
business firms, the majority work
for insurance.companies.

4

Many employet

prefer college

graduates in a ost any field,
though skcializ
work experienee will ollen be an adequate

Many claim settlements involve
a great deal of travel.

substitute for a degree. In Sonic
States,
claim representatives
must have a license..

mt

Umlerwriters
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Most work for property and lia
bility insurance companies. The
rest work for life or health insur-

A bachelor's degree in almost

ance companies.

a

any field 'is preferred For begin-

leg positions. however, to get
lead, further-study is-necessary.

113

The work of underwriters is very
detailit.d and carries a great deal
of responsilMity,

Office Occu ations
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Ociyanott

Nature and Places,o WorA

frainiptx (qui Quaiifications

Other Inlormation

ADMINISTRATWL OCCUPATIONS,
t.

Accountams
A

There are three main kinds..of
acountitts.. Mwawment ac-

Most lit rge employers,prefer col-

They handle the records of the

lege graduates with '60achelor's
degree in accounting* a closely
related field, A ma.ster's degree

companies they work l'or. Public

may help in some cases, as wotilcl

aCCOUntalav analyze and prepare

computer training. hi order to
move up, public accouniants
sooner or later must get their

countant+. are the most numerous,

financial reports for indivilluals
and businesses. They work for,
or own, independent accounting
firms. 6:overt/mon "mTouhtants

Accountants often speciali4e in
one phase of accoanting, such as
auditing, tax manors, or management consulting.

certification, by passing a tate
exa

examine the records of government agencies and audit private
businesses and individlials Whose

finapcil affairs are .subject

to

government regulations.
Advertising.Workers

Advertising workers have jobs
with many different kinds of
firms. I:irst and foremost, they
work for advertising. agencies.

Most employers prefer college
graduates, but work experience

People in this occupation work

may be more importanl Alan edticat lona! background.

nbest job in the shortest period of

But they also work in the advertising departments of manufacturing firms. retail' stores, and
banks, or for pruners, art studios,

under great pressure to do the
time. Often theyework long or
odd hours to meet deadlines.

letter shops. and similar businesses.

Buyers

Buyers work for retail businesses

of every size and variety. all'
across the country. Most, how-

A college degree in almost any
fiey is sizIlicient for beginning
positions. Training takes place

Buyers regulate their own .sched .
tiles and.often work long or ,odd

ever, work in large cities.

on tbc job.

time traveling, depending on the
kind of merchandise they buy.

C

City Managers

Three out of four city malingers
work for cities of fewer than
25,000 inhabitants, though many
larger cities employ managers,

hours. They may spend sonic

masier's degree in public OP - Managers oftedi2aork long, difficult hours, especially during

business ad m in ist rationls a !most

e'ssential for a career in city manligement.

times of emergency.

too.

Credit Managls

Whokside and retail businesses Employers prefer college gradu- Highly qualified credit managers
employ about half of all credit (nates4who have majored in busi- 'can advance to top-level execumanagers,. while a third work for

manufacturers and financial in-

itess administration, economics,
or accounting.

tive positions.

Employers prefer, and in some
eases require, college graduates
forlhis job,

Industrial traffic managers ana-

.stitutions.
I
\idustrial

Managers

Fraflic

M.ost industrial traffic munagers

work for manufacturing firms.
Sonic work for wholesale antntstail establishments.

Lawyers

Three out of four lawyers work
in

law firms. The remainder

rirk(Ibr businesses, private Organwitions, or goveknment.

lyze the cost and efficiency of
various ways of transporting
goods.' They need to knoW then
government risgulations...thal. if;
feet t ha t t ra n spit
";.

A bachelores degree and 3 N9,tt rs

Many lawyers specialize in a par-

of-litw school ate required for
Ilegree. Degree lioklers must
pass a bar exam to practice law.

ticular legal (kW, such as tax,

/

patent, divorce, or criminal law.
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Market Research
Workers

Islature and Macey ol Work

Manulacturers, advertising agen
cies, and independent researchorgAnizations employ. most- mar-

ket researc-h workers. llowswr,
some workc lOr retail stores,
broadcasting

companies,

and

'training aml Qualifications-.

Other Informtion

A bachelor's degree in a field

Market research Ictivfy goes
through ups and- doVis that depend on the general kat h of o.ur

such as marketing, business, psychology, or statistics is necessary
for a- beginning job. Llowever. to

economy. .

:

get ahead, graduate training is,

tt

almost essential.

newspapers.

Sr,

SI

4

Personnel and Labor
Relations Workers

Planners

Three out o four workers in this
occupation are employed in priN.-ate industry, including manufacturers. banks, and \ insurance
companies. Government agencies also employ large nuinbers

A bachelor's degree in personnel
administration, industrial and labor relations, business, or liberal
arts is desirable, depending upon
the employer. For labor relations

of these workers.

necessary.

Most planners work for city.
county, or regional .planning
agencies. Some work for government agencies that deal with

F.mployeps prefer applicants with

housing. transportation, orenvironmental protection. Still. other
.pla'nners work fOr public interest
organizations
or
consulting
firms.

Public Relations
Workers

Public relations workers present

their employer's image to the
public. They work for, organizahons of- all kinds: Manufacturers,
insurance companies, public utilities. transportation companies,
hospitals. colleges and universities. and government agencies.

Purchasing Agents

About half of

essential part of this nee

work, graduate study: is .ofien

graduate training in urban or regional planning. However,

In large organi,nitions.....planners
specialize in areas shelf as housing or economics, whIle in small

ple with bachelor's degr 441

offices they must Ark in several

city planning, archiiecture,
seape architecture, or engii;
ing also qualify.

different areas.

A college education with public
relations experience is excellent
preparation. The appropriale

Public relations workers often
have to work overtime to finish
a
project. They,. occasionally
travel on busines.

Vt

field of study depends on the
employer's needs.

Large firms .usually hire college
graduates and prefer applicants

In large orgahizations, agents
usually specinlize in one or more

with a master's degree in business

specific items. such as steel or
lumber.

schools, and other places that

administration. Small firms hire
people with fewer years of' col-

buy in very large quantities.

lege.

all

purchasing

agents work lor manufacturing
A

Getting along with neo Ie is an

firms, government agencies. confir ills,
hospitals,

st rue t iou

;

Answers to Related Occupations

I

P,

RANK orTICER

40
ktc

I. a, 2, c. 3. h, 4, c, 5. h, 6. c, 7. h, 8. a,

u.

PLANNEV,
d. 2. h: 3. c. 4. f, 5. g, 6. a, 7. e.

COMPUTER PROGRAMNOR/SYSTEMS ANALYST
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l. Mathematician, 2. Actuary, 3.- Operations research analyst, 4. Mathematical

technician, 5. Statistician, 6. Financial analyst.
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Police officers inust be able to give an accurate, detailed account of an event,
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Exploring Careers
The late bell was ringing as Laura Meehan rushed
into the 'classroom. Most of the students were already
inside, chatting 'noisily with one another. At the sound
of the bell, they qUieted clown and took their pIace411

"That was lucky" thought Laura. "I just miidlithe
bell." l..aura was ntIrer realh' late, but she never arved
early, either. Shy always managed to slip in a(ithe,ktist
minuie..Even today, when she had an,oral report*

Ms. Nararian was getting things underwayl Ood
afternoon, class," the teacher said quietly. '7 ay -we
are going to begin the final phase of our unit:HO, the
history of occupations. For the last 6 weeks, you'r'di
been working in small groups collecting facts ahifi

ave
Ths

that interest you. We will start the reports with',%i ti,qentation by the committee chaired by Laura M
.
They will tell us about the service occupations.
Five students came forward and seated thems4es at
.

a rectangular table facing the (Adm.. With her note.cards
in hand, Laura began.
"Six 'weeks ago, when this project was assigned, our

group got together and decided that the first th:ing we
had to do was agree on the topic we were going to stuqy.
Choosing a topic turned out to be harder than any-of us
expected and we were pretty conliised for a while,

"We
didn't have any trouble at first. Someone sugi
,

gested researching circus occupations and we liked that

idea. We thought it wotild be fun' to find out about
clowns, animal trainers, trapeze artists, and all the others.
Then, as we talkett. Craig started telling Us about the job'
he had just staged that week at Beefy's Inn, lie's a short lc

order cook there and most of the time he cooks hiimburgers and steaks on t e grill.
"Well, that started diseussion of the jobs that all of
us have hitd at one ic '`ir another," Laura continued.
"Joel Girdie, for amp e, has had a newspaper route;
for years. He puts in at 1ast an hour every single day
more if it's raining and tie has to bag the papers, and on,
days when he has to put in advertising supplements,
comics, and other inserts. It's not always convenient to
.

be up delivering papers at 5 a.m. But after several years.
Joel has devetoped a routine. And he makes about $100
a month at it.
"Renee Ilarris is an assistant at a day camp. She's in
charge of the younger children. She sees to it that they

Working in a restauont kitc
out whether.this field appeals

youngsters from horsing arou d in the pool, for one
thing. That takes firmness, but a'sense.Of humor certainly

helps! Giving water safety less ps is one of the things I
-dike best' about my job at the
When I teach other

get their nilk and, crackers on time and that they take
their naps.'Of course, they're awake And raring to go'
most of the time and Renee directs them in games and

;people the basics- of swimming and water safety, I feel as

activities. She really has her hands full,

"Because it was a logical starting point, ow committee
decided to take a closer look at the kinds of jobs we we-rd

"As for filyself, I'm a lifeguard at the YWCA poot
love being around water _I guess most of you know.how
much swimming I do but being a lifeguard, takes more
than a love of the water. It takes a sense of responsibility

and good judgment. You have to know when .to stop
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tlihice7h I'm passing on a skill ttlat adds a.lot to my own'

already familiar with those we had been working at
ourselves, And that's when thingS started to get .complicated. First .-Of all, we, learned that three of the jobs I've
mentioned short order cook, child care aide, and life-

-.Service Odcupations

A

Food and Lodging Occupations
$omewhat nervous about giving his report, Craig
cleared his throat and began. "Having recently been
hired at Beefy's Inn, I naturally chose to do my research
on the food andlodging occupations."

After a bit of friendly laughter from his classmates,
Craig was reassured and continued:

"The need for temporary lodging has been with us
since ancient times, ever since people traveled more than

-a day's journey from home. At first, travelers were well
received and cared for by strangers. If .a traveler happened to knock on your door, you were honored to invite
the person in.to spend the night. Often these evenings
wereispent swapping yarns, or tales .of adventure.
"However, by the. Middle Ages, so many people were
traveling that something more was needed' Inns were
established where paying guests could'find a bed to sleep
in and food to eat. And, importantly, these were places
where you could feed and water,your horse. In those
days, you didn't expect to have a room to yourself. There
might be two or three rooms altogether, each with several

beds. If there were, lots of travelers, you might find

Being a mail carrier may appeal to people who enjoy
working outdoors,.

yourself sharing not only your room.but your bed! If any
of you have visited restored communities like Colonial
Williamsburg, in Virginia, you've seen the sort of lodgings that were availahle to travelers in this country in the

guard

are service occupations. In these jobs, we are
concerned witk the care, comfort, well-being, or safety
of others.. The common thread is that we are performing
a service for other people.
"But we were surprised to learn that newspaper carrier
is not considered a service occupation. Joel complained
a,nd said the rest of us were wrong. After all, he said, he
does something for people: He brings them the paper so
they won't have to go out and buy it'at the store. And he
has to please his customers. Why, he wanted to know,
wasn't his job a service occupation, too? Well,
we ended
up in' an argument as_to just what a serviceoccupation,'
really is, but fortunately Ms. Nazarian was able to
straighten us out. She explained to. us that Joel's job iS

a

sales occupation. She went on to say that' we had hit
upon a. very important point: Personal traits and job
duties in the different occupational clusters do overlap.
:pealing with people is an essential part of the job not
just for service ..workers, but for sales workers as:well:
That's why it's important for workers in both clusters to
he outgoingand good at getting along with people.
Well, by that time, we had gotten so wrapped up in
the issue that we decided to drop the circus occupations

and concentrate on service occupations instead. And
now we'll share tl t. results of our research. Craig will
present Mir conunittee's first report."

past.

"Things. have changed a lot since then," continued
Craig. "The lodging industry.has grown tremendously.
What was once a small number of local inns has become

a network of hotels and motels. And the number of
people it takes to run them has grown as well.
"These days, when guests enter a hotel or motel, they
are greeted by the desk clerk. Desk clerks register guects,
assign rooms, and hand out keys.. Belliwps carry the

guests' luggage and escort them to their rooms. 'rhey
may riin errands and answer questions for the.guests.
Hotels and motels need a large housekeeping staff to
keep rooms and lobbies neat andclean. Cleaning workers'
make beds and provide fresh.linens and towels-, linen
room attendants and laundry room workers mark and
inspect the linens and operate the washing and pressing

machines in the laundry. Keeping track of all these
workers, and of the supplies needed to keep the hotel
clean and attractiV, is the job of the executivelmusekeeper. In every hotel; someone muk make sure that
everything is running smoothly and that (II guests arc
satisfied. Hotel managers and assistants are in charge.of
every aspect of a hotel's operation. They oversee room
reservations, banquet arrangements, safeguarding of
guests' property, hiring and trainin-g of staff anything,
at all- connected with the way the hotel runs. Bill they

,-xploring Careers
pay particular attention to the business end-of the operation, for it is up td theM to be sure thift the hotel is run
efficiently and prOfitably. They depend on the business
staff to help them handle the bookkeeping and accounting.

,

':And, of course, just about every hotel and motel has

a dining room and kitchen staff rood service workers
have jobs in .many places besides hotels. "They prepare
food wherever it is semed away from home. They work
in restaurants; in cafeterias; in schools and colleges; in
hospitals and nursing homes; in prisons; in private clubs;
at camps and resorts. They work at-the food" stands at
sports events and county fairs. They even work for the

catering firms that prepare the dinners we eat on airplanes and the sandwiches we get from .vending machines. Food service workers make up one of the largest
and fastest growing occupational groups in the country.

"Let's take a look at some of the occupations in this
field," continued C'raig. 'M.le can start with my job. As
Laura explained, I'm a short order. cook, In my job, I
cook the same sort of thing all the time hamburgers
and steaks, mostly. It didn't take very long to learn how

to wo k with the grill correctly. What is important in a
mine is the-ability to work quickly under pres-

job li

sure, llo matter what kind of food service operation you
have in mind from ogourmet restaurant to a school
cafeteria preparing, the fti od correctly is the key to
keeping5customers ha.pp And that takes skill on the
.

part of the cooks and chefs. The dishes that conk fi-om
the kitchen reflect their Creativity and skill, and often are
the basis for a restaurant's reputation.
"But other things..are important too. Atmosphere is
one. Service is anpther. Those of you who are working
as waiters and waitresses know how important 'good
service is. You take customers' orders, serve their food,
.

and give diem personal attention to help them enjoy
their ineal..A pleasant manner is very important in'this
job. A good waiter or waitress can 'make all the difference

between a delightful experience in a restaurant and an
OncoMfortable one.

"You'll find other food service worke,rs in particular
kinds of eating establishments. Food counter workers
take food orders'and collect payments in fast food restaurants and cafeterias. Bartenders mix drinks in bars,
cocktail loiinges, and restaurants that serve alcoholic
beverages."

.

.

.

.

.

Craig paused, then asked for questions, Katie Maggs
spoke up.. "What's the difference between a.cook and a
chef?"
,

"Tlirthlfinction isn't always clear cut," replied Craig.
"Chefs usually are highly experienced cooks; but in fact
a restaurant can give the title of' chef toanyone at all.
"Still," he went on, "the way it usually wor4s is this.

112

Waiters and waitresses often rrlake more money in
tips than in salary.

The chef is the person who's in charge of the kitchen. He'
or she may not even do Much i'2ooking, The chef's job is
to see to:it that everyone else in the kitchen does things
properly:
"You see, the work of a restaurant-cook depends very
much on the size of the restaurant. In aAmall restaurant,
as in your own homtit one person usually handles every'

part of the job. However, in a large restaurant, there
usually are several cooks. A saute coi)k might take care

of all the food requiring quick-frying. A fry cook might
make the deep-fried foods like French fries and fried
chicken. There might be other cooks as well: A broiler
cook, a soup cook,.a sauce cook, and a pastry chef. Now,
in a kitchen as large as thlit, the person in charge would
be a chef. Chefs have the skill and experience to Oversee
the operations of an entire kitchen, Their jObs often are
administrative, while the cooks are the people' who prepare the food we eat,"

Craig looked around for m,ore qUestions from,the
class. Greg Morisse raised his hand. "I'd like to knOw

sr

Service Occupations
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Many waiters and waitresses are students who work part-time.
ir

what kinds 4 kitchen jobs there are in a fast-food

hair, giving them a massage or a .beauty treatment,

restaurant."
"Well," began Craig, "you have to remembi:r that the

helping them' use exercise equipment in a health studio
or gym, checking their coats at a theater, bringing therb

kind of cooking done in these kitchens is far from the
traditional image of a cook preparing an elaborate meal

an umbrella at the beach. For all of these workefs,

from scratch. Fast-fPod kitchens are geared toward efficiency and speed. Kitchen jobs are clearly designated. In

pleasing the customer is an important part of the job."
He added, "Being a lawn care worker myself. I know
how important a satisfiedu.aistOmer is. Mowing lawns is

a typical fast-food kitchen, you might see grill cooks

a real business for me during the summer, when the grass

fixing already-prepared meat patties; a bun cook toasting

grows so fast I handle four or five lawns on a regular
basis. So I know that a satisfied customer is a steady.

the buns; fry cooks ,handling French fries and fried
Chicken or fried fish; and ."dressers" adding condiments
such as lettuce, pickles, or dressing."

customer!

'Thanks. Craig,' said Laura'. "Now we'll hear froM
Alan."

paid attention to their .aPpearance. They've .used cosmetics and perfumes and cared about the way.their hatr
looked since ancient times. Likenesses of barbers' razors
have been found dating all the way back to the Bronze
Age. And Egyptia' women of 8,(100 years ago, eSpecially
those of' wealth and nobility, took great pains with their
4
hair.

Personal Service Occupations
"Personal' service ,workers do things for individual
cUstomers," began Alan Oberstein. "And personal services are just that. Personal. They On include juSt about
anyt.hing shining customers' shoes, shampooing their

"Throughout history," he continued, "people have

'In early times, barbers were known as barber-sur113

'
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geons. As the name suggests, they performed surgery as
well as barbering services. A -barber-surgeon might have

I700's, a period of advances in medical science, that the

beauty operatorS, they may' straighten hair. .or make it
curly, depending- on the customer's wishes; give scalp
treatmen; and'shape,or 'color eyebrows and eyelashes.
Hair stylists specialize in arranging and shaping ciistomers' hair according to the latest fashion. Wig dressers

tvSo trades began to eparate. Today,the red and white

do tht same sort of thing for wigs and 'hair pieces.

striped pole we see in front of a barber shop is a reminder
of the harher-surgeon. The red symboliz.es the patielv'ti
blood and the white stands for the bandages .that were

Manietdists dean, shape, and polish customers' fingernails and toenails. Makeup artists apply co§filetics and
makeup materials such as wigs, beards, muge; powd6,
and'grease Paint. They generally work with actors and
actresses who are appearing on stage Au- in -film or
televillon. productions. ElectrolVsts remove unwanted
hair from their customers* skin Using-a metho&called

pulled your tooth, treated iou for indigestion, cut yoUr

hair, or trimmed your heard, It was not until tq jate

used.

"The portraits ()Nur founding 'fathers that we've all
seen coilntless times show us how popular wigs were
during the colonial period in America. Both men and
women wore high-fashion.. powdered wigs. There were
wigmakersOn those days, hut beauty salons as we know
them didn't exist, Until the early 1900'sheauty services
wercalmost always provided to cbsulmers in their oWn
homes. And the "unisex" salon is an even more recent
development, having come into its Own in the 1970's.

.

electrolysis.that involves a iieedle and the use of eltctric-..
ity.
.

"There's one more occupation concerned -with personal appearance that I'd lik.e to mention," continued.

"There are certain specialties in the field that you

Alan. "But first let, me see if atiyone can guess what it is.
.1'11 give you a hirit.,".he said. "Thefe's a close association
hetArben Zhis oceupation and seafaring occupations."

A.- might want to know about. Cosmetologists shampoo, cut,
style, and color hair. Also known as beauticians or

The class looked at On blankly;
"Okay,"_ he went on. "This.persomil service worker

ti4
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Barber school training usually takes 9 to 12 months.

Service Occupations
as,

uses a needle hut doesn't sew

"The occuphtion of hInisehold worker was mole prom-.
inent' in ancient times than it is today. For many ceitturies, thesize of a tamily's household staff was a measure
of its wealth an,d position in socrety. This is not the case
today. Changesin our values and in our way of life have

"latloo (Iraq!" interrupted Catherine Suter excitedly...
"Right," Alan replied. "Now I'm going to finish up
with a few words about a special occupation. hineral
direclorr hdp make arrangements for burial. Few occti

.

pations call for the compassion and tacrrequ.ired of these

Caused as to..cut down on the use of servants and

workers, who deal with others in their time of deepest
sorrow."
Alan put his notes down on the table. The 'class was
stiddenly subdued and there were no questions. Laura's
own report was next,

household help. Then, too, laborsaving machinery (Wall
kinds is available today. 'Just think of all the household
and garden appliances we have today: PoWer ,thowqs,
electric hedge dippers, vapuum cleaners, washing machines, dishwashers, food- processors, microwaye ovens.

Private,Household Occupations

Machines like these make us less dependent on the
manuatlabor provided in the past by a large staff.of

"More people than you might giink work- in private
households," Laura began. "They clezin and maintain

servants."
"Do n't fo rget
le ice cream makers," exclaimed
Jason Reynolds.
"YoU're
right,". agreed Laura.
t_

the .house and yard, help care 11w children, and cook and
serve meals. In fact, many of you, have been ,private
household workers.yoursdves for a few hours; anyway:

Babyfihing is one of the many occupations ir this category. And nearly all of us have done babysitting at one
time or another!

"But still," she continu&i, "many families need help
.

4P.

with.chores or child cave. Or they May need help'caring
'for an ekkOy relative. Nearly! million people have jobs
in private households n America, Most are day workers.
who,clean. They usually make the beds, dust, vacuum,.

p

'or
,

AIM"

41.

Hair stylists need a sense of artistry.
A

4
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wash windows, and wax floors. They may also do the
lakindry and ironing, help with the cooking, and.care. for
cltildren. Some families hire flill-time child care workers
to help withthe youngsters to supervise their activities,
prepare their meals, and bathe.thern and get themready
for bed.
"Arrangements vary, of course. Sometimes, families

offer room and board in exchange for habysitting services or companionship for an elderly person. No money

changes hands. If a family needs fa-time cleaning -or
child care; however, they pay a wage and may provide
room and board as well. Usually, (hough, the household
workers live ,"out" rather than in the employer's household.

&Most households in America that employ household
workers hire day workers to clean or child.care workers
to watch childaten, tut there are other kinds of private
household workers. omponions are hired to provide
company for.elderly or hanjiCaPped people, and sometimes, for children. Some families employ cooks. launderers, or gardeners. Caretakers do heavy household
tasks and take care of' such things as yard maintenance,
window washing, and minor repairs. If the household
staff is large. the family may employ a housekeeper or
butler to supervise the other servants."

,41

These (pen wearing the traditional costume of
Victorian thimney sweeps have started their own

businesscleaning chimneys and fireplaces.

,Having finished her report, Laura went ahead and
introduced'Joel.

Cleaning Occupations
"Laura has just told you about workers who keep
private households clean and in good repair," began
Joel. "My report is about workers who clean buildings
like this school.
"Every uildinig neek to be kept clean and in good
'condition for the comfort and safety of those who live or

if ings.

the owners-of many large.bu'

"But let's take a closer loo at these workers. Craig
has already told yort about sonic of thermiThe cleaning
staff' in a hotel or motel is very important. Quests get

annoyed quickly it' there's..no fresh linen or if no one
copies in to clean their rooms. Craig mentioned the
.

housekeeper whosupervises the hotel's entire housekeepi

ing department. That's an administrative job, as a rule.

work there Joel went on. "This involves not only

It takes organizational ability and skill in supervising

sweeping,or mopping the floors, but washing the win, (Sows, polishing furniture, vacuyminr erriptying trash.
cleaning the bathrooms. arid getting rid of' insects and

others. The housekeeper may be in charge of dozens of
-,. workers who actually handle the fresh linens and clean

rodents. too.
"In the' pasthen businesses and buildings were much

smaller, innkegpers4 or shDpkeepeis might clean their
establishments themselves. Or, mote likely, they'a have
a servant, a member of the family, or an employee do
the job. After the Industrial Revolution, large plants and
factories were built. Then large apartments and huge
office -buildings"sprang up to provide a place for al the
people in the rapidly growing cities.. A way had ,to be
found to keep such large buildings clean and safe,. In
time, cleaning Services became specialized and they even-

tually became a business in their own right. Today,
commercial (leaning firms handle this important task for
116

he rooms. Housekeepers do similar kindS of work in
ispitals -and nursing homes, in boarding schools and
c Ileges, and in prisons: They work anywhere, really,
1

where large numbers of people stay overnight.
"Porters, cleaners, and janitors are responsible for the
upkeep of offices, apartments, hospitals, industrial

plants, and other buildings. They sweep, dust, mop,
polish floors, clean walls and fixtures, and dispose of
trash. They may take care of minor painting, plumbing,
and carpentry repairs and tend furnaces or boilers. There
often are other duties, too: Shoveling snow, cutting ond
trimming grass, setting up tables and chairs in auditoriums and halls.
'Pest controllers are the people we want to see when

Service Occupation§
LP

.

.Protective Service Occupations
r
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"At the time of' the American Revolution," Renee
began, "fhere were no police departments and fire deTartments as Weknow them. today. Instead, night watch-

men were hired to patrol the streets of' the cities and
towns. Walking the dark streets carrying a lantern, they
were on the lookout for fires,.crimes, or trouble of any,
kind. If' they saw something, they'd call out and warn
the citizens who would come' rushing from their homes
!,)
to.deal with the threat.

A

'4'11

'the first modern police forces were established in
America in the mid-1800's as cities like Philadelphia,
Boston, and New York grew large and crowded. Conditions then were disorderly an4 violent; riots and fires
took Aux so fre9uently that people decided they needed
a better way of' keeping order. By 1850, most of the
major cities in the East had a police force that patrolled

the city regularly to maintain order aml discourage
crime.

"Today, well, trained and equipped police officers and
State police officer's uphold the hiw and maintain order

in our communities and on the highways. FBI special
investigate violations of' Federal law and .are
cOncerned mostly with'hank robberies, kidnappings, espionage, sabotage, and white-collar crimes sbleh as embezzlement and-dishonest land deals. Correction officers
work ,in jails and prisons where they keep order and
enforce rules and regulations. Private detectives are hired
by people who want information about the actions of'
agents

-16J

This window masher has a remarkable view of the St.
Patrick's Day parade.

others. 'More often than not,.they ittvestigate business or
domestic matters.
"Now I'd like to tell you about private guards," continued Renee. "PriVate guard services date back to the
mid-1800's too. They first appeared outside the cities, in

areas where new factories were being built or where

yard and cemetery looking neat. :they also ring the

mining operations were beginning. The guards in those
days were hired to protect industrial property from riots,
sabotage, and robbery. Today, guards still are needed in
manufacturing plants, construction sites, and transportation terminals. But private security guards also work
in museums, libraries, schoOls, hotels, supermarkets, department stores, apartment buildings, and offices.
"Modern fire departments also are fairlrnew. In the
1700's, at about the time fire insurance was being introduced, the insurance' companies hired their owitfirefighters to take rare of the properties they insured. When

,church bells to announce services, care for clothing worn
by clergy, and help out in other ways."
Bob finished reading .frpm the last of.his note cards.
'Laura took over once more. "And now," she said, "unless

the alarm was sounded, all the companies in the city
Would rush to the fire. But only one company would
fight to save the burning building the company that
recognized its Own sign on the building. That system

there are questions about Bob's,report, we'll finish up
with Renee."

turned out to he impractical, and today all communities
al any size have trtined, professional firefighters,

we can't get rid of bugs 'ourselves. Fumigators release

poisonous gas and set traps to kill termites, beetles,
, cockroaches, rats, and other pests: Exterminators treat
buildings that already haVe bten infested by termites.
"I don't think I need to explain what window washers
do," said fuel with a sn,ile, "but I think I should explain
What a sexton is. ThiS is the term used fbr a janitor at a
church. Sextons keep the church btiildings and furnishings clean and in good condition and keep the church-
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"T,here are other kinds of workers who protect the
public." said Renee. "They're less familiar than the
pollee officers and firefighters who keep our-neighborhoods safe. But they, too, have an important job to do in
protecting our well-being.

,.....11111u
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"Construction inspectors make sure that our homes and
schools -and our highways and tunnels and bridges-,
are built safely.. Health inspectors help us in many ways.
They make sure that the food we buy in grocery stores

Many firefighters are on duty for 24 hours; then off
for 48 hours.
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experieric5 in the, field, to be able to tell whether

a

borderline situation is safe. After all, if they shut down
a business unfairly, they create a hardship for the employer and all the .workers there: inspectors like other
people in the protective service occupations must do
rileir jobs thoroughly, fairly, and conscientiously."

Ms. Nazarian joined the,gronp at the front of the

4,1

6000:""A

and restaurants is clean and won't make us sick. They
also snake sure.that the water we drink is pure, and that
the water we swim in is safe. Health inspectors warn us
when the air becomes so polluted that we should be
careful, and perhaps stay inside. Occupational safety and
health workers inspect mines, Pactories, farms, and business establishments to make sure that it isn't dangerous
or unhealthy for the workers in those places. Compliance
officers check to be sure that employers are obeying the
laws that say that workers must be paid properly for the
hours they work.
"As you can sec," Renee continued, "the people in
these jobs do very technical work. They need formal
training tn science or engineering, plus a great deal of
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room. "I'd like to congratulate each of, you," she said,
smiling. "Your committee did a fine job. You Studied
the topic thoroughly and presented the information in a
very original way.'
Turning to the c ass just as the bell began to ring, Ms.
Nazarian continue , "And tomorrow we'll hear a report
from Jennifer's col imittee."

What Makes a 3ood Service Worker?
Ili:. A
e

The jobs of service workers differ a great deal. Yet, i
they're grd at what they do, all service workers have
certain traits in common.

$

"r"
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These officers have been trained to handle
emergency calla.

Qoing things tor other people is what the service,
occupadons are all about. For this reason, the ability to
deal effectively with people is a "Must". This takes sensii.
tjvity, flexibility, and communication skills, Service
Workers must he,good at adapting to difkrent kinds of'
people in every imaginable situation. Police officers, for
example, must be equally good at handling a lost child,
a robbery suspect, or a crime victim. Child care workerS
must be good at supervising children and get(' ALM%

with their parents. Hotel Managers deal with p

ple

Service Occupations
constantly. They must be firm in ring a dishonest
employee, then turn annind and greet a very important
guestwith just the right tone of welcome and respect.
Bear in mind that it is important for service .workers
to pay close personal attention to their customers. People

who are dissatisfied aren't likely to return. That's the
reason fOr the saying, -The customer is always right.- ,4
pleasant, outgoing personality helps a great deal in jobs
that involve pleasing a paying customer.

hour. A hotel manager, may'have to, contend .with,.an
angry guest complaining about it reservation mixurwhen
the hotel is completely filled: A building service worker
needs to know what steps to take when the air-conditioning syste,m in a luxury aRartment building .breaks.
down -dulling a heat wave. A cosmetologist may' have to
think fast when he or she discovers that something has

gone wrong with a permanent or a color job, "Fo cope
with situations such :is these, service workers must he

There are times when a great deal of patience and
understanding are called for. After all, in a business

levelheaded and uhflappable. Imagination *Ad resource-

where you're dealing with people most of the time, you're
bound to sun.into people who are cranky, tinreasonable,
or just mean. flaying 2-141...c.asyNing manner..and a winning way with people can be a great asset, and is the key
to building a steady flow of customers.
Many service ,workers need tbe abilitrio keep Calm wul
perlOrm under pre.ssure. This is obvious in the case of
firefighters, FBI special agents, and police officers. I low-

Many of the service occupations. require good health
and physical stamina. Bellhops carry baggage fbr hotel
and motel guests arid may run errands for them as well.

ever, emergency situations crop up for other service
workers too, and they must always he prepared for the
unexpected. A cook may have to salvage the situation
when the power goes off in the middle of a limy dinner

fulnes.s help, too.

Mail carriers, waiters and waitresses, cosmetologists, bar-.
hers, and private household workers are on their feet all

day long. So are kitchen workers: Cooks, chefs, distwash-as, and others Sometimes work in extremely uncomfortable teMperatures, and always handle large,
heavy pots and pans. Police officers and firefighters must

he in good physical condition to handle the rigors of
their jobs.
The ability. to plan and organize the worPis important.

,
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Firefighting rflguirea organization And teamwork,

I I9
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Dtploring Ca'reers
A chef must ilrganize things so that the appetizers, main
courses, salads, and desserts for 100 people yr more are
all ready at the proper time. Mail carriers intigt plan their
routes so that every king is delivered ori schedule. Build-.
ing service workers RI private household workers, like
mail carriers, work int pendently and can set their Own
pace. But they have to be sure that everything gets done.
Business am! managerial ability is import Ant in some

of these occupations. Funeral directors, for example,
arrange both the personal and business aspects of a
burial. Barbers, cosmetologists, and restaurant owners
often operate their own businesses. This takes energy,

careerin the food or lodging industries. They range all
the way from vocational high school:Courses in cooking
to 4-year college programs in food service or hotel administration. Training for high school graduates.is offered at public and privre yocational-technical schools
and in 2-year community and junior colleges. Several
-highly specialized and well-respected programs in culinary arts cooking and related food service skills--are
in existence. Home study 'programs correspondence
courses offer another way of learning about hotel and
restaurant management. The hotel industry itself-sponsors a home study program.

drive, and the business sense to handle budgets, finances,
suppliers, and staff. And business owners must iilso find

Large hotel and restaurant chains offer their Own
training programs for new workers. And the Armed

the nine to maintain a good relationship with; their

Forces offer food service programs that provide, training

customers.

for executive chef, chef, cook, food and sanitation insfiector, bread baker, pastry baker, and cafeteria mane

IleA:ibility about working hours can be very important.
Long or unusual liours are Commonplace for workers in
food, lodging, and personal service occupations. Police
and lire protection must he available arOund the clock,
7 days a week. Emergencies must be dealt with immediately, no matter how many hours you may already
haVe worked. The standard 9-to-5 workday.ts often the
exception rather than the rule in these occupations.

Training for Service Occupations
Like the members of Laura's committee, you may
already know something about the service occupations
through hobbies, jobs, or school activities. Yoif may have
done some ha bysitting or helped with younger children
at a day care center or summerrecreation program. You
nthy have been a school safety aide or playground aide.
It's likely that mowing the grass., shoveling snow, tvashing
the dishes, or cleaning your rooinare among your household .chores. Maybe you like to bake for your family or
fix your friends' hair. Perhaps you have held a part-time
job at a fast-food restaurant. All of these are good ways
to try out the service occupations ;lad to begin to de-Velop
useful skills and attitudes.
Formal training for service occupations varies a great
deal. For a job as a dishwasher, foi' example, you don't

need to complete high school. All the skills you'll need
can be picked up on the-job. But suppose you wanted to
,work as an industrial hygienist. Industrial hygienists do

very technical work; they protect workers' health by
studying the hazards created by noise, dust, and vapors.
To get this sort of job, you would need a graduate degree

in industrial hygiene, safety engineering, or a similar
field. Those are the extremes. The training reqiiired for
each of 27 service occupations is describetl in the Job.
Facts at the end of' this chapter.
There are a number of different ways to prepare for a
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Barbers and cosmetologists must be licensed to practice their trade. Licensing is meant to protect the public.
By establishing minimum requieements as to age, char-

acter, heal& education, and knowledge of the tradc,
Authorities in each State try to make sure that the people
who work with your- hair or give you beauty treatments
know what they're doing. People can learn cosmetology

or b4bering in Vocational high school programs or
through apprenticeship. Or they can attend one of the
many public and prjive schools that tea`ch barbering or
Cosmetology. Training usually takes 6 months to I year.
As Renee pointed out, people like construction inspectors, health inspectors, and safety engineers need to know

their fields thoroughly. This usually means a college
degree in science or engineering, plus experience on the
job. Construction. inspectors, for example, benefit from
having worked as building contractors or construction
superintendents.
Thb kind of training needed to become a police officer

or firefighter varies, for local departments all set their
own requirements. Bear jn mind, though, that almost all
departments demand a high school diploma and some
insist on several years of college, or a college degree.
Even indre training is needed to apply for a job as an
FBI special agent. Special agents usually must be college
graduates with trdegree in accounting or law.
Regardless of the service occupation that interests you,
plan to get your high school diploma. Not all jobs require

it, of coUrse, but promotion to higher paying and morc
responsible jobs usually conies faster if you have finished
high school. Courses in English, home,cconomics, and

industrial arts would help you in some of these occupa;
lions, For others, courses in science and mathematics are
very important.

Service Occupations
41.
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"I plan menus well In advance,- says Chef Nan soOarty, "so that I have time to
feet the recipes.-
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next Week's schedule for the kitchen staff. "Is it 9;30

only a few weeks and Nan wasn't sure how well he had
mastered. their kitchen routine. Well, this morning she'd

already'?" she-thought. "I'd.better get back to the kitchen

find out. Ile woullibe running.the line, and she would

and see how things are going. Lunch is not very far

have a chance to observe. Phil had good support, though,
with Sam :Spirdone on the broiler and fryer.

Nan glanced at the clock as she finished her work On

away."
Wednesday morning is the time that Nan Bogarty, the
chef at the Beef Eaters Restaurant, ordinarily reserves
for paperwork. She afways,starts by preparing the weekly
schedule for the kitchen staff.
She needs, some peace and quiet to juggle the schedules

of the pastry chef, the 1Me cooks, the pantry people, and
the dishwashers 14 'people altogether. Of course, only

4 or 5 of them are at work in the kitchen at any one
time. But Nan has to plan work assignments so that the
kitchen is covered 2 shifts a day, 7 days a week. "Fhat's
easy as it sounds, for sOme orthe kitchen staff
not
work full time and others work part tidie. Some prefer
to work nights so that they can go to school during the
day; others like to work days so they can he with their
families at night. Yes, it takes a bit of concentration tokeep everything straight.
She also uses her paperwiuk time to work on the food
budget and make notes about problems she wants to
bring to the restaurant manager's attention. This month,
for example, the price of romaine lettuce is astronomical.
They can't stop using it in the Caesar salad, of eoiirse,
hut Ntan plans to suggest that they hold down their food
cost-by substituting other kinds of lettuce in the greens
they use for the salad bar.

Nan arranged her files and apboard in a neat pile.
All.that. would .have io wait for a quiet moment later in
the day. Right now, her top priority was m.aking sure the
kitchen was ready when Beef Eaters 'opened for lunch at
1 l:30 sharp.

As she entered diekitchen,.she flinched. It was hot in
tbere, drippingly, uncomfortably hot. "Summer is mur-:
'der in this kitchen," she thought as she slipped on, her
white tennis headband. Her paper hat just wouldn't do
in this weather. Some restaurant kitchens are air-condi;
tioned. But Beef Eaters, a small business just beginning
to establish a name for itself, operates on a shoestring.
Air:conditioning had been out of the question when the
kitchen equipment had been installed, and summertime
was indeed mnrderously hot.' The temperature in front
of the range could climb as high as 130 degrees.
Nan walked briskly toward the range, where Phil was
now in.charge. An outburst near the salad.station made
her change course; something clearly was wrong over
there. Jim Petras was staring in dismay at a carton.that
had just been delivered by Apex Produce.

Nan won't have any more time for paperwork this
morning, though. She wants to spend a little extra time
in the kitchen because there's been a last-minute change
in stall Ellen Radner, her most experienced. line cook,
had called in sick early this morning.

"There's always something," thought Nan as she
straightened out her papers. "Last week it was Frank.
But that was worse," she reminded herself. Frank had
burned himself with fat from the deep fryer. It still
bothered Nan to think about the accident, for kitchen
safety was one of her responsibilities and she had called
not one but several staff meetings to point out the hazards

of a busy kitchen. Frank obviously hadn't paid any
attention. Well, Oils week he was back at his station and
it was Ellen experienced, dependable Ellen who was
out.

.

"ruck y fOr me that Phil was able to come in and lend
a hand." The thought restored Nan's good spifits. After
all, it had been easy enough to get a substitute. Phil
Olsen, one of the line cooks, had been home when Nan
ealled at 8 o'clock and he had agreed to come right in.
Sometimes Nan had to call three or lour people befOre
She succeeded in rounding up a substiUde. Nonetheless,
Phil was new here. He had worked at Beef Eaters for
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Nan confers with one of ttie line cooks.

Service Ocuipations.
'lust look at the fruit that Apex sent overr Jim
expl6ded. "That's`the second tnne this month it has-been
overripe. These bananas are much too soli for OW nam-

ing glazed bananas. We'll haye to drop that from the
menu today, and you know --*'s one of our best-selling
desserts. And look at these strawberries! They're better
suited to jam than my fresh strawberry tart."
It wasn't th'e first time Jim had raised the roof about .
the condition of thefruit. Jim Petras was one of the best
dessert and pastry, chefs in town, andi, the restaurant
critics invariably praised his creations when they reviewed Beef Eaters. Jim took underiaandable pride in his

efforts and insisted on working with only the finest
ingredients.

Nan looked more closely at the fruit and agreed with
Jim that the flaming gbized bannaS would have to be
chopped from the menu that day. Nan, made a mental
note to let the waiters and waitresses know and to inform
the manager, too. The manager woukIn't be happy. That
dessert was one of the restaurant's specialties, and a big

seller. Then klan took up the subject of the strawberry
tarts. Jim, calmer now, agreed that he could probably
make do. I le'd salvage what he could of the strawberries
and go ahead with his tarts. As she left him, Nan made
another mental note: A strong Complaint to Apex Pro-

duce was a "must.'
Finally, Nan walked over to Phil, who was checking
a beef roast in the oven. "Sam and I are doing okay.
Nan," he said: "I think the new Hungarian goulashvis
good. Do you want to taste it?"
Nan complimented Phil on the way he was handling
the job as she picked up a spoon to test the goulash,

.

.

"Excellent," she said warmly.

glad you noticed
the change on the recipe card. Increasing the grated
lemon rind certainly Adds to the flavor," she ad&d,
putting down the spoon.
Nan looked as though she was about to walk awxy.
Phil said hurriedly, "By the way, Nan, when I was slicing
the meat for Swiss steak, I had a rough' time. I don't
understand it l.followe0 the procedures you showed us
hist week."
That had been at Nan's demonstration of ways to
carve and slice meat. Her training sessions for the kitchen
staff had started out as a series of useful tips and soon
evolved into lessimis in professional technique. Nan kept
these lessons as informal as possible. But she coveredlter
subjects in a crisp, professional manner. She.explained
kitchen safety and sanitation procedures; demonstrated
- food preparation and cooking techniques; and showed
her staff how different garnishes decorations could
make a dish look more appealing. She was getting a

good response frOm thc staff, few of whom had any
formal training in food service. Because of their enthu:
siasm and willingness to learn, Nan found herselfsharing
many of the "trade secrets" she herself had learned over -the years.
Nan had decided during her second year of college,
where she had been studying oceanography, that college
wasn't right for her. She had dropped out and taken the
first job she could find as a salad maker in.a restabrant.
Although she soon got tired of washing lettuce and
chopping vegetables, she was fascinated by the restaurant
business and decided. to .get the iraining she'd need to
run a'kitchen. She completed a 2-year program in culinary arts, taking sneh courses aS food chemistry, equipment technology, and accounting and management. Nan
then worked as an assistant chef in a hotel kitchen. After

several years there, she accepted the top job in the

'
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The kitchen crew.
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kitchen here at Beef Eaters.
.0 Nan looked up at the clock and noticed that it was 10
o'clock, time to fix luneh for the staff. Since Phil was
new, she decided to take care oOthat for him while he
finished his "prep" work. The staff, took their lunch
break at 10:45
too early for sonic but better than a
chorus of growling stomachs until 3 o'clock!
She checked to see if the pantry and dish stations,were
ready for service, made sure the morning bread was
delivered, and that the,dining room attendants had filled
the coffee Machine and -put out the garnish trays..l'hil
really appreciated her help,
By 11:45 the first food orders had conic ip to the
kitchen, whore they were pinned to the line spindle. As
noon approached, the restaurant became much busier,
and the tempo of the work increased. Nan helped out
wherever it was necessary. She garnished the plates Phil
123
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put up and slipped in comments,and advice whenever

he had a moment. to listen. The height of the lunch
service, from 12:(kto 2:00, ,passed. quickly. This tnne
always seemed to fly by, lor everyone was so busy there
was hardly time to stop and take a breath.

As the dining room thinned out, the `pee of work in
the kitchen slowed. Nan split up the kitchen staff so that
hallo!' them could take a. break while the others covered
for them. When the first half came back to their stations,
the others could sit down and cool off for a few minutes.

when Jim joined her at the table.
"About those banan"" he began abruptly. "I suppose.
I Could iise them for a Brazilian.banana cake::
"Sounds like a good idea, Jim," said Nan, smiling.
As the temperamental pastry chef walked -away, Nan
remembered something. "One more thing to take care
of," she said to herself. She went to the phone and dialed
the Apex Produce Market.
"Hello, Mr. Yankelovich? This is Nan BOgarty at Beef
Eaters and we seem to have a problem .... "
.

They would all start preparation for dinner in the time
left before the night crew arrived.
Nan fixed a plate of food for lyerself, picked up her
ci )oard, and went to a table in the hack of the empty

diMng room to finish writing up her comments on the
food budget. The rest of the papetrwork would have to
he squeezed in another time. She.was pleased with Phil's

first atternpt at running the line. They had served 100
"covers" without a hitch.
"It certainly feels good to sit down," she thought.
Soon Nan was totally immersed in her estimate of
food costs. She was startled to realize it was already 3:30

Exploring
Chefs must know a great deal about food, They need this

expertise to plan menus, develop recipes, order foodstuffs, and supervise the preparation of meats, sauces,
soups, vegetables, desserts, and other foods.
Can .you select fresh fruits and vegetables?

Can you pick out good cuts of meat?
Can you select'fre'sh fish?

''No matter what, I'm responsible for what comes out of the kitchen.''
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Chefs must be knowledgeable about mitritionillhey must
'be able to plan meals and menus that are appetizing and
nutritionally sound.

Chefs.Thust be able to think quickly and make dicisions
tinder pressure. Emergencies are not uncommoinn restaurant kitchens. ,

Do you know the four .food groups?
Do you know what carbohydrates, fats, and proteins
arc and how the body uses them?
Can you tell whether a meal is balanced?

Are you levelheaded in an emergency?
Could.you keep calm and get fielp right away if the
kitchen caught fire?
Would you know what to ao if an infant got hurt or
stopped breathing while you were babysitting?

Would you act sensibly if your brOther or sister

,

,

swallowed poiSon?

Chefs must iavc an aesthetic sense where food is concerned. The)d inst have an eye for attractive and original
ways of prese ting food.

Chefs are responsible for keeping their kitchens clean
angsafe. They must know the local health and sanitation
regulations and see to it that they are-respected.

Do you like to decorate cakes or fix trays of appetizers? Do you like to decorate holiday cookies?
Do you make an effort to plan 'meals that are balanced in color and texture as well its being nutritionally sound?

Do you obey traffic regulations when you cross all
street or ride your bicycle?
Do you follow common safely.precautions?
Do yon follow the instructions on the label when you

Do you take the trouble to garnish santiwiches or
hamburgers?

use electric 'appliances?

Do )%ou enjoy planning the table decorations for
-t
party or a holiday.

a

Chefs need physical stamina. They spend hours on their
feet, may have to lift heavy pots tind pans, and sometimes
work in very hot kitchens.

Chefs must be well organized anebe able to handle
several things at once. It takes careful planning and good

Do you eujoy strenuous activities such as dancing,

timing to prepare hundreds of meals during a single
luncheon or dinner "turn."

hiking, climbing, backpacking, running, pgging,
swimming, and skiing?
Do you like being active?

Are you good at estimafing how long it will take to
do your homework or a ,chool project?
Do you organize your. time on tests so that you have
enough time for each part?

Suggested Activities

Are you good at keeping up with all the activities
-you're involved in? Do you get everything done
without panicking'?

Get the recipe for the same dishfrom two different
cookbooks. Follow them both and compare the results.
What differences do you notice id ingredients, methMs of preparation, and the final dish?

^

Chefs must have leadership and communication skills.
They supervise cooks and other kitchen workers and
'must be able to deal effectively with nmnagement, sup-

Plan and prepare dinner for your family one night. You

might want to pick a foreign country or a region of
the UnitedStates and prepare all the food in this style.

pliers, and (lining room staff.

Notiite how much planning ahead you have to do:
Wciding on the menu, looking up recipes, and assem-'
bling the ingredients.

Are you a good leader? Do other people go along
with 'your ideas when you're in charge? Do they
follow your suggestions?
1)0 you enjoy organizing trips, parties, sports events,
picnics, and dances?
Are you good at coordinating coOkie sales, calendar
sales, or other fund-raising projects?
Do-you enjoy working with other people on class
projects?

Experiment with cooking the same food in various ways
anil observe the diiterences. Yegetables, for example,
can be boiled, steamed, baked, sauteed, or deep fried.

Learn what to look for in selecting meats, fish, poultry,
fruits, and vegetables for quality and freshness.
)
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Enter a baking or a cooking contest.

Ofkr to help in a. fOod co'-op if there is one in your
neighborhOod. You can gain vahlablo.experience in
ordering food, piicking .up merehandise, and keeping
inventory.
Volunteer to help in the school cafeteria.
Volunteer your services to your local Meals-on-Wheels
prograni. Vollinteers are needed to deliver meals to
people's homes; they may also help with lewd preparation, packaging', and clerical work.
Invite one or 'lime food service workers to speak to your
class about their. jobs..You. might invite the manager

of the schA cafeteria; a chef or cook at a local
restaurant; or the manager of a fast-food restaurant.
Ask them to describe the work they do and the training
they needed to get their jobs. Prepare questions in
advance.

Contact your local health department and invite a health
inspector to speak to your class. Inspectors visit restaurants regularly to check the cleanliness and safety
of food served to the publicYou might ask the speaker
to discuss his or her job and the training needed to g
the job: to exptain what inspectors look for when the.y
inspect a restaurant; and to tell you whaepwould be
sufficient cause to clOse a restaurant dOwn. Prepare
questions in advance.
Prepare a report On the sources of some familiar season-

ings and spices for a social studies class. You might
start your research by looking in the encyclopedia,
then write, for information to one of the companies
that package and distribute herbs..and spices.

Make a. list of safety and first aid rules that-should be
-observed in the kitchen; fOr example; what 'to 'do in
case of a fire and how to treat cuts and burns.
.

Join a chapter of VICA (Vocational Industrial ('lubs of
America) if your school has one. VICA chapter4 plan
projects, take field trips, and hold competitions in such
skill areas as cooking.

Join a chapter of HERO (Home Economics Related
Occupations),if your sc,hool has one. HERO chapters.
help students relate their home economics curriculum
to careers. If your school does not .have a chapter, you
cariesKyour home economics teacher to sponsor one.
ou
acher can obtain information by writing FHA/
HERO Chapters, 2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

If you tete a Boy Scout or Girl Scout, try for badges in
Cooking and First Aid.
Assume that you are head chef in a restaurant. A cookbook gives the following,Jecipe for stew to feed six
ople:

lbs. stew meat
2 lbs, potatoes
5 large carrots

large onion
I teaspoon salt
1 cup mixed vegetables
1

a. How much of each ingredient will you need to feed
60 people?

b. How much must you spend if food prices are: $1.49
per pound for stew meat, $.35 per pound for potatoes, $.05 each for carrots, $.15 each for onions,
$.01 per teaspoon of salt, and $.30 per c,up of mixed
vegeta bles?

c. AsSnine you can get a 25-percent discount because

you buy in large quantities.' How much will your
l'Or a science or health class, prepare a' report on the
importance of vitamins, carbohydrates, fats, calories,
and protein to .your body. Explain the way in which
each of these helps to maintain your. metabolism.
(Metabolism is the process by which your body breaks
down the food you eat for its energy.)

food bill be to Make the stew fOr 60 people?
In rest.alaants, ingredients often are measured.byweight
instead of volume because this method is simpler and
more accurate. Find the followirtg measurements:

1 teaspoon butter' = approximately
1 tablespoon salt = approximately
= approximately
cup flour

Use the topic of bacteria growth in food for a science
lair project.

Determine the nutritional value of a typical fast-food

1

grams
' grams
.. grams.

See answers al end of chapAer.

meal

a hamburger, milkshake, and Erench fries, for
example. How does this- compare with the recommended daily requirements'?

Plan the layout, and design of a printed menu.
Learn the four food groups and-match the foods you eat
during the day with their proper group.

For information about a career as a chef, Write to:
Culinary Institute of America, P.O. Box 53, Hyde
Park, New York 12538; Educational Director, National Institute for the Food. Service Industry, 120
South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60606; or
Educational Institute ofthe American Hotel and Motel
.r.?

Service Occupations
Association, 1407 South Harrison Rd., hast Lansing,
Michigan 48823. For information on the American

BAKER

Culinary Federation's apprenticeship program .14or

BANQUET CHEF

ROAST GOOK

BARBECUEe0OK

SALAD M'AKER

BROILER COOK

SAUCE CHEF

PASTRY CHEF
.

.COOks and c'ffels, w.riie to: American Culinary Federation, Suite 1, 920 IA54 Boulevard,,Lansing, Michigan
'48910.

.

CAFftERIA COOK

Related Occupations
Besides the chef, many other workers are involved in
planning meals and preparing food. The following.puzZle
includes.18 of these occOations. See how many you can
Find. The words may be forwards or backwards, and
horizontal, vertical, Or diagonal.

,SHORT ORDER COOK

CATERER

SPECIALTY COOK,',..

DESSERT COOK

SOUP COOK.

EXECUTIVE CHEF

SOUS CHEF.

FRY COOK

VEGETABLE CQOK

OKOCAF ETER ACOPKEHC
BR_O,I LER
0_1(13H-I XYFEP
A A PE S NV AOASOLCAUQFD
NRKXOTHP-ASTRYCHEFU,E
I

QBOETE I KNTIA/VHB
UXCCROHTACRKEG
EZDIJR N V CrO0V0V
Fi

I

I

G N I/ B

I

E

RY2S

CCHE

COLMO
TI-1_13CKK,XAB RONT

TELTERBER
C,RAF

MRTS.

CKP

I

E

R

M E
ME-HTUKJC

EOHEE
GLNDSOLROCO
F
P
B O,,W DVA00\t1 J UZRE10
SOUHSLDEL P 0:11EQURK
I

I

RAV'EG El

A

BL

E C

ob\.K NMPY

SD,EF1C ISHOFITCMP S TS
MCAUCES&PEC ALTVC\Q\OKP
A N 0 VA J K .00 C. EU C E,B RA B
SROOXSOUSCHEF P,Y0 LL
VTGHA,KOCVEILN-CATER "R
I

I

I

See answers at end of el:apt",
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Building Service Worker
k
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Harry Rand has a custodial.* at Broadview .Elementary School:
61,
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Service Occupations
Harry stretched his arms kind _sighed as he entered his
offite. "It's 11:30 already, and this is the first chance I've

As he returned to the building after putting the mowing equipment away, Harry had run into Brian "Smitty"
Smith, another meMber of the uilding service staff.
"Morning, Harry,".said Smitty: `,41Aloks like yOu'Ve
been hard at work."
Sniitty had been working at Broadview Elementary
for just a, few months. Unlike. Harry, who was assigned

had to stop!" he thought, as he fell into his chair. "I'm
glad every day isn't this heetic,",
Harry Rand, ttie head building service worker for
Broadview Elementary School, had been on the job since

7 o'clock that morning a full 30 minutes ahead of
schedule. He often arrived early when he planned to c.,ut
the grass. That way" he could mow completely around

to this school full time, Smitty was a methber of the
"roving crew." He helped out wherever he was needed,
generally working for a few days at One school and then
going to another. Besides working part time with the
building service crew,. Smifty took cOurses at night towards his high school diploma. Harry admired Smitty's
'ambition anti sometimes 1.hought about signing up for a
night-school course himself.
Together they headed for the boiler rdom. Checking
the equipment in this room was a daily ritual for Harry,
usually the first thing he did each mOrning. This week,
however, he liad waited for Smitty.,each day. The first
few (lays, Harry did most of the work, explaining as he

the building before the children arrived. Once school
was in progress, he did the laWn by the basketball courts

and softball field so he wouldn't disturb classes. Cutting
the grass 'was quite a chore. Harry was glad it was midOctober; this probably, was the last time he'd have to
mow until next spring.
When it came to .mowing the lawn, Harry was not
willing to rush. He. paid a lot of attention to trimming.
the edges, for he felt the lawn's appearance "said some-

thing" about himself. In fact, come to think of it, that's
why he made such a point of keeping the inside of the
school in good repair and as neat and clean as possible.
i,
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Harry takes pride in keeplOg the sehool neat and clean: "I feel that the wayihe
school looks says something about me.-
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Vou neyer knew when sJRthing wotild go 'wrong;

with Harry there to observe and guide.,,. This on-thejob
training was part of the course' on boil& operations that
Smiuy had to pass in order to meet the CountY Board of
Education's requirements tbr its Wilding service work-

machinery generally brok own at .the worst.,ApOssible
Moment. Harry tried to keep a close eye on.the equipment so that he. could spot trouble early. Harry didn't fix
_the machinery himself, though. lnstead, he called the
county maintenance workers to come over and make
repairs or replaceparts.
Harry glanced at his watch and tealized that hcwas
running late. He hurried toward the Thool cafeteria.
"Fine morning, isn't it, Harry?" s Id Audrey WaYne,
the:cafeteria manager. "The milk is already on trays. It's
in the last refrigerator on the right."
Harry nodded and walked across art large room to the

The two men unlocked the door marked, "Danger
Boiler Room" arid faced an arrangement of pipes, valves,
gauges, and' machinery. Smitty began by checking the
gauge attached to the steam boiler. This was just a matter
. ,
of reading the water l'evel.
"Looks okay to me," he commented. Harry nodded in
agreement.

t

Then Smiuy. checked the boiler tbr anything that
might be wrong. He looked to see if smoke was coming
out where it shouldn't, or to see it' any of the tttes wereleaking. Next he cleaned the oillilter. Then he finished
his inspection of the boiler room by checking the motor
and belts on thepumps and air compressor.
"Toot bad, no major problems for you` today," joked
Harry.

to the
refrigerators. Delivering, milk every morning
..
younger chikiren at Broadview was one of Harry's faNorite tasis. This "Eight ounces of energy to boost your

s

day" 'program had been started, a few years ago for the
first, second, and third graders. It was part of a countywide nutrition program for youngsters.
One of the things Harry liked about .the program was

4

Delivering milk everrmorning to the younger children at Broadview is one of
Harry's favOrite tasks.

t,L
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.

the opportunity to get to know the teachers better. Even
ni we important, to his warof thinking, was the connict
witlIe children, tic enjoyed getting to know themAnd
s was ple secl,that so many of the younger clnlqren treated
him as a special friend. Previously, most.of his contact
had been with the,older childreikat BroadView, when he
umpired for their softball gapies.
lc loaded up a cart and delivered the milk to the 12
classrooms as scheduled. Just as he finished\ two soft

closet and picked up a piece of heavy cardboard to cover
the window. Ordinarily, cardbOard is not considered a
"supply" but Harry found it handy to Wave soMe Arvid
l'or Occasions like this, He grabbed a broom and dustran
in case of any shattered glass:
After covering up the cracked window, Harry alled
the county maintenance service and arranged for some-

one to replace the window the next morning. Then he
picked up a screwdriver, from his tool box and headed

tones were heard° over the intercom system. ihk was
Ilarry's signal to check with Judy Howell, the school

for Tom I lansen's classroom.

sdcretary, to see what he was wanted for.
"What's up?" I larry asked as he entered the office.
"Two things, Ilarry..First there's a cpaCked window in
Room 16. A familiar story kids in Physical Edutition
class Were playing softball. ,Also, :tom Hansen reported
that someeine jammed a crayon into his pencil sharpener.
That's room 7," explained judy.
"Consider everything taken care of," I larry replied.
On his way to Room 16, Harry stopped at the supply

fix the pencil sharpener while the children are at lunch."

"Perfect timing, .Ilarry," said Tom. "You can try to

"I'll see what I can do for yoft," Harry replied. He if
removed the pencil sharpener from the wall and then/''
took it apart. Next, he .pushed the jiarnmed crayon
through the sharpener with the tip of the screwdriver.
Harry took a few paper towels from his pocket and
wiped the sharpener clean. After fastening it back to the
wall, Harry commented, "Should work like new now."
"Thanks for the quick service, Harry. I'll try to keep
the-crayons out," Tom replied.

Harry smiled and left .the room. He made his way
back to his desk determined to take a short rest. Alter
all, it was 11:30 already, and:with lunch period over in
the next 45 minutes, he'd soon have to get out the mop
and bucket to prepare for t,he daily cleaning of the
cafeteria.

Exploring
Building service workers have to be "jacks of all trades."
They need a working knowledge of many different kinds
of tools and machinery.

Are you good at fixing thiligs?
Are you handy with tools?

Is it easy,fnr you to learn how to use a tool you've
never used before?

Are you good at using and maintaining household
appliances such as toasters, rug shampooers, vacuum
cleaners, fans, and garden machinery?
Do you like to 'take care of homt repairs?

Alave you ever fixed a leaky ftlucet, unstopped a
toilet, or replaced a fuse?

Have you ever helped repair a bicycle, mini-hike,
.lawn mower, or car?

The details of this job keep rm; p.retty busy, but I

still have time to do tho things I opjoy mostlike
urnoirino the kids:, softball games."

Building seryie workers need stamina to do such chores
as nu4pphi /, sweeping, waxing, and mowhig. They work
t
both hidoors and outdoors.

Do you o'njoy strenuous aciiVities such as 'dancing,
hiking, climbing, and skiing?
13 I

Exploring Careers,
Do you participate in sports at school?
Do you like to be'active most of the time?
Building service workers generally set their Own schedules and work on their own. They limit be able to
organize their time and get the job done without close
supervisilm.

Offer to do minor home repairs or help winterize the
homes of elderly neighbOrs. There may be a program
'of this kind in your coMmunity to which you could
donate your services. To find out, call the local vOluntary action center or agency on aging.

Help renovate a room( or building for a teen club or
Do you do your homework wit'hout being told to?
Do you complete projects and hook reports on time?
Do you like to spend time by yourself?

community center.

Set up a schedule of the chores you do around . your
home each weeks alloling a certain amount of time for

Building service workers do mkiny of the Sante chores day
after day. Checking the boiler room equipment, sweeping
and mopping floors, and emptying trash all are repetitive.

Do you have a daily schedule?
Can you put up with the repetition involved in mowing grass, shoveling snow,.painting a house, or putting
down tile?

Have you ever undertaken routine tasks such as
delivering newspapors .or collecting from door to
door?

can oner See how close your estimates come to the
time_it actually takes.

Interview one 'of the building service workers at your
school about his or her job. See if you can arrange to
"shadow7 him r her for a 'morning or afternoon.
Report back to your class.
Invite a representative of a c( mmercial cleaning firm to
speak to your class about his
cr business. Prepare
questions in. advance.

SuggestechActivities
I lelp

with minor plumbing relmirs at home. !kip replace
a washer in a leaky faucet. Clean out a sink trap. Your
public library has books on home repairs that can
guide you.

leip fionily and friends with automobile engine repairs.
Do your own.repair work for your bicycle. Mechanical
work of this kind will give you practice working with
small handtools.

Ask your parents to teach you to operate household
appliances properly a vacuum- cleaner, rug shampooer, floor buffer, or lawn mower, for example.

.11 you are a Girl Scout, try for the Handywoman proficiency tiadge,

If you are a Boy Scout, try for tlie Home Repair and
Plumbing merit badges.

Related Occupations
Building seryiee workers aren't the only people who
take care of buildings and thi grounds arouitd- them.
Unscramble the letters below to find the nameS of 12
other workers whOse jobs itivolve cleaning buildings and
keeping them in good re(ittit._
I.
2,

Ilelp with the gardening at home. You can askist with
fertilizing and mowing the lawn, trimming trees and
bushes, planting flowers and vegetables, and weeding.

Organize a cleanup ctunpaigh mid pick up litter around
your schoolyard or in a nearby park. This could be a
class or clulk project.
Volunteel to repair tOYs at a day, care center, Ileadstart
Orograp, or nursery school,
132
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3,
4.
S.

6.
7.

REEPHUOKSEE
ORDAENRE

TPRIEVA HOOLDUW,REKROW

LOBIRE TEDRNE
TNAERPI
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10. .14ALITRO
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.S'ee answers at end qf chapter.
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Diem Nguyen spotted the man as soon As he walked

through the dOor into the crowded lobby." lle looked
confused and excited and clearly was impressed by so
much activity. Diem knew by the way he kept staring.

his face showing his amazement, that he had never
stepped inside a large hotel before! Perhaps this was the
first time he had visited a city as targe as Boston.
The man was heading toward the counter where Diem
stood. "Good morning, sir,'; she said to catch his attention, "and welcome to the, Pilgrim Inn. May I help
you?"
"Oh ... of course, thanks a lot!" answere4 the man. as

if awakened from a dream. "I'm with the convention."
"Which convention is that, sir'?" asked Diem.
"The American Bolt Manufacturers Association," he
replied. "Say, young lady:how do you clean those chandeliers way up there?"
Diem smiled in spite of tierself. ''We have a man who

stands on a tall ladder and dusts them once a week.
Now, what is your name, sir?"
"Hanks. Neal Hanks. Tell inc. how many rooms arC
there in this hotel?"
'We have 800 rooms, Mr. flanks, replied Diem. She

flipped through the guest list for the American Bolt
Manufacturers convention until she found Neal Hanks'
name. "According to our list, Mr. Hanks, yitu requested
a single room, Is that correct'?"

"Fight hundred rooms! That many! Oh, yes, that's
right." answered Mr. Hanks.
Diem turned to the "Roonicom" computer terminal at
her left, a machine the size of a large telephone with
lighted buttons and a display of lighted numbers. Punching the proper buttons, she asked Roomcom how many

single rooms were vacant and made up. The lighted
numbers on Roonicom told her that there were 17 such
rooms. Repeatedly pressing.the "advance" button Would
give her the numbers of all 17 rooms in order. She chose
the first number. 235, and punched another button to tell
Roomcom that the room was now taken.

"All right, Mr. Hanks, you II be in room ,23. Please
lill out this registration card and this bill. I low will you
be paying for your stay'?"
"With a check." answered Mr. I tanks, as he wrote his
name and address on the card and,the hill.
"Fine. The room i reserved hir tonight arid tomorroN
night. If you wish to stay longer, please let us 'know as
soOn as possible. Y9,ur convention will be meeting in
Conference Sulk 3, one Boor below the lobby. Just take

the stairs there on the left or the elevator on the right.
Registration began about 30 minutes ago. Around the
corner here you'll find our Mayflower restaurant, open
for breakfast, lunch, arid dinner, as well as the Pilgrim
cocktail lounge. The bellhop will show you your room.

.134

If you need anything alai!, please call us. We hope you'll
enjoy your stay!"
With that, Diem signaled, the red-uniformed bellhop
standing near the desk and handed him the room key.
Picking up Mr. !tanks' suitcase, he led the way to the
elevator.

Diem watched a moment as Mr. Hanks followed the
bellhop, still looking excitedly in every ilirection. lie's a
rare guest, thought Diem. So easy to please. Few customers showed as much enthusiasm over the Mel as Mr.
Hanks.
Turning back to work, Diem tore the name tab off Mr.
[tanks' bill and placed it in the 235 slot in the room rack,

a large inclined hoard with a color-coded slot for each
room. With the rack, a room clerk can tell at a glance
which rooms are occupied by which guests. Diem then
placed the registration card and bill in an alphabetical

file, so they could be easily found when Mi. Hanks
checked out.
For a few minutes, biern had nothing to do.'She stood

behind the counter with a pleasant look on her face, but,
her.thoughts were.l'ar away. She had come to the United
States from Viet Nam only 2 years ago, and life in a new
country hadn't been easy. It seemed to her that too many
things had changed too hist. Sometimes she longed for
the home she had grown up in. Still, she was with the
people she loved most! Diem lived with her parents and
brothers and sisters in a small apartment in Brookline.
All of a sudden her daYdreaming stopped. A youbg

couple and two small children had appeared at the
counter. "Good morning. may I help you?" asked Diem
pleasantly.

"We have a reservation under the name of Stavros,"
answered the young man.
"One moment, please, Mr. Stavros," said Diem. Leaf- .
ing through the daily computer-printed list of reservations, she came to the entry she was looking for. "George
Stavros,..0 rooM with two queen-Sized beds, for 3 nights.
Is that cOrrect?'

.

4

"Right. Could We have a room with a good view of
the city?"
"Well, Mr. Stavros, to be honest, the best view is from
the front of the hotel, and ,even from-there you can't see

much. The front rooms tend to be noisier because. of
street traffic. I think you might be happier with a quieter
room facing the inner courtyard."
' "Okay, line," answered Mr. Stavros.
"Ilow will you be paying for this, sir?" asked Diem.
."Can I use iny National Bank Card?",
"Certainly. If you'll let me have the card, I can make
lip the voucher .slip right now and avoid delay when you
check out. Meanwhile, if you would fill out this registration card and bill .% .."

.

Service Occupations
While Mr. Stavros filled in his name and address,
Diem consulted Roomeom. -Room 714 fit her guests'
needs. She then pulled a National Bank Card payment
slip out of a drawer, placed it in the press over Mr.,.
Stavros' card, and rolled the press over it. Later she
would check his account number to be sure his credit
was good. Meanwhde she would file the stamped

and a map.
be happy to answer any questions you
have." She then wished them a pleasant stay, signaled

voucher with his bill:
When Diem had. finished, she handed back the credit

"I'd like a room," he said abruptly, before Diem had a
chance to speak.
"Do you have a reservation?"
"No."

card and explained to the Stavros family where the
0

restaurants were. "If you need anything else, please ask,"
she added..
"We Won ld like to take a WS tour of the city," said
Mrs. Stavros.
"Why certainly," replied Diem, handing her two pamphlets. "This pamphlet explains what kinds of tours there
_are.

The other pamphlet has sightseeing information

the bellhop, and handed him the key to room 714.
Wheeling their luggage on a cart, he led the family to
the elevator.
No sooner had Diem inserted the Stivros' panic.. tab
in the rooM rack than a tall man appeared at the counter.

"Well, I'm very sorry, sir, but all our rooms are
booked."
"Don't iyou have anything, just for one-night'?" he said
in an argumentative tone of voice.

"I'm afraid not. This is a very busy time for us. We
have two conventions that begin today and another that

iveniwnys enjOyed meeting awl helping people," says Diem,
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is still goir% on. The remaining rooms were reserved in
advance."!
Diem ctmld tell that the frustration oil the man's face

was about to turn to anger. She added quickly, "But I
might be able to arrange for.a room in another hotel."
The man looked surprised. "That would be nice."
Diem glanced down at the large box under the counter.
The hok was,one of a system of terminals connecting the
%major iotels downtown. Each window on the face of,the

box hi, d the name, address, and phone number of another hotel in the system. The lighted windows showed
whichlhotqls had vacmit rooms. Today only one window
was li
the one for the Park I lotel.
Diem called the Park. Yes, they had a room for one
verso i tor one night. The Man thanked her with a smile

and lat.
A Smile like that thought Diem, was what really made
the jpb fun...She didn't like everything about her work.
She wished she could sit down and relax once in a while
instead of having to stand* hours a day. Sometimes the

work became repetitious. And when she was workIng the
day,,shill, which started at 7 a.m., she couldn't possibly
sleep late. Still, the day shift was'better than either of the
other two. The night shill in particular got pretty boring.

Nonetheless. Diem liked the job because she loved
meeting and helping people.

Diem was about to run a check on George Stavros'
credit account when the telephone buzzed. Botk her coworkers were talking .to customers, so Diem picked up
the phone and punched the lighted button.
"Front desk. Diem Nguyen speaking."
.

"Diem, this is Leslie. Could yciti conic to my office for
a. moment'?"

"I'll be right there," answered Diem, .hanging up the
receiver. Then, turning tb the clerk next to her, she said,
"The manager wants to see me. I'll be back'in a minute."
The manager had some exciting news ,for Diem. She

had been accepted into the management training program. United international Hotels, Ric company that
owned the Pilgrim and other hOtels across the United

e
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States and Europe, had an I 8-month program in hotel
management and only a few desk clerks were .selected

Room clerks must be able to remember and give directlons and other detailed information.

fOr it.

Diem .k new she had been lucky fo get a job at the
Pilgrim shortly after she arrived in the United States.
She had worked at the front desk for Well over a year,
and with management training she felt her career could
really take off. The competition for management positions was stiff, but Diem would try hard. She knew that
hard work was the key. She also knew that her ability to

speak French would help. With'a chance like this to
move into a managemeni position.with an international
corporation. Diein's future was looking very,tbright indeed.

Exploring
Room clerks deal with the public all day.
Do you like meeting people?
Do .you start conversations with people you don't
,k now?

When you see people tpving trouble carrying a package orfinding their way, do you offer to help before
they ask?

Can you relay messages correctlyy
Do you remember names of people and plates?
Can you give street directions efearly?'

Room clerks must keep track of many things ,at once.

They must be able to work quickly without making
mistakes.

Do you keep track of your homework assignments?
Do you generally finish tests on time?
Do you enjoycard games that require a good mem:,
ory, such as fish, hearts., poker, or bridge?

Suggested Activities
If you live in or Rear a citywith a large hotel, arrange a
tour.for yOut class. Ask to see the front desk and other
operations,. such as honsekeeping. Mail deliVery, reservations, and food preparation. Ask questions about
how the hotel is managed.

Invite a hotel ckrk or manager to come to your school
and talk to your clasS. Prepare questions in advance':

Room jerks must look nice and act pleasant all the time
they are working.
Do you care about how yosi look?
Dyou like to wear clean, neat clothes to school?
Are you polite and cheerful to others, even when you
aren't feehng cOmpletely happy or well?
e

Try an activity or job in which you deal with the public.'
There are several to choose..from. For ekample:
Join a club at your ,school, ,chnrcli, or synagogue
'that does community service work.

Voliinteer to- collect money door to, door for a
charity or other cost. Sell something door to door, such as seeds or
candY.

Room clerks must remain calm and helpful with angry
guests.

-" 'Get it newspaper route.. (The public contact oomes
each montp when, you collect money for, the news..
paper.)

.

Cali' you let someone else,,have the last word in an.
argumenq
Can you Atcept blame for something you diiii:tdo?
Can you play a game'hy SOmeone else's rules?,

Get a jti sllintg tiCkets or ushering at a' movie
theater.

'Role-pray a'situation n Whielf a hotel room clerk faces
sev6111. angry,

-

,unset ,guests. "rile "guests" shOuld prepareptheir "complaints" beforehand. After -pl4ying the:

The activities of a Toom clerk change very Ilnle rmn

roles. disciA what happened. llow welklid th "clerk"

'flour, to hour and day to day.

handle theA guests? 'Should Ile Or she haye done anything differently?

Are' you -eonilorta bre with rinitine, aCtivit les?

4

Do yoiii have a daily schedule
Have you ever worked at routine jobs. spcli as dclivering newspapers. selling clutfidy, or collecting for

-

_charity door to door'?

Write for information On catiers in the hotel and motel.
industry Co 1;.ducati&ial institute of the American
Hotel ttpd Motel AssOciation, 1407 South Harrison.
Road, East Lansing, Mich,igan 48823.
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names of ,12 others are hidden in the array of letters
Many kin4of workers serve, help, or provide inlbr- below. See if you can find them. They may be Ibrwards
or backwards, horizontal or vertical:
mation to the public. Hotel room clerks are one. The
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RESERVATION CLERK

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESIJNTATIVE

SIGHTSEEING GUIDE

FLIGHT ATTENDANT

THEATER USHER

INFORMATION CLERK

TICKET AGENT

PASSENGER TRAIN CONDUCTOR

TOUR GUIDE

RECEPTIONIST

TRAVEL AGENT
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CUSTOMER COM-PLAINT CLERK

S'ee answers at out of Mama.
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SerVice Occuptions
1.

Police Officer
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Earl Hayes likes investigative work.

1
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Exploring Careers.
"Car 331. A silent burglar alarm has gone off at the
Foxhall Inn,. That's at 3200 Braddock Road. Over,"
Before the last few words had come.across the radio,
Earl flayes had his squad car's flashers and siren working, and was halfway down the street, At the same time,
he picked_up the microphone front the police radio and
relayed, "Car 331, Over," to let the dispatcher know that

be a stolen ear and shonld be chz:ked out. Earl picked'
,
up the microphone once again.
"Car 331. Please cbeck for a. 10-23 on a red sedan,
Florida tags. The plate reads Adam-Frank-Zebra:sevenone-nine. Over."

The voiee from thet radio recited, "tar 331- -that's
Adam-Frank-Zebra-seven-one-nine. Over."

he had received the call and was on his way: As he

Earl had learned to be alert to suspicious circum-

pulled uP to the red light at the intersection, Earl quick1T

stancescars that looked out of place or vacant buildings
with a light on. And he enjoyed the challenge of following up on his suspicions. His intuitiOn was sharpened by

looked, in all directions for oncoming traffic and then
turned ont0Vestchester Boulevard.
A few mile% down Westchester, Earl put out the flashing Oghts and turned off the siren. The next Corner. was

Braddock and he didn't want to give the prowler any
clqs of his arrival. As he approached the Foxhall Inn,
Eraj saw !bur young men crowded around the front
door, trying to peer through the curtains of the window.
Even though he didn't think he'd need it. Earl grabbed
hishightstick before leaving the scluad
"Evening; gentlemen. Are you looking for someone?'"

"Godd- evening, officer,- the tallest one said. "This
must look strange, but there's really a simple explanation.
We are part of theStarlire Band, and We're playing-here

tonight We were suppo"sed to meet the owner her'e at
7:30 so that we could set up our gear and warm up. Well,
we:ve,been here over 15-minutes now, and no sign of the
oiwner We thought he might have arrived early and gone
ihside so we decided to hang on the door and see if we
.cottld get him to open Alp for vs. But so far, no luck."
"1 see. fellows," Earl replied. "Do you have any iden-

the skills he had acquired in a criminal investigation.
course he had taken recently. Earl hoperd-to 'become a
detective one day, and realized that the ability to conduct
a thorough investigation was a "must."

'Earl continued on his way; knowing that the' dispatcher handling the radio calls would now feed that
license tag number into a national. computer network.
Anytime he wanted to find out if an item was sto'len or
if a. person 'Was wanted by authorities elsewhere, he
relayed a message to the. computer, and in a matter of
minutes he got a ieply.
He passed thrdugh the business district and decided to:
check the alley behind the Oakview apartment complex,
a spot where abandoned cars often were left. Tonight

Earl was searching for a green 1970 station Wagon,
license number EWE722, that had been reported missing

earlier that afternoon. Earl had found. out about the

them to double check. Each name and address matched
that on the cOntract. Satisfied that it was. all an honest
mistake. Earl ,explained to the group that they had set
cilia silent burglar alarm; when they had jiggled the door,
He suggested that they sit out front in their' van to wait
for the owner.
Earl got into the squad car and made sonie notes. He

missing car by reading Officer Rejonis' report. She was
the officer who ha'd. been patrolling the same beat earlier
that day. Earl made it a habit to skim through the reports
directly after roll call.
"No luek tonight," Earl thought as he drove through
the alley. He spotted some children playing-catch. As he
approached them.i,he smiled and waved. "Nice evening
to be outside, isn't' it?" he said as he drove slowly by.
.Earl knew how imPortant it was for a patrol officer to
talk to the people on his 'beat especially the children.
This practice establiShed a friendly and helpful image of
police officers in the minds of the public. Beingh naturally outgoing person, Earl handled this aspect of the job
quite well. Alsb, he had taken cobrses in .speech and
psychology at the university. Earl had known then that
he wanted to be a Once offi'cer; he had majored in law

would need them later tonight when he wrote up his

enf'orcem1nt.

report. As.he started down the street, Earl picked up the

When. he first joined theforce, about 4 years ago, Earl
,had karnEd even more about communicating effectively.
He had been taught how to phrase a question or com-

.tification?"
Once again the tallest one responded.. "/1,s a matter of
fact, sir, 1 happen to have a copy of the contract in my
pocket. Jlere, let, me show it to you."

rad accepted the piece of paper and looked it over
carefully. The contract.listed,the names 'of all the band

members. Eiirl taskd for identification from each of

microphone from the police radio and Called in to the
station. to "cleat himself." This meant that he was.ready
to accept any new calls.
A's he .continued slowly down Braddock Road, Earl
noticed a shiny red sedan that looked like It had been
freshly painted. He pulled up and saw that-it had out-ofstate license tags. His intuition told him that this might
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mand, how to calm a lost child, and how to get information from a badly frightened chine victiM. Along.with
the other "rOokies"; Earl.had taken course's (2,rt commuations at the police academy. In
nications and public Mfulkime
stud They also covered
(hose 6 Months of

6,

Service OccuPatioris
criminal law, civil law, accident investigation, self-deeense, patrol techniques and sA dnving, Iiist aid, han-

secured the ticket to the windshield of the -car, then
headed up the front steps of the Big T. Before he had-

dling of firearins, and how to deal with emergencies.
Earl turned back onto the main 11-ree, and heard avoice crackle over the radio, "Car 331. Thi&s a negative..
on the 10-23 for the red sedan, \ Adam-Prank-Zebraseveir-one-nine. Over."
"331: Over," Earl' replied. He glanced at his watch,
noticed it was almost 8:30' p.m:, and decided io head
over to the Big 'I' Diner and pick up a cup of coffee and
a hainburger.
As he pulled into the .parking lot of the Big T Diner,
Earl spotted a car parked in the fire lane, blocking a row
of legally parked cars, "Giving out traffic tickets is not
my favorite job, but when it comes to glaring violations
I have no choice," muttered Earl as he Wrote out the
ticket. Then he picked Up his walkie-talkie', placed it in
his, belt, and walked over,to the fire lane. Earl always
carried his walkie-talkie with him when he left the squiid
car. That way, he could, communicate with the station
and -listen for incoming calls whereyer he. went.. He

opened the door, however, another Call came in.
"Car 331. There's been a coMplairn by the neighbors
abotit some noiseand loud music at 9820 Britton Avenue.
Over."

/

s-

"':.vfk

.

"Guess that coffee will have to wait," Earl thought.
He picked up the walkie-talkie and replied, "331. Over."

Earl drove quickly but carefully to Britton Avenue.
He didn't use his lights or siren. The'sound of rock-androll music guided him- to the correct house. In'the backyard were tWo boys and a girl, about 14 or 15 years old,
on skateboardS. They had set up a large ramp and were
skateboarding across the lavVn and over the ramp.
"Hi. Anything wrong?" one of the boys said.
The other boy quickly broke in. (.1 bet it's that grouchy
Mr. Benson coMplaining again."
Eail smiled and ansWered, "You're right.'There was
a call about the noise and the music."
With *a sullen look, the boy continued, "I don't understand why Mr. Benson always ruins our good time."
.
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j'In my line ot Work, you need all the friende yotj can get"
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Exploring Careers
"The problem is that Mr. Benson's idea of a good time
is a quiet surtmer evening," Earl lightheartedly replied.
"He piobably feels that you are ruining his good time."
tad: thought. for 'a womenc and then continued, "Why
don't you set the reio outside *on the porch? That way,'
you can stilt listen to the music, but yOtt won't have to
ttici it up so loud."

"'Okay, Kw I just .don't1 think it's fair ..." the boy

luck, I'll be able to grab that coffee and hamburger
now.

Exploring
Police officers uphold and enforce the .law. They must
have a deeply ingrained respect for law and order.
.44

complained,

"It's not. (hal bad, Kevin," the girl interrupted, "We

.

can still have a good time, By the way, would you like to

try a run on itiy skateboardl officer? It's really not as
hard as it looks. '

4k

.Do you think it's important, to.)obey the law even
, though you don't agree with
\
Doyou think it's important to tl...,honest?kii,
Do:.yOu disariproye of,c1lbating;6n.exaks
Or home.., ..,

_work?

I don't think so," Earl chuckled. As he turned to
leave, he said, "Have fun, kids, but- try tO keep it doWn

a hit. Even though yoti may think Mr. Benson is

a

sourpuss, he has a right.to his peace and quiet."

Back in the patrol car, Earl radioed to the station to
clear himself'. He stretched and thought, "With a_little

t

:
.to you as an example?
Are you conscious of yowl public responsibili ty when

you are elected to the stWent council, chosa.to be
yearbook or newspaper editor, or asked to chair a
club or committee?

to

"Most people don't imentlotielly Violate traffic laws," says E rl. "They are just
careless.."
elc
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Are ydu comfortable with the idea olpeopld, looking

;

.
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Service Occupations
Police officers spemi much of their time educating the
public about safety precautions.

Do you.obey (Mlle regulations when you cross a
street.or ride your bicycle?
Do you have reflectors on your biCycle for riding at
night?

Do you check for oncoming traffic when you cross
the street?
Are you careful ndt,to swiM alone?
Do you follow the inAructiOns on thd label when you
'use electric appliances? ;

Police officers nmst be able to think quickly and ,make
detisions under pressure. They need excellent judgment

to deal with such emergencies as a family quarrel, a
highway accident, or a bank robbery.

'Cvuld youkeep calm and get help right-away if your
kitchen caught fire?
Would you know what to doll an infant got hurt or
mimed breathing while you were babysitting?

Would you act sensibly if your brother or sister
sWalloWed poison?
Woul you know

-what to do if a friend injured

iselfor herself on the playground?

Police officers Must he -observant in order to recount
-details about people and events later on.

When, you are introduced to strangers, dp you remember their names?
Can you recall idenfifying characteristics about your
friends birthmarks, scars, eye color, hair color,
height, and weight?

, Ate you good at speaking in front of a group?
Police officers mnst be good at giving orders, but they
must be able to take orders as well.
.Are you good at supervising younger children?
Have you ever been a camp counselor?
Do you do what yoilr parents or teachers ask without

suing angry?
Can you judge how .far you can gO when arguing
with a teacher over a grade or with a class adviser
over a yearbook picture?

Police officers must keep accurate records.

Do you keep good records when you're dclub treasurer or secretary?
Do people ask you to keep score in bowling or other
activities?
.Are. you good at taking the, minutes at a meeting?.1.-Are you conscientious when you fikke notes in class'?

Tolice officers must-be in top physical condition and have

stamina to handle both emergencies and the ordinary
demands of the job:

Do you enjoy strenuous activities such as dancing,
hiking, climtiing, backpacking, running, jogging,
swimming, and skiing?
Do you participate in sports at school?
Do you like being active?

--Suggested Adtivities

-

.

Can you tell when a.car needs u tune-upiDo you notice minor changes in television, radio, or
Ntereo reception?

. Do yon notice irwhen a movie reel is changed?
Do you enjoy identifying trees, leaves, or-birds?
Are you a collector? Do you like to collect stamps,
coins, or sea shells, Ibr example?
Can you tell ilsomething is missing from your room?
Can you find a place on a road map quickly?
Police officers must be good at t'ouimunk'titingeffectively
in different kinds of situations.

Can yOu,strike up a conversation easily?
o., Can you talk to a child without talking down.to him
ot her?

Many com.munities have a "Ride-Along" program in.
which you ride wish a police officeL for an evening,
Call your local police .department and ask for the
officer in charge of community relations to find out
whether there is a "Ride-Along" program where you
live. If not, an informal ride with an offic
ight be
possible.

Ask your teacher to arrange a class-tour of your local
p6lice department. If you are in WashingtOn, D.C.,
visit the FBI.
Invite a police officer to talk to your class about his or
t her job. Ask the speaker to explain the training and
personal qualifications heeded to,join the police kirce
in your community. Prepare-questions in advance.

After listening to a friend, are you good at putting
his or her sittuttion into words?
Do you usually express.yourself clearly?

Invite a lawyer t6 speak 'to your class about our system
of' criminal justice and the way it works. What is the
143
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role of the police? Lawyers? The courts? Prisons and

Related Occupations

reformatories?
,

What "constitutional rights" must people be informed of

when they are arrested? Prepare a report on this
subject for a social studies clas. The school library is
a good place to start. And get in touch with your local
police department to see what information they can

Patrolling a beat is only mit of the Many types of jobs
a police officer .may. have. The jobs of 10 other people
concerned with law enforcement are hidden below, See
if you:can break the code and figure them out, You can
start by using this hint:

B=A

provide.

1.2

Go to court and watch a trial. -Report to your social
studics-class onihe things you observed, You might
desciibe a lawyercxaMining a witness, a cr.oss extrflination, r jury reporting its verdict, or a judge pronouncing a sentence.

E

J=1

P = ()
V=U
Z FT Y

EFUEDUJWF

I.

2, QPMJDF QIPUPI-ISBQIES

Role-play a situatiOn tha6`a police officer might face

a

motorist goirt* too fast, fOr example, or a shoppoi..

3,

(.;CJ TQFDJBM 111-IFOU

4.

1,11FSJ(.1G

5.

()SPCBUJP. PfiGJDFS

suspected of shopliftirig.,

*t ise or a jtinile 'home. You
ri.

Volunteer at a hiillway
.

Might help organize'recreat ion and games, do tutoring,
handle clerical mutes, teach arts and crafts or music,

.or accomeany a group on special trips, For More
informiytion on places in your community that need

6. TUBUF QPN4J017 USPPQFS

voluvers, contact your local voluntary action center.

7. QPMJDF DIJFG

Learn how to take fihgerprints. Why is fingerprinting so
important in police work?
Rblewlay a police artist drawing a criminal suspect from
the llescription given by an eyewitness.

.1*

Join an Explorer Post in Law EnfOrcement, Emergency
.First Aid, Emergency Service, or Search and Rescue.
Exploring is open to young men and,women aged 14
-through 20. TO find out about ExplOrer posts in. your
area; Call ."Boy Scouts Orgkmerica" listed in your
phone boOk, and ask for the "Exploring Division."

DPNNVOJUZ SFMR4VJPOT
PGGJDFS

8.

9. QPMJDF BDBUNZ JOTUSVDUPS
10.

GJOUIFSQSJOU TQFDJIiMJTU

See answers at end ty' the chapter.

.

.0

If you are-a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Citizenship
in the Community, Emergency Preparedness, Fingerprinting, I4st Aid, Law, Personal Fitness, Public
Speaking, and Safety,

If you are a Girl Scout, see if your local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality program of career explorat
tion. Troops also may 911er opportunities to tr
careers through internships,. service aide, and
munity action projectS.
re

,

.

,

Write for information abOat a career as a police officer
I I
to the Interiuitional _Association of Chiefs of NI
Firstlield Road, Gaithersburg, Maryland. 2
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Sprvice Occupations
Job Facts

p.

There isn't room in this book fora story about every service occupation. However,
you'll fMd some important facts about 27 of these occupations in the following
section. If you want additional information about any of them, you-might begin by
consulting the.Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook, which
should be available In your school or public library.
(lccupation

Nature and Places al Work

Training and Qualifications.

Other In armation

Most are trained on the job.

II,ecause

CLFANING OCCUPATIONS
Building Service
Workers

These workers keep office buildings. factories, schools. hospitals,
apartment buildings. and stores
clean and in good condition.

most

buildings

are

cleaned while they are empty,
A high school diploma is not re-

these workers often work_evening

quired as a ride, but workers
should know simple arithmetic
and read well enough to follow

hours. They spend mostof their
time on (heir feet.

written instructions.

; High school shop courses are
: helpful because minor plumbing
or earpentry work may be a part
of the job.
0,
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Occupation

Naturo and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other InjOrmation

_Pest Controllers

Professional pest controllers pro-

Beginners arc trained on the job;
by watching and helping experi-'
enced workers. Many large firms
provide classroom training too.

Pest controllefs worir both indoors and outdoors in all kinds
of 'Weather. They ollen have to

tect our health and property by
exterminating rats. mice. and insects.

`

-Most work in major, iffetropolitan
areas for firms thal ,specialite in
this' service. Jobs als4 are available
with the govern ment,
"...Armed Forces, and lOod prom%

carry equipment and materials.

Employers prefer trainees who
are high school graduates, have
safe driving records, and are in
good health. Because these workers doal. with customers, employ-

cD1 look for applicants who are
courteous and well-groomed.
High school courses in chemistry

and business arithmetic provkle
a good backgrOund.

Almost all States require pest
controllers to pass a written test
demonstrating their knowledge
of pestickles.

f

---------

.

FOOD
SERVICE OCCUPA I IONS
.,..
....

B Menders

.

.

..

.

Bartenders serve cocktails, wine,

beer. and nonalcoholic drinks.

'Hwy often are asked ko mix

Bartenders should be pleasant
and look neat because they deal
with the public.

Bartenders often work nights or
weekends. There are many parttime bartending opportunities.

Uenerally, banenders..mus't be at
lea.k 21 yeats old.

Sonic bartenders are union mem-

drinks to suit a customer's taste.

'Utley work in bars, restaurants,
resorts, cocktail lounges., hotel
and motel dining rooms, and private clubs.,

bers),

Most learn their trade on the job.
Experience as a bartender's

helper, dining room attendant,
waiter or waitress is good training.

Sonic private schools ofkr
courses' in bartending that include instruction on local regulations. coclauil recipes, attire
and conduct, and stocking a bar.

rg?

4
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Occupation
.......

Maur(' and 'Places of Work

Cooks and ('hefs

et cook's job depends partly on
litc establishment he or she
works in. A small restaurant, for
example, usually has a limited

Training and Qualifications

Other Infartnation

7

menu and 'one cook prepares all

of' the food. Larger restaurants
usually have a variety of foods
on the menu, and the cooks usu-

ally specialize in one or a few
dishes.

Head cooks or chefs coordinate
the work of the kitchen staff' and
direct food preparation.They of-

ten plan menus. iind fbny food

Cooks atOd chefs work with peo-

Cooks and chef's may wink over
ple, in a kan? Telationship, and .40 hours per week. They often
must be able to work under preswork nights, weekends, and holsure io busy periods and in close idays. While on the job, cooks
quarters.
and chefs must stand most of the
time, and may have to lift heavy
A high school diploma is not re- pots-and pans.
quired for most beginning jobs;
it is recommended, however, for Many cooks and chefs are union
those planning a career in this. members.
field.
Most cooks acquire their skills on
the job while employed as
kitchen helpers, although it it be-

supplies.

coming common fbr cooks to
have high school or post-high

Cooks \wink in restaurants, cafeterias, hotel and motel dining
rooms, private clubs, schools,
hospitals, department stores,

school training in food prepara.
tion. Occasionally they are
trained in apprenticeship programs ofkred by professional as-

gOvernment agencies, and pri-

sociations

vate homes.

Sonic large hotel4 and restau-

and

Vade

unions.

rants conduct employee training
programs.
C.

High school coursesk
business
arithmetic tend business admin-

istration are helpful in becoming
a cook or chef.
()ming. Room
Attendants and
Dishwashers

Dming room attendants dear

A high schOol education is not

and

Dining room attendants and

needed to qualify Ibr jobs.as din-

dishwashers may have to work
nights, weekends, and 'holidays.
Many part-time opportunities

dirty
dishes from the dining area to
reset

tables,

carry

the kitchen, and clean up' spilled

food and broken dishes. Dishwashers pick up where' the attendants leave off- with the
dirty dishes. They Operate machines that clean silverware and

dishes. They may scrub large
pOls and pans by hand.

ing morn attendants and dishwashers. Many employers will
hire applicants who do not speak
English.
These workers should have stam-

are available.

Some of these workers belong to
unions.

ina because they stand most of
the time, lifrand carry trays. and
work sit a fa.1 pace during busy
periods.

Dining room attendants and
dishwashers work in restaurants,
cafeterias, hotel and motel dining
rooms, private clubs, schools,
hospitals, and department stores.

to,
p.

1,
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Occupation

(

Nature and Places of Work

l'raining and Qualifications

Other InfOrniation
.

!

Food Counter.
Workers

Food countel workers (sake cus-

tomers' orders, serve food and
beverages, write out checksi and
take payments.

Because counter workers deal
with the public, a pleasant per-

Many part-time Opportunities
are available. Flexible sChedtiles

,sonality and neat appearance are

often allow students to lit their

Oportant. Physical stamina also

working hours around their
classes. Weekend and holiday
work often is required.

is needed, as these workers stand

They work in coffee shops, samii
wich shops, restaurants (espe-

most of the time.and must work
fast during busy.periods.

cially carryout or fast-food restaurants), cafeterias, and schools.

There are no set educational requirements for food counter

workers. Employers often hire
high school students for these
jobs.

Most counter workers learn their
skills on the job by observing and
working with those more experienced.

Meatcutters

Meatcutters prepare meat, 'fish,
and poliltry: Their primary duty
is to divide animal quarters and

Manual dexterity, good depth
perception, color discrimination,
and good eye-hand coordination

roaSts,

are important in cutting meat.

chops, and other serving-sized

Better-than-average strength is
needed to lift heavy pieces of

carcasses

into

steaks,

portions.

meat.

Meatcutters work- in coldtooms
to keep meat from
spoiling. They must be careful
when working with sharp tools..

.designed

Most meatcutters
members,

They work in food stores, meat
plants,

Meatcutteo usually learn their

wholesale food outlets, and in

skills on the job. Sonle learn in-

large hotels and restaurants.

formally, but most are traMed

markets,

meatpack ing

through
apprenticeship programs. Apprenticeship generally

takes 2 3 years, and consists of

on-the-job training plus classroom Work. After this time, apprentices must pass a test to dem-

onstrale.their expertise.

A few meateutters learn their
by attending private
schools specializing in this trade.
skill's

4
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Service OccupatiO
'Waiare and I aces af Work

Training
anti Qualificationis
.

Other InfaMtrition

Waiters anti

Waiters and waitresses take cus-

Wait resses "

tomers' ordent !terve food and

Becimse waiters and waitresseS
are in close and constant eorilaet

Many part-time opportunities
are available for wailers arid

with the public, a neat, appear-

waitresses. They may have to

ance and an even disposition are
important. Physical stamtha also
is important, as these workers are
on their feet most of the time.

work evenings, weekends. or holidays.

Dee Ignition
.

beverages, write out checks, and
sometimes take payments. They
also may set up and clear tables

and carry dirty dishes to the
kitchen.

,a

CE-4They work in resuinranis, cafe-

Most waiters and waitresses pick

hotel and motel dining

up their skilK on the job. Some
truly attend special training
courses offered by sonic public
and private schools, restaurant

private clubs, schools,
hospitiils, department stores,
rooms,

government agencies, and private homes.

'

Some waiters and waitresses b
long to unithis.

associations, and some restaurant
chains.

t4t

Ihisiness arithmetic provides
helpful background, and knowledge of a foreign language may.

t.

be u.seful in some restaurants. (
.....

EiOT

.

OCCU PAT IONS
.

.

Bellhops and Bell
.Captains

Bellhops carry baggage for hotel
and motel gu .ts and escort them

B'eca.use hellhops have frequent
contact With guests, they must be

to their rooms

neat, tactful,. and courteous. A

Arrival. They

also may offer information or

knoWledge of' the local area is im

run errands for guests. Bell cap-

asset because guests often ask
about -local tourist attractions,
restaurants, and transportation
services. Bellhops must he able

tains supervise bellhops'. They
phin work assignments, e.cord
the hours each bellhop is on duty,
and train new employees.

nights, weekends, or fiolidays.

Sonie bellhops are union members.

to stand for' ITg periods, carry
heavy Waage, and work independently.

Bellhors and bell captains work
ii hdels and motels throughout
the twiintry,

(Nu

Bellhops may have to work

No specific 'educational reqtiirements exist tor, bellhops, al-

thongh high school graduation
improves.the chances for pro-

to

mot ipn. They usually are trained
on org job.

llotel Clerks

Hotels and motels employ clerks
to handle room reservations,
greet guests, issue keys, and eOllect payments.

and

Lprge hotels usually have several

friendly manner, and a desire to
help people ate all important for

clerks tO perform different jobs.

Every hotel aild motel, from the
smallest out-of-the-way motor
inn to the largest, fanciest red.

In large hotelswith many foreign
guests, the ability to speak a foreign language may be helpful.

Neatness,

a

courteous

clerks.

such as assigning rooms, keeping
records, or making reservations.

In small hotels and in many mo-

carpet

establishment, employs
clerks at its front desk.

tels, a single clerk may do all
these jobs.

Some clerks are union members.

Workers ustialIy-are trained on
the job.

Enip
gradu
.

ref& high school
ith some clerical ap-

titude. Oflen a knowledge of
bookkeeping is desirable.
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Exp,loring Cal reers.,,
'Oceupainni'

-

Nature
__._ _and Places j Work.

Hotel Housekeepers / Hotel housekeepers aro ,tesponsible for keeping hotels and mo;
telis dean and attractive and providing guests with the ne&ssary

and Assistants

.furnishinp and supplies. They
hire, train, and supervise the
housekeeping tuff.
.Hotel
tels an

Training and Quqhlkailons

Other.Information

Exectuive housekeepers should'
he .good at planning and organ-

Many temporary positions .*xist
in resort hotels and motels that

lng work; and musthe abfg to

are only open for phrt of the year.:
Hotel housekeepers may have to

get along wet with people ,vespecially tho s, they supervise.
Housekeepers also should like to
work independently and be able
to keep records.

isekeepers worl in hothotels across the coun-

try.in small or Mediiim-sizelfhotels, they not only ,supecvise thg
aft', but do some of ,the housekeeping themselves. In large ho-

tels, their jobs are primarily administrative.

work shifts; including nights and
weekends.

Some housekeepers elong to
ull ions.

Althotigh. there are no wt eduhigh
Ational requirements,
school education usually is preferred. Experience or training in
housekeeping is helpful in getting a job.
Courses in housekeeping are offered by colleges with programs
in liotel administration, trade
schools and technical institutes,
and home study (or correspond-

s-

ence) schools.

llotel Managers and
Assistants

Hotel managers are responsible
fbr operating kheir establishments profitably and for satisfying guests. They determine room
rates, direct the operation; of the

Managers should have initiative,
self-discipline, and the ability to
organize .work and direct ()Tilers.
They must be able to concentrate
on details and solve problems.

kitchen and dining 'limns, and,
manage the housekeeping, at:counting, and maintenance departments of the hotel.

Thes0 managers work in hotels
and motels across the country.
Over a third of all hotel and motel managers are self-employed.

front desk work.
Some managers are union mem-

Although employerS increasingly
Prefer c011ege graduates, especially of hotel management pro-

granis, an applicant's work experience is the most important
consideration in.. getting a job.
Courses In hot4Ipanagement are

available at a ritimber of 4-year
universities, as well as many jun-

ior colleges and technical institutes throughoui the country.
Sonie large hotels have special
on-the-job management trainee
programs.
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In small hotels and Many motels,
a manager's, work is less specialized and may include clerical and

bers.

1,

Serv e Occupations
..1O`

co

OcCupation

Nature and Places al Woic

Training and Qualifications

Other lafiirination

Barber's cut andstyle hair to suit
each customer's taste and may

Dealing with custruners takes patience and a better-than-average

color or straighten hair and fit
hairpieceS. 'Most barbers offer

disposition. Good health and

Barbers' earnings often include
tips. Most work over 40 hours
per week, with lunch hours and
Saturdays generally very bay.

PERSONM, Slik VICE OCCUPATJONN
Barbers

hair and
rea t men ts, shaves,
facial massa4s., and shampoos.

Most work in barbershops. Some
barbers work in "unisex" salons;
a few work for government agen-

stamina are important because
barbers stand a great deal and
work v.; h both hands at shoulder leve 4.position that can be
tiring.

All Stat

Many barbers are union members.

require barbenilo be.
.nerally, beginners

cies. in hotels, air and railroad

licensed.

terminals, and department stores.

must have graduated from a
State-approved barber scliool,
have completed the eighth grade,

piss a physical exam, and be at
least 16 years old. Barbering is
taught in public vocational
schools arid in private trade
schools. PrograMs usually in-

clude classroom study, demonstrations, and practiCal Work.
"'"

(osmetologists

Cosmetologists

shampoo,

cut

Those who want to become cosi

and style hair, and advise customers on how to care lOr their

metologists should have linger
dekterity, a sense of form and

hair. .Fhey also give permanents
and lighten or darken hair color.

artistry, and the physical stamina
fo stand
long periods of time.

Most

They. should enjoy dealing with
the public, and be able to follow'
customers' inst yctions.

cosmetologists work

in
beauty salons. Solve work in

"unisex" shops, barber styling
shops, or department stores. Oth-

ers wofk m hospitals. nursing
homes, and hotels,

4

Cosmetologists' earnings often
include tips, Most work over 40.
hours per week, with lunch nine
and Saturdays, generally very
busy.
Many cosmetologists are union
members.

/

All States require cosmetologists
to be licensed. Generally, beginners must have graduated from
-am approved cosmetology school.

have completed the .10th grade,
pass a physical exam, and be at
least P6 years old. Instruction is
ollered in public and private vocational schools. both in daytime

and at night. Programs usually
include classroom study, demonstrations, and praclical work.
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Occrupation

Nature and Phwes of,Work

Training and Qualfications

Oilier tiOrthalion

Funeral Directors
and Embalmers

Funeral directorh help make the
persOnal and .business arranger
ments necessary for the service
and burial of the deceased. Em-

Important persoMil traits for funeral directors are coMposure.
tact, and the ability to commu-

In large Inneral homp.g, employ-

bahnars prepare the body for
viewiag and burial.
s' Funeral directors and embalmers
work in funeral homes, morgues,
hospitals, and mortuary schools.

nicate easily with the public.
They also should have the desire

ees usually have 4 regular .schedule. Occasionally mtiertinie or
eirening work may be+, necesAary.

and ability to comfort people in
their time of sorrow.
A license is needed to practice
embalming.' Although licensing
Standards vary by State, an embahner generally mast be -21
years old, have a, high school di-

Noma, graduate from a mortu-.
ary science school, serve an apprenticeship, and pass the State
board exam.

Most States also require funeral
directors to be licensed. Requirements are similar to embalmers,

but directors have special apprenticeship training and board

S.,

-exains. Most people obtain bOili
lieenses.

High school courses in biology.
chemistry, and speech provide a
good background for a career in
this field.

P.RIVATE IIOUSEHOLD OCCUPATION'S ,
Private Household
Workers

Private household workers. may
help care for children, clean and

maintain the house and yard,
and cook and serve meek.

Private household workers must
have physical stamina because
they arc on thcir feet most of thc
timc. The desire to do, a job care-

fully and thoroughly is imporThey work in private Iwines
throughout the country.

tant. Household Workers should

be able to get along well with
people and be able to work independently.

4

For most household jobS, no fOr-

mal education is required. Instead, the abilities to cook, sew,,.
wash and iron, clean house, and
care for children arc impoltant:

Home. economics courses ac
helpful.
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Sometimes these workers li'Ve in

thc home oltheir eMployer.

Many household workers use
thcir skills and experience to
transfcr to jobs in child care or
day care facilities, or take jobs ii!L
kitchen workers or building service workers,.
4

Service Occupations
Occupation

Nwure and Places of Work
..,

Training iNtl Quail 'cations
...,

PROTECTIVE SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
.

Correctii. oti (Illicers

Correction officers are retipt
le fiir the safekeeping avers ns

who have been arrested.

re

awaiting trial. or who have been
tried
convicted of a crime
and sentenced to serve time in A
correctional institution. Their

work involves maintaining order
and enforcing rides in the institution, and Olen counseling inmates.

Most of these officers .work for
State and local governments, often in correctional institutions in
or near metropolitan areas.

Other. InfOrmation
i

.

-

.

.

Correction officers should be in
good health. Most penal systems
require officers to be at least 21
years old and have.a high school

Correction offieers,usually work
a 40-hour week. Since security

education.

In

nights, weekends, and holidays.

skin,

hearing

addition, many
States 'have height, weight, viand

must be provided around the
clock, sonic officers must work

standards.

Strength, good judgment, and
the ability to think and acf
quickly are iniporiant.

The Federal Government,

as

well as almost every State, pro-

vides training programs. They
are generally informal and include classroom instruction as
well as on-the-job experience.

FBI S ecial

gents

FBI special agents investigate vi.

olations of Federal laws in connection with hank robbefies, kidnappings.

w.hite-cbllar

crimes.

To be considered Iiinappoint- Agents ary subject to 'call 24
ment as an FBI special agent,: liours a day and must be.availaapplicants usually must be law ble for assignment at all times.

organiLed crime.espionage, and

school graduates or college graduates with an accounting degree.
They must be .between thc ages

sabotage.

of 23 and 35 when -applying.

thefts of government property,

Also, they nibst pass a rigid phys-

Most agents are assigned to the
FBI's 59 field offices located
throughout the United States
and Puerto Rico. Some work at
headquarters in Washington,

Some travel is necessary. They
often work more than 40 honrs
per week.
P.

ical exam. as well as oral and
written exams testing their aptitudes for meeting thopublic and "
conducting investigations.

f'

s
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Exploring Care9rs
Occupation

Nature and Places qf Work

imining and Qualifications

Other Information

Firefighters

Firelighters pui out fires. They

Firelighters need mental alert-

alsd edu6ie the public about lire
prevention and.check. buildings

ness, courage, endurance, mechanical aptitude, and a sense of
public 'service: initiative and.
good judgment are extremely itn7
portant because firefighters often

Usually firelighters work shifts,
often more than 40 hours per
week. They may have to work
overtime when fighting fires.

for hazards.

They 'work in municipal lire departments &Over the country.

make quick decisions in emergencies.

Members

of crews

Most firefighters are union members.

&-

should be dependable and able
to get aleng well with each other.-

Applicants for firefighting jobs
must pass a written.test, a mcdi.cal exam, and tests of strength,
physical stamina, 'and agility, as

4

specified by local regulations.
They .must be at least 18 years
old, meet certain height and
weight, requirements, and have ,a

,

high school education, Experience as a volunteer firefighter or_

training in the Armed Forces is
helpful.
Many fire departments have
training programs for new workers. These include classroom
study and practice drills.
17

civards, patrol and inspect property to protect it aminst
then, vandalism, and illegal entrz.

Guards

n

Most-guards work in office buildings, government installations
and buildings, stores, hotels,
banks, schools, and manufacturing plants. Most jobs ate located
in cities and industrial areas.

Applicants' shouti be..in good

About two-thirds of all guards

health, have good character ref-

work at night. Often guards work

erehees,

and

good

personal

alone.

habits -stujjas neatness'And dependability. They should be

mentally alert and emotionally
stable.

Most emploYers prefer high
school graduates. Experience in
the military police or in the local
polite department is 'helpful.
Wally employers provide on-t be--* job training in areas such as the
use of firearms, first aid, and how
.

.

to handle emergencies.

,.
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Service OcCupatioWs
Occupotion

Nature 4d- Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Police Officers

Police Officers enforce. laws, to

,Personal characteristics such as

protect Citizens and property.

honesty. godd judgment, add a
sense of responsibility are espe-

The job can include a Variety of
including coatrolling
traffic, in vestiga ting: crime, and

-duties

public "relations.,

.

Other I nfOrmation

The scheduled workweek for of
ricers usnally is 40 hours and
may include nights, weekends, (.5r

cially important for police offi-

holidays. Officers aee subject to

cers. They should enjoy working
with people and serving the pub:

needed.

call anytime their services are

lic.

Officers work for local police de-

partments in cities and towns Candidates for police officers
throughout the country,
'must, he 21 years old, be U.S.
citizens, and meet certain height
and weight standards:They may

have to pass a physical exam,
including tests of' strength and
agility. Ustially high school graduation is required: some areas
prefer college graduates.
Most police departments provide

-4

training for riew workers. this
includes classroom study as well
as.supervised work experience.
_
0

St:iie Police Offieers

State police officers patrol the
highways and enforce tIte laws
and r-egulations of our roads.
They also provide assistance- to
motorists when necessary..
'they work for State police forces
in every State except' I latwaii.

7-

Honesty. good judgment, and a Usually State police officers
sense of responsibility are all im- work shifts, witk some on duty
portant for these officers. Often.. nights, weekends, and holidays.
tests of strength_ and agility are They are subject to- emergency
required. Those who-want to be.. callsat.any time.
State police oflii"-,ers should' be
able to work independently and
willing to serve the public.
.

All odcers must be U.S. citizens.
Most States require applicants to

be at least 21 and have a high
khool education: Offieers must
meet physical requirements, such
,as height, weight, and eyesight.

C-.

All recruits eater a formal onthe-job training program which
lasts severarinonths.

Construction
Inspectors

.

I.rederal, State, and 1061 con-

Applicants shotild have a. high" ConsytiAfon ximipe,cuIrs often
struction inspectors insure that school dipliima.
xpenr-a 1arc pospon bP time
reognized standards are met in
-411Lp/cling
between
'worksites.
all types of' construction. The '.61 addition, Several
years of' ex- Usually an automolkle is' fuk
structures they inspect include. perience as vons'auctiA con- nislted for their use. They are
buildings, bridges. dams. sewer tractor, supervisor, or craft exposed to all types of weather.
systems, and streets.

.

6

worker generally are required be. cause these workerS need a thor-

Over three-fourths work-for 'mu-

ough knowledge of construction

nicipal or county building de-

materials and practices.

partments.

4

Newcomers are trained on the
job by working with experienced
inspectors.

High school courses in dt'afting.
math, and l'.nglish arcUtelpful.
f;1111r
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Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other. InPrtnaision

Health and
Regulat6ry
Inspectors

Health and regulatory inspectors
help protect the public from

People who' want to become

Many

health and regulatory inspectors
should be able to accept responsibility and, like detailed., work.
They should be neat and be, able
to express themselves well orally
and in writing.

quently And ate us-daily furnished with an automobile. At

health add safety hazards, and
help sttr'tmft4tr, trade and employment practices.

Nearly two-thirds work for the
Federal -Government, although
State and local governments employ many of these inspectors.

inspectors

travel

fre-

times working conditions may be

unfavorable and hours may be
long and irregular.

Becalms inspectors perforti such

a wide range of duties, the qual-

Ificatioq vary. ,Most inspectors
must have experience in a field
-related to the a'rea in which 'they
Often a bachelor's de.

gree may be subsfituted.for the
experience. Specitfliztd knoV1edge and skills are lerirned on the
job in many cases,

Occupational Safety'
and tlealth Workers
(

Occupational saletpand health
workers in a number of different
occupations strive to control occupational accidents and diseases. property losses;..and inju,
ries,fi-om unsafe products.

41

I.

.

Occupational safety' and health

Depending:on the specific, job

workers must be able to coin-

and geographic .lociftiOn. Aravel
e, required. Por exampl

municate'well and motivate othThey,sh'outil be able to adapt
quickly 'to different, situations.

vz ers,

el
fiht safety enZMe
only tOreorentes, while' an
%surante consultant may spend'

.
In this field, a bachelor's degree about 'half the time traveling beThey writ at a variety of job- in science or engineering is the tween worksites.
sites, including industrial, man- minimum requirement for beginag
commercial ning professionals. A 'graduate
u fact u ring,
and
degree in occupational safety or
plants;,mines: in laboratories: for
property and liability 'insurance .. health is an asset. Employers attach great importance to prior.
companies, and for, goverment
Work- experiencrin the field.
agencies.

V

4

Kir jobs at the- technician level,
completion of a 2-Year as§ocialedegreeTin an appropriateccurriculum plus relevant work. experience provide rtgood background..

OTHER SERVICE-OCCUPATIONS

*be

"Wr

7.-

Mail Carriers

Mail

carriers

travel

planned

MaiI cart-iers much.be at least 18
years old and pass a writteniexam

routes delivering and collNing
mail. They ojten spend .n .few ithat tests clerical accuracy, the
hours at the post OfliceeaZhrdity, ..: ability to read, do simple aritharranging their mail for delivery merit:. and memorke:inaildiiie
bution sy*tn. Thely also May
and taking care of' other details.

'Most carciers begin work early in
the morning. They spend most of

their time outdoors, M all kinds
of weather. Generally, they are_
free to work at their own pace as
lonet,as they get the job done.

liave to pass a -driver $ test, if the

imay bc a single office- job involves driving. Applicants
also onist pass a physical exam,
r Many.Miles of coonand .may be asked to show thak
1/ty, roads. a, A>.°04,
they can lift and handle heavy
.

mail. sacks.

Carriers are trained on the job.
e.

They may begin as part-time
workers, and get regular positons
as openings occur,
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Many of these workers are union
members.

v 'Service Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Tr'aining afa Qualifications

Other hyOrmation

Telephone Operators

Providing servi4 to those who

Those interested in becoming telephone operators shigald have a

Operators sometimes work shifts
that include eveninks, weekends,

clear and pleasing voice, good
hearing, and nOt mind sitting at.

or holidays. The 4iaCe may be

need it wilen wakiu fihpne calls
is the job I t ephone operators.
This ineluas those Operators

a switchboard for long periods.

hectic daring peak.periods in the
late morning and late afternOons,

Moss operators receive )n-the-

Many telephone operators a re
.-..4
union members;

More than' half of all operators'

job training to become fiuniliar
with equipment, records, and
wo,(k actiyiities. After about I to
3 weeks .of instruction, theyare

are employed as PBX Operators

assigned to.Tegulir operator jobs.

.

who work in telephone comp.any

central offices, as well as those
who work for private businesses
and ran private branch exchange
(PB() switchboaids.

in manufacturing plants, hospitals, depa maw stores, and businesses. The remainder work for
telephone companies.

High school courses in speech,
office practices, and business
math provide a good background.
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POLICE OFFICER

Answers to Related Occu(ati6ns
4
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Police chief,, 8. Community relations officer, 9. Police
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I lousekper,

Gardener, 3

With a 25 percent dikotuite,': the" costfwitl be:

5A93.

i teaspoon- butter = approxilmately 2.5 grams
I tablespoon salt = approximately 7.5. grams
1 cuirflonr apPcoximately 120 grams.

.

Private 'household
worker, 41 Uler tender. 5., Painter,.6. Pest'contr011er, 7.
I.

2.

.

.

Metrri:' measuiemerits,

SOUSC,FIEF -7,
_till
CATER,ER

.111114.1/INO SERVICE WORKER

lbs. potatoes) 50 carroM 10

20 lbs. ineai,

onions,.10 teaspood,s salt, 10, cups vegetables.
b. ;To feed 60 peoples.ydlit tuust'.'spefid $43.90.

1'

1

Maintenal0 electrician, 8. Trash collector, 9. "IIoor
Waxer, 10. Janitor, 11. Building superiniende.nt, 12, Win;
dow.ckaner.
...N.
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Exploring Careers,
° One inorning in late August or early September not so
long ago you began a treat adventure.
,,
It probably started in a room thar was crowded .with
children and adults. You might have been a bit scared.

Teaohprs

Alter all, you were only 5 years old and the place and
the people were new to you. Still, your mother or father

that you don't already know. After all, you've seen

was with yotik and you were fairly certitit you could
handle this iirt experience called schoOl.
Your parents had told you school Would be exciting.
They said ydu would make new friends, pISyy games,
ptqlit pictures, and learn about letters and numbers. That
sofinded nice. But they also said you would stay in school
all morning. That did not sound nice: And they had not
told you about all these, strangers. So. with a mixture of

fear and anticipation you entered 'what is called the
educational. system.

Thig educational system is the world of schools and
libraries, of books, films, records, and many other things

to help 6you learn. More import'afil, it is a woad of
people teachers, counselors, administrators, and librarians people Who help others learn, explore, and grow.

You have come a long way in the educational system
since thai first morning. You haVe studied reading, writing, grammar, mathematics, science, history, an, and
music. Do yott think your parents were right? Is learning
exciting for yotY? Is it exciting enough to make you want
to help others learn?Alave you ever thoughtlhere might
be a place in educatiorrfor you'? Let's explore some of
the possibilities.'

.

.

Who helps people learn?' Teachers, of course. You
may think there's nothing we can tell yOu about teachers
teachers "on the job" for years. You've taken part in the
Class discussions arid demonstrations, gone on the field
trips, and taken the tests.- But there's more to teaching
than the things that go on in the classroom.
Have you ever considered how much work teachers
do "behind ,the scenes?" First of all, they need to. know
the subjeds they teach. To learn enough abodt their
subject

whether it's fingerpainting or engineering

teachers need 4 years or more of college training. Even
after this, they need to keep up with their subject .and
with current. teaching methods. They keep up by study-

ng on their own .and 'by taking courses and going to
conferences arid workshops fgpm time to time throughout
their careers.
Knowing their subjects is just. the begiOning, Next,
'teachers have to decide how to present information to a
class. What ideas and facts sho"nldbe emphasized? How

quizkly should different topics be covered? liow should
the stddents' learning be tested'? As. teacfiers pipit their,classes, they must consider school policy and the abilities
and needs of the students.

Teachers spend time at night and during weekends
preparing their class presentations and correcting exams,
papers, and homework. But beyond these similarities,

S.

All educators need a love of the world of learning
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Many teachers attend summer schOol to study the
subjects they teach.
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Talichers of exceptional children need .special training.

teachers jobs vary with the age and needs of their
students.

Preschool and kindergarten: Getting ready to learn. Starting school is a big step for young children. They have to
get used to the daily routine. They have to learn to get
along, with other children. They have to develop a desire
to learn. Preschool and kindergarten teachers help children mak these adjustments.
These teachers plan and supervise activities that will
help children grow socially, physically,aand mentally.
Singing and dancing aren't just fun. They're taught to
help children get accustomed to groups and encourage
them to exercise their bodies. Fingerpainting, story read-

ings, and field trips all stimulate curiosity

a very im-

portant part of' learning.
Preschool, and kindergarten teachers try to keep in
touch with parents and talk to them frequently. They let
the parents know, how their children are doing in school
and on the playground.

Eletnentarr school: Learning the basics. In the elementary ?.
grades, children start learning basic skills they will use
and build on throughout their school years, Reading,
writing, and arithmetic get the most attention at firs.

Then children start spending more of their time in school
learning about the world they live in; they study science,
social studies, and literature. Stimulating students' desire

to learn and helping them develop good study habits'
also are high priorities in the. elementarades.
Elementary school teUchers t\sually specialize in a particular age .group. The)kplan aild conduct all the classes

fOr a certain grade, and 'aline to know all the ins and
outs of dealing with Wrst graders, for example. Art,
music, reading, and sonic other elementary school teachers specialize in a subject rather than an age group,
Elementary school teachers are very much interested
in the personal and social growth of their students. They
watch for emotiOnal and health problems. They also try
to maintain close contact with parents.
,

4.

Junior high and high school: Learning in more detail,
Junior high'imd high school Students are ready for More
intensive study of the subjeCts they take, NO saondarV
.whool teachersare subject specialists. They teach a single
subject, such as literature, industrial arts, mathematics,
or business, to students on several grade levels.
Secondary school teachprs are actively concerned with.
students' personal development They are expected to
enforce school Jules in the classromn, the cafeteria, and

En'Acing Careers
the halls, Secondary school teachers also have opportun-

teach subjects such as English, mathematics, or social

ities to work with students outside the classrdt5m as

st

advisers to school activities and clubs. These teachers,
'tow-meet with parents to discvs students' problems and

Some special education teachers work with .students
who suffer from:mental or emotionakIvobleras. 'leachers
of the nientally:tearded help students learn basic aca-

achievements.

demic and living skills,- They teach subjects such as
reading, writing, and arithmetic and also teach personal
and job skills. Educalioz therapists work with students
who have nervous or emoaorial disorders. Besides teaching academic subjects, they watch the students for signs
of problem behavior.

Special teachers Jar speciid students. Sonic students need
help in learning because they have physical handicaps
of emotional problems. Special education teachers provide such help.
Some students.have handicaps that prevent them from

studying in regulnr classes. They must learn skills that

will enable them to communicate more effectively.
Teachers of the 'deg!' show their students how to com-

Collegt: 2 ,years, 4 years, or More.: (Alege is where
subjegts are explored in depth. Students expect to.learn
a great -deal about, the subjects they study, and college
teachers provide that in-depth analysis. Wbether they are.

municate through lip reading, ling& spelling, .and other
methods. Teachers 4 the visuallv handicapped teach students to read and write in braille.
,. Using these skills, deal'
students_ and Hind students can.study'regular elementary
`Itad.secondary school subjects. lifhese teachers also may

in a small junior college.or a large university, college
teachers must give a jomplete and detailed presentation
1(1,11111r111
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Arts and crafts stimulate curiosityan important part of learning.
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Education Occupations
of a sobject in their' classes. Like high school teachers',
college teachers are subject specialists, usually teaching
several classes in one subject. Because college teachers
are expected to ibe-experts in theie subjects, they often
spend more time preparing for classes, dOing research,

and writing than they do teaching in a classroom or
laboratory.
College teachers have many nonteacbing duties, They
work on faculty committees and with student organizations. They may advise students about planning their
courses. Ilowever, college teachers usually do not concern themselves with their students' personal development.

a

Ltwrnitix ihrouglww-your lije. Yin, May think that your
ethication will end when you graduate from high school

or college. flowever, learning is a Wong endeavor.
You're likely to go on picking up ilew infOrmation,
.mastering new skills, and broadening your horizons
throughoub your life. All .this activity will create work
for teachers.

You might, for example,Iecide to learn a job skill at
a trade school or technical nstitute. Teachers in these
schools instruct students in such areas as automobile
mechanics, truckdriving, ltksmithing. bookkeeping,
cosmetology, or flying.
Or you might take course.- tO update or Ograde your
skillscr latter you've bee
orking for a while. Many
companies hire instruCtors to teach their emplOyees to

use equipment properly. to do their work safely, to
manage their time more effecti}ely. or to prepare for

College professors are experts in the subjects they
teach.

ss.N'

iffrire,e)

itta

new responsibilities.
You might take courses for pleasure or recreation or

personal fulfillment. Teachers conduct classes in 'art,
music, religion, s ortg; dancing, yoga ...lust about el/cry
subject imaginal) e.
The reasons p (½)ple. want to leiirn'are almost endless,'
-and teachers of al kinds help them learn.

qr,

'

j4,

Te'acher Aides
In ninny elementary schools, fracheraides help teachers with their work. Sonie high schools use teacher aides,

;

too. Although the duties of teacher :aidves vary ftom
school to school, their purpose is always.pe same: To
give teachers-more time to prepare for classes and work
with students.
Some teacher aides do routine or clericatiosks, such

as grading papers, taking attendance,- or, irnnoring
halls, lunchrooms, or school yards. In some sat( ols, aides
help by making maps, charts, or diagrams and ))/ oper:
ating audiovisual equipment. Some aides wOrk qirec'tly
with the students. tinder the superv,ision of a teacher, an

Dance teachers help students develop coordination
and self confidence.
1.

Exploring Careers
them Plan for ftniher eduCation, pick a career, or solve
personal problems. Counselors work as part of a team..
An elempntary -setiool counselor,. for example, might
send an emotionally trotipled student to a school psychologist

aide might help a group, of children do research for a
class report Or help a student who has missed schhol
catch up with homework.

Counselors
One of the toughest tasks hicing students during their
sschool years is learMag about themselves. Unless:sin-,

Administrators

dents rec4nize and understand their Own abilities,

In many ways, schools are like businesses. Supplies
must be ordered and distributed. The building and its
fitrnishings have to be kept in good repair. Insurance
policies have to be renewed. The people who work-

needs, and desires, they may have difficulty planning
their education or finding kph. Understanding themselves also helps students deal with personal problems

there teachers, secretaries, janitors, and cooks have
to be hired, superVised and paid. Schools also have some

such as family dispute's. Coun.wlors in all types of sc.hoOls
help students learn about themselves.
Counselors use many methods to learn about students.

special needs. Courses have to be seleded. Rules of
coliduct fin- students and, faculty have 'to be set and

They-Mk with the students individually and in groups.

enforced. The people whii 'handle all thek things so that
teachers can teach, counselors can counsel, and students
can lear.n are the school administrators.

They meet With parents, teachers, and other school officials. They administer aptitude and other self-evaluation
tests.

Using their knowledge of students, counselors can help

Elementary and secondary school -administratiOn. Most
elementary and secondary schools are governed by local

school boards that are, elected by the people of a city,
town; or County. The sc ool board delegates the day-today ,job of' running the s hools to a schrinrperintendent, several supervisors a I consultants, and school principals and their ass's( s. The school superintendent is
the chief administfa or (Or a school district. Superintendents arc respor)sible for everything.about 'the schools in
their district. Superintendents prepare the budget-fbr the
school district. They plan for t.he construction of..new
schools and the closing of old schools. They inake recommendations to the 4.11bol board ana.,t14 en-force the

policies of the board. In short, superintendents run the
I

whole shoW,
School districts. also emproy people called supervisod
or consUltants wlut are in chargc-of a specific subject- or
Rrogfani for-the entire schoOl district. Ther'eliktight-he un

-

a'
eductjOti
linglish supervisor, a
others'in
,otfe.
career educatiop*,consultant, and ninny
schobl district. Supervisors-and cons'aluitits hawinany
duties. They develop currii:tilums, vit classretims, and:
set up (.7 onferentes and trairtifig sesSions for.teac.her, for
,

example.

This se ool counsoloys helping t 1 student use a
eomout to esxolore careers
4

.

01.

Sch6olprinci1kals.coneM all the educiuipn and. tkt.triistrative business of school. As wresult.,Piincipals have
many dillies. .., They supervise the ((lac:hers .attd- tAhetsehool,employ:eeS: They must maintain' good Jelatipris
with the coi.t4tunity. They must enforce the:policies of'
the school board an4d thti: school §nwiptetiktit,',
1:0 help thenii principids in, Ifinrge Kchatitshave assiot.ant A tvestOu prineiimts tigurtif)(.have atitlip-rfty in oniOr
.
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Education Occupations
more areas of school at.Iministration. An assistant principal, for example, may be in charge of student disciphne.
College .and university iidministration. Colleges and universities are administered in different ways. The highest
authority in many igstitutiOns of 'higher education is the
board of trustees. This btirard delegates day-to-day administration of the school to the college president or
chancellor. I.ike school district superintendents, college
presidents are responsible for all aspects of the school's
operation. As a result, they have many duties. Presidents
oversee the preparation of the college budget. They also
enforce the regulations of the school's board of trustees
and recomMend policies to)the board. Naturally, college
presidents cap.do all this alone. They have the help of
.several'othetradminstrators.
The academic dean adMinisters the academic policies

mid programs of the college. In cooperation with the
faculty, the dean decides what courses the college should

offer and what the academic standards for students and
faculty members should be. The academic 'dean also

coordinates the work of the department chairpersons.
These arc faculty members who administer a single
department, such as English, mathematics, or chemistry.
The. dean of students is in charge of student programs

and policies. Deans formulate and enforce rules for
student conduct, They also may advise students and
%groups about personal problems, social activities, and
financial assistance.
There are a number of other administrators on college
and university campuses. The registrar directs the college's registration activities and keeps records of st udents'
grades. The director of admissions reCruits students and
sees that applicants meet the school's standards. The
financial aid officer helps students obtain scholarships
grants, and loans. The director of student affairs Plan3

and coordinates social a'nd recreational activities for
students':

)
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Librarians work with poi:pie-41ot just with books.

Librarians

(ion that libiary users want.

Niluch of...the inform tion that people use to learn is
cOntained in books. ma azines, newspapers, films, (apes,

and many other types o published material. Acquiring
this material, 'organizing t, and helping other people use
it is (he job of librarians uid their assistants.

Spiv 1ihrarians w'ork ehindthe scenes. They handle
jobs such as preparing he library budget, acquiring
Thooks.and other materialsi, and organiing and procesS.,ing (hem for use.hy. reach s. Three such librarians 'are
(he acquisitions iihrarian, he classifier, and the caw-

the classificAtion numbers and descriptive headings for
it. To do this, classifiers must know thc different systems
used to organi4e library material the Dcwey Decimar
system, for example. Classifiers also write out a sample
card (ha( shows (he author, title and classification num-.
bcr of the new acquisition.
,

This sample card is put to use by the cataloger. cata-,°
logers prepare (he cards in the card atalog.that identify
all the books, rccords,'And other material in the library's
c011ection. Catakigers'also keep (he cards in the,catalog

up to -datc,I4 adding new information** time to lime.

loger..

.

After (hey have examided a new book, classifiers select

Acquisawtts librarians review book catalogs and advertOpMetts (04earn what:materials are available. Then
thq ()icier \ii.'".aoquire.them, To do (heir jobs well, they
must know the booloi, magazines, or technical informa:,;L

._.-

The librarians we know best work directly with the
helping people use the library. These librariaus
-usually arc identified by the kind 'of library they vork in
Or (ht group of people (hey work with.'
.

Education Occupations
the acquisitions librarians and catalogers specialize, and
handle. oply certain collections Slavic books, .for example.
Public librarians often specialize in helping a particular
group of people. Children's librarians, for example, select
books and haye story hours for youngsters.. Young adult
and adult librarians provide services tailored to the inter-,
ests of their readers. Extension or outreach librarians
work out of bookmobiles and find other ways of bringing
library services to people who cannot come to the library.
Reference librarians help people use the many reference

sources in a library. They spend a great deal of time
answering questions or showing people where to find
answers. In small publre libraries, a librarian may handle

several of these jobs. It _is not unusual for a children'c
librarian to double as a young adult librarian, for example.

,

Many law firms, medical schools, government agencies, business firms, and research laboratories have their

own libraries. So do historical societies, newspapers,
labor unions, music publishers, movie studios, and many

other kinds of organizations. The librarians who maintain and rikri these "special" colleOions are called special
librarians. These librarians need i good background in
the area that they work in. A librarian who works for-a
telecommunications firm, for example, may have a college degree in engineering as well as a degree in library
science.

Library Clerks and Technicians
Librarians-generally need a master's degree.-

School librarians help students and teachers use school
li'brarie Or media centers. These librarians, who sometimes are called media specialists, select and order the
books, magazines', records, films, tapes, maps, and kits
in libraries just like the one-in your school. They must
know the needs of the teachers and the students in 'the
school. They let teachers and students know what materials are available.. Sometimes they set up piograms to
encourage Itudents and teachers to use the library. Or
they 'conduct tottrs'of the library and show students how
to unLock some Of its "secrets" by learn* to use referenceS such as the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

and the card catalog.

.

Acade,niy librarian.v work in college ant) university
libraries, Research and reference collections are very
important in these libraries, where students and professors are engaged in serious scholarship. The emphasis on
research is sh great that in large acadeniic libraries even

All types of librarians arelielped in their work by
clerks and technicians. Clerks,:d9 many of the routine
and clerical jobs in the library, shelving hooks, checking
in returns, and collecting fines. Library technicians, sonictime7S. called library technical assistants, are more stilled
than clerks and handle more responsible jobs. They may
keep the card catalog up 10 date, Operate audiovisual
equipment_and answer readers' questions.

Personal Characteristics

t:
o you have what it takes for a career in education?
W a l does it take:anyway? There are so many traits that
e
are helpful that it is impossible to list them all. These are
.
some of them.
You should have a desire to help others and a sensitivity
to their 'needs. As an elementary school teacher you will
have to spot the students who have probleths with their
lessons and personal development and identify the cause
of the trouble. In all the teaching occupations you may
spend extra time with students who have difficulty with
.their studies.

co
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Exploring 61.reers
. Patience helps. If you teach seventh grade algebra and
,
the class ,eannot understand fiictoring idler your lou

best one for a reader who wants to learn about.sailing,
Imagination is an important tool for educators. You

explanation, .you can't give up. You simply havr-to try

might have to think of ways to excite students .about high' .

again.

sthOol .physics, to lure children away frOm Saturday
Morning cartoons to come to the library, orto help high

You will find tact useful. As a sclihool counselor, you
may need to talk to parents whose child is a troubleniaker

schoOl dropouts prepare for the- future.

in school. Unless you are tactful, the parents may not
want to cooperate and everyone the school, the student,
and At; parents will suffer.
It is important to be outgoing. If yon become a teacher,
you will be on stage during every class. As a librarian,
your joh will be to offer assistance-to frustrated researchers and confused 'patrons.

Yoti should enjov learning if_you want a ca re er i n
eslucation. As a high schoOl teacher much of yo-ire.17:e
time will be spent studying the subject you teach.
'You should be a good organifer. People in teaching
and library occupations often work on several projects
at the same time. A high school teachei might have to
keep track of five English classes phis two school clubs
and serve as class adviser to boot.
A

good menuirv is very valuable. As a librarian, you

Will read hundreds of books and then have to recall the

Training

.

To prepaiii-for a career in education .you will spend
many years as dstudent. For most of the occupations in
this field you will need sotne college traiiiing. The number of yearsc'that you attend college.and the subjects that
you study depend on the career that .You i:hoose.
Teachers' aides and library technicians generally do
not need a college eduCaiion. , However, the education

requirements for aides and technicians' yary with the
antount orresponsibility that their job. involves. In many.
school districts and libraries you could EN hired as an

'aide or library clerk directly from high, school. You
would learn your duties on the job. Some school districts

and libraries prefer to hire teacher aides and library
,

es.

Teaching often continues after the class ends.
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technicians who have attended colle

rormal training

for "these occupations is offered bY'st me communityand
junior colleges.

You would need. a State leaching certificate

a li-

cense -to bec'ome a kthdefgarten, elementary, or second.

ary school teacher in aq-tfliblic school, arid in a pr'tate
school in many States. To qualify for the teaching certif!-1
-icate, you'd need a bachelor'S degree from a college with
a State-approyed teacher education program. In college
you learn ahOtit the subjects. that you'll be teachi9g later
on. YOL\ alse learn Tiiethods of teaching and ways 'of'

handlil students. Student teaching teaching c3lasses
under t e supervision of an experienced teachis is a'

.

kt

*very important part of th train*.
To become a school' counselor or administrator you
'wou-kineed teaching experiencikitid additional training.
Most States requireschool coun'selors to'have a teaclfilig"
certificate and a counseling certificate.°Depending ohthe
.State, a master's degree in counseling and up to 5 years
of teaching experience are required for a couriseling_..certificate.. School administrators generally must have
,many years of teaching experience plus graduate study
in education.

To become a librarian;Jou would need a master's
degive in,libbitry science. Where,you go-to library school

and what you study there depend on the type of librar7-,
that you wish to work in. To become a school librarian,
you have to train as a librarian and also as a teacher. If
you want to be a special librarian, you generally need a
college degree in the subject that you'intend to specialize
in --chemistry or music, to give just two examples. There

are special programs to train you as a law librarian or
medical librarian, if that is where your interest lies..
BeCause college teachers must have an in-depth knowledge of their subjects, you would need al least a master's
degree to enter this occupation. It usually takes 5 years
or more after high school fgt. the master's degree, then 3

or 4 more years of study Lor a Ph. D, Even then your
study of your subject would continue. You would do
research and publish boots and articles.----\
Regardless of the occupaeion that you choose, y.ou will
find That your training never really ends, There always
will be something new to learn. Your career in education
will require a lifetime commitment tO your oWlri education.

1
,
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teacher aides.wceurage students to participate in class activities.
a
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long enough, you get
toYnow what they
'y worked wFttchildren
..
.
want." says librarian Maggie Thorarjson Vtt).
"When*

.
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Linda pausedat the foot (5f the sterN Rk.,the Baldwin -,.,
Public Library.

knoa, help them somehoW."

"I see," said Ms, Martin. "And you don't think you

"Why am I doing this?" she thought.'
Linda took a deep breath and marched up the steps,

can.help people. in a library."
"I press you can, a little."
"Linda,. I know we were only supposed to talk today
btu
make a deal with yoti. You work in.the childrees
section for a couple of hours with Ms, Thompson. If you

(nrough.the door, and to the circulation desk.
"E./mist; me," she said to the woman behind the desk: Ek;
-"My name 'is -Linda Sherin. I'm from West End High

School and I'm supposed to talk to Ms. Martin about

still don't want the job, I'll talk to Ms. MAithey..Fair

working here as:it. Volunteer i!ide."
.1"
At that, a tall woman walked across the room, smiled,
and said, "I"m
Martin: I'm glad to meet you, Linda.

eRough?",
"[suppose so," Linda said unc enaii'.ily.

M. Matthey recommended yam- very highly. Let's go
tato my 611lee'sg,we can tall."
The office was a small room just behind the circulation

deSk. After they were seated Ms. Martin said, "M you
know\this-interview is Supposed-to give you a,.chance to
decide whether"you want (O. work here as a volunteer
page. Let me begin by telling you about the .library and
_the job. We're nof a. big library, hut we're very busy.
There alWays is a lot to do. Since the staff is small, we
depend on volunteers like you. You ..."
"Excuse me." internipted a young.man from the doorway. "Gail, Tm filling out the requisition for the new
film series. I need the catalog that has the ordering
inforthation."
"Sure, I. have it right here," replied Msr-Martin. Th.t.P."

.96

Ms. Milnin led Linda downstan's 'to the criildren's
room: It -was a large porn pith. low lookshelves lining
all the walls. On top of the shelves stood large books,
with bci (- covers. sThe Walls above the shelves' were
,cfecdrated with eolorfiff pOsters. In the center Of (het-opt-11

were several low tables surroAded by small chairt. On
the right side of the room, was a low wooden counter,
piled high writlp sGicks of books. Seated behind trie
counter was ii..Woman with long red hair, intent on the
piece 6(fgrry white cloth she was sewing: She was so

engrossed tt she didn't look up as Ms. Martin and
Linda.walked toward her.
"Sewinlin a library? What's going on here?" ought
It4141 to.ffrscif, her doubts returning. She was beginning
to .he .fiorry that she had agreed tO spend thp afternoon.,
here,

.

man took the catalog and left
"Maggie2said
Martin, breaking the woman's
"oWe show films every Wednesday bight," explained
concentratiorr,this is Linda Sherin, a new volunteer
Ms. Martin. "That was Tomas Reno. tic's on'e of our
aide. Sheirwork with you until
3 o'clock this afternoon."
,
'library (ccMc:Urns. He's really' marvelous. Handles all.
"..Eantzstir g, rpliedt-the woman:She Smiled warmly
ouritudiovisual equipment and hadli 'dozen otherjobs,. ik -and Imaittrironlr behind'?he counter, dropping her
"As I was saying. there's always a lot to-do. 40..a. page";
sewing in her rush.
you would shelve 'books, check in.l.obtrni, check out
I'm Maggie Thompson and am I glad to see you! I
hooks, and any one of a doLen-vt her jobs that come up'.
have a group of first graders coming in.a few minutes, so
"According tw our arrangement with your school.
_I won't even have time to give you a quick tour. but you
luemberlti your (.'ommunity Action class work from I
can .. ,
o'clock to 3 o'clock on Mohday, Wednesday. and Thurs"Hold on, Maggie. We don't want to scare. her away
day afternoons. We expect you to he here on time.
on the first day," said Ms. Martin.
Actually I hope you'll .like it hére, so much that you'll
"Okay, Gail. Ingo easy."
A

o

,

look forward to coming here. Maybe even decide to work
more than 6 hours a week.

"Well, Linda, what do you say? Do you want to give,
us a try?"
"I gpess so," said Linda heSitantly;
"But you're.not sure?" asked Ms. Martin. "Linda, it's
important to us that ofir volunteers-like their work. Is
something bothering you?"
"No ... well, I'm not sure I want to work here. I signed
up tor comnumity Action to get a chance to work as an
aide in the hospital, or an a day care center; or even as a
tutor in school. I only 'came here because Ms. Matthey
said I should. She said you needed th t:! most help right
now. What I really want to do is work with people. You

"I know you will," said Ms. Martin and she went
upstairs,
"As I was saying, a class of first graders is e-oming for

a tour." continued MS. Thompson. "I like to get them in
here early in their school careers: AJnyway, while I handle

the children, you can help me catch_ tip with these
returns."
She pointed at the hooks on the counter. "I wanted to

take' care .4 these this morning, but I got tied up with
something else. Thcre's always so much to do. I'm talk ings-

too much, aren't I? I do that now and again! Well, let's
"get you started."
.

Linda was a hit overwhelmed, hut she dutifully RAlowed Ms. Thompson to the counter.
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Maddie shows Linda how to chock in k)ociks.
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1

Ms.

Thompson showed Linda how to' chter

books. The job was simple and Linda soon was WOrkinge
'
by herSelf. Ms. Thompson started wwing again,
r V'
With. only the two of them in the, room,. was very
quiet. 1.inda soon lost interdt in wriat-she was doing..

"poring," she. thought.. "I'll be glad to get.out of.this.
place.'"

'Q.

;

Suddenly she heard the ciatter of 'feet and the sound
.

of children's voices from te stairway. In ii,moment
g'roup of' wide-eyed childreti. swept into thc

..

gicture hodk,
Afier Tadihg from a htfge,
'ehornAon -took gtime Gotik§ fcom the shelves and de'st!.ribed -them. She tctetl, oupleque froyi the books and
marvelled.at the way Ms.
jokOswith.,,the:childrew,
"l'hompshn. handledi the troup,..:§ite idimediately got,
teaciter. She wasji real
aling With the aildfitn:ii
ham ahd the childroin loy
1.1
t 0''explanation of how
Ms. Thompgon then gaxe
to use the children's encycloyedia and (he card t.'ittalog.
Finaty she'gavi,,' the childreft1 library card:;.(11M,a1;ready:
thenthoW to Check QukbpolA.
were fill,ed out ahd sit

cher to get *nit
It took several minutes for Voir
seated att the tables in the &liter tf the room. Durin*. '; After .that the ehildreh we allowed to looktfor books
edlainl, or sso4it seemed to
that time Ms;Thompson put d lwn her sewing and
.<on'their own. The mph
,
Linda.
stepped from behind the counter. She grttjed tk teacher
M. Thompson wit swafnped with 4/4strons. "WRre
and,then turned to the.childien.9>;.
girls and boys. pow are yon?',My name is 1- can 1 find a titYok about dittosaws?"."1 mint a book
Wizatd qf Ozr "Do you
aboie spatk.." "Can I ead
Maggie Thompson-4nd I'm a librarian. I'our teacher has .
have any einnic;Kairtks?" The Oraiiiin..andlhe teacher.
told hie how well yon all re-ad, so.today I'm going to teli
helped each ehipse.iect-it bOOk and ched it out;
yon.ithouWjery netlighty monkey. You can read, inure
As the teacher !got the children together qgain at
ah,otiCITimuin 'glass next.week. After.thnt I'll help each of'
tables,
Ms. Thonjpson went to the counter and* picked '
hgtd,a 'book to take home."'
&s'
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"Every time I help a child tinci a

1

ok. ftelp hitt) or tter grow a little."

N

,up the furry -cloth- she had b en sewing. She held it
behind her' Kick. When the children were all seated
quietly, Ms. Thompson spoke to them again.

lflirls and boysit was a pleasure to have yodhere. I
hope you enjoy your books. Please remember to take
good care of them piid return them here or to your
teacher in 2 weeks.

"By the .way, every Saturday morning at 10 l'clock

we have a story hour and I'd be happy 'to havi\you
come. This Saturday is very special, because. our stitry
will be told by puppets: Right, Mr, Bird?"
From behind her blick M-s7-Thonipson pulled a White
furry hand puppet that looked like a bird.
"That's right,. Ms. Thompson, afid I want all these
children to come and meet myvfdends," Mouthed Ms.
;Thonlpson.
Linda As .impressed -by Ms. Thompson's ventriloquism. Tilt; chIldoen loved it.
children left as noisily

"Well, that was fun," she-said:returning to the counter,.
"Ilow,are you doing?"
"Pretty ell," replied Linda, "TB be finished -sbo
"(jood. I,ll 'Show you* ho,w to shelve the books
you're iead
"Ms. Thilm son, do yoU give.to rs,like this often?
"Yes, dtlain the school y
Even though n ost ,
schools LaVe g«td libraries, I li to'have the child en.
(come hereii Th t way 'they know e have samethin to

ii

offer-thp_m."

..

r .4

knotk so much about the books? There
tkre 50 many01 hem.''
Tsplected a ot of them," replied Ms. Thompsoy. "A
read book.,revi. s and browse through book. storps. My
husbancA says 1 spend as umeh time looking for books As
do with hint."
"1-14-Kv do yo

"Do you l'ead Iffem.m11?"

"I try to:That way I `Cati match books and children."
hiow (IQ you do that?" 1
"A little witchcraft,"

as they MO con?.e. There was tt lorig chorus of.good-bye's.

..,,luut*thiruk you's as Ms. ThOmpson walked them to the
-stairway.
,

.

"Vhat?"
44
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Do you like tO babysit on take care of your younger

"I'm only tea.mg. When you've worked with children
long enough, you-get to know what they want. Even if
%
' the children themselvcs can't explain it very clearly."
"I low kmg have yov tfeen a librarian?"
"'About 4 years. Before that, I was a budget analyst

brothers or sisters'?

.

.

for the county government. It was a good job, bot

Children's librarians orgnnizestory hours and other kinds

of programs to interest children in reading and the

I

library.

decided I wanted a change of scene. I have a frield who
is a librarian, and his Work always sounded interesting,

',Are you good at organizing parties, picnics, or school
activiiies?

SO I took a. year off and went back to college Ibr a
master's.degree in 'library science.

Are -you good at thinking up activities on a rainy.

had planned to become an acquisitions librarian.
That's a ,,behind-the-scenes job. You. work 'in an office
downtown, and select books, films, magazines whatever for the.libraries 441. this system. It's interestiq
work, but be(ore long I realized that it would be a lot

day?

Can you keep young children occupied when yOu are
babysitting'?
Are you at ease leading a groiip?

like my old,job. And I wanted a big change. So 1 switched

Childr n's librarians answer all kinds of questions. They
need to be familiar with many subjects.

my specialtOtkchildren's librariamhip. I'm gl. d I did.
I've alway( wanted a job where I could hel -people.
....

Now I .have it."

,

Ar you curio is?
Do you have limy interests in school'?

".I)o you really think you help people her)e?" l,inda
asked.

,...,-

Do you have se end hobbies'?
Do yov have a go memory?
Do you enjoy games that require knowkdge of trivia?

"Certainly," replied Ms. Thompson, astonished.
"That's what dic library is all about. Every time I help
a child find a book I help him or her grow a little. The
otlicr day I showed a little girl how to use the encyclopedia:Now that may not seem li k Auch to me or you,
m
exciting for ier. It was as thougl
bu t it was treendously
I had given her the key to a whole, new world. She sat.
here all morning long. just looking things up. It may'

Children's librarians select books, films, records, maps,
and 6ther material for th e library.
Do you like ,to read?

secm silly, but I was excited too,"

Do you like to do book reports for your school

"But what's it like when the children aren't here?'

classes?

Don't you get bored?"

Do you read revie s of. movies or television shows')

"Bored!" said Ms. Thompson, smiling. "Let me tell

Do you ever compare the reviewer's opinion with

you what I have to trylo do 'between now anti-3 o'qlock,
when the childron start arriving from school. I have to
,i
finish working on these puppets. Make some scenery. Set
up a new display of books. Talk to M. Martin Aout my
budget. Read .as _many book reviews as I can. Bore
There's no time for it. But we have work to do. I fln
know when you're ready to shelve books.-

your own?

('an you` explain why yOu like or dislike a book, a
movie, or A television show?.
1)0 you ever recommend hooks. movies, or records

to your friends? Do they usually like your recomme nda tiOns?

[Ada hesitated a moment, then asked,
"Will you need any help on Saturday? With th show?"
"I can always uSe an extra hand, but arc you sure you
't
want to give up your .Saturday morning?"\
Linda thought a moment. "Yes, now l'n\ sure."

Exploi-ing

.

Chiklren's librarians often have admhtistratiVe duties
such as supervising clerks and preparing a budget.

/

e

Are you a good organizer?
Cati you handle several phs at the same time?
Can you give directions to other people?
esio

Children's librarians help children use the library,
Are you Otitgoing?
Do you like to help people'?
Do you enjel group activities such as team ;ports?
174
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I

Read. Use your school and publicilibraries to familiarize

yourself with AS many different inbjeqs and styles of
yiting As possible.

Education Occup tions
Volunteer to work in a library. Many school and public
libraries use volunteers to shelve books, work at the
circulation desk, and take care of" other clerical jobs.

ehrkl car(4cilizenship, electricity, languages, and writ-

ing. Being 1\
amiliar with a variety of topics will help
you developAhe" broad background that librarians

Volunteers also help with story hours, set up displays,
and deliver books to people in hospitals and nursing

need.

homes.

Role-play a Jneeting between a public library director
and local government'officials who provide the funds
for the library system. Decide in advance whether the
meeting is a small one, attended only by a few library
and government officials, or whether it's a public
meeting attended by a large number orconeerned
citizens. Following are examples of topics that might

Working with the public often is an important part of a
librarian's job. To see whether this appeals to you,
take advantage of opportunities to work with children.
Take babysitting jobs.
Offer to help with youngw children at a nursery

school, day care center, or summercreational

be discussed:

progra m.

The need for a. book mobile't6 prox,ide services o
people who cannot get to the library.
WhetheT or pot to include a particular book, on
controversial subject, in the library's collection.

Volunteer to tutor elemeirtary school students.

Invite a librarian to speak to your class about his or her
work and training. York_nught invite a librarian or
media specialist from yoUe school, a librarian from
your publil: library, or a special librarian. If possible,

Related Occupations
Is a library career for you'? The work of eight librarians
is described below. Try to match each description with
the correct job title.

invite seveital speakers and arrange a panel discussion

of the similarities and 1iiffererices in librafians' jobs.
( 'trances are that you're r ready familiar with your school

I,

library and public library. To learn more about the
different kinds of librarres there are, try to arrange a
class tour of a special library in your community. This

.could be a law library, a medical library, a Music

materials,

library, a map library. I he library of a historical society,
a rare books library, or a technical library in a business
firm or research organitatioa.

Bill helps researchers by preparing lists of' books,
magazine articles, unpublished reports, and other sources

papers, charts, films, maps, records, and many other

your community. Ask about out each programs,
ylking books, large print collections, and foreign
Nguage collections, "for example. liteport your
findings to an higl isli or socral- studies class.

Report on the origins of the public library systr;in
in the United States for an English or social studies
assignment.

I,ibrary automation could he a topic Rrr a report in
a mathematics, English, or social studies class. Find
out how computers ate used in libraries foLorder-

ing and processing library materials, cataloging
them, keeping track of' cir`culation records, and
'providing "instant- inRnmation in response to requests.

Girl Scout and toy Scout badge programs O'er a chance
to learn iflire atiout such subjects as art, astronomy,

46'

2.

of information on a particular topic. He often includes
a brief summary-of the cotitents of each item on his list

Use school assignments to learn more abrut libraries.
Eind out what services your pub! c library offers
the handicapped, the elderly, and other groups in

.

Alice organizes library resources in a junior high

school. Besides books, she works with magazines, news-

.

Sometimes he uses the library's compMer to get a listing
of all the,relevant material. Other times, he searches for
titles in the card catalog.
3,

George exAmines new library matekls and clas-

sifies them according to subject matter. He decides which
classification numbers and headings should go on the

*4

cards that will be purin the cirrd catalog: Although the
library v'jhere George works uses the Dewey ,Deeimal
system, he's familiar with other methods of -firganizing
library materials as wr.11.

Ed reads Rook reviews, publishers' announcements, and catalogsland decides which publications to
order for Iris library. He sometimes gets ideas for new
purchases from other librarians or library users.
4.

Karen is the person with all the answers. If she
doesn't know the answer to a patron's question, she
tnows where to look.
175
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6.

Acquisitibm litlrarian
Bibliographer
Bookmobile librarian
Chief librarian

Lou brings his library to his readers.

7.
NnnCy works in a university ,medical centerb, The
people who use her library need .a librarian who knows
the technical "language" used in the health sciences field.

.

(,7 lassi tier

Medivpecialist
Medi6l librarian

Sally is r sponsible foreverything that bappens in
8.
her branch lit ary.

Reference librarian
See answers al end of chapter.

,

4

54+

Linda needs to learn the library's classification system in order lo shelve books
correctly.

i.Education Occupations
Secondary School Teacher
ai4
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When discussion dies down In his Etigiish class, Mr. Fianndry has to get things
moving again.
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Exploring Careers
"Todd?.., , Todd? .,:....floes anyone know if Michelle
Toild is iirschool ti(dity'?"
The clibriau of voices in the classroom eanitz to a halt.
A girl caIIN out from the _hack of the rpomi."Michelle
-went tO see-Me nue. She didn't 'feel welt
.
"Miche4Le never teems to feel w(1.11;" ,thought Mr.
Flannery, as 46, made it,tpote beside .her na efre The
- students were beiunneng to talkjoudly :igain by th)Lime
he finished taking attendance:
.

oe.

.

"They're louder than usual today," he thought. "I
suppose it's the anticipation of the 4-day weekend. I'll
he glad to get a kw days',rest myself,- even if I have .to
spend at least 2 days grading papers and preparing
:exams.",

.

Mr. rlannery ShoOk his head and said, "Okay,: let's
get down to business':'
,
"[he class chatter gradually died:Ziown.
"Today we will summartil.:+lie lessons about the short

story. Are there any questions about the parts Orthe
short story?"
A room of-blank faces stared up.at the English teacher.
"IX) . you ',have any questions about theme....
plot , characterization.... or what they contributeto the.
.

.

story?e

"[he class remained quiet.

"Today it will be like pulling teeth," thought..M
.

_

..-

.roorn and ghtneed;70t the stileitriWl..paper.S..Occasit)nall ;.....
he (..orrintetnted op -a. flidorti's ansWer or,,gave hints ii

those Wird were:sock.

.:

--

Atter-it lew-..4iirtutes Mr: Flattn.erY: said, "Letlxget
started:Earl, What do yoU have ft).can.onswer?"

"Um ... I didn't writeanything. I couldn't think of
an
..

.

answer."

.
.
"Not a good stall," thought Mr:Flannery.
"Would yon.read the question, Earl?". ,
"What is the theme of The Cosk of Amonid ido by.
"Pk? tist sections in the siocy to support-jeour answer."
"Do you k-uow what a theme is, Earl?" e .:
"Yes; it's what the story is about."
"Right. Ws, the central idea. ill a story," sal Mr.
I.-tannery. "What happens in this s.tory?"
.

"Well, this man. Montressor,
leads another man,
..
.,,um.... Fortunato; into a wine eilhir, chains hit
'and OuriesTiivin.with -stone,' replied F

a wall.
,

"Very good. *fly did Wiatressoi-

this?"

leennse Forty nato insulted hi

and Montressor

wanted.to get eyen."
111 otPer wOrds Montressor wank( evenge,"

"Right:: replied Earl.
"Not ;had," thonght Mr.., Flannery: 'Earl us:pally ..
doesa'4:riad ilic assignments that 'earefu , I'd: beAter

.

I
'Flannery.
-"Well, since there .are no questions. I have a lift e.
surprise , or you.' I le took a stack of papers froing
,

.
.. tk around thc-A.s.thc doss work,O,
Mr.
O
annery Waed
-. -

.

briefcase..;

A groan rose from the.class. Several students rusd .d.:::..
through their, notebook!j to find questions.
,"I )on't tvorry. I'm nOt givMg a quiz," lieNiiid. tristantly
\
I
the stu( ems relaxed.
"This sheet .has 'some questions abont the themes,

involVe!Some of:the others-before tit'ey.f.1)II O...
-",Betty ,.

wAs?"-

1,

what did you ,thirt-ti ihe theme Of-the story

-,,

.

'.
"I said the -mory:ww;Ohout revenge,'
"What itb,(!)(U reveu0?" Mr. Flannery iis)(0,the ela's.s,.. ',....."ls,-the.atitheir sayiug. sOnything
about
..reve;hge'.'
kOn,'
...
..
..
.
.

.

whri do you think?'
.

`I think...the. story sayc
Yery good. Why 06 ',.:. ,:"

1-

.-.-.

:1'

-'.

..-

r

,

get.;-reveitr,,e:: ;

'.,;

s-

.':-1...,

plot4, and characters of the stories that .we. read this
week. We'll discuss Ole answers today. Pay attention
because there will he a test with similar questions next

61. (10.0 underStand,"interrOpied.Eart,"*NontressOr
Ka:revenge.. lie; killed Forttinato."
'

Tuesd4y." ,'
"NextTuesday," groaned several students..

dine Earl'Is lleeni9terested in...itclassdise.6sion.'; !: .,.,

.

.

.

c
,

,.

'AmaAing,' thought Mr.flannery..:1his is the first
... .,

.

"Mr. Fhtnnery, ir the test I's Tuesday we'll have:to
study over the weekend;" said Earl Pickett from the
of the (lass. "Couldn'T you.postpone it? Please?"
Several students joinect in the plea.
"Sorry, bin the test will be Tuesday. We've fallen too
far h oirt'f. 'the other 9t1 *grade. literature class. By the
way, :also want the topks for-your hOok 'reports by the
end of next week."
It took several minutes for the grumbling to die down.

By then Mr. Flannery .had finished handing. out 'the
papers.

"Okay, read the first question and write the anSwer.
You can use your notes and books,"

178
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Okay,71.i.tid. Kt ontreSsor :does 01. Folitmatoi. hnt Woe's::
.hei reattrget the rii.veligo tii'at 6.(,..,,,..,:01-1ts?"
'.. ; -(' .:

-'

.,'Stire,.. he: 0Obs:".

-.

-* ..

.i ':

.

l'.:1,:t.et'''s 14lee,oeloser loOk." Said -Mr, rlautiety.:"In thn
1,11.4 paraKraph in the story,,,,MontresSor ,Sarr theie are
ty.ici c,Onelitions for successfa.revenge. What are they?"
..17.heistUltents leafed throUgh their hooks..,

.

'IhiS
is greht:"-thou.01,:Nti. Flannery: -they're really
..

inimsted."

.

,

.

.

'lle says :the person:114S: to know that .he'S bein
puished" 01.1,ed out bp; R.O.ey.'
;AV.ery OW:, What else'?"

.-.:'.`Montrii0or iitrys that lie:has to pun.ish with imptiii;i4.,".VolutO6red $i.tete Ma(
,.

1

%iv_

...'-,,

taucation atcup0fidr10-:
'

"Whattliws that entanT'Oske.(1 Mr1i4anvety.':
"fit! 0.0616 witalo get ei4ight;';,said Fai1
boes Mont-rtfAor's ,rev.siffie
setsr.'.

ns

..,

*.

i

"Mayb:f
kifce:"Gi:eplied

tru.soy wiin eevett
Mktrover, -heytants iii'. witViOnnullity.. .t,hat is,,
WM QV' lig RutIVIedhim.:rel_f.343tibe
.

.

.

.

.

ts,
1,

.
.

\i

stopie.d tigvht next,toEarl aOlookal
aiwctfi4atliiin.
1.
..
.
6 40,

.11

Two..

:.

-

hanting hien

cv

ernshedby,:lrl's Alower. C A : 4 6 k 1 wars...it:tat:. 4irl4i s)
"4..
it," he th(Aght.
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--Mr. i'larihd3/3ainiosi
stelggei'gi.1%bael.c*
.

I .0

s

..-

3

,

0

"

.

31'..arrv'now
can ,y100 explaitOlie storythenur-Tttni 'C.
.
...,-- ...
is iippo'ss'Ible totet eco.venge?:'
...? ., .

a

i

,

ItitrAi you :Cave it. ,,flop't 'let
Ind igowti.'!Ahd..(eacbcr
14,

6

a

,,,

.3

:,i_riltic,iett.tit. that th.e..crUMI.And the rnerribi3/11.1-rsilltikato*,,,"
.
,
.still bqther, hid) arta .50:::ye41'rs
.
"(..)ka,k'sityli."' Ksa i' ;ft a ii hit)/ 14.h(.\,iiih.t .1.6- Iti'4,31. 41-11:3 :"..1..

;

"Yes, irifiy1:+e rorianato'N ghQs( iras

,
.

tOd101,thv'st.olyMeAnt?0;or veoh't isivic atiKail,:ilnd,;....: '

.

.7.4.,.,
tlikp fott,. his e-n-

titrak FortunalCa was. ''res),iniir:a

7.

.

..

.

;:'

sakkille's4Shil heart grew sjaz-.1.'
... .,,,
'Rigful NI*; le:e3 "ezii Rii.ncy;Yvhat:WO
.hav.e soid. M04:::.
"'
..

.

.

- "May h6 res("inspeace,rjphed
0'
Mr 1.Noul4i Montrosor

.

-.

The- ctess Wag',:...ilentiVr a ..feIP.I.Don Ai ts, 4 hen4Qtty

.

'

44th that.itiaks yOihthirric he Wilti'OUniShed?"

,

.

.

.,-

-g000, vvAill".eisq,(ti,y,:s moa4ressor say:after FOrtOrlitt9..?..

ei (he COO di

."Sure," replied Grl.:-iliortunato knO.,..s. be's heint,
.pahished. and Montressor.kl't caught."-':
" sim t Ite?". quioed !Mr .I'lannery.
.Earl_said heNitantly, "It saysihe body lay undist,thited::
for50 year*" - :,-5
"Trire.." sal& Mr. Wannery. "13iit doriit it went Odd
that, aftor,SOyektus Montresspr ti1l remembers o mirhy
details of he, chilli...? -lhe last line is "In paue requex."
What du that mean?" oontinued Mr. rflinner9...
.

r

., ,,

.".111t.x.'ily:ii,e. tting i" jbought Mi.! Jiik .n4ry. :"Very ..
.
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)114rWif**.
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7- 1"111L,

A

itiegjell%

**I wish I had.mOr.o timo to help each 4tudunt.-
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-Xi<DIOind Ciaree:rs;

.

After a itiorrient, hdr. FlanierY said'slowjY, "Okay,
, . lll
,
expiton mbntro:0-rdoesn'tlitet the reVengethat'btrwants
beciitiSe he;f4iiilty. Eveil thouth he'S nOt -CituOtt, he's
;
.

..
.

.

V

I

_

p u nish ed by his witsett;ncii.:'

"Oh,1 See:: sAid'Earl quickly. Mr. Fhinneii- wasn't
'Nitre kbat Cast i'eally
underst401:"..
,

'

^qry'ille
next question;"( he said.
,.

.

,

.,

i., the class wOrked on 'the seeond question, Mr.
FlajeryIelui'ed,agaTha his O'est. Ile noticed some.stv-denis talking instead. Or work ing,:As .he was:: about to

,

torrect.thesni:tfie2elassro^orn dbOr Swuhg 'open and Mich-

.

`'z., .,...._elle_TOdd5kalled in.
..

-

.

..

7

4_

,

.

"Mr. Flannery, the nurse saidil can go hoine,. but you
fitave (9 sigit anis'qote,"'aid Michelle very loudly. Several.
.
. 'swidentsTooked bp lit.intheir w4k.
. "Michelle, pleibic be quwt. You'tg disto,rbing.Hthe;,,
.' :.
class." saidiyIr. Fjannery..",Whes fire tuatterr...
ki doWt know," 4it.iirt ri;plied. "I just &AI feel well."
.,.
: 'Michelle, (yrs is the third ttme; thatfyoti ye. ICA. elirly
.`..
Alliti illonah. Youjcnow .votii-.04do'...:'."' -,
..-** .'.1.,c4,r).!rhetp. it if.liii:kick,"
said Michelle oyen More
1;
...
.

,

. .,

.

:

N

,

';i: 1mi:dry. Several students,gigglett:'.

.

'': --!'

...

'i itRnis fi'oi'd ktc:Hafiilery: 4 kleres the note,"..
r.,',

,-.'"

...

: MichelleleKthe room turd slanthwtf the door; behittd

.

.

..

.

hiEf. The clitiis fooked, 4, 'startled. ' ... t.. .!..Back. w ;work,'" sil'apfietkMr, FIrriimY
.
4.
"Calin'xlown,'Igannefy. IoLi:re 'not ernirlide w;orke.r.
-.You (010 work .with,
some kidsik be lhouglit:,.
.
..
..r. Mr..Flannery..k
fit
the
discu.ssion-goiug,
hut
the''clasli
.
lost us en thus ism. Most of the students closed (Or :.i.
botikh. iiiid we-re re tdy-tO leave lorig" before the. hell rit4..
.

.,4

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

1.':Teaching has itS headaChes but I can't see tayself

it did Ling, the' Stridents
. 'rushes' put the door.
.:When
.
Mr. flarmery dropped into hiS-:clutiOle 1,9s, readylixr.

in .any othe'r line 01 wo4t.-

,

a break.' After a lew .thMut6 Mr. F,lariner,y tN.ik it. small
scheduke
notebOok from his...rbrieleak,..aud
oheeked.
.

tor the dap':

".f4.

enOugh 6f thy free time. But Presor Waltbreii class on

A

...-classieal themes-La modern dt'ama W.as too temptitig to
'pass up. Besides,'going..to school aGnight. is ho*tougher_
' now thaii. it .was 5 years ago 'Whei?2,1' was taking die

9120: thh gradehterature, first
Wor on ,tetiri papers.

16:05
10:50

graduate courses I needed for my permanta-ortifica-

:IOthj grade literature, third section.
Luit h 15ate61

,

'

,

"I don't heed that lodity;"..4\thought, ,`,4:1 d really
prefer tO]eat with adulis today or better: yet alone:1"

12.:30. '9th gtaderiiterat.qe, second Seetion,
1.:45 lOth grade literittnie, firgt,ection,
grade writing
2:30
.

3:15
-

to pnincipal abbut.;cheerleader urn-

torn's.
5:00, PicOres of basketball game for yearb3k.

"And then I get tO kor:to my .elass ati night school.
'Maybe I shouldn't have taken a course this Semester.
Monitoring .the cheerleadefs and the yearbook take. up

3.

"rive 'years of teiehitig," he muSed. "With 4, thA. 4
heodaches it sometimes feels like 50. Btl, I can't see
myself in aily other line of work. I wonder. wify."
Flannery," Earl stood in the doorway.

'Earl, what's up?"
"I wanted to know if' I could.do my boo* report 'on
another one of Poe's stories," said Earl. "I really liked
The task and your explamilion of it. I'd like to read
.some other stuff of' Poe's,"

^

"That will be fine," said Mr-Flannery. Earligt the'sf

mon
"Well, I guess thAt's one reason why."

Education Occupations
1

-Exploring

Secondary school teachers often work itt,the eveniugs
and during weekends.

Secondary school teachers help students learn..

Do you think yOu would be willing to.work at night
-Or on weekends'?

. Do you like to help,other. people leltrft?
Do you help xour Classhiates with their -'ehoot work?;
.1)0 yol hke t6help youngebildren learn,their letters
.
und numbers?

et

,Stiggesled

.

,

;

.

(jet involved in .aetivities that giVe you an opportunity
to develop teaching and leadership skills. Volunteer to'
tutor your classmateS or younger students in a subject
that interests you. Volunteeirto help with children at
It 'Head Start -proggam,..ddx cars -center, or aursery.
Offer to direct children in arts anti crafts, music,`or'

--SecOndary school teachers learn as well as teaeh. They
e nilist know a great deal about their-subjects and keep up
'With nevi in(ormation dud ideas.

Do you enjoy learning?
When you are curious about something, do yO6 go to

sports in .a summer recreation prograM. Participate .61;i
extra.curricular activities in which you workwith other
students, such as sehool clubs, the school paper, or the
school yearbook.

an encytlopedia orlibrary to learn more about it?
.Can you learn on your own? Can you read a hook
;and pick out the important ideas? '
.1s tbere a subject that you especially enjoy studying?

..

,

.

Secondary school teachers must he able to coalman° the

ittentionuf a group.
(1)

.

-Talk, to-. several secondary- sehool teachers about their
..-cohs. Find out why they became, teachers, Kiw they
)feel about the subject they teach, how they feel about
the students, and what. they like,:litid dishice7about
teaching.. Ask 'elementary sctool teachers the anie

Are you good at making class presentations?

Is' it easy fOr you to speak up at !meetings or in

-

q. ueMions and
.
,.

,

compikre answers.

*geoups?

If you know the subject you would like to teach, talk to
the' teacher.whoqeaches it in your school. Find out
why3ie
sfie teaches that subject. As for a list of
hooks you could read to learn more abt ut the subject.

Do friends ever iCsic you to be the spoliesperson for a
group?
al

I

Secomtary school 4chers work with'peophi2;studeillts,
....paremsfaculty, hiji 4chool admin Ktratoes,

IP.

Use .school assignments to learn more ab ut teaching.
Pr'epare a report on the growth of pt blic education
in the United States for a history clas,

D9 yoti like to work with fieople?.
,
Are ykiti active 'aroschool clubs or committees?
-Do you enjoy working with others on class projects
Do you like team sports?
Are you patienti
Nre you tactfu!'?,

Prepare a report on current issues in education for
an English or social 'studies 'class.

Prepare a report on the use of computers in education
fort-a science class.

1

Are you diploiniatic when pe-ople don't go along with
.
.
your ideas?

.

s ,,,

Join an Educ-ation or Teaching Explorer Post. if' there i's
one in your area.. Exploring is open to1 young men and

;

.,..

.

..

.

,

women aged 14 'through 20. To lin«mt about Ex-

e.cond'ary schpol teachers Often have nontedching dut1 e3t:rlfey trtilnitor 10n9.Tioms and serve as advisers for

student ireiriviats.'''
..!....
.

.-1,

1

.,

-

t

plorer posts in your area, call ',Boy Scouts of America"

listed in your phone book and ask fter the "Explorer
DivisiOn."

.

44

,I
.A fel& egood` iirgaiiikr?,
.
Can you handle several-jobs at 9Lic tinte:i
.
Do you.rrarticipate iti's eXtracurcicular activities in'
----.

-

school?

.

Are you good at directing the work of tither people'?

P.

_

..-.

.
.

if ion' are 'a dirl S&iut, sec if.yotir local troop has the
From41>ream; to Reality program of career exploration. 'rAps may also offer .opportunities to -try out

.t.

A

1

-

careers through internships, service Aide and commiinity_actipn projects, and Oroficiency badges.
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Exploring Careers.
Teachers deal witir many people in-tmany 4i1'terent situ-

5.

DELMOING CHAETER

Role-jilay, the following situations to get a
Itter idea of the teacher's point of view.
A teacher correcting a student who continually dis,

6.

NILOYF ROICSUNTR'T

7:

G I NG IN EN EER CHAFFER

I.

FICTAWMAKNIG CHAETER

str

rupts class.

A teacher explaining to a student's parents why.the
student failed the course.

A teacber dillcusing a new C'ourse with the school
principal.

a

9, SINGRUN AI-RAF:FE

1.

Writo for career rnfOrmation to American Federation of
'Teachers, I I .Dripont Circle, N.W Washington, D.C.
2003fi.

10.

I. .EFIOM ONOCEMICS AFIcREFE

.

Related Occupations
Ilow many kinds of teachers are there? You probably
can name 'quite a kw just from the teachers in your
school affiktic coach, biology teacher, history teacher,
typing teacher, and more. If you add the elementary
school. college, and adult education teachers tat you
know about. the list becopes even longer. But your list

still would iyude only sonic of the occupations in
teaching. For every subject people want to learn, there
is sonie type of teacher.
The scrambled letters 1;elow contain the names of
fourteen teachers. Each teaches a subjcct that is important in one of the fOurteen .occupational clusters in
Exploring Careers. First unscramble the letters to find
Then match the job vhth the'right
the.job
tional cluste

FR,IALDUSIN STAR E ZIEAIK'
G NIOOCK ER TEA HC

SECNCEI ERTEMIC
4.

WI.A FESSORPOR

ONOCEMICS Al-K'RETE

12.

TAFt EXEAVICR

13.

ROFTESYR ETEAHCR

14.

MOS TMAH ETEAHOt

Orcupalional Clusiers
AgriculTure, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
Construction Occupations
Educa.Qon Occupations
I lealth Occupations

Industrial Production Occupations
Mechanics and Repairers
Office Occupations
Sales Occupations

Performing Arts, Design, and Communications Occupations
Scientific and Technical Occupatio
Service Occupation's
Social .'cienti.sts
Social Service Occupations
Transportation Occupations
s

s

See answers ai end of chapter.

te,
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11.

Education Occu ations
School Counselor

Jean Matthey feels thai the best part of her job I§ helping students upderstand
themselves.

183

Exploring Careers
Jean Matthey took one last sip of coflee before leaving
the faculty lounge.
_
1 hopArirstieehathers me-th's,first hourt," she thoughi
"rneed some time!
airrie opened tpe door to her o
(10 catch up on my paperwork."
.

"No such Im4,"-she.said out loud as she spved.the
note k)n her desk. It was from Ms. Thornton, the School
pr'wcipal: "Jean, please see me as soon as possible."
fvls. Thornton was looking over some budget figures
for the school board when.Jean entered the office.,
"You wanted to see me?" asked Jean

"Oh, yes. Won't keep you a minute," replied Ms.
Thornton. "It's aboin Michelle Todd. She's been out of
school a lot recently, as you know."
"Yes," agreed Jean. "Doesn't she have tonsilitis?"
"We thought so. But yesterday, while ?Mr. Flannery
was.at the mall arranging exhibition space for the, cheertryouts, he saw Michelle. And in the middle of
the morn
"Ljave you mtified, the truant officer?" Jean inquired.
"No, not yet. I think yOu'd be well advised to have a
talk with Mrs. Todd before we contact the truant officer.
A little stiaight talk from the school counSelor might be

sulticienr
"Have" you m. de an appointment with Mrs. Todd?"
Jean..asked.

"Yes, she's coming today at 1:3G, during your free
hour. Do you think you can handle this problem for me?
The situation is rather delicate since,Mrs. Todd continually writes notes to excuse her absences."

'"I sec what you Mean,' said.lean hesitantly. "I'll try
to he diplomatic. I'm certainly glad to have this chance
to get to the nib( of the problem without involving the
truant officer. I'll keep you pcisted."
"Thank you, Jean."
As she headed for her office, .lean suddenly nemembered her mornMg appointment with Julie ,Cauldwell.
I ler step quickened. ,

"Hi, Jean," It was Mr. Flannery.
"Oh, hello, Jim. Say, why do you suppose Michelle
Todd is missing so much school latele"
"I don't really know, Jean. It's all the more surprising
when you consider she was one of my best students a
month ago. Now I can't even geLther to sit through an
entire class period. I've tried talking to her but she seems
very uptight. Some kids ... you knoW how hard it can be

to get through to ...."
"Thanks for the information, Jitn," said Jean,' interruptinethe Engli§h teacher in mid-sentenee, "I'm late
for an appointment so I've got to go," she apologized
"Sure, Jean. See you later."
"Jim really is a good teacher," she thought to,hersell.
"Ile tries to reach out 1.6 all of his students, but he doesn't
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always have the time ro get to the root of their problems.
But that's why l'in-here, after all."
-,. Slit. had 41 Ildeting thought Of beiTse)11' as a teacher 3
,years,ago. She had:been Spending so much time helping
her students -with their courses and concerns that she
decided to-train to become a counselor. Two years back
at the university in a master's program incounseling and
then Middlesex Junior High. "I'm really glad .1 made
the chanw," thought Jean proudly. "This is more for

"Good morning, Julie," the counselor said to the
youngster quietly waiting in her office. "Did you look
over the list of organizations that are cooperaling in our
work-study program?"
"No, ma'am. I lost my copy. But I already know where '
I want to work. Would you sign me up. for The Crazy.
.
Horse Boutitille?"
"Gladly, Julie. rdidn't,realize that you were interested
in fashion retailing,P said Jen cheerfully.
"I'm .not. I mean, I'm sort of interested in it. But
mostly I Want to work there bec6x. Mary Simmons is."
"Oh,'.' said Jean softly. "Listen7ulie, why-don't we go
-over the list once,more. Perhaps w,ell-eome across some-

thing you are particularly interested in and .: .."
.,"No, thanks, Ms. Matthey. Just sign me up for The
Crazy Horse. I've got to be going since I have to meet

Maiy ...."
"O.K., Julie. The Crazy Horse it is."
As .lean watched the girl leave, she suddenly began
thinking about herself at 14. Pamela Glenn had been her.
best friend in ninth grade. Inseparable! Or so everyone
had said ,.. The phone rang. as Jean was trying with
some difficulty to remember the last time she anc1 Pam
.

had seen each other. The call jarred her from her
thoughts.
"lien°, Jean'? Jean, arc you there?"

"Liz, you sound panicked. What can Ido for you?"
"I :am in a panic," replied ,Lkz emphatically. Liz
Swoyier taught ,drama at Middlesex Junior High. "Rudy
Kowalski, my student-stage manager, is moving viith his
family to Cincinnati," she contintied inan agitated voice.

"We ykee about to begin rehearsing for our second
produetii;.My-Fair Lady, b without ti stage manager:.
we are at a standstill. Do y u know a hard-working
student with leadership ability and organizVional skills'?
I only have a few days to train him or her-so we must
find someone quickly!"
"Let me think about it," said Jean. "Can I get back to
you toMorrow morning?"
"Sure, Jean. I'll be waitin to hear from you., Goodbye."
.

After hanging up the plic e, Jean began flipping
through her stUdent activity card tile.
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Education Occupatidns
"Ilmm , .. Let's see, Mark Feingold? No, he'.s too busy

eyes misted over. "It broke my 'heart to see it. This age
is difficult enotigh withoth tins kind of rejection..I don't
see 'why everyone can't be accepted. Do you'? Can you
do anything to, help, Ms. Matthey?"
Jean wa.s deep in thought. "A6ually, Mrs. Todd,i do
think I C:an help Michelle recover from her disappointment.
she home now?"

with football. Susan Vetter? No. she has soccer practice
every'day,alkr schoOklImm
Maybe Barbara Strapley, No, her grades are slipping as it is now. Maybe Phil
Caron
."
,
,

After lunch Jean walked to her office to. meet Mrs,
odd. -The wornan's face showed her concern. She was
nervously, flipping through a magazine. As Jean ap-

"Why yes,

proached, shefelt a surge of compassion.

Mrs. Todd. I'm Jean Maithey, the school

you don't mind."

"Oh, not at all. Ms.'Matthey.-Alf you could di) anything

"I know," interrupted Mrs. Todd. "She hasn't been

to help boost her' spirits, I'd appreciate it very much."
"I'll do what I can, Mrs. Todd. I'll give yotia call after
I've talked to Michelle."
"Fine. Thank you so much, Ms Matthey."
Jean felt .e.xhilarated. Every now and then things

connng to school.
partly to blame, you know, because
,I allow her to stay home. She .has riot wanted to come to

3x5`cards all over the house. $he's never worked so hard

for anything in her life!"
"And did she make the team. Mrs. Todd?"
"No, she was rejected in.the first round," Mrs. Todd's

seemed Co click.

She dialed the Todds' number.
.

"Hello?"
"Hello, MicheJle. This is MN. Matthey. I waswondering if you would come.to school an hour early tomorrow

morning to meet, with Ms. Swoyer, the. itrarha teacher....

Jean likes talking with parents. "They help make counselinci work."

V.

uppose so. What do .you have in

"I wonld prefer talking to Michelle about it first, if

counselor. I'd like to talk to you about Michelle. Lately
she hasn't'..."

school this rast month. And she has been so sad fately
I haven't had the heart to force her
go."
"She's been sad?" inquired ,Jean softly.
"Well, yes. You. see, roc months she' practiced her
'speech fOr the debate team tryouts. I uted to find her

I

[Mild?"

Exioloring Careers
School counselors must be able to establish warm relationships with others: This encourages people to express
their true feelings and, ultimately, to grow.

Exploring
School counselors help stiulents talk about their personal

and social concerns. Fhey mist have iiii understanding
Are you able to make guests feel welcome?

of hinnaU emotions and behavior.

Are you good at introduclit peoplt to4)pe another
at it party?

Are you ft-iendly with newcomers in your schooror

Are you interested in knowing what causes people to

"
neighborhood'?
Do your 1:riends confide in you?

respond as they do to an advertisement, a public
appearance by a rock star. or a disaster?
Are you able to forget about your problems in order
to concentrate on those of a friend'?
Do you respond compassionately when a friend iS
upset, even though you feel he or she is overreacting'?

Are you able to criticize others in a way that thiesn't
hust their feelings?
Are you ,good at dealing with someone who constantly interrupts or neve'r gets to the point'?
Are you patient inlistening to someone else's troubles
even though you hear the same thing over and over

Are you able to comfort a younger'brother or sister
when his or her feelings have been hurt'?
(*an you comfort a parent when Iie or she is upset?
("an you tell when someone's feelings have been hull
.even though he or she is trying to:conceal it?

again?

Do you becolie annoyed if a friefid doesn't follow
your advice even though he or she asked for it'?

4

4),

11

;

I °non soo myself in the teenagers I coormel. I had many of the Sarno problems."

(
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Education Occupations
School eounselorsmtust believe that a person can succeed

Are' you successful at,getting your point across in an
argument?

if he or she really tries. They must remain supportive
during trying times in the lives of individuals.
Are you an optimistic, up-beat sort of person?
Do friends come to you when they are sad?
, ('an you talk someone into a good mood?
1)0 you get excited about little things?
Are you good at boosting a friend's confidence when
he or she is nervous about an exam, a tryout, or
asking sonit:.one for a date?.
Would you be good at coaching a team?

School counselors don't always see the results of their
work right away. They must remain supportive aod hopeful even though progress is slow.

Are you able to vonvince your parents of thomerits
of a particular activity that you wish to purpe when
.

t hey are, against it?

School counselors must be ahle to identify students in
need of special assistance.

Can you tell which of your friends need help with.
schoolwork?
Can you tell when a.friend is upset about something?
Do you know whether there's a drug problem in your
school?

,

.

Do yOu know if any of your classmates have been in
trouble with the police?
Nir

1)0 you appreciate.snmll gains or progres%?
Do you have the patience to grow a garden?
Are you able to stick with a diet or exercise program?

School counselors assist students with education and
career planning.

Are you good'at planning ahead for things'?
Are you aware of the curricultim choices that you'll
be asked to make in high school?
Do you knop which high school courses you'd need
to he accepteil (or college, vocational school, or apprenticeshrp training?

School counselors must administer the school guidance

program. Tirt, flft be good at organizing work and
getting along'
r;\

Are you ahle to orgaq ie youritime?
Are you ahte to carry out a stuily plan?
Are you a good leader? Do other people go along
with your ideas when yoti're in charge rif a group'?
1)o you like to coordtvte cookie sales, calendar sales,
greeting card sales, or other fund-raising projects?
1)0 you like to orgamie trips Or parties? ,

School'iounselors must "sell" the guidance programlo
school faculty as well as students.

Ate you good at makint presentations to the class?

Are you rible to command the littenfion' of others
while speaking?

Suggested Activities
involve yourself in a program or organization that is
,concerned with .social problems in your commimity:
Illiteracy, juvenile .delinquency, education and recreation for the handicapped, friendly visiting and escort
service for the elderly. This will test your interest in
helpmg others.

Volunteer to help with eft. ical tasks in a hot-line-crisis
center. If you can. show ourself tO be a particularly
mature, responsible teen, you may be given an opportunity to take the training and become, a telephone
listener.

Volunteer to work in a half-way house.
Volunteer to help with -.recreation programs spoAored
by the YMCA. YWCA, your local govcrn.ment., or
neighborhood centers.

Get in touch with the America'n National Red Cross
,

about opportunities to work as.a youth volunted. Red
'ross youth volunteers serve as tutors for younger
children and as aides in day care centers;. help with
community programs related to .drug abuse among
young people; and play and stud/ with homebound
- and handicapped 'children.

Contact the Boys' Club or Girls' ( hit) in your tWIlmunity!.Clubs offer a wide variety Of programs including
work with retarded and handicapped yhildren. Work
with handicapped yotingsters
I help you build ex-.
perience for future rehabilitatio .counseling.
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Volunteer to work in your school counseling center
during a free hour.

Bound retreats are also designed tb encourage selfsuf. ficiency.
.

Ask your school counsel( r if you may Observe a session
in which he/she helps a stu,dent it h colkge seltction

.or occupational information. Thin* about your own
go5 for the future as you observe.
Ilsrng what you've learned about counseling'in the pre-

.

Put yourself in the helper cole on a daily basis. This may

involve listening to a friend talk through a problefn,
visiting an invalid in the hospital, or becoming a Big
.-- S'ster or Big Brother to, a disadvantagcd Or ,handica ped chikl in your community.
..,,

Talk to your friends about their college or career ideas

ceding exercise, role-play a situation in whieh a student

kir the future. Take note of the different visions',-,

wants some information on prospective colleges or
occupational choices. Plan the roles ahead of time,.,

Discuss the importance of' planning for good occupa0
tional choices.

What questions does tihe counselor asic about interests?

About skills? About training? Whar questions does the
student ask about colleges? Occupations?

Invite ihc school counselor to speak to your class. Ask

for a description of the work as well as training
requirements. Prepare questions ahead of time.

Read book's/and magazines on the counseling field.
Test yotir interest.

/

Write for career information to the American School
Counselors Asociation, Two Slsyline PlaceOuite 400,
203 I.el!sburg Pike, Falls Church, Virgigia 22041.
.

Related Occuriations
Take part in a group activity &signed to promote self_

sufficiency and self-awareness..lf you are a Girl Sco t,
find out if your troop has the From Dreams to R
program, which promotes self-exploratiOn th n gh career awareness. If you are a Boy Scout, you lay want
to take part in the I ligh Adventure progrn. Outward

School counselors are not the only people whose jobs
involve helping others. Cahlbine the following pictures
of' objects, signs; letters, and so torch and discover the
nhmes of eight other occupations.

See answers af,end of chapter.
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rTeadherg need patience to go over the same point again and again.
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EduOation Occupations

Job Facts

!hero isn't room in this book fof a story about every educatSbn occupation.
lowever, you II find sorn$,IMportant facts about nine of these occupations in the
following sectidri If you/Gant additional information about any of them, you might
begin by consulting the Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook.
whaJi should be available in your school or public library.
Occupation

scHoor

Nature am! Macey Of Work

Training and qualificationN

011wr information

A bachelor's degree from a Stateapproved teacher education program is required fOr most beginning jobs. In some States graduate qudy is necessary to get permanent teaching certification.

Elementary schoOl teachers often

cuPA HOW;

K. i nderga nen and.
Acme n I ar,, School

work in public schools in grades

Teachers

I through '6. Sonic work in pri-

Most elementary sch.Lietteachers

vate schools or in middle schools.

Slates arid Ocal school systems

may have other requirements,
such as U.S. citizenship.
Elemental-

school ° teachers

shmild ha e a strong desire to
work wit h, young children. They

need to tp warm, creative, and
patient,
/ ..

work evenings and weekends..
They prepare lessone, grade papell, attend meetings, and supervise student actiOies.

Exploring Careers
Occupation

Nature and pluce.*v of work

Training and auteVications

Other itiformation

Teat%er Aides

Most teacher aides ork in ele-

mentary. schools. Schools with
many students ate more likely

The training'of teacher aides varies among school districts. Many
teacher aides train On the job or

Many teacher aides arc part-time
workers. Sonie are. impaK1 vol-

than mill schools to employ

in

.

unteers.

classes conducted by their

.school district. Some aides train

teacher aides'.

-at 2-year colleges, where they receive an aSsociate degree.
v

Teacher aides must have a desire
to help children and a willingtness

to fpllow a teacher's directiAs.
Secondary School
Teachers
S.

Most secondary school teachers
work in public sehools. Over half
teach in senior high schools;

about one-third teach in jUnior
high schools.

A bachelor's degree from a Stateapproved teacher education program is required for moSt beginning jobs. In someStates. graduate study is necessary to get permanent teaching certification:

Secondary school teachers often
Spend evenings and..weekends

preparing lessons, grading papers, attending meetings, and stf-

pervisingstudent activities.

State and local school systems
May have other requirements,
such as U.S. citizenship.
Secondary school teachers need
a keen interest in their ubject as

well -as a desire to work with
young people.
School Counselors

School counselors help students

understand thernselvi\ and resolve their problems. Th,y give
aptitude,

interest,

and

a

tests. They hold individual and
group sessions so that students.

can "hdk through" their conyerns. They may teach classes in
occhpations and careers or other
special subjects.

A master's degree in counseling
and some teaching experience

Some counselors work part time
it,Iconsultants for private or pub-

are necessary. Most
States.require school counselors
to have counseling ari.a.7xaching

lic counseling centers, government agencies,, or private busi-

usually.

*nesses.

certificates- The education and
cxperienc`e.
requirements
for
these certificates vary among
States.

School counselors must be able
Most counselors work in elementary, middle, or high.schouls.

to deal with all types of people.

They work with students, parents, teachers, school administrators, and community* leaders.

/
ft'01.1.:FA if'. OCCUPATIONS
College and
University Teachers

- Most college and university
teachers work for public colleges

Gra.duate study is...necessary. In
most subjects at least a master's

and universities. Over half teach

degree is required for a beginning job as an Mstrtfctor. Additional graduate study, teaching
experience, and research and

in universities and 4-year colleges and about one-fifth teach
in 2-ycar colleges!

publication of books and papers

are needed to advance to the
higher faculty ranks assistant
ptolesOr, associate
and hill professor.

1,92

1 9,9
.

.

professor,

Although cfdlege and university
teachers seldom teach more than
14 or 15 hours a week,-they tf:ten
spend about 55 hours a week on
school-related activities, such aS
research and meetings with stU.dents.

College and university teachers
need a keen interest in their subject. They.amist study constantly
to learn more about their fiefd.

,

Education Occupatiori
Occupation
Coilege St udent
'Personnel WorkerS

Nolure and places of i-vorl.

Trathtng and qualtlicatlons

Other information

These workers develop and adnunoct serviC'es for college stu-

Educational.. rekluirements° vary
hir the dillerent jobs in this field.

dents.

Unliko college Leachers,' college
student personnel 'work6rs usu-

A liacherir's or master's-degree
in personnel administrativi or in

"he:field includes people with

ally wonk1ill 12. moths.of theyear. lrre why Miffs and over-

one of the social sciences often is

time work often are necessary.

numNr of different job tides: -.preferred.

'

and counselor.

cO,

.

'

4

.

Admissions officer, dean of students,-iegistrar, student housing Yor wcirk as a counselor, a maiofficer, "residence hall director,
ter's degree in clinical o coun.collcgt placemein officer,
seling psychology usual is rectal aid officer, stuiknt activities \`quired,
adviser. foreign studeht adviser,
These workers must he interested

in people and good at dealing
these workers are employed in
colleges

and

universities
throughout the country.
College Career
Planning and
Phiccmont
Counselors

These workers help college -studs.nts' and alumni examine; their
career goals and lind jobs. Sonic-

umes they arrange for job recruiters to visit the campus and
set up interviews with st
its.
...-..,

l'hey work for colleges and t niversnics and for community '`nd
junior colleges.

with them. They inA be able to---7'handle unexpected and unusual
.

sit halloos.

A bachelor's degree in psychology or sociology is customary for
ajoh in tliis fie110! A master's

These workers also arc known as
,college placement officers.

degree in clinical or connSeling
psychology is helpful.

These Workers frequently work,

People- in this field should be
energetic iind able to Work under

more than 40 hours a. week. Thq
workload is especially heavy during the recruiting season.

pressure because they must organize a ntrad in inister a wide va-

riety of activities. They must
bave an interest in people and be
able to get along With them eas-dy.

1BRARY O( CUPA 1.1()NS
l.ibrarians

Most lib"rarians work ih school
libraries or media centers, public

libraries, and college or university libraries. Some work for orgawations that have their own
library, such as government
agencies, law firms, research organizations. and business firms.

librarians ustyally need .a mas-

Librarians may work evenlngs,

ter's degree in library science,

arid weekends.

School librarians may be hired
with a bachelor's
'nee in library sciedce plus )propriate
courses in education. School librarians in most States must NI
trained and certified as teachers
as well as lit rarians.

Special lihn tans may need a
master's d nec r a Ph. D. in
their subje I field law, chemistry, or firic i
r example as
well as a master's degree in hbrary science.
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Occupation

Nature i?irid places of worlo

Triuning and qualifications

Other inkmation

Lihray 41ecluncians

These worlcers do many of the
routine and clerical jobs in libraries: They check out books,

A high school diploma usually.is

Job titles vary. People'doing ths
kind of work may also be called

and Clerks

sort and shelve
books, order and process new

collect

tines,

materials. anS.wer routine infor-.
matron requests, and operate the
library audiovisual equipment,

Library leclmicians also called
library technical assistants
have more training and greater
responsibility than library clerks.

required. Most library technicians and clerks learn their skills
on the job.
Some technicians take coprses in

library assistants, library aida,
or pages.

library technicians and clerks

library technology at community

may work evenings and week-

and junior colleges; such pro-

ends.

grams generally lead to an associate of arts degree.

Clerks work in all types of h.tiraries. Teat nicians work mostly
in large libraries.

Answers to Related Occupations
CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN
Bibliographer. 3. Classifier, 4. Acquisitions librarian,_5.
ReFert1ice librarian, 6. Bookmobile librarian, 7. Medicallihrarian, 8. Chief librarian.
I.

Media specialist,

sEca

2.

DARN( SC llOOI. TEAcHER

Industrial arts teachar. Construction occupations; 2. Cooking teacher, Service
occupations; .3, Library science teacher.ducation occupations; 4. Law professor.

Office occupations; 5. Modeling teacher, Sales occupations; 6. F ying instructor,
:Transportation occupations; 7. Engineering teacher, Scientifi And technical occuursing teacher.
pations; S. Watchmakin#, teacher, Mechanics and repairer. 9.
I
I.
Home
economics
Health occupations; 10J:conomics teacher, Social scientists;
leacher, Social service occupations; 12. Art teacher, Performing arts, design, and
communications occupations; 13. Forestry.teacher, Agriculture, Ibrestry, and fishery
occupations; 14. Shop math teacher, Industrial production occupations.
SCHOOL COUNSELOR

Social worker, 3. Rabbi, 4, li.mployment counselor, 5. Prieqz 6.
Rehabilitation counselor, 7. Minister, S. College career planning and placement
I.

Teacher. 2.

cOunselor.

I.

Exploring
Careers

This saleq4,Terker is.pointinct out the features of a trail bike to a prospective buyer.

Sales
Occupations

Exploring Careers
'111. I'm Bryce Winters, Your man on'the street- for.,
WK R X. Today I'm interviewing Bill Morgan, a local
autOmobile sales manager. Bill is a success at his job. lie

likes ins work, likes his fellow workers. and earns a

to subscribe to the pnper. The same is true for the route,
.drivers whb deliverbroad, milk, soft drinks, and the like.
To be succesSful: these people must build up their routes.
Intervuwer: Were you successful at building up your

substantial income. I lowever, success didn't conic over-

paper route?

night or easily. lndeed..Bill has a long and interesting
work history and has had all sorts of jobs.. There is a
common thread, though, that runs through Almost an of
the jobs Bilt has ever held. Almost all inVolved selling.
Let's. see if we can get Bill to talk about some of the
finngs he has done and tell us how he feels about his.
work. MI...Morgan. tell me about your very first sales
job.Mr. Morgan': That was a long time agii. I started
selling newspapers on the street in my home town in
OkLahonia when I was 14. The early edMon of the
Sunday paper came off, .the press at about 6 p.m. on

Mr. Morgan: Wen, yes, Lfound new cuStomers.
remember being a little frightere at first at the thought
of knocking on doors and asking strangers to take the
paper. This was very different from appro hing customers Cm the street. 1 guess 1 was afraid at knocking
on doors would disturb and annoy people. And 1 was
right: Some got angry tind showed it by slamming the
door in my face. It didn't take long, however, to realize

.

,',.iaturday. A lot of l'armers and oil field workers .were in
town on Saturday night for shopping and entertainment,
and many liked to buy the paper 1 hen inskead of getting

home delivery on Sunday morning.,On a good night I
could sell .56 papers. which gave nie a good _supply of
q>
pocket money Tor the following week.
Interviewer: Did you have n particular corneror, location where you sold papers?

that those people didn't have anything against me personally. I can't say the same for some of the dogs along
the route! Anyway, most people were pretty nice, and I
did find a"lot of neW customers.
Inwrviewer: Whim did you do' with the money you
earned'?

r Morg'an: I was saving, sonic to buy a car;' but I
blew most of' the money. I spent a lot on fishin& gear..
That's how I got to know Mr. Andrews, the owner of the
local sporting goods store. He needed part-time sales
help, so I quit the paper route to work after school and
Saturdays in his store.

Mr. Morgan: No, it. didn't work like that. The kids
who had been with the newspaper company for a long
time were given the choice locations..The other kids just
had to walk the streets, asking reople to buy.
Inlerviewer: Did that seem Liii fli i r to you?
Mr. Morgan: I, don't remember: probnbly riot. Those
who'had been with the newspaper the longest got a better

de*? Most businesses do that in one way or another.
Anyway. 1 discovered ways of selling. For example, I
wOuld find out what times a movie was going to let out
and be waiting in front. Also, 1 knew the schedule for
buses arriving at the local bus station. Some. of the
drivers would let me board their buses to sell papers.
One kid got permission from bartenders to walk thrpugh
their places a couple of times a night. People in.bars tend
to be generous tippers...*
Inier'vjeiver: Was that kid you?
Mr. Morgan: I low did you guess'?
Inierviewer: What was your next sales job?
Mr. Morgan: A newspaper route.

Imervreweri woukIn't have thought of that as a sales
job.
.
Mr. Morgan: Well, it's true thai I spent most of my

haerviewer: Did he hire you because of' your knowledge of' fishing equipment?
Mr. Morgan: Yes, I'm sure that was one of' th'e reasons..
Product knowledge was important in that kind Of store:

Some of Mr. Andrews' customers knew exactly what
they wanted, but others needed information before de-.
ciding. -1 was flattered at being recognized as a 'good
source of' inforMation on .fishing. Being` able to help
customers with my knoWledge:m,ade me feel important.

I think many people get into sales work through their
hobbies. It makes sense.' to take advantage of your natural

interests. My 16-year-old daughter is working:this sum-',
mer in a pet shop. One of her hobbies is raising. tropical
fish,

Inierviewer: And that's how she got the job?
Mr. Morgan: Yes, but it wasn't quite that easy. The
pet shop"'owner. wasn't looking for ,help, .as far as we
know. Linda just took .the initiative, walked into the ret
'shop, and asked for a job. The owner said he was sorry,

but he didn't need more help. Linda was very disappointed because that. was her first choice for a summer

.

4

time delivering the papers house to house and collecting
money at the end of-the weel. Rut the job also involved
'sales.

I

wanted to make more money, which meant

persuading niore of the people who lived along my route

job. I advised her.to go back and tell the man that she
would work for a week without pay to prove herself'.
Linda did, and he must have been impressed because he
hired her with pay.
Inierviewee:'Getting back to your job at t e sporting
goods store, was there any.thing you.didn't lilc about it?
()

(
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A sales manager is like a coach,." says Bill Morgan (center). "I halie good
players, and tt's up to me to get the best out.of them.-

Mr. Morgan: 1<1 liked it and" worked there until I
left home for college. Well, I'll take that back. I didn't
like sweeping the floor. And taking inventory was a
nuisance, but we only did that once a year.
Inter Viewer, Did you.plan on a sales career when you
entered college?.
Mr. Morgan: No, I was going to major in engineering.
That's not to say that engineering and sales`don't go
together. Many industrial products are so cOmplex that

it takes peoPle with engineering backgrounds to sell
I them. But I didn't know-that at the time. Locikiug back,
my plan to study.engineering wasn't really well thought
out. Engineers were in demand at the time, and all the
-smartest kids were majoring in it. I. was just following
the crowd.
Interviewer: I would like to ask you more about that
laters-but let's .talk.abcarthe jobs you had in college,
Mr. Morkan: At first, I worked 'at a soda fountain, but
that's not really a ;aks job! True, you take money from
people and you give them ice cream and sodas in exA.

change. You -don't need to persuade the customer,
though. Just take the order. Anyway, I left the soda
fountain- after a few months to take a job in a clothing
store near the campus. A friend of mine who worked
there recommended me to the manager when a job
opened up.,

Interviewer Did you have any experience selling
clothes'?

Mr. Moigan: No, and the manager was a bit hesitant
'about hiring me for that reason. But I did. have the 3
yearS of retailing experience in the sporting goods store.
Interviewer: How long did it take to learn the job'?,
Mr. Morgan: After a couple of months I 'felt pretty
confident. The manager was a patient instructOr and the
'other sales people also gave me advice. In selling mens-

wear you try to help thectistomer select something to
make him look good. Of course, the same holds true for
wornen. But anyway, you learn certain rules. A dark suit,
for example, is more flattering to a heavy person than a

light-colored suit. Fit is also very important. Fitting

a

cuktomer can be'frustrating. Clothing cohies in standard
sizes; people do not. les better to lose a sale than try.to
get the Customer ,to take something that doesn't fit well
or can't be satisfactorily altered.
Interviewer Why is it bette'r to lose the sale?
Mr. itiorgaw.Because clothing stores, like many other
,,
businesses, need steady customers. ,Sooner or later the..
.

customer will discover that the suit, or whatever, fits
poorlY. Perhaps his. wife or, girlfriend will let him know*.
As a result, hc probably will-take his buSiness elsewhere.
Interviewer: You .mentioned suggesting clothes That
look best on the custonier. How did you handle people
who disagreed with your recomthendations?
Mr. Min)gan: Well, sometimes they werc right. And.,

sometimes costoniers made selections that obviouslY
weren't riBht for. them. You felt like...saying, "Geo, the

4
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coat looks terriNe on you.- Sometimes "here was the
temptation U.') ask the customer if he was colorblind. I
t.always tried tO 'be .as tactful as possible and steer the
customer, to something better. But I didn't argtie. I'm
,sure you have heard the old saying, "Win an argument,
lose a customer.":

Interviewer: Did you. work in the clothing store
4

t

Ii To u g h 'college?

.

Mr. Mosgan: As long as I stayed in college. I 'dropped

out the second semester of my sophomore year. The
math for engineering was.not easy, and I just wasn't that
mterested in wo lung at it. There I was, feeling like a
failure at iige 20.
Interviewer: W at was next?
Mr. .Morgan:-Well, I stayed on at the men's store for
a while, hut the manager made it clear, that he felt_
obligated to employ students. I knew Arnie peoplç who
had left school to work in an aircraft plant in Texas that
'paid Ingh wages. So I drove down there and was'hired
for a job in TIT(riticoming inspection deRartment. All of
the materials and parts that the aircraft company ordered

from 9ther companies came through tliat department.
My job was to inspect these .irems to make sure the
company was getting what had been ordered.
/nterriewer: That elertainly seems difkrent from sales
work.
Morgan: Yes, it was. I enjoyed tile job for a while.

It seemed like a very responsible position, and I was
learning many new things. However. it did not ,involve
contact with the public. which I. missed. in fact, I began
to feel isolated..
Interviewer: Was tins your first experience with a job

that didn't involve contact with the public?
Mr Morgan: 'Hie summer Following my first year in
college, got,.a truckdriving job with a freight company.
I delivered incommg freight to stores and factories, and
picked up outgoing freight-It didn't la.s't long.; I got fired
.after a couple of weeks. I was driving/the truck up a
steep hill, and several cartons fell out the back. I didn't
realize what h,.ad happened. so I kept driving. If I had
loaded the truck properly to begin with, it never would
.

1

Interviewer: Still, that seems like a minor thing to he

lircd for
Air Morgan: My hos.s had ni sense of humor.
Interviewer: What. did you do then?
Mr. Morgan: You mean for the rest of the snmme'r?
Interviewer.. Yets.

Mr. 'Morgan: I went to work in a bakery. That place
was hbt and the work was physically hard, but I knew it
was temporary. You can tolerate a job you dislike if you
know it will he over at the end of sunimer.
Interviewer: ("jetting back to the aircrah iplant. did you
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another sales job"

Mr. Morgan: WO, no, I dR t g
mind. After being there for sev'i.

in

o it witli that in'
hough, I
work.
finally

realized that I much preferfed .sal
r ales.
dawned on Me that I was cut o
Inferviewer: What was-your next ste
Mr. Morgan: Selling ears. I had been c ittsid ring car
sales for some time. I was especially intere, ted n sports
ister.' So
cars; having recently bought a 4ised British
e Dallas& sales
experience from the men's store and the sp rot goods
figure& out reasons why sports ear dealers in
Fort Worth area' should hire ine. First,

store. Second,.. I had a keen interest in spo ts irs and
knew all about them.: Third, I believed sports ei rs were
catching on with the priNic, and this was a goo opportunity for me to get in on the ground floor.
Interviewer: Were you successful in selling y( rself?

Mr. Morgqn: It took a while. The sales managers'
reactions were, "Well: that's fine, but we don't ne,ed
anyone right now." I got the brushoff:. You knoW
"Don't call us, we'll call you.- 1. followed up by writing
letters to them, giving them even ! more reasons why they

shoup hire me. That worked. After just a few days,

I

had a positive reply. A sales person at, ope of' the dealer-

ships was leaving, and the manager was willing to give
me a chance, I was delighted.
Interviewer: Was selling cars like selling clothes?
Mr. Morgan: In many ways. For a lot of people, cars
are a form of dress. Clothes make an impression; cars
make an impression. People think, "This car says something about what I am.- You, for exat`nple. I believe you
are a very practical-minded pc6on. Do you have a small
ecoilinly car'?
niervieWer: Yes, as a matter of fact I do. But I think
that was a lucky guess.
Mr. Morgan; NO, I was looking out the window when
you drove up.
Interviewer: Can sales people really judge what .customers are like?

, Mr. Morgan: To a certain extent, yes. People give
impressions by the way they dress, talk, and act. A

have happened.
.

look upon that as sornet liii g to do until you found

c.

professional sales person is gOod at observing people.
You have to be a good-obserVer in order to "qualify" a
prospective customer.
Interviewer: What does "qualifying- customers mean?
Mr. Morgan: Einding out if the person has the ability

to buy a car, and if this person reallyis interested in
buying. Many people like to visit a dealer's showroom
just to look at the new models. Perhaps they are curious

or like to dream about having thoir favorite car. Some
can't afford to buy,''and others aren't ready ,to.
a good sales person can quickly find out by asking

Sales Occupations
questions. I 1. the person doesn't seem like a buyer, you

might say somethini$ like, "Look around all you like and
then let me know if I may he of help,"-and then politely
excuse yourself'. Most people whO sell cars arc paid a
commission on each car they self. The mote you sell, themore you make. Obviously, you can't affOrd to spend
much time with someone who isn't going to buy. Nevertheless,
iinporNnt to be polite and leave the nonbuyers with a Livorable impression. This .person is going to
buy someday hopefully from you.
Interviewer: Suppose the prospective customer' does
want to buy, but isn't convinced that he or !the shokdd
get one of your cars?

Mr. Morgan: I would find out what appealed to that
individual. What are his or her needs? I would then point
out how one ormy Oars could meet those needs. Actually,
a professnmal will sell the entire car dealership, not just
the .car..

Interviewer: I don't understand.

Mr. Morgan: I'll give an example. The dealer I wAs
with in Texas had one of the best service departments
for imported cars in the entire area. People woulil drive
50 miles to have their cars serviced there. I ,alwayst

emphasized the e..iletice of our service department
when talking with c-tits-ruers. That helped sell a lot of

cars..
Interviewer: I can appreciate what you are saying. 1;ve

h'ad problems getting the dealer to fix inj, car. You
mentioned being paid a commission on each one you
sold. Did a we*ever k by when you didn4 sell a ear?
Mr. Morgan: The first 2 week's on that job 1 didn't sell
anything..laickilY, I had saved some money to tide me

over. My iirM sale was to an elderly man who taught
history in high school. And I almost blew it because I
conIdn't see [inn driving a sports car. So I tried to sell

the man a compact sedan. tie was a bit shy about.
admitting what he wantetrand I had trouble picking that
upipluwas like having to read between the lines. That
experience taught me not to judge a book by its. cover.
Interviewer: Was that first sale a big event for you?
Mr. Morgan: Wow was it eycr. I had never sold
anything that expensive in my life. I felt like jumping
and shouting with joy. I had begun to have some dQubts
about my ability and needed that boost to restore some
confidence. I still get a good feeling from making a sale.
But back then things seemed much inure challenging, so
each sale was a personaLViciory. Within a few months-,T
I was averaging about three cars a week and trying hard
to become the leading seller in the company. The manager talked ths owners into having a-contest for us. First
prize was a 2-week vacation in Mexico. Second prize was
a week's vacation in New Orleans. The owner had two
dealerships, so abotit a dozen sales people were in the
contest. Winners would be the two who sold the most

S.

Whanoyor you try to porsuado a parson to do sotniilhing, you Ara toting snlos
kilbn
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ears during a 4-month period.
Interviewer: You won'?

Mr. Morgan: I came in a close third. But that was
good. With less than a year's experience, I was one of
the Ihrre top people. And I met my wife Eve during that.
contest.

mission. The problem was she didn't know how to use a
stick shift.
was determined to win the contest so I
promised to give lessons if she bought. She ordered a car
but called the next morning to cancel out because she
was having .ccond thoughts about het- ability to learn.
Back then, she didn't seem to have the self-confidence'
that she has now. Well, I didn't want to lose the sale so
had to dunk of an alternative. I suggested we start the
lessons with my car that afternoon and assured her that
I

she could still cancel if things didn't work out. That's
how our relationship started. We s t i l l have a copy of that

sales contract. We got married libout 2 years later. The
wedding was a week after she graduated from college.
Interviewer: What did Ii.ve major in?
Mr. Morgan: Education. She taught in high school for
several years and then returned to college fidi time to.get
a master's in school adnunistration. She's a high school
principal now.
Imerviewer I loW long.did you stay with the car dealer
in Texas?

A

Mr. Morgan: Ey< hiulAv.,offer to teach in Califoridt.
The West Coast appealV to us, ail(' I figured it would
he easy to find a job selling-cars out there, One of the
advant.ages of a sales career is the freedom to move
about. You can sell anywhere, except nthybe in the
spiallest town).s. I went to work for a dealer in the Los
Angeles area. The place was practically within walking
distance of Eve's school and a shori drive to the beach.

.

It was a nice setup.
Interviewer: Why did you leave?
Mr
I. hide Sam's orders. I got a letter direct-

ing me to report to the Army at Fort Ord, CaldOrnia.
Aher basic training, they tranIderred me to Fort Myer,
Virginia.
Interviewer: And you never returned to live in Cali!Om ta

f

.

Mr Morgan: No, Eve joined me in VirgiMa and found
a teaching job iliarby. We got to like this area and saw
no raason to !envie.

,

In'tervit,wer: What kind of job did you have in the
A rmy?

,

Mr: Morgan: Would you believe I kove a truck'?
Interviewer: That's a far cry from sales work.

Mr Morgan: Well, any activity involves selling in
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Interviewer: While in the Army, .did you have part-'
time sales jobs?

,

Intervielver..met your wife by selling her a car?,
Mr. Morgan: Yes, and it wasn't easy. Eve wanted a
particular model that came only with a 4-speed trans-

.

some way. Anytime you persuade or induce a -person to
do something that you want, you are usnig sales skills.
For example, you appealed to my ego,in inducing ine to
do this interview.

Mr. Morgan: Yes, a sfew. I worked briefly for a car
dealer, hut we couldn't agree on a satiSfactory part-time
schedule, so I gave the job up. I sold appliances in a
department store for a. while. I also dabsbled in life
insurance, but with little success.
Interviewer: What waS the problem with life insurance?

Mr. Morgan: I just eoukin't get interested. I'm not
sure why. Perhaps because I had always sold products
that people actively shop for cars, ylothes, sports equipment. Things they get enthusiastic about. People generally don't get enthusiastic about life insurance but buy it
to protect their families. They must be convinced of the
need for this protection. Therefore, selling life insurance
successfully scents to require much more perseverance
than selling cars sticcessliilly. hnding customers is 'such
an important part (tithe job. Any type of selling requires
perseverance, though, and I know several very'successful
insurance sales people Who used to sell cars. I ji.Nt kel
more at ease with customers coming to rue.
,

Interviewer: So you returned to selling cars after getting out of the Army?

Mr. Morgan: Yes, I went with a local impoil dealer
first, and then switched to a larger dealer, that handled
domestic cars the organization I'm with now.
Interviewer: Why did iou switch dealers?
Mr. Morgan: Better opportunities. /;,his organization
had a reputation for being a good place to wor,k. They

treated the sales staff right, and the ilmiliTe'sto.d it.
Within a yeat. I doubled my earnings.
Interviewer: How long have you been the sales manager?

Mr. Morgan: About 4-r years, I was an assistant manager for 3 years before being promoted.
Interviewer: IY0 you ever iuiiss being a sales worker?
Mr. Morgan: I still am but I know wliat you mean.
At times, I do miss selling. But managing a sale's staff is,

another kind of challenge air me and I thrive on chalIcyges. rm quite a competitive. person. I keep pushing
myself to see whin else I can handle, how much more I
can accomplish. lit my job as sales 'manager, the challenge lies in getting a bunch of aggressive sales workers .
to pull together as a team. At the riti,k of sounding corny.
I see myself as coaching a 'sales team. I have, good
.

players, and it's up to ine to try to get the hest out of
them. les especially Atisfying to see the young people
develop their potential.
Interviewer: Thank you very much. I appreciate your

Sales Occupations
taking tinie out for this interview.
Mr. Morkan: It's been my pleasure.
Interviewer: Well,that's it for today, listeners. Tune in
tomorrow when 4 talk with skydiver Laurie Stapleton.
This is Bryce -Winters, your man on the street, saying
goodbye from, W K R X.

What Makes a Good Sales Worker?
This section discusses personality traits that contribute

to success in sales work. Petsonality often is he key
factor in enjoying sales work and doing well at and
such traits as selfconfidence: enthusiasm, and rive
,

usually are evident in people who make a career of sales.
In his interview by radio station WK RX, Bill Morgan

revealed some of the personal characteristics and attli
tudes common to successful sales workers. See if you cafl
remember things Bill said in the interview that clarify or
support the points being made.
Sales werkers constantly deal with other people on a

one-to-one basis. Insuranee agents, for example, are
always on the lookout for potential customers, or prospects. They must like people and enjoy striking up
conversations with strangers to hanspe thi., aspect of the
job well. Becailse contact with other people is so important, an outgoing personality is a plus. This is not to say

tlyq one must be a "gladhander'l or a "backslapper" to
be successlid. In fact, sonic people are -put off by too
much friendliness. ( ienuine warmth and a pleasant personality, however, oftenpake customers more receptive
to a sales worker's ideas.
Contacting prospects and keeping in touch with customers are important parts of the job. Real estate agents

who handle commercial
or industrial property, for ex\
ample, may take.a long time putting together a big deal
because of its intricate legal, financial, and political
aspects: To keep the prospect of a sale "alive," they must
keep in touch with all the parties to tbe deal over a
period of months or eveii years and keep their interest
from flagging. In situations such as these, drive and
motivation, or the ability to be a "self-starter," are absolute "musts."
Enthusiasm and .0 positive outliWk are also valuable
traiPt. A sales worker's enthusiasm can be infectious, and

cien plays a big part in overcoming a customer's hesitancy to buy. 'Even enthusiastie sale,s workers' have bad
days or experienee'slow sales periods, however. An up-

btat. positive ' attitude helps sales workers make

it

Alz

An outgoing personality is a "musf*.for people who
sell "big ticket" items.

workers fiiniiliar.ity witb the products they sell often
makes the difference in overcoming our hesitancy.to

buy. Imagine, for example, that you are in a stereo store.

shopping for a new component stereo system. Would
you buy froin .a clerk who didn't know the differences
between the various systems avadahle and couldn't suggest eVen one that would match your particular needs
and pocketbook?
Because sales work is highly competitive, such traits
as aggressiveness and self-confidence are important for
people in this line of' work, A manufacturer's representative trying to convince a customer to buy the company's
matimillion-dollar computer system, for example, may

through discouraging times.
The sales worker's product knowledge has a lot to ,do

have to heat out a number of' competitors. Ile or she

with theattention we give to his or her "pitch." Sales

company officials and must not hestitate to call back

must be firm and convincing in the sales presentation to

\
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A job selling athletes' footwear May require learning about all the major brands of
running shoes.

again and again to explain how the system he or she is
selling is shperiot to what competitors have to offer.
Aggressiveness alone won't make many !;ales, however. Sales workers also need a keen understanding of
people and human nature. Sensitivity to people's behavior
and to the things that motivate them is quite important.
Successful sales worlias use this sensitivity 1,0 judge
when a 'sales approach is "working" and %Oen it should
he changed. This quality is especially helpful in dealing
with people buying veryexpensive items that reflect their

to invire trust and confidence. Imagine, for example, that
you are in the market for insurance to protect your home

self-image as well as affect their pocketbook, such as cars
or houses. Real estate agents, for example, must be able

time is right to make a move. EVentually, however,
conditions usually change, and that client may then

to select the kind of properties that 'will appeal to their

become.a good custofner.
Because of the competitive nature of sales work, people
in this field must -be able to work under pressure. The way

clients. Otherwise they won't be able to satisfy their
customers' needs, and won't make many sales.

('losely relateeto understanding people is the abilitv
202

and family. Would you buy from an agent who didn't
seem to know the business and whom you weren't sure
you could trust?
Persistence is anothe characteristic of ,successful sales
workers. -A securities.sales worker, for example, .may call

a diva -many times over a period of months without
getting a single order to buy or sell stock. The client may
be short of cash, have tax problems, or just not think the

many sales workers are paid is one of the reasons thc
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A college degree helped this woman land a job in
insurance sales.

,

This street vendor has turned her knowledge.of
plants into a profitable business.
s.,

field is so competitive. Many firms set quotas, or a.
minimum number of sales, for their sales workers. Other
firms pay neither an hourly wage nor a straight salary to
their sales workers; 'they pay commissions intead. That
is, they pay a percentage' of the value of the goods that
are actually sokl. Or, in some cases, many sales workers
may be trying to sell the same product, such as a house
in the cafito_f real estate agents.

Sales workers often work independently, with little
guidance or supervision. This.tequires the abilio to plan
and organize. InNa ranee agents, for example, (Alen schedule appointments in the-evenings and on weekends, when

prospective customers arc usually free. Fes up to the
agent to organize his or her time efficientl
to see
clients and take care of paperwork, too.

yhe ability to plan and organize is nowhere more
important than in the Sales worker's own financial sittiation. Sales workers who live on commissions, for ex' ample, may have verxirregular earnings. A real estate
agent frilly earn $5,03in I week and then nothing at aff`",'

during the next several months. Sales workers such as
these hite to be able to withstand slow sales Periods.
This means saving-during times when earnings are high.
The following exercise on setting goals illustrates the
kind of' planning.involyed.

Setting goals. Commissions are the only source of
income for many sales workers. As a result they often
must plan carefully and set sales goals,for themselves to
be financially secure. If you were in the situation below,
what sales goal would ou set?
The company you work fin pays you a commission of

5

percent of the total cost of the items you sell. If you sell $1.000
worth of goods, you make $50: if $2,000. you make $100: and
_so on. The cost of each item you sell is $500.

2. Your fixed monthly living expenses arc as follows:

tient and utilities
Car payment and upkeep
Food

,

$300
100
150

$550 I
, Given the above, how many items mUst
you sell each
month just t9 meet your fixed expeoges?. J,Itow 'hiattxr./
additional iteOs must frou sell to paxfor the other things
you would like to ha, e su0 as slivings, ebterlikinment,

eating out, and lAtiture? Add those two numbers together and you have your monthly sales goal.

0,
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marketing, creative selling, advertisinPiind food distribution. Practical sales experience comes from working
in local businesses, including department stores, grOcery
stores, and restaurants.

Sales work covers a very wide range-of occupations

from department store clerk to insurance agept, frOm
people who sell one piece of bubble gum at a time to
those who sell $10 million of slock at a time. Traintng

There :are college programs that lead' to associate;
bachelor's, and advanced degrees in such fields as business, Marketing, real estate, and insurance. The courses

requirements, too, vary a great deal.

given at community and junior colleges and in 4-year

In some sales occupations, skills can be obtained relatively quickly right on the job..(his station ii.ttendants,
for example, must be able to Pump gis, make change;
and keep' the station clean. These are ttungs they generally learn their first day on the job.
Other sales occupations require a vanced degrees in
technical fields. Manufacturers' ref ,esentatives who sell
helicopters for aerospace firms, for example, need de-

colleges and universities provide a background for selling

jobs and also fbr management jobs in marketing and
merchandising.

Business and trade schools offer programs that last
from a fdw months to several years in such fields as
marketing, merchandising, and real estate.
In some sales occupations, employers or industry as-,
sociations offer formal training for beginning and experienced workers alike. Training programs for people who
sell securities, insurance, real estate, or automobiles pro-

gre0; in aeronautical engineering in order to fully understand the prod.ucts they sell and to be able to communicate effectively with their customers. In addition to
their academic training, sales workus in firms such as

vide a thorough coverage of these fields, Continuing
education is important because the regulations'affecting

these usually receive a thorough orientation in the kinds
of aircraft the company makes.

.s-ales work in these industries are numerous and complex
and because the products or services being offered to the
public change, too. Even experienced sales workers must

These are the eitremes. More information on the
training needed for specific sales occupations applears in
the Yob Facts at the end of this chapter.

refresh and update their knowledge of the field.

-,Many high schools offer programs in distributive education that provide an excellent background for a wide'
varlet)/ of jobs in sales and merchandising. Students in
these programs generally spend half their time in school
and the other half working in jobs that provide practical
sales experience. They take such courses as an introduc-

tion to marketing occupations, general merchandising,
fashion merchandising. hotel and motel management,

0410,
#

it '

Some sales workers, such .as insurance agents and real
estate agents, must be licensed by the State in which they
work. Others, such as securities sales workers, must be
registered with the firm they work for. To qualify for

licensing or registration, workers must pass an examination that tests their knowledge of the field they work
in. These measures are designed to ensure that sales
woi-ters who handle our property or large amounts of
our money are ,properly trained to do so.
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Demonstrating a new product is an effective sales-technigue.
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Janot Woods sells stocks and bonds for a large brokirage firm

-

Exploring- Careers
"Why did I stay up for the kite movie'?" thought,.lanet

Woods as she turned off her alarni clock and rolled
sleepily out of bed at 6:30 a.m. "I've got a busy day
ahead, an(I I'm going to !rave to be as alert as posible.
A lot of people will be asking my advice toda,y, and I
also have to teach that class at noon."
A
An hour kind three cups of coffee later, she was in her
car on the way to anôt her day -at the brokerage house'
where she had been a securities skiles worker for the -past s

4 years. .lanet had joined the firm immediately after
receiving her master's degree in finance. The first 2 years
were hard, as she struggled to get customers in this very

competitive field. But by now she was ,beginning to
achieve real success, and thought she had a good chance
of' being promoted to office manager someday.

When Janet arrived at her office, a copy of The Wall
Street .lournat was already on her desk. Although the
stock market doesn't open till It) a.m., Janet always
arrives at work well before the market opens 'to read
various financial publications and keep up with current
developments in the world Or business, She also finds
this a good time to catch up on her paperwork.
As she was finishing the newspaper, a phohe call came
through from Jack Martin, a student at Middlesex Junior
ligh. where Janet had given a talk the week before. Jack
explaine4that he had saved about $400 from his paper,
route over" the past year and was interested'in investing
t4iis money in the stock market. Ile asked ,lanet if she
would recommend a stock..

Fhat's hard to do. Jack," .lanet said, "unless I have
some idea of yoiir investment goals. Are you willing to
take a chance on a s wk with good potential for capital

money out to shareholders in the form of

pay thi

dividends. Then, because the -total worth of the company
increase, 'the company's' stock also increases in value.Income-producing stocks, such as utility coMpany stocks,
on1 the other hand), generally,are better for people who
want a good yield on their money but aren't so concerned

with quick capital gains."
"I see that picking a stock is more complicated than I.
thimght,", said Jack "I guess I should learn tiSHIle more
about the stock market before actually invest: flow
should I start?"
"I think I can help you with that," replied Jadet. "My
company has prepared a pamphlet that explains the
basics of investing. .We also put out a monthly list of
recommended stocks, both for capital gain and yield. I'll
mail these to you today. By the way, I'd like to commend
I

you on the way you are. going a Wut investing your
money. You certainly seem tohave a good head on your
shoulders."
"Thanks 'and thank you for your time," jack said.
"I'll call back after I've.learned some more."
Janet smiled as she put down thi. phone. She enjoyed
helping young people, especially thgse, as ambitious and
eager to learn as Jack. l le might be a good customer one
day
.

Janet ktiows the importance of having steady customers. In her 4 years as a securities sales workFr, she
has built a following of investors who have confidence
in herludgment. They return time and again to buy and
sell stock, and each time Janet earns a 'commission. In

gain? Or are you inte ested in a stock that is less sensitive
to the ups and Clow olthe market, but that pays a good

dividend?"

"l'in not qu c sure/what you mean by capital gain,"
Jack responded. "Is that just the profit you make when
you sell a stock?'''''
"Yes, a capital gain is the profit you make when you

sell your stock for inure than you paid for it," Aped
'Janet. "And a dividend is the money paid to shareholders
out of a company's earnings."
tgis
I
buy
something
Jack seemed puuled. "Why can't
that both has a good chance of going up and pays a high

make much more money that
dividend? Wouldn't
way?
"That's true, Jack, you probably woukl if we could
pick out such a stock. But we would really have to be
I

lucky. Ypu see, stocks are usually thought ()Vas belonging

'to One of two., broad categories: Growth stocks and
income-producing stocks. Many growth stocks do pay
some dividends, but the t!ompanies usually. use most of

Janet must keep up with what is happening in ihe
business world.

their profits to help the company expand, rather than
206
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addition, the. fact that people_ trust Janet vith large
amounts of money make It& feel impartanf.
-Around 9:15 Janet receiVed a calEfrom Ellen Swanson,

. one of her clientsvAs usual. Ellen got straight to the
point.'
"Janet, I've just finished that article in this morning's

paNr on the proposed merger beiween (:arbon Indus-triesand United'Copper ComPany. What is that going
to dto the value- of my shareS in Carbon Industries?
Should I S'ell?".

Janet teplied firmly, "I believe the merger will have

"Well, the telephone calls have begun," thought Janet.

"I might as well make that call to Mr. Johnson right

a

favorable effect on yotir Carbon Indulies shares, and
I certainly don't think that now is the time to sell.". She
went on to explain * r reasoning, presentilfg apicture of
the industry and its" nancial Workings in a direct, easily
understood manner.
"Whnt you're saying makes sense to melt said Ellen.
, She asked Janet to contact her if there wei'e any further
developments and then said good-bj/e.

now." Mr. Johnson had opened an account just the week
before....

."(i.00d morning, Mr. Johnson," said Janet a few moments liner. "I think that now Would he a good time for.
you to .buy AC&C. Ae price is a little depressed right

now due ty the downturn in the market, but the stock
has an excellent history of earnings and dividend increases and prospects for the future look good. In addition, at its current price the company hasa dividend
yielding over 7 percent. I believe this is important to you
at I. know you are looking for income as well as possible
capithl gain."
"the stock soundslike a good investment,"(.said Mr.

Johnson, "but

is

there any chance of my loing

money?"
Janet replied, "Over the next few Weeks the stock may

go down a little more, of course, hut over the long run

wow..

- 70
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Janet has built up a tollovng of custornors who want to invest their money.
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prospects are excellent for.capital gain. In the meantime,
you will he receiving good inconie from dividends, which
I believe the company will continue to pays It has been
paying dividends Since 1880 and the prosp-ects scent as
bright as ever. Of course, not all of your money should
be invested in any one company, hut I believe AU&C is

Around noon, two of her co-workers stopped by to ask
if she would like to go out to lunch.
"No, thanks," said Jima. "I'm giving the course at the
library this week for beginning investors." About once`a
month, Janet's firm spoyors a I-week course on invest-

sa lc."

brokers, provide the liublic with Useful infocmation and
enable braers t-o speak to p number of'people` at one
time. Often brokers gain addititinal customers through

"It doesseem like good stock to have and I could use

the ineonw from dividends," said Mr. Johnson. "Why
don't we buy about 300 shares?"
"Good, 'then, I'll put in an order fop 300 shitres of

ACM' at the market," said Janet.
After hangini; up. Janet placed a tmy order fo.' Mr.
Johnson's 300 shares of AU&C with the firm's trading
depiirtment at the stock exchange in New York. 'film
the order would be sent to a trader on the floor of the
exchange who would execute the transaction.
When the market opened at 10 o'clock, Janet watched

the ticker tape and soon saw a trade for 300 shares of

ACM.' go by on the tape. Within a few minutes, she
received confirmation of the purchase from the New
York office of the firm's trading department. Then she
called Mr. Johnson to tell him 0110 the trade had been
exet':uted.

Janet was very busy for the rest of the morning. She
spent much of thi, time on the phone talking to Customers, executing buy and sell orders; providing infor-

ing in stocks and bonds. These courses, conducted by the

these seminars.

When Janet returned to her office after the seminar,
she found that a number of messages had already piled
up on her desk.
"It looks like a busy afternoon ahead," thought Janet
as she picked up the phone and began returning her
customers' calls.

' For the rcst of the afterruion, unfil the niarket closed
at 4, Janet was indeed very busy calling and being called
by her clients, placing buy and sell orders andgiving her
opinion on specific stocks..
After the market close0, things slowed dowri. Janet
stayed at the office for about 45 minutes taking a few

buy and sell orders for the next d4 and exchanging
ideas on stocks with some of the other brokers.
Then she checked her calendar to he sure she didn't

have any appointments with clients or prospects that
..evening. Tonight she`woukl catch up on her sleep.'

vr4L.

7:77"titalrFr-,::

Janet says
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1 like knowing that people trust me with their investmZmts.-
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Suggested Activities
4.

Securities sales workers must lke artkulate anti persuasive. Persuading people to buy or sell securities is one of
tbe most important part s of the job.
, Me you a good listener?
Do you remember what people tell you ahTut them,.
selves'?

Can you tell how people feel about things by talking
to them'?

Do you like to campaign for a school Ace?
Are you ofien cluisen for group activities?
Do you like to d'hate?
Do you like to .speak in front of your class?,_

Because they often work for commissions, securitiels
sales workers must have initiative and be self-starters.

Do you get upin the morning by yourselr?
Do you do your homework and househokl chores
without being prodded by your parents?
Do you sticlwith projects until they are finished?

Look in the financial-seetnn oryour newspaper. Do the
stories in this sectiow interest you? Can you
under§land the stock tables on the previous day's
activities on the various exchanges?
Are there any large companies based in your home town?

If so, try to find them in the stock tables.
.

Visit a broterage office in your community), While you
are there, observe the surroundings. What are th
brokers doing'? Are theliostithe. phone a lot? How
do they dfess?

Go to your school or public library and look for books
or pamphlets on investing in securities:

An investor is trying. to decide between putting her
money in a savings account yielding 55 percent per
year or investing'in a.dividend-paying stock. Which
of the following stocks would.provide a higher yield
on her money than- the. savings account? (Forget
about the,poSsibility of capital gains or losses.)

Securities sales workers 'must perform well in a highly
competitive sit uatiOn.
Stock

Do you like being' best at the things you do?
Do you l*e entering contests and playing cOmpetitive
games?

Do you want to be at the top of your class?
Securities sales workers must be optimistic in order to
face slow sides periods and downturns in The stock
market.
Are you 'persOent?
Do you always assume things will get better?
When your team' Loses, do you still look corward to
the next game?
Are you good at cheering up your friends when they
,

are depressed?

Does failure make you want to try harder?

Price

(dollars)

i,Ncc'

international Computors
American Widget Co.
Fast Food Enterprises
American Railroad Co.

607/8

263
57
301/2

Mouse Traps Inp..

40Vi

D.C. Electric Co.

14%

Dividend

Idollars
per _year)

4.60
11.52
1.90
.36
2.32
.32
1.34

See answer at end (,f. chapter.

The price:earnings (P-E) ratio for a stock is determined
by dividing a stock's price by the amotint of money
each share earned over the paSt year. For example,
a stock selling at125 tha'k earned $5 would have a
P-E of 5. Look up the P-F. ratiOs for fiVe different
stocks in your newspaper's fimiricial section. Do all'
stocks have the same. P-F. ratios? What could be
sOme of the reasons for the differences?

Unlikeimmy other _jobs, success in sales work can be
measured directly by the amount of money (me makes.
Is making money important to you'?
13,o you like.having your perfornuince measured?
Do you like to be recognized when you do something
well?

Pretend that vu have just been given $1,000 to iiviest.
Select a stock or stocks that you like and determine
how many skares you can buy. Chart the value of

your stockS over a period of time. Flow did you
choose your stocks? How much money did you
make or lose?
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The Dow Jones Industrial average is one meaSure of
stock market performance. Go to your library and
I
see if you Can find -a 'ehart showing .the Dow's
,performunce over the past 25 years. Clin yotp identily any periods, that would have 6cen goodiithes to
buy stocks? Looking at past and present trends..do
. you think now i a good 'time to buy or lo-sell?

7.

GINMAR RADERT

8.

DONB DARTER
See Jamas at end at chapter.

7.$

Why'?

Join a .Business Expldrer P,ost if there is one in your area.

Exploring is oRen to young men and women aged
_14 through 20. To find out about Explorer posts in
your -area, call "Boy Scouts of America" listed in
your phone book, and ask for the. "Exploring Division."

If you. are a Boy Scout, try for the American Business
-.and Salesmanship merit badges.

If you are a Girl Scout, se if your local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality Program of carter exploration. Troops may also offer opportunities to, try
out careers through internships, service aide and
community action projects. and proficiency badges.
Contact the Pin-sonnel departments of securities firms in

your community and ask for career information.
Many firms have, pamphlets and brOchures that
describe joKs in the securities industry.

For more information on the dtork of securities stles
workers. write, to ex,".....S.ecurities Industry Associa20 Broad Street, New York. New York 10005:
There is a $1.00 charge for this material,

Related Occupations
Securities sales workers are not the only people who
e.11 relatively expensive items. See if you can unscramble

the following job titles to find four other sales workers
whose jobs are similar to the securities sales worker.
I.

SUREINCAN GENTA NAD BORRKE

2.

LARE TASTEE TANGE NAD ORBKER

3.

BILEOOMAUT LASSE ROWREK

4.

CHATY REKORB
If you are interested in the securities industry. you

might in/vestigate 'the t011owing nonsellmg occtipations
after you unscramble them.
5.

TIRU('ESY STYI.ANA

6.

RODER KUM'
*trio

2IQ

9

Sales Occupations
Auto Parts-Cdunter Worker.
4

,'"

Norman Edwards is an espert Qr1 auto parts. His store stocks over 20,000,
;
different items.

4
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Norman klwaids stood behind the counter,of South:
east Auto Parts Stwe." In front of him, he Could look out
(Fe window past the battery, and tool displays at the
people and ears passing on the busy street. Behind him,
there were about 20 metal shelves,veach 7 feet high and
about 30 feet long. These shelves contained over 20,000
automobile parts: Norman had memorited the n11411ber,
use. and price of hundreds of these parts.
It was oply 8:10 a.m. and the telephone was ringing

again for at least the tenth time since the store had
opened at 8:00. "Southeast Auto Parts, may I help
you?" said Norman calmly as he nulled a note pad closer
.
to the phone
"I hope SQ:. answered the caller. "This is Jerry over at
Collin's Exxon. Do you have any brake'shoes for a 1971
Plymouth Scamp?"
"Just a second, Jerry, let me clleck," said Norman as
he Li U ick I y (litimbed through his parts catalog to.find the
proper number fOr the part. The parts catalog was ac-

price"was $12.25. If he hadn't known the price, though,
he could have checked the current price list that accompanics each manttl'acturer's catalog.
"We have the part in stoat; Jerry. I'll have Susan
deliVer it in just a few minutes. Do you need anything
else?"

Norman then turned to the young Anan who was
stocking shelves behind the counter and said, "Susan,
Would you ger some aake shoes, number ST5329, and
Q
deliver them to Collin's Exxon?"
"Sure." said Susan.. "Anything else you want while
I'm out?" Susan is a driver. It is heitib to deliver parts
tolcustomers, pick up parts at the warehouse, and help
stock parts in the sfielves. SOmetimes she' helps wait on
customers hen Norman is very busy. Norman himself'
started out as a driver and in fact learned the trade that
..

way. When he became familiar enough with the business
he was promoted to parts counter worker.

-Norman then hande"usan a list of' numbers iil parts
that were not in stock but that tustomers had ordered

tually a loosely bound collection of various manufacturers' catal. The catalog rested on top of the comiter
and extended over 4 feet' along the counter. Norman
,

,

"Not right now, thanks," said Jerry.

'1
that mort'fing.
'While yot'Cre" out, pick these up at the warehouse. i
promised we would have them by noyn," he said.
Just after Susan left, three customers walked into.the
.

quickly found the desired part and checked the number.
ST5329, Once he had found the part's number, he knew
from memory that he had the part in-stock and that the
.

T221.%
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If yap trout poople right, thoy come buck num mi0 aginn. I know nlot of them by'

moo
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.

r

store at the same time. "Thafs how this business is,"
thought Norman. "it comes in spuets.". Nortna4 then
waited on the uu'stomers at a step)/ pace. The first
4'wanted a bypass hose for a 1972 Chevrolet Camaro
which. Norman quickly found was part number; C11476.
Lle then got th"e part off the shelf,. wrote out a reeeipt,
and took payment.

.

Norman's next customer had a 'problem. Ills 1974
Chevrolet Vega was burning too much oil and he wanted

to know if Norman. had any idea.s for improving this
situation.

"What kind of oil are..you using in your car now:4)It
Norman asked.

"I believe it's-10 W 30, hut I'm not absolutely sure,"
the,customer responded.
A

.."Thlit ,cpuld be the prthem, -then," Norman said.
"I() W 10 is a fairly thin oil. Why don't you try this
10 W 50? It just might solve your problem. It is much
thicker and as.a result-isnot so likelY to burn."
The customer said that .:scrunded reasonable and
bought 5 quart of 10 W 50, enough to change the oil
in his car.

Norman's next Customer was not so easy to please. Ile'
wanted a part that independent parts stores. such as the
one Nornian'works in, do not stock. Automobile dealer's
do, however. Norman politely explained this to the cusJ wirier and said he was sorry he couldn't be of help this
time but to t:heck with him if the customer needed,any
other parts in the futfire. lie then referred the'customer

to a local Ford dealer who Norman knew would have
the part.

During the time Norman was w-aiting on the walk-in
customers he was also helping customers over the phone.
AS he sjnYke, he took orders on a now pad which he
always kept beside him.

About 10:30, Jane Brcgan walked into the store.
grueted Norman. and went to the shelves behind the
counter. Jaiie was a manufactarer's representative and
was in the store to be sore that there was an adequate
stock of all her comparv's parts. She would he in the
store for .:another couple of hours,. takinginventory on
her line of,parts and ordering those the store needed.
While Jane was in he back of' the store, Norman
confirmed waiting on lustomcrs. Ile knew many of the

"Yes, I need a neW clutch plate for my car. Do you
'have anY in stock'?'

yim have?".
'Vs a 1970 Chevrolet Impala."
a
"What size engine'?" asked Norman.
"I don't know," said the customer.
"Sorry,".said Norman, "but I can't get the part unless
I know what size engine your car has. General Motors
made both 10-inch and I I-inch clutch vlates for 1970
Impalas, depending op thenbmber of cubic inches in the'
engine. L could sell yZitt a clutch_ plate right no,w, but
'there is no way of being sureit would fit without knowing
the size of yobr car's engine."
tWell I can take both'elutch plates and return the
one
that doesn't fit," replied the customer.
"Snre," said Norman; "but I'll have to charge you
now for both of them arid give your a refund when you
return the one that.doesn't work."
"It sounds like you don't trust me," said the customer
angrily. "I'll just take my business elsewhere," he added,
slamming the door as he stomped out of the store.
Norman was sbrry to lose the sale but relieved that
the -customer had left. When he had first started in the
business. Norman had gotten an ulcer from dealing with
customers like this one. But .by novs/ he was more philosophical. Ile regarded unreasonable custAers as an
unavoidable pilit of dealing with the public. Norman
was alway polite and tried to help, but it no longer
-bothered him if a difficult customer went away angry. In
fact, thinking of the customer's next encounter with a
parts Counter worker brought a smile to Norman's face:

Exploring
Parts counter workers deal with the public;
Do you enjoy talking with people'?
IS

it easy for you to talk vith people you don't

know'?

Do you like giving directions.to strangers?
Can you keep your tempef even when people are
rude to you'?

customers by mime ant , when business slowed, he would
sónietimes stop and talk for awhile .with them. But lulls,
didn't octur very often, and never lasted long.

A little after noon. Susab returned.: bringing, sandwiehes from a local carryout fPr them both. Norina n
always ate in the store, grabbing a bite when he could.
Norman was just llhout to eat his sandwich when a

,

"We sure,do," said Norman. "What kind of car do

Are you good at remembering people's name0

Parts stores, like any other bushiess, require a great deal
of organization and recordkeeping in order to run
smopthly.

-Customer walked into the store.
"May I help you?'' Norman asked.

Do you make lists of things to do'?

Do you finiNli rur homework on time?

9
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Su'ggested Activities

Do you like to keep your room neat and orderly?
Can yOu find your possessions quickly'?

Arrange a visit to an auto parts store. Ask the counter
worker to show you. how to' find a specific part in
the parts catalog. Then see if you can find the price

Parts counter workers often work under pressure. They
have to work quickly and accurately. They need gaud
memories to keep track of thousands of parts.

for the part in ,the price list. See if' the counter
worker has any extra or out-of-dine catalogs and
price lists that you can take horp,e.i,

Can you do good work even when you are rushed?
Do you like playing chess or checkers agai4a a time'
clock?

Are, yodOiain renWybiffitl rtif°; fr-04;',,Ofikine
numbers',Iaddresses, and birtInI4s?.

.cFI

'

yon dwmi 1ma hiytle, see..hiqw many parts you can
identify. Ya2u shoiild be altil to identify at least 50
piirt5y Cad you imagine how coepiicattd an auto
parts counter worker's job is with the thouiiiitha-aaL,

different parts in each car and the hundreds of
difierent types of cars?

Parts counter workers niqst have a good knowledge of
cars and how,they work.
Do you like to read car magazines?
Are you interested in how things work'?
Do you know what a carburetor is and what it does?
A- clutch? -A,shock absorber? flow many other auto
parts can you nami,
Do you repairyour bicycle when it breaks down?
Do you take things such as old chicks and toasters
apart to sef how they work? Can you put them back
together?

Join an Auto Mechanic Explorer Post if' there is one in

your area. Exploring is open to young men and
women aged 14 through 20. To find out about
Explorer' posts in your area, call "Boy Scouts of'
America" listed in your phone book, and ask for the

"Exploring Division."
If you,are a Boy Scout, try f'or ii merit badge in Salesmanship.

Join a chapter of' VICA (Vocational Industrial ('lubs of'
America) if' your school has one. VICA chapters

i

I

, i

Jiro

;,It

iikti

d54,

t,441

ft,

\
I

To servo cutnomers tatitor,) Norman has memorized the location of most parts in
the store -Our a:Wafters don't want to waste a lot of time waiting for me to find
something...
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plan projeets, take field trips, and hold competitions
1;uch skill areas as 'auto mechanics.

Join a chapter of DECA (Distributive Education ('lubs
of Aineriea) if your school has one.,DEk'A clubs aid
in the development of good sales habits and techniques, and help students get part-time sales jobs
while they are still in school.

Spend time on hobbies and other activities in whichyou

build or repair things. You might, for example,
volunteer to repair appliances fOr a good cause or
make r6pairs around your home.

Participate in an activit that involves handling money
and making change. Selling tickets, working in a
concession stand, durn g athletic events, selling 6irl
Scout cookies, or having a newspaper route woukl
all provide good experience.

Write for information on a career as a parts counter
worker to Automobile Service Industries Associa-

for me, becanse I am the eerson who fixes them when
they aren't running well. Who am I?
5.

I also-keep cars on the' rod andArouble free. I put .

fuel into thew and check items such as dii level, tire
pressure, and transmission fluid level. I also do minor
repairs such as fixing flats. Who am I?
Automobile mechanic
Automobile sales myker
Automobile service adviser
Gasoline service station attendant
Manufacturer's representative

14

See answers at end qf chapter.

0

tion, 444 North Michigan AYenue. Chicago, Illinois
60611 and to Automotive Service Councils. Inc.,
188 Industrial Drive. Suite 112. Ehnburst, Illinois
60126.

Related Occupations
couriter workers are just one link in a chain of
automobile-related sales occupations. The work of live
other people is-described below. If you need to. refer to

thetst of job titles at the end.
I work for a company ihat makes automob/le parts
and accessories. I visit auto parts stores and sell them the
parts my company makes. Who am I?
1.

2.
1 work fOr new and used car dealers. My earnings
aren't always as steady as a parts counter worker's. but
once I made over $1,000 in I week selling new cars. Who
am I?

I work fr a large automobile dealership. When
ciistomers have problems with 'their cars, I am usually
1.

the first person they see. I determine what is wrong with
the car, write a repair order, and then get a meghanic to

do the actual repair. Who am I?
I'm not actually a sales worker, hut I need to know
as nitieh about cars and how they work as a parts counter
'4
worker does.ln fact, cars wouldn't last
if it weren't
. long
,
4.

4
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.

Gas Station Attendant

&kik

Ad!,

'Tj

-Al Dietrich likes the variety in his job.

223
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Al Dietrich had worked the 3-- to-

I I

shill t) days a

storeroom and tackled, the job. He had almost finished
one of the restrooms when the bell rang to indicaie that

Week at Simm's Service Station since he had entered the
.University ofOregou 2 years ago. Ile was studying to be
an accountant and needed a job to help pay this school
expenses,' Al had jumped at the chance wheti he heard

a customer. Was out front.
It was a man in a white Pacer with out-of-State plates.

"May 1 help you?" Al asked.
"Yes," the man replied, "can you tell me how to get to
the main highway?"

about the opening at the gas station. He had woiked
around cars even before he could drive. The hours of his

shift were just right since all his classes were in the
piorning.
Al arrived at Simm's just before 3 p.m. As he entered
the office area, he ran into Brian, whose shill was just
ending.
"How's it going, Brian? Been busy today?",
"No,.1 guess the rain is keeping people hOnie," Brian

repld. "In fact, I even had time to clean the service
bayit I thought you might wan4 to do some studying
tonight."
Cleaning the bays was one of Al's jobs and he appreciated Brian's taking on the job himself.
"Thanks a lot. I don't suppose you had time to clean

I.

Al gave him the directions and then 'asked if he needed
any gas.

"No, thanks," said the.man as the white Pacer pulled
away..

Al headed back toward the restrooms, "lf 1 finish
quickly, maybe I can get a little studying doneltonight,"
he thought..
But it was not to be.

the restrooms, too?" Al, said with a grin.- That was
another of Al's jobs, since he was on the late shift which
generally was less busy.
"No, I didn't, but they shouldn't be too bad. See you
tomorrow."

Soon after Brian left, Al's first customer of the day
pulled into the station in a red Ford pickup. "Fill it up
with regular, please," said the customer when Al walked
over to the driver's window.
Al turned on the pump, inserted the m le, and set
the handle at a moderate flow of gas. Ile w ked over lo
the driver again and asked, "Shall I check under the

?

hood'?"

"Thanks, I. checked it before I left home, but would
-you check the tires'? I think the tell rear one may be a bit
low."

"Sure thing,: said Al as he began checking the tire

.

pressure with his gauge.
"The front two look okay, 28 pounds each," he said as

he walked to the rear of the car. When he checked the
left rear t\i're, thoush, the gauge read only 24 pounds. Al
used the air Inise to bring it up to the proper pressure.
Just as he finished recoiling the air hose, the gas pump

clicked off. Al finished filling the truck's tank without
spilling a drop.
"'I'hat will he $8.50," he said,. He made change for the
fi10 bill he was handed and said, "Thanks."
By (i p.m., in the 3 hours since Al's shill had started,
it had gotten very dark. It was quiet; only ahout a do.f.en

customers had pulled into the station in all that time.
Deck
that this would be a good time to clean the

let

restro m .

"I was tinkering with cars even before I could drive,
so in a way this lob was made for me."

Al got the cleaning materials out of the
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Just as Al finished mopping the second .restroom, the
station's bell rang again. The Dodge did not stop at the
pumps, but instead parked in front of one of the service
bays.

"Can I help you?" Al asked the driver who had gotten
out of her car and was walking towards him.
"I hope so," the customer replied. "I've got a flat tire
that need.s fixing and I have lo drive another 100 miles
tonight. And I don't think the spare I have on would
make it."
Al glanced at the car's left bacICtil'e and noticed that

it Was worn slick. "I wouldn't trust that srare either,"
said Al. "Let's take a look at the flat."

"Perhaps I should," she replied. "How much would
that cost?"
"$32.50 plus tax," said Al.
"Okay, I'll ta1 8 one," said the. customer.
Al put the customer's car on the lift in the service bay.

Then he removed the warn spare from the car and
replaced it with the tire.he had repaired. He took. a.new
tire of the same size down-from, the rack and put it on
the rim of the worn spare. This required repeating much
the same procedure as.he had used to fix the flat. Finally,

he put the new tire in the customer's trunk..
"That should just about do,it," said Al.

"Great," said the customer. "How much do

I

owX.

The customer opened the trunk of the Dociv and Al
took the flat 'tire into the service bay. Ile filled it with aii

you?"

and slowly' let the water tritkle overthe 0 iT until he
caine to a spot where he could see Ilubbles coining off

fiat, $2 for changing the tires around, $32.50 for the new
tire, and $4.25. tax. "The bill comes to $41.75,'; said Al.
"Will that be cash or charge'?"
"Cash," she replied, as she gave Al two twenties and
a five.

the tire.."Ilere's the leak," said Al, as he marked the spot

with a piece of chalk. Then he took ethe tire over to a
machine that would help hint strip the tire from its rim
so it could be patched. After patching the tire, Al used
the same machine to put ate tire back on the rim. Ile
filled it with air and agai'n checked the tire with a trickle
of' water to be sure it wasn't leaking air.
"I had better put this tire back on your car now," said
Al. Ile was worried about the customer driving on the
wr spare. "Do you. want to buy a new tire now to
replace that spare?"

Al wrote up the bill which included $3 for fixing the

Al gave the customer her change, thanked her, and
wished her a good trip. Even though he had missed
studying, Al was glad to have helped the woman because
he would receive a commission on the sale of the tire. In
addition, he got a sense of satisfaction from making the

woman's trip safer on this cold, rainy night.
Just as the Dodge was piffling out of the station, a late.

model Cadillac drove up to the pumps. As Al approached, the driver lowered her wirtdow and said,
"Would you fill it up with premium, please?"
"Sure thing," said AL "Shall I also check under your
hoo(1?"

mit?

"The car seems to be running well, thank you. But
maybe you could check just to be sure.."
Al opened the hood and proceeded it check the water
levels in the radiator and battery, the transmission fluid
level, and( the oil level on the (lipstick. Fle saw that there

was plenty of oil in the car, but it seemed very dark in
color. Ile rubbed his fingers around the oil on the

dipstick and noticed that it felt gritty.
"It looks like you need to have the oil changed," Al
ir
said. "It really seems dirty and that could harm

"Are you sure you're hot just trying to se me some
oil, young man? After all, I've had this car less than a
year."

Al likes dealing with people. :They make lite more
interesting.**
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"Oh no, ma'am, the oil is dirty," Al assured her. "Flow
many miles do you have on the car?"
"Well, it had about 25,000 miles When I bought it, and
I've put on another 10,000 miles," the woman rplied.
"Are you sure the oil is dirty?"
"Yes, ma'am," said Ale "And it should be dirty afler

4A,
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10,000 miles. You should have it changed every 6,000
miles or so,"

The woman looked skeptical, so Al just closed the
hood and finished filling the car with gas. Before she left,
however, she told Al that she was taking the car to a

Do you like to put gas in the family car at a selfservice gas station?

Cos station attendants make minor automobile repairs.

dealer next wuek to get the 4r-conditioning fixed and

Are you handy with tools?
Do you work on your own bicycle?

would see what they had to say about the oil change.

As the woman drove away, Al smiled to himself

Are you interested in automobiles and how they

because he was pretty sure that Once the mechanics at

work?
Before you start working on something, do you think

the dealership explained about changing the oil, the
womaa would remember him and trust hthi in the future.
In fact, she might ;well become a steady customer at

about how you will go about it?

Si mm's.

By this time, Al's shift was almost over and he soon
"sal.-0 his replcem4mt. Chet, pull into the station. He spoke

to Chet for a few dinutes and then went home to study
for his cost accounting class which would begin at a very
ea rly 9: Ift the next morning.

Suggested Activities
The next time you are in a service Station, watch the
attendant as he or she services your family car. Ask

the attendant to show you how to check the air
pressure in the tires. What happens if the. tire.pres-

Exploring
Gasoline service statiofi attendants constantly deal with
the public.
Do you like helping people?
Do you enjoy speaking with strangers?.
Can you give directions to someone who is lost?

Can you keep Nur temper even when people are
rude to you.?

Attendants must make change and fill out credit card
slips rapidly and accurately.
Are you careNI when you dO your libmcwork-or take
a test?

Me you good at adding and .subtracting in your
head?

Is your handwriting easy for other people to read?
Can you do good work even when you are rushed?
Do you cOunt your change?

sures are not 'even?

Read the Owner's manut for your, family car (it's prob,,
ably in the glove compartment). The manual can
show a lot about how a car works. Can you un'derstand the manual? Does it interest you?

Take part in school, religious, or community activities
that inyolve meeting- the publie, handling money
and making change, and writing out receipts.
Ask your parents if you can check the motor oil level in
the family car. What happens if the car is .driven
without enough oil in die motor?

Join a chapter of V1CA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America) if your s-chool has one. V1CA chapters
plan projects, take field trips, lind hold competitions
in suf skill areas as automobile mechanics.
.

Join a .chapter of' DECA (Distributive Education Clubs
of America) if your school has one. DECA clubs aid
in the development of good sales habits and techniques, and assist students in obtaining part-time
sales job; while they are still in school.

if you are a Boy Scout, try for merit. badges in Salesmanship and Traffic Safety.

Gasoline service station attendants work soutdoors and
often get greasy and dirty.

Join an Auto Mechanic Explorer Post if there is one in

Do you like outdoor sports and recreatiohal activi-

your area. Exploring is open to young men and
women aged J4- through 20. To find out about
Explorer posts in your area, call "Boy Scouts of

ties?

Do you prefer outdoor chores such as mowing thie

America" listed in your phone hoOk, and ask for the

lawn to indoor Ones?

"ExplOring Division."

Are you willing to get your hands dirty?
Even though you get dirty, can you keep yourfrak
area neat and clean?

Write to a major oil cbmpany and ask for information
on becoming a gasoline service station attendant or
manager.
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Related Occupations
Gasoline service station work offers good opportuni-.
ties for people who want to work part time high school
and college students who are unable, to hold a full-time
job, lOr example. Fourteen other .occupations in which
large numbers of students work part time are described
below. Try to match the workers with their job titles.

Diane sells clothes in the men's department of a

I.

large department store,

Larry clears the tables or dirty dishes in a downtown restaurant.
2.

Jack washes the dishes after Larry brings them to
the restaurant kitchen,
3.

4. Sue helps a veterinarian feed and care for animals
who must stay overnight at the veterinarian's office.

Ann shows moviegoers the way to their seats in a
large theater.
5.

Bill makes ice cream sodas in the dining area of a
O.
large drug store.

;corge returns books to their shelves in a public

7.

library.
.

8.

Sarah washe.s buses for a city bus company.

Janet works as a student nurse when norattending
9.
classes at nursing school.
10,

on

Greg sells newspapers.and magatines at a stand

tin Street.
II.

Susan works behind the cash register in a large
discount store.
12.

Dick operates the Ferris Wheel for a small car-

/ nival.
H.

Judy delivers messages and carries article.s from

office to office in a high-rise building.
14.
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Mary helps stock the shelves in a supermarket.

Newspaper vendor
Retail trade s'ales clerk
Cashier

Library clerk
Messenger

Animal caretaker
Stock handler
Vehicle washer
Dining room attendant
Dishwasher
Fountain worker
Ilealth trainee
Amusement attendant
Usher
See aniwers at end of chapter.

Sales Occupations
Job Facts

There isn't room in this book for a story about every salea occupation. However,
you ll find some important facts about 13 of these occupations in the following
section If you want additional information about any of them, you might begin by
consulting the Occupational Outlook Handbook, a publication of the Department of
Labor .which should be available in your school or public library.

Occupation

4t

°mobile Parts
ter Workers

Nature and Places of Worh

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

['hese workers sell replacement,
parts and accessories for cars,

Counter workers must.know the
different types and functions of
motor vehicle parts and .be able
to work with numbers. BecauSe

"the work iN not physically sirenous, but counter workers v'end
nuch time on their e
t busy

vans, trucks. and other motor vehicles. They also keep parts cat-

alogs and price lists up to date,
unpack incoming shipments, and
take care of the paperwork.
Most work
for automobile
dealers and parts- wholesalers.

Others work for truck dealers,
retail automobile parts stores,

and warehouse distributors of
automotivd parts, Trucking com-

they- must identify and locate
parts quickly, a good membry
And the ability to concentrate on
details arc desirabl9.
MO NI learn the traae on the job.

Beginners usually start as parts
deliverers or trainees. Generally
it takes abmit'2 years to become
fully qualified.

panies and bus lines employ
counter workers to dispense parts
to their mechanics.

times, they may be i der .some
pressUre waiting on e.,stomers
and answering the phone at the
sa

t i me_

Many counter workers havt to
work :on Saturdays as well as
weekdays.

Some counter workers are mem'hers of unions.

Employers generally looks for
high schóol graduates. Cotirses
in automobile mechanics, math,
merchandising, and bookkeeping are helpful.

2,215
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E ploring Career
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Autonmbile Sales
Workers

These workers sell new and used

Most beginners are trained on
the job. Many dealers iilso pro:
vide several days of classroom

automobiles and yucks. They
contact proi-ipeets, appraise the
trade-in value of the old vehicles,

and arrange for financing, serv-

icing, and delivery of the new
one.

Other Inprmation
Sales workers frequently work
evenings and Saturdays because
customers find shopping after
work convenient. Some also
work Sundays and take a day off
later in ,the week.

training on the basics of the job.
Automobile manufacturers also
offer some training programs and
may furnish manuals and other
materials.

New car dealers employ most automobile sales workers. The rest
work for used car dealers.

Both employment and earnings
of automobile sales Workers-vary

A high school diploma usually is
required, and some college may
be -preferred. Previous sales or
public contact experience is helpful.

from year to year because new
.

car sales are sensitive to changing
business conditions.
ff

High school courses in public
speaking, business arithmetic,
merchandising, and business law
provide a good background.
Sales ability,, initiative, and selfconfidence are essential. The
ability to express oneself well is
also important.

Automobile Service
Advisers

These workers are the link between cu Ioniers and mechanics
in ma
large repair shops.
When tustomers bring their cars
into tl e service department, service Ovisers find out what has to
be done and arrange for mechanics to do the work.

Service advisers are trained on
the job and many work their way
into adviser positions after starting as auto mechanics or helping
the service department dispatcher. Beginners usually can
become qualified in 1 to 2 years,
but learning to estimate body re:
pairs may take longer.

Most work for large automobile
dealers that employ from 1 to 4
advisers. Some work for large independent automobile repair

Employers prefer high school /
graduates over 21 with experience in auto repair. Courses in/

shops.

auto

mechanics,

Servic advisers are busiest early
in .th morning when customers

bring their cars and late in the
afte noon when they return.
M ny service advisers are memb rs of unions.

commercial

arithmetic, sales, public speaking, and English are helpful. Tact

is an iinportiml quality for service advisers because they some-

times must deal with unhappy
customers.

Gasoline Service
Station Attendants

These workers sell gas and accessories to motorists. They may
also cheek tire pressure, wash au-

tomobile windows, and check
crankcase oil level.

Service station attendants work
in

gasoline

service

throughout the country.

stMions

Applicants should have a driver's
license, an understanding of how

automobiles work, and some
sales ability. They should know
simple arithmetic to make
change quickly and help keep
business records. They receive
most of their training on the job/
It can take up to a year to become
fully qualified. Many high

schools offer formal training programs for students in their last 2
years of high school.

r,
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Many service stations stay open
24 hours a day, 7 days o weeks

As a result, work may include
evenings; weekends, and. hOlidays.

Acre are numerolis opportunities for part-time work, which
makes he occupation attractive
for students working their way
through school and other workers who want to add to their incomes.

,

Safes bccupatrons
Occupation

Moire and Places of Work

lnsufanceAgents and
Brokers

.

Training arid Qualifications

Other hormation

These workers sell policies that

Most employers prefer coll ge

protect individuals and husinesses against future losses- and
financial pressures. They -also

graduates. Courses in saleg, accounting, economics, fin' nee,
business law, 'and insuran e are
helpful.

Due to the competitive nature of
this field, many workers transfer
to other Occupations when 'they
are unable to 1;et enough clients,
to earn a good'living. As a result,

help policyholders obtain settlements of insurance claims.

there

About half of the agents and brokers specialize in life :insurance

are

usually

numerons

openings for individuals with the
appropriate personal character-

Appropriate personal 'qualities
such as aggressiveness and selfconfidence are important.

istics.

while the rest sell liabdity insur-

ance. A growing nu mber sell
both types, of insurance.

Ne*Iy hired workers usually receive training at the agencies

where they will work and frequently also at the insurante
company's home office.
- All agents and most brokers must

be licensed in the State where
they work. Most must pass an
examination.
Ivianu

Sales

Workers

These workers represent compa-

nies that manufacture products
ranging from computers to can
openers. They sell these products
mainly to other businesses and to
institutions, such as hospitals and
schools.

Employprs generally prefe college giadirates. The
commended course of study epends

Some manufacturers' sales work-

ers have large territories and do
considerable traveling, sometimes on nights and weekends.

on the product sold. Fi [example, those who work' for drug

When on business trips, sales
workers are reimbursed for ex-

manufacturers usually have studied pharmacy in college. A pleasant personality And \appearance

penses such
and hotels.

as

transportation

MOst work out of branch offices. \ and the ability lo r14et and get

imusually in big cities near poten- \ dong well with people are
.
irtant.
tial customers. Alniost all industries employ manufacturers' sales
workers: companies that produce

food products employ the most.

Ne ly hired workers generally
recei e formal training from the
compa y before starting the job.

Models

Most of these workers model the
latest fashion designs :and cos-

metics. Others pose for a wide
varitty- .,of products, including
cars, soft drinks, and perfume.
Clothing manufacturers, designers, and wholesalers employ the
largest number of models.

Modeling jobs, are available in
most urban areas, but most are
in New York OW because it is
the center okthe fashion industry.

There are no educational

Models sometimes must work

re-

oily-

quirements
r models. Courses
in draMa, art: d fashion deSign
may be helpful.

tions

A model's most iniportant asset

Competitioryfor modeling jobs is

is a

appearance.

condi-

midwinter. for/example.

distinctive and \Oractive

physical

uncomfortable

posing in a sWimsuit in

very-keen.

Some

models attend modeling se ools
itnct a few promising beginn s
reeeive- training from agencies.
emale models must be at least
feet 7 inches tall and weigh no
iore i"han 120 pounds. Male

models must be 6 feet tall and

/

wear a size 40 suit.

Most

1

require

agencies

that

neck obtain a portfolio orphw
tographs of them\selv s.
4

)
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Training and Qtalifications

011urr 1 nfirtnat ion

Real estate agents and hrokers

High school graduation is gen-

represent property owners M sell-

Agents and brokers often work
evenings and weekends to suit,,.

Most work for small real estate

erally the minimum requirement.
Many employers prefer college
graduates. Courses in math, business law, real estate, and finance

firms, but a few work for builders
to sell homes in ga particular developrnent.

are helpful. Many colleges and
universities offer degrees in real
estate,

Real estate is sold in all areas,
bnt employment is concentrated
in urban areas and smaller. but
rapidly growing. communities.

Personality traits are fully as im-

Occupation

Nature tout Places q. Work

Real hstate Agents
and iirokers

.

ing or renting their property.

the.convenience of customers.

portant as academic background.

Real estate firms look for applicants who have a pleasant personality and neat appearance.
Maturity, tact, and enthusiasm
for the job also are important.

Many firms offer formal training
programs for real estate sales
workers.

All States and the District of Columbia require ;tiles workers and,
brokers to
written examination and to belicensed.
Retail Trade Sales
Workers

in addit ion to selling. t hese workers rnake out sales or charge slips,

receive cash payments, and give

ihange and receipts. They also
handle returns and exchanges, of
merchandise and keep their work
areas neat.

Most work in retail stores rang-.
my, in size from small drug stores
to huge department stores, "lhey

also woik for door:to-door sales
companies and fot mail-order
houses.

Jobs are available in almost ev-

ery conummity but most sales'
workers are employed in largc
cities and nearby suburban areas.
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Employers :prefer high school
. graduates. Some high schools
have 'pro g an is that teach the

principles if retail selling.
i

/

Most salps workers learn their
skills on /the job, In large stores.
trainin
programs for newly
hired w irkers usually begin with
severa days of classroom instruction
ollowed by on-the-job
traini g undcr the supervision of
an e.iperienced worker.

Because Saturday is 'a busy day
for stores, .employees usually
work that day and have a weekday off. Sales workers may work
very long hours before Christmas

and during other peak periotk.
There are many opportunities for
part-tnne employment during
peak periods.

Sales 'Occupations

s

Orcupation

,

Nature and Places .of Work

Training and Qualllicatirms

Other Ihformation

° Travel agents help their infs-

Most agencies provide either fors;

tomers plan trips.. They suggest
itineraries aml_points.of interest,

mal or inibrmal on-the-job train-

One trmel agent in four, is selfemployed.
However; agents

rimke° hotel leservatiOns, arrange

Working part time .or during

%,

Trawl °Agujits
.

ing programs for their agents.

f'or transportation, and handle
sumMers as a'reservation clerk or
other details. In making arrange- &, receptionist in a travel agency
ments, they consint fare sched- provides° useful experience.
ules and fact sheers for hotel rat-I

ings and other tourist infornm-

Several hoay study courses also
provide a basic understanding of
the travel industry.

About one-half of all travel agen-

cies are locates in largecities,
one-third are in suburban areas,
and one-fifth are in small towns
and rural areas.

going into business for themselves should be prepared for low

earnings for the first few year
they are in the business.

Travel agents frequently travel at
substantially
reduced
rates.
Sometimes a hotel or resort will

offer a travel agent a free holiday.

Sineethe ability to speak of .personal experiences frequently
helps influence customers' travel

plans, brmid travel experience is
an important qualification.

Many agents, especially those
who are self-employed,
quently work overtime.

.

fre-

Travel-agents should have.pledsant poksonalities - and patience.

Agents should be efficient arid
responsible.

High school, courses in geography, foreign la1nguages, and

history are helpful.
Wholesale Trade
Sales Workers

These workers sell for wholesale

High school graduation

houses that distribute goods to

usual

retail

stores

and

contillmers.

Many are employed by wholesalers or distributmrs who handte
machinery, building materials,

food rroducts, drugs, drygoods,
motor vehicle parts, or electrical
appliances.

Wholesale houses usually are located in big cities, bin sales workers may be assigned territories in

any part of the country.

is the

Sales' workers often have long,

although
somiLsales jobs require college

irregtiffir work, hours and frequently have to. travel in their
work, Most companies provide
cars for their sales workers or
reimburse them' for their ex-

requirement

training. Courses such as commercial arithmetic and merchandi)nig are helpful. Selling certain
products requires more special- Tenses while on the road.
ized training. Those who work
for drug wholesalers, for example, would find courses in biology. chemistry, and pharmacy.
helpful.
Workers-

usually begin
as
trainees and arc traine4 in nonselling jobs before beMg lissigned

to sales. Trainee programs usu-

ally involve classroom instruction as well as rotations to nonselling jobs. Generally 2 years or
longer are required
before
trainees are ready for their own
territories.
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Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Route Drivers

These workers sell and deliver

Training and Qualifications

goods and services ;nich as dairy
products and drycleaning directly to customers.

Most work for small companies
that distribute food produCts or

A

Most StateS require that route
drivers have a chaufteur's

and drycleaning plants.
Jobs are- available in small towns.
as well as in large cities.

Securities Salt*

These workers buy and'

Woqers

siocks and bonds for individuals.

sell

They also give market advice,
and keep records, on customer.
accounts.

Most employers prefer applicants who are high school graduates and over 25 yoars of age.

ployed by brokerage firms, investment

banks.

and

supervision is an attractive part
of the job.

Some

large

companies

have

classes in Sales techniques, but
training is mostly on the job.
Employers prefer college graduates with degrees in business administration, economics, finance,
or liberal arts-. Successful sales or
managerial experience helps bespecific personality traits and
signs of sales ability.

Most States require persons who
sell securities to be licensed and
registered. Examinations and

Answers to Related Occupations
SECURIVIES SALES WORKER
I. Insurance agent and brokcr, 2, Real estate agent and-broker, 3. Aatoruobite sales
worker, 4. Yacht broker, 5. Securisy analyst, 6. Order clerk, 7. Margin trader, 8. Bond
trader.

AUTOMOBILE PARTS COUNTER'WOkKER
I. ManufaCturer's rep*entative, 2. Automobile sales worker,' 3. Automobile service
adviser, 4. Automobile nfechanic, 5.. Gasoline service station attendant.

;
GASOLINE SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
I. Retail trade sales clerk, 2. Dining room attendant.,.)Dishwnsher, 4. Mimi
caretaker, 5. Usher, 6. Pountain worker, 7. Libraryclot 8. Vehicle waSher, 9, Health
trainee, 10, Newspaper vendor, II. Cashier, 12,1atiusement attendant, 13. Messenger,
.

Answer to math problem
SECURITIES SALES WaKER
AC&C, Amerie*gailriiad Co., and D.C. Electric Co. would provide a higher yield
than the say,itigs account.
226 4,

ing.

lic'speaking, driver training, and
book keeoing are helpful.

character investigations are required for.registration. Most employers provide training to help
sales workers meet the -requirements for registration.

14. Stock handler.

start work very'early in the morn-

For man )1 route.drivers, the fact
thar they do not work under close

mutual

junds in all parts of the country.
Most, however, work for large
firms with offices in bis cities.

liveries in -all kinds of weather
considerable lifting,
carrying, and walking. Many

Courses in sales techniques, pub-

cause many employers look for
Securities sales workers are em-

Route drivers have to Make ;de.and ; do

provide personal services, for ex-

ample. dairies, bakeries, food
and beverage*distribution firms.

01er Information

233

Securities, sales workers work
fairly regular hours althoUgh

they may meet with customers
-on evenings and weekends.-
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Ironworkers high above the city lug protected by a system ot belts and ties.
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We live in a world of structures of all kinds: Houses,
stores, bridges, NctorieS, roads, and schools. Think about

your community for a moment and see how many different structures you can name.
Putting up a building requires the effort of people with

many different skills. At every stage, from clearing the
site to putting on such finishing touches as signs or door
knockers, construction means a team efThrt. Although
the members of this "team" aren't all on the site at the
sante time, they depend on each other. To get an idea of

how this works, let's see what's involved in building a
house. We'll follow the progress of the Wright family's
house, which you'll read more about in the story about
the architect in the chapter on Performing .Arts, Design,
and Communications Occupations.

Before the Framework Goes Up
A lot had to be done before the house could begin, to
go up. First, the Wrights' architect, Jack Myers, had to
design the house and draw up blueprints for the construc-

tion workers to follow. filueprints are plans that show
the general layout of the building and give such detailed
information as the exact measurements of rooms, win-.
dows, anti doors apd the places where pipes, wires, and
ducts should be placed. (
Then the builder, or contractor, had to obtain all the
materials, equipment, and.labor. les the contractor's job

to make sure that every phase of the work is done on
schedule, so that the house will be finished when the
Wrights are ready to move in. This means checking to

make sure that the job is being done properly and
maintaining an inventory of supplies so that workers
don't waste precious time waiting for materials to be
delivered..The contractor already has.obtained the build-

ing permit, a legal document that is required before
construction can begin:, 'the perm.W shows that the
Wright house ,meets county zoning regulations for the
site where they plan to build. Several months ago, after
obtaining the building permit for the Wrights' house, the
contractor hired a surveyor.The surveyor measured the
land and drew maps that showed boundary lines and
such features as roads and underground utility lines.
What else has to be done? The land must be prepared.
That will happen soon, for the operating engineers arc
scheduled to arrive tomorrow with their bulldozers and

other earth-moving equipment. A hill will have to be
leveled and, in spite of the Wrights' desire to save them,
several trees will have to be cut'down.
The operating engineers are among the first construction workers on the site. Help'illg them are (mstiuctian

labo yrs, or "helpers'', who have work to do- during

41,

nearly every stage of the building. Once the operati4
engineers have prepared the ground, the surVeyor will
come back and usestakes and lines to lay out the exact
location of the house on the property,

The Structure Rises
Once the .land is ready, it will be time for the foundation to be laid. A building as heavy as a housulests oj
a foundation buried in the ground. This is done so thit
the weight of the building will rest on .the hard, solidly
packed grounds below the frost line. Otherwise it might
develop structural damage, such as cracks and doors and
windows that won't open.

The foundation starts with lbotings"- large blocks
of concrete that are completely sunk into the ground.
Footings are placed under, the edges of the house and at
certain points inside where"there will be extra weight
under a fireplace or porch, for example. The first step in
laying the foimdation is digging trdnches for the footings.
An excavation crew of operating engineers will dig out,
or excavate, the earth to make foorn. fbr the fbotings.
Then cement masons will pour wet concrete into the
trenches. Pouring concrete' is hard work that requires
strtngth and stamina. Sometimes this job is done by, a.
crew of construction laborers rather than' by the mote
highly skilled cement masons. Once the concrete is set,
bricklayers will come in and place cinder blocks on top
of the footings and build the foundation wall to slightly
above the ground surface:

Then it's time for utilities to be brought in from the
street. Such utilities as water, sewerage, and gas_ are
brought to'individual houses by means of undergound
pipescalled mains thatuin Nneath the streets. The floor
of a new house cannot be laid until these 'water, sewer,

-

.

and gas mains are tapped and connecting pipes attached

that wll lead.into the house.
Atter the titility pipes haVe been brought up through
the ground,. inside the outer boundary of the house,
cement masons will pour a slab floor. They will p8ur the
concrete carefully, making sure it is level, and smooth it
down as it hardens to give it an even finish. They'll keep
the concretetnoist while it's "curing" to make sure it will
be hard and strong when it dries. It's not unusual for
cement masons to work overtime, because, once the
concrete is poured they must stay on die job until it is
completed.
With the foundation ik n d slab floor in place, carpenters

can begin work on the wooden frame of the house.
torpenters 1'011(4 the architect's blueprints when they,
build the frame. They use different sizes ()Humber: Studs
csr the walls, joists for the attic floors, and rafters for the
?
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Construction Occupations

roof. They. Will begin by building,the wall framework,
nailing pieces of lumber together arid sectiring them hi

carpenters will nail sheathing boards across Ote outside
of the wall frame. They also will install windows at this

the foundation with metal bolts. The carpenters must be
sure to place the studs A certain number of inches apart,
'T as ciilled for in the building code'. They must be snre to
leave spaces fbr windows and doors:

stage. When the windows und.,beathing board are in

As soon as the wall frame is up, the carpenters will,
build the attic floor frame and the roof frame. On top of
thc roof frame they'll place sheets of plywood called roof
decking. Then roofers wilt conic in and put roofing felt
or tar.paper on the roof deck,: Since the architect decided

long ago that asphalt shingles would be best:1hr the
Wrights house, that's what the contractor has bought.
When the time comes, the roofers will pth them on. Thc
ro6lers will also add guttersvdownspouts, and flashing
around the chimney and edges of the roof tO prevent
water from runfithg down the sides of the hOuse When it
asairts,.

Once the roofers have finished, it will belime to put
up the outside walls of the house. As the first step,

place? the putsick-wa4trrali gp up. The,LWrights' house
will have brick fir-t thc -front and sides,`4ind aluminuM
siding on the rear.
,

Ilicklayers will lay the brick, hey will have to bc
sure that the walls are straight and level and that they
intersect at right angles. The bricklayers must follow the
architect's blueprints very carefully. They have to pay
attention to
detail, making sure that the rows of
brick line ,up wi doors and windows, for example.
Helping them will be hod carriers or mason lenders who
mix the mortar and make sure the bricklayee:don't run
out of materialS.
The aluminum siding for the rear of the hose is made
at the faCtory, but the carpenters who instal!, it measure

'llnd cut it at the job site.' They nail the panels in place
and- itdd molding at corners and along windows and
oot;s to give a neat finish.

- ._.
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Carpenters.work quickly and accurately with hand
tools or power tools.

Precision measuring instruments are required in
some construction trades.

43

A mask proteots thie plumbors.oyes when she is
welding
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Construction offers good opportunities for young
peOple who are willing to spend 9 overal years learning a trade.

Construction Occupaton8
Movino Indoors

All the workers you've read about so far have outdoor

jobs: Working together, they'll build the "shell" of the
Wrights' house. But there still will be a lot to do befOre
the family can move in.
You've seen how the water, sewer, and gas mains will
be tapped before the slab floor, is laid down. Until more
work is done, the ends ,of pipes will simply stick out of
the floor in the utility room, kitcheu, and., bathrooM.
When the time coMes, plumbers will come in and install
the fresh water pipes and the drainage system within the
houSe. They will put pipes inside the walls befbre closing
them up on the inside so that the pipes aren't visible
when the house is finished.

Plumbers will install heating and air-conditioning
units, too. The Wrights will use electricity to heat their
house.parni air will be sent throughout the buildin by
meansplamstem of' thin-walled reNngularpipes called
ducts. Sheet-metal workers have alr-e?fuly made the ducts
at the shop; later they'll bring (hem to the construction
site to install them. The sheet-metal workers will install
.diiCtwork inside the. walls and ceiling, making sure that
there are outlets or registers in each room. They also will
.install return air &lets so that the air will circulate back
to the air conditioner or furnace.
Since both the plumbing and the ductwork, are installed, inside the walls or ceiling, they're hard to get at

I

once the house is finished. For this reason, the plumbers
and sheet-metal workers will havt to be very careful to.
install the pipes and ducts correctly in the first place.
They,may have to work in awkward or cramped positions
to do this,

.

dt.d, ALIA

Another important utility that
be installed is
electricity. To do this, electricians will connect a cable
from the street to, the house. They'll bring the cable to
the house and attach it to a meter, which measures the
flow Of electricity. and theri to a distribution panel. From
this panel the electricians will comrect more wires that,,

insides of t-he outer walls and to the attic floor. Insulation
also helps absorb noise and\prevents water vapor from

passiag through the walls. Insulation workers will cut
strips of' fiberglass or other insulating material to the
right length, and then staple each strip into place insidc
the wood framework. They Also will cover the ducts and
pipes that carry hot air' or water.

ITZSIT IP
41,104. 01.410

N

EMMA

Like 'many construction workers, this painter has his
gwn contracting business.

lead to electrical outlets and switches all over the house.
The electricians run these circuit wires'inside the walls

and ceiling and Boors, being careful not to let them
interfere with the metal ductwork or plumbing.sysfem.
To"save energy and keep the house warmer in winter
and cooler in summer. insulation will be applied to the

.1

'06

Atler the utilities have been roughed in' and the insulating materials installed, the finishing work can begin.
There will .be a lot for the finishing Workers to do, for
-44iOnside of the house will be no more than a wooden
skeleton.

Drywall installers will close up the walls and ceilings
kty nailing wallboard panels tp the wooden frameWork
inside the house, They will cover all joints and nail holes
with tape and joint cOmpound, and make sure the surface
of the wallboard is smooth and ready for painting,

9
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switches. The pair-per Will return to finish the htrdwood
floors, the trim, Ad any marred.or damaged areas.
Various finishing jobs often overlap, so cooperation is

''

i

o't

,1
VIA:11

essential. The different craftworkers will have to be
'careful not to get in each other's way or spoil the work
that others have done. All of' the finishing work affects
thc final look of the house, and therefore requires careful
attention to detail.
As the inside of the house nears completion, ccment
masons will rcturn to lay the sidewalks and drivewAy. A
landscaper will come in to plant grass, shrubs, or small

treeS, And then one last steps necessary. A acw of
construction laborers will clean-up the inside of the house

and the work site, and. carry away debris left by thefinishing Workers. Finally, the house will bc rcady for
thc Wrights.
1A1,

Other Jobs in the Building Trades

A large project such as a high-rise apartment or an
office building requites many. more workers than a.
house. Furthermore, it requires tome very specialized

)),

+,1

Years bt experience enable this floor 'installer to
work quickly.

Once the wallboard has been installed, painters will
arrive on the scene. The painters will paint the walls and
ceilings, using brushes, rollers, or spray guns. They need
to know the characteristics of different paints, and how
to mix different colors, Since Mr. and Mrs. Wright want
wallpaper on thc bedroom walls, paperhangeii 'Will be
needed too. Both the painters and the paperhangers must
be skilled at what they do so that they can work rapidly
htt neatly.
floor cowling installers will be on the job then alsW,
These workers will finish the floors by putting hardwood,

workers. On construction projects as large as these, thpre

arc jobs for elevator constructors, workers who install
elevators in high-6k buildings. And jobs for glaziers,
who install glass on wall surfaces or put -in windows.
Ironworkers erect the steel framework and other metal
parts in big buildings,' bridges, and other structures.
Plaster, rather than drYwall, is used to covetwalls and
ceilings in many commercial buildings. Before any plastering is done, lathers install supports such as metal lath

or gypsum lath board to hold the plaster, stucco, or
concrete materialis. Pla,sterersthen finish interior walls
and ceilings with plaster coatings and Apply durable
cement plaster or stucco to cxtcrior surfaces. Marble
setters install marble facing on walls, columns, and floors.

Terrazzo workers apply terrazzo to floors in buildings
such as stores, offices, and hospitals. TerrazzO is tinted
concrete 'with which marble chips arc mixed.

resilient tile, or carpeting on top of' the concrete slab
floor: Tilesetters will come in to lay ceramic tile on the
floors and walls of thc bathrooms.
Finishing earpetner.0 will install the interior wooden
trim: Casings 1round windows and doors and base and

shoe moldings where the walls meet the floor: The
fini§hing carponters also will hang the doors, being carefld to make sure, each door is the right size mi.d that it
hangs straight.
Fixtures and accessories will have to be installed. The
plumber will return to put in sinks and bathroom fixtures
such as bathtubs ;Ind toilets, Finishing carrienters wilf
install kitchen cabinets and counter tops. The electrician

will come back to install overhead lights and light

Whd it Takes to be a Construction Worker
A..'s you have just seen, con4ruction takes a team effort.
Much of the work takes place One step at a. time, and
Ilmost every step depends on another
having been cm..
pleted. Cement masons cannot pour concrete footings,
for example, until thc land has been cleare&and trenches
have been dug. Carpenters cannot begin nailing u0 the
wall framework until th4f9undation has been laid. Walls

cannot be finished Ail utilities are installed, Each
worker depends on others doing their jobs well and.
without delayAiitte it takes the skills.of many difUrent

0
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Many people like the physical activity of construction
jobs.

people to put up a building, construction workers must be

deal about his pr her anti. It takes expert knowledge of
'both the theoretical and practical aspects of a craft or
trade to Figure pot the best way of handling a particular

able to work well with others. They must be willing to
take orders from those in charge, do their share of the
' work, and cooperate so that uo one gets in anyone else's

problem.
Much construction work requires precision-. Workers
such as electricians and plumbers must meet strict stand-

way,

,What other traits are important For people in the
building trades? lq)r plumbers, painters, electricians; cara

ards of accuracy in their work; they need to be able to
take measurements and calculate dimensions quickly

high degree of skifl, a talent For working with one's hands

nd accurately. This is such an importabt aspect of

is important. It takes manual dexterity to work quickly
andaccurately with handtpolg such as the trowels, hammers, matiets,Pand chisels.that bricklayers use.pr to cut
and shape wood, with portable power saws and drills as
a carpenter does: Do you like working with your hands?
Are you good at wOrking with tools Or Machinery? Are
you ipechanically inclined?' These qualities are essential

cdnstruction work that apprenticeship programs generally include ope or more courses in appliedmathemdtics.
Many construction workers need tO be able to picture
dhjects from ithieprints and read scale.drawings. Alsb
important is an eyefOr detail---:the'ability to see sliiht

P'enter, bricklayers, and others whose work requires

in the' building trade's.
Skilled constructioirworkers often are called upon to
solve mechanical or spuctural problems. A tile'setter might
.

be asked, for example, to create an intricate design in
tile For,an outdoor patio. With general guidelines from
the architect, a plitMber might have to plan the layout Of
a plumbing system for a speciric room to make the best
use of limited materials and space. Cpming up with a
workable solution requirei thAthe Worker know a great

-

'differences and detect flaws in shapes or surfaces.
Painters' in particular require good color discrimination
in

&bp. to Match colors anO.shades, and to "seleerthose

. thacgo well. together.

,

Many ptople prefer construction Work because it so
often is oytdoor wOrk. Workivig outside is enjmble when
the weather is nice, of course. But constrtiction workers
.halfe to be prtared to Work outside on days when the
weather is terrible. Do you' spend a lot of time outdoors
right now? Would Ou be willing to work outside in cold

or veryhot %scathe
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A 4-year apprcnticeship prooramOs the best iiay to become an electrician.

Finally, every aspect of construction work involves
phvyiol aelivin.. If you like exercise, one of the construenon trades may be just right ror you. A willingness to.he

physically active on the job Certainly is a "must" for
ariyone interested in entering the ffeld, for people in the
building trades do a lot of standing, stooping, bending,
squatting,- stretching, or kneeling. -Some '-conStructipn
workers do a great ,deal of heavy lifting. Moreovel, they
don't get, much time to rest. They must keep moving all
the time, working steadily. Depending on the job, construction work tan take a lot of strength and stamina.

What the Job Offers YoU
You've just rtnid about personal yaits that are impor;
tant for construction work. -There are other things Ui
consider as well. What- about wages? Chances for promotion?.Steadiness of the job? Opportunities to go into
business (or yourself'?

The building trades generally offer high hourly pay.
Being paid by the hour means that the total earnings of

.04 -)

construction ,workers are affected 'by. how many hours,
they work. During good times, there's lots of work for,
everyone. Since construction workers receive extra pay

for overtime work, they sometimes e*n. make a lot of
'money by woiling .overtime to finish a project by a
.certain.deadline.
On The other .band 'in tonstruction there's no promise

of steady ernplOyment. Sonic construction workers are,
employed for years by a single contractor, but pthers'.
must seek.a.new job after each project-is i!ompleted.,And
even if,you work for a single contractor, you can't always
be sureAcow many hours you'll work. Construction activ-

ity,often swings fromThighs to.lows. Biditchtg generally
is 'curtailed in the winter when it's very cold: snowy, or
rainy: Fewer neW homes are built when the economy is
in a slump. Work. on a big project may stop altogether
because of a business failure. A delay in obtaining build-

ing materials can lead to tettpOrary layoffs. in these
cases being paid by the hour means not getting paid at,

all foi time ypu don't work. -If you're considering construction vt(ork, you should.be preparea for periods wher"'
your income would be uncertain.

0

4.,

Construction Occupations
The building trades offer an"opportunity to work your
way up to 0 supervisory position, particularly for workers
who are ainbiti4ms, and good at what they do. Experience
also improves chances 17.-Rromotion. An experieneed

worker might, vbe promoted -to a position suPervising
other workers of that craft. After several years he or she
might become a construction superintendenLand then
mbar a project manager. Many people in the building
trades eventually begin businesses of their own. This js
especially true of carpenters,' floor covering installerS,
painters and paperhangers, plasterers, und'tilesetters.
their buSinesses expand, they may employ other workers
And become contractors. Sometimes construction workers move into office positions as estimators.

How do- people enter ih'b..biiIding trades? What do
yop need to know to get a job? hst construction workers
arp skilled crallworkers. They lein their trade through
several years o.f on-the-job training --or by.completing
an apprenticeship .or other trainhig prograM that may
take as long as 4 years. lndividhal training requirementsfor each of the construction occupations are listed,in the:
Job Facts 'at the end of the chapter.
Apprenticelip programs, offered by local ulion and
employ& groups working together, arc a goodlway Of
learning ohe of.'the construction trades. These programs
combine actual wprk experience with classroom instrucl
tion, and may last anywhere from 2 years (cement masons, drywall installers, lathers) to 4 years (carpenters,
electricians, glaziers, insulation Workers, plumbers, and
sheet-metal workers). "ApprenticesAip" comes froM a
French word meanint
learn', and if you^choose this

*r,

,t

way of training for a trade, you'll need to be serious
about learning.

Not everyone yraifii for construction work in an apprenticeship program, however. Many 'people learh the
construction tradei oh the jhb; by working with experienced construction Workers in their community. A summer constructionijob`while you're still in high school can
be a good way to find cut if you're suited for ihis work.
Constroctidh Mien good opportunities for young people who i4e willing to spend several years learning a
trade. Most high schools offer classe:s in mathematics,

mechanical, drawing, drafting and design, and shop.
Many have programs in the. building trades, .arrd'offer
courses in bricklaying, carpentry, electricity, plumbing,.
heating and Air conditioning, arid general maintenance
mechanics. These .elasses provide gob(' eXrdrienafiecause you work with the same kir* 'of machines ands-

Many people choose construction work because of
the high hourly pa9.
.

.

courses may give you. OK
to'land your first-job or
open the way for furthor fraining..Some programs give
building trades students an opportunity to otrti6pate in
the tonstrnctioh or renovation of hduses thrtiugh actual.

r,

,

tools- in Crass that, you'd use on the job. Suchltigh

4i

;

,on-the-job work experience.
4
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Andy considers himself lucky to get into the apprenticeship program. "I'm being
paid good money to learn a highlti skilled trade."
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Andy 41ked onto the site and saw Joe, the bricklayer
supervisor, examining son blueprints. "Eli," he said,
yawning as he approach I. "What time is it? This site
would have to be way or the other side of town. I had to
get up an hour and a lyf'IF earlier than Usual this tnorning
to allow enough tim to.get here."
The supervisor I ok up, glanced mins watch and said,
"les 7:15. I'm gl4 you got here a little early today. You
can help me la out these walls."
Andy was a41 apprentice bricklayer. At the age of 23
he %as more than .halfway through his 3year apprenticeship program. The progAn had twO parts: On-thejob training every dayand classroom instruction 2 nights

Walls to be built and the kinds ormaterials to be used.
They show the Size and locations of doors and windows,
the pattern in which the bricks or blocks are,.to be placed
(known as the pattern bond), the number of units needed

for 'a row or "course" of brick or block, and the size of
the joints between units. The bricklayers need all of this
information .beforc they can begin laying any- bricks or
blocks.

Andy walke4 over to looksat thc architect's blueprints

with Joe. Right away, he saw that the wall thcy were
about to build was a composite wall. This meant that the
wall was to be made of row upon row of cement block

a week.

faced with rows of brick. Thc parallel rows are calleii
wythes. T)le brick facing and block backing would be

Andy considered himself lucky to have heen'''accepted
for -apprenticeship. First there had been the aptitude test,
and then the oral interview viththe union apprenticeship

bonded with metal wall ties at regular intervals for added
strength. The architect had.specified exactly what types
of brick and block and wall ties to use.

. comcittee.

The committee had asked him about his

-Re first step in laying out such walls as these is

schoc record,
....,......his interests, Ns hobbies. The last question

marking the dimensions on the foundation. Andy and
Joe began measuring in from one of the corners of the
foundation. Thcy checked tfte dimensions of thc foun-

.

had bethi the hardest: What makes you think you'd be

a

good bricklayer? Andy had passed the interview with
flying colors, but even then he had-toNwait nearly a year
before there was an opening. The appr9nticeship comMittee accepts people 'into the program only a few at a
time it all .depends on the aMount of coóstruction
activity in the area, and the need to train more bricklayers. The committee tries to train only as many bricklayers

dation against the dimensions given in the blueprints.
"Let's start laying the bricks, out dry," Joe said..

The two bricklayers laid. a -course of tricks without

mortar in order to space them correctly. Then Joe
marked the spaces where there wcre to be doors and
windows to make sure that the units would be 'placed
properly around those openings to allow for a strong

as there are..jobs.

Andy was pleased
with the way things were going for
,

bond.

him. Ile was learnthg a skill and getting paid while
learning. Every () months since he had starred, the ap-,
..rifenticeship committee had examined his prbgress, and
40 time they'd prOmotedtim and raised.his pay. When
he had first started the.program hc had been paid only
'about hall the usual hoktrly wage rof,eiperienced bricklayers, but the .amoulif hall been lncreasittg steadily.
-Soon he'd he making "As much as any experienced bricklayer.
Andy.knew that with the
apprenticeship committee ..
.
,
,

Andy got up from his kneeling liosition and looked at
the layout. "It looks pretty good," he said. Joe nodded.
By now the other bricklayers had-arrived. In addition
to Andy and ,loc there wcrc six bricklayers and eight
helpers, called mason tenders or hod carriers.
"You'll be Working with Fred," Joe told Andy. "He's
been doing this for a long time, and he'll .be able to help
you out if .you have any problems." foe made sure that
all of the, other bricklayers 'saw the markings for the

constaatly reviewing his progress he couldn't afford to

41oors and windows.

waste time on the job, or skip,classes, or he late. for work., .'
So there he.was even though he'd ragier.have been hope'.

.. A mason tender brought a batch, of freshly mixed

,..
in bed.
That. morning Andy and the pther bricklayers in.the
crew were4o begin laying the-exterior walls of a high=

rise apiament building. Andy. 1 ) ad leanted,lorig ago that

.

Mortar., and thc bricklayers picked up their troweK Fred
moved to one of the corners. He cut into a pan of wct
mortar with his trowel, spread thc mortar thickly on the
foundatio'n surface, and then pressed a brick into\ place.

He picked up another brick, "buttered" one end of it
with'rnortar, and pressed it into place noa to thc first
,,,brick. Alter .placing each brick in. place, hc used his

there's more to beurg a brie
e layer than just slapping
bricks together in a haPhazaril fashion. Bricklaying, hc
had discovered, is a precise activity, and there is a lot of
measnring to db before the lirst brick is lad.,
The bricklayer superviwr must study the.alrchiteet's
blueprints,and .compare the dimensions inilkated there
to the actual iirface on which they're working. The

troWel to cut off tHe eikess mortar that had'becn squeezed

out from the brick joihts.
Andy watched !led" for a while, admiring the single
(hcwing motion with which he 'loaded the trowel and
spread the mortar. Then he stepped up and began help-

blueprints tell the length and width and heigtrorthe
r

ing the other man. Together, they built the outside corner

1
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to talk and let your mind wander while you're working,"
thought Andy as he listened to some of the other bricklayers joking with each other. The other people on the
job really helped wake the wórk enjoyable.
When they finished the sixth courstof the brick wall,
Andy stopped and examined the work he and Fred-had,
done so far. His arms and back were tired from stooping
over and lifting.the bricks; but he was pleased with the
wall. The sight of the finished brick work made him feel
good. The Mortar joints betiken courses still needed to
.be finished, so Andy picked up a tool called a jointer
and ran it along the-edge of eaeh joint. The jointer left
an indentation in.the mortar' that made the joints, look
much neater than before.
The sun was very strong now: Andy could feel it
burning his face and arms. His shirt was soaked with
perniration. There wasn't much shade around, nowhere
to escape from the heat. "Isn't it lunchtime yil?". Andy

c,

.Lihik

1

y

wondered.

-

Minutes later, Joe called out, "Let's break for lunch
now. You have half an hour." Then he walked over to
Andy and' Fred and eXamined the work they had just
completed.

,

"When we get back," he said, "we'll lay the block
backing inside the brickwork."

Andy nodded. Then he looked over at Fred, who
grinned and said, "Let's .find some shade to sit in so we

can cool off. I've got to get out of the sun for a while.
And the way you've been working, you must be pretty
. hot and tired yourself. You're not sO bad, you know,"
"Thanks," Andy-replied, flashing a broadomde. Then
the two* bricklayeks walRed off to pick up their lunch
"There's a lot of more to being a bricklayer than just
slapping bricks together. It's very precise work:*

bags.

Exploring
of brick, and inside it another One of bloci. The .other
bricklayers had split up into smaller groups and had
moved to other sections of t(he building. There they were
building-corners just as Fred and Andy were doing.

Biicklayers work with their hands. They use handtools
such as trowel's, hammers; and chisek. Sometimes-they
use power tools..

It didn'i take long for the crew of bricklayers to build

1)6 yob enjoy activities that invOlve working With

the corners krthe desired height., Then they-began to lay
the brick widl between the corners. First they stretched

yotsr Aands, -sueli,..bas building -ships or...airplane

a line betwen the corner units at the top of the first
course. The line was a guide for keeping tht-brickS all at
an even height, as well as for keeping the row straight.
-Then they began laying the first courAe_of bricks. On top
of the first course they laid a secondphen a third, and so
-on until the wall was six courses high.

models, building or refinishing 7-furniture, making
ceramics, weaving.doing macrame, making stained
glass, or making candles?

Fred talked for a-while about the upcoming World

Are you accustomed to using tools for work around
the h9use or garden, or for repairing bicycles or lawn
mowlai?
Do you help, put up shelving, install screens or storm'
windows, replace loose shingles, or fix loose boards
or stair railings?
.
Do4you enjoLlearning how to use a tool you've neva

Series, but then lapsed intg silence. "k's nice to.he able

used before?

The motions involved in laying brick are repetitk,
and soon Andy was moving at a quick pace. Andy and
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"Talking and joking with the other bricklayers is one of the best parts of this job."

Brkklayers follow blueprints and diagrams.
Can you read and understand graphs', diagrams, and
iarts?
,
C4n you read roadrnaps?

Can you lot* at 'a drawing and picture the threedimensional object in your mind?
Do you understand football or basketball plays when
they're written oot?
Can yoii follow thy diagrams in the service 600klet
for a refrigerator, air-conditioner, or dishwasher?
.°

Bricklayers need a working knowledge of mathematks.

Do you know how to take measurements and calculate fracirons, proportions, .and percentages?
Bricklayers do strenuous Ohtdoor work. The job Involves

a lot of lifting, standing, and stooping.

Are you in good-physical conditiOn?
Do you enjoy outdoor sports and recreational activ-

ities; such as football, baseball, sof,tball, track and
field, hunting,.fishing, climbing, hiking, or camping?
Do you prefer mowing the lawn or working in the:
garden to working indoors?

Suggested Activities

Help build an outdoor masonry structure suc6 s

a

retaining wall or a barbeque pit. Help lay a terrace or
patio. Help lay a brick or stone walkway.
Invite a bricklayer or stonemason to speak to your class
about his or her work, Ask Ole speaker to bring and
explain some of his or her tools;
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Invite a representative of the local bricklayers' union to
speak to your class on apprenticeship opportunities in-'
your community.

Ititite the instructor of a. bricklaying course to speak to
your class about training opportunities and job prospeck for bricklayers in yobr community. Most school
systems have vocational education Programs that offer

instruction in the building trades. Courses also are
given in community colleges, technical institutes, an

10 feet high?

See answers at end of chapter.

Write for career information to the International Ma.sonry Apprenticeship Trust, 815 15th Street, N.W.,
Suite 711, Washington, D.C. 20005; Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., 1957 E Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006; and Brick Institute of America, 1750 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Virginia 22101,

trhde, sch6Ols.
%.

Join a ehapter of VICA. (Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America), IT your school has one. V ICA chapters plan
projects, take field trirs, and hold competitions in such
skill areas as b.rickla.:ting, carpentry, and the electrical
trades.

a Girl Seotcrc if yoviloCal troop has the

If you

to'Rerdity program for exploring careers. Troops alsp offer opportunities to test career
interest'S through praciency badges in a number of
areas iuviuding Handywoman.
From -Dreani

1

.

,

If- you are a Boy 'Scout, try for the merit badge in
Masonry.

As a project for a mathematicS class, plan a wall to be

built of' brick or blo6k. This involves deciding on
ekniensions, pattern bond, and size of joints.

'

Bricklayers need a working knowledge of mathematics.
They need to be able to take measurements and do
calculations. See if' you can do the problems below.
.1'hey are typical of some of the problems bricklayers
deal with every day..
A bricklayer is plannivrerb build a wall using standard si/e bricks that are 8 inches long, 4 inches wide,
and 21s inches high. There will be inch of' mortar
between tach. brick. How long a course can she build
with 4 load of 25 bricks?

of.

A brkkliiyer lays 80 bricks per hour. How many
hours does it take. him to_ lay 960 bricks? I low many
8-hour days is that'?

2.

A bricklayer is planning a wall that is to be 10 feet
high and 40 feet long. If seven bricks equal 1 square

foot of wall, estimate the number of bricks the job
will require- if' you allow 10 percent for wastv,
/".
,000
It requires T."A of a cubic yard of mortar to h
brick*with 1/?-inch mortar joints. AssitmeAliat seven
bricks equal I square foot. How many cubic yards of
mortar are needed to build a wal1200 fee4, Ion and
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Related Occupations
Bricklayers aren't the .only construction Workers who
build structures or surfaces using-bricks, stones, concrete,
mortar, or cement. Can you identify some,of the related
occupations described below? If you need help, refer to

thlist of job titles at the end'.
I. I spread, snurthand finish poured concrete surfaces. Who am 1? \

2. J cut and s ape tiles and apply them to walls, floors,
ceilings, and robls. Who am I?

I apply cement, sand, piggent, and marble chips to
Boors, stairways, and cabinet Trxtures to create durable
and deCorative surfaces.Who am I?
3.

I build stone structures such as piers or walls. I 4ISo
lay walks, curbs, or special types of masonry. Who- am
4.

.

I carry bricks, concrete, mortar, or plaster to bricklayers, plasterer4, or stonemasons. I ako mix mortar by
hand or with a mixing machine. Who am I?
5.

I cut and set slabs of' marble in floors and walls of
buildings. I also polish and repair slabs that already are
in place. Who am I?
6.

"Fernizzo worker
Cement mason
arble setter
10d carrier or Mati(n1 tender
Stonemason

Tilesetter

See answers at end qbfiapter.
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Carpenter
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Brenda has always liked buil&

school, I built the props for

plays
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"lky, get that other eliithp over there, will You?"

roof. Luckily, the sun ,is out and it's a beautifuLspring

Brenda says..She guides a panel of wOod into place as
the crane swings it towards her. Steve wedges another

day.

panel iiito place while Pete brings the metal clamp,

day putting up column forms. Tomorrow, they're likely
to be dOing something different. The parking garage is
in many dilterent stages of construction, most or which
require some kind of rongh carpentry..
At one end of' the parking garage, the seconl level is
just being started. Thttre a crew olf'carpenterg-is laying
down the plywood decking'onto which the wet concrete
Will be poured to form the second-level slab floor.
At the other end, things ars further Along. The slab
floor i'or the second level has been laid and cOlumns

places it on the, form, and tightens it. The column fbrm
they are building consists of four woiiden panels clamped
'together at opposite corners. They work in silence for a
few minute,s, placing the clamps about a fbot apart all
the way to the top. At last, the form' stands secure a

tall, boxlike structirre About 16 feet high and

feet

square.

Brendri and Steve are carpenters. Pete is a ca6penter's

helper. The work theyre doing- building conctete
forms is called "rough carpentry". The forms are molds
onto which wet concrete can be poured tAreate the large
concrete columns that will support the ceiling of a parking garage. Next year there 'Will be a large Vice building

here, and the parking giirage will occupy the first two
underground levels. fligh buildings require a lot of concrete, and wfirever there's concrete to be poured, carpenters are on the jbb building the forms that provide
the shape for the concrete.
Brenda and her co-workers are working outside, in the
center of the second level of the parking garage. Since
there aren't any columns up yet in the area where they're

working. there's no conerete slab above to serve as a

Today Brenda, SteVe, and Pete wilispend-Thost of' the

already are in place. There ;mother crew of carpenters is

busy putting- up the lumber, that will support or brace
the plywo)od decking onto which the concrete slab above

will be poured. To do this, the carpenters nail or beace
pieces of lumber called jacks, rps, and stringe6 to form
an oVerhead frame on which they can nail the sheets of
plywood.
"Maybe we'll be wbrking over there by the end of the
week," Brenda thinks to herself'. She's not looking forward to it. Putting up the ribs and stringers can be
dangerous work, To put up the ribs, for example, the

carpenters often balance on one rib (a long piece of
lumber only 4 inches widl!, and 4 inches thick) while
they're Spreading down the one next to it. Just last week
Ole of the carpenters fell backWards of f a rib and lande0
-on his back 15 feet below, He's in the hospital now and
will be mu of Work.for sonic! time. The carpenters have

to be especially careful to avoid that kind a accident.
Brenda will probably spend most of toMorrow stripping colunm forms. She'll remove the forms from columns in which the concrete has begun to set. That can
qe a rough jobTfittstiuse the wooden forms stick very
tightly to the Concrete that has hardened against them,
and the carpenters must use a combination of leverage
and strength to get them off. Once the carpenters have
Stripped the forms, they'll coat the insides with form oil
tohelp the forms separate inore easily from the hardened
concrete next time they're ,used. When this fluid dries
overnipt, the forms will be ready to be used again the
next day.
'As soon as they finish one form, Brenda moves on and
begins constructing the next one, You never know.when
a supervisor's going to be watching you, she figures, and

,those who don't do their share of the work are most

Bronda ft-mkt that boom a 9arpotitor holps hor stay in
good physical condionn.
A
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likely to be laid off when things get slow.
"Iley, you don't get tired very easily, do you? Where'd
you learn carpentry, anyway'? You're rod!"
Brenda smiles at the compliment, so different from the
treatment she's gotten at other jobs. Why, fust a few
years ago, people always seemed to be asking Why she
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Brenda has lunch with her co-workers.

wanted to do "a man's job." Brenda never thought of
carpentry as ."man's work." It's something she's always
been good at and enjoyed doing. (;uddenly she realins
that Steve is waiting for' an answer.
"Well. I just picked it up. I guess," she begins. "The
way yon`did, probably.. I was always building things as
a kikl. Then, in high scho'ol, I got interested in the theatef
and built the props for plays. The,more carpentry work
I did, the more I found myself enjoying it.
"That was all there_ was to it until I found out how

busters work with the form carpenters preparing for the
pouring of the concrete. Their job is to install the steel
rods that will give added strength to each column. The
rodbusters attach the steel rods with wire to other steel

rods, called dowels, that are sticking up out of the

.sider

concrete slab. Once this is done the spot is ready for the
carpenters to come and build tile form around the rods.
Carpenters have been on the site almost since construction began. When the fora work runs out, most of the
form carpenters will move on td another site to begin the
same type Of work on another project. However, thenda
will try to stay on at this site and do some of the other
carpentry jobs that will need to be done, installing drywall, fin example. In timeg like these, when cortitruction
isn't exactly booming, Bkcnda knows that to stay employed year-round it helps to be versatile. She's made it
a point to learn to handle as many different kinds of
carpentry work as possible.. During the 5 years she's
worked as a carpenter she's learned how to install acous-

There arc plenty of people working on the site today.
Construction job, haven't been so easy to come by lately,
and so most of these workers feel lucky to be out here
working. At I6st Brenda doesn't have to drive too far to
get to work each day. Some of the other carpenters live
in another State, and have to commute over 3 hours each
way to get to and frOm work. "When you have to be at
work at 7 a.m., that makes for a very !Nig day," she
thinks.
Beskles the carpenters, the workers on the et:instruction
site are mostly tlernent masons or rodhusters. The rod-

the other carpenters.
"So, do you think you're going to stay on in construction?" Steve asks as they move over to another coluan
location.
"Sure," Brenda replies quickly. "Maybe someday
have a contracting business of my Own"
"Great idea," says Steve. "Well, you know what you're
doing, that's for sure."
As he walks away, she thinks to herself, "Doing a
good job is what counts, after all." Brenda takes pride in

much carpenters get paid around here! The chance to
make a lot of money convinced me to try to make a
career of carpentry. Right after high school I applied for
a job with a small congtruction company that needed
carpenters pretty badly. Since then 'I've gained experience and picked up new skills by working on different
kinds of construction jobs.
"Now," she says, changing the subject, "why don't we
get this last form built and thth move over to the other

tical tile and drywall, and how to hang doors. These
skills, she believes, give her an advantage over some of

7
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doing woritrof high quality and knelliVs that sh&s earned
the respell ,t4 most of her fellow workers. She's looking
forward tO many more years in carpentry.

Exploring

Sugges ed Activities
Build a doghouse or birdhouse. Buiki a bookcase, table,
or other piece of furniture.

Build the props for a school theatrical production.

('arpenters work with their hands. They use both hand
and power tmils and must handle their tools quickly and
skillfully.
IL)o you like working with your hands?
Are you handy with repairs around the house?
Are you good at working with tools?

Volunteer to repair toys at a day care center, Ileadstart
program, Or nursery school.

Offer to do minor home repairs or help winterize the
homes of elderly neighbors. There may be a prograrn

Do you enjoy such activities as building ship Or
aiiplane models, building or refinishing furniture,

of this kind in your community to which you could
volunteer your services. To find out, call the local

framing pidures, making ceramics, weaving, or doing

voluntary action center or agency on aging.

.

macrame?

Are you accustomed to using tools for work around
the house or garden, or for repairing bicycles or lawn

Help renoyate a room or building for a teen club or
commtinity center.

mowers?

[lave you ever helped put up shelving, install screens
or storm windavs, replace loose shingles, paint, or fix
loose boards or stair railings?
Do you enjoy learning how to use a tool you've never
used before?

Carpenters follow bluepriats and diagrams.
('an you read and understand graphs, diagrams, and

Invite a carpenter or cabinetmaker to speak to your class

about his or her work. Ask the speaker to bring and
explain some of his or her tools.
('arpenters need a wotking, knowledge of mathematics.
They need to be able to take measurements and do'
calculations. See if' you can do the problems below,
They are typical of some of the problems carpenters
might deal with.

charts?

A carpenter must use an auger bit k) drill a hole

Can you read road maps?

exactly % of an inch.deep. The bit advances 1/tri of an

Can you look at a drawing and picture the, three-

inch for each turn. How many turns are needed to

dimensional object in your mind?
Do you understand football or basketball plays when
they're written out?
Can you Ibllow the diagrams in t)re service booklet
for a refrigerator, air-conditioner, Or dishwasher?
-yrftvt

Carpenters need a working knowledge of mathematics.

Do you know how to take measurements and calculate fractions, proportions, and percentages?

('arpenters do strenuous ou,door work. The job some:
times involves prolonged standing, clhnbing, and squatting.
4

Are'you in good physical condition?
Do you enjoy outdoor sports and reereationa) activities, such as football, baseball or softball, track and
field, hunting, fishing, climbing. hiking 6r camping?
Do you prefer mowing the favor or working in the
garden to working indoors?
,244

"Someday I hone to have a contracting business of
my own,- says Brenda.

Construction OccuPations
drill the hole?

A carpenter must place flooring on' a concrete slab
that is 8 feet by 15 feet. She wit! be using pine flooring
boards that are sold as I" x 4" x 8'. The carpenter
knows, however, that as a result of planing, boards
this size are actually '/1" x 3 -!/.1" x 8'. How many
boards will she need for the job?
An 8-inch-wide rough board is finished bY planing '44
inch off one
and vs inch off ale otherskle. What
is the widtk9.124Winished board?
A carpenter is estimating the amount of time required
to do a roofing job. He estimates the job will require
20,000 tiles and he knows he can install 1,000 tiles in
1 hour and 45 minutes. How many 8-houL days will
be required to complete the job?
See answers al end of chapter.

Invite the instructor of a carpentry course to speak to
your class about training opportunities and job pros:
peck in your community. Most school systems have
vocational education programs.that.offer instruction
in the building trades. Courses re given in comMunity
colleges, technical institutes, a d trade schools.'

Join a chapter of V ICA (Vocatiomil Industrial ('lubs of'
America), if your school has one. V ICA chapter.s plan
projects, take field trips, and hold competitions iirsuch
skill areas as carpentry, bricklaying, plumbing, aiid

buildings will, be designed accordingly. Rules and
tapes with metric miasures.will become familiar.
Use the topic of metrics in woodworking for a report in
, a r\nathematics class. You might begin your research
by writing fOr inforniation to the .Office of Weights
and, Measures, National Bureau of Standards, Wash,ington, D.C.. 20234. They also will suTply a fist, by
State, of speakers who are willing tQ a k to groups
about the metric system.
Write for career information to the Associated Cieneral
Contractors of America, Inc., 1957 E Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006 and, to the United Brditherhood of CarpeiRrs and.Joinei's of Amerta, 101 Constaution Avenue, N.W., Washipgton, D.C. 20001..

Related Occppatior
Carpenters are the largest group of building trades
workers, and are employed in almost every type of
, construction activity. A wide variety of jobs are performed-by people with different types of carpentry skills
and different job titles. To learn more about some of
them, match ach occupation in column A with the
correct description (in column B) of the objects on which
such workers work.
Column A

the electrical trades.

Invite a representative of tioilk)cal carpenters' union to .
speak to your elms about apprenticeship opportunities
in your community.

Column B

1., Acoustical carpenter a. Interior and exterior trim,
stairs, hardwood floors
2. Rough carpenter

b. Drywall and other wallboard
for ceilings and walls

Invite a woman carpenter to speak to your class aboiit
her job and how she got started in the field:

3. Carpet layer

If you are a Girl Scmit, see if your focal troop has the
From,Dreams to Reality program for exploring careers. 'Froops also offer opportunities to test career
interests through proficiency badges in .11 number of

c.' Frames of' buildings, general
carpentry work in residential
,construction

4. Cabinetmaker

d. Acoustical tile for walls and

areas including lian,dywonlan.

4,

ceilings

5. Finish carpenter

e. Concrete forms, scaffolds,
temporary frame shelters

If you are a Boy Scout, try fin- the llome Repair merit
badge.

Eventually, as the United States converts to the metric
system, all construction materials will he based on
metric sizes, Lumber, concrete blocks, floor and ceiliyg
tiles, bricks, sacks of cement, roofing paper, shingles,
doors, and windows will be made in metric sizes and

6. Friiiing carpenter

7, Drywall installer

Wooden store fixture& office
equipment, cabinets, and
high-grade Furniture
g.

Carpeting installations

.

_

See answers at end of chapter,

t)
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Bob looks over plans for the school's plumbing system.
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Bob makes his way down the .main hall of what soon'
will be a brand new high school. Painters are on the job
now, an'a Bob has to step carefidlyThround.their equipment ladders, pannbrushes, rollers, _cans of paint, and
dropcloths.

4.

of the fuilding much like the blood vessels in our own

outside in .a fine rain, slipping and sliding in 1.0 mud.
But how quickly a sunny day restored everyons'spirits!
On those beautiful days in May; Bob and hiscrew forgot
all their gripes about the weather. In fact, they had had
quite a few laughs about all those people With indoor
jobs who -couldn't .enjoy the great weather ...
After the underground piping systems'were installed,
the plumbers left the site while the shell of the building
was put up. Then the plumbers returned to install pipes
inside the walls, ceilings and floors. AlthOugh the architect had shown in his floor plansVhere' the fixtures

job. B

would be placed and how the 1.4es would run his

Bob's in charge or a crew of plumbers. lie's been
around this site almost since construction began and
knows the layout of this buildin g. backwards a'nd forwards Not only does he know th0 blueprints, he helped
design he plumbing system that runs through every Fink
bodies. installing the plumbing for this..school was a big
guided the other plumbers through the entire.
process, lying on the basic knowledge
he gained during
his apprenticeship, and the 8 years of experience he's.
had since then.

The plumbing crew arrived at the site over a year agoZtk
right after the excavation crew left. One of their first jobsr
was tapping the water and gas mains that lie beneath the
cny streets.-This involved drilling a hole in each-.!of the
mains mulling under Market §treett, where the school is
located, and installing pipe to run from the main to the.{
school. The plumbers installed underground piping sys.b.

tems, for the fresh water that would be brought to pie
school, as well as for the natural gas that would fuel the
schoi:Vs healing system,

Atfthe same time, the plumbing creW installed the
underground clay pipes that carry 1,+,,ater waste away
from the school, This job involved installing two s'oparate
systeMs of pipes a sanitary sewer qstem and a .storm
sewer system. The _school's sanitary sewer sj,steni 'feeds

into the city system, which M turn. carries waske to the
local ,sewage treatment) plant. A separate piping system
was installed to handle water runoff. The schoOfs'stopn
sewer A,stem drains water from the athletic fields, from
the school parking lot, and front the yard right around
'the building. Not all of the storm runoff can be thrown
together immediately, however. The Jwater from the
parking lot, for example, will have oil depbsits mixed in
it which must be filtered out before this water can be
taixed with other runoff and emptied into a lake or river.
The plumbers therefore ,bad to lead pipes from the
parking lot to a separate chamber where the rainwater
runoff could be cleane'd up before being channelled into
the city's storm sewer system. Installing all that underground pipe took quilti some time.
Through the windows that litre one side' of the hall.
Bob sees that it's still gloomy and overcast outside. The
weather reminds him of' the rainy spring they had while
they were puttinvin those sewer pipes, the plumbers
lost more work time than usual beeause of' the heavy
rains. And whewthe rain let up, they found themselves
ahkle-deep in mud. It wasn't exactly a, picnic, working

diaigram actually left much to the plumWers' ingenuity.

lising the architect's plans as a guide'cBob and Ted
Jones, the plumbing contractor Bob works for, drew up
detailed plans 'for the plumbing system. These plans
showed the .dther plumbers exactly, Where to lay the
pipes, what. angles to use at each turn,-what size pipes,
and what inds of' supports to use. 4
The pIttinbers Wad to design and install several different piping systems.fbr use inside the school. There were
the .hot and cold water lines that led to the bath5yam
sinks and to the sinks in the home econonnes-iooni:'
Other cold water tines led to sinks in the art rooms.and
the science laboratories, and lo the water fountains fl
the halls. Cold 'Water lines aiso led into the fire exaltguisher s5,stem. In addition, drainage pipes had to be led
away froth each of the tixtlires, and venting pipes hatIttb
be installed to allow tir iftto the drain system,
-Bob turns a corner in'the hall and heads toward the
locker roonis at the back of the school to che4 on the
plum,bers' progress there. Onthe way he passes Jack, 6ne
of thyoung plumber apprentices, who is ingt4ng metal.
registers in the hallway. These registers are tVE
of the school's heating syskern to be installed. Earlier, the

W.,

&Whets had installed the furnace that wilkburn ihe gas
to heat the air.
,
"How's it going, Jack'?" Bob calls out.!..,,e,
"Just line," answers Jack, looking up quickly.
Jtjik's a good ,wory. He takes his job serionsly and
never hesitates to ask questions if' there's sonivhing he's
nor sure of. Something about Jack's petermmation to
make the most Of his apprenticeship reminds Bob of his
own start in the trade.
Bob had been acceptedrin the apprentice0ip program
right after he graduated from high school.,The program
lasted 4 years, and during that.iime Bob was assignede
a variety of projects, fr(ini large office bi4IditAgs to small

housing developmenMtwice a week he attended classes
at night. The combination of classroom instruction and
on-the-job traiAing gave him the thorough preparation
he needed i'or becoming skilled and versatile in his trade.'

After serving his apprenticeship, Bob spent the next 5
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to be dOirie, when to do it, and what problems to expect.
If ile,handles jobs like this one as well as he expects to,
he may be able to move up to the job. of project super-.
intendent befbre too long:That would mean overseeing

an entire constr ction job and coordinating the work of

in al the buildiniiades, not just the plumbers.
,Bob's thoughts aie interrupted as he notices Carl

peo

walking toward him from the,other end of the hall. Carl's
a veteran member of his plumbing crew.
"Say, Bob," Carl calls out, "The truck with the sinks
and toilets just pulled up, and we're. starting to unload.
We can start installing the fixtures right away. DO'you
want us to start with,the locker rooms?"
"Right," Bob answers. "I'm goini-that way right now."
The plumbing crew had put in the piping systems and
supports some time ago, before the inside walls were

closed up. Heavy fixtures like large sinks and water
tbuntains need plenty or support, so t1-4 plumbers had
mounted special hangers, screwed into strong supporting
braces inside the walls. Now that the walls were finished,
there was no sign of any of this plumbing work. Only
(he fixtures that they were about to install would give
evidence of the plumbers' hard work.
Bob makes his way outside now to watch a group of
construction laborers, unloading some of these fixtures
from a large truck.
"careful, now," he warns as he approact)es the truck,

46)

where one 'laborer is pulling at a commode. "That's
about 60 pounds of pretty expensive china." The laborer
readies for it more carefully, picks it up and takes it into
.the school. The plumbers must be strong enotiih to hold
Bob helps Jack cut pipe. Jack is learning the trade
through a 4-year apprenticeship,

years working at a number of different jobs. As soon as
he heard of a construction project nearby,hr4ofly. (or
work and stay with the job until the plumbing installation
was finished. Then he'd mote on to another construction
site. Three years ago, Bob decided that he wanted a more

permanent job. That's when he started working for Ted
Jones, the,phimbing contractor. Ted was impressed with
ilob's work and his knowledge of the field, so impressed..
that ittler less than 2 years he put BO" in charge of the
other plumbers in his crew.
This school is (fie biggest plumbing project Bob's been
responsible for so far. Although he was in charge of the

sngh fixtures in place while bolting them into the wall.
Bob watches while more-commodes, some sinks, and
some water fountains are unloaded. Things- have been
running smoothly today, and Bob is feeling good about
his job. Bob thrives on his work as a supervisor; he likes
organizing tOe work, supervising the other plugibers, and
managing 4y-to-day problems. And since he likes.being
on the go 411 the time, the busy pace is fine with him.
He's learning a lot, too. His job gives him a broad view
of all the phases of a construction project, and how they
fit together. Plumbing is still his faxorite construetion
ActivIty, of eourse. Ansi in his job- as supervisor, Doti has
gotten a clearer idea of the variety of tasks that this craft
entails. With that thought. Bob turns to go back into the
school.

plumbing crews on two other projcps last year, they
were inuch situdier jobs. However, the solid training he
had as an apprentice and his years of experience as a
hinthelf, even in a job this
plumber make Oh sure

big. He's been 7around construction for more than a
dozen years, after ail

long enough to know what needs

Exploring
Plumbers work with their hands, using handtools such as
wrenches, hammers, chisels, and saws. Sometimes they,
use power tools and gas or acetylene torches.
v4*..
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Carl is the Most experienced plumber on Bob's crew..

Do you enjoy activities that :involve working with
,

your hands, such as building ship or airplane models,
building or refinishing furniture, framing pictures,
making cerantics, doing macrame, or making canles?

Are ypu curious about how things work?
Would youlake somethrint apartyour bicycle or an

alarm clock, for example--just to see how it's put
together?'

Do you try to solve problems in an- orderly and

Arc you good at working with tOOls?
Do you enjoy learning how to uSe a tool you've never

logical way?
Are you persistent'? Will .you work on a problem until
you solve it?

used before?

Are you handy with repairs around the house?
DO you help put up shelving, install screens in storni
windows, fix loose boards or stair railings, or fix

Pluinbers follow blueprints and diagrams.

le a k"-Y faucets?

Do you know how to repair a bicxcle or lawn moWer'?
Do you enjoy working on motorcycle or automobile

. Can you read and understand graphs, diagrams, and
Charts?

engines?

Can you read roadmaps?
Plumbers often hove to search for the cause of a problem.
They need to know yechonicid principles and understand
how things work.

Can' You look at a drawing_att picture the three-

dimensional object in your mind?
Do yoti understand football or basketball-plays when
they're written out?
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Can you follow the diagrams in the, service booklet
for a refrigerator, air-conditioner, or dishwasher?
Plumbers need a

orking knowledge of mathematks dnd

pects in your community. Many school s ems have
vocational education programs that offer instruction
in the building trades. Courses also are given in community colleges, technical institutes, and trade schools.

scienCe.

Do you enjoy Mathemajics and science courses?
Do you know' how to take measurements and calculie fractions, proportions, and percentages?

'Join a chapter of V ICA (Vocational Industrial 'Clubs of
Atherica), if ydur school has one. VICA chapters plan
projects, take fielthrips, and hold competitionS in such
skill areas tis plumbing, carpentry, bricklaying, and
the electrical trades.

Each plumbing job is a little dia\rent froth the rest.

Do you like variety mkt change in your daily or
weekly schedule?

Invite a representative of the local plumbers' union. to
_speak to your-class abut apprenticeship opportunities
in your community.

If you are a Girl Scout, see if' your troop has, the From

A plumber's work can be strenuous. It hwolves a lot of
standing, stooping, lifting, and squatting. Much of it is
done outdoors.

Are you in good physical condition?
Do you like to he acti.ve most of the tiiiie?
Do you enjoy outdoor sports and Teereational activities, such as football, hicyclinglsokball, track and
field, hunting, fishing. climbing, Ii1 ing, or camping?

Dreams to Reality 'program of career exploration.
Troo s also offer opportintjties to test career interests
thro h proficiency badgos in a number of areas including .Haftclywoman.

If you_are a Boy Scout, try for the Plumbing and. Home
Repairs.merit badges.

Do yon prefer mowing the laWn or working in the
garden to working indoors?

.

Mathernatics

s

is an important tool of the trade for

plumbers. They must be able to take measuremenk
and do calculations. See if you can do the problems

Suggested Activities
a

lelp with minor plumbing repairs at home. Ilelp your
parents replace a washer Ma leaky faucet or clean out

a sink trap. Your public library has books on home
repairs that can guide you.

If there is a home repair or winterization program in
your community, volunteer to assist one ofehe
plumberS. To find out if there is such a progranrAere
vou live, check with your local voluntary action center
or agency on aging.
Help family and Wends with automobile engine repairs.
Do your owri repair work for your bicycle. Mechanical
work of' this kind will give you practice working with
small handtools..Invite a 'plumber to speak to your class about his or her
job. Ask thweaker tO bring and explain sift:W.-tools as
wrenches, rnmers, dtills, Nraces, and bits.

below. Tirey are typical of some of the problems
plumbers might deal With.
The water pressure.in a main supplying an irrigation/
systenLis 68 pounds per squareinch. If the pressure
the nozzles is '141 of the main pressure, what is t e
pressure at the nozzles?.

A plumber cuts thd folloWing lengths from a 40 oot
piece of pipe: 6 Yi feet, 4 'Ai feeL7
feet.. How much pipe is'left?

I/2

feet, 2 2/1 fee, 5

5/12

-The weight of' a pipe s directly proportional to ih
length. If a pipe 8 feet 4 inches long weighs 75 pounds,
how much does a pipe 6 feet 8 inches long weigh?
A house drain has a run of 40 feet at a grade of inch
, per foot. The low end has an elevation of 96.25 feet.'
What elevation is the high end?
Water weighs nearly 8v3,Potinds per gallon. A gallon
equals .231 cubic inches. How many gallons of water

are there in a full tAk With a volume of 2,079 cubic ivhes, and how much does this water weigh?
See answers at en71 qf chapter.

Invite the instructor o a plumbing cmirse to speak to
your class about training dpportunities and job pros-

Write for career informalion to the National Association

.

ii

,

Construction Occupationsof Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors, 10 Ie. 20th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036:.

Related Occupations

4.

Plumbers aren't the only skilled workers who deal
with metal piping or duct systems. Which plumbingrelated occupations,vare defined below? Unsetamble the
letters to find out.

I. RAI NOGITCINODNI, TEGERONARIRIF
NDA NTEGIAH IJCIEACON. I install, sqvice, and
repair air-conditioning, heating, and refrig6ration and
cooling systems.

2. DEWRLE I join metal parts together using arc dr.
%as welding equipment. I follow layouts, diagrams,%work
orders, or oral instructions.

3. TEHES TEAM', KROEWIJ make, put together,

install, andiepair sheet-metal-prod icts and equijiment
such as ventilators, control boxes, and furnace ck;ings.
follow work orders or blueprints.
4. RTWAE NTARETMTE I.NAPT'ARTOEPRO.
control -Aiachinery that purifies and-clarifies water for
human tonsumption and for industrial use.

5. kRNIPESLR-TETIER. I install, service; and repair the piping and fixttires used in fire sprsinkler systems,
, including hydrants, pumps, and sprinkler head connections.
See answeriv al end qf chapter,
/1.
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Exp oring Careers
Job Facts

-

4,n

There isn't roam ithistook fet a StOry abopt every cOnstruction occupation.
Howev,1001.1 find sorno"important facts aboUt 19 of theSe occupations in the
folloWng section. If kwant additional inforrnat1ori about any of them, you Might
beginby conSulting the Department of Labor's Occupotionaf Outlook Handbook,
which should be aveilable in your school or public library.
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Construction OccupationS
Occupti

.Bricklayers,
Stonemasons, and
Marble Setters

Naturt, and Places of Work,

Training and Qualifications

Other WorMalion

Workers in these *Lifts build and
repair structures such 'as tvalls,
fireplaces, patios. aiid walkways
using brick, tile, terra cotta, marble, and other materials.

Most, blicklayers, stonemasons,

and marble setters learn their
skills informally. by working as
helpers, or hod 'carriers. They

Many bricklayers, stone masons,

and, marble setters are union
members.

start with Carrying materials,
moving scafTolds, and mixing
mortar. It takes several months

Most work for t;uilding'Contractors. Brickktyers work throughout the country, but most stone-

to a gear before they are taught
to.spread mortar and lay brick,

nutsons and, marble seXters work

in metropolitan areas. In cities
that are too small to have a de-

;

Other workers in these crafts

learn their skills dirough apprenticeship, which involves 3 years
of on-the-job twining plus class-.
',rOom instructiotin such subjects
as blueprint reading, mathematMany bricklayers are self-em- ics, and.sketching.
ployed and specialize in contractmand for full-time masons Or setters, bricklayers mtg."
pione
or marble as.it

10.'

ing on small jops skit as patios
and fireplaces.

A high school education is intportant for entry into an apprenticeship program.

".,

Bricklayers work on all kinds of
buildin
ut because stone and
mart

Manual dexterity is important,

are expensive, stonenut-

becituse these workers use hand-

sops and marble setters work
mostly 10.,high cost buildingis

tools' such as trowels, brick and
stoo hammers, wood or rubber
mallets, and chisels. For exacting
cuts of brick, -stone, or marble,

gUch

as,

churches,

offices, hotels,

and

ol

they use electric saws withsPecial
cutting blades..

1

4

The work can be strenuous because it involves lifting and prolonged stooping and standing.
Most of the work is performed

A

outdoors.

0410.

ft
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Exploring .Careers
4
Carpenters construct, remodel,
and -repair w?i,#tm structures'.

Carpenter%

They are the, most numerchf
all Wain -trades workers, and
work i 'almost every kind of
onstrhftion activity.
I.

-

An apPrenticeship program

tunnies than most other con-

learn carpentry. Apprenticeship

StructioRAVorkdis to beCome su.pervisors since they are involved

usually, consists of 4- yenrs of on-

the-joh training plus classroom
inStrUctiou in drafting and blueprirn reading, -mathematics, and
the use
chines.

pentry involves erecting the
wooden framework of a building.
Making forms for concrete, and
putting- up scaffoldS. Finiqi car-

iratining may also' be acquired
pn the job. A high school ed

patteling, catiintindow saSh,

Carpenters hoe., great& qppor-

is

.recommended aS the hest way to

Thc work is commonly,divided
into two categoriq,"rough" and
"finish" carpentry), Rough car-

penters, install rtyding, , w6od

,

Other InfOrmption

Training and Qualifications

Nal re.ati-d'i'lace.y of Work

Qecyation

.4

1, .

to'.V1

,

in Mu; entire construction process. ,gome 17,eicome contractors_
and rt rr their'own 'businesses.

,

.

of woodworkirl may carpenterh.are union mem-.

.

A 4.4.

s.

cation or its equivalent is desi
ble. Some knowledge (tithe tr
may be obtained through vocational school courses in carpentry

and, so forth. Skilled carpenters
can do both kinds of work:

and shop.

Most, carpenters work for contractors. but many are, kelf-employed. Some carpentersri-ilternate between werkifig for con-

because carpenters use handtools

Manual dexterity is important
such as hammers. saws.
And planes and power tpols, such
as portabee power saws,

.t?

tractors and dofng smallajobs Ama ...and. rivet guns.
their own.
ciood physical condition, a gatint
of
Some carpenttrs do coaruction se:nse of balance, and a :la
fear
of
working
at
heights
a
work in ractotics. gOyerainent inare important attributes. for ci
stallatiOns, Mine&. shipyards. and
penters.
large buildings.
.

--Cement 'Masons and
Terrau.o \Yorkers

a

Cotten, ihasons mix, pourriand
finish concrete for\projects.rarig-

ing in size lion liedl patios to
large office bu'llaings, to NO
dams. Tertan.o workersiipply
mixture of concrete and marble
chips to surfaces, to cr eate attrac-

masons and terrapOk CeMent masons often work overworkers learn their, trade either time;because Once the concrete

eiernent

Arbeemapeured the job must be
through on-the-job training as
They generally rebelpers or through 2- or 3-year, confpletea.
,
.
ceive prenuum pay for overtime;
apprent iceships,
.

work.

-

tive floors ind Walkways. Most

On the job. helpers begin with
simplp tasks. hut, usually are

masons specialize in small jobs.
such as driveways. sidewalks,

doing finishing work within a

Many ceme t masons and terra-no workers..are union mem-

year.

hers.

and patios; most terrazzo workers
specialize in floors.
:-

In ,the apprenticeship program.
apprentic$ learn applies) 'nail-

1/4-

Cement Masons work jor gehieral
ematics, hlucrint readingl and
contracThrs who conk ruct -entire safety: Threyear 'apprentices
projects. and for coin actors who receive special instsuction in lay,
only do concrete work.
out work arid estimating.

/.

43?.°

ity

...,

Most terrazzo workuersiNork for
special trade contractorli Wht

stall devetive flOors apd wa
Apanels.

vr,

N4'aspnry or terraqo4Worki s itep., if-tiycJJaid strenuous. and.'remires
nv4c t _stooping, benditte and\

4

kneeling., j.'entint Arsons and -t
terrazzo ! prkerAqhereforc need
.pbyskal strength a!id stamina.
-.

0

AP

,

.

v
irk

'45r
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Construction Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Colistruct;on
l.aborers

Laborers under the direction of
other trade workers provide
much of the routine physical labor on:construction and demolition projects. They erect and dismantle scaffolding anti clean np
rubble and debris. Laborers also
help unload and deliver materials, machinery, and equipment to
other Construction workers.

ILO

Training and Qualifications

Other lnfOrmation

Little formal training is repiired
fox work as a construction la-

Construction laborers are usually-

borer. Generally,
app(icants
must be at least 18 years old and

construction project assisting
in site preparation addlhe last
to leave.

in good physical cmidition.

4

the first workers to arrive on a

After several yeam of experience
and training, many laborers advance to craft jobs,isuch as carpenter, bricklayer, or cement mason.

Construction laborers work on
'all types of constructi-on projects.
They Work for construction con-

Sonie construction laborers,,arc
union members.

tractors. for. State and eitniublic
works and highway departments,
companies,

ale'

all Installers

FUNiers-,

,

insti
walls by fastpnill

Drywall inshillers and finishers
inels

lo the framewo k inside' hou:es

4
.1 t.

and other buildi gs. Finishers
touchup work to get the. panel.'
in shape flu painting.

fvfost diyali installers and linishilrs work for contractors that
specialize in drywall cOnstruction; others .work for contractors

that (All kipds of construction.
In ninny small tqwn
penters
install drywalkan pati ters II
ish

usually start as helpers and learn

most of their skills on the job.

Some drywall installers and finishers are union Members.

Sonic employers, in cooperation

with unioneofk't clatsroom instruction to supplement on-the'ob training. Apprenticeship prorams, last about 2 years.

ywall installers must have the
tamina to spend most of the day

on their/reet, standing, bending,
stooping, or squatting. They
must be able to lift and maneuver
heavy panels.

-or

;4.

,

.7I
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Exploring Careffs
Occupailon

Nature andMaces of Work

Electrichins

Constructio'n electriehms install
electrical systems that operate
heating, lighting, power, air-conditioning, and reffigeration coThponents. These workers
also in..

naining and.Qualifications

.

Most training authorities recommend the completion of a 4-year.
apprenticeship program as the
best way to learn the electrical

OiIur Worn:mum
The seasonal nature of cOnstruclion work affects electricians less

than workers in most building

trade.

trades, because so much of their
work is indoors.

stall electrical mathinery, electronic equipMent and controls,.
and signal Ittrd conimunications

However, some people .learn the

Many

systems.

many

constniction electricians
work for electrical_ contractors,
Many others are self-employed
Most

cont ractors.

electricians

are

union

trade informally by working for , members.
years

as

electricians'

helpers. Many helpers gain additional knowledge through
trade school or correSpondence
courses, or through special training in the Armed Forces.
Hectricians must be able to work

in cramped places Avid in awkward positions, to stand for long
.periods of time, and to elimb la&
and

ders

balance

themselves

while workingA ringer dexterity
important 10 orking rapidly
and accurately with small handtis

,

tools sugi as pliers, screwdrivers,
and knices. Nlormal color vision
is impOrtant- because Workers fre-

quently must identify wires by
color.

A license is necessary for em-

ployment as an electrician in
some cities.
.

Elevator Constructors

.

"

Elevntor.constructors assemble
and install elevators, escalators,

and similar equipment. After it
is in service, they maintain and,
repair it.

Most elevator constructors ate
employed by elevator npnufncturers. Others arc employed by
small, local contractors who spe-

Almost all elevator constructors
learn their job primarily through
on-the-job
training
supple-

Unlike most other construction

mented by classroom instruction.

When .eOnst ruction of new build-

A trainee usually'tan become a
fully qualified constructor within
4 years. A high school education
is required, Some States and
cities require elevathr constructors to pa,ti licensing examina-

ings declineavAe construction of

cnilize in elevator maintenance
and repair. Still others work lot

tion,

government agencies or business
establishments that do-their own
elevator maintenance and repair.

To install and repair modern elelevator constructors
must have a working knowledge
of electricity, electronics, and hydraulics. They also must be able
to repair electric, motors..control
systems, and signal systems. &cause of the variety of their work.
evators,

meters and ganges.

The ability to work

at

great

heights without fear is important.

0(

-

tont usuOy work year round.
new elevators and esca la tors do6

also, but the demand for the re-

pair and maintenance of older
elevators and escalators remains
constant.

Most elevator constructors arc

they use many different handtools, power tools, and testing

256

trades people, elevator construe-

A.

,

.1

union members.

Cohstruction Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Plaq.1 of Work

1'raining and (Codifications

Other It!formation

Floor Covering

Floor covering installers install
and replace carpet or resilient
floor covering materials such as
tile, linoleum, and vinyl sheets.

The vast majority of floor covering installers learn their trade

ally specialize in either carpet or

Installers

informally on the job by working
as helpers to experienced install-

.ers. Most others learn through
Most-installers work for flooring
contrActors. ,Many others Work
for retailers of floor covering and
home alteration and repair coptractors. About four-fifths work

formal apprenticeship programs,
which inClUde on-the-job traintng as well. as related classroom
instruction. Courses in f,enerikl
mathematics and shop may pro,-

primarily with carpet, and the

vide a helpful background fOr

remainder with resilient 'Morin

floor covering work. High school
graduates are preferred.

About I out of 4 floor covern
installers

is

self-employed,

stallers are employed throughout
the 'Nation, but most are concen-

trated in urban areas that have
high revels of construcfion activity.

Construction glaziers cut and install . all types of building glass,
including windows, glass doors,
and mirrors, and also install steel

I

a

types.

Many
covering installers
Are uniok members.

oor covering nistallers nuist be
e to Stand, bend, and kneel for

long periods of time, to work in
awkward positions, and to work
rapidly and accurately with small
handtools.

Most glaziers learn their trade

contractors in new construction,

through a 4-year apprenticeship
program. Others learn the trade
informally on the job by assisting
experienced workers. Learning
the trade through on-the-job experience can take considerably
longer thaiuhrough apprentice-

alteration. and repair. Others

ship.

work for government agencies or
businesses that do their own con-

A high school diploma is gener-

sash.

Most glaziers work for glazing

struction 'work. tfla7iers work
throughout the country, but jobs
arc concentrated in metropolitan
aream Oliviers occasionally may

travel to work for a day or two
in small outlying towns where
fcw people, if any; are equipped

and valified to install glass in
commercial buildings such as

\

tion, although some do both

Ft

higher proportion than the aver-.

stores.

resilient floor covering installa-

a

age for all building trades In-

Gbiziers

Floor covering installers gener-

Many glaziers are union memhers.

ally desired for helpers, and is
required fOr apprenticeship applicants.

Courses

in

general

mathematics, blueprint reading
or mechanical. drawing, general
construction., and shop provide a
helpNI background.

Cilaziers need manilal dexterity
and the physical ability to carry
plates of glass and climb, reach,
and stretch while installing the
glass.

4,4
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Exploring Careers
Occupation
Insulation Workers

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other Injarmation

Insulation workers cover surfaces

Almost all insulation workers

such as walls, duets, inpes, and

learn their trade through either.
informal (rit-t he-iob training or a
formal 4-year "improvership"
prograM similar to apprenticeship. A high sehool diploma is

Many insulation workers are union meMbers.

tant with insulation materials
that pNvent excessive loss of cool

or hot air.
Most insulation workers work for
insulation contractors. Others are
employed to alter and maintain

preferred for entry level jobs, atiO

is required for improvership po
sitions.

insulated pipework in chemical
factories, petroleum refineries,
power plants, and similar struc-

High school courses in blueprint
reading, shop math, and general

tures which have extensive steam

construction provide a helpful

installations for power, heating,
and cooling. Somx large firms
which have.cold-storage facilities
also employ these workers for
maintenance and repair.

background.

Ipsulation workers,must have the

physical stamina to spehd most
of the day on their ket, standing,
bending, stooping, 9,r squatting'.

they Amuld not be afraid to
work on ladders

or

in

fight

spaces.

Ironworkers

Irqnworkers put up the steel
framework and other metal parts
of buildings. bridges, and other
structures. They° also _deliver
heavy machinery to new sites.

Most ironworkers work for general

learn these trades. Sonic: people,

however, learn the trades informally by working as helpers to
experienced ironworkers.

aries engaged in the construction
of bridges, dams, and large buildings. Sonie work l'or government
'agencies, public utilities, or large
industrial firms that do their own
construction work.

Applicants for the 37year apprenticeship program generally must

have a high school education.
Courses in general mathematics
and mechanical drawing provide
a helpful background.

listed

trades

re-

iron-

st ruct ural

workers, riggers and machine
movers, ornamental ironworkers,
and reinforcing ironworkers.

Many ironworkers are skilled in
two of these trades or mqre.

Ironwork ciin involve considerable travel because demand in an
area may be insufficient to keep
local crews continually employed.

Many ironworkers
Since materials used in ironworking trades are heavy and
bulky, above-average physical
strength is necessary. Agility and
a good sense of balance also are
required in order to work at great
heights and on narrow footings.
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Ironworkers comprise linir

contractors, steel erection

contractors, or ornamental iron
contractors. Many work lig large
steel companies or their subsidi*-^ibeidelik\

Most training authorities recommend the completion of an apprenticeship as the best way to

1

members.

are

union

e"

Construction Oc.cupatioris
Occupation

Nature atul Placec of. Work

Lathers

'

l'raining and Qualifications

Other InjOrtnation

Lathers install lath the base for
wet cement plaster, or stucco
on walls and ceilings.

Although many lathers acquire
their Skills on the job, apprenticeship is recommended. Ap-

bers.

Most lathers work for, lathing
and plastering contractors on

prenticeship programs usually
last a mininium of 2 years, and
tnelude classroom instruction in

new residenthil, commercial, pr
industfial construction. They
also work on modernization and
alteration jobs. A relatively small
number of Tathers are employed
outside the construction industry; for example, some make the
lath backing for plaster display
materials or scenery,

Many lathers are union mem-

applied mathematics, blueprint
reading, sketching, estimating,
basic welding, and safety.

Apprenticeship applicants usually are required to have a high
scliool education or its equivalent. Courseqin general mathematics and mechanical drawing
can provide a helpful background.

Lathers need manual dexterity
and

mechanical

ability.

Al-

though a lather's work is not
strenuous, it does require standing, squatting. or working overhead lOr long periods.

Operating Lngineers

Operting engineers run
posveI

the

construction equipment

used 14 excavate and grade earth,

erect structural and seinforcing

Most training authorities recomcomplerion of a 3-year apprentice.ship as the best way to
become an operating engineer.

Mee, , and pour concrete. Workers
t tf e often identified by..thy type

Apprentices learn to operate

of machine they operate. For ex-

classroom enstruclion in engine
operation and repiir. cable splicing, hydraulics. welding, and
safety and first aid.

ample, they may be known

as

crane operators, bulldozer operators, or derrick operators.

Most operating engineers work
for contractors in highway, dam,
airport, and othfr large-scale
construction. projects. Others
work for Mild)/ cOmpanies, man-

ufacturers, and other business
firms that do their own construction work, as %kell as State and
local highway agd, Niblic works
departmtnts, Solpe work in factories and milks to operale
cranes, hoists, did other powerdriven machinay.

a

Variety of machines, and r-eceive

The range of skills for operating
engineers may vary widely because they work with niany different types of macliines. Heavy
machines (like large cranes) are
usually complex- and difficult to
operate: medium-sized equipment (like bulldozers) generally
requires less skill, and lightweight *equipment (such as air
compressors) is the easiest to.op-

Less extensive training is available through special heavy-equip-.
ment training schools.

crate.

Courses in driver education and
automobile mechanics provide a
helpful background. Experience

machines.

ill operating tractors and other
farm machinery also is helpful.

Some operating engineers know
how to .operate several kinds of

Many operating engineers are
union menpers. ;

Opepting engineers need stamina tri withstand high.noise levels

and constant shakes and jolts
from the machines.

1.
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Exploring Caieers
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Painters and
Paperhangers

Painters apply coins of paint,
varnish, stain:enamel, or lacquer
to decorate and protect building
surfaces.

0

l'rainhig and Qualifications
Most training authorities recom-

-Other hiforination
Many 'painters and paperhangers

.mend the completion' of a for- are union members.
mal apprenticeship as the best.
way to become a painter or paperhanger.

Paperhangers cover walls and
ceilings of rooms with decorative
wallpaper, fabrics, vinyl, or similar materials.
Many pailners and paperhangers
work for contractors who do new
construction, repair, alteration,

or modernization work. MaAy
organizations that own or manage extensive property holdings
ethploy
maintenance
also

painters. A high proportion of
workers in these trades are in
business for themselves,.

However, because apprenticeship programs are limitett many
new workers begin as helpers to
experienced painters. Generally,
painters only. paint. Paperhangers, however, both paint and
hang wallpaper. As a result, pap-

erhangers require .more training
and additional skills, iind a larger
percentage of paperhangers than
painters arc trained through apprenticeship. A high school edu-

cation is preferred for both pc:.
cupt ions.
Painters and paperhangers must
have stamina, becalise their jobs
require a considerable amount of
climbing and bending, as well as
standing tbr long periods.

Painters in particular, should not

be afraid of heights. A 'painter
also must have strong arms, because much of the wo,Tk is done
with arms raised overhead. Man-

ual dexterity and good color
sense are important.

Plasterers apply coat,s of plaster

Most training authorities recom-

Many plasterers arc union mem-

to finish interior walls and ceil-

mend completion of a 3- or 4-.

ber.s.

ings. They apply durable. cement
plaster or stucco to exterior sur-

year apprenticeship as the b#est

faces.

ever, many roily learn the trade
by working as helpers or laborers, observing and being taught

Plasterers work mostly on new
construction and alteration work,
particularly where special architectural and lighting effects .are
part of thc job, Sonic plasterers
repair older buildings.

way to learn plastering. How-

by experienced plasterers.

Courses in general mathematics,

mechanical drawing, and shop
provide a useful background.

Manual dexterity is important.
Strength and stamina arc also
necessarY, because plastering requires considerable standing,

stooping, and lifting.

L

C.
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Construction Occupations
Occ wtiott

Nature and Places of Work

PlunibtiXiind
Pipefitters'

Plumbers and pipefitters assemble, install, and repair pipe system.s that carry water. steam',- air,

or other liquids and gases. They
also install plumbing fixtures, appliences, and heating and refrigeration units.

Most plumbers and pipefitters
work for plumbing and pipefitwig contractors engaged in new
construction activity, and Work
mainly at thc 'construction 'site.

tiat

Many plumbers arc self-em-

ployed or wak for plumbing
contractors doing repair, aheration, or modernization work.
Some plumbeof install and maintain pipe systents for government
agencies and public utilities, and

some work on the construction
of ships and aircraft. Others do
maintenance work in industrial
and commercial buildings. Pipefitters, in particular, arc employed as maintenance personnel

in the petroleum, chemical, and
food-processing ihdustrics where
mum facturing operations in-

Train/rig and Qualifications

Other Infirmation

A 4-year apprenticeship includ-

Many plumbers and 'pipefitters

ing related classroom instrUction
is recommended as- the best wit),
to learn all aspects of the plumbing or pipelining trade. However,

and union members,

1,

many people learn pinmbing or
pipelining by working for several
years as helper4o experienced
plupbers or pipelitters.

A high school or vocational
school education is recommended. Courses in chemistry,
general Mathematics, mechanical

drawing, physics, and shop art
helpful.
Some localities require ,workers
to pass a licensing examination.

Manual dexterity and mechaniability
are
important.
Plumbers must also be able to
stand for long perio& anci oecasionally must work in craMped
or ,uncomfortable positions. \
cal

clude the processinrof liquids
and 'gases through pipes, ..4.

0
- Roofers

Riiokrs install and repairs roofing

using such materials as sheet
metal, tile, slate, asphalt shingles,
composition, felt, tare and gravel.

They may also waterproof walls
and floors.

A 3-year apprenticeship including related classroom/instruction
is recommended, Most roofers,
however, acquire their skills informally by working as helpers

Roof'ers have to be outdoors in

for experienced roofers,

Many roofers arc tipion mem-

all kin& of weather, and thes
work can be very hot in thc summer months.

bers.

Most roofers work for roofing

A high school edtication is help-

contractors on construction or renesses.and government agencies

ful for people interested in becoming rdokrs. Courses in mechanical drawing and basic

that do their own construction
and repair work. A few roofers

ful.

pair jobs. Some work for busi-

mathematics are especially help-

arc self-employeq.
,ts

Good physical condition, a good
sense of balance, and an ability

to work at heights without fear
arc important assets.

44)'
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El(plorind Careers
It

Occupation

Nature and Places of Wall<

7raining and Qualifications

Other Infarmation

Sheet-Metal Workers

Sheet-metal workers make and
install shect-metal ducts fin aircondifioning, heating, and ventilating systems; flat metal fOr
kitchen walls and counters; and
stamped metal for roofing and

A 4-year apprenticeship program
is recommended, and most sheet-

Many sheet-metal workers are

siding.

enced workers, A high school education i required for entry to
apprenticeship programs, and
courses in mathematics, mechanical drawing, and shop.provide a
helpful background.

Some workers specialite in onsite

installalion. Sonic work primarily in shops doing fabricating and'
layout work. Others do both.

Sheet-metal workers in the construction industry are employed

nialy by contractors who specialfte in heating, refrigeration,
arid arr-conditioning equipment,
and by general contractors engaged in residential, industrial,
and commercial building. Additional sheet-metal workers are
employed by government agencies or businesses that do their
own construction and alteration
work. Very few are self-employed.
ft.
Tilesetters

this way. Many others, however,
have acquired their skills by

working as helpers to experi-

Sheet-metal workers need to he
able

to work high above the

ground at times. At other times,

they must be able to work in
cramped and awkward positiOns.

Qood physical condition is important.

-

Tdeseuers apply tile

to floors.

walls, and ceilings.

Tileseuers are eMployed mainly
in nonresidential construction
projects. such as schools, hospitals, and public and commercial

buildings. A significant proportion of tileseuers about I Out Of
5
k self-employed.

A ;-y,ear.apprenticeship program
isIecommended as the best way
to learn tilesetting. Many tilesetters, however, acquire their skills
informally by workink, as helpers
to experienced' Workers.

Since tileseuers work mostly in-

the annual -number of
hours they work,, 'generally is
higher than some of the other

doors,

construction cralls.
Many tilesetters are union mem-

When hiring apprentices or
helpers, employers usually prefer
high school or vocational school
graduates who have bad courses
in general mathematics,'mechanical drawing, and shop.
, Good physical condition, man-

ual dexterity, and a good sense
of'color harmony are important
assets.

0
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union members.

metal workers learn their skills

bers.

on'struction Occupations
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Apprenticeship training' helped this carpenter
develop a high standard orworkmanship.
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Answers to Related Occupations

BRICKLAYER
I. Cement mason, 2. Tilesetter, 3. Terrazzo worker, 4. Stonemason, 5. Hod ca
mason tender, 6. Marble setter.

Icr Or

CARPENTER
1. d, 2. e, 3. g, 4. I, 5. a, 6. c, 7. b.

r

PLUMBER
I. Air-conditioning, refrigeration, and heating mechanic, 2. Welder,
worker, 4. Water treatment plant operator, 5:Sprinkler fitter.

Sheet-metal

N.

0

Answers to Math problems

BRICKLAYER
212 inches or 17.411'eet, 12 hours or 11/2 days, 3,080 bricks, 8,75 cubic yards.

CARPENTER.
10 turns, 4.8 boards, Om inches, 35 hours = 4% 8-hour days.
Pt, U KISER

25.5 pounds per square inch, 13.5 feet, 60 pounds, 96% feet, 9 gallons weighing 75
pounds.
e

0,
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This flkiht engineer is checking out her jekhofore takeoff.
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Well-designed cabs reduce the strain of trudkdrivin.g.

Coming from the East

Earnings,ot airline pilots are.amoncf the hioest in
1116 Viltion.

Not 'quite 200 miles cilia of the St. Louis airport, on
Highway 40, a large grey truck Was cruising at a comfortable speed: Seated behind the wheel, Louise Windsor
rubbed her tired eyes and glanced dawn at her, watch.
"Making pretty good tide," she thought, "We should he
#t,
in St. Louis by dinnertime,"
Louise and Frank (her husband and driving partner)
had been on the road for 3 full days, with only a few
hours' sleep along the way. Arriving in St. Louis meant
the end of the line, where they would drop off the load
of' furniture they were carrying and spend a cotnfortable
iiight before heading back home to North Carolina.
Her eyes-Were fixed on the crowded interstate as Mile
after Mile passed. Located high in the cab of .the
wzis easy for Louise to watch the road and
plan her route tO minimize delays. After all, the longer
it took to deliver each load, the more time and money it

Oomirig from the West
The Midwe:stern plane began-a smooth descent as it
neared Lambertlld, the St. Louis international airport.
WaltF,r Faraday, the pilot on Flight 682, was carrying a
full plane of 300 people from Denver. He was surrounded
--hy an assortment of electronic and mechanical hupotiN
and-gauges,ell of which required special afienfion. 'The
cockpit was equipped with communications equipment
that allOwed contact with air traffic controllers along the
waY. Othet--1Vortrumems showed the plane's-speed and

position, the amount ot: fuel, and the condition of the
Working.alongside him in the cockpit were the
co-pilot and the .fiight Aftgineet, who helpedmmaneuver
4he plane !Or ak.ellight.
,

cost,

was afraid-Th.ose strong, headwinds we ran intb,over

"foreka would really put us behind schedtde he said to,
Ratkl Morales, his co-pilot. "B4,going, up to 25,000 feet'
"helped us picik tipithe.speed-we weeded.. We're pnly 15
minutes behind -sehedule." As he' spoke, his left hand
pulled the, throttle', slowly *encasing:the speed of the
plane.

.

use.a.crup ofc011ee anyway,"

.looks like WetiOid a fine job,'" Raul rephed. Jle

said into-the
'microphone. 'Request final approach in,
structions.-

panel in front of her to check her speed, fueh oil ptessure,
and the temperature of' the( engine. "We'dt quer siop for
fuel," she said..

"Iles stop at the next exit," 'Frank replied, "I could

-

was My *eking orher instruments.
"This is Midw`esterh 682 toitLttuisnriower," *alter

4, V

Louise ,,chatted on the ..CB radid to find otit about,
weather and road conditiong up ahead and to pass t/e
time,-bceasionally.eshe looked down at the instrument °

Louise eased onto the exit ramp, downshifting the
.

truck thrOngh many gears. She braked to a stop next to
the diesel fuel puinp and said to the attendant, "fill it
ttp., please,"
-#
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Comihg from, the South
- *
SOme 300 miles south of
iouiCa-broaU-beaMed
tugboat was pushing a string of barges carrying fuel oil
'from the Gulf Coast,
about 10 'degrees northeast,' Bud tiennisli

directed hiN second mate, Rick Proctor. "The radar
equipment picks up a barge 8 miles to the north," he'.
added.
The two merchant marine officers stood at the controls

of die lughoa0K;mpia.. They had been on the river for
-days and were now on the laNtleg of their voyage up the
MississiPPi Riyer to St. Louis:As chief mate and head
officer of the deck crew, Bud's job was to navigate the
ship. This meant plying and maintaining the, vessel's
course': .At the moment, they: wx.re in a heavy fog that
made it imptsible to see"other river-traffic.
"Give a short .blast on the whistle," Bud ordered.

As the Olyrnpia's whistle sounded through the fog,
Bud took the clipboard from its place next to the radar
and sonar equipment and began writing. Being responsible for the safe, smooth operation of the shirinvolved
recording or "logging in" all the events of the voyage,
Just then there was a distant whistle from the startioard -3.
side.

Looks like they receiVed our signal," sd Bud, ."..Keep
4111 eye,out for them. I'm goirig down to the deck."

'You have just spent a few moments Ath an airplane
pilot, a lonOistance trtickdriver, abd the chief mate on
a cargb carrier: Let's see if these people have -,Inything in
common other ((Ian being bou.nd for St. Louis.
All of them wokin the transportation industry, Transportation is the ti-uSin'ess of moVing-reople lind,gopds

from one place to anotherjt includes travel by'air, rail,
water, on roads and highways, even underground. Someday it may iriclude travel in space:
11

,

#
1,

*a"

401f'd'A+.4.:

.

This man is training to become a riverboat okit.
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.The Nation's 200,000 miles of railroad trarare an itrIporttint rnganspf movin9.
4,
n
people, food and industrial goods.
9

,

r
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We all depend on the transportiition indusky."Eor,
example, you may Aake a buT to g`ei to'schoof each
morning. Yotrr parelif may travelito. work by car, bus,
train, or subway. Even if you walk or ride yoursbicy,cle
most of Ihe places you need to go, the .f ran-spoliation .

Trpospottation Q.qp
e

industry serves you in otber ways.
ø1ry. raw materials,
It is the means through
and' finished products are chan eled where they a
.

needed

Railroads and trucks carryAle food, lumber;

autUmobiles, furniture, clothitv:t, and ttousands or ocher
goods,that fill our stores. Ships and airplanes carry gckidL

)4;)'

\,

.

attOtis'
,,,

e ustra
T1ie4eopI
vf\.as "tran,sportatI n
workers" arc those who opeatelhe ve.hiaes--- pilots Lind
busdrivers., 4' example.' )ipl4ever,; people .,with many
differentskills; are needed to keep,Ameritt on the [wive;
Mechanics and techii
sleep the vehiclekarid
;kr,
Merit in top working cond
yrd clerks and
taxicab dispatchers are tianspiotittion Ourkers who perform clericar and apministrative tas4. :Still other winsportation woLlters deal witiv the pufilie. They may;seek -

bekeen cities in America and througbout 'the world.

kw cusomers, make reservations,' help children or

The ibod we eat ity com,e from farms hundreds or eve%

lutudicaPped trayelm;-or take care.of contplaints.

We can begnho explore!-tflinsportation careers 6y
looking, at cash, or foiir grtmps of trthisportation occupations: Air tratisportation, merchant marine, raitioadr".
and driving.

thousan$49f miles away. .Alrthis is possible because
Tailrc!id/inithi;:trricks, and planes tfpl constantly on the
Move, Tbe tMnspor(ivtion industlylinks Americans with
SThacti4er anti with the regt-orthe world.

.

P.

a
%

7,
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s'

-

'Air trahspon'alioloeculiations.
-The pilof..and, fli t
0
attendant !WV he .the first people wiw tzynne to. t Ind

,

...

qe

when you think ahoue flyilig, hut: manyAuher wt et4f It ,
are needed to ensure a safe night. I ferping'she taptain',.
.
Or pilot, guide the plane is the co-pilot. The co-PAloLis
,
the
second
in
con
and
on
ally
ffight.
Also
aboard
is
dn.\
ti
.
,
.
Ilig41 t;pgipeell
w io monitors the engine, Nei, And all 1
..
titlier systems:.Pust as important are those who provide
.
- airplane .services on LK" ground. Ther include the air
trittl& cindroller.v who monitorahe path:of the airplane
---------frOnlOart tO finish. clenerally, the piglits, not miike
.

_

,

.,....

linyinote
without first "okaying" it witli the controllers.
.....
A ircrof t inedianiti keepairplanes running safely and,,.

r .:.

,..r-

4

well..liesiles repair worl:they dolnaintenance regularly.
Man(itiferent people are emplo57ed to hhok customers
'an& Coordinate nights. Reseryation.
tic,et: and papenger
,
ents. givie
i.,,aomers Hight Oformation, sefl. tickets,
stgli.'*.eats; .nd check. baggage. The personal contact
tlf.the pullii in this.joh is very important: It ca,n make

I

ill

.

'

.

1
L

y

.

,lifferei ce between a satisfied customer and. a
dissatisfied one. Rwnp agents help
gar. e airplanes into
..,
Nthe galies using hand signals topilots. T ley also load and
illotal haggibge. freight, or mail. Other johs in 'tviation
-,,
'includeylight instructors who teach vqople to fly and crop
dusters who fiy over fields and spray them to aid growth
yo.
111

.

t)
x

Flight attendant

eve to serve peopla graciously,

.

ebaquickly.

of crops.

Cernmerelql aviation offeYs jobs on the ground and in the aft.
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Al erchant twine occupations. The maritime industry
offers travel and aiventure and many different kinds of
work. Work aboard ship is divided among the deck,
engine, and steward's departments: sailors in each of'
these departments do different things. The captain or
master commands the ship and has compktc authority
over everyone and everything aboard.
The deck department is responsible for regurating the
course, p9snion, and speed of the ship; maintaining and
repair,ing the hull .and deck equipment: and loading,
unloading, and storing cargo. New sailors in the deck
.

..

department start out as ordinarr sewnen. They do general
maintenance, such as scrubbing the decks and painting.

Able ewnin, those * steer the ship and do skilled
repair work on deck, are the next rank. The boatswain,
or bosini, is the top ranking able seaman. The deck
officers, (
Imes," include the chief mate, vlio is the
' captain'A' top assistant in assigning duties t the deck
_

.

crew, and the .wcond and third mates.

. The engine department crew works below deck and
runs allrotri
it . engines and machinery. It includes workers
at all s ill levels. Wipers are beginning level sailors who

keep machinery'clean. Other sailors include oilers, who
lubrictite and maintain equipment, and fire-walerienders,
who check gauges on the ship's boilers. Other engine
crew members include the electinin and the refrigeration engineer. The chief engineer is in charge of'the engine

department, and has the help of' theifirst, second, and
third assistant engineerv.

The steward's department feeds dr crew and maintains the living and recreation -Ar 96. Sailors in this
deriartment begin as utilitv hands, oing kitchen work

Experience in tile Coast Guard or Navy may help get
a merchant ma ine,j4b.
4
.

such as scouring pots and preparing 1vegeti bles, and mess

auendwus,.serving Meals and takir g car .jol the ship's
living quarteri. The chief took ph ns ar d prepares the

Amts.' Ines ((fp sailor in this de artin nt is the chief
steward, who is responsible for the mea s and upkeep of'
living quarters. This is the only de am tent head who is
not an officer.
40,

I

Railroad occupations. The Na ion's 200,000 miles of'
railroad track are an important m ans of' moving people,

food, and goods among our cities and towns. Over hall
a million people are employed tc\..Operate trains avid keep

them in top working condition. ConducArs are in charge
of running' the train. Their primary concerns ayesafety/
and running on time. On passenger .trains conductors
collect inlets and fares as well. Conduct() s arc always
in communication with locomotive engine rs, who work
all the controls such as acceleration and brakes on
the train. !Mike operators work on trains and in railroad
yards, making sure that trains are cOupled (orliniked)
and uncoupled properly. They also inspect airhoscs and
handbrakes on all cars and assist the conductor when
270
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necessary: Othej members of' the train crew are hostiers,

rwho hel p. prep re the locoMotives for 'their run, and
switchtenders, vho throw track switches in railroad yards.

But many oth rs are responsible for seeing thatArains
run ef'f'içjcntlyj Shopworkers are the skilled emploSes
who build, nu ntain, and repair railroad cars and other
equipment. S me of these workers are machinists, ekeideal workers car repairers, sheet-metal workers, boilermakers, and locksmiths. To direct train movement and
assure train safety, railroad signal workers install, maintain, and repair the commitnications and signaling systems: Track\workers inspect and regularly maintain railroad tracks. They, also put down new track when -it is
needed. Dispatcluys *ork in stations along "the railroad
lines, sending mes.qes to train crews by way of telegraphers, teleidiorwrs, V tower operakirs. These messages

contain such things as (Cack /conditions and routing
instructions. Station agents are the railroads' contact with

die public. They offer information and try 'to get new
business for the company.

.4

Transportation Occupations
Be'sause of the millions of travelps who depend on
them, Aensportation workers must be conscientious in
their wOV and pm, close attention to detail. The shopworkers who build and repair railroad cars, for example,
mull do their work carefully .so that cars don't kreak
down while they're in use. Air traffic controllers have to
Nvay striet attention'to guide planes safely on their proper
cjitirse. Long-distance truckdrivers must stay wide awake
and concentrate on driving for hours at a time. Sailors,
drivers, pilots, and railroad engineers all need to be alert
*hile they're on the job.
For many transportation workers, the ability to keep
calm and work under in'essure is important. 4eet ing
schedules delivering goods' or people on time is very
important in the transportation industry. Yet storms,

PI

Apphcants for truckdriving jobs must have good
driving records.

Driving occupations.

accidents, troffic tie-ups, and other unexpected sin ations
crop up from time Co time. Transportation worker. have
to be able to think quickly and act decisiyely in orCvr to
get things back on schedule as soon .us pOssible.
,An easrgoing personality is an asset for transportatin
\
workers who are in direct contact with the public. Loca1
transit bus and taxicab drivers, for example, must have
the patience to deal effectively with passengers the rude
ones as well as the pleasant ones and the steady nerves
to drive in all traffic situations. Workers who sell tickets,

Truck, bus, and taxi drivers

move passengers and goods over the Nation's highways
and dirough the streets every day. More people than you

might think are local trucUrivers. These are the people.
who drive moving trucks, newspaper trucks. mail (nicks,
freight delivery trucks, and other kinds of trucks in and
around the city.\Those who earry goods thousands of
miles across the country in -large 'trucks such as "18wheelers': ar known as long-distance truckdrivers, There
are other kii ds of drivers, too. Ta vim!) drivers opepte
without foie Joules or scheduks and offer individualized service tp passengers. 1,ocal transit lnisdrivrs drive
dist
ty and suburban routes to transport millions of AmerRs daily. 'They Also collect fares andianswer qtlestions.
intercir.v lnisdrivers follow a route between communities,

cic

which may be on city roads mr on highways or both. In
small towns, these buses may he the only public transportation to other towns. Then there are support workers
such as traffic agents, who try to get new business for
companies, and dlyatchers, who supply the drivers with
scheduling and route information.

ro'

Personal Characteristics
lin

Although it take's people with numy, different skills to
keep our planes. ships, railroads, trucks,. and buses on
the my,ve, transportation workers have certain traits in

Taxicab drivers have to work in tU kinds of weather.

COVI11111*,
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answer qt1 'titiolls, listen to complaints, or try to get new

busii\ess n ed to be good ..at dealing with all kinds of
people..
Some tra .sportation Aorkers need the ability to work
as part .1#* a team. In the merAant marine, for example,

cooperation aild interaction among the deck, engine, and
steward's del); rtntents are essential for the -smooth sailing" of the slip. Not only do.members of' the ship's crew
work.as a tei m, but they eat, sleep, and socialize together

MAmalcaa

111116

too.

Others in t ansportation need to be able to work independently. IA ng-di.stanee truckdrivers may spend days
alone on the ioad. They must organize their time and Set
a steady speed in order todeliver goods on schedule.

The things that transportation workers do are not
necessarily strenuous, but they require good health and
physical stamina. Baggage attendants, fbr eXample, carry
and load passengers' luggage on trains, buses, and airplanes. Parking attendants and flight attendants are on
their feet and serving customers most of the time. Some
jobs may not require much physical activity but demand

.excellent health just the same. Air traffic controllers,
local and long-diStance bus and mkt( drivers, and locomotive engineers are sonie examples. These jobs all
require workers who are levelheaded and have steady
nerves. In many cases workers must pass strict physical
exams to enter these occupations.
A job in this field is likely to mean working nights or
weekends or on rotating Shifts, becau.se winsportation is
not just a 9-to-5 operation. Many trucks, buses, planes,
shts, and trains run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

In railroading, workers typically learn their skills on
tha job.

merchant marine. fbr example, beginners stait out as
helpers and work their way up, a process that typically
.
takes many year§..
Some transportation workers get their training in trade
schools or technical institutes. Many airplane mechanics,

for example, attend Ira& schools that provide practical
job experience as well as classroom instruction. Longdistance truckdrivers also may tra6 in this way.

raining

If you're interested in a career in aviation, plan on

,

Through your hobbies or school activities you may
already have begun acquiring skills that will lead to a
Career in transportation. Do you enjoy building and
ing things in your ispare tim0,,Mechanical aptitude
f
1,
d analytical ability are iMportant in such occupations
'as airplane mechanic, able seaman, and 'locomotive en-

gineer.. Perhaps you Jut a ham, radio operator. This
hobby can provide a solid foundation for the training

you'd need to become an air traffic controller 'or a
railroad tower operator. You may have had the opporamity to sell tickets, collect montyyschedule events, or
give information to ott4rs. Can yoti think of transportation occupations that require these skills,?
Formal training for transportation occupations varies
a great deal. Detailed information on tra:ning requirements can be found in the Job Facts at the end of this
chapter.

In some transportation occupations, ,the necessary
skills are learned right on the job. In railroading and the
272

anending college. A college degree- or at least several
years of c011i.'ge training is preferred for most aviation
occupations, including pilot, air traffic controller, flight,
attendant, and reservation, ticket, or passenger agent.
In some ! transportation occupations, workers must
have a liceye that demonstrates their expertise in the,
field. This is the case for airplane pilots, who must have
a flying license certified by the Federal Aviation Administration, and for truckdrivers, busdrivers, Ind taxicab
drivers, all of whom niust have a State tauffeur's Iicense.

Regardless of' which traniiportation occupation you're
interested in, you'll find a high school diploma an asset.
Even in jobs that don't require it, advancement to more
responsible positions (Alen goes to those who have a
diploma. High school courses in math and English are
helpfbl for any of' the transportation occupations. Other
courses, such 'as machine shop, driver education, and
public speaking, may be helpful for certain occupations.
,

Transportation Occupatio
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Air Traffic Controller
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As a ground controller. Min Henson is responsible for directing runway traffic.
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"Washington Tower, this is Glob: d Airlines Flight
702. Request permission for takeoff."

Mia Ilensen qrefully checked the radar screen in
front of her. It was filled with lines that, represented
airspaces, and moving blips, or symbols, that indicated
planes. To the untrained eye, this large glowing screen
would siem impossible to interpret. But to Mia it veteran
air trate controller, checking traffic patterns an posttfons of airplanes from the radar screen was a r mtine
part of every takeoff and landing.
After closely-reviewing the radar screen. Mia turned
her head slightly to die right where the flight strips were
posted. These long strips of paper contained information
about each flight that was due fOr takeoff, such as its
destination and scheduled time of takeoff. They helped
Min get the waiting plane.s off the ground in the safest,
most efficient manner.
"Cleared for takeoff, Global 702 ... Wind is from the
southeast at 14 miles per Our." Mia radicied the pilot.
At the same time. her fingers were punching out this
information on the keyboard in front of her. It would
then be relayed to the computer that kept track of all
inbound and outbound flights.
Although she made it seem effortless, working' her
shift as ground controller directing traffic down the
was
RI away and out of Washiggton National -Airport
from
the
a demanding job. Besides checking thuattern
radar screen and the flight strips, there were dozens of
other details running through Mia's mind. Every controller had to know the geography of the area as well as

the weather conditions and visibility. Other facts, such
as the size, weight, speed, and route of' each airplane had
to be considered in order to direct the outbound traffic
safely and smoothly.
From the glass-enclosed airptrt toWer. Mia watched
Flight 702 gain speed down the 'funway. As the .plane
gracefully lifted into the air, she phoned downstairs to
inform the department controllers. These air traffic cpntrollers were resOnsibie for watching 'aircraft and gt
ing them by radar for as much as 30 miles &am ashington National Airport.
Migt was interrupted hy the voice over the n lo. "This
is Pacifica Flight 445 reitd,51 for takeoff."4
"Proceed down the ramp to runway 9k Pa fica 445.7
Mia radioed to the pilot a few seconds later. 'he then
announced ,the wind and weather. conditions.
The silence on the radio lasted no longer t tan 20
seconds. "This is Southern Airlines Flight 32 s teduled
problems
to leave filLM1ftnii at 4:57,p.m. We've had
in refueling and won't be finished r at least half' an
hour. I in requesting a delay of 30 o 40 minutes."
"Roger, Southern .32 ... this i ground control. I'll
reschedUle your depatture tbr ap oximately 5:40 p.m.
delays." As Mia
Keep me posted ir there are any flirt
spoke, her fingers raced over the key )ard in order to
communicate this information to the co uptiter.
Mia had just finished answering sonic iestions about
the expected weather conditions (or this eve
soft tap on the -shoulder startled her. It was Manny
McGinnis, who was waiting to relieve her:

I liko knowing that peoplo trust me to make the right decisions,"

274
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didn't mean to scar0 you, Mia," Manny apologiied,

"ba-Pcohldn't get your attention. It's time to .tand up
and stretch kw a few'minutes."

The level of Mia's concentration was intense at this
time of day, when traffic was at a peak.

"l didn't even hear you come in, Manny," Alia

re-

sponded. She had been at her post as, ground controller
for about 2 hours' now. but the tune had paNsed very

Mia stood up and Manny siippediTito her' chair. She
briefed Manny oh the traffic situation, and then headed
downstairs to relax.

Mia entered the employees' lounge, p4ed up . a
doughnut-and a cup' of coffee I roru a tray in the Far
corner of the room, and joined some others at one of the
tables:She made an'efhirt to relax her neck and shoulder

Mia. how's it going?" Norman Walton greeted
her. N6rman was also an air traffic controller, 'irnd her
tennis partner as well.
"Have yoir ifiet George Foster? Ile's just completed
training, at the Federal Aviation Administration Academy in Oklahoma."Pleasure to meet you. George,- Mia said as they
shook hands. "Welcome aboard."Thanks a lot." Yephed George.
Norman 'smiled and said, "I was juNt trying to reassure

y

I

;V.

George. I was telling'.him that 3irecting air traffic at a
metropolitan airport is noras scary as it seems at first."
"I must admit I am a bit nervous," acknowledged.
George. "I've had some experience in the military as a
pilot and navigator, and then the training in Oklahoma..

But to think that over 500 planes fly in and' out of
Washington National daily ...

"Don't let it bother you, George," Mia responded.
"It's not as though you have to direct all those planes
yourself! nOides, your military training is excellent
background.: And the on-the-job training you'll get here
at Washington National is outstanding. Especially those
'pyactice problems'; that are programmed, into the computer.-Norman added, "All you need to build op your con:;
lidence is a little time and experience. We all fell the way
you do rhen we started out."
"I'm sure you're right." George replied. Ile glanced

down at his watch. "I hate to run, tlut I'm due in the
tower in .5 minutes. Thanks for the pep talk."
As he Walked away, Mia recalled h'er* first days on the
job. She had not had military training, and sonic people
luid questioned her ability to .handle the job without it.
Mia had been sure, that she could. That had been 7 yeurs

ago in Miami. Since then, she had worked in three
different airports..
Mia and Norman- chattecf for a few minutes more.

*

)4)

t,

"Some people Questioned my ability at first, but Nee confident that I could.do
the

lob."
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that the "mysterious flash" they had both seen was a
small private plane that hadn't bothered to radio in,
"I directed it in safely, though. I also made it clear to

The,se short breaks helped lo relieve, the tension and
,r,etresh the controllers for their nest 2-hour shifts,
Mia finished the last of her coffee and then headed
down the hall. She walked through a set of double doors

the pilot that he should have called and told us where he
was!"

and entered the approach control room from which
incoming aircraft- were being directed. A [limber of

"I just don't _understand why Wale pilots, don't 'use.

their common 'Kense,': Oserved kW:
voices could be heard throughout the large rooin.
The pace of the traffic ".sloweeterthe eveninp rush
After a short brieLing on the current trafficsituation,
ended. Mia contintld giving direetionsIttd answering
Mia took her plac'e behind a large radar.scopc 'keepin(-----q6Stions, Always tilert for the unexpected..Before she
track of planes approaching from the East Working as
knew it, Bert Johnson came by to relieve her.
an approach controller now, Mia's duties included as"Is it that time already?" Mia asked. She looked down
signing planes to the proper courses and sending mesat her watch: which read 7:30. Just then her stomach let
sages to (he ground .controllers (who directed planes
out a growl. Mia smiled at Bert and said, "Well it looks
from the runway to the gates) upon their arrival.
like my stomach knows what time it is! 1 guess I'll get
"This is Atlantic Airlines Flight 572 to Washington
some dinner now."
.

,

National," a voice said over the radio. "Request 'final
approach instructions."
Mia turned to the circular radar screen and found the

Explofing

symbol that represented Atlantic Airlines .572 from

Air traffic conttphers must have confidence in their

among the flashes of light,
"Washington National approach to Atlantic 572," Min

said into the microph(2ne. "Your position is 30 miles
,
northwestot tne airport: Expect approach to runvey 9.
.

I() miles per hour."
Wind islYtnn the"cam
"Roger, approach control," ,aeknowledged thc pilot./A

Mia then gave the pilot directind altitude instructions to bring the airplane close to the airport. When the
flight was about 6 miles-away. Mia said, "Atlantic 572
... cleared for approach. Call Washington tower now."
Assured that the plane was safely on the approach, she
took a deep breath and then relayed the intbrinatioirto,
the compute and phoned ahead to' ground control.
flaying finished that, Mia could now answer a call from
a Central plane that was waiting. "Go ahead, Central.
324."

'This is Central 324,,7' the pilot responded. "I'm in a
holding pattern at 8,000 feet. I've been informed that,
rdnway 6 has been closed temporarily and would like
further instruct iOnS 'for landing."
Mia ftillolked the regular procedures and directed the
pildt down runway 9.
She leaned back in her chair fbr a inontem to relieve

the tension from her lower back. However, what appeared to be an unmarked symbol flashed on the radar
screen. This brofight Mitt hack to the edge of her seat to
take a closer look. She watched the syrnbol fade to the
right and disappear off the edge of the screen. Immedir
ately Mia phoned Teressa Williams, the applach controller directing incoming traffic from the soutli TeressIt
had just picked up the flash on her.screen.
"1'11 try to establish contact with the aircraft and then
get back to you," she told Mitt.
A few minutes later, Teressa phoned and explained

judgment as well as the ability to make decisions quickly.
--tg

Can you make decisions on your own? Are you
Hing to take the responsibility for your decisions?
Do yOu trust your own judgment?,
Do friends often confide in you?

Air traffic controllers must be able to see objects on
two-dimensional screen and visualize them in the air.

Can you read ant4ifriestand graphs, diagrams, and
charts?*
Can you look at a drawing and picture the threedimensional object in your mind?
Do you Oer put together models?
Are.you kci,od at solvingsVmnetry problems?

Air traffic controllizis ate .suhjeit to mress and togiOn.
when they're on the job. They indsthe abhf5 keeP calm'
and be able to concentrate under presmri"
4

Are you able to organize your thoughts during tests
even though you may be nervous beforehand?
Do you usually perform well at crueipl inoments
for exam*, the big play in a Ball game?
Are you good at giving reports in frqnt of die class?

Ak traffic controllers must have a. good memory for
detail. They mtist remember wind and weather conditions, geography, and the size and speed of-planes who
SY 4 dr IP 4
giving,dirsctionw
Vo you retimber p'eople's names clisHy?

I.
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Can you relate an exact conversation thy next day?
Can you remember what you ate 16r lanch yesterday?

Try to increase your ability to observe and remeni, tnr

details. Some things you can do include r6lling
people's names and phonellumbers 4nd.playing cards%

Air traffic controllers ,often have th work early nik,,the

Prepare a report for your science class on the hinds f'
weather conditjens that permitor cantel*Irght.

...

morningor late at night...to keep up with these &Wands,
they must he in goottiihysical conditionlmd have stamina.

t;:;

in and explain a, flight 1.4-eathefthart.-

Dolou enjoy jogging, bieMing, hiking, backpack-

-10

Spend time on hobbies in which you learn abo,tit avia-

ing, climbing, basketball, and other active sports?
Do you enjoy dancing? Gardening?
Do you like betng active most of the time?

tion. Some activities include.building model airphines,

reading- about aviation, and taking flying lessons.
Learn the characteristics of' different planes.

,Prepare a pporl

Stiggested Activities

'Exploring pivision.If you are 'a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Aviation.
Communications, and Weather.

If you are a Girl Scout. ;ee ytn.ir 1001'3roop° has the
From Drealn tO Reality frograni of cart;er_exploration. Troops also ofkr opportunities to try out careers
through internships and service aide arid community
alon project's. and proficiency'hifages in a number of'
areas including Aviation and Weather.
Ask your teacher to talk. to 'the manager of your local
airport and arrange for a class tour of theoirport..
Prepare a report for a science' class on thef differences
between an airport traffic controyer
ho, gtAides
plcanes..,in and out of the airport) and an en route
Contqler (who kceps .trAck of7planes4 bekvt;en 'airports)._

,

sor4ioilQ1lowup occurs after a plani: crashes? Use
ti;iMpic for a report in a .seietice or social studio
plighl,begin your research in the library.
also can writ t. f(`Cr itifortuatioii
g(3vernment
agbncies such aS Ow' civiJ Aeronautics Boaid aittl 1 he.
Feddral Aviation' AdniinisUlttion. Officials of your

local airport may be willing to talk to you -or -cpme
4 .o

and talk to your class about how thiy investigateplane
crashes.

w

:2;

Become hmiliar with electronic cOmmunications
pent. Become a ham radio opeNitor. 1,earry ho* radar
works.

the suhjects studied are navigation, aerodynamic.s, and
electronics. For more in fOrmation, call the 'Civil Air
Patrol- listed in your phone book,

A meiica" listed in your phone book,..and lisk, for the

the history of air travel for a social

studies class.

Join the Civil Air Patrol. This organitation,'supported
by the Air Force, exists m every State. Membetship is
open to those who are ac least 13 years old. The civil
Air Patrol ofkrs its members the opportunity to fly
and tti learn about the aerogpace industry. Some .01'

Jilin a Transportation or 'Aerospace Expbter Post
there is one in your area. Explming ist open to youn
men and wotpen. aged 14 through 20. To find out
about Explorer posts in your area, call "Boy Scouts of,

on

Ralatad Occupations
,

.

rhe air traffic controller is ono of a team of workers
in the sky and on the ground who follow,each plane
from takeolt to landing, ..They
a safe, -..stnaoth
night. Below are I 3.0f.thege occupations. Seetbo* many
a them .you can. tinscrambk.
"

<

PLA.ENARtaCillNIMAEC
4
P.J.17( it'N Alt I

.N 1'A1EMNNCEA'

3.-GGA1GEA NAERLDH

4. PolcIr0
5. DII:.AISCHRE

6. CEETCALSRON TCHcIN1/0
7, NF, TOUR. TFFAICR

LERON

8..61-11-1F1' TTEANADNT
9: 61-11,1FT G1EENREN

'10SSEGNERPA (MANI*

l251SERVEAR1TON ,NdAET'

F,

13. C'KTE1T NQAET
See answers at entl oJ ehainer.
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.Tr:apsportation9Ccupations
.

It was a ail.) spring Morning, 461 yet dawn., Charlie
Cam libel!, Mirk freshly pressed' White shirt-and-dark tie;
was On Tra ek B giving thefinal inspection to train 17 I.
scheduled to leave ..for 'Washington in 10 minutes.
.conductor of The. BaltirnOre-Washington commuter 1-tu
Charlie was reSponsible for-the'train. Ile liked to check
the,railrodd cars to make sure they were ni -top riiiniiiig
.

condition.behire' the in lefi the station. To do this,
Charlie 'reported for Work promptly_ at 5:30 am, every
mom*, a full'36 minutes belotethe train made its first
run.

Charlie had a routine he followed daily to-prepare fhe
train and its crew for departure. After signing in.,("harlie
reported to the dispatcher to pick, up his copy or.the
train's orders. Then he headed Out tO the tracks lo 'Check
the. condition Vrhe train and greet his crew.
."Morning, Jim
morning. Max. Flow's everything
look?"

.

,

Or

1.
ea:"

'

Ow.

"Shduld be about set," replied Max Spiegel, the brake
operator. "She's all- fueled and, the cars ,are coupled.
Right now l'nr going to check the tad markers."
.

"Good work, Max."
Charlie then turned. to- Jim Beall:the rocomotive engineer, :who' was up in the cab eyeing the brakes and
Anher controls. "Ilave you had wchance to look over t he,_
.

orders'?"

"Yes,-Charlie," Jim respOnded. "Doesn't,look like we
should have: any delays. Track and weather conditions
both are excellent."
1Good,'; said Charlie. ''We should be ready to roll in
about 15 minutes." Charlie and Jim synchronized their
watches at exactly 5:48 a.m.
Passengers were bharding the train now. Charlie
..etimbed aboard so thaLhe could doublecheck the lights
and.other equipment Everythinglooked fine. .
"All aboarerealled Charlie as the lust few passengers
hurried 'down the plafibrm.
With 'everyone safely seated, Charlie pulled the last
door shut. Then he gave the engineer. the go-ahead.

"Move- her out," Charlie said to. Jim over a two-way
hand radio. TheY -Would ,conimunicate 'by tadio frequently during the run.
"[lave your tickets ready. please,"Charlieannounced
as he -began down the aisle of .the first car to-colleot
'Iiickets and fares. MoSt of thelaces.were familiar ones, as
many Of the:passengers Were daily comMuters who had
been riding the. 17 I as long as- Charlie, had been' its..
cdnductor.

_

"Excuse m , said a middle-aged Man as Charlie made
his way dawn the rirsle. "Will the` train be on its normal
.schedule hex week on MemOrial Day? Or do you have
a holiday sch ddle? I'm n.ew in-town and don't know the
'train schedules around here.".

"Well, sir, we do have a holifilay schedule and that's
what wellto using on Memorial Day,"..re lied Charlie.'
"By the wak, you ean.pick up the sche u e for all OUT
Baltimore- ashington con.miaer fuiri at the station'.
Just ask an,

the,., ticket agents."

"ThankS a lot, Ill do:that."

"Not itt all," Charlie.saidwiih a slight smile. He. gOt
a Wing of satisfaction froM helping passeygers.

t

Ghbrile conter-ti with Jim Beall, the locomOtivd
engineer:

IThe train 'rode along smoothly." makthg stops at f;,1kridge, Columbia, andoSt.
DenniS:. At each stop;Charlie
.
collected tickets and fares;working his way from thy.first
car-back-to the
.
"Sir., ,":Charlic hcard a woman calling loudly from
thc rear of tile car. Ho moved quickly,diwin the aisle:.
"Can I help yon. ma'arn'?''
"You certainlmate,WOUld you tell thisl?,et k.) an to

'put out that stnay cigae l'-vg tried to ask politely but
as you can, see he. has ignOred ma.''
279
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"I'm afraid you're going to have to put yOUr cigar out,
sir. IT you want to smoke, the next car is the smoking
( haslit.,,Said politely ,fnit
section--0.:w4is
With a sJur.. lOok on his..fak. the Thifn 'said, "Okay,'
okay, 11) put it out. But if you ask me, ber manners are
worse tban fuy..cigar is!"

Charlie la Unit it would be best to separate the two
passengers before One...H. both of them Completely lost

Air temper. "There ale a few empty seats up from, sir.
You'd probably he Monkcomfortable if you moved to,
one of those. Then, if yo t. want, you can move to the
smoking car at The next stop."

"That suits Me just line," he, replied as he picked up
his briefcase and headed up the aisle.
"Now that that's cleared up, I hope you can relax and
enjoy the rest of the trip, ma'am," Chaplie said as he

breathed a sljiglifor relief.. lie then walked up to Ike
man and thanked hitt) for being coopefative.
Ile had nev:er taken a course in psychology or supervision, but Charlie -knew he was good at working with
people.. f le had the tact and judgment to deal with people
successfully the train LAW as well as the passengers.

The train 'chugged on ... Odeituih, New Carollton,
and ("Overly. Almost every sem wits taken now.
The next ski', the last ort-, was College Park. It was
e more crowded stops along the route to
usually,one o

Washington. As the train came to a halt, Charlie Opened
the door of the lirst Car and loweiedj he steps. Ile stepped
onto tbe platform .and announced, lave your tickets .
ready_pleas'e," so he .cOuld -tioard the passengers and
Check their tickets in the most efficient way. Most of the
passengers were re;gular ride2rs. They greeted Charlie:
showed him
their w,eekly Dr monthly passes, and stepped
,
onto the,train,
At exaoly 6:48 a.m., the 171 pulled into Washington's,
Union Station. Charlie and Max tielped the passengers
down the stepS and onto the platform.
.

The train empty now, they both climbed back onto
the first car and each sank into a seat. "I"d say we had
about 200 paying customers on that run," Charlie ()Tiered.

Max calculated out loud and nodded his,head. "Let's
see ... all the seats filled, that is '65 times 3 cars or 195
... apt about hail' it"dozen standing. Yes, that seems
about right to me."
Next, Charlie counted tte number of tickets sold and,
then added up the-money colltiCd. lie made notations
in his notebook which would liffP in Writing his report
tonight after the last run.
With a few minutes left before the return journey to
Baltimore, Charlie and Max relaxed and began to Oat.
"You,knoW, I thotight working the commuter line was
.

Li

1,0

Charlie knows many of the commutera by- game.
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going to be a breeze after 27 years on freight trains,"
Max slid. "It isn't as physically d6nanding as work on
a 'kreight train, [II say that. But the business of collecting
hires,.linsvering qiiestions, and 'keeping the. passengers
"happy certainly keeps ine on the go.'
Charlie noddjil in agreement. "And keeping the passengers happy is no easy job!" he said. "Two of my
passengers got into an argument this morning because
one was smoking and n bothered the other one."
After a comfortable ,silence; Charlie began to reminisce, "You know, I started working.for the railroads 36
years ago. I began right after high School as a substitute
brake operator in a switching yard. It was tough work,
blistering hol summers and winters so cold they'd numb
your lingers and toes. After a year and a hall', I became

a resplar, and 4 years after that I got promited to

a

passenger brake operator. Like you, I expected the work
on a passenger line to be easier."

"Tell me more," Max said.

"WelGfter 22 yeais 'aS a brake operator, 10 years as
a freight train conactor. and over.4 years as a passenger

/

"I Must admit, though, that I wouldn't trade this job
for anything else in the4world, There are so many rewards. I like working with people as well, as Machinery.
I enjoy the responsibility and freedom I get on the'joh.
There's no close supervision. And there's, the 5- or 6hourslayover each day in Washington, when I can catch
up 'on my sleep, read a good book, take. in 'a movie, or
anything else I want to do." Charlie .paused for a moment. "Yes," he said, "Working on the railroad is more
than just a job to .me, it's a way of life!"

Glancing down at his .watch, Charlie noticed it was
nearly 8 o'clock''l couldiprobably go on talking for
hours, but we'd better prepare for the next run."

Exploring
0.

Conductors are in charge of miming the train. They are
responsible for the care and comfort of the passengers,
for directing the other members of the train crt;w, and
formaking sure the train runs safely lind on time.

conductor, r guess I've learned that things don't get easy.

After all those years. I still get to work at 5:30 each
morning, make three morning and three evening runs,,
have a daily layover in Washington, and 'don't get home
until .8:00 each night!

Have you ever been responsible for the care of oth-'
babysitting, for example?
4 Have you ever organized aoschool club or;been an
officer of the student government?
ers

A
4

'

t
n%

,

sa.l.":

4AV"7,

eti7,4700

0.

1#

"Working on the railroad is nriore than just a job to me, if's a way of lite,- goys
Charlie.
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!lave you ever taken care ol pets or plants lor your
neighbors while they were out...of town?

Conductors must be NI: I fill and courteous when dealing
liasseligers. l'his can include anything from giving
informatqm to dealing with a passenger who doesn't

enougfr money for the fare. The conductor is the
railroad's representative to Ille public.

o get experience in handling money and selling tickets,
volunteer to sell tickets at a school play or dance.

Role-play il passenger conductor on a conmiuter run.
Include sonic common situations, such as a passenger

who needs schediding information and a pitssenger
who doesn't have enough money for tlie-liare.

hay

,aye yoll eVer been the spokesperson hit vont class
or school club?
Are you good at settling arguments among Your
i

friends?

Can you remain calm and Coarleolls. ev(ii when
people innate you or something troubles you?
Conductors must have an\!ve for detail. They must make
sure all cars are clean and have been properly coupled.
At the end of each run they must report such things as
the minker or passengers, track conditions, and (kparture(and ai)ri% al times.

yoli enjoy working with nombers'.'

Do you like to play- games where you must find
hidden obfects 01- words?

Do you like to put together piulles?
( 'am you lead maps ea.sily? Can yon find a place on
a Illap

Conduc tors nmst be fleible about their work schedples.
The job !nay call for tiMe aw,ay from home.

Have you ever spent a few weeks away Iron) your
lannlv at camp or visiting relatives, for example
Vtal like to stay overnight with rriends?
hrld plealV (il things to do with free time?
(

( onductors must understand how the train operOes:
This takes mechanical

lky.

1)o von have any hobbies in whiclt you build.ok
repair things' Have ykui eYer done woodworking.
sculpting. carperitry, or put oget her models? .
I lave %AM ever tried RI fix yoar bicycle or replace a
fuse ot a light switch'

Suggestod Activittos
Fake a tram ride if. (here is a railroad line in your town.
If (he train is no( very crowded, talk to the'conductor
about the work.
.4

Find out (Ile difference between apassenger train con'ductor and a freight (rain. conductor
282

Join a Tranportation Explorer Post if tlwre is one in
yoyr area. Exploring is opeirto"young men and women
To find out about l'.xplorer ptmts
aged 1 4,through
Scouts of America- listed in
in Your area. call

your- phone book, and ask for the "Exploring Division.-

VVrite for informatum on careers in railroading to itw
Association of American Railroa(ttis, American Railroads liudding, I920 I,, Street, .W., Washington.
l).( .. 2003(1.
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Related Occapations

*sides tiie conductor. many others work to ensure
that the 'train runs safer)/ and smoUthly. Ihddenip the

Ns

puzzle below are 15 of-these occupations. SZ:e how many
you can fiend. The words may he forw4rds or backwards,

tither horizontal or vertical.

.

BLACKSMITHS

SHEET METAL WORKERS-

BOILERMAKERS

;

BRAKE OPERATOR

SIGNAL INSTALLERS

'SIGNAL MAINTAINERS

CAR REPAIRER.S.

VAT IQN AGENTS

DISPATCHER.

TELEGRAPII.EIS

ELKTRICAL WdRK FRS".

,IOVVER WORKERS
s,

ENG IN EER

'1"Ft.ACK AVOR KERS

MACHINISTS

EL
,
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E C

D B Ff S

,E

I

TRI CALWORKERgT L,W .p
R E.
M R E L
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.Yee answers al end of claimer.
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Fxploring Career's
Bus Driver
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Transoortation Occupations
A pleasa t smile appeared On BeLvilanrafty's face as
slie greeted )an Martin I )an was a regular. custo.mer on

the X-2 bus that ran from Ilillside into the city every
'morning.

"Looks like it's ,going to clear up this morning ...
shouly be a beautiful Weekend,", Dan remarked as he
qropped two quarters into the Coin machine. Ile took a
few steps down,thelusle and chose the firsi empty seat.
,1311iind Dan, another hall doten passengrs followed,
.:
most of the,m also on their way to work. One by one,
they deposited their coins rand.moved back.
Once 'all -the otters Were safely on the .bus, Betsy
..grabbW the liandle-that was connectq to the door and
pulled it towards her to close the door, Out of habit, she
glancetrup_at- the rearview mirror that gave her a Intl
view of tho ;Inferior of the bus. Next, Betsy checked the
sUle'view mirrors (),11 both sides olthe bus and turned her

bead tn take a quick look at. t ye traffic. This allowed a
conpplete.,,vis.cw that Betsy fdlt was necessary belnre she

pulled iiwi.yfrom the curb and Joined the flow of traffic.
Light ..1hatter could he heard throughout the bus,
S.

whick was about one-third full now. Manly of the pa-ssengers, however, settled back and read the morning
newspaper or a hook.
Betsy continued on her way, stopping every block or
two to pick up Passengersjhe morning rush hour traffic
was heavy, as usual, but moved at a steady pace. The
early morning fog had lifted, and the sun was beginning
to break through the clouds. Betsy reached to the panel

on her right and picked up her sunglassq, which had
been resting- between the buttons marked "Defroster"
and "fli-Beam Lights".
A young woman with.two children stepped onto the
bus. "Does this bus go to. Greenwich?" she asked in a
shy voice.

"No,

Betsy responded. "The X-2 only goes
as far as Cedar Crosi;roads. You can take this bus if you
want, but you'll have to transfer at Cedar Crossroads to

get to Greenwich. Or, if you want to wait, the VI8 will
be by in about 20 minutes. That.one goes all the way to
Greenwich."
"Are you tire this doesn't go to Greenwich'? My sister

't

t

661,,

Minn I first started driyingLI figttred that being in traffic all day wmild take the
most patirince Dot hectic trAic is nothing compgred to some of the people I
meet
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"Good morning. Mrs. Goddirey,".,Betsy greeted the'

told me to catch the bus at 7:15 at the corner of .15th and

elderly woman who was boarding the bus. Mrs°. Goddfrey was one of the few patrons who rode trie morning
lms regularly on its return -from the city out to Hillside.
Three times a week, she volunteered at the YWCA.

Wilson Boulevard. She said that one would take me to
"I'm sorry, ma'am, but I'm only going as far a/4 (*edar
lk thti
transfers will cost Ili cents extra apiece.-Ilt I know my sister can't be wrong. She rides the
bus all he time."
'.;?/ li. ma'am. you inust decide what yon want to do

Crossroads. Yon can ride this bus if you'd

"Hello, Betsy. Fine mornMg, isn't it?" the woman
replied as she reached into her purse for the bus fare.
"Oh, dear, I have forgotten my change purse. What sh4l
I do?"

nowv..11y the way. next time Why don't you telephone for

"Don't worry." Betsy replied kindly:She took some

Imik information? I'hat way you will be sure to get the

change from her pocket, depOsited it in the coin box, and

correct bus routes and time schedules.-

said, "You can bring me the money on Friday."
"You're a real lifesaver! You can trust me not to forget
it on Friday."' Mrs. Goddirey made her way to the first

The young woman, still looking bewildered, opened

her purse and took out some coins. "Iloyv much is
children's fare?'
"Thirty-five cents. plus-ten cents extra a you want to
buy a transfer. That comes to a total of$ I .50 for ial three

empty seat.

of you.As the coins fell to the bottom of the coin box Betsy
tore three transfers from a booklet atiached to the box.
The women moved to the back of the bus and Betsy
breathed a slight sigh of relief. dter 4 years of' driving
a t:ity bus. Betsy had learned to be calm and courteous

without having to stop and pick up passengers.
"Excuse me, ma'am, but does this bus go by St. John's
Hospital? It's on the corner of Fourth and Pine Streets,"
asked a well-dressed man as he stepped onto the bus.
"Yes, it does, sir. If' you'd like, I'll call out that stop as
we get to it," lietsy replied.

in dealing with customers. She also had learned to answer

I'hat would be very helpful, thank you," he said as

all questrons and cOmplaints politely, but firmly. "It's
funny." she thought. "when I first started driving. I
figured that being in traffic all day would take the most

he dropped some coins in the box. "By the way, what's
a pretty little girl like you doing in .a job like this?"
"What do you mean? I can handle this bus as well as
anyone,- she replied good-naturedly.
"In fact," she thought to herself, "I can hauldle it better
than most. After all, when I applied for the job of' a
busdriver, I had over a year's experience driving a delivery truck for a dry cleaner's. And in the training program
the Bus coMpany gives, I had the best grades in my
class both on the written exath ahd in driving skills!
Not bad at all."
Meanwhile the man bound for St. John's had fmind

The return rim rrom the city to Ifillside went quickly,
as Betsy passed many of the bus stk along the rote

patience. But hectic traffic is nothing coinpared to some
of the(people I meet!
In the next few stops. all the seats filled up. The pace
of tlp;. traffic slowed as the X-2 approachedthe city. The
road became more crowded, and Betsy instinctively became more cautious about het, driving. Too many times.
Betsy had seen drivers make a last7mMute decision to
turn not paying any attention to the fact that they were
in the wrong lane or that the traffic light was red. Betsy
telt that a good driver must be a defensive one. She took
pride in'her own line driving record.
rhe hell rang frequently between stops. signalling to
Betsy :that.a passenger wanted to get off at the next stop.
Occasionally. she glanced at het watch to make sure she
stayed on schedule. Along with safety. Betsy considered
being yn tune a very important part of the job.
ahead. Betsy saw that a delivery truck was stopped
in the right lane with its lights flashing. This meant that
the driver was delivering goods nearby and Would retuen

a seat at the back of the bus.
The rest of the trip .was smooth, with no major problems or traffic delays. In fact, at one point Betsy had to
make an effort to pace her driving so as not to get ahead
of her schedule. She didn't want to pass any of' the bus
stops early and take the chance of leaving a passenger
behind.
- After this run was finished. Betsy drove about- a mile
to the garage. where she checked' in with the dispatcher.
This included reporting the rturs she made that morning,

counting the fares collected, turning in her booklet of
trStsfer slips, recording the number of transfers given
ota,and reporting special problems or delays. Since
Betsy worked a split shift from 5:30 to 9:30 a.m. and
later from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. she did npt have to wrie

shortly. Being able to see "trouNe spots" in plenty of
tune was ime of the advantages Bet'sy enjoyed because,

in driving the bus, she sat quite a bit higher off the
ground than most of the other drivers in the traffic.
Whcnever she could. Betsy would plan ahead to minimire her delays.

28()

up her reports until later that evening.
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\

Exploring
BuSdrivers must be easygoing and even-tempered to be
able to deal with all kinds of passengers, weather conditions, and traffic-problems.

Can you control your enmtions when everything
seems to go wrong?
Can you keep your t,emper wJet f-lin-umpire calls you

out and you thought you yre safe?
('an you remain calm at d courteonst even when
people irritate you or some tug trou es you?

Betsy fe619 that a good driver must be a defensive one. She
good driving record.

<XV

A

-Can you make your case calmly when a teacher gives
yint a gr4le that you tliink is unfair?

Busdrivers must be safety conscious and follow traffic
regulations in delivering passengers safely to their des-

Do you look both ways betbre you cross the street?
Do you obey traffic regulations. such as riding your
bicycle with the traffic and only crossing at a crosswalk?

tat es pride in hor
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Exploring Careers
I lave you ever been responsible for the care of any.
one else babysitting, lOr example?

I .carnpow to read maps of your city and its siftrounding
areas. In this way, you .can become familiar with the
main streets and famous landmarks.

BusdrIvers are generally free from close supervision while
at work. Phey must be able to drive their routes, stay on
sytiedule, and himdle any emergencies on their own,

To become familiar with handling a mofOr vehicle, learn

Do you do your homework without being told to?
1)o you clean your room or help with chores around
the house without being told to?
Are you generally on time for class or for meetings?
Do you budget your time?
Would you know what to do in case of a lire or other
emergency at home?

Buidrivers must have good driving ability to maneuver
the bus in heavy traffic. This includes good eye-foot-hand
coordinatim4 quick reflexes, and good depth perception.
Can you ice skate, ride a skateboard, or ride a bicycle?
Are you a good bowler?

Can you pitch, hit, and catch a softball?

how to drive a sit-down power lawnmower, a minibike, or a boat if any of theSe are available.

Join an Auto Mechanics, Road Rally, or Transportation
Explorer Post if there is one in your area. Exploring is
open to young men and women aged 14 through 20.

To find out about EXplorer posts in your area, call
"Boy Scouts of America" listed in your phone book,
and ask for the "Exploring Division."
Role-play a bus driver on his oK fier route. Include such
common problems as a passenger who does not pave
enough money for the fare, a passenger- who needs
information, and a passenger whose conduct is disturbing others on the bus.

Related Occupations
See how many`of the following workers you can match

.with their job duties. Like the local transit busdriver,
they are all involved in carrying people or goods'over
our highways and city streets.

Suggested Activities
Compare a bus ride through town during rush hour to a
ride in the middle of the day. Notice the differences in
the amount of traffic, the cost of the trip, the number
of passengers, and how long it takes to get from one
place to another. What other differences do you ob-

I.

Local truckdriver

a.

Transports sick or injured
people to the hospital.

2.

Route driver

b.

Drives a group of' passengers

from one town to another..
3.

Ambulance driver

c.

serve?

1.earn to recognize the symbols on road signs and how
to follow them.

4.

Many people rely on buses to get around town. Buses
offer many advantages, including relatively low cost,
convenience, and the peace of mind of not haviug to

drive yourself. Other ways to travel around town
include cars, bicycles, and taxicabs. Make a list of the
adYantages and disadvantages of each.

6.

Long-distance truckdriver

d.

Chauffeur

e.

long-distance
driver

bus-'

F.

"'Delivers goods from the place
Of business to the customers.

May-collect payments or try
7.

'raxicab driver

Picks up passengers at any lo-

cation (pften getting the informatimOver a two-way radio)

Invite a representative from a bus company in your arca
to speak to your class about training requirements and
job _opportunities for busdrivers in your community.
Prepare questions in advance.

and drives them directly to
their destination.
8.

Selmol busdriver

,

h.

Travels along turnpikes and
highways carrying goods between terminals that are thousands of miles apart.

Learn how to change a flat tite a nd handle other COM mon

28.8

Paid and licensed dhver of a
private motor car.

to sell the company's services.

pages of the telephone book.

repairs on your family car.

Moves goods from terminals
and warehouses- to factories,
stores, and homes in the area.

Find out what types of(bus services are available in your

community. You can start tfr looking in the yellow

Drives children to school in
.t he morning and back home
in the afternoon.

See

answers al end

al chapter.

Transportation Occupations
Job Facts
#

There isn't room in thisirpook for a story about every transportation occupation.
However, you'll find some important facts about 21 of these occupations in the
following section. If you want additional information about any of them, you might
begin by consulting the Occupational Outlook Handbook, a publication of the
Department of Labor which should he available in your school or public library.

Occupation

Nature and Places. of Work

Training and Qualifications ;
.

.

Othi,r Infirmatio,)

.

AIR I RANSPOR I ATION
Air Franic
Controllers

Controllers keep track of planes
on the ground and in the air, and

give pilots instructions to keep
planes on course and.prevent accidents or delays.

Controllers must be in excellent
health and pass a yearly physical
exam. ney shoUld. he .articulate.
since directisms to pilots must he

given quickly and clearly. kind
have a deeisiVe personality.

Alicivilian air traffic controllers
work for the Federal Govern-

Applicants must haVe 3 years of'

Controllers work a basic 40-har
week. Because control towers
ant centers operate 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, controllers
arc assigned to night and weekend shifts on a rotating basis,

work eXperience or 4 years of
college, or both. Civilian or mil-

Controllers sometimes work under great stress, They must keep
track of several planes at a time

at airports and at control centers

itary experienee as a controller,
pilot, or navigator'is an asset.

and make certain all pilots re-

along au routes throughout the
country.

Successful

receive

both

formal

ment as employees of the Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA).
They work in the contTol towers

applicants
on-the-job and

ceive correct instructions.

training. It usually takes 2 to 3
years to become a fully qualified
controller.

2r)k
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Occupanon

Airplane Mechanics

Nalure.wnd Places. ol Torii
. Mechanics keep planes in (op op-

erating condition: They inspect
and maintain planes on a regular
Neill:Me and make repairs.

Training and Qualifican is

Other Information

rn their job
in the Armed Forces or' in traa
schools certified by the .FAA.
Trade school Jourses last about

Mechanics sometimes most stand
.or lie in awkward- positions when .

2 years.

tested.,

Most mechan

.

making repairs. Work areas are

noisy when engines are being

Over half of all mechanics are
employed by the airlines, work-

Most of the mechanics who work

ing Rear large cities at the ar

on civilian aircraft are licensed

Many mechanics
members.

are

union

lines' main stops. Others wOrk , by the FAA. Unlicensal mefor the°-Federal Government, chanics are supervised by those
mainly at military bases, or for with licenses.

small repair shops at airports

throughout the country.

Experience in automotive repair
or other mechanical work is helpful, as are high school courses in
mathematics, physics, chemistry.
and mechanical drawing.

Mechanics must have strength
and agility to lift heavy parts and
do climbing and reaching.
Airplane Pilots

Although most pilots fly planes
that carry passengers and cargo,

All commercial pilots must be

Pilots must be able to make (1uick

decisions and accurate jhdg-

power lines, or do aerial photography.

licensed by the FAA. To receive
the license, they must pass a writ:
ten and physical exam and demonstrate flying ability.

Most pilots work at major airports. About half work fr the
airlines, and the rest work for

Flying is (aught in military or
civilian flying schools. Either
kind of (raining satisfies require-

'ilots 5annot fly more than 85
ours pa month. Most flights

private ,businessvs and the government:

ments for licensing, but Armed
Forces lidos have the opportu-

some do crop dusting. inspect

ments under pressure: the mental
stress of' being responsible for a
siffe flight can be tiring.

layovers

nvolve

away

from

ork schedules often are
irregular.

nity to gain experience on jet

..

aircraft that is preferred by air-

Most airline pilots arc union

lines and many businesses.

members.

College graduates are preferred
fr airline jobs. New airline pil:
ots usually start as flight engineers.

Flight Attendants

rlitlit attendants help make the
passengers' flight safe, comfortable, and enjoyaNe.

Most flight attendants are stationed in major cities. I,arge
numbers work out of Chicago,
Dallas. 1.os Angeles. Miann,
New York, and San Francisco.

ground to prepare for llightS.

preferred.

Most are union members.

Most large airlines give -newly
hired night attendants about 5
weeks of training in their own
schools.

290

Attendlints usually fly. 80 hours
per month or less but may devote

Poise, tact, resourcefulntss, and
a pleasant manner with strangers
all are important traits..
Applicants must be high school
graduates. Those with 'some college, nurses' training, or experience dealing with the public are

up to 35 more hours on the
They may have to work nights,
weekends, or holidays.

4
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Transportation Occupations
Oecupaiion
Reservation, Ticket,
and Passenger Agents

Nalure (Ind Places of Worh
Whew workeis reserve seats, sell
tickets, and help passengers
hoard planes.

Most agents work in dmvntown

Training and (kialyicalions
Because agents deal directly with
the public, airlines seek pleasant,
personable, attrautive-applicants.
A, good speaking voice is essential.

offices or at large metropolitan
airports.

A high school diploma

thiu'r Inlornunian
Work scheduleN may be irregu-

lar. Dtiring holidays and other
busy periods, agents may find the

work hectic.
Many agents belong to unions.

is re-

quired and, some college is preferred.

New employees usually receive

about a week of classroom instruction to learn how to use the'
flight schedule book, and the
citipputer. Once ky_are on the
job, at kast 3 weeks of close supervision

by

an

experienced

worker are needed before they
can hamlle the job alone;

RAILROAD OCCUPATIONS
Brake Operators

Brake operators couple and un-

couple cars and operate track
switches in railroad yards. They

also look for faulty equipment
and make minor repairs.

Brake operlitors need to be in
good physical condition and
have mechanical aptitude to operate switches and handbrakes
and to board moving trains. Employers prefer high school gradlut

Skills are learned on the job and
it takes about a year to learn
them thoroughly. it usually takes
several years, however, before
brake operators have enough

Brake operators may have to
work nights, weekends, and holidays. Those who don't have regular assignments may be called
to work on short notice. The job
often calls for time away Rom
home.

Most brake operators are union
members.

seMority to get regular assignments.
Con d uc to r s

( 'onductors are in charge of train
and yard crews..Fhey must make
sure passengers and cargo are de-

livered safely and on bine.

Qualified brake operators are
promoted to conductors on a seniority basis. They must pass exams covering signals, timetables,
operating rules, and related subjeCts.

Conductors may have to work
nights, weekends, and holidays.
The job often calls for time away
from home. Since most freight
trains are unscheaded, freight

conductors may he called to
work on short notice.

Until permanent positions become available, .new conductors
substitute for :experienced conductors who lire absent:

Many

condivAors
members,

are

union

4.
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Occupation
.

Nature and places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Othet InfOrmation

Engineers operate the throttle to
start and accelerate the traM and
use airbrakes to slow and stop it.
They also watch gauges and me-

Openings for locomotive engi-

Locomotiveengineers may have
to work weekends and -holidays.
The job often calls for time away

_

Locomotive
Engineers

neers are filled by promoting en-

tery charge, and air pressure in

gineers' helpers on a seniority
basis, Helpers qualif fOr- pr
motion by proving t \ eir abilit
to operate locomotives. and by

the brake ilines.

passing a written exam.

ters that measmre speed,.fuel, bat-

For engineer helper jobs, railrOads prefer applicants who are

from home. Since most freight
trains are unScheduled, freight
engineers 'may be called tO work
on s4ort notice.
Moist engineers are
bers.

nion mem-

high school graduates and at
least 21 years old. They must
have good hearing, eyesight, and

-color vision. Good eye-hand coordination, manual- .dexterity,
and mechanical aptitude also arc
required.
Helpers rhceiye on-the-jot training that lasts about 6 weeks.

Shop Trades

Every railroad employs its own
workers to maintain and repair
cars and other equipment. Tire
"skilled workers include car repairers, machinists, electrical
workers, sheet-metal workers,

Apprenticeship training is the
Most common way of cntcring
the railroad skop trades, al-.
though some workers learn on
the job and are upgraded from
jobs as helpers and laborers..

shops.

and climbing.. Some workers may
face noisy shop conditions. Other

workers, such as car repairers,
must work outdoors in all kinds
of weather.

boilermakers, and blacksmiths.

They work in railroad yards, terminals, and engine houses, ast
well as in locomotive repair

Shop work is active and stren-.
uotis. It involves stooping, lifting,

Applicants who have had shop
training in high school or vocational school are preferred. Automobile repair and machining

Most shop workers are union
members.

courses are useful lin- machinkts.
Courses in electricity and physics

will help those who -want to be
electrical workers.

Signal Department
Workers

control. communication, and signaling systems that direct trains
and assure safety. These include
gate crossings, signal lights, and

Applicanis who are high school
or vocational school graduates
are preferred: Courses in blueprint reading, electricity, and
electronics proVide a helpful
background. Applicants also

switches.

should be able to do heavy work.

)Rallroad signal .workers install,

repair. and maintain the train

New workers are assigned as
helpers to experienced workers.

Since they work over large sections of track, installers usually
live away from home during the
workweek, frequently 'in camp
cars provided by the coMpany.
Maintainers usually live at home
and service sigrials over a limited

stretch of track. However, they
must make repairs.'regardless of
weathei .conditions or time or

After 60 to 90 days of training,

day.

they may advance to assistants.
After another 2 to 4 years, tOalified assistants may be promoted

Most signal installers and maintainers are union members.

to signal installers or maintainers.

ty,
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'Occupation

. r--

Nature and Place4of Worli

'Training and Qualificationx

Other InfOrmation
.

StationAgents

'Station agents are the customers'

contact with the railroad. They

/take

customer orders, arrange a
delivery schedule, inspect mer-.

chandtse, and prepare custoiners'
bills. At passenger stations.

Station

agents

usually

rise

through the-ranks of other railroad occupations, such as telephoners, telegraphers, tower -operators, and clerks.

.

.

At major freight and passenger
stations, (he agents' duties are
mainly miministrative and supervisory.

Most station agents are union

'agents supemse and coordinate
selling tickets and 'checking hag

members.

gage.

Most agents work in- railroad
freight stations. ,Sonle, Work in
passenger stations.

Telegraphers.
elephoners, and
rower Operators

Following instructions given by
dispatchers

and

yardmasters,

tower operators route train traffic
by working ContrOlS (hat activate
signals

and

switches

on

the

tracks. Telegraphers -and telephoners receive orders about the

train's nAwement, such

as

its

speed or its route, a-nd pass them
on to the 16111 crews.

Tower oper.ators work in towers

located in railioad yards or at
major junctions near cities, Telegraphers and telephoners Work

iii yards and at railroad stations.

Telegraphers, telephoners, and

tow& operators should be responsible and alert, as they have
hitmake quick decisions. Good

Most telegraphers, .e.e
I p.ioners,
I
and tower operators -are union
members.

hearing and eyesight, including
florMa I Color v isui it, are required.

Jobs wsually are filled from the
ranks of clerical workers by seniority. Newcomers receive onlthe-job training that covers operating rides, train orders, and
station operations. Trainees must
pass

exams and demonstrate

abilities before they qualify.

Until permanent pysitions become available. newly qualified
workers substitute lOr experienced workers who are absent.

Track Workers

Railroads employ ihev workers
to service, repair. and replace
Sections of* track.

Railroads prefer applicants who

cail read, write, and do heavy
work. The joh.is active and stren-

Track workers onl traveling crews
May have to commute long dis-

tances to work. Many live

in_

uous. A. physical examination
may be necessary.

eamp,cars or trailers provided by
(he railroads.
.

Most ,,neW track workers learn
their Akins thrqugh training 'on

members,

Most (rack workers are union

the job, which lasts about 2 years.
to.
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Nature and.Place,s of

Occupation

Training and Qualification.e

Other InfOrmalion

.

MERCHANi MARINE OCCUPATIO.NS.
Officers must he able to lixe and
work in close quarters as part of

educational requirements
vessel is the. captain, who has ;have been set for merchant macomplete authority and respon- rine. officers. However, because

Mei chant. Marine
. Officers

in command of e,ery oc6angoing

NO

sibility for the ship. A typical

of the complex machinery and
electronic
navigational; and

a team. They are away from
home for long periods of' time..

crew on a ship is divided into die
deck dep!irtment, the engine dex equipment on .modern ships, formal training usually is yeeded to
partment, -and the steward's
pass Coast Guard examinations,
partment.
.

tenance of the deck pid hull.

Candidates must meet certain legal (age, citiz.enship) and medical
requiremems..For example, they

Engine officers are resporisible
for starting, stopping, and con-

must be at least 21 years old, S.
citizens, and have a',health certif-

trolling the speed of the main

icate proving good physical condition.. They also, must have at
least 3 ybars of tioppropriate sca

ment of the ship and the main-

engines, as v,ell as maintaining
the machinery and equipment
aboard ship. Steward officers supervise the coitking and serving
of'.nieak,' and the upkeep of living quarters.

Merchant Marine
Sailors

days a week with two 4-hour
shifts every 24 hours and 8 how's

.

l))ck officers direct the move-

A.

Generally, officers at sea work 7

Officers work aboard dry-cargo
ships.. tankers, barges, ferries,
freighters. passenger liners, and

exp

Formal training _for merchant
marine officers is available at the
U.S. Mefchaftt Marine. Academy

Although not required, sea
perience in the Navy or Coast
Guard provides a good background for merchant
jobs. Applicants must

manual 11:r in these depart-

health certificate from a duelmr.

barges, ferries,

excursion steamers.

Sailors must be able to live and
work in close quarters as part of

a team. They are away from
home for long periods of time.

marine
get

a

Genceally, sailors are reque'red.to

and then must obtain a letter
Trom a shipping company slating

freighters, passenger liners, and

1r

in Kings Point, N.Y., and in six
State merchant marine acade-

Sadors may be assigned to either
the deck department. the engine
department, or the steward's department. Under Orders from
their officers, they do most of the

ships, tankers,

Almost 90 percent of all officeis
belong to maritime unions.'

neriece or be graduate of an

mies. -1'hew4-year programs. in
nautical science pr marine engineering provide classroom instruction as well as practical experienceA sea,

Sailors work aboard dry-cargo

90 to'180 days a year.

approved training program.

excursion steamers.

. ments.

off in between. Overtime pay is
reiTived ha over 40 hours work
per week. Vacations range from

work .7 days a week, with two 4hour shifts every 24 hours and. 8

.

that they will tie hired when a

hours off in between. Overtime
pay is received fa'over 40 hours
per week. Vacationsfrange from

job becomes available. fri addition, applicants must rFgister
with the U.S. Coast Guard and

90 to 180 days a year.

act! w re identification papers.

Wst sailors belong to unions.

Ali these requirements do not
guarantee a job; they merely
qualify you. To get a job, you
must be present at a hiring hall
when.an opening becoMes avail-

able. Hiring halls are located in
the thief {torts around the WW1try.
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Occupation

Nature and Placev al Work

Touning and Quatilicittions

Other Inlorinwion

ORIVIN6 OCCUVATIONS
911)

Intercity BM rivers

4

these workers drive passengers
hetween communities and cities.
They 'also inspect buses before

Since they 'represent their companies in dealing 'with passengers, bus drivers must be Cour-

leaving. collect fares or tickets

Icons and tactful They should

From pas,sengers, and kmd nnd
unload baggage..Most work out
of large cities.

have steady nerves and a rdnxed

personality, as heavy traffic can
be a strain.

Since intercity buses run im all
hours. drivers may have to wor,k
nights,or weekends, The job [nay
require time away from home;

Most of these drivers are unioii
members.

The U.S. Department of Transportation requires that intercity
drivers be at k:ist 21 years old
and he able to read, write, and
speak English. They also must
have good !rearing and vision

As.

and normal use of arms and legs.

Applicants must. pass a driving
test and a written exain that tests

their knowledge of State traffic
regulations. Most States requir.
drivers to have a chauffeur's '11cense.

Avlany private bus companies
prefer applicants to he at least 25
ye-ars old, .somc require bus or

truck driving experience. Most
companio conduct 2- to 8-week
training programs for new drivers that include both classroom
and driving instruction.

Until permanent positions

be-

come available, new drivers substitute for experienced drivers
who are absent.

e

A

4
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Occopinion

Nature and leaves 7)/ Work

Training and Qualifications
.....

I.ong-1>istance

Fruckdrivers

These workers travel almig turnpikes and highways carrying
goods between cities that are
hundreds or even thousands of
miles apart..

The U.S. Department of Trans.:
portation requires that long-dis4
lance drivers be at least 21 years

old and in good physical condition, including good hearing and
vision, normal use of arms and
legs, and normal blood pressure.
Applicants must pass written and
Most
examinations.
driving
States require truckdrivers to
have a chauffeur's license.

Other Infirmation
_

.

A workweek of more than 40
hours is very common. This may
include nights or Weekends, and"
often time away from home.

'Die noise .and vibration of the
truck, and,being on the road .for

ong periods of time,"inay be
physically straining and tiring.

MoSt long-distance drivers are
union members.

Some companies require truckdrivers to be at least 25 years old

and have several years of truck:
driving experience.

New drivers are usually trained
on the job under the supervision

of an instructor or an experienced driver.

Parking Attendants

Parking attendants park customers cars and collect payment.

.rhey work in public and private
parking lots throughout the
country.

Attendaills must have a valid
driver's license, be able to drive
all types of cars, and have good

Attendants

records or claim tickets, compute
parking charges, and make
change.

work

long

A number of parking attendants
arc union members.

Parking attendants should be
neat, tactful, and courteous when

they are dealing with the public.
Good physical.condition is helpful, because attendants may have

to stand for long periods of time

or move cars in a hurry. Although !here are no specific educational requirements for parking attendants, many employers
prefer high school graduates. ,

Most attendants aro trained on the job, under the supervision of
a More experienced worker.

ft

often

hours and on nights and wttekends. In addition, many attend-eyesight and peripheral vision!' ants spend much lime Outdoors
They also must be able to keep in all kinds of weather. ,

14:

Transporiation Occupations
Occupation

Ndture and Places of Work

Training turd Qualifications
.

Local 'transit
lhisdrivers

'these wOrkers drive passengers

over city and subuthan streets
following specific romeSo,' 4ind
timetables. They also inspect
buses before leaving, collect fares

Other information

re

.

Busdrivers must bo courteous
and tactfid in dealing with passengers. They should have steady
nerves and a relaxed personality,

as heavy traffic can be a strain.

or tickets, a n,d a nswerpassenger...-

The workweek for regular driv-

ers usually consists of any 5
workdays during the week; Saturday and Sunday are counted
as regular workdays. Some driv-

ers work a split shift in. which
they work in the morning, have

questions.

New drivers should be at least 21
years old, be in good health, and

They work in cities and towns

have goOd eyesight. They must

throughout the country.

pass physical and Written exams.
Most States require a chauffeur's

Most of these drivers are union

license. High school graduates

itiembers.

the afternoon free, and go back
to work in the evenings.

may be prele:rred.

MOst.companies conduct on-the-

job training for new drivers that
includes classroom and driving
,4insteuction.

Until permanent positions become available, new drivers substitute for experienced drivers
who are absent.

Local Truckdrivers

workers drive around
town, moving goods from ware-

Qualifications for drivers vary,
depending on the type. of truck

houses and usivinals to factories,

and nature of the business. Most

stores. andtfomes. They ofien

States require a chaufkur's license. Applicants should be in
good health, including good vision and hearing..Lxperience in
loading and unloading freight or

These

load and unload goods.

Local

trackdrivers

frectuently

work Ovw 40 hourspbrv week.
Night or early morning-work is
sometimes necessary.

Many truckdrivers

are

union

'members,

as a truckdriver's helper is useful.

Since drivers .often del directly,
with the company's customers,
the ability to get along well with
people is important.
Training given fo new drivers is

usually informal and may be
only a few hours of ihstruction
from an experienced driver.

ir 4
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at toy lund ehico of Work

Occupation

01 het', hilsonnut ion

,

I axicab drwerfi

'Taxicab Drivers

pick

up paoen-

gers at any location and drive
them to ,their destination. Although taxicab drivers are emPloyed in 'aH but the smallest
cities, employment is concentrated in large metropolitan

Taxi drivers usually must have a
State chauffeur's lieOnse and a
taxicab tTerator's liten,se issued
by the local police qr Public Utilities. Commission. In most coin-.
munifics, applicants must pass a

Drivers may bave to work nights
or weekends. Many eab driving
jobs are available air follegc students and others wilnAvant padtime work.

written exam on taxicab and

Many cab drivers ri large cities
belong to unions.

t raffle, regulations.

areas.

Many 'companies hire only applicants who arc over 21 years
old. Although there are no minimum educational requirements,
many companies prefer applicants who have'at least an eighth
trade education. Applicants generany must be'in good health and
haV,e a good driving record.

Tact and courtesy arc important

in dealingwith the public..A relaxed personality is also impor-

.1

tant.

Answers to Related OccUpations

AIR TRAFFEC CONTROLLER
/*rplane mechanic, 2. Airplane maintenance crew, 3. Baggage,handler4..00-pilot,
5. Dis.patcher, 0. Electronics technician, 7. En route traffic controller, 8. Flight
attendant, 9. Flight engineer, 10. Passenger agent, 11. Pjlot, 12. Reservation.*nt,
13 Ticket agent.

RAII ROAD PASSENGER CONDUCTOR

ELECTRICALWORKERS
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Once in orbit. thesCornstar D-3 satellite will be used for long-distance telephort
service.
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I lave y'Ou ever gated at the stars on a clear night and

wondered what's out there? Have you asked yourself
what causes volcanic eruptions. earthquakes, or tidal
waves? Or wondered why mime mothers have twins or
triplets? Perhaps yon've never thought about these particular things. Undoubtedly. though, something. in the
world around you has made you stop and search for an
explanation. This experience of yours is shared.by humans throughout histoty. from the cave dwellers to your
parents and friends.
People .have always wa'nted to understand the universe. Out of this desire' has grown the work 'of scientists.
*engineers, and technicians. The scientist gathers knowledge. which the engineer applies to practical problems in
agriculturehealth, energy. transportation, commilnicanon. and other fields. Techniciarts assist scientists and
engineers in iheir work. Let's look at each a little more
closely.

Scientists Investigate the Unknown
'Scientists study.the universe around us to learn why it
behaves as it does. 'rho, investigate every aspect of our
natural sutroundings: from the center of the earth to the
farthest .star. They study things as small as the tiniest
nuclear 'particle and as gigantic as a galaxy. Scientists
examine bursts of energy lasting a millionth of a second
as well as rock patterns formed over millions of years.
Plants, animals, the ocea.ns, the atmosphere all fall under
t he questioning eves of scientists.
All scientists gather knowledge through research. To
understand how, let's pretend you are a scientist trying
to solve a problem. 1 low would you go about it? That
depends on the kind of. problem you have. If you are a
biochemist seeking a cure for cancer. you might,examine
the effects of certain drugs on rats or guinea pigs in a
laboratory. But if you are a geologist studying the formation of a mountaM range, you mighe spend much of
your tiine outdoors collecting rock specimens.

No matter what problem you set out to solve, your
research will follow 'certain guidelines. The first step is
to learn what is already known about your problem.

Let's assume that you are the world's leading bot4nist
(plant biologist) and want to determine the best groWing
conditions for geraniums. If you waitt to study the effect

of water alone, you must keep all othertrowing conditions soil. temperature, and light- the same. Otherwise, if a plant grows poorly, how will you know whether
it has received too little .water or too little of something
else? You can use many.plants let's say a hundred of
equal size, planted in identical pots and soil. II' you grow
the.m in the same place under a fluorescent light, they
will all receive the same amount of light and heat. You

can group the hundred into tens, giving each group a
different daily ration of water. Eaoh geranium in group
I, for example, will receive one tablespoon a day; in

group 2; live a day, and so on. Then you watch the
plants' progress. As a good scientist. you keep a record
of everything you do in the experiment, so that you and

others may study it later. You want to measnre and
record the plants' groWth every few days, because you
may find the information Useful. After several montliLs'
groWth, you can begin to draw conclusions from yonr
observations. If you find that one group of plants grew
fastest during the first weeks, while another group grew
fastest during the later weeks, you might conclude that
the best amont of water depends upon a plant's size.
Perhaps another experiment would tell you more pre'cisely how much water the geraitium needs.
You trust your conellsions because you followed rules
of experimentation that all good scientists follow:
Isolating one item to study (in this case, the effect
,of water on the plant's growth);
Setting' up the experiment to examine only that
item;

Recording your procedure and observations; and,
finally,
Basing' your conclusions on evidence from the experiment...

Scientists use the information they gather from exper-

iments to either confirm or deny the hyp?ithesix they
started out with. A hypothesis is an unproven guess
about the results of a particular experiment.
A .hypothoifi:
,
..,
,
that is general enotrIgh pecorttes.ikhe6ry,J heories are

Your work depends on the work of scientists before you
Just as each brick of a building rests upon those below

acapted,eolatioPys acwhat is known, hilt oflen a new
theory- will' replace an oki one as scientists investigate.

Without background pteparation, you wliutd Spend all
your time "renivenling the wheel" and have none left

sun, planets, and stars all revolved around the earth.

[or new discoveries. 4
Once you have learned all you can from others', work,
you consider how fo solve.the problem facing you. Often,

the solution will involve some sort of experiment. Yop
have probably performed some already. If so, you know,
thfit experiments must obey certain rules to be considered
reliable.

further. Astronomers long believed, for example, that the

They constilicted elaborate models to explan the movements they saw in the night Sky. As .ns,vi MoveMents
were observed, these models became More and more
compkx. Finally, a Polish 'astronomer named Copernicus stated a theory that the earth and other planers..move
around ,4I
t le,sun,. and the earth turns on its axis. Because

it was Aliipler ahd more logical, Copernicus' theory

3 - ."

Scientific and Technical Occupations
Chart 2. Branches of Science'
Astronomers

Geologists

Chcnnsts

Geophysicists

Environmental
Scientists

Meteorologists

Physicists

Occanogra Pliers

Mathematicians

Microbiologists

Statisticians

Marine Biologists

Physical Science

l.jfe Sciencc

Biological
Scientists

Medical Scientists

eventually replaced the old theory as the foundation of

The Ability to Work Alone or a-s.Part ofa Team. Most

astronomy.

seientistr work with technicians and other scientists.

What Makes a Good Scientisi?

Cooperation is crucial. At the'same time, scientists often
work without supervision.

We see that scientists investigate the universe by learning what others already know, performing experiments,
and constructing theories that explain the unknown. But
what k ind-viperson. makes a good.scientist?. A' list af the
most important characteristics includes these:

Orderly Thinking. ScientiAts must be able to analyze
problems and lamination logically ,in order to draw
correct conclusions.
Systetnatn. Work Habits. As we titIW, scientists must
perform experiments according to certain rules. To do
so, they must work carefully and methodically.

.

Patience. Some research (such as cancer research) can'

continue for years without results. A scientist must be
able to keei) searching for answers, despite occasional
frustration.
Aboye all, Curiosity. Scientists have an unquendiable

thirst for knowledge, an undying desireto understand
the unknown. This intense curiosity inspires them to
devote their lives to solving scientific problems, often
without the reward of knowing how their discoveries will
be used. Many pi their achievements do not become
important until !Ong after their death. But those scientists
continue to explore anyway, driven on by their,curiOsity.
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Cheriiists must have patience and the ability to
concentrate on detail. Experknents may take months
to complete.

Careers in Science
If you choose a career in science, what'will you study?.
Take your pick fronrthe whole universe. As you Scan see
from chart.2, the numerous branches of science all grow
out of three basic fields. (See p. 301.)
People in the life sciences, the first field, investigate
living things. Biological 4.cientists, or biologists, want to
know how life on earth began, how plants and animals

accomplishments as radio and television, nuclear energy,
refrigeration, and.space travel.
We also find chemists, one of the largest science occupations. Chemists study the 103 known elements (and

occasionally discover new ones). They examine how
these elements combine to form every substance in the
universe, what properties they have, and how they react

to one another. For example, chlorine and hydrogen;
two gases, combine to form hydrochloric acid, a clear

function, and h w they reproduce. Biologists usually
specialize in a articular group of living things. Zoolo014, or exa pie,' study the animal kingdom, while
botanists ijtigaft the plant world. Marine biologists

liquid that can burn your skin. The same chlorine,
however, will combine with sodium to form ordingy

e4amine ti e livin1 world of the oceans, while microbiologists study bacteria, virues, and countless other organisms around us that we can see only with a microscope.
What biologists learn about living things, medical

acteristics.

cientists use to understand and cothrOI diseases. Medical
t.

This botanist specializes in studying prehistoric
plants.

scientists differ from doctors (or physicians) whoAlormally come to mind when we think of medicine. MeThcal

scientists seek cures for diseases through research in
laboratorieV,' while physicians work directly with sic*
people. The work of physicians is described in the chapter on health occupations.
Thc oricaLwiem.es, the second basic field: cover the
rest of our_ physical universe.. Here we find physicists,
who 'investigate the behavior' of light, heat, electricity,
magnetism, and gravity. They see how objects behave at
very high speeds or very low temperatures. Past research
in Physks has provided the knowledge needed for such
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table salt. A chemist would want to know how and why
chlorine forms two substances with such different char-

Astronomers, the smallest group'of physical scientists,
study the heavens with telescopes, cameras, 'and other
devices in order to answer age-old questions about the
universe: How large is the universe? How were the stars
and planets formed? How do they move? What are they
made of? And, perhaps most exciting of all, is there
intelligent life elsewhere in the universe?
While astronoMers look to the stars, environmental
scientists examine the earth. Geologists study the history
and composition of our planet. They also examine movements such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. GO-

phySkisIS turn their attention toward the interior of the
A
earth, the movement of the continents, and the earth's
magnetic and gravitational fields. 0"ceanographers focus
on the oceans, their movements, and the land- beneath
the oceans, while the atmosphere and the weather are
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Entomologists develop ways to encourfige the
spread of helpful insects and the control olharrnful
insects.

Geologists study the- earth's crust. Their research
can help locate oil and other valuable minerals.

the domain of meteorologists.
Biological and physical scientists could not haVe

strut numbers. Most mathematicians develop their theoris to solVe a specific problem. Many., howeVer, produee theories that find practical use only much later.
Statisticians develop and use theories that allow scientists
to make generalizations about a group of people or
objects without studying every member of the greup.

achieved as much as they have without discoveri`Cs in the
third field, the inathematical sciences. In addition to being
a science in its,own right, tnathematics is the language of
other sciences. Mathematicians study this science of ab-

.':

Astronomers took this picture ol Saturn through a telescope. Careilrs in scieve
are for people who like to explore the unknown.
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We have not named eVery kind of scientist. There are
many more. Some, such as biochemists and astrophysicists, dd research in overlapping branches of science. A

few scientists move forward in totally new areas of
This is what an engineer named Karl Jansky
did. He discovered that stars give off invisible waves just
science.

like the ones carrying music and news to our raditis.

.er

Other scientists knew about these radio signals from the
stars, hut nobody paid them much attention. Jansky
listened to them with a very sensitive "radio telescope."

In this waY he began the science of r,lio astronomy.
Progress in science depends upon the pioneers who, like

Jansky, break down the old barriers of knowledge and
venture forth into unexplored territory.

Engineers Put Science to Work
Did you eyer stop to think how many plastic items you
use every day? At school you use plastic pens and rulers.
You may sit at a ded( with .a plastic top. In the cafeteria
you eat from plastic plates and trays. Perhaps the plates

and cups in your kitchen at home are plastic, too. You
'talk on plastic telephones, listen to plastic records, and
use plastic sports equipment. Look around, and see if
you can count the number of plastic items in the room
you're in right now.
Plastks itre justiGne resUlt of the work of engineers.
Others include or adio and television, automobiles and

Many chemists teach in universities.

airplanes, bridges and skyscrapers, ships and 'submarines,

anything electrical ... the list goes on and on. Engineers
produced all these things by applying scientific knowledge to everyday problems. In fact, most of the discoveries of modern science would have remained laboratory
curiosities if not for engineerS.

What Do Engineers Do?
Engineers begin with a "how to" problem how to
build a bridge, how to increase the output of a factory,
or how to turn sunlight into elyyricity, Like scientists,
they do research to find a solution. In designing a
`supersonic airp,lane, for extmple, aeronautical engineers
test different airplane shapeg in A wind tunnel to see how
they'behave at high speeds. Such tests help them decide

on the best design before actually building the plane.
Similarly, civil engineers make models of varimis bridges
to test each design for strength.
Through research, engineers find scientific answers to
-theYhow to" prohlem. But finding a solution that works
is only the beginning. Engineers also must figure out the

cost and difficulty of using that solution. Imagine you
arc a civil engineer designing a subway tunnel fbr a large

To do. their jobs well, engineers must becretitive.

Scientific and Technital Occupati6ns
engineers. Some tools remain in the lab; others are used

outside, "in the field."
The computer 14ery important, tt can perform calculations that are too long or: involved to,do.by hand. It
can handle hundreds of equations at once, so that the.:
engineer can build larger, more. complex Mathematical

models. lt can also be used to actually help design
whatever the engineer is trying to create.
Engineers relyon one other important tool: Creativity.
Unlike math, creativity can't be taught. But good engineers.have it and use it to apply science in new, slighQy
different ways. Although engineers 'rely heavily on the
work of others (such atio,444Lists), they constantlylace

problems requiring original solUtions. They discover,
explore, itivent, and devise. To do their job well,.they
must be creative.

Career§ in Engineering
If you decide on a career in engineering, you cim
choose from a wide variety of fields..They arc as diverse
as the needs of society. Some types of engineers specialize

in a particular industry. Agricultural engineers, for ex-

ricJineerino careers are for people who like to solve

problem'

city. You have designed a tunnel that you think would
work very well. But you would not have solved the city's
prithlem if your tunnel would cost twice what the city
could afford, or if large buildings had to he moved to
Id it. You have to make sure that your solution to the
lem is economical and pradical as well as technically
rect,

flow do engineers solve problems? They use took of
various kinds, the most important being analytical tools.
Analytical tools permit engineers to reshape their- problems into manageable forms, and this helps in the search
for a solution. Mathematical models are one such. analytical tool. The model that an engineer builqs is nothing
more than,a set of equations that describes the problem
mathematically. By building a model, an engineer can
examine the effects of changes in different parts of the

finitfproduct.
Engineers also employ equipment of all shapes and
.

sizes for ineasuring, calculating, and testing. Some,devices, such ns wind tunnelsserve a very specialized
purpose. Others, such as calculators and oscillos'copes,

you would find in the laboratories of mati)V kinds of

ampW develop ways to pioduce, process, and distribute
food more efficiently. They might design new harvesting
equipment or a "beiter canning process. Chemical engineers create plastics, synthetic fabrics,, and other new
materials through chemical p-roCesses. Mining engineers
locate minerals in the ground, design mines, and make
sure they operate safely. They also devise ways to transport the minerals Co processing plants. Petroleum engineers perform a similar role for oil and gas products.
Other.engineers specialize in a particular type of technology. Mechanical engineers, one of the largest groups,
design and clevelop machines that produce or use power.
Every day we rely on such machinescars and trucks,
refrigerators and TV sets, heaters, air conditioners, fac-..
tory machines, and countless others. Mechahical engineers help create and produce all these machines as well
as gasoline engines, steam turbines, jet engines, and
nuclear reactors. Some meehanical engineers specialize
by concentrting on a single type-of machine (such as a
jet engin4 while others specialize in a single industry
(such as the automobile industry).
Electrical engineers, ,another large group, design and
develop electrical and eJectronic devices. Anything that
uses- electricity is electrical. Electronicmachines----such,

as radios, TV's, telephones, and computers convert
electricity into sound, radio waves, or sOtne other form
of energy. Like mechanical engineers, electrical engineers work hi many different industries and -.Usually'
specialize in a particular area.
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By studying collisions In the lab, engineers and
scientists can design safer automobiles.

Astronaut Guion S. Bluford, Jr., has a doctoral
degree in aeros ace engineering.

The world of fliht is the workl aerospace engineers.
They deal with e ry aspect) of aircraft and spacecraft
performance, from planning and design to production,
.
testing. and actual use. Iliomedical enkimers use (nen.
engineering skills to improve health care in many ways,
such aS by designing artificial organs or by adapting
computers for use in hospItalS. Ceramic pngineers design
and deVelop products from ceramic materials, which are
nonmetallic substances processed at high temperatures,
sucly as glass or porcelain. Metallurgical engineers cover
the broad technology of metals understanding their
propernes..extracting them from the earth, refining them,
and cOnverting them into finished products.

upon his or her partieular training and job.. Within the

Other engineers work .in construction and a wide

aspects of a job, leaving theory to the scientists arid

variety of industrial activities. Civil engineers design large

design to thc engineers. They are the "doers."
Technicians perform the day-to-day tasks necerry in

facilities such as highways, niilroads, bridges, airports,
and water and sewage systems. Industrial engineers are
"tlumanager's engineers," They look for ways to make
factories Aand.. other business .'operations run more
smoothly and efficiently.
,
We haVe mentioned only the major categories of engineering. We could not possibly describe each individual specialty. Not only are new ones created all the time,
but everyeitgineer!s.icraft is slightly different, depending

hundreds' of spbcialties.

Technicians Perfofm the Practical

We have said that scientists and engineers work as
part of a team. Who are the other members of' the team?
Many afe technicians.
But what is a technician? The word- (along with the
words technical, (echnology, and technique) comes from
a Greek word meaning skillful or practical.' And there
you have the -key: Technicians perform the:piactical

creating a new project or running an operation. They
operate testing and measuring equipMent in a laboratory.
They make drawings of new designs: They build physical

Models of.tiew projects. They estimate the cost of a

.
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engineering otcupations. mentioned there are

few

4.

project and the amount of materials and labor needed to
complete it. They inspect a manufacturing plant to see
that the prodkicrs quality stays high. They re air machines that break down. They may act as sal,s repre-

a

1

Scientific and Technical .Occuption's
seutatives, selling products like airplanes or computers.
,

What Makes a Good Technician?

'

Evey branch of science and engineving has its technicians. Just fisting their titles would take several. pages:
All Of them have certain qualitiesin coinmon:
Basic Btu:Aground. Technicians have a good foundation in math and the basic sciences -. physics, chemistry
and/or biology. But they learn more prattical problemsolving and much less theory than-a scientist orjagineer,

4 "Head" for the Practical. Many techniciitns ,use
theoretical knowledge in their work, but most of what
they do
a nuts-an9i0ts nature.
Patient. Systematic. Precise Work Habits. Often a tech-,
nician must repeat a test many timesin exactly the'saMe)
way, or perform a task within Very narroW standards.
These' require reliable work habits.

Ability to Wo
Under Pres sure.-In many kirids (-)I
.work, if somethi important goes wrong, the technician
must think and act quickly without panicking and with1)

out making mi.stakes.
.

,

Good Hands. Technicians build, use, and repair equipnient and do many other tasks (hal require them to be'
.,
good with fheir bands.

Developed by.elpctroniei engineers,, this tiny device
''made possible.TV cameras no larger than a deck ot
cards.

,

Training for Scientific and Technical Occupations

flow would you train for a career .as a scientist',
engineer, or technician? You may already have begun.
If you have hobbies related to science or engineering you
already are gaining valuable experience. Using a chemistry set. t)uilding radios, fixing bicyclres activities such
as these teach skills that could be useful in science or
engineering Occupations. Do you like to go to museums
to learn about the stars, the oceans, or natural. history?
You may already have begun your science education.
Formal training in science begins in high school. You
should take as much math as possible. as well as basic
science courses biology, chemistry,. Rhysics, earth bience. Your high school probably offors other classes,
such as electronics and draftifig, dm( would be useful in
some career fields. English courses .iire imporutnt, too,
since scientists, engineers, and technicians tuust be able
to communicate clearlywith their co-workffs, both orally
and in writing,

Most of your training, of course, would occlur in
college. Scientists and ,engineers generally earn a bachelor's degree after 4 Or' 5 years' study, and then go on to

A biomedical ongintering expeeiment.

4
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Drafting can be a. career for p9ople who like to draw.

graduate school, if necessary. Today. Mose scien.ce occupations require a Ph.D. Fewer engineers than scientists
need a doctorate. Most find work With a bachelor's or
master's degree. For teaching or for advanced research,

A rinal Word

however, the Ph.D. is essential, Technicians usually
spend 2 years in special technical training programs

don't stop here! Several othcr chapters of Exploring

idler high school, although some have 4-year degrees.
Training does not end when you earn a college degree.
New discoveries occur so often .that what you learn in
college soon will become outdatecJ -though not useless.
Just as yoU can expect to learn new words your whole
life, scieutists, engineers, and technicians continue to

There is a chapter on Health Occupations, many of
which require a sound. grasp of biology and chemistry
and the ability to draw on scientific principles in dealing

learn new theories and applications their entire lives.
They learn by reading books Ind magazines, going to

This fieldlike engineering, involves an understanding
of materials and their properties. A story about an architect appears in the chapter on, Performing Arts, Design, and Communications Occupations. A field closely

If: you have a Strong interest in science or mathematics,

Careers-are worth looking into.

with.'day,tot-day health care..

Students who are good in mathematics' or physics
might want to learn more ahout a career in architecture.

confecences, and attending occasional seminars., Careers
in science are fOr people who like to learn outside its well
as in school.

related to both architecture and engineering is urban and

43 r
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Technicians assist scientists and engineers. "Technician" comes from a Greek
word meaning practical skill.

In
LI

(Astronauts dem nstrate zeroing effects on weight.

regional Oanning. A story about a planner appears in
the chapter on Office Occupations.
Interested in computers? You may already know (4
the broad range of scientific and technical jobs in the
field of computer science, including, programming, systow; analysis, and computer design, To learn a litat
more about this field; read the story about the program-

mer/systems analyst. This,
Office Occupations.

to.o, is

in the 'qhapter on

Did you know that it takes more than an interest in
the environment and the outdoors to become a forester?

Scieinific tyaining is important, too. A story about a
forester appears in the chapter on Agriculture, Forestry,
and Fishery Occupations.

,
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Dr. George Catravas plans took several twists and turns before he decided on
chemistry. "I dIdtftevertlike Chemistry In hIgh.sChool," ho recalls.

3
;
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George Catravas works in a special world, lie wears
a white coal. Ile walksson concrete floors in-large rooms
with cluttered counters and cabinet. lie works at tables
covered with glassware, hardware, and plastic tubes. Ile
handles mice and rats in cages. Ile uses large machines
with long names like "analytical ultracentrifuge" and
"recording spectrophotometer."

cuss what they will need.
kind of animals should
be used? flow much radiation should they be exposed to
arid for how long? Must anything be done to the animals
beforehand? When and what will they be fed?
Dr. Catravas explains all the details of the experiment
to his laboratory technicians so that they can perform
the necessary steps, with his help and guidance. Ile will
perform especially delicate experiments first while his

Most of us never see this world.
At the same time, he works in a worldcommO'n to all
of us. His is the world of' the celk the basic unit, of life.
George (atravas is a biochemist

As 'chairman of the biochemistry department at the
Armed rorces Radiobiology Research Institute in .I3ethesda, Maryland, 1 )r. Catravas has many duties. Ile
plans, supervises, an coordinates actiVities of the whole
department Now and then he teaches at a nearby university, which he enjoy..
But most of all he loves research. "Molecules don't
cheat," he points out. "Thee/ remain the' saw, waiting
for you to figure them Out."
As the Institute's name'soggests, K. Catravoli studies
radiation arid its- (Alec's on humans and other animals,
evople receive daises of radiation froni many sourcd1:
Every day we all absorb small amounts Of natural radiaMin from outer space and from radioactive minerals,
midi as uranium, in the earth. Radiation also comes from
X-ray machines, nnclearreactors, and other places where

radioactive materiills," are used. ."Radiation" actually
means any of a whole variety of' energy, rays, including

visible light, ultraviolet light (the kind made by stmkmps), heat, radio waves, ond others, Most of' these rays
are harmicss Po living things. Many kinds, howoier, gtIch
As X-rays and gamma rays, can 'be dane,erous. These
dangerous rays .are the ones studied at the Institute..
Itinlialion can cause COM to reproduce in4 new form
and .beeome 'cancerous. Dr. Catravas and his colleagues

want to know exactly bow this occurs. The &niage
depends on the type of cell us well as the type and
intensity of radiation. When they understand this process
'Well enough, they Will better understand how to rotect
people ttrom harmful radiation and hoW to use radiation
for beneficial purposeS.
Dr. Cavavas and his (nom
worlers have several
different projects, in progress. lie himself' spends most of
his time studying how radiation and certain drugs affect

the cells of the brain. Ile also takes part in projects to
answer other questions, such as how radiation affects
liver cells, hoi, it ean be used to treat cancer, and hOW
,

we can protect ourseives from it.
Before ..beginning 410 pperiment Dr. Catravas, like,

any good scientist, must piaci. He and his assistants
detide exactly what the)/ hope to learn and how this
experiment
Will give them their ansswer!They Olen dis,
611'

assistants look on. But, being a teacher as well as a
researcher, Dr. CatraVas gives his helpers as much responsibility as possible so that they may learn by doing.
flow does the actual experiment proceed? In studying
the cells of the cerebral cortex of the brain, ten example,
Dr. Catravas may decide he needs only a fW milligrams
of' brain tissue' for each of three or four types of analysis
he wants to perform. One.mouse is enough to provide

that amount. The Institute buys rats and mice from
companies that breed them especially for laboratory
.%

iluriposes, and hgs its own veteriharian to keep them free
of disease.
Dr. Catravas selects his mice at random for the exper-

iment and feeds them. Ile places-them in smakeages
that confine their movement, so that they will receive a
uniform dose of' radiatiae. FIC1.1)' glen puts the cages in a
large chamber where they will be exposed to X-rays. lie
ma,y decide to expose them tor 90 minutes a day for 7
days, or for sonic Other length; of time.
Qua; he has expOsed the mice( he has them dissected

and their ccrebral cortexes removed so that their cells
can be exantineti. Ile uses biochemical techniqubs to
separate the cells into their parts, in .order to 140k at
each. First he:uses chemicals that breerk the membrane,
or outer eovering, of' eitch cell. Then he puts the sample
in a centrifuge, a machine that spins the sample at very

high spdds, the way you might swing a ball in a circlo
on a length of string. The centrifugal fioree pulls' the
heaviest part ofthe cell, the nucleus, closest to thefbottom
,of the tube, away from tile center of" the machine. Lighter
parts-of the cell migrate toward the middle of the.tubc%'

while'Many of the enzyMes remain at the top. in this
way the centrifuge creates layers in the tube, with each
lay6r containing different parts .of the cell. Us,ing this
ana other sophisticated techniques, Dr. Catravas can
separate the CCM into their various parts.

Next, he examines the parts by using other instruments: One instrument, the electron microscope, allops
him to view parts of the cell too small to be seen through'
micrOscoyes. Another, called an analytical ultrat
,yentrifuge, photagraphs the cell molecules in ultraviolet
light as they are spun tO, see if they are-broken. These
and other. techniquiN allow Dr, Catravas to study the
&imago, caused by the radiation..
An experiment may require t-,eral weeks to complete.
.?
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Alter it is finished, Dr. Catravas again meets witkhis coworked's, this time to discuss the restIlts. DO the experiment run as planned, Or should it be repeated? Should
it be changed and rerun? Did a new factor appear, that

Do you like to solve puzzles, riddles, and brain
teasers'?

.When you don't understand something, do you try
to figure it outbefore asking for help?

requires Rirther study? What new experiments are

needed? With each experiment the researchers conic

Biochemists work with-numbers and advanced mathe-

closer to the answers they seek.

matics.

How does one become a biochemist? Dr. Catravas'
own path took several twists and turns. His background
includes some training in law, as well as separate degrees

in chemistry, biochemistry, and organic chemistry. He
studied and taught in.Greeee, (1erniany, England', and
Ifrance before coming to the United States to do further
study-and research at the University of Chicago..After 7
years there, he left to join a company that makes laboratory instruments. Several years and ik kw inventions
later, he moved tti his present position.
'You needn't study in as' many places nor take as many

.degrees as Dr. Catravas to find interesting work in
biochemistry. Sonie of his assistants, for example, have
bachelor's degrees, while others 'have master's degrees.

They all learn on the job as well as in school. But Dr.
Catravas points out that, to reach positions of responsibility in this field, you should haye a Ph. D. degree. That
may seem like a mountain of work, but it can also be a
short bczinning step in a long, satisfying career.
Just ask George Catravas.

Exploring

Do you do well in math'?
Do you enjoy working with numbers?
Do you like to calculate sports statistics or automobile
.

mileage'?

Biochemists do experiments that may take weeks,
months, even nars to finish. They must be very patient.

I)o yon enjoy crab such as paint-by-numbers or
needlepoint'?

Do you like to do large jigsaw puzzles'?
Do you like long projects such as growing vegetables
or putting on a play?

Biochemists pay attention to detail when they do research.

can you follow the instructions eoriieetly when you
build a modelairplane, assemble a radio from a kit,
make a casserole, sew clothes from a pattern, or put
together a bicycle from parts'?
Can you give detailed instructions'?
Can you read a road map'?

Biochemists are curious about the, wonders and mysteries

of life.

Do you enjoy looking at ordinary living thinp, such
as leaves, insects, and flowers, through a magnfiing

Suggested Activities
If you live near a chemical, phatmaeeutical, or kxtile

Do you wonder what your body, the earth, or the

manufacturer, or some other company with a chemical
research laboratory, arrange a tour of the lab for your
class. Find out what kinds of' experiments the scientists

stars are made of'?

perform, what procedures they follow, and vhat

glass or microscope?

Do you try to learn more about what you see?

equipmentthey use.
Biochemists continue learMng *II their lives.
Do you like to read?
Do you look up words you don't know in a dictiOna ry?

Do you like to browse rn the new book section of
your library?
Do you belong to a science club'?

Biochemists must think like detectives to.solve the mys-

terks of scienc&
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Prepare a report for your science elass on one of' the
following topics:
The periodic table of elements. As you read and
explore, try to answer these questions: What is an
element'? How does it difkr from a compound?
What do the numbers in the table stand for'? Why
is the table arranged (he way it is? (Hint: What do
common'?)
the elements in each -column. have
Your science teacher and school librarian can suggest books that will help you answer these questions.

ScientifiC and Technical Occupations
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Catravas loves research. "Molecules don't cheat," he points out, "They
remain the same, waiting for you to figure them out::

The chemicals used in the human body. What

Animal cells. Make a draWing of a txpical animal

elements does your body need to live? flow does it.
take them in? What does it do with them? Make a

chart to show how your body obtains and uses

cell, labeling all the major parts. r hat purpose
does each part serve? How does an apimal cell
difkr from a plant cell?
at different kinds of

oxygen.

cells are found in the humaj body?

3 13.
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learn about life science on your own by trying these

I. Agronomist

activities:

a. Improves the quality and yield of agricultural crops.
b: Studies thtdifferent species of spiders.
c. Performs research on agronomes, which are part .of
the.nucleus of a cell.

Keep an aquarium or terrarium.
Watch TV specials about wildlik, medicine, and
other lik science subjects.
Check your library for article's of interest in Science
News, Scientific American, and other science jour-

2. Microbiologist

nals.

a. Develops new ways to use the microscope in bio-

Visit nature or wildlife centers in your area. Call
the local departinent of parks and recreation to
find these centers.

logical research.

b. dreeds plants and animals in order to produce
smaller varieties.

c. Studies the growth and characteristics of bacteria.,
viruses, and other microscopic organisms.

If you are a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Botany,
Zoology, 'Chemistry, and General Science.

3. Pharmacologist
If you are a Girl Scout, see if you-Alocal troop has the
From Dreams to Reality program of career exploration. Troops may also offer opportunities to try out
careers through internships, service,aide and community action projects, and proficiency badges in a number of' areas including Animal Kingdom, Plant Kingdom, and Science.

a. Investigates the effects on animals of drugs, poisons,
and other substances.
b. Breeds new and better varieties of animals for food.
c. Decides what medicine each patient in a hospital
should receive.

Join a Marine Science. Conservation, or Ecology Explorer Post if' there is one in your area. Exploring is
*open to young men and women aged 14 through 20.
To timid out about Explorer posts in your area, call"Boy Scouts of America" listed in your phone book,
and ask for the "Exploring Division."

a. Studies the migration patterns of animals.
b. Investigates the effects of diseases, parasites, and
insects on human cells, tissues, and organs.
c. Performs research on the relationship between mental disorders and criminal behavior.

Invite a biologist. chemist, or biochemist to speak to your
class about his or her work. Prepare questions for the
speaker in advance.

a. Studies the causes and effects of genetic defects.

4. Pathologist

5. EmbryologiSt

b. Investigates the development of an animal from
A
fertilization through pregnancy.
c. Searches for a cure of cancer.

Report to your class on the different kinds of work
performed by biologists and chemists. Draw a diagram
to show thesvarious branches °leach science, describe
the work of each branch, and point out where the two
sciences overlap. One way to investigate is to write for
career information to the American Society of Biological Chemists, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

6. Organic Chemist
a. Creates new chemical substances from plants.
s.-

b. Analyzes the chemical processes that take place
inside the kidney, liver, and other human organs.
c. Studies the structure and properties of compounds
contaihing carbon.
7. ilortkuItiiraIi s1

Related Occupations
Biochemists are not the only scientists who deal with
living things. Several other kMds of' scientists are listed
below, along with possible descriptions of what they do.
For each occupation, see if you can choose the correct
description.

314
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a. Develops new and better methods of cultivating
plants for orchards and gardens.
b. Studies the social structure of bee colonies.
c. Grows mold cultures in a laboratory in order to
make penicillin.
See answers al end af chapter.

.
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Etecirical Engineer
Wet,

As vice-presidIrt in charge of engineering, Gloria Blue uses her talents to develop
new hi-fi products.

3 i)
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Gloria Blue pulled into herparking space and turned
off the engine. Climbing out of the car, she noticed how
warm the morning was. Although she had moved to Los
Angeles from Chicago Over 6 years ago and should have

been used to the weathej by now, spring-like days. in
November'still seemed odd,

Gloria entered the modern brick buikling with the
sign above the double glass doors that read "Auto Fidelity Inc." After greeting the receptionist, she stopped
to chat with another co-worker before climbing the stairs
to her own 'office, the one marked "Vice-President pf

.

Engineering."
1.aying her briefcase on the table. Gloria ran over the
day's work in her mind. NOrmally Friday was the easiest
workday, but there'd be plenty to do today before going
home for the weekend.
AutoFiclelity Inc., known as A H, is one of the nation's

leading distributors of sound equipment for cars and
other vehicles. All manufactures radios, tape players,
." speakers, and other products and distributes them to
stores and dealers across the countYy. As Vice-President
of Engineering, Gloria Blue uses hcr electrical engineering skills to develop new products that meet the needs of'
customers. She is the bridge between the technical side
aud the sales side of A F1'S business.

Armed with a cup of coffee, she sat down to the first
task of the day completing a technical bulletin shc had
begun earlier in the week. Since many car owners install
two pairs of .speakers in their cars instead of just one,
Gloria and her stall had designed a new connector plug
-that allows the ,clIstolner-to connect all four speakers to
the radio without splicing wires. But AFI couldn't get its
sales campaign underway until the sales staff understood
what the new connector could do, and what advantages

it offered. Gloria:s bulletin- would explain all this to the
sales people.

She had nearly finished writing it when Bob Cohen:
chilV design engineer, called. "Coine on doWli 'to the lab

when you have a chance," he said, "I've finished thc
model of the equalizer."
"I'll be right down," answered Gloria, anxious to see
Bob's results.

Bob was lea ning over a table, changing a few details

on a drawing, when Gloria walked into the rooth. "It's
over here," said Bob, turning to one of the metal workbenches littered with electronic devices, handtools, wires,
half-dismantled radios, and loose, parts. Hc picked up a

small metal box with several knobs on onc side and
handed it to his boss. Removing the top and examiningi
the box closely, Gloria commented, "I think we have a
winner."
The equalizer was one Of her better ideas. She had,
followed trends in the home stereo equipment market as
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well as in the automobile products sold by AFI's competitors. From'all she had seen, Gloria feltihat thc public
wonld, buy a combination power booster and equalizer.
The booster w'ould increase the loudness of a radio or
tape player: while the equalizerwould allow the listener
to adjust the volume of the treble, middle, and bass tones
individually, thus "equalizing" the sound. No other com.pany offered such a product for automobiles.
A fter creating the general concept,TGloria had handed
thc idea to Bob and his staff, who actually designed the

device. They fitured out what parts to use, arranged
them in a package, and tested it. But they worked under
the guidance of Gloria, whose job it was to make sure
the product would be attractive, reliable, and inexpensive.

Gloria and Bob, both electrical engineers, performed
quite different engineering jobs at AFL Bob's position
was purely technical, while Gloria had moved into a
management job. The work was a far cry from what she
had dreamed about as a teenager.
When she was in junior high, Gloria was sure she'd be
a nurse one day. Her favorite aunt was a head nufse at
one of Chicago's largest hospitals, and Gloria enjoyed
talking with her about the job. By her senior ycar in high
school, she had changed hcr mind. A long talk with her

guidance cojunselor encouraged her to think about a
career that involved mathematics; Gloria always had
made excellent grades in math. So shc started college
with plans to become a math teacher.
That fall she mct her husband-to-be, Larry, who was
a junior at thc engineering school. They frequently studied together and discussed their courses. Gloria grew
more and more interested in Larry's engineering problems, and liked trying her hand al solving them. Before
the school yearwas.dVer, Gloria had decided to switch'
to electrical engineering. It took all summer to sell her

parents on the idea but they finally agreed that the
decision was hers to make. Gloria recalls how proud
ihey were when she received her bachelor's degree in
engineering.

Gloria started out in' the research and development
division of a large manufacturer of electrical products in
Chicago, and spent thc next 10 years there. She developed a solid reptitation in the arca of product develop-

Am. At then same time, she was attending evening
classes in business and management to earn a master's
degree in business administration. This combination of'
technical and nontechnical skills made her just thc right
person for thc California job advertised by AFL
Othria and Bob discussed the equalizer for almost an
hour. Once the company's designer developed the cosmetics, or outer appearance, for (tie product, the factory

could begin producing it. Then, afier teming, it would

,
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appear in the stores. Gloria looked forward to that day;
of all the things she did for AEI, she most enjoyed seeing
an idea grow into a successful product.
On her way back to her office, she bumpWinto Jim
Leviton, the.company president. "By the way, Jim," said.
Gloria, "I've looked at that new spectrum analyzer that
California Instruments makes and read the literature on
it. It can test a radio, in about 2 seconds, much faster and
better than we can now. And even though it cos $6,000,
we. need- it badly formurlatioratopy."
.

"I,e's get together with Al and decide if we can afford
ailwered Jim. "I low about this afternoon?"
"Fin..," replied Gloria, "as long as we don't talk too
long. l' have that sales bulletin on the connector done
before flinch, but, I still have some preparing to do for
Monday's meeting with Toshiro."
"That meeting .will be a long one," thought Gloria.
I lero Toshiro is an engineer who works with the manufacturing division of AH. Gloria gives him her ideas in
the liirm of a drawing or, as with the equalizer, a model.
Ile and his staf f then complete the design and put it into
production. Gloria was encouraging the development of
.

thinner and thinner radio and cassette mechanisms for
the new year. She felt that the latest trends were leading
in that direction, and she hoped that Toshiro and his
staff could develop them in time for the new product
year. At. their Monday meeting they would discuss problems and progress of the new design,
After the conversation with Jim, Gloria continued on
her way back to her office. "You'd never know h(ov
much work I have by looking at my desk," she thought
as she sat down. The desk top was large but fairly eMpty.
Between the "In" box on one side and a stack of trade
journals on the other lay the bulletin she was working
on. Everything else was put away. Gloria felt that you
couldn't get ahead unless you were organized. And she
was proud of her talent for organization.
Gloria glanced at her watch. It was 11:30, and she had
an appointment for lunch at noon, With quick stroAes of
her pen she continued writing, changing,a word here.and
adding a sentence there, until the bulletin was finished.
Then, after checking the diagrams once more, she gave
it to her Secretary to be typed.

2..
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Gloria and Bob discuSs plans for a Ow product. "A career in engineering has
given me the opportunity to express myself creatively," says Gloria.
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because new discoveries and inventions are made all the
time.

Exploring
'Metrical engineers must deal with complex devices and
understand how they work.

Do.you like to read for pleasure?
When-you are curious about something,,do you go to
an encyclopedia or library to learn 'more about it?
Do you like to read any popular scientific or technical
magazines?
Do you look up words you don't know in .a dictionary?

Do you enjoy taking things apart to see hoW they
work?

Do you like to repair your bicycle
Do you fix your younger brothers' and sisters' toys?
Are you good at repairing things around the house?
Do you like to read about new inventions?

Electrical engineers must he able to write clearly.
Electrical engineers apply what they know to solve practical problems.

Do you like word problems in math?
Do you like to solve engineering problems around
the house; such as the best way of putting up a shelf?
Do you wonder what relation your school subjects
have to the real world?
Are you more likely to study if' you think a subject
has practical value?

Cad yon write street directions or other instructions?
Can you write a recipe'?
Do you write your math or science homework clearly
enough for others to follow it?
-.Electrical engineers must be, able to tIk'cuss technical
subjects.

Can you express yourself well?
If a teacher doesn't answer your question exactly, do
you ask it again in a different way?

Electrical engineers deal with many ideas and objects
that cannot be seen or felt. They must be able to think

Can you help your brothers, sisters, or friends with
their homework?

abstract ly.

Suggested Activities

Can you look at a pattern for a mode( or for clothing
and picture the finished product?

Prepare a report on electq power in your comMunity

('an you look at a machine such as an automobile
and picture its inner workine_.

,

fbr your science or English class. Describe where and
how the electricity you use is geneired. Explain how

jt travels to your home. Explain how the quantity of
electricity is measured and how rimch is used.in your
area. The community relations department 3of, your
local power cohipany 'may have brochures and pamphlets that you can include in your report.

Hectrical engineers look for creative answers to problems.

Do, you play games of strategy such as checkers,
chess, or bridge'?
Do you.enjoy solving puzzles?

Arrange a class tour of a power station.

Do you like to think of' new ways of doing things
Prepare a repolt about electric current for your science
claSs. Explain'the difference between alternating and
direct current ( C and DC). What kind of current is

around the house?
Electrical engineers mustpay attention to detail.

used in an autnqbile engine? A flashlight? Youi
Do you enjoy projects 'that involve precise, detailed
handwork?
Do you enjoy doing needlepoint? Painting by numbers? Building and rigging model ships'? Building a
radio from a kit?
Do you go over your homework carefully before you
hand it in'?

home? How can you ell Whether an electric line has
AC' or DC'?

Learn about electricity on your own. Cook for books on
electricity in your school Of public library. Some books
outline simple experiments you'can perform.

ExPeriment with electrical circuits. 1-lobby shops have

kits that you can use to experimmt with different

Electrical engineers mist continually tead and learn,
v
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kinds of simple circuits. Leant bow to draw a diagratn..
of a circuit. Find out what each symbol stands for.
Prepare .a report for your science class about home
appliances that use electricity. Which are electronic?
What do the electronic appliances hoe,. id. common?
Explain why some appliance plugs have two prongs,

while others have three. What is the purpose of the
third prong?

Ask your parents to show you the fusebox or circuit

on the contributions engineers have made in these
areas.

To see if you can think abstractly, like an engineer, play
mental. tic.-tac-toe. .PicRire the board id your'rnind,
with eacili square numbered, one through nine. Play
each turn by saying out loud the number,of the sqbare
you want to mark. If one player forgets and names an
eccupied square, thc other player wins. You'll have to
concentratb to remember all the plays. It's harder than

breaker panel in your home. Find out-why it is needed
and what to do if a fuse or circuit bre-Aker pops.
P
Build a crystal radio set. You can get help from books at
your school or public library.

Become a ham radio operator. (Ham radios should not
be confused with citizen's band, or CB, radios. With
('B you can communicate only by voice and only over
short distances. With a ham radio you use Morse code
as well as voice, and you can broadcast all over the
world.) To get your first license, you must demonstrate
knowledge of radio .concepts and the ability to* understand Morse code at the rate of 5 words.per minute.
For full information, write to the American Radio
Relay League. 225 Main Street, Newington, Ct. 06111.
Invite an electrical engineer to speak to your cla S. about
his or her job.

it sounds!

Write for the pamphlet on careers put out by the Educational Services Department, Institute of .Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, Inc., 345 Lst 47th Street,
New York, New York 10017.

Related Occupations
Many kinds of engineers design, develop, and test
products or systems. Electrical, engineers are one kind.

The names of ten others are listed below in jumbled
form. See if you -can figure out what they are. To help
next to each name there are examples of the prodults or systems that the engineer works on.
.

I.

AIRMEN

Steam engines for ships.

2.

ANCHEMICAL

Air-conditioning systems.

3.

CANRULE

.Atomic reactors.

CAUREALATION

Airplanes and rockets.

5.

CEMICAR

Glass and tile.

Join an Electronics or Enginbering Explorer Post if there
is one in your area. Exploring is open to young men

6.

CIMLEACH

Rubber and plastics.

and women aged. 14 through 20. To find out about

7.

ILVIC

Bridges, darns, and roads.

8.

PARTNATI MORT

Streets and highways.

TOOTUMIVEA

Car and truck motors.

TOPICAL

Tekscopes and cameras.

If you are a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Electroi ics
and Engineering.
A

If you are a Girl Sctut, see if your local troop 'has theFrom -Dreams to Reality program of career exploration. TrOops also offer opportunities to test career
interests throngh proficiency badges in a number of
areas such as Science.,

Explorer posts in your area, call "Boy Scoots of Amer-

ica" liste.tn your phone book, and ask for the "Exploring Division."
Enter a project on electronics in,a science fair.
Visit a museum with your science class. Concentrate on
the, exhibits on electronics, computers, aviation, and
space travel. Prepare questions for the museum guide

!O.

See answers at end of chapter.
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Broadtast Technician

Technical school training in electronicsded to a 'career in broadcasting for Edna
Tower.
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Edna Tower theld up her right hand, palm forward,
like a conriroom witness taking an oath. Punching a

actually create or erase the recording). Cleaning them

lighted button in front of her with her left hand, she

alcohol, while a special eleettical device, called a demagnetimr, is used to remove any unwanted magnetic interference that might make- the recordings noisy. Next she
had checked the machines overall to be sure they were

heard the tape reels begin to spin. Then she closed her.
.right fist and pointed, her index finger. forward.Th'e--'

woman on the right side of the double glass began
reading in a crisp, pleasant voice from a page in front of
her: "Looking for a truly professional dry cleaner? Then

4i:wile to Top Notch Cleaners at six locations in Springfield ..." While the announcer's voice radiated from
speakers in the control room, Edna watched the sound
meter needles bounce and adjusted a slide control here
and there. When the reading was finished, she punched
another button to stop the tape. The women left the
studio and Edna prepared for her next tisignment.
Edna Tower works at radio station WELL as a pro:
duction technician or engineer. WELL broadcasts classical nuisic on AM and EM. and while located in a major
(city, the station employs a relatively small staff. This
means that an experienced technician like Edna has
many different kinds of duties each day. She enjoys this
variety. Even though the big operations like rock 'n roll
WAIL or news station pHAT could offer her more
money. "they have you doing 'the same thing all day,"
explains Edna.
Edna had arrived at the station a hit hefore 9:30, had
drunk a quick cup of coffee with one of the announcers,
aniEwas now inner control room.
Control room 3 is where Edna spends most of her
time. Slie sits at a .control board directly in front of the
window facing the studio. The board has dozens of
A battons, dials, meters. and slide switches that allow her
to set sound levels int the studio. mix sounds from 4lifferent sources (such as a speaking voice and background
music), and operate the turntables and tape recorders in
the rOom. From pis board she can even control a live
broadcast coming from..(nnside the studio, such as a
conical ah the local symphony hall. Edna is particularly
proud 'of tins equipment, which she installed herself. At

a larger station she might no( have been given the
opportunity. And slie knows those buttons and switches
blheart. "When you're in the middle of a performance,

you can't take time to look at the hoard. You lim;e to
know where everything is by Icel." The control roOm
also contains three turntables for playing records. three
reel-to.reel tape decks, two machines that play cartridge
tapes (known as carts), plus devices for erasing used tape
and cabinets containing tapes and tools.
Edna had begun this particular workday with the daily

ritual of checking the equipment. First she had cleaned
and "demagnetized" the "heads" on the tape decks (the
small metal parts that touch the tape as it moves and

requires only a wipe with a cotton swab dipped in

running smoothly. (Once a week they would be tested
more thoroughlywith electronic tools).
Shortly before 10, Renee liaily,The assistant programming director, had walked into the room with a pencil
behind her car and a clipboard ini her hand. "There's a
change of schedule," she had said. "The woman from
the hospital came in early, so we'll tape her interview
right away, then do the commercial spots, and do Lisa's
program at I I."
Edna had glanced at the production schedule taped to
.

the. wall. The Mimeographed sheet showed her workweek

in half-hour .slots and listed her assignments next to
them. At I I tOday she was scheduled to tape an interview
wit litim
Eina Swenson, the special projects coordinator
.

one f

for t ie. city's hospital fr children. John Griffin, o

ci

WELL's announcers, would conduct the interview. Since

Mrs. Swenson had arrived early, they wOuld do the
interview immediately. Lisa Dillich's nuisic appreciation
program, which Edna was scheduled to record at 10,
would be postponed.
Just then John walked in and introduced.Mrs. Swenson. Edna then led them into the studio.
Much of what WELL's listeners hear on the aikes...-place in this 12- by.14-foot rooM called Studio 4. Inside

the room one finds a catrittred table with

several

chairs, a grand piano, half' a dmen large microphones
on long stands, and an endless tangle of electrical cords
on the iloor. Mrs. Swenson commented on the large
potted broadleafed palm mandirig in one corner Of-the

room. "The music makes it grow very well," 'replied
Ed n a.

John and his guest sat down at the table, After positioning a microphohe, or "mike", b'etwee(nt-li?m, Edna'
returned to her control board and adjusted the volume
level while the pair chatted. Slie threaded a reel of tape
on one of die decks, reniirided Mrs. Swenson to avoid
rustling papers, and 'then. signaled to John throngn the
window that she was ready to go. Edna talks to people
ini

the studio over the intercom, except when she is

, recording. Then. slie signals by hand through the win-

dow. She.held up her haiid to ask for silence, started the

tape, and pointed at John to tell him to begin. At the
saMe moment she started a timer. "We have a 15-minute
slot on .itinday," 'Said Renee, watching over Edna's.
shoulder. "So let's take about 20 minutes' worth and et.it
it to size."
4:

i
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Edna was able to arrag the mikes to achieve a good

While John and his 4uest talked, Edna made a few

minor sound adjustments. As the 20th minute ap-

sound,

proached, John wrapped up the intervie.w. Edna anticipated his last words and .stopped the tape just after he

Lisa came into the studio and sat down at the; piano
with her script. After a sound test on Lisa's voice and the
piano, Edna sig aled her to begin. Lisa read her !Icript,

uttered them. "Great interview!" 'exclaimed Renee.
"We'll airit Sunday." As Renee left the control room to
say goodbye to Mrs. Swenson, NMI rewound the tape
and returned it to its box. Later she and John would
decide which parts to edit odt.
Edna checked her watch. ".1t's 10:30. Tom should be
here any minute to do these'cofnmercials." And as she
was spinning a reel of tape on the, bulk eraser to make
as clean _as 'poSsible, Tom Nardone, another WELL
announcer, walked-into the studio with a sheaf of papers.

He sat down at the table and adjusted the mike to his
height. Edna threaded- the tape and sat down at the
board. "Read to me," she told Tom over the intercom,
adjustinglhe volume. "We have half a dozen ads here,"

Tom finally said, "so it may take about 20 minutes.
"Fine," answered Edna, and as she started the tape, she
signaled Tom to begin.

Tom lead ea.ch comthercial in turn. Edna captured
them all on reel tape; later she would tninsfer each ad to

.

.

illustrating wit bpifino where necessary. When she
reached the p ace ii9he script where two complde'
musical selections wOuld be pl' yed, she paused arid then

continued reading. Later Edn i would take the music
from records and niix it with I isa's voice recording into
:'...

a master tape.

..

The session with Lisa lasted until a quarter to 12.
Forty-five minutes until lunch, vItith no other assignment.
Just enough time to transferthose commercials to carts
and insert the music in Lisa's show.
Edna's schedule after lunch, from 1:30 to 5:30, looked

much like the morningimori, recording and editing.
But not every day was the same, Tomorrow she wouldn't
have to arrive at the station until I:30 p.m. From 6:30 to
9:30 she would operate the controls for WELL); nightly
Aive program. The next day she would spend "in solitary
confinement" at the transmitter.
The transmitter, !Cleated on a hill five miles from the
.

an individual cartridge. Ttien, during a broadcast, -it.
woukl simply be popped into the cart machine and
,played at the' right moment.
After putting away the tape she had just used, Edna
went into the studio to set up the mikes for Lisa Dillich's
program. Lisa had a weekly series of 1-hour shows in
which she explained music concepts (such as key, chords,

and harmony) in a way that the average listener could
understand. She would play one or two pieces of music
at the beginning, then talk about them, playing the piano
to clarify her explanation. Lisa's programs were one
reason Edna liked working at WELL Though she had
never tliought much of classical music before, Edna grew

to enjoy it as she heard more and more at the statidn.
Listening to LiSa's series taught her something about the
theory behind music.
Preparing for Lisa's show posed, a new problem: Set-

ting upAhe mikeso make both voice and piano sound
good. While studying mechanical engineering in trade
school, Edna learned about acoustics. (the science of
soupd)..and.tone. So she knew that the Studio*, like any
room, had certain acoustical characteristics. She had

recommende'd that-to improve sound quality, special
panels 1)o:hung on the walls of the studioisome to reflect
and some to absorb sound, Changing aiOomin this way

is called "tuning" it. A studio used only for voice would
he tuned differently than anc used only for mnsic: In this
studio, which was use& for both, a compromise had to
he Made. With her experience and technical knowledge,

ii
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Edna is prOud of çho station'aeguipment, much-of
which she instalk) herself. "I. have to kelp checkl4
it to make sure everythingworks right."

ScieAtific and Technical Occupations
studios, is the source of WELL's signal,. the invisible
waves that travel to people's radios carrying music and
\ voices. WELL has four450-foot towers clusteredarounci
'Ikpmll building. One person stays in the buititing the
enlirestinie the station is on the air, to make sure everything runs smoothly and according to Federal regulations. These tasks often require very little time, so .the
job can get lonely. But V,dna rarely spends more than. 2
or 3 (lays a month at the transmitter. And soon it will be
operated by remote control from thc studios.
The transmitter shill also gives Edna a chance to study

-f)e her evening classes in electronics. Although she attended technical school for 2 years after high school to
get the necessary First Class Radiotelephone Operator's
Licedse, she wants to increase her knowledge of electronics, in order to keep up with new developments and
tO remain competitive in her occupation. The community
colle0 offers a degree in electronics, and Edna hopes to
have hers next term.
Generally, Edna Tower is satisfied wit hjier job. She
uses.knowledge of electronics, acoustics, ahd music. She
installs,and repairs the equipmtnt as well as operatesjt.
She does many different things. And she does them all
with pride. Anything it takes to improve WELL's sound
quality, -she's willing to do. Her Only eoMplaint iN that
c.WELL's listeners don't know about her work. "The
better job a technician does, the less it's noticed. I'm
behind the scenes the audience may not even know
about my part in presenting a show.'!'

:Exploring
Techniehms must train their ears to pick out hnperfecdons in the recordings they make and in the broadcasts
they engineer.
Do you like to listen closely to music and pick out its
different parts'?
Can you tell a good recording from a poor one?
When listening to the radio, do you adjust the tuning
to get the best sound .from the station?

Technichtns often have odd work schedules.

Can.you sit still and pay attention to something for
a long period of time?
Can you be patient during classes that don't really
interest you?
Do you play long games such as Monopoly

Do you watch TV programs that run 2, hours of.
more'?

Technicians usually spend most of their workday in a few
small studio rooms.

Would you be satisfied working inside aq day

Would it bother you to spend the day
room ,with no outside windows?

/

\

)

'
^

Technicians often are given new tasks before they finish
their current ones.
Are you able to handle several projects or homework
assignments at the same time?
Can you finish theni all on time'?
ls it easy for you to switch back and forth frOm one
project to another?

Technicians must think and act quickly if something
unexpected happens during a broadcast.
Can you stay calm and riiCt sepiibly if a toilet overflows, the lights go out, tbc roof leaks, or some otfier
emergency Occurs at home'?
Do you know whom tkcall if something goes wrong
when your parents are away'?

Are yOu good at handling crises on the school
grounds or playground?
Technicians must keep an eye on several things at once.
Can you cook a whole meal yourself and have everything ready at the same time?
Do you enjoy watching sports such as football, basketball, soccer, or hockey in which you hiWe to keep
track of many players at onet?
Do you play complex Ames like chess or bridge?
.

Wotild you mind morking nights, early mornings, or
weekends?", ..
Could you adjust to having different working hours
each day of the week?

Technkians often must.. operate crtrols continually
through long broadcasts.

Teclmkians work with their hands.

Do you have any hobbies or crafts that require fine
handwdrk?
Are'you good with tools?
Day9u play a musical instrument?
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Suggested Activities

(disc jockeys and news announcers). Try to imagine

how the recordings mere made and how, they are
Arrange a tour of a radio or TV station for yourself or
your clam. Prepare questions. for the empkvees about

played during the program. This activity may be easier
after doing the preceding one.

their work.
Listen to the. radio. Pick Out the recorded voices (such as
repeated commercials and jingles) from the live voices

Listen ts) .AM radio at two different times of day, once
during daylight (say, 4 p.m.) and once after dark (saY,
9 p.m.).. Each time pick a dozen or so stations, listing

.As a radio station tecbnician, Edna works strictly bebind thwanes. "My job is to
Of) likrit.Out; ilatgilars gat good quality sound."

4,t
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the call letterslsuch as WDAD or K MOW, location,
and, if possible, frequenCy (number On the (Iia 1) of
each.Do you notice a diff6rence between the two lists?
The stations on the daytime list are likelyao be broadcasting from a much shorter distance aWay than those
on the night list. Investigate the reason kir this.

Build a crystal radio set. You can get help from.14)ooks.at
your school or public library.

lkcome a ham radio operator. (Ilam radios should not
'be coril'used with cituen's band, or CA, radios. With
('B you can communicate only by voice and only over
short distances. With a ham radio you ve Morse code
as well as voice, and you can broadcaAt all over the
world.) To gee your first license, you must demonstrate
knowledge of radio concepts and the ability to under-

stand Morse code at the rate of 5 words per Minute.
For full intOrmation, write to the American Radio
Relay League. 225 Main Street, Newington, Ct. 061 I I.

Prepare a report for your science class. Answer the
following quesqpris in your report: What\do AM and
I'M stand for?.What is the difference between thetwo?
Mille are the advantages of each? I low and whep did
each come into existeyce? What are-some of the other
bands, and how are they used? Inithible in your report

a diagi-am and an explanation ol how sounds travel
from a source to the listerver's radio.

If you are, a (iirl Scout, see voiir local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality program of career exploration. l'roops may also offer opportunities to test career
interests through proficiency:badges in a number of

Office, FederaTCommunications Commission, 1919
M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20554. For information on technical careers, write to Technical Careers, Box I 1 I, Washington, D.C. 20044.

Related Occupations
Does a' career at; a broadcast technician interest you?
!,:Yes' and no," you may say. Or, "I'm not sure," You
might lind it worth looking into other occupations that
are similar to broadcast technician.
If you like the idea of working in radio but don't want \
such a technical job, picture yourself behind the microphone. As a radio announcer or disc jockey, you would
talk to the listening audience. Your work might include
announcing and playing records; reading commercial
and public service messages; and doing news broadcasts
and interviews.
Or maybe you'd rather work .in television, As a TV
produciion iechnician, you would engineer a TV broadcast much the way Edna engineered a radio program.
'You might also enjoy capturing the action as a video

camera operalor.
You may not have thought about it, but the music
industry employs technicians, too. AS a recording engi.-neer, you would set up microphones in a studio and
.

()gyrate the so'tind equipment while a singer or an, Orchestra Made' a recording. The recording is made in
several different parts, or tracks, As a recording Iniser,
you wonld adjust the tracks arid blend them together in
Ihe way that would sound best on the finished record.

areas including Radio and Telexision.

If 'you are. a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in. ComMunication'S, Electronics, Public Speaking, and .Radio.

Join a Broadcasting, Electronics, Amateur Radio. or
Commumcations Explorer Post if there isline in your
arca. Exploring IS open to young men- and %Willer)
aged 14 through 20. To find out about Explorer posts
in your area, call "Boy Scouts olAinerica" listed in
your phone book, and ask lOr the "Exploring Division."
Write lOr information on careers to the National Asso.*
clatIon of BroadcasterS, 1771 N Street, N,W., Washington, D.C. 00:1() or to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, 1111 1.6th Street. NW.. Washington,
:11:C. 200.16. Ijor int.ormation on the Radiotelephone
'Operator's License, write to the Consumer Assistance

3$
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Job Facts

4

Thorn isn't /-oore in this book for a story abOut every scientific ar)d technical'
occupation However; you'll find some important facts about 28'cif them In the
following sectiOn. If you want additional information about any of theSe
occupations. you might begin by consulting the Department of Labor's
Occupational Outlook Handbodk, which sflould be available in your school or
public libraky.
,1

Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifictitioas
.

.

Other Information

.

S( 1 PNCE OCCUPATIONS
Biocheiiiists

About. half of all biochemists
work for colleges ithd universities; while a fouTth work for private companies. The rest work
for government agencies, private

research iostitutes, or for themselves.

A graduate degree is. necessary'.
A bachelor's degree ip biochemistry or chemistry ttjay lead 10 a

The great majority of bio-.
chemists hold research positions,

job as ir.researchLussistant or
techriichin. People with jobs as

positions.

biochemists, especially in research or teaching, generally

have a graduate degree ih

chi:misfit
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rather than managerial Or other
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Occupation

Nature anti Places (y.. Work

l'raining and Qualifications
......._...

.

Life Scientists

Most- life scientists work for colleges and universities as teachers

and researchers. Many do rein hospitals and other
medical institutions. The drug,
chemical, and food processing

Other Information

.

-

A bachelor's degree in biology
may lead to a job as a research
assistant or technician; a career
as a life scientist, however, gen-

search

erally requires a graduate degree.

industries employ large numbers
local

concentrate On either plants ,or
animals, or even study just one

kind of plant or animal. Some
study breeding while others investigate diseases. Still others examine drugs and their effects on
living things. Life scientists per-

of life scientists, as do Federal,
State, and
agencies.

Life scientists specialize in a wide

variety of subjects. They . may

government

form nullity different, kinds of
work, front research and teaching to advising, managing, and
writing.

PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS
Astronomers

Most astronomers teach and do

A doctoral degree in' astronomy
is necessary fOr most jobs. To

research in colleges and univers-

ities. Many others work for the

qualify for a graduate .program
in astronomy, a tiludeift should

Federal Government and for private observatories.

have a bachelor's degree in
tronomy, physics, or inath.

The majority of astronomers
spend mOst of their time working

in offices or.classrooms, rather
than at telescopes.

as-

-

Chemists

About three-fourth) of all client,yts work in Private industry,
Chemical manufacturers employ
almost halt of these, and the rest

work for food, scientific instrument, petroleum, and other industries. Quite a few chemists
work for colleges and universi-

.

A college eduCation is necessary.
Beginning jobsare open to people vv.
a bachelor's degree in
chernistry, hut a graduate degree,
is necessary for some.., research

Most chemist's perform basic research or research and developMent. In basic research, a chemist explcfres the properties of mat-

and teaChing positionS; and
useful for advancement.

is

ments'. A chemist in research and
development creates or improves
products for direct use.

A college education 'is necessary.

Many food scientists work in research and development of new
food products and processing

ties.

Food ScientiNts

Food scientists work all over the

country for companies in the
food processing industry as well
as for Federaliand State agencies,
colleges and universities, and
other organizations.

A bachelor's degree in food science, biology, or chemistry is the
minimum requirement for beginning positions. Many jobs, especially teaching and research, re-

ter and the combination of ele-

techniques.

quire a graduate degree.
Physicists

Nearly half (Wall physicists teach
or' perform research at colleges

and uniVersities. Many others
work

in

chemical,

electrical

Graduate study in physics is, essential for most beginning positions and for all advanced ones.

Physicists usually specialize in a
particular area, such as nuclear

A college education is necessary
in this occupation. While a bachelor's degree is enough .for some
,starting jobs, a graduate degree
is helpful l'or promotion.

Geologists may work outdoors
much of the time, depending
upon their specialty..They often
work in offices and laborateries,

physics, optics. or acoustics.

equipment, aircraft and missile,
and other manufacturing corn-panics.

ENVIRONMLNTAL SCILNTISTS

(ie+gists

Most geologists work in private
industry, for petroleum, mining,
qttarrying, and other companies.
Many work for Fetlthl and State
agencies and collegeS and univer
S

les.

however.

$1.)

1.)
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Occuidilion

(ieoOysicists

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications J.

Other bormation
MAny geophysicists work outdoors and travel , extensively.

Most geophysicists work in pri-

A college education is necessary

.vate industry, for petroleum,
und gas, mining. and other com-

in this occupation. A bachelor's

panies. Most of the others are
employed by Fedend and State
government agencies or by col-

lbr most beginning jobs. A de-

leges and universities.

degree in geophysics is sufficient

gree in a related field is also ad-

Some work at research slant)
in remote areas or on ships or
aircraft.

equate, as long as the student has
taken certain courses. For higher
positions in research, explora-

tion, and teaching, a graduate
degree is deSirable.

iMettorologists

A college degree is necestiry. A

vale. industry, and colleges and
universities all employ meteorol-

or a related science is the minimum requirement for starting

ogists. The Departmint of

jobs. A graduate degree is important for promotion, and essential
for research and college teaching
jobs.

minister peograms or teach.

A college education is necessary.
Most beginning positions require
a bachelor's degree in. oceanog-

Some oceanographers arc away

raphy. biology, earth or physical
sciences. mathematics. or engineering. For many advanced po-'

voyages.

bachelor's degree in meteorology

'11

fense employs civilian meteorologists in addition to thoS:e in the.
military services.
About half of all oceanographers
teach or do research at colleges

Oceanogniphers

and universities. A fourth work
for I.ederal agencies. The rest
.

Not all meteorologists forecast
the daily weather. Somc work in
climatology, the study of longterm weather trends; others ad-

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

work for other government agencies and for private industry.

from holm for weeks or months
at a time while on ocean research

sitions. however, an advanced
degree in oceanography or a
basic science is desirable.

klATHININFICS OCCUPATIONS
Mathematicians

About three-fourths of. all mathematicians work in colleges and
universities, the majority of them

A gr:iduate degree usually is necessary. While a bachelor's degree
may lead to a beginning job. pro-

as teachers. Most others..are em-

motional opportunities arc limited without graduate study. A
person seeking work as an applied mathematician in a -field
such as physics or economics
needs training in that field as

ployed in government and private industry.

well 114 in mathematics.

Mathematicians can work ihtheoretical (pure) or applied 'Oath"ematics. Theorstical mathematicians develop new mathematical
techniques and knowledge without necessarily having a'practical
use in mind. Applied mathema-

ticians use that knowledge to
solve everyday) prohlems in phys-

engineering. business, economics, and othcr
ics',

-

--.\7-

Most statisiicians work for insurance firms, finance companies.
public utilities, manufacturers,
organinitions:
research
and

Statisticians
,,

Many others work for Federal.
State,

and

local

government

agencie,

Because the science of statistics.
'college education is necessary.
is used so wi6lely in other fields,
ost beginning positions require
a' bachelor's degree either with a statistician's often work under
t ajor in math or statistics or with
. other titles. A statistician .work7,
ing with information on the.
major
in
'an
applied
field.
such
,,
askeconomics, and a minor in economy, for example. may have
the dile or economist.
statistics. Craduate training is
necessary for teaching positions
.

.

and helpful for promotion .in
other areas.
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Occupation.
.

f

7i aining-and ualificaiions ,

Nwure and Places 4.Work,

.

ENGIN FIRS
Aerospace Engineers

II

A.
Most aerospace engineers work
for the aircraft and parts industry. Malty others are employed
by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and by the
Department of Defense.

Agricultural
Engineers

Most agricultural ei,*ineers work
tOr manufacturers and distributors of farm equipment and sup-

plies or for electric utility companies serving rural areas. Many
tg

,Other Infor)matiOp

do farm consulting work independently

or for consulting
firms. Others work for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, for

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

AcroSpaire engineers often spe-

ing is required for most begin-

cializy/in one area.h such as Struc-

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs

tural design, 'navigation systems,

are filled bypeople trained in the
appropriate natural science or in
mathematics. Graduate study is
increasingly- iniportant for ad-

or 'production methods. They

vancement.

lites.

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

The work of agricultural engi-

ing is required for most begin-

neers covers many difkrent aspects of agriculture: Conser.ving

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are tilled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science or in

may also specialize in a particular product line, such as passenger planes, helicopters, or satel-

and managing soil and Water re-

vancement.

sources, designing farm equipment, and improving techniques
for producing, processing, and
distributing food.

mathematics. Graduate study is

increasingly important for ad-

colleges and universities, and for
State and local goveinment
agencies.

Biomedical 'Engineers

Most biomedical engineers teach
and do research in colleges and
universities. Some work for Fed-

eral and State agencies or for
private industry,

.

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

The small size of this occupatioa

ing is required for most begin-

means that there are relatively

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are tilled by people trained in the
appropriate.natural seience or in

few job openings each year.

mathematics. Graduate study is
increasingly important for advancement. Biomedical engi;
!leers need some backi,round in
mechanical, electrical, industrial,
or chemical engineering, as well
as specialized biomedical training.

(*ertntic Engineers

Most ceramic engineers work in
the stone:elay, and glass Mikis,.

tries. Many others work in the
iron and steel, electrical equip:ment, aerospace, chemical. and
other industries that produce or
use ceramic products.

A bachelor's degree' in engineer-

ingt,isorequired for most begin-

Ceramic engineers generally specialize in, particular. products,
such I'S Ireat-resistanT material,

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs;
are tilled by peopletrained in the 'porcelain., building
apprypiiate natural- scien.ce.or in glaSs, or cement.
mathematics. Graduate study is

iiiaterial,

-

/

increasingly important for advancement.

Chemical Engineers

Most chemical mincers

ork

Mr chemical% petroleudti, and related .,manu factdrers., Others are

wuployed by college; and universities "and by government

,

A bachela's degree in chcinical
engineering is required for most
beginning jobs, Oradhate study
is increasingly inipkant for ad.

Chemical engineering
broad
-field with niany spFcialties.

-

vancement.

agencies.
*
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Training an4 Qualificalions,

Oi her Informaiion

civil engineers work for

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

government agencies or in the

ing is required for most begin-

Civil engineers may specialize in
such areas as structural, hy-

Nature atul Places of Work

Occupaiion

Ciyil Engineers

pi

Mcist

construction

industry.

Others

provide engineering advice for
consulting or architectural firms.
Still others work for public utilirailroads,
turers.

ties,

Electrical Engineers

and

manufac-.

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are filled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science oFin
mathematics. ,G raduate study is

draulic, sanitary, and' transportation syStems.

.

increasingly important for advancement.

.em-

A-bachelor's degree in engineer-

ployed in private industry by

ing is required for most begin-

Electrical engineers generally
specialize in a major area such as

manufacturers of many different
products, 'particularly electrical

and elettronic equipment, air-

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are filled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science or in

computers, communications, integrated circuits, or power distribution.

craft and parts, and business ma-

mathematics. Graduate study is

chines. Others work for public

increasingly important for ad-

utilities, government agencies,

vancement.

Electrical

engineers

are

and colleges and universities.

Industrial Engineers
.

em-

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

ployed by a greater variety of

ing is required for most begin-

industrieslhan any other type of
engineer. Most work for miinufacturing firms, but many work
for hospitals, insurance compa-

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are filled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science or in

nies, banks, and consulting firms.

increasingly- important for

Industrial engineers

are

Industrial

engineers concern
themselVes more with people, organizations, and business meth-

ods than do other kinds of engineers.

mathematics. Graduate study is
ad.-

vancement.

Mechanical
Engineers

Most mechanical engineers are
employed by manufacturers of
metiils, machinery,

transporta-

tion and electrical equipment,
and other products.

iachelor's degree in engineer-

is required for most begin-

i

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are filled by people trained in the
appropriate natural scienee or in
matheniatics. Graduate study iS

Mechanical engineers specialize
in such areas as automotive engineering, marine equipment,
heating and air-conditioning,
and instrumentation.

increasingly important for advancement.

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are filled by people trained thc
appropriat,F natural Science or in
mathematic:S. Graduate study is

Most metallurgical engineers
specialize in one of three areas:
Extract'ing metals from ore and
refining them; studying tile properties of metals and developing
uses frit' them; and working ard

increasingly important for ad-

shaping metals itifo final poid-

vancement.

ucts.

Metallurgical

Most metallurgical engineers are

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

Engineers

employed by the iron and steel
,and- other metalworking industries. Many work-in the mining
industry at for firms that ?mann:

ing is required for Most begin-

facture electrical equipment. machinery, and aircraft.
N

/

4

.

Mining Engineers

Mining engineers often specialize

Most mining engineers. arc ern-

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

ployed in the mining industry.
Others work for mining equip-

ing, is, required fbr most begin-

in the minin$ of a specific min-

ning jobs. Some engineering jobs
arc filled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science or in

eral, such as coal,

ment manufacturers, colleges
and universities, and govern(
ment.

mathematics. Graduate study is

increasingly important for advancement.

Scientific and Technical Occupations

a
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Occupation
Petroleum Engineers

Nature and Places. of Work

,

Most petroleum engineers are
employed by oil companies and
by drilling equipment manufacturers.

A l most

t h ree-fou rt

work in Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, and California, where
most of the oil and gas is found.

Training and Qualifications

.

A bachelor's degree in engineer-

ing is required for na6st beginning jobs. Some engineering jobs
are Idled by people trained In the
appropriate natural science or in
mathematics. (gradmite study is

Other information
fvfost petroleum engineers contern themsylves with ways of increasing the amount of oil and
gas that can be removed from the
grou nd.

increaskngly important for advancement.

'TECHNICIANS
Broadcast

Technicians

Broadcast technicians are employed by radio and television
stations. Most technicians work
in large metropolitan areas..

A First ClaSs Radiotelephone
Operator License from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is required for most
'positions. For some jobs, a Third
Class License Us sufficient, High
school courses in algebra, trigonometry, physics, electronics,
and.other sciences provide good
background for thiS Occupation.

Drafters

Most drafters work in private industry. Almost one-third (Willem:

work in engineering and architectural firms. The govtnnment

I:ngineering and
Science Technicians.

pends upon the size of the station. Large stations may assign
each technician 'a specific duty,
while at small stations a technician may perform any task nec-`
essary.

Most positions require .training

Drafters usially specialize in

in drafting such as is available at

particular area, such as mechanical, electrical, electronic, aero-

technical institutes. junior arkd
cornmunity colleges. university

also employs many drafters.

extension services, and voca:,
tional and technipal high schools.
Courses ,in math, physical sciences, mechanical drawing, and
drafting are important.

Most techrUcians are employed
in. private industry. though a
large number work in goVern-

Most positions require technical
training in a partici' ar specialty.
This i avai le
ough, technical i rl
utes, pumor and comminty plleges. university ex-

merit

A technician's range of duties de-

tension se

ices. and vocational.,

a

nautical. or architectural drafting.

More than two-thirds,of all technicians work in engineering."

Many work in the physical sciences. and the rest work° in the
life
, sciences.

technical high schools. On-the-`
job experience. Iipprenticeship
programs, and correspomlence
schools may also providethe necessary training.
Surveyors

The government employs many
surveyors. Other employers include construction companies,
engineering and architectural
firms, and surveying companies.

Post-hig,h school courses in sur-

Surveyors often specialize in sur-

veying combined with extensive
on-the-job
training
provide

veys for highways, real estate

enough background for many

poses.

boundaries, maps, or other pur-

positions. A degree in surveying
from a junior or community college, technical institute, or vocational schd'ol is also sufficient,

Hipi silica& courses in mathematics, drafting, and mechanical.
.drawipg are helpful.

1`!
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Answers to Related Occupations
AMC H EM IST

I. a, 2. c, 3. a, 4. h:5. h, 6. c, 7. a.

ELEcTRICAL ENGINEER

Marine, 2. Mechanical, 3. Nuclear, 4. Aeronautical, 5. Ceramic, 6. Chemical,
7. Civil, 8. Transportation, 9. Automotive, W. Oi!)tical.

09.

C") "
s.c.
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Mechanics and
Repairers

c6.6.

Ims

A

4.)

...

(

fobs Involve considerable Ohysical activity, but most require only
moderate"strength:

340
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Superbowl Sunday. Ed turned on the televi:n

What bo Mechanics Do?

set and sat down to watch the
game. Even before he
.

What comes to mind when you picture a mechanic at
work? You may see the feet of an automobile mechanic
sticking out from underneath a caw'. Perhaps you picture
an appliance repairer poking around the back -of your
refrigerator. Maybe you imagine 'a business machine

could -open the bag of potato chips, the picture began to
roll ... and I tien it was gone. Not 'wanting to miss a
minute of th lame, 1.:(1 ran to the phoi to call Kathy.
Rut when he,
Ile was sure e could tatch it at her h(
picked up the phone, there was no dial tone. Annoyed.
Ed decided to drive to Kathy's anyway. The car started
with a roar. Then there wa,s a loud crack, the roar turned
into a weak wheeze, and the engine sputtered into silence.
Very upset, Ed jumped out of the car and slammed the
door. Too,late, he- realized that he had lotked it. Inside

mechanic repairing a -typewriter in the office of your

the locked car, dangling from the ignition switch, was
the key ring with his house key. As the first drops of rain

,

school. Or see a jeweler replacihg the diamond in a gold
ting.
So many different image.s come to mind, you might
wonder what all these workers have in common. All of
them use their minds:and hands- to fix things air conditioners, farm Ouipment, motorcycles, pianos, qr some

began to fan, ld looked into the sky and .shouted,

other machine. Mechanicsuse their ^minds to find the

"Help!" This cerutinly wasn't his day. Ile hoped his team
was having better luck than he was.
The help that Ed needed could have conie from four
people: A television service technician, a telephone repairer, an automobile mechanic,' arid *a locksmith. These
skilled workers could have repaired the machines that
caused Ed's trouble. Like Ed, we all use 'machines and,at times, need ,mechanics to repair and service them.
Many businesses and industries rely on these workers

cause of mechanical problems and their hands to-correct
the °problems.. Let's examine their work more closely.

every day..

I lave you ever thought about working as a mechanic?
There are many jobs to choose from so many that just

listing all of them would take several pages.. After all,
d every machine creatp work for sonic type of mechanic.
Just think-about all the Machines you,s,ee m a single day..
Sooner or later, all, of. them need to be serviced or
repaired.

1

VI

1

I

Body xepairers take pride in their ability to make
damaged tars look like neW

6
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Mechanics and Rep irers
Mechanics SolVe Mechanical Puzzles

chanics Correct Mechanical Problems

.

Before mechanics can repair a machine they Must find

ace mechanics ha* determined' why a machine will
no work, they miike the necessary repairs. The repair..

out why it isn't w )rking. Why won't a boat motor start?
Why doesn't a s1a machine give the correct change?
Why are he copie, from a. photocopier so light? This is

work often involves taking apart a machine and repairing
Or replacing worn or broken parts. However, it may be,
possible to fix a machine by simply turning a screw that
tightens a rubber belt or scraping the rust off an electric
contact. Some machines tire hardento repair than others,
'There's a big difference between repairing.a toaster and

just wha0a doctor has to do before prescribing tieatment
for comdone who is sick .,This -diagnostic work" often is

very difficult, but many..mechanics feel that solving the
mechanical puzzle, is the most interesting part of the job.
To find out why a machine wil( not work, mechanics
first. check (lie common and obvious causes of. trouble.

repairing a dksel vine.
To make repairs, mechanics work with their hands

When an electric sign does t3.ol light, the mechanic begins

and with tools. They use common.hand and power tools
such as screwdriVers, pliers, and electric drills. They also
use special tools of the trade. Shoerepairers, l'or example,
use skivers- knives that are made especially to split

by checking the bulb. If that's not the cause of the
trouble, the mechanic looks elsewhere.
MechaniCs search fir clues to the cause of the problem
in an orderly way. Their knowledge of how the machine

k

leather.

works tells them where to look and what to look for.
,Mechanics may listen to a motor for a telltale whine.
They may test electfical circuits to see if electricity is
running through them properly. They may take a machine apart. They do whatever is necessary to check the
possible causes of a mechanicarproklem. Because niany
machines are .complex. mechanics often rely on repair
boi.),ks arid techniCal manuals to ode' theiNearch.

r.

Trial and error also plays a .role in the search. If

.

-

adjusting the do-hickey does not make the widget work,
nuybe the. gizmo should he tightened. However, even
this is done in an orderly way. Mechanics know what to
do. if the first repair does not do the trick. Their knowledge shows them how to try, try again. r

4

te&

is .p10.-

Fi 411'nct the cause of a problem in a stereo amptifler
.7- /1194
1(
I i rig a pu

This motorcycle mechanic finds that tirne
quickly when he is absorbed in his worh.

pastlea
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Mechants Prevent Mechanical Problems

d

t

Many mechanics spend muck of their time)keeping
machines in good working order. This is called mainte:
mmce work. Most machines need regular maintenance
work to keep them in top condition. Ili the'engine in a
bus is -not tuned regularly, it will run poorly and use
more fuel. Eventually it will break down. Maintenance

work is especially *portant with machines that must

e

-not fail in use. If an airplane engine has a problem, the
mechanic had better spot it While-the plane is, on the
ground!

Mechanics Do Other Things

ld addition to repair and maintenanCe work, mechanics do other things. Some install machines iielephdlies,
fot example. Some mechanics do paperwork; they may
record the amount of time they spend on a job dr accept
1)iiyment from customers. Experienced mechanks may
train new workers. Mechanics who have their oWn repair
shops order su plies, hire and supervise other workers,
and keep_the records for the business.

Jot engine mechanics help make air travel safe.

This auto mechanic is getting a new 'ar ready for a
customer.

4?
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Vechanicsoand RepAirers
What Makes a Good Mechanic?+-

seem easy. After all, many people work with their hand4.

and use the same tools mechanics do. It weiuld

What does it take to 1)F a tnectonic? If you asked

exaggerating to say that mechilnico,need the 'hands of a
surgeon, but manual skill is important. You may he able

'employers or experieked mechanicsithat question, you'd
probably get several answers,.

to takea watch apart, And you probably can learn to
put.it back together so that it works. But do you have

"You 'have to be good with your hands.'
"you have to understand machines."
"You have to know how,to use took."

enough manual dexterity and .eye-hand coordination to
fix dOzens of watches in a single day? You'would 'need
those skills to earn a living.as a watch repairer. To put
it another way, a lot of people play basketball, but only
a few are ) Os.

All these descriptions refe?) to something often. called
"mechanical aptitude." People who have mechanical
aptitude have a knack for understanding how machines
work and for fixing then les 4,1 knack that iS essential
for anyone who wants to work as a mechanic.
The ability to solve problems is an important part of
mechanical aptitude. Repairedli must .I)e able to under-4staml what makes a machine run. What does each. part
'do? flow do the parts work togethei-'? What can hapPen
to the parts to cause trouble'? Mechanics must be able to
use this understanding to answer the questions, "What's
wrong with this machine?" and:1-low do I fix it?"
Another important part of mechaniCal aptitaide is the
toWOrk With your hands and with tools..This..may

awl

,

ir

'

In a

to mechanical aptitude, there arc other

characf

hat are helpful to a mechanic.

Abditv o work under pres,rure, Whether mechanics are
repairing a pinsetter in a bowling alley or a generator in
ii fiictory, they often must work quickly so that customers
are not inconvenienced.
Abilitv to work without supervision. On most repair jobs
it is just the mechanic and the machine, one, to one.

Mechanics set their own, schedule and pace, but they
have to get the work do4 on time and correctly.

Of'

440tfli(4d1"--"q4/

,

2126,h,

SA

78

Good aya-hand coordination is needed to install talephone wiring.

0./
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haps you build models, make jewelry, or draw. Many
meehanieS get their start by doing repairS nround7their
hOmes. Through activities such as these-you- learn 'to
work with your hands and to use tools. 4
High school is the first step to a career as a mechanic.
You may bave heard that mechanics d lot need a high
true. How7
school education. In some oceupations th
ever, all employers prefer to hire high schoN graduates.
And in high school yom will learn a lot that will help you
later on. In milthematics classes you work .with numbers >
and solve problems good practice for solving medianical problems later on.. In science classes you study
physics and electricity. These subjects help mechanics
understand how machines operate.
Many high schools also ,haie classes in woodworking,
metalworking, drafting, electronics, Ad specific types of
repair work such as appliance repair. Tito meclranics,
and television ailld radio repair. These clas.So provide
good experience, because you work with the saine kinds
of machines and tools in,class that you would use on the
job. Such high school courses may give you the skills you

e

need to land your first job or open the way for further,
training.
After high school, there are several ways to train for

Stamina. Sonic mechanics are very active workers.
They may stoop, bend, kneel, and crawl around machines. They may lift, push: and pull machines, tools,
and spare parts. They may climb ladders and scaffolds
or drive a repair truck many miles during a day.
Patience. Finding and fixing the problem in a machine
may take hours or days. If the mechanic rushes through
a job, it Coidd,cause more trouble later.
1-(1, and (wariest% Mechanics often have to deal with
customers and-machine operators who are upset because

a career as a mechanic. You can attend a vocational
school or a .community or junior college. These schools
offer training in almost verj; type of repair work. Such
training programs sometimes are preferred for mechanics
who repair complex machinessnch as computers, business equipment, iod electronic instruments.
In many mechanical occupations you can start work
immediately after high school and train on the job. Ypu
learn the trade by observing and helping experienced
mechanics. You can train for sonic occtipations through
apprenticeship. Apprenticeships combine on-the-job
training with classroom instruction in, job-related subjects, such as blueprint reading, electrical theory, and
safety practices. You may have to belong to a union or
already work for a company to be eligible for an apprenT
,

their machines are not working.

Training for Mechanic and Repair Occupation&

ticeship.

Repairing is skilled work. It takes training to learn
how a machine runs and him to fix and service it. For

rience for many repair occupations in the Armed Forces.

most repair occupations there are several ways of getting
the training you need. To find,out about training requirements in specific mechanic and repair occupations, see
the Joh Facts at the end of this chapter.

You may he preparing for your career alreadv. Do
you read about Maehines what they do and hov( they
do it? If so, you are developing a background in basic
mechanics that will help you understand more difficult
repair books and technical manuals later on. You may
have hobbies in which you work With your hands. Per338

Another possibility is the military, which employs
many mechanics. You can train and get valuable expeOnce you become a mechanic, it won't take long to
learn that your training never ends. Every year machines

arc improved and made more complex. Hundreds-of
new machines are introduced. To keep up with these
changes, mechanics must continue to train throughout
their careers. You will have to study new repair books
and technical manuals. You may have to attend classes

run hy companies that make machines or even take
classes at a high school or a community or junior college.
There always will be something new to learn.

Mechanics and Repairers
Auto Mechanic

MochanIc C.ar los Pomo and mochanIc tralnoo Pamela Dobblna.
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The s .y' was slate grey and the rain had sgwed to a
fine nits Ilt was surprisint0 chilly lOr a late May morn-

cinder block walls, a cement floor, and steel frame' roof.

ing. A Wave of cold damp air/greeted ('arlos Romo as he
stepped otit of the tow tnick. A tractor trailer roareid by..

Next to the. jack were Cario workbench and tool chest,
The workbench was littered with greasy rags, (he parts
of' a disassembled carburetor, and some papers. In con-

Carlos shivered a trionuent. "(dad I wore my Arn? liekl
jacket," lie thought.
This was the lirst repair call ol a day that *rinsed to
.

On (he left side in the roar was a hydraulic floor jack.

trast, the tool chest and its contents were int perfect order
and spotless. Carlos could work on a messy bench, tair

lousy. And it was only 6 o'clockin the morning! Carlos
had been fast asleep when (he phone had- rung ... kr,

not with messy tools, Besides, the handtools had cost
over $1,000 and he wanted to protect that investment.
Storage shelves lined the back wall of the garage. The
shelves were stocked with spare parts. Carlos did not

driver on Route 29 needed ernergency..road service.

keep a large supply of pails, just enough to handle

be a long orke. Carlos' partner was on.vacatuin. The malt
who usually drove the truck was sick. The weather was

"What seems to be the matter?" said Carlos to the
matt who stood gloomily by the side of the road, reaning

against a dark green sedan "Am I glad to see you!''
responded the man. Then he explained that his name
was Jacli Kelly and the trouble had begun when he had
pulled' off the road to check the windshield wipers. The

wipers had been acting "funny. When Mr. Kelly had
tned to start the Car again, nothing had happened. So he
had called Carlos, .Carlos' was the only 24-hour towing
service listed in the phone hook.
Caflos slipped behmd the wheel of the green car, then
took a good look 'at the gas gange and gear selector. No
prohlems there, the car had gas and was in gear. From

Mr. Kelly's description. Carlos was alinwit certain that
the battery was dead But it always paid to check everything. Carlos turned on the ignition. The eligine would.
not turn over. Sure enough, the battery was dead. Now
the question was. "Why?"
.
Carlos lound the answer as soon as he opened the
hood. The fan belt was broken. Without a fan-telt, the
car's alternator would not Work. All die electrical systems

the lights, the radno. and the windshield wipers

had to use power horn the hatterx_ So much of the
battery's power had heen used alreaily that there wasn't
,
enough left to restart the car
"Your batten v is dead," said Carlos to Mr. Kelly.
"That's what I figured." replied Mr, KeHy "Well, give
me a jump and I can he on my way."
.,

"I'm afraid 'not. The fan hell is broken. I can jump
start the car but the battery would just die again. I'll
have to tow you ulto the shop aiid replace the belt."
Frustration was written allover Mr. Kelly's faCe.
"Are You sure there's nothing you can do h re to get
it to run" I have to he in Philadelphia by toni ht."
"Sorry." replied Carlos "I don't have a belt here and
the hatteiv should he recharged, if it can he. It may be
totally gone. You ninght need a new one."
"Well
okay Let's go."
Carlos hooked the car to his tow truck and drove to
.

.

Ins garage
....

The garage was,a small rectangular building with hare
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common repairs andt maintenance jobs.

Next to the shelves was a small room with a showqr
.and some lockers.- Tom's worlc area took up the right
side of the garage, Toni was Carlos' partner. As usual,
Tom's area was neater than Carlos'. Carlos often wondered how. Toni could possibly work that way....
Carlos lowered Mr. Kay's car from the tow truck and
pushed it near his work area. Then he.returned to, (he
front of the shop to 'speak to Mr. Kelly.
"This will take a couple of hours. Thefe's a cafe down
the block, if you want breakfast."
"I think I'll just hang around here," said Mr. Kelly.
king some 'coffee, if' you wait(
'Suit yourself'. I'll be
any:Carlos could tell that Mr. Kelly's frustration was turning to impatienci!. Sometimes I wish I were back at the
Service Center, he thought. No(contact with the customers, just get the cars from (he seivioe manager arild
do the work.
As Carlos made the collee, he remembered how excited he had been when Tom had first suggested that
they start their own huShiess. All they had to begin with
was a tow truck and an ad in the yellow pages.
Business had been slow at first, but as Unite went on
rhey had earned a reputation for honestrand good work.
Their custoniers liad begun asking them to service their
.

cars. So Torn and Carlos had rented a servi& station and

garage, hired a pari-time truckdriver, and begun doing
tune-ups. lube jobs, and minor repairs.
Now they had a small group of regular customers and
all the work they could handle. In fact. business was so
good that Tom and Carlos were thinking of'dropping the
towing service. "That might not be a bad idea at all,"
thought Carlos as he suddenly noticed Mr. Kelly glaring
at him from across the garage. (Carlos sighed and Started
to work.
carlos used nr hydrometer to check thebattery's cells.

The battery was not Comiletely dead, which meant it
could be recharged. Carlos disconnected the cables, removed the battery, and placed it in the recharger.

"Ilow much longer?" demanded Mi. Kelly.

Medhanics and Repairers
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Carlos showsTam how to use an engine tester. "You can learn a lot by helping
friends fix cars,' advises Carlos.
4.

"About an hour," rephed Carlos.
"Well, I guess that will have to do," replied Mr. Kelly.
"What's up, Cadosr called a voice from the rear of
the shop.

;

.
w

it had been to get his first job. Ile akkays had liked
working on his car, or helping friends and neighbors
with theirs. When Carlos had graduated from high
vhool, he had tried to get a job as a mechanic, I3ut there

Ca dos turned and tiihW a teenage girl walking foward
him. It was Pain, his trainee.
.

weren't many jobs tor peeiple without experience or
trainingc,It wasn't until Carlos got out of the Army

"Nothing much, I'll be busy with this job fOr an hour
or so. That station wagon out front needs to be tuned.
Points, 1)1 ugs, condenser, timing, the whole .bit. If you
have any trouble, just yell. he keys are WI my bench

where he had taken training in automotive mechanics
that a shop owner wAs Willing to _give him a job. Now,
with Pam, he had a chance to give someone else a start.
Carlos went to the storage area to get the belt that he
woutd need. Ile checked a parts supply book to get ,the
nu m her. ()Idle belt that fit the car. Ile also noticed the

somewhere."

"I could spend all morning looking. 10G them in that
mess," Pam said in mock horror.

"Very funny. (id to work,'' answered Carlos with

a

smile.

Pam went to the locker room to change.

supply of oil filters was low. When he returned to his

bench, he wrote a note to himself' to call the parts
distributor and order_some filters.

By the time Carlos returned to Mr. Kelly's car, Pam

Pam was a senior at Central High. Iler auto repair

wao workipg on the station wagon. Mr. Kelly was pacing

teacher; a friend of Carlos', had asked him to give her a
pad-time job so that she could get some experience.

blik and forth.
nt didn't take long to install the new belt. When Carlos

Carlos had hesitated at first lle was not sure
wanted to take the time to supervise an inexperience(
worker. Aller all, his ineome depended on the ainiount
of work he did, But then Carlos remembered hi-fw hard

had finished, he walked over to Pant.
"1 low are you doing?" he asked,
"Vine," she replied, looking .up From her work. "But
this car is a mess. Look at these spark plugs. I didn't

k
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"Being a mechanic has given me the opportunity to haveity o
Carlos "I prefer working for myself,"

usiness,l.' says,

'

think a car could run with plugs that old. I think this
thing, needs more thafi a tune-up. The 'belts 'and hoses

cal noises Carlos had never heard an engine make. But

look worn. The Oil is filthy: I bet the transmission fluid
should be changed. I'd feel guilty sendiiig it out with just

.'sles fixed," shouted Mr. Kelly. "Sounds great,"
"He's got to be kidding," th'ought Carlos. He.suspected
that something was seriously wrong with the engine.
"The car is running and it should get you tO Philly,
but the engine sounds like it needs more work," Carlos
explained, "I can do it next...."
"So long,,,as it lastS through the trip. CH be satisfied,"
interrupted ,Mr. Kelly. "I'll dump it soon aayway. It's
always been a lemon."
"Okay. I'll get your bill," said Carlos asdhe walked
back to his beach.

it Maned.

tkojti tit-u p.''

"Well," said Carlos as he glanCed at the engine. "I'll
take a look at it later.Then Meal-IA/tr. Howard and tell
probably want the. work
hit'', what should be done,
I'd better finish over There before that guy paces a
rut in' the floor."
Carlos went to the batter9 recharger; the battery was
ready. ('arlos replaced it as quickly as he could./All the
time Mr. Kelly kept fidgeting.
When Carlos had finished, he tried to shirt the car.
The engine coughed, sputtered, wheezed, and made sev-

After Mr. Kelly had Hid, he rushed to the ear and
called, "Thanks a lot, see you...."
"Maybe sooner than you think," thought Carlos.
ti

.
1
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Exploring,

Automobile mechanics do strenuous work.

Autdmobik mechanks repair and service cars.

Do you enjoy activitiessuch as sports, hiking, danc-

Are you interested, in machines and the- way they
work?.

ing, or gardening'?
°Do you like to be.activemost of the. time?

you like to read about tars, motorcycles, and
other motor vehicles?
Have you ever wondered, how cars tun?
Have yon ever wondej'ed.C,why cars break down?

15,

Automobile mechanics work with their hands. They use
tools and must do their work quickly and skillfully.

Do you like to work with your hands?
Do you like to build models or repair things aroiindyour home?

lo you ever help repair bicycl4 mini-bikes; fawn-

,YAL-

r
_ao10111110101k4i-

el..""""Iiiiiilk'

mowers, or cars?
;

Do you enjoy fixing things? Does it give you a sense
of accomplishment?
Are you handy with tools?
IS. it easy for you to learn how to use a tool you've

r

too

**A

never used before'?

Autoinobile mechanics sometimes must 'search for the
cause of car trouble. They have to solve mechanical
puples,

1)o you like to work on written mathematics problems?

Do you like to do three-dimensional puzzles'?

,

Do you try to sobje problems in an orderly and
logical way?
Are you-persistent? Will you work oua problem until
you solve it'?

Automobik mechanics tise technical books such as repair
manuals.
Ilonw well do you understand technical reading? Your
science and mathematics textbooks are examples. Do

you enjoy this sort of reading?
Can you use charts, graphs, and diagrams?

('an you look at a drawing and picture the threedimensional object in your mind?

Automobile mechanics usua0 work alone.
have confidence in themselves.

bey

IMAM

Mechanics set their own work pace. A rushed job
could cause more trouble later.

Suggested Activities
Read about cars. Your school or public library has books
about automobiles and automotive repair. Newsstands
often have magazines about cars. Thc owner's manual

for your family car lists its service requirenicnts. If
some of these books and magaZines are too technical
to understand at first, don't become discouraged: many

pamphlets are written for people without technical
trainnig. For evmple, you can write to the Consumer
Information (liner, PueblO, Colorado 81009 to get

the Federal Government's Consuiner Information
Do you like towork by yourself'?
Do you do your homework by yourself'?
Do you like to make decisions?

Catalog. Some of the, bookle0 listed there tell how to
recognize common car problems, change motor oil,
and do a basic engine tune-up.

369
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Use._schoOl -assignments to learn about cars. You might

build a model of a gasoline engtne for a science fair.

-

Or write a report ;thou( difkrent kinds of eltines for

projects, take field trips, and hold competitionsin such
skill areas as auto mechanics, auto body,-and diesel
,mechanics.

an English or a sCience class.

.
The convers1. ion to the metric system will affect the work
of automobile mechanics. Mechanics will have to use
different units of measuremiqu 'for many:items such as

engine power (kilowatts rather than horsep wer), tire
pressure (kilopascals rather than pounds Øer square
inch), and gasoline consumption (liters per 100 kilometers rather than miles per gallon). Automobile mechanics who repair foreign cars already use some
metric measurements.

Use the topic of metric measurements in automobile
servicing for a report in a mathematics class. You
Alight begin your resvrch by writing for information
to the Office of Weights and Measures, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234. That
office also will supply a hst, by State, of Speakers who
are willing to talk to groups about the metric system.

.............-----____

I.00k for opportunities to repair machines. Work with
relatives and friends who repair or service cars, bicy-

clesv or other nutchines.

Work with your hands and use tools. Find out what tools
you haVe in your home that mechanics use. Learn to
use these tools. Repair and service your bicycle or old
machinery such as a typewriter or a clock.

Arrange a class tour of a service department of an
automobile dealership. Note that each mechanic may
specialize in One type of repair. There:may be a brake
repairer, a carbtiretor mechanic, a front-end mechanic,
a transmission mechanic, a' tune-up .mechanic, and a
rattle, squeak, and leak mechanic.
-

Role-play .11 converSation between if.' mechanic and a
customer, Pretend that you are the mechanic and ask
one of your classmates to play the part of the customer.
Explain an automotive problem to the,customer. Use
book,s about automotive repair as references.

Related Occupations
Would you like to keep engines running and wheels
rolling'? Repair' g automobiles is just one way of doing
it.

.

.

If there are automobile or bicycle repair clinics in your
community, attend them. These clinics give you a
chance to learn basic repairs, such as changing tires.

Unscramble the words listed below to find the names
of other mechanics who work with gasoline engines or
vehicles.

FARICRAT INAHMCCE
Join an Automotive Explorer Post if there is one in your

area. Exploring is open to young men and women

LBCYCIE ERIARRPE

aged 14 through 20. Tc) find out about Explorer posts

OTAB NEENIG INAIIMCCE

in your area, call "Boy Scouts of America" listed in
your phone book, and ask for the "Exploring Divi-

USB INAHMCCE

s1011.-

L$DEllis INAIIMCCE

AMRF.NEUKRTME INAIIMCCE
Find out d your school system has courticti in auto
mechanics. Ask the instructor to come and speak to
your class.

YUCLROOTMC INAIIMCCE
SALMI. ENNIGU. INAIIMCCE.

kTUCK INAHMCCE
Join a chapter of V I('A (Vocational Industrial ( lubs of
America).if your school-has one. V I('A chapters plan

See answers at end qf chapter.
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Computer Service Technician
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I've always been curious about how things work," says Jackie.
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"Cunningham, call Mr. Arnold, Commerce National
Bank," crackled the radio's speaker.
"Not. again," groaned Jackie. She had rat Commerce

ational only. a half hour before. Af ler she turned the
-car around, J ckie looked at her watch. Almost noon.
Jackie-Wonde ed whether there would be time fOr luneh
today. S'he alr ady had worked through lunch twice this
week,

down .when I. was here a little while a
making me'drive back."

instead of

"That would be too easy," joked Mr. Arnold.
Jackie went to the side room where the sorter was
located. The room also was used to store supplies and it
was cramped. However, Jackie did not have to moye the
.machine as she did in sonie offices.

The sorter was used :to grouip bank documents in

At one of the busy intersections traffic slowed to a
tilt w I.

"Why are there so many cars on the road on the busy
days?" she thought. Jackie drummed her fingers on the
steering wheel and looked about. She caught sight of the
pile of papers, tools, and trash from fast food restaurants
on'the hack seat of the car. "What a mess," she thought.
"Almost time for thc semiannual cleaning. I hate to use
this car for anything but work, it's so sloppy.''
A car horn blared. Another hon sounded impatiently
behind her and Jackie.stepped. on- the-accelerator. Soon
she was pulling into a parking lot near the hentOn
Buikling, where Commerce Nation'al had its offices.
.Jackie grabbed her jacket and picked iy the briefcase

several ways. Checking accountS, for example. could be
grouped by the amount of' money in them. Twice during

the past 5 days the sorter had failed to separate the
papers correctlY. From Mr. Arnold's description of what
had .happened, Jackie got an idea of what the problem-

might be. By listenin* the machine she decided that
the rubber belts and Metal rollers that moved papers
through the sorter needed adjustment.. Although, she
already had fixed s:everal of the belts. Jackie waS'sure
that they were Vie cause of the trouble. She knew that it
was not unusual for complex equipment to require severa

idjustments. She was used to visiting an office

times to fix a machine.
Jackie raised the metal cover on the front of the sorter.

Neve

that held her tools, reports, and repair manuals. She

and turned on the machine. She listened to the hum

didn't have to take much with her Ilecause supplies were_

Jackie worked for. saw to that. The company also sent
spare parts and repair instructions directly to the bank's
computer center. That way Jackie and the other service
technicians.didn't have to carry a lin of supplies around
or transport spare parts from Data .Products' regional

from the rollers and belts. lii a few seconds she located
a belt that seemed to need adjustment.
From a cabinet in the room Jackie took a can of oil
and a rag. After pouring some lubricant on the TAg, she
heldil against the moving belt for a few minutes. She
turned off the machine and tightened a screw at the end
of the roller that the belt wound around. This made the

office.

belt tighter. Jackie then let the sorter run while she

In factlackie sometimes worked !Or several weeks
without going to the regional office at all. As she saw it,
her job was taking care of the computer equipment at
her three "'accounts" the Commerce National Bank,
the County Hospital, and the Wilson Maimfacturing'
,COmpany, So natuhdly she spent most of' her time in

,watched and listened to the belt. .
"I've got you this time," she murmured to the machin
She had begun to thhit the sorter had a grudge,agailst

stored right at the bank_ Data Prt0cts, the company_

those places. not at the Data Products office.
a
As she, rushed through the parking lot. Jack i,e put on
her jacket. "It couldn't be much hotter." she thought as
she hurried ilko the air-conditioned building. Data Products expected-the service technicians to dress up for work

and fortunately Jackie liked to. But a suit, even this
cotton one. certAinly could be uncomfortable during the
sum mer.

Jackie pulled ont he Data Products' klentification
card as she passed the baiik's security guard and headed
for tlu's computer centei. When she entered the center,

Jackie'quickly Spotted: Mr. Arnold, who nin the office.
"Is ithe sorter again. Tom'?" she called from across
the room,

1

.

-

.

"Right," replied Mi.. Arnold.
"I wish you could have arranged to have it break
34n

.

.

her. From the very first time she had worked moth
electrical equipment as a hobby when she was a j 4iiiii:_r
high school:student'. Jackie had noticed that ,som
chines seemed to have personalities. She'd had lot or
experience. with data processing equipment since then,

and it only confirmed .her impression that machines
oould be as- different as people. Yes, quite a bit of
experience, now that she thought about it. She'd taken
electronics courses in high 'school. Then the training
classes at basic school when she'd first started working
at Data ProdUcts. And 2 years
on the job.
p
In a way Jackie preferred mechanical problems to the
,electronic ones, because
, . they were easier to explain to
the customers. She could show them a worn or loose
belt. Most electronic problemhwere caused by burnt.,-out
circuit boards. Jackie could locate a bad board with a
4:

.

voltmeter and she* Ould replac it with .a new one.
However, a burnt-but board loo td exactly like a
.,

one. It was sometimes hard to convince custoTers

..

Mechanics and Repairers
knew little about computers that those innocent-looking
boards causedAheir expensive comPuters to go haywire.
Jackie closed the machine cover and put away her
tools. From her briefcase she took 'a repair 'reporrform.
She tilled in the h1le7the machine model, the account's
naMe, and the code letters for the -tyfirOf breakdown
.
and repair.
,
/,
Shp milue out a repair, report for every service call.
Data Products used the information on the forms to
determine what kinds of problems there were with the
equipment .the company made. Engineers used the information to design rnachines that broke down less often
and could be serviced more easily.
Returning to the main computer room, Jackie wrote
the date and a brief description of the work she had done
in the record book that was kept with the equipment
itself. The information in the book would be used by
other c' omputer technicians. who might- work on the
machine. Jackie also, used the records to keep track of
the maintenance that she had done on the machines.
After putting the record book away. Jackie walked to
Mr. Arnold's office;
,

,.

"I think I've fixed it for good this time. But I'd like to
--be here,the next time you use it, just to make sure that
2,verything's okay. Will .you be using it soon?"
"Not until tomorrow," said Mr. Arnold.
.,-

"Ilium, I'm scheduled for training the rest of the

week

well, my backup can handle any problem.-

"Training again! I thought 'you'd already learned ,
everything you needed to know in Data Product basic,
,school. And aren't you going to night school now?" said
kir. Arnold.

"'At basic schOol I leained how to keep wise guys like

you happy and machines like your sorter working,"
replied Jackie. "The training this week is for your new
360 printer, and night school is part of my plan for the
.future..I want lo be an ,engineer one day. Then I'll be
designing these computers instead of fixing them.
"Well, I'd better run," Jackie continued as she picked
up her briefcase. "We've been really btssy the last 2 days
and I'm supposed to dA-some maintenance at Wilson
Manufacturing this afternoon. If I don't get it done Ken
Marcus will have problems and he can be awfully disagreeable when his machines,itct up."
"Well,- not everyone can be a nice guy like me," teased

Mr. Arnold.
"True," replitd Jackie. "See you next week."
"Take cave," called Mr,. rhold, as Jackie rushed out
the door.

Jackie called the office- dispatcherfrom the security
guard's desk to say that she hadanswered the Commerce
N),ttional call. To her surprise there were no other repair

.

Jackie looked at her watch. There was plenty of
tirni to get to the Wilson account,Suddenly she felt
relaxed. "I
. guegs.' I get to havse lunch after all," e
.

.

.thought as she headed for her car.

%-
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-It's amazing how some computers seem to be personalities," rernarks Jackie.
'Machines can be as different as people.'
.p
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'Suggested Activities

Computer service techniciunti repair and service key-

Use -class' assignments to .learn more .-about compute rs..

punch machines, cominter terminals, and other computer
equipment.

You might do a project on electronics orcomputers
for a science fair. qr. prepare a report on electricity,

rik

electronics, or computers for a science or English class.
Your libritry has books that can help you.

Do you enjoy fixing things?
Do you like Ri work with your hands? .
Are you interestoil in electryriTcs and computers?
Ilave yqu ever wondered how computers work? Have

)

Arrange to have a computer service technician speak to
your class,

you ever tried' to find out how other kinds of deetIoniC equipment4ork television sets, stereos, tape.

'a

recorders, or calculators?

Do you rd the owner's manual tor calculafors,
televis,ion sets, stereos, or radios? A
in finding out about the machines' N

Look for., an electronic tiobby', it in a hobby shop ori
department store. Visit a comp er store if there is ne
in your arca. Build a small compnter from a, kit.

you interested
ifications?

Have you ever tried to fix a., radio or a pocket
calculator?

Build a crystal radio set. ;You Can get help fibm books in
your school Or public library. ,

'a Computer senice technicians must find and correct the.
'cause of computer hreakdownsmnickly. They work under '
-

pressure all the time.

.Do you like to solve problems? bo you like to do

Join a Computer or an Electronic; Explorer Post if thers
is one in your area. Exploring is open to young men
and women aged 14 through,. 20. To find out about

_written mathematics problems?
Do you like tti do word puzzles or brain teasers?

Can you usually understand instructions the, first

Explorer pOsts in you .area, call-"Boy Scerlits of Amer-

time?

ia! listed in your phone book, and ask for the "Ex-

Can you do manual work quickly without Making

ploring Division.4'

mistakes?

How well do you work under pressure? Do you have
trouble taking tests?

If you are a Girl Scout, see it' your troop has the. Prom
Dream`s to Reality program -of career exploration.
Scoutso learn .about .electronics.artd machine repair
through site visits, speakers, and acthal experience.

Computer service technicians muslIget along easily with
their customers.

'Do yon-usually get along with people?
Are you 6utgoing?
DO you enjoy doing things with people?
iotv good' are you at calming someone down!when
he or she, is angry with you?
"Ciin you talk your way out of troublel-.....

If .you are a vIloy.Scout try tor Computer, Electricity,
Electronics,. Machinery, or Radio merit badges.

I

Joib athapteef VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of
.

How well can yon explain *things? Can you. give

Anierica) i your school has one. VICA chapters plan
prdjea, take field trips, and hold competitions in such

directions'?
Computer service technicians sptmd 4ot of (hue in their
clients' offices. The/ must Obis neatly and-A't proles-

skill areas .as industrial electronics, electricartrades,and radio and TV repair.
.

Dealing with people-is an important part_of a technician's
Do ypg'l i'ke

t

work. Try tutoring other studen6 in MathemliticsIor

dresS-well?

science to gain experienc,e explaining, problemS.

1,%.`you try to Otte a good appearance?

/
do,
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Jaclie's.arnbition is to be an engineer. "Thennibe designing computers instead

.of

.t.
ft/

Related p?cupation

,

c.

2-21-19-9-14-5-1!-I9

13- I .9-8-9-14-5..

l3-5-3-8- l- 14-9-4

Computer service technicians aren't the only mechan-

ics.. who lix electronic machinery. Dexode the words
betA-to.1)141 others. Each number stands for a letter.

id.

542-5-3-2048-15-14-9-3.

" 15-18-7-1-14

20-5-3-8-14-9-3-9-1-14

Use this,clue to get started.

17A
=
9=f
15 =

c,

9-14-19-20-18-21-13-5-14-20

(I

18-1-4-9-15

18-5-16-1-9-18-5-18

g,

18-1-4-1-18

13-5-3-8-1-14-9-3

h.

20-22

21 =
25

a.

Y

1-16-16-12-9-1-14-3-5
18-5-16-1-948-5-18

1-21-2045-13-15-20-9-22-5
5-12-5-3-20-1
-9-114

19-5-18-22,9-3-

20-5-3-8-14-9-3-9-1-14
.(

See answers ai end qf Mawr.

f
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Jpweler

"

n

,

Mr. AnthonV is a porfeOtionist. "I would raTher loammoney than do a jg that I'm
not satisfied wittt.,:':

Mechanics and Rep,airers
The jewelry store was dark except for a single bright
light in the back, where Mr. Alithony sat au his repair

rude. He made up his mind to smooth things over as
soon as he could. ,After all, Deb was a first class sales-

l'iench. Scattered on top of the bench were some tweezers
and phers[:anall brown enYelopes, eyeglasses, wooden
blocks, and glikt wire.
c'

person ., . and a good friend. Funny how people you
work with every day can become like members of your
family, he thought. Ile put on hismagnifying glasses and
returned tr work
"' z .,

Mr. Anthony straightened his back and stretched hi's
arms over his head to loosen up before startMg the next
job. His eyes were tired from working under the bright
light,. lie placed the bracelet that he had just finished in
a small case lined with velvet.
Glancing at his watch he thought, "Less 'than an hour

.

Befare he could solder the wire, it had to be filed so it

would .lie flat on.the top of die ring. With a few swift
movemiynts.,the filing was done.' Using the pliers, Mr.
bent the wire down so it touched the top of the
inthony.
ring. Ile .eicamined the ring 'to be sure it was ready and
stepped to the table where he. kept his soldering equip-,

till the store opens. I'd better not start making Mrs,,
Blue's earrings. Once the customers begiii coming in it'll

ment.

be toO lthrd io concentrate.-

Ilolding the ring with tweezers, he dipped it in an acid
solution that .would ketp the metal from turning black
under the torch's flame. Placing the ring in a solde.ring
clamp, he took. a pack of gold solder from aidrawer in

As Mr. Anthony placed the gold wire in one of the
drawers, he looked at the brOwn envelopes on the top Of

the bench. One was marked, -Repair ring seninC. Mr.
-Anthony picked up the envelope and removed the ring

the table.

-417711' he slipped 1,?ti Ins magnifying glisses aiid exa.mined
,
1

Ttk ring was niltde of Oki and had ail-emerald in the
ceider4wo small loops of gold,held the stone in place,
i kiops had broken at the bottoM, To fix
but onFN. to
.'flie ring; ri Anthony. would have to remove the stone

..

I.

a pair of pliers, Mr. Ant'hony bent back both

The opening of the store's front, door startled him.
;Mr. Anthony, Jis that you?- It was Ms. Rothstein, the
salesclerk.

'

,

.

'" Ynly a few hours."

w"tIonestly,, this is the third time ts week that yob:ye_

come in ..
early. If' yo don't slow down, your ulcer will
aci tip again.

.

S

"Excuse me," called Ms. Rothstein :from the sales
lioor. ''Did the gift boxes come in yesterday?"
"Nlo, and I hope we get themloday Wr're almost out.
lithere's one thing we don't need now it's customers

break in the ring, then carefully'but qiikkly.applied the
torch: In seconds the solder had melted in place..Mr,
Anthony made sure he turned off the torch and replaced
it in the stioid. Ow he had 'burned his hand because hT--tad not turned off the flame completely. Mr. _Anthony
remoyed the rihig from its stand ,and looked -closely at

.

"Yes,,..it's me, Deb."Have you been here long?"

\

.

the loops of wire. I le,worked the ,s'tone loose from the
small gold plate on which it Was mininted.

.

.

oniil'aThing about boxes. If' they don't come in by noon,
let's call Sehmit's,- he added.
Mr. Anthony took a piece of' solder from a drawer in
his bench. From this Iiiece he clipped.a speck of solder
smaller than a grain of, sand. Taking the torch from its
stand, he lit it and adjusted the flame to a fine line, With
the tip of an old file, he held the speck of' solder to the

and then solder thellooptovhe top of' the ring. The work
woukl be delfcate (4' slip of the pliers and the valuable
stone could be chipped,and rumedy However, Mr. Anthony had fixed many rs.in the years he had worked
as a .jeweler. Ile knew that interruptions wouldn't bother

him

os

."

"Men, with the holikys coming up, aiere's...a. lot' of
work^ to do and with so many custonters coming in J
.. can't work tindisturbed during the day."

'I know, but you really should, take' it easy or. ..."
''Okay, ),_k_ay! Lees get sonic work done.- snaf;ped Mr.
Anthony. "Set the jewelry in the display cases and get
ready to open the store.'
.

Ms. Rothstein quickly returned to the lynt of the
store. I ler feelings were hurt, and it sbowe:d. He apyte-

culled her concern, but he was tired and irritable. ln a
few moments Mr. Anthony was sorry that he had bienw

the soldered joint. Eveilything vs(lts all right.

Mr. Anthony went into the hack nieun where he kept
his polishing Machine. He took a wheel with bristles
from a set on the table. After slipping the wheel onto the
machine and turning it on, he totieheNhe edge of' the

spinning hri4es with a lamp of abrasive clay called
_'!-%tripoli." Tlw tripoli quickly covered the end of the
bristles.'llolding the ring in his fingers he ran the sok
der.ed joinf, under. the 'bristles. When he pulled the ring

--Kikk from (he wheel, the lump of-solder was smooth
with the joint. Mr. Anthony stopried the polishing machine and slipped on a different wheel. To the bristles
on this \neel he-applied jeweler's rouge (a red clay made
of' iron oxide): This (nine he polished the entire ring. Mr.
Anthony then Otaeed _the rim% in an ultrasonic cleaner.
The cleaner used aie Imalibles to remove tiny particles of

dirt. After a few minutes he removed the ring from the
inAehine and examined it undefa lamp. The go
r1

.

4.
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Anthony was a perfectionist. Ile would rather lose money

plained Mr. Johnsop. I have things to do and my wife
wants to wear that iecklace to a party tonight."
won't take longtlitall," said Mr. Anthony. reassuringly.
"I should hope not. After all the business I've given
this store, I think I have 'a right to expect decent service."

than do a job that didn't satisfy him. To ''do it right" he
would goldplate the ring tqljide.theceldered joint. Mr.
Anthony quickly set up the equipment to goldplate the
ring. 'Hie process woukl take several minutes, so he

stepped back to his bench,, took the necklace out 9f a
brown envelope, and quickly replaced the clasp.
When he stepped buck to the counter, Mr, :Iohnson

kied under the light and there was hardly a trace of the
soldered joint mitt a jeweler Could see that the solder was

a. different color than the gold.

"One more step," thOught Mr. Anthony, Although
many jewelers might reset the stone at this point, Mr.

IT

Mr. Anthony did not wait for hiin to continue,. I ie

leaned against the wall and relaxed.
1. "Do it right" had been Mr. Koncqnski's motto,

said, "Well, it's about time." Ile was taking out his

thought Mr. Anthony, suddenly remembering the days
when he was first learning his trade. Ile had gone to Mr.'
Konclynski's jewelry repair shop as an apprentice when

up for the inconvenience."
"Oh! Well ...-thank you," said Mr. Johnson as he left

-he was iust 16 and stayed there 4 years. The apprenticeship had been hard. The pa v_was low and Mr. Konczyn-

oh was a demanding boss. Nothing less than perfect.

work would suit him. However, Mr. Anthony never
regretted the.. years he had spent learning his trade. Ile
had learned all .types of jewelry work stone setting,

watch repair, jewelry niaking aiiI repair, and modelnrailting. These days. only a few shop or store owners
hire apprentices. Most jewelers learn their trade in jewehy factories. But factory work is so qwcialized that
person usually can learn only one or two skills.

billfold when Mr. Anthony said, "No charge, to make

the store.

"Ile is a good customAut he's haXI to handle when
he's rushed," said Ms. Rothstein.
"I knoW," sighed Mr. Anthony. "But I guess everyone
gets a little' touchy hOtore the holidhys. I'm sorry I
snapped at you zbefore."

rhat's oki
The door ( ened

4d

Ms.:Wang entered.

"Good moiiiig, Ms, Wang. You've come for the
ring?

said Mr. Anthony.

The but/ of the timer interrupted Mr. Anthony's
thoughts. The goldplating was done. The ring had been
covered by a new raver of gold. No one would be able to
see it was soldered.

/.1

All that remained of this .iob was to r'eset the stone,
but this witS no simple.. task. The stone had to be set
exactly right. If it tilted even a little, the ring would look
lopsided. Further, when 'he was setting the prongs over
the stone, a slip of his hand could easily chip or scratch

:r

4

the vmerakl.

As Mr Anthony returned to his bench, Ms. Rothstein
called from the sales floor.
"Mr. Anthony; could You step out here for a moment?

tt

'Fhis gentleman has a problem.' She was standing behind

a display case. across from a customer. Mr. Anthony
straightened his tie, glanced in the mirror by his bench
to se&\tat his hair was neat, and went to the counter.
"flu can I help you?" Ike asked the man on the other
side of the counter.
"Ybu can help me by giving me my wile's necklace,"
snapped the man.

"Mr. Johnson broughi a necklace in to have the clasp
fixed yesterday," explained Ms'. Rothstein, "Yon weren't
here at the time, so I put it on your table."
"If you could wait a few minutes. I can fix the necklace
right how," he said.

"Well, I don't have a few minutes to waste," coin-

1.52

A slip of the hand could chip or scratch a valuable
(101n.

Mechanics and Repairers
"'Yes, I'm anxious to see it."
"les in the safe in the back room.

Expit5ring
get it."

Mr. Anthony returned to the sales floor holding

a

black ring box. Ile held the box under a fluorescent lamp

-Lon the counter and opened it. The ring in the box
sparkled as the lainp light was reflected from the three
diamonds wbich surrounded a ruby on the top of the
ring,

Ms. Wang stared at tht. ring and murmured, "Beauti-

ful, truly beautiful."
"I'm glad you like it," said Mr. Anthony.
4r. Anthony had made the ring by hand following a
design Ms. Wang had giveh him. Ile had used pliers to
shape die ring from gold wire. Ile had made the settings
for the stOne from platinum in a similar fashion. It had
been a long and difficult job but worth the effort:11V
Mr. Anthony the ring was a work of art in metal and

.

Jewelers make and- repair jewelry. Thty work with precious stones and metals.
Does jewelry interest you'?
Do you like to look at jewelry displays in stores or in
museuins?

Do you like to look gt cxhi*s of precious stones and
metalS?

Have you ever wondered how jewelry is made?
Have you ever watched a jeweler or watch repairer
at work in a store?.
Did you ever try to make or design a piece of jewelry
or some other ornament?

stones.

".Ms. Rothstein will wrap the ring and make out you
receipt," said Mr..Anthony.
"Fine," replied Mtr.--Wang4. "Thank you again. You've
done a magnificent job."
Mr. Anthony smiled broadly. then hurried back to his
bench.

Working from drawings or sketches, jewelers shape
metal into lns, earrings, rings, and other jewelry. Their
work must be attractive.
po you like to make or build things'?
Do you like to work with tools?

Can you look .at a drawing and picture a threedimensional object?
Are you interested in 'art?
i)i(itiii? you explain why a piece. of jewelry appeals to

Do you select jewelry to thatch your clothing'?

.kwelers must be able to do very dicate work with their
hands. They often work with small, va nable objects, such

as gold ring settings and diamonds.
Do yo enjoy ,doing detailed work such as embroidering ot building modelsifrom kits'?
Do 'yo u have nimble fingek?,,Cian you thread a needle

quickly?

Jewelers work without supervision. 'My must be respon-

sible and take pride in their work.
Do you usually complete your homework assignments on time?

0010.041111111.01001111107m.o....

Are you one of the "workers" whe.,n you are on a
school committee'?
,

Ivir Anthony doiagris iowolry to suit tho cutitomor

Do you work on a project for (we of ypur classes in
school until' it's just right?
./
Do you st
with an 'activity such _as building a
model until it's (Iime as well as you can do it?
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Suggested Activities
Use jewelry and jewelry making as topics for school
assignments. Write a4ttrAit jewelry styles during different periods of history lOr au English or a social studies
report. Design or make jewelry for an art class. Explain

or demonstrate 'how jewelry is electroplated for a
science'class. For a mathematics class, prepare a report
on the systems of measurements used' by jewelers
karats and troy weight for gems and carats for precious

metals. Your library has books that will help you with
these projects.

Visit exhibits of jewelry in museums, shopping malls,
and craft fairs. Lodk lOr an opportunity to talk with
goldsmiths, silversmiths, emtmelists, or other craftwoi'kers,who make jewelry or works of ar.t from pre,

cious metals or stones. Ask about their work. How do
thty leel about it? I low Iid they become interesteettin
their craft? flow did they learn their skills?
Arrange a class (our of a jewelry repair shop or a jeWary
store that has a jeweler. II' there is a jewelry factory in
your area, try to arrange a class tour. You will see that
the work in the jewelry factory is much more sPccialiied than in a store or repair shop.
Make

sZe jewelry. Learn what tools jewelers LNe.; learn

how they shape metal. You will find jewelry kTrin
hobby shops and department stores. These_can help
you 'learn basic manual skills. Look for kits that use

metal or involve very detailed and delicate work.
Other activities that will help you develop manual
skills are model building i4RI needlework.

Write for information about the occupation to Retail
Jewelers of America, Time-Lite Building, Rockefeller
Center, 127.1 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
New York 10020,

Related Occupations
Jewelers are nOt-the only workers who make and
repair metal products:Descriptions of seven such work-

ers are listed below, along with the names of seven
occupations. Try to match the workers with their job

\ Automobile Body Repairer
Goldsmith
b.
Machinist
c.
d.
Modelmaker.
Sitversnath
e.
Tool Maker
f.
Watch Repairer
g.
a.

Max uses hammers, torches, and crowbars to make

accident ciies look like new.
Neal makes parts for cars, ships, trains, and other
machines. Ile uses lathes, milling machines, and other
2.

power tools and works with many different metals, including steel, iron, aluminum, and brass.
I.lope makes metakamples that are used to mass3.
produce jewelry. She shapes metals such as brass just as
a jeweler shapes gold, silver, or platinum.

+Oa

If you are a Girl Scout. see if your local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality program Of career exploration. troops also may' offer opportunities to try out
careers through internships, service aide and community action projects. and proficiency badges in a number of areas including Ceramics and Pottery and Metal
Arts.

If you are a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Drafting,
Leatherwork, Machinery, Metalwork, Model Desigil
and Building, Pottery, or Sciilpt tire.

Join a chapteR of VICA (Vocational Industrial ( lubs of
America) if your school has ohe. V1CA chapters plan
Projects, take field trips, and hold competitions in such
skill areas-as jewelry repair and watchmaking,

354

Emily works from sketches and diagrams just like
4.
a jeweler. She makes the part of a lathe, milling machine,
or other machine tool that cuts metal.
;1~

5.

Phil uses a precious metal to make and repair

jewelry, knives, lOrks, plates. and tea sets.

Karen specializes in making and repairing jewelry
from one precious metal..
6.

Because Larry often wear magnifying glasses on
7.
the job, many people think that he is a jeweler.'Actually,
he repairs one of the smallest an most commonly used
machines.

SIT answers a! end of chamer.

Mechanics,and Repairers
Job Facts

0-

There isn't room in this\book for a story &gout every kind of mechanic and rePair
occupation. Howeyer, ydu'll find some important facis about 28 of these occupations
in. the following se6tion. If you want additional inforrnation about any of them, you
might begin by consulting the Occupational Outlook Handbook, a publication of the
Department of Labor which should be av'ailable in your school or public library.

Occupaii(in

Nature aml l'hues of Pliork

1raininx and Qualificaiions

Other Information

Central office craftworkers usually begin working for the telephone company in other jobs. To
become ^craftworkers. they take
dasses. at company schools and
recenie on-the-joi, training from

Central office craftworkers may
have to work evenings, weekends, and holidays. They often
work in teams.

TELEPHONE CRAFT OCCUPATIONS
Central Office Craft

Cend'al

Occupations

for

crallworkers work

telqhone companies

throughout .the country. Most
central offices are in or near large

experienced workers. Some craft-

workers leain their skills in vo-,
cational school. or apprenticeships,
N

-

Centrid Office
Equipment
Installers

Most installers Vqork for compa,
tnake.c. central office

hies that

equipment. Somework for telephone companies. \Most central
officeS are in or .neir large cities.

Central. office eq.uipment installers are triUned by the companies

Some installers do a lof of travelling. They may be assigned to

they work for. Usually they re-

areas that include several Slates.
Installers oflen work in teams.

ceive on-the-job training plus
,classroom instructiow ClaSses

may he held at the factory where

the epiipme t is made.
'^
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Training and Qualifications

Nature and Places of Work

Occupation

Line

and

Installers
Cable Splice ls

Telephone companies usually
work for Jelephone companies, provide bokh on-the-job training
and classroom-instruction. Some
throughout the country.
line installers and cable splieiirs
Eine installers and cable splicers

Other InprinatIon

Some line and cable work

is

Workers have to
climb poles and lift heavy cables
and equipment.

strenuous.

learn their skills in vocational
schools or apprenticeships.
-

Telephone and PBX

Telephone and PBX installers

Installers and Repair-

and repairers work for telephone
companies throughout the country.

ers

Installers and Jepiiirep usually
begin working for the telephone
company in other jobs. To become installers and repairers.
they utke classes at company
schools and receive on-the-job

PBX stands kir Private pranch
Exchange.

training from experienced work-.

Telephone and PBX installers
and repairers,do much of their
work in customers' homes, and
offices, They travel in trucks

ers. Some installers and repairers

equippC!'d with tools and supplies.

learn their skills in vocational

Sometimes they work outdoors.

schools or apprenticeships.

OTHER OCCUPATIONS
Air-Vonditioning,
R efrigera t ion, and
!leafing Mechanics

a

Airplane Mechanics

Most air-conditioning, refrigera- Most of these mechanics start as
lion, and heating mechanics --Wipers and learn their skills by
work for companies that sell and working with experienced meinstall cooling and heating chanics for seviaal years. ,Some
learn- through appreaticethips.
equipment.
Employers prefer to hire.people
with a high school education.

Air-conditioning,

refrigeration,
heating mecluinics often
work long, irregular hours during
peak selisons in the summer and
winter.
and

'Over one-half of all airplane me-

Most airplane, inelilianics learn

Aircrt}ft mechanics often work in

chanics work for the airlines.
About one-third are employed

their track: in "the Xrmed Forces

high places, such as oil top of
wings and fuselages of large jet

by the Federal Oovernment. The
rest work for small repair shops

or in trade schools certified by
the. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). A high school di-

or companies with their pwn

ploma is preferred by employers.

planes.

planes.

..,.1..The majority of mechanics have

FAA licenses. Applicants for ha'
censes must have work $xperience and pass written and oral
tcst,s.

Appliance Repairers

Most appliance .repairers work
for applanice stores mid repair
shops. Others work !Or appliance
de pa rime n t

man u fact u re rs
stores, wholesalers, and

Most.appliance repairers start as
helpers and learn their trade on
the job. A high school education
is preferred by employers.

utility

Appliance repairers usually work

with little or no direct supervision. SOme spend several hours
a day driving to job sites.
'11.4

conipanies:

work for repair shops or for an-

Most automobile body rgairers
start as helpers and learK their

Automobile body repairers itiSu7.
ally work with Attie r no!directl

(mobile

dealers.

trade by working with experi-

supgrvision: The' work .dqo

Some Work for trucking '&impaniesAuslines. and motor vehicle

enced repairers for.several years.

dirly and: strenuous.' f_tmniireis
.usua ly buy, their own lbnAhool5..

manufacturers.

ships.

Aunnimbile Body

Most automobile bilAly 'repairers

Repairers

3$6

and

truck

Some learn through apprentice!yr

.

-

Mechanics and Repairers
OccupatiOn

Nwure and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other lnibrinalion

Automobile
Mechanics

Most

automobile mechanics
work lin- automobile dealers, au-

Automobile mechanics usually

After they have worked for

agencies and businesses that
have theirliwn automobile repair

learn their skills on the job. Some
mechanics learn through apprenticeships that combine classroom
instruction and on-the-job training. Courses in automobile repair
are helpful in getting a job.

while and mastered their skills.
some automobile mechanics
open their own repair shops or
gasoline service stations. Me-

departments.. Still others work
for automobile manufacturers.

Mechanics must have a driver's

tomobile repair shops, or gasoline service stanons. Some mechanics work for government

et

a

chanics ohen work over 40 hours

a week.. They Aually buy !heir
own handtools.

license.

Boat-Engine
Mechanics

boat-engine mechanics
work for boat dealers-or marinas.
Most

.Some work for companies that
manufacture boats.

Boat-engine mechanics usually

learn on the job. They start as
helpers and work under the supervision of experienced mechanics. Employers prefer to hire
high school graduates.

.

/ Bowl
Mach le Mechanics

Almost all bowling-pin-machine
mecbanics work in bowling centers; A few work for companies
that manufacture automatic pin-

Bowling-pin-machine mechanics'
learn on the job under the supervision-of experienced workers.

In some bowling centers, mechanics do all the maintenance

Business machine repairerkusuailx attend Schools run by their
vip*iyds. They learn on thc jbh
-.udder thlisupervision ofexperi,
enced iters. Employers require a high sChoof diploma'and

Business machine repairers must

setters.

Business Machine
Repairers

Most business machMe repairers

work for companies ,that make

Boat-engine mechanics often
work overtime during the spring
and summer. Mechanics may repair millibikes, motorcycles,
snowmobiles, and lawnmowers.

such busi.negs .machincs as type...
writers, postage meterS, and philocopiers Some re.pairers WOrkdirecil-Y. for. 'companies that nSe
the autelanes: 7
prefer people who have had sortie
technical tntining in nutehine repair.

work such as polishing lanes and
reconditioning pins.

/

.

keep customers satisfied. They
have-44-be.....pleusant and cooper-

ative and dreli neatly. Training
in electronics is becoming more
important.

7

'oro p u ter -Se Nice

:rechrileians' :

NifsCst coinputer serVice
C(Stilp4ter s.-pryiee technicians
cifius Work- for 'companies that_ ustially attend company- schools'
:repair.. computer eqUipMeni .ot- fOr several immths-. and .study:;
for ixffhp.Unies (hilt Make" th5. computer thtoiy, .10a!ti,;(*0:90equiPMent. "Somc :t03/4414:041. "Os, Imo kithe(Subjects. 'They alsp
organizations..,that'have learn Oftheb under ale
largc scOrn.pnter center:C..
workers:

Cemputer. .service technicians
cannot-count on a 9-to-.5

.

day. They ofte'n are on call 24
hours a-day or work 'shires. They,

must dress. ritally, 'be pleasant:
and know hOW;to deal

EMPloy0iSshik for people with.'
Sortie p'ostilio school 'let: h ka
training.

1.1-1SteChaift0"';

MoS.idiesel meehanics wOrkfOr Vieot: ii
clistritiutors and dealers..of .heselfeqajpment. Siime work kir truck-.
l re firms, _h,ushne,. itidependent
feria r
or d tese I : cagi

inaituracturer.:

hap ics :uSun4y: train

thlOb..tind0
lOrn

MoSt jobs in *Add
.by methanics, who 1.111/1;':peFi-;
repairing:gaSoline engines.

scs, i

It;

ifs or in
'CaftOnal sCboolS: MOst erit'oy(frs
preTet hip Achoof graduates.
,Itiis.0."$h. 00,!:11 !IcC
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Occupation

Electric Sign
Repairers

Nature and Phice.v of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

Most electric sign repairers work
in small shops that manufacture,
install, and service electric signs.

Electric sign repairers usually
start as helper.tind learn their

Electric sign repairers cammt be

skills by working with experitrain
repairers.
enced
through apprenticeships. A high..
Some

.

afraid of heights. They Wien
work on ladders or in the baskets
of boom trucks.

school diploma is preferred by
most employers and required tiff
apprenticeships.
Farm F:quipMent
Mechanics

mechanics
equipment
work long hours during planting

Most limn equipment mechanics

Farm equipment mechanics usu-

Farm

work in the service department

ally start as- helpers and learn
their trade by working with experienced repairers. Some train
through apprenticeships or vo-

and harvesting season as mmeh
as 10 to 12 hours a day, 7 days a

of farm eqMpment-dealers. Some
work in independent repair

shops or for large farms. They
usually work in small towns or -cational schools. Most employers
prefer high school graduates.

rural areas.

week. They often travel ato the,
fields to repair br9.ken equipment.

Industrial Machinery.

lit,dustrial .machinery

repairers

Most industrial machinery me-

Repairers

work in manufacturing plants.
They maintain and repair the
machines used to make food

chanics start as helpers and learn

Industrial machinery mechanics
may work nights and weekends.

their trade by working with experienced repairers. Sonic train
through apprenticeships. Most

good physical condition in order
to work with large machines.

products, chemicals, paper, and
thousands of other products.

Instrument Repairers ',Most instrument repairers work
4.4ke

Jewelers

for indinftial firms or power
companies.. They maintain and
fepair the instruments used in
producing chemicals or petroleum, for example. Sonic repairer; work for companies that
manufacture instruments. Some
work for repair companies or for
the Federal Government.

Most jewelers work in precious
jewelry factorics or jewelry repair
shops. Some _work in stores that

sell jewelry. Most Rrecious jew-'
elry factories are in New York
City,

employers
graduates.

They have' to be agile' and in

prefer high school-

There are several ways of training for a job in this oi!cupation.
Instrument repairers often start
work as "'production workers,

training following
high school is increasingly im-

Technical

-portant. Instrument repairers
may work nights and weekends.

then Crain on the job. Some train

through apprentice:ships. Tech;
nical schools, community or junior colleges, and thc military also
teach the skint; needed to become
an instrument repairer. A high

school diploma is required.

.

Jewelers usually learn their skills

Once they have mastered the

by woiking under the supervision of experienced jewelers.

trade, many jewelers open their
own jewelry repair shops.

Some train through apprenticeships or in vocational .sehools.

Most employers prefer a high
school education.
,

1.ocksmiths

uslially learn their

Locksmiths may be on call and

shops or Operate their Own

trade by working with experi-

shops.-Sonie Work, in hardware
and Oparrinent stores or in large
indmarial plant&

enced locksmiths. Some train in

work nights and weekend& They
spend several hours a day dr,iving

vocational schmilS. A high school

to joyiites.

Motit lOckMniths. work (or lock-

Beginners

education- is prefeiredqby most
employers.

-^

Many States and cities have licensing reqUirements,

echanics and Repairers
Occupatam

Maintenance
Electricians

' Nature and Places of Work

More than hall of all maintenance electricians work for manuracturing industries. Some are
employed by public utilities,

nunes, railroads, and Federal.
State, and local governments.

TrainlnK and Qualifications

Other hornialion

Kist maintenance electricians Following safety principles is
learn their trade on the job as' very important, because maintehelpers or through apprentice- nance electricians work near

ship. Sonic learn the trade in the
Armed Forces. A high school diploma is required for an apprenticeship.

high-voltage

industrUil

equip-

mechanics

often

ment.

Many local governments have licensing requirements.
Motorcycle
Mechanics

Most mechanics work for motorcycle dealers.' Sonic are an-

ployed by city governments to
repair police motorcycles.
,

Motorcycle mechanics usually
start as helpers lind learn their

Motorcycle

enced mechanics. Most employers prefer high school graduates.

own handtools.

work overtime during the sumskills by working with elperi- .. 1ner.'Nlechanic.s must buy their

Mechivnics must have a motorcycle driver's license.

hano and Organ
Timems and Repairers

Most work 1M repair shops,
operate their own shops. Some
repairers are employed by piano'
and organ dealers and manufac(lifers.

Piano and organ tuners and reairers usually start as helpers
a id learn their skills by working
wItii experienced . repairers.- A
sinai 1 _number
of technical

Piano and organ tuners and repairers often work evenings and
weekends. They are busiest during the fall and winter because
people spend more time inside.

schools and colleges have courses

in piano repair. Most employers
prefer high school graduates.

Shoe Rcpaueis

Most shoe repairers work in repair shops. About half own their
own shops. Somc repairers are
employed in shoe stores, depdrtment stores, and drycleamng

Shoe repairers usually start as
helpers and learn the trade by
working with experienced repairers. Some train ,at vocational

Selremployed shoe repairers
work long hours 'sometimes ns
much as 10 hours a day, days
a week.

schools.

shops.

Radio and 'Television
Service Technicians

Most radio and television service

lip to 2 years of technical train-

technicians work in shops and

'ing in electronics and 2 to 4 years
of on-the-job experience usually
are required to become a service

stores that sell or service radios,

television sos, and other electronic products.

Many jadio and television service technicians open their own
repair shops.

technician. Technical training is
available From high schools, vocational schools, and the Armed
Forces.

w

Many Stales require service technicians to have licenses.

Truck Mechanics and
Bus Mechanics

Most truck mechanics work for
companies

that own fleets or

trucks. Others are employed by
truck .dealers, truck montaneturers, or Federal, State. and local governments.

Most bus mechanics work (Or locid Minsk companies or intercity
tnishnes.

Most

ruck and bus mechanics
helpers and learn the

Truck and bus, mechanics may

trade by working with experi-

ends. They occasionally make

start (ilts

enced mechanics. Some Mechanics train through apprentiee.shim,
A high' school education is pretermed by most employers.

work evenings, nights. and week-

emergency repairs on the road.

Truck and bus mechanics imiy
need a State chauffeur's license.
4T.
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Nrure and Places of Work

OccupatiwI

l'raining and Qualifications

Other InfOrmation
-

1.

Mst o vending machi ne mechan-

Vending Machine
Mechanics

_Vending machine mechanics
usually. start asi helpers or route

,ics work for companies that in,Stall and service vending ma- drivers. They learn their trade by
chines. Some work for compa-. working with experienced menies that own beverage machines.
juke boxes, pinball machines,

Vending mnchine

numfre.frez

quently .work at,night And on o
weekends and hOlidays,

77

chanics. A high school education
is desirable.

and laundry and drycleaning
machines.

A driver's license is required.

.

Watch Repairers

repairers work in

Most watch rOairers learn their

Many watch repairers open their

jewelry sto es or re,pair shops. A
small number work in watch fac-

skills in watch reppir schools.
Courses last from I to 3 years.
Some winch repairers train
through apprenticeship or on the

own shops.

Most wat

tortes.

P"

job. A high school education is.
preierred hy most employers and
schools.

Ten States require watch repairers to have a license.

Answers to Related Occupations
AUTO MECHANIC
-

I. Aircraft mechanic, 2. Bicycle repairer, 3. iloat engine mechanic, 4. Bus mechanic,
5.-Diesel mechanic, 6. Farm equipment mechanic, 7. Motorcycle mechanic:8. Small
engine mechanic, 9: Truck mechani5,.

COMPUTER SER,VICE ThCHNICIAN
I, Appliance repairer, 2. Automotive electrician, 3. Business machine mechanic, 4.

pectronic organ technician, 5. Instrument repairer, 6. Radio repairer, 7. Radar
repairer, M. TV_service technician.

JEWELER

Automobile body repairer, 2. Machinist, 3. Modelmaker, 4. Tool maker, 5.
Silversmith, 6. 6oldsmith, 7. Watch repairer.
I.
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In adO)tion td his work at a chikiren's hospital, this pedfatrician teaches at a
medical Khoo!.

Exp-lorin6 Careers
Luther Knightwas nervous. The clock read 9:57,

itmost time for science class. That by itself-didn't bother
in; he enjoyed science. Occasionally Ms. Dombrowski
talked too much and the students got fidgety. But Luther
liked Ms. Dornhrowski's course in general science, and
the unit in biology they were doing now filscinated him.
He planned to study biology in 'high school rnd then in
college. And someday he would be a famous biologist.
1:.very day he looked forward rokcienee class.
_

.

Lvery day, that is.. except today. Today Luther 'was
nervOtrs. Today ht was.schedaled to give a
report to the
ow
class and very soon he would be-standing at the front of
the room and talking while 30 pairS ofeyes watched him.

Luther had prepared his report: he knew what ,to say.
But thd/t hought of all those eyes on him sent shivers
up
_
his spine.
I

Luther and his classmates sat down as he bell rang. A

minute later. a woman entered the room She moved
quickly and gave an impression of barely cOntained
energy. After dropping some papers on her desk, Ae
went straight to the chalkboard and picked up a piece of'
chalk.
"Good morning, everyone.': she began, getting straight
.the 'point. "Menday. as you remember, we
started talking about The \mike of*health. Yesterday we

got into the history of health care, and hiday we have
.indis4dual reports on health occupations ..." Ms. Dombrowski looked up. "I'm sure everyone is ready," she
added with a wide smile.

nervously in his seat as the teacher
continued. 14.fore we hear the reports. though, lees
review yesterday's discussion. What did we say about
Luther na'we

health care?"

.spoke up. "Caring for the sick is one of the
world:s oldest occupations. People have been doing it for
thousands of years. But ways of taking care of the ,sick
have chantwol a great deal. In the old days. health care

was all mixed up with maga: and superstition. Today.
.

To

medicine is a science and imdical researchers keep looking for better ways of' treating illness and ke;ping, people
healthy.

t"Many inediwol procedures.and pany of the rules
Abut good health that we take for granted, were discovvi
ered.xlinte recently after lots o1''sci9n1-i1ic observation
add research. AOesthetics to kerey people from feeling
pain and shots to prote$1 them against diseases like
' smallpox or polio are sahMiseoverio We all knoW how
miportant it is -to keep woqnd.; clean to prevent
infect! i,. but dochicedid n't always know that..Centuries
ago. opeo ions took place in dirty surroundings; i.loctors

didn't reahie 014 the germvott kt 1flti
make a iick person even sicker.
162
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"Arid," continued Allison; "new medical discoverii;s
are taking place all the time. Some medicines and operations that are used today were unknown just 5 or. 10
years ago!",

.

"Although,,the field of' health care is, very old," she
said, speaking rapidly, "it's also verrnew. And advances
in medical science are taking place so fast that the field
is changing all the time."
'.`That's an excellertt summary, Allison,v said -the
teacher. "NoW, what else can we say about health care?

Why should we-bother to learn Amp health oc,cupa..
tions?:'

,

,

..

- Hesitating at first, Luis finally raised his. hand. "Be.,
cause sonie of as may want to bA ecome doctors and nuNes
wher we're older,'.' he 9id.
.
.

.

.

"Yes, of' wars Atijs.,",anSwered Ms. Dombrowski.
"We've already learned th t several- million people int 0'
this country work" in the he ilth field, aria that ther,e are 4
health career.s of.. all kinds for people with different
r""-interests and abilitieS.- '
"Many of' these jobs were created by le rapid devel-

opments in medicineilhat 'Allison jus

=honed. Re-

member that many of the things that people in the health
field do today would have been' uniMagirtabk 100 years
ago. The health occupations as we know them today

were "created" by huch things-as the invention of a new

macInne, the discovery of a new way of diagnosing
.illoess, or the introduction of a Wetter way of helping
people take care of Themselves. New occupations are
emerging all the time, and quite possibly the health
oceupations of' the future won't resenVe the jobs we're
going to hear about now."
Glancirigat her paper again, the teacher continued.
"We have eight reports to hear today, so let's go ahead
with them. First is Toni Crowley, who will tell us about
medical practitioners."

Medical Practitioners
Nde cards.in hand, Toni- wi-i.lked to the front of the
toom. faced the class, and began to speak.

"Medical practitioners, w.htm we usually refer.tojis
doctors, are called that because they .Z'practice"
profession of' medicine.' When they treat patients,4heeir
hardest and most important job is Making a diagnois:
figiring out whiff's wrong,and what to-do abtjto it. They

usually start by taking a .rnedreal histot'y lind doing a
physical examination, plus' ordering w,hkever tests or Xrays seem appropriate. The rtstilts give them the clues

the,y, need to deiermine how sick someone. really is.
(''orning tip with the correct diagnosis can be hard if the
patient .4 a baby who can't explain what litir6. Or if' the
disease is very rare, the kind doctors `read about in
textbooks but never expect to sec. At any rate. diagnosing

4

.47?'

Health Occupations_
illriss

ruseribing the proper treatniktake so much

knowledge a id skilf that medical prioitioriers spend
years and yea

.

goi ng to sChtiol.

.

"Mosunedici practitioners are physicians and have a
&ree called, a odor 'of Medicine, or M.D. Some

.

Thysicians are One practitioner, doctors who sat'patients orall ages and trt, t all kinds oT illnesses'. But most
physicians Specialize.
d're all familiar with .so.nie -of
these experss. On televi. ion we've ken surgeons 0perMe...
When our mothers wc e eXpecting us, 'they probably
.visited Kvnecoh)gists-.or
letricians. These' doctors 4)ook
care of problems related t he pregnancy, and delivered

us when Ate were born

td . many of us have visited
pedialrielao.v,,cloctors w 0 trtat children and youngSbers.
There,. are other 5peciall
whom you may not hav
v.
Cardiolo
r
example,
concentratvn dis.heard of'.
eases of. the hea t. Neurologists -treat .problems of tbe
brain and nervou. system Rgdiologists Specialize in using
X-rays to find o rem illnesses. The list .goe,,s on and on.
lo fact, there are niore than 30 fields of' medicine in
which doctors can take graduate traiMng afterthey earn
the M.D.
There are other kindsof medical practitioners you've_
P
probably heard about. Osteopathic' physicians
help pals

.

tients who have problems involving muscles'and 0bones.
4

-

.SurAps must be able to 'make decisions in
etiorg.eflcies..'

They use hana manipulation as a form of treatment in'
addition to Siirgery, drugs, and'other,conventional Nedical treatments. Chiropractors 4p, al with the nervous sjtstem, and treat patients by manipulating the, spine. And
podiatrists .treat loot disease and deformities sdch as
corns or bunions. They also take care of' problerns withthe arch, or curve of the foot."

Y.

I,

4

Toni loaed op from her paper. "There are other
kinds of health practitioners tharl haven't mentioned,"
,she said. "But they will he covered in other reports. Any
questions?;
When no hands appeared, Toni retwned to her seat.

441..:,

"That was very good. Toni," commented. Ms. Dombrowski. "And now let's hear about another kin-0 of
health praditioner. Ow, dental practitioner,. or dentist.
Sharon, Dailey's report On dental occupations is neA.
*

,,140.
.

/Pt

The Oitagnosis con be difficult if the patient can't
explhliin what's wrong.

The7n Pilar Chavez will tell us about optical pccnpations:
Sharon?"

As Shiiron walked, to the front of the, room, I..dther
ghifted in his seat. Ills ordeal was at least 10 minutes
away. Maytie,.if be was lucky, the other reports would'
take the wit6k..hour attd he'd be saved for today. Butthat was too, much to hope for ....
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Dentists need talented handsmt-well.a9 scientifld%
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"Dehtal workers," began Sharon,,-"akegOncernid wi,tp

the teeth and gums. Many olos haye gone to the-Wentista

to have a cavity filled. But gentists do Ruch ntorethapi
that. They give us advice" on, taking proper care of 911)teeth. They eiamitie teeth and-gums Or signs of cliscase,

Depending on the problem,"lherpke X-rays, straighten
teeth, and treat gum disease., When neeessary,, they pull.'
teeth awd substiutte NIs I! teeth, called dentures. Some gjf
us have visited an otthOdonaq a dentist wholgiscializes
s'
in straightening teeih.
haVe ydtkir teeth

it may not bohNe ist who does thd ci wing.
Dentists often employ deri'idl lvgiedvis to cleariffid
polish teeth, take X-rays, add tell. patients how td, eke
for their teeth properly, isiany dertsts als6 havep de;a9l
fqsivani who makes the patient corn fprtahle in the dival
chair and hejfs the demist by handing instrurncrqs and
keeping the, patichessinotith clean.,
`tl+ere is Oe other kina Ofiderital Worker whom we
;,rarely see,,the dental lalsoratoiy, technkiati. Thiti is the
ppbn who makes brac:e!:, dentures, crowns, and bridges.

9

-,

01.

Dental Occupations
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keep his eyes.off ,th eloaa'the
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"Lookl around the:roorn," iorgail Pitar,. "and .nopee, i'-- P
how many pe9ple vear glassps. Qui* a (e/. Arid mit& 41
?t*.

of you wear tpn
nee,Jed

glasses? An

t

Jellses! Who told -"you that "y,tfirfts
ntkirvi, prfok*Aly.' Optometrists

are medical prdetilioners old have extensive.training,as
do the dther actors Torii just'iss?,ld'uti. about, But instct5ft .

'

of beinAielors of Mtdieine they `go to- colleges bf
optTnetry and tarn Ihe degree a Doctor of Optom try.
" vplonettei,egaMine tltseirpittients' 4yes and rutty 1 co
scribe &Isles or .contacere-nses to correct poor s,,j n.
When neteSsary, they ean suggest other treatments, srkt

as eye dVorkthat don't involve drugs-or surgery4','
A.

a
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.
If you wear braces, you probilbly rementher whtsit ii wt
like wh,en the dentjst took impressions and Measusrernen s)
ofsyour 'teeth. ",141,e."teehniciari tAed thqe 'to male tilt,
,
.
vats./ c there ahy',qupti;ons?"
Since-A iere weisenoAtitOtionsl,his time:either, $haron
vt
,Boor
Jila.p and. Sat.down.`Luther couldn't

A

VP

1

,...
(5

,

"When you visit a. dentist's ffiee

1

klelping ii(liple'sstitlectkames for, itielrseyeglAsses
takes.coO4sy01
,
,,0
tact.
,
. 0

1P

a

es

.

A'
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'Many Opfoructrists eniklqy an opoItterro: as. .

didn't want to wear them.,So- the optician
aq.justed them Jo/ me. Besides lining gl: sses, opticians
help patients' sele frames. And. they rite up wit..4
o,se and,

who haps ftitqu (i.re way a dental-ansistant tkelps,a d
optometric asostants keep patteqls.:. re.Lortt's,
e ap-

pointments, and do hther"ollicewprk. l'heyalst

relharet
a patient 'kn. an eye examination and'helpThe opiomeaist
,
.
perform it.'
.
.

.

-

'When 1 waiin fifth grade, the optometrist tdted knly
vsion and boa rue that,I iteeded glasses. AL tlictimck I

..

%-never woudeted where those glasses camth from. But in
-doing-the researell .Itor this repôrv. I learned that an

0 hilialmie hibothwri whnician waS .the person who
-------- 'ac illy made my glasses. .;omettnielitse'Worke'rs are
called oplical tneehnnics.,AnyWay,. 'fey start with a man-

.dard pikett of glais. c Ille

a letis blank. ultang preeisn
tools, Viey grind and* polish the blank until it fits the.
prestaiption. Then they mark :Ind cut the lens to fit the

14.

I rune.

.
..

orders that the: tec nician. uase to make lasses..
What if you need riiire.-.414an jps tasses? Portonately, I don't. But many Lie( ple have'serious
th'llt require mttdicine or Esurgery. These peopLe go to an
ophikalnulloest. Also know as oculims, ophthalnffilogists
are physicians medical doctors who_specialize in problems of the eye. Like other.phypicians, they are licensed
to prescribe drtigs or surgery to cgrrect a Problem."
Pilar looked around the room nd:wdted for,questions.
Someone irt. the back had 4 tie? Luthek cildn't pay
,
.,
i? m.iy attention; ne was nusy rem., ng 1./ls-le0Ort Ito hiintrelf,
Maid he might be called -next Hi-report was ils good--as

".

.N

a

as

the others. he told hiMstlf. There war;, nathing to be
a frahl of. , .. But everyone would be looking at him!

e

",L,reprievber the day my4father and I piiked up the
glaAt:es, a( the office of the dispenting oplician. We had .
1 Vready Been there,once, to bring the. optonictri0 prescr)ption
'and. choose the Irames. When the glasses were
.
.
..

ready, they didn't lit corn fortably..Uhey felt funny on my

/

What if he tripped as he wal,ked to the front oille room'?
"Thank .you, Pilot.," Ms. DombrpwAi was saying.
0
'-Ler,'s seo, who's neo.?"..
i'
Luther crossed his litigers an4 held his breaths
"Greg TaniMoto has a report on nursing oecupatimis,"
continued the teacher.
Luther relaxecV Greg was sure togive a lonereport.:V3
he always did. If:
.

1

-e
sa.

Nursing Occup9tiOns

1

'Stastiding cunlident.ly at the frPrrt of the Morn, Greg

'

paused to get eve
nes attentain and then began to
\
read from tits note c. d$
"When we think 41 health caiec" he said, "w e think of
nurses as well as doctors. We all know that nurses play

a. very important rOle in caring for Ole sO. however,
there's more to nursiiig than that.

t; \

"Just think about.Ms..0'llare, the school nu6e. Like
many nurses,-she devotes a lot of her time to liihilth.
education

t.

teaching us tll'int about our eating, sleepii)g,

and living habits that &if-make us healthier. She .also
gives us tips on how to keep from hurting ourselves."
"That's right! She talked to our gyfrn class last 'week
out Ole dangers of skateboardingY.brokc iii Charlie:
"Ygs,"..agreed Greg, a little startled 1,?); the inte:Trup(ion. Regaining his composure, he continue4"You may
,N
-not k noW that people in several different jt.tirbs provide
'rutting car'e: Registered nurses, practical nnrses, nursin§
Ades; atterkilants, and orderlies. The differencd among

0
,

intormyv cam nurso has had fo find har
,own way of danlind eith dsor ious illnoss and daaUl.

----.

these workers boil'
, . down to training and,responsibility.
The more training you have, the more responsibility you
'can assume and the [lore decisions you earl maiw about
what.kind of care theopattent should have.
"In a hospital Or nursing hollle, regisiertd nudes su,

tr"
444
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pervfge U irsing care. They keep track of 'the patients'
progress. 'hey must know enough to be able to judge a
patient's cohditim and tell it it is getting worse. If so,'
they must know exactly what 'iiction to take. Nurses see
to it that the. phy'sician's Orders are carried out and
consult the.physiciall Mien problems Occur. But when

,

emergencies arise, they may have to take charge and rely
on their own training and experience to do tpe best thing
for the patient.
-

"Training for this profession takes from 2 to 5 years,
depending on the program. That's considerably more
training than people in.other nursing occupations have,

Vt.

so registered nurses often act as team leaders in providing

patient care. With their extra training they have grevter
responsibility for thikpatient's health. They noconly give
shots,. for example, but know what the medicine is for

1,

and %%dot st(te effects it might have.

"PydZ/nurw.v

help physician.s and re stered nurses

by handling routine aspects of patient ci e. They take
temperatures and blood pressures, change bandages or
drcssimis and give cetain medicines. Their training usually kes I year. Practical nurses must pass a special
exam in order to use the title "licensed practichl nurse"

requires a great deal of patience and enconragenient
lioni the nursing staff. These nurses must be good at

dealing with people during a difficult period in their
liveS. They must be abk to reach ont and enconrage
people who feel sad and hopeless. lm institutions where

the patients need rehabilitation or long-term care, the
hnnian side of nursing is especially important. Sometimes a nurse is the patient's only friend.
"Community health nursing is something else you
should know about," Greg continned. "Public healdi
nurse.v run-- clinics that deal with heriRh care hoods in
neighborhoods where people live housing/projects in
rundown parts of the city, migrant labor camps, remote
communities in the mountains or the desert, Visiting
nurses care for people in their homes; often, their patients
are elderly people who are too sick or weak to manage

all by themselves. Visiting nurses usually travel by car.,
and see many patients in the course of a day. They're on
the go all the time, and no two days are alike. Community
health nurses do other things, too. They organize neigh-

borhood h .alth programs and try to educate people
about goo health and sensible living habits. They may,

or 1.PN.

11Vursing aides also help With the daily routine in a
hospital or a nursing home. They answer patients' bell

calls, deliver inessag6,.carrelsod trays into patients'
rooms, and feed patients who are too sicA to feed themselves. Onlerlie.v and auemlams escort patients to operating and examining rooms. These nursing occuptitions

require the least training from a few (lays to a. few
months and that usually is provided on the job."

gorsOmv

Oreg looked up from his note cards. "That's it. Are
there any questions!"
Somehoqy plea:v0 ask a question, thought hither as he
counted thl minutes remaining in this class period. .
,

"I have, a question," said Lisa. "You mentioned the
school nurse and talked about nurses who work in
hospitals. I have a cousin who works in the heallh unit
at Consolidated Petroleum, so I know that nurses also
work in bvsiness and industry. Do they work in other

places, too?"

"Sure they do," said Charlie before (;reg hada chhnce

to reply. "They work in doctors' cilrys!"
"Right," agreed Greg. "And nurses work in o her
places that are a little less obvious, Myn urses and'
cennursing aides work in nursing homes, r
ters, psychiatric hospitals, and n\entali ealth clines. The

atmosphere is different froM that in general hospitals,
which usually are pretty hectic places where the patients
are,extrepely sick, but stay for only a short time. Patients

in nursing -homes and mental hospitals may Ittay for
months or years. Progress can be very slow, and. that
'`
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Wolfing nurses ere on the go all the time..
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Health Occupations
,.

for example, help start a campaign to wipe out rats; bring
in speakers to teach shoppers about the nutritional value

It al

of the food they buy; or teach youngsters about drug

the tee tkki
.iicia ns and clerks. These 'workers don't take care

abuse."

of sick p ople the way doctors and nurses do, big they're
health workers all 'the same. Are there any questions?"
Luther looked around the room hoping to see iands
go up, but none did. lie became nervous again as Kevin

Toni raised her hand: "When

was preparing my
report, I came across the term "nurse practitioner." ( 'an
you explain that?"'
/
!AM lent. thought Luther. The more q nest ions the
better. (;ieg certainly was wound up about nursing!
"Nurse pracliluniers," began (Areg, "are registered
nurses vho have gone back to nursing school for adI

vanced training that lasts 1 yeasr or more. The additional
skills they learn enahle them to provide basic health care
on their own. For exampre. some nti.Q.e_ practitioners run
maternal health clinics clinics for mothers and babies.

They know all about common .childhood complaints.
and can handle ordinary illnesses so well that the mother
doesn't have to take her baby to a physician. A few nurse
practitioners have private practices just as doctors and
dentists do and trat patients with routine health preh .

lems such as colds, sore throats, sprains, antl broken
bones!, Nurse practitioners are trained to substitute for
physiCian in specific situations

a

"(5ood job, Greg," said Ms. Dombrowski. "Now let's
hear from levin about medical record occupations."

Medical Record Personnel
"Medical records are an important part. of health
care," Kevin began. "Medical records are nOhing more
than written information about patients, including their
"medical histories" what illnesses they have had a id
when, what doctors they visited. whlit treatment or dr
they've had, anti so on. The record also contai
ay

information. In most hospitals, a medical record
adnikisiraior directs the records department and trains

went back to his seat and Ms. Dombrowski looked at
her list. Luther glanced at the clock. Ile was counting on

the hour running out before his turn. Or would it be
better just to get it over with and not worry anymore?
No, giving the reeirt tomorrow woUld be better than
4r1
giving it today ....
.
"Ramon Ramirez, let's hear your report ot therapy
..

and rehabilitation occupaiiC;ns,"- thessiteacher aid Stid-

doily.
So far, so good, thought Luther.

Therapy and Rehabilitation Occupations
\,
,i
"Think about the handicapped students in ( ur
c

school," began Ramon. "Some have obvious disabilitic.,
such as blindness or a withered arm. thhers have prob.lems that aren't noticeable right'away, such as hearing

difficulty. But whatever the problem, many of these
students learned to cope with their handicap through
t he ra py.

'll'herapists and rehabilitatinn workers help people
with handicaps learn to move around, communicate, And
go through everyday act)yities a. normally as possible.
With therapists'. help, ,inore han -apped people than
ever before are managing very wel in schools just like
this one, in college, and in the world of work.

reports, res1dts tjf laboratory tests, and notes from (kw ors
and nurse

"Many eop e use this information. Of conrse, a dt -tor

usually n eds olenow your medical history in ord r
treat you. But- nedical records serve tother purposes too.

Research( rs u 'Ahem in looking for cures for dis ases.
National bind State health agencies use them in
velopnig pul lic health programs. And insurance comp nies
use then
setting tato; for their policies,
"Medical acordkeeping is a complicated proce. s because the inforntation is so technical. To handle tl job,
hospitals and clinic.s employ several kinds of workers.
Medical record clerks do the more routine tasks. They
translate age and-sex information into codes, f6r exams
ple, so that this in fornintion can be stored and easily
retrieved when necessary. They Tilso ahswer routine request. s for files. Medical recprd technicians handle tasks
that requiretnore technical knowledge, such as reviewing
recor% for internal consistency and cross-indeking n d

4

5

A speech pathologist h; holping this littIQ girl overcome tmr hearing problems.
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"The largest group of therapists includes Teuels papp

thologists, who treat speaking problems, and audiologists,

who work with hearing prohlems. Speech and hearing
are, very closely related, so a Vecialist in ono field must
know .the other pretty well.
"I chose this topic for my report because of my cousin.
Maria," e [flamed Ramon. "She was in a motorcycle

.

-,,;2//blia/Aklyaali'

st.

accident I st year and hurt her leg very badly. When she
got out (,1 the hospital. she couldn't use her leg at all

coiildn't4.tand on.it, or walk, or run. It was awful. But
the phrwal therapiv she saw every day helped Maria
learn to ise the muscles in her leg agaitC During her
treatment sessions, she did.exercises with special equip-

ment and practiced "ordinary- things like climbing

i

stairs. That wasn't an ordinary thing for her, I can tell
you! It took a lot of determination on her part, and a lot
of encouragement from the therapist, kir her to get hack
the use of that leg..1The therapistreally inspired her when
her spirits were low: I guess that's a very important part
of the joh.

0,4

-Occupational therapirly also work with peoplewho
have trouble using their muscles. The difTerentLe is, While

Aysical therapists help you use your muscles again,
1. iiutt-itxu.al therapists teach "pnctical skills that make
life easier or makevou feel good about yourself.
ll give you another example. When my grandinother
had a stroke, she was paralyted on One side and couldn't
dress herself or eat without help. She even had trouble
using the telephone. She W:as very uret about her condition because hi: hates to ask anybody to do things for
her. But shes in a.nursing home that has occupational
therapy classes evpry day. and she is gradually learning
N
to do sawple things for herself again.
yoi

"Occupational therapists do a lot of their work with
patients like my grandmother, people who need to relearn everyday skills because their muscles were damaged bv illness or an accident. Some occupational therapists work with retarded or emotionally diSturbed patients in mental hospitals. By teaching these patients
simple skills like gardening or weaving, for example,

therapists oncoyrag6 their patients to keep
trying, oven when progress is slow.
r-Physical
_

t.

they hope to give them self-confidence and he p pave the

way for emotional.stability. And occupationa thentpists
help mentally or physically handicapped persons prepare
for a job by teaching them skills like typing or the use of
power tools."'
, Ramon looked around for questions, but there were
none. lie took his seat while M. Dennbrowski looked at
,
her list.
"We have two reports left" said the teacher, "Which
shall we hear first?"
Luther looked at the clock only a few minutes left.
If he wasn't called now, the hour would run out, Ile'd be
saved until tomtit-row.
368
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Ms occupational thorapisteknows thut putting a
mosaic toggthor Is good oxorciso for stiff fingers.

Health Occupations
0

"Cathy Chan will tell us,about medical technologists,
technicians, and assistants," said Ms. Dombrowski li-

nallrAnd Luther Knight will be last with a report oil
otlier health'occupations."
Sa0 a voice in Luther's mind..

Medical Technologists, Technicians, end
Assistants
Cathy quickly took her place at the front of the rooni.
After getting the attention of the class she started to read.

"There are many people besides dociors and nurses
vho help ruo a twspikal or clinic. Arming them ate the
techtAigists, teNoicians, and assistants. Some operate
special kinds of equipment. The electrocardiograph, or
EKG, for example, measuks the rate and strength of a
patient's heartbeat. It takes a specially trained EKG
technician to operate it. Similarly, an electroeneephalographic technician or technologist is needed to operate an
electroencepludograph, or EEG. This machim 'records
electrical impulses from a perspn'sfirain.
"For obvious reasOns," Cathy said with a smile, "ftse
workers usually are called EEG technicians. And next we
come to the radiologie technologist who operates X-ray,
egnipment."
Cathy paused to turn the page. At the same nthment,
a young man walked into thy. classroo0a. Lutherihought
he recognized him; he worked in/he schaoffice. Moving quietly along the wall so as'not to disturb the class,
he Went up to Ms. Dombrowski and handed her a note.
A minute later he was gone.

This technician operates machinery that records the
electrical impulses in our brains..

-,1114141444

1.1

1

Cathy conlinued reading. "Other workers help in .dica
ferent ways. Medical laboratory workers, for example,
a

t:14ki..A.
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N pat4nt's life rnight &pond on this madical

Medical laborhtory technicians perform tests that
help phyAicians arrivnat a cofrect diagnosis.

tochnologists ability to Work under proSSurs.

Af
.
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erforin ests that help doctors understand. And tre
diseases. Wifh Microscopes and :other eiripment, t
laboratory workers apelyze saMples'of bh.)Od, tissue,.an
,

)46,1

7INOG

"/..

4,

Emergency medical technicians.must act quickly
when they arrive al the scone ()ran accident.

fluids fiom the human body.
"Surgeons receive important help from operating:too*:
technician's' before, during, and after surgery. TcOnicia us
help set up the operating room With instrpmehtseqdi
m,ent, arid linens. They also prepare fiatientsior sprg
(-->lishing, shaving, and disinfetting tI parts'o he:
body where the surgeon will operate. Ditrin nrgery.
they .hand the Surgeon instruments, steril .pads, and
whatever elseis needed. And"after the *o ration.they
move the patient to the recovery robin
d he10.clean
up.

"Other medical assistants, respiratory th Ay work(*s,
treat patients who have breathing problerds. Iso knoWn
as inpalation therapy workers, they give emerg ncy treat-,
ment in cases of heart thilure, stroke, dro ning, ,and
event hrain
Shpck. This treatment is very Unportanct
g. Oenerally, chim- ,
damage when a patient stops hreat
age to a person's brain occurs if le person has stopped
breathing for 3 to 5 minutes, An after 9 minutes Without
oxygen, a person usually dies. s no wonder that respiratory therapy workers arc mot .the first medical specialists called for in an emergency.
"And speaking of ethergencies, emergenci) medical
technkians, or ENT's, specialize in indling them. They

Members of a health team are obliViouit to the outside world When the'y are fighting
to save a life,
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call0 vitit4.,s.orri4c.ine has -anitutomobile acfcident or.
4 heart. attack.. Thei determine ..hovv_ .bad .the victim s.

ilincS or.injtiq & and what erifergency
,,nee(kd, Pt:pending (in the. case, the: li:MT's may have to
Tes-tore a yiellin!sbreathieg, stopa wound fiom hleediner..2 .
a.id for poison, or helPdt-livera baby. Whatever ,
.

'the, situatiOn, though, EMT's Must work quickly. Their
ernrgency care often means (hit: dikerence between life..
and: ileath,''

'
.

.Cathy looked around 'the toorri,;;Any cfostions abkt
!hat-I"ye said?' she asked: No hands appeardd, but this
tinie Luther didn't care. There was only, a Mitiute left in.
the 'period, _not' enough time for him to give his report..
Ile smiled to himself.
"Very good, Cathy," said th,e_teacheil walking to the
&pat of the room_ "Thal leayes Us' viIh t.,uther's, report.
Normally We wouldn't havetime for it.,but your schedukt.
-hAs beenchanvd today. tlie school Witt tells me that
yotpr next-period teacher, Mr". Borden, suddenly got sick
and went home. They dOn't have- a substitute; so for the
next periOd..you'll be with We. We'll hear Luther's report,

-then Jake a break. After the hteak we'll discuss the
reports: Luther?"

, Luther groaned and stood up. Trying to avoid the
others eyes he walked stiffly to the front of the room.
There, he turned around, looked down, and began to
read. flis eyes ntyer left the paie.'"
.

W.

a

."Thererare 'several hpalth occupations- that don't ,fit
of.ibe othergroups" he began. nervously. "But
they k.ire important, too. Take pharmaam,
If i-irLitre si,ek, your doctor, may suggest you :take a
certain drug. The doctor wrikts.an order, or.prescription,
for'tlie.drug, When yon.go to the druggtOre, a pharmacistlills that-:-prescription by giving you the exact drpg the
doctor ovcfered.. But pharmacists do more than, lust putting ping in a bottle,. They 'test each drug to see how
strong and fresh' it is. They tist knovii what gOes into
each drug, -how'it is used, and what effect it has.. And
thei, give doctors advice On choosing and Using drugs
_properly..
"Another import-ant person is th.e diethiati As you can
tell 4omthe word itself, dietitians are experts in diet or.
nutrition. They help plan meals for patients in hospitals.
and clinics. Since doctors sometimes prescribe Certain'
foods for their-patients, dietitians i.n a hospital may have
to plan hundreds of individ9alized meals :every day. Of
course;,not all dietitians work in hospitals. Many wOrk
in nursing homes, large companies, and schools like ours..
And some worik in neighborhood health centers, organ-programk to .teach people about nutrition, meal
planning, and The importance of good eating habits.'"
Luther turned the page without looking up. "Bui let's
go baek to the.-hospital for a momenti" he continued.
"We've heard about many of the peoplewho work there:Nurses, doctors, laboratory workers, technicians, .dietibans, and, so on. It's clear that a hospital, needs some
people to coordinate the activities of-all the others and
make.everything run sinoothly. This is the-job of' health
administrators. They supervise the. operationS Of hospitals, nursing hoMes; and other health facilitiesoThis job
requires a :great deal of business and organizational
,

,

skillthe t'op administrator, after all, is respOnsible for
keeping costs within a jnidget, hiring and training staff,
and purchasing.all the stipplies. But health care is t verytechnical field. Moreover, it's ohe that's in the pub& eye
and subject to lots of regulations. Administr"ators need to

know about all the different aspects of providing and
paying for health care in this cOuntry.
"There are many other important health Occupations.

Let me tell you about just a few of them, (t'hysician
assistants, sometimes called physician associates, perform
many patie-til care tasks traditionally handled by doetors.

They may do physical examinations, prescribe certain
drugs, and adVise patients about their health problems

all under the direct supervision of a phySician. Their
This student nurse volunteers.her time to tench
senior citizens about nutrition.'

work frees doctors to devote their time to more complex -0
diagnos6 and tieatments.
"Health sciences librarians dO things that. are done in
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any library. They Order library materials and organiz.e
thvin as conventeolly as possible for use by readers, .But
these librarians are .difkrent. They have a very special-

ized knowledge of 'books, journals, and reports in the
field of medicine and, health. Medical researchers, Mudents. physicnins and nurses, and many .ot het health

'

workers use thiiir services.
,
"Medical dlustrators are people with- artistic ,ta lent as
well as a stron.s,,Ivience background. They create dra
ings, sctilptures, and other art forms to illustrate met i
and surgical procedures. :1'heir work appears i.n Nit
.

,.

work is very important becanse anin al diseases can
spread to people and because animals have value in

tIttawies."
There Was nothing more on the.page to read, so Luther
looked, up. Everyone was staring at him. After a nervous
silence, he remembered what camo next.. "Are there any
questiolis?"the askeI.
NobOdy movedl.Finally, the atitlier ended the oocom-

fortable ,silence.a."Tha'nkSou,, Lotheil-That ,was 'very-')
good. You rlfay Kir down now. "All right, tlass, let's take a 5-mioute break," contin-"'

films, eXhibits, and on television, and is important ft

tied Ms. Doinbrowski. "Then we'll talk about these

research and for teaching purposes.
"BloMedical engineerv use their .k nowledie of cheinistry, physics, epgineering. and other fields to design medicaLequipment such as cardiac pacemakers, heart-Jung
machines, artificial kidoeys, ai4d electroencephalograph
machines. Biomedical equipment technicians install and
repair suCh equipment.

occupations some more."

What Makes a Good Health Worker?

,

After the break, Ms. Dombrowski led the class discussion: "We've just heard about dozens of different health
careers," she' began. "We were told what each worker
-There's one last occupation I want to mention. All
does. Now let;s see if we-Jean figure out what kind ol.
along we've talked about health care for people. But if
person is best suited fin a job in this fiele.Does aiiyone
your dog or cat got sick, what kind Of doctor wolild you
- have any ideas?"
xisit? A vetermarum,,olcourse. Many veterinarians treit'44Greg raised his , id. "It seems to me," he said, "that
onlyytall aminals and pets. Others specializeoto farni.
"th iealth lick
so broad there is room for people with
animal.:. Still othqrs inspect meat fin public h'ealth a ) i-;
1 kinds of iiiterests."
LACS or do research. Whateve_r_tVy do, tliough, t ieir ,
"That's a very important point, cireg," said Ms. Dom.

.

,...

browski. "JoN in this field areol all alik`e. There are

careers in health !Or people who enjoy running machines

and handling equipment; for people wlio like to work
with nunAbers or scientific data; for people who like to.

,

't,'

others;*for people who arc interested in business; and for people wluVare interested in consumer and
public interest issues."
WM'

Toni spoke up. "But peopl

in many of the Ijcidth

occupations do have 'somethi fg in common. They're
working in scientific stitrAid ngs: Colotecting speeimens
r.

of blood tiCtissue, for exam le; analyziu theim interpreting laborator results:: and making decisioniti the.
basis of scientific data and research. It sebli ni me diat
you'd have to like science to obserY,e ver,y'strict
proce.
-

dures, as a laboratory technician has to. Or tti nderstitird
-4
how the muscles in our body work, as a -physical tlreraipst
must."

4.

"Good point, Toni," said Ms. Dombrowski, "Science
and mails arc important," she wrote on "the ehalkboard,,
"And the Way you feel about your science courses in
school may be a sign of whether- or°not yiat'd like a

Ik

4 health career. Now what else'?"

Lois had something to say. "The main thing about
these occupations is liking people. That:s what ke_

Estiprienco working with animals can holp you
docido aboilt a caroor as a votorinarian.
4
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care is really .allmbout. If I'm a doctor, nursorft

want 16 help rit'y patients. That means more 'than
examining tlitihn or givi4 them medicine. It akirmeturs
t

.

4
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4.
...

putting therit at ease and making them confident that I
can help them. That confidence, might make the difference in (kir recovery."
"Health workers shouldbe good at working with pet)ple," Ms. Dombrowiki. Wrote.
Men call that:hav-.
ing a. good bed,,side mapper." That's g(TcP, Lg. Does
,a30r-anyone have more to say about that?"
Saul had a comment.'"Getting along with_people
mono than just being nice. ittitik at speech pathologists,
for example. Often their patients are retarded or emo.
tIonally disturbed. Progress often comes.slowly or not at
all. These workers-must have a positive outlook and be
able.to inspire their patients to keep trying."
"You're right. Saul," said the teacher. "Whih'eN'e?"
The next hand,in the arr was Kevin's. `:1iking people
is important in 4ome of the occurations," he said, "but
not in all of them. I.00k at the medical recordpersonnel,
for example. They work with the patients' files.. Or the
labowory workers, who test blood and tissue samples.

yourself going when you want to giveup. My cousin hajl

Or the dental lab technicians, who make dentures. These
" workers never see the patients. So -while many4workers
must have a good bedside manner, not all o.1 them do.".

workers must have good manual dexterity. which means
the ability to work \yell with theirs,handr;.. Not everyone
. has that quality.

"That's a good pointKevin," said (fie teacher. "Ykiii

"One other characteristic We should mention is.the

÷

,

years of hard training,that left her little timc for.,other
things. And eVen,now, \as a_doctOr, her work still cuts
into her priVate life. Sfie ever would have made., it if
practicing medicine liadn't been so important toher."
Jessica paused and thought about. it. Then she added,
"I guess nurses, emergency medical. technicipsi and
many-other-health tvtirkers nMI the same kind of motivationm-They 'have to get through difficult training, or
work long.hours, or doAome work that is very unappealing.- It helps if they consider their work*important."
'1 think that's true, Jessica,' answered the teacher.

"Feeling (hat their work is important may not be the
only reason (I)ey do. %pat they do, but it is a -big part.
,
Does'g
anneelSe have a sdggestion?"
.

This time no fiands appeared. "Well, let mOnake- :i.
cotiple.2! continued Ms. Dombrowski. "Rekilth practitioners, dental workers, nurses, technicians, and others

perform many detailed tasks with their hands. These

-

don't have to be warm and outgoing for all of these jobs.

ability to mirk undel. pressure..Surgeous and emergency. -

And just because you can't 4tand the sight of blood

'medical technicians, to 'tattle ZnI7 two, often have to

doesn't mean you should rule out the health field either!
Now what other qualities are important?"
Jessica spoke up. "My cousin is a physician, and she
talks about how much motivation the job takes. It's more
than just patience or compassion; it's the ability to keep

(12in.k and 'act. qtlickly to saVe .a patient. They can't let
jhe Rressure iiiiike (hurl upset or careless.
"Does anyohe have anything to-add 0' the list'? No'?

Well, I thinkovee c9vered the most important qualities
ill gq0dharth workers. And since you've all contributed

Ake
,

,

-r

Emergencies require export frimilca) totirnw-Ork.

s
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s,

a.

fth

,

0-

so much today, ypti deserve a rest. Yow may use the
remainder of the period a4,,y(a4
,10

,

physics,,and mathematics provide the foundation you'll
Jteed for the science.courses you'll take later on.'Science
:. 1'airs give you an opportunity to do projects on medicine
..

Join a-ilealth Careers Club if there is one in your

Training
No rnauer how much or how little time you're willing
to put into training after high school, there may be a
-health career for you. Yoil could start working as a__
hospit:Al ord,erlry without finishing high school; you'd
receive your training on the job. Before becoming a
physician, however, you'd have to train for 10 years or
more after high school graduation. Those are the extremes. The training required for each of 32 health
occupation's is described in the Job.rtacts at the end of
this chapter.

While formal training for a health career may be
several years away, there are things you can do now to
explore your interest in the field.
Science is very important in many of these occupa-

tions. and high school courses in biology, chemistry,

OA.

-

AV,

It takes years of rigorous training to become a physician
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and .health.

school. The school nurse or science teacher often is the
sponsor, and club activities may feature films, speakers,
hospital tours, and other ways of providing information
about health careers.
'Volunteer to work in a health setting. Many hospitals
have "candy striper" programs open to both boys and

girls. The American National Red Cross provides. a
variety of volunteer opportunities for youngsters. Poi
tions for Red Cross youth volunteers are available in
nursing homes, daycare centers, day camps, bloodmobiles, and in programs for the handicapped. Orglinizations concerned with diseases or health problems such as
heart disease or cancer use volunteers to assist in- their

public edmotion efforts. Working in such volunteer positions will acquaint you with what goes on in a health
care setting.

Health Occupations
.

Registered ifse

Kathy Wright Works in an intfosive care unit where she takep care of patients who
are in serious condition following surgery,

of:
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Kathy Wright is a nurse at -Leeds Memorial Hospital,
She works in thesurgical intensive care unit and takes
care )
atients who are in se,ilous condition fOlk)win,
surgery.

oSI patients go Nrck tor ti.`tit.-roonts-liffert,:anN

operation. but not all Oi thein. Kathy's patients are in
such critical cOndition that they are in a special unit
where they-can be watcired every minute for Zhanges

*.

that could mean,Ine or death.
To provide the 24-hour care so necessary fOr these
patients, the nurses at I.eeds Memorial work day, evening, or night shills of 8 hours each. The shills 'rotate, so
that Kathy and the other nurses in surgical intensive care
take turns on each of the three-shills. This week Kathy
is working from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Kathy grew up in a household where medical research
and hospital gossip were ordinary topes of dinner table
conversation. Her father is a sales representative for a
drug company,. and her mother is a pediatrician. As a
girl, she heard enough about the "real world" of medicine

.and nursing to 'dispel any romantic notions that she°
might have picked up from novels or from television.
Listening to the adults talk abouttheir work, Kathy soon
came., to realize that a professional health career means
lotsiti work and responsitlihty.
TJ become a registered nurse (RN). Kathy completed
a 5-year program at a university that led to., a degree of
B.S. in nursirrg. As a student nurse, she had heavy dose
of science courses, including chemistry, anatomy, microbiology, physiology, nutrition, and public health. Clinical
practice working in the university hospital under the
close supervision of the nursing instructor was another

importrint part of her training.
After grhduation, Kathy took the S ate board examination fOrlicensure. In New York, as ii all States, nurses
mnst have a 1kense. Just as a drive 's license is proof
that you know how to drive, the I cense rtquired to
practice nursing, medicine, dentistry,/ dehtal hygiene, or
pharmacy, for example, shows that !you know enough
about your profession to provide safe and proper care.
Kathy chose the B.S. program in nursing because she
wanted to keep her options open. She knew, from her
talks with her mother, that advancement opportunities
for nurses were best for those with a bachelor's degree.
And she felt that, after several years of bedside nursing,
she might want to move into another kind of job.

At this nint, just a kw yeAs out of nursing school,
she thinks she'll probably stay in hospital nursing.
frog!. time to time Kathy thinks seriously about making
a change. She wonders what it would be like to fulfill
her youthful dream of nursing needy people. abroad as
a Peace Corps volunteer or a- Medico nurse, She also
thinks about returning to, nursing school fOr the master's
degree or Ph. D. she would need to teach or do research.
376

The bachelor's degree program that Kathy completed
isn't the only way to become a nurse. Hospitals offer 3.y,ear diploma .programs and community and junior Col.-,
leges
offer 2-year associatt--degree programs. litiwever,
,.._
the bachelor's degree program in nursing generally opens

mote doors than either of the other two. It's important
to look into all three ways of preparing for a nursing
career.

Krqhy gets off the elevator at the third !loot, walks
through the heavy double doors, and stops at the nurses'
station, There she spends kw minutes with Mr. Cochrane
and Ms. Wall, the two nurses who have been on duty.all
night. It is t:ustomary for the nurses going off duty to
giveia general report to the incoming hurses. The group
is joined by Ms. Rubel, the nurse who will be on the day
shill with Kathy This week.

Ms. Wall begins talking to Kathy about the patients
they "sli'are."Nr. Young needed medication'for pain
at 2 o'clock," she explains, "and Ms. Lance's temperature

rose to 102 degrees attund midnight, but went down
shortly thereafter. Otherwiswheir vital signs were normal. Ms. Vaughn slept very Aft Ms. Lance is scheduled
to be discharged from intensive carr tomorroW.""Fine," replies Kathy. "See you tomorrow."
The nurses in the surgical intensive care unit at Leeds

Memorial practice primary nursing."This means "that
each nurse is responsible on a 24-hour-a-day basis for
the. continuity, planning, and.eva luat ion:of nursing care
for one to three patients..Currently, Kathy is responsible

for Mr. Young, Ms. Unce, and rs. Vaughn, while Ms.
Rubel is responsible for two othe patients.,Nkses may
act as associate nurses to patients during the absence of
their primary nurse.

Kathy enters Mr. Your g's room. Mr. Young is

re-4.

covering from open heart surgery. She checks his vital
signs: Blood pressure, pulsc, tomperatur, and respiratory
rate. All appear normal. Then; she 'checks his skineolor,
and afterwards sees tO it ihat he is comfortable. Kathy
records the information on his chart for the doctors who
,

will be by later on. She looks carefully at, the tube
inserted .in his chest to drain blood an u1
1 restore pressure
around the lung after thelopen heart s rgery. Everything

is. Pit-should be.
She rdso checks a tube inserted into Ike bladder to
drain urine into a plastic bag. Kathy removes the bag,
measures the amount drained, records this measurement,

and replaces the bag. Kathy then examines the tubing
inserted in a vein in Mr. Young's kit arm to feed him
while he is unable to eat. Kathy makes sure that the fluid
is flowing smoothly into his blood stream, then looks to
see if there is enough fluid in the bottle suspended from
a.floor stand next to the bed.
Kathy checks patients' vital signs regularly. Sometimes
she must ctonge dressings. When he was first admitted
.

,)

0 ,,`

.)
)
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to the intens'ive care unit,....Mr. Young was so weak he
couldn't even ,breathe without.help. lie nteded a respira-

." to listen tirMs. Lance's chest and lungs, cheeks for signs

tor -a inachine (bat breathed frsr him mechanically,
NoW that' he's breathing on his (IN/Ili again/ a good

satisfactory. $Mee...MS. I.anee is scheduled to be' transfe'rred_to another part of' the hospital tomorrow, Kathy
disciisses the details of her transfer with her and tells her

kathy checks often to make sure that Mr..Xoung
is coughing and aortig deep breathing to help clearhissign

lune>.

Next, Kathy goes to sec Ms. l.ance, a young wothan
who underwoit surgery a few days ago. {let doctors had
ordered-siirgery because they.su4wcted lung cancer, but
when they 'tested the tissue they remoVed during the
operation, they found that the tumor in lier lung was not
cancerous any. all, Mr. Lance was overjoyed to learn his
wile didn't have cancer; her children are too young to
iinderstand what Al I die fuss is about, Kathy bends over

,of infection, and Qhantes her dressing:.,Everything is

what to expect. Kilthy visits her third primary patient, Ms. Vaughn;
who.. is recovering from surgery to repair a large aneurysm in 'her ahdoniCn.. An aneurysm is an expansion in
one of the arteries eate4.!d'hy a weakening in the arterial

wall.. It the artery were to burst, the patient could die
'from internalbleeding;Fortunatey, the'su,rgeOn repaired
,
Ms. Vaughn's aneurysm ar,time. Ms. Vaughn is-dozing
but wakes up as she hears Kathy. approaching her bed.
"flello,,Ms. Vaughn, how do )iou feel today?"
Ms. Vaughn doesn't reply, just points to her Stomach
to show that she is in great pain. Kathy gives her some
aeedication and tells her to wait until the 'pain eases to
do her coughing and deep Neathing exercises. While
Kathy is bathing Ms. Vaughn and making her comfortable in bed, Dr. Church enters. the room. Kathy tells him
about the* severe pain. She also says that Ms. Vaughn's
lungs sound clear and that she has bowel sounds,.and
sugg6ts that Ms. Vaughn might be fed orally instead of

intravenously. After further examimition, IV Church
agrees, orders the intravehus tube removed, and writes
a prescription for a stronger medication for pain.
The remainder of the day goes smoothly. :lust before
lunch, Kat iy receives a mesSage to call Mrs.-Young, the
Worried mite of her open heart [view. Kathy makes the
phone cal and reassures:Mrs. Young. "Your kisband is
getting
ng nicely. lie neededmedication for pain last
night, but he rested we0 and is making, good. progres.
looked in,on him early. this morning."
Mrs. Yioung thanki;,Kathy and adds, "I'll be ariound
to see
husband tlis afternoon after work." In intensive care, only family members may visit and only for
short periods of time.
At 3 o'clock, Kathy and Ms..Rtibel, meet (he incoming
nurses and give their re'port. "No einewevies, no unusual circumstances," Comments Kathy.
"This is the first-time in weeks that there ha;,e been

no, major problems in the unit," puts in Ms. Rubel. "I
can't quite believe it."
Kathy can't believe it, either. She can, however, recall
the many times when she has placed an emergency call
to the reS'ident or intern larduty. Emergeneid always'
take a lot- out of her, although it doetip sn't show2Kathy
responds cooly to the tense, highly cnarged atmosphere
of crisis in the intensive care Unit; she moves quickly
,aild does what has to be done. Shelikes being part of an
efficient health care Olin and she also likes being in a
large hospital that has very sop noted medical equipment and technology. In an emet
Kathy handles

.1 observe overy little thing about my patient's..

conditionand I havelo undorstami what I see,emphasizes Kathy.
4
4

lt

(`?.
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her share of' the work as smoothly as if she were a

breathing or heart rhythm changes, it's up to me to know

machine herself. Her years of training show. But after-.
wards, when the crisis is past, she unw4ids.

what that might mean and to make a decision about

Sometimes, despite the efforts df the doctors and
nurses, a patient dies. That's hard on everyone. And
Kathy, like everyone else in the unit, has had to find her
own way of corning to grips witli the sorrow of serious
illness and the reidity of death.
"I guess I will remain in medical-surgical nursing after
all," muses Kathy as she walks through the parking lot
toward her ear. "After all," she continifes, "although
quiet days like this one are nice for a chanv, I %really
like the pressure of working in the intensive care unit.

what to do next
me."

Yes, hospital nursing seemsright for

Exploring
Nurses inns( be concerned about good heiilth.
"Do you eat a well-balanced diet?
Do you"get enough sleep?
Do you see the dentist regularly?

And I like 'the fact that the job is so exacting and precise.
We really zero in on the patient's problem. I Qonstantly
observe every little thing about my patierd:s condition

Do you pay attention to warnings about alcohol,
drug, or tobacco abuse?
When you ask someone how he or she is feeling, are

and I have to understand what I see, If the patient's

you really concerned or do you merely consider it a
social custom?

Nurses must have an interest in science.

Do you like scieae?
I3o you enjoy doing projects for a science class or
science fiiir?

Do you read articles about science in magazines or
the newspaper?

,

Do you like to visit museum exhibits On science and
^technolog9?

Do you enjoy watching medical programs on television?

Nurses must be able, to tolerate unpleasant sights and
sounds.
SI

Does the sight ofblood upset you?
Do you look the other Way when y
of an, automobile accident?
Does it bother yoti to change a diaper?
41"

s the scene,

Do you feel uneasy about going with an injured
friend to the emergency room of a hospital?
Do the sights and smells bother you when you visit
people in a hospital or nursing home?
-.Does the idea of' dissecting a frog in a science class

k.'

bother yoe
10.

Nurses must be very observant. They must recognize
danger signals right away.

,
After a crisis, Kathy takes time to unwind.
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Can you tell when your pet jsn't feeling w.ell?
Can yOu'tell when you have .had too much sun?
Can you tell when you should take a break from a
baseball game or other athletic activiry?

ki3L)

Health Occupations
Can you tell when a car needs a tune-up?
Do you notice minor changes in television or radio
.

Can you judge how far you can go wlien arguing
with a teacher over a grade?.

yeception?

,bo you notice it when a movie reel is changed?

Nurses must have stamina. They spend a lot of time' on
their feet.

C'an you tell when something is missing from your
room?

Nurses must carry out instructions precisely. There's no
room for error when they give measured doses of medicine to patients.

Do you like to be iwtive most of the time'?
Do you enjoy activities such as sports, hiking, back:
packing, dancing, or gardening?
.

Are, you good at following written instructions for

Nurses must keep accurate records of patients' medication, blood pressure, temperature, add.so forth.

assembling things?

Can you remember road directions when someone
1 gives them to you over the phone?
Do you remember jokes and anecdotes?
Can you memorize plays and coaches' instructions in
football, basketball, and other sports'?
Can you remember a teacher's exact instructions for
a homework assignment or a test?

Do you keep good records when you're a club tre' surer or secretary?
i
Do people ask you to keep scacin.bowling an other
activities?
.
' Are You good at-taking'..1
t e ;Minutes
'''
at mce ings?
Are you conscientious when you take no s inslass?
.

Nurses should care about people. They deal with patients
who often are at their worst during an illness or accident.

Nurses must have nmnual deiterity, to andle patients
and medical equipment.

Do you, put up with friends even when they arc
grouchy?

Do you like'worlyng with your lLds'?
Are you acenstoped to using tools.for work around
the house?
Are yon good at setting up displays for class projects
or scho4l extibits?

Do you mind'hearing people complain?
Do von. visit relatives or neighbors when they are
sick'

Ar you patient.with your younger brothers or sisters
whe theyiare tired or irritable'?

NurSes cannot afford to become emotionally involved

Nurses imist stay calm during emergencies.

nurse
might' have to set up an oxygen tent, administer artificfal
respiration, orlreat a patient having a heari attpck.

, Could you keep Calm14s
et help right a,way if your
kitchen caught fire?
Would you know what .to do if ati infant golturt or
stopped breathing While'you were babysitting?
Would you act sensibly if a pet were injured?
Would you know What to do if a friend injured
himself or hasell on the playground?
.

As meMbers of a health team, mirses must he good at
giving a tr taking instructions and also must understand

the limit of their authority.

Can you give orders to your younger hrothers and
sisters?

Do people do what you ask without getting,angry?

Do you recogni?,e the need for laws, even those f
dealing with relatively minor offenses such at litieri,ng
or jaywalking?

with th'eir patients:

.

Can you temain calm when a friend or relative tells
you about a serious.problem?
Does it upkt you to viSit someone who is very sick'?
Can you comfort a friend or family member during
a time of sorrow?
'Can you argue a point calmly in a heated discussion?

Nurses keep np with the field\hy reading profesSional
literature "and attending lectuees'and coitferences.
Do you like to read for pleasure?
Do you like to read popular science milazincs'?
Do you show initiative in doing research on subjects
of personal interest?
When you arc curious about something, do you go to
an encyclopedia or library to learn more about it?
'Do you look up words you do4;nderstand in .the
dictionary?
Do,you like to browse in the "new..books" section of
your library?
379
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Join a Science Club or a Health Careers Club if there is
one in your school.

Suggested Activities
Volunteer to work in a hogpital,.nursing home, or clinic
in your community. Volunteers typically provide entertainment; deliver mail and flowers to patients; write
letters. for patients and read to them; visit patients to
cheer Mem up; run errands;,direct visitors; conduct
play.activities for children; and proVide babysitting
services for visitors. They abo do clerical jobs such as
typing, filing, and stuffing envelopes.

UA nursing as ti topic for -class astignments.- Read a.
biography of Florence Nightingple for a book report
in an English class. Prepare a report on the history of
nursing for a social studies class.. Explore an issue in
public health, such as pollution, smoking, or 'drug
abuse, for a science or health class. Choose a topic in
'biology or medicine for, a science fair project. Report
on metric Measurements in the health field for a
mathem4tics class.

Get in touch with the American National Red Cross

4

'about opportunities to work as a 'youth volunteer, Red

Use first aid as a topic for a report in a science or health

Cross youth volunteers serve as tutors for, younger
children and as, aides in hospitals, day care centers,
and nursing homes; recruit blood donors; help with
programs to combat drug abuse among young people;

?class.

Describe what should be done for severe bleeding.
When should a tourniquet be used?
Explain the dangers of moving a seriously injured
person. Tell how you would decide what method
to use. Demonstrate a chair carry and a two-person
carry. Show how to improvise and use a stretcher.
Demonstrate .how to apply an adhesive bandage,

and play and study with homebound and handicapped
children.

Contact the Boys' Club or Girls' Club in your community. Clubs ofkr a wide variety of programs including
volUnteer service at hospitals and work with retarded
and handicapped. children.
Babysit fbr a younger brother or sister. Take care of a
neighbor's child. How does it feel to have someone
depend on you?
,

Care for neighbors' pets when th owikrs g6 away.
-

You'll have the experience of bei g responjsible for an
animal's, basic'needs,

Ask your teacher to arrange a class tour of a hospital or
uursing home.

Invite one or more nurses to speai to your class about
their jobs. Ask the speakers to discuss thcir duties,
tkeir training, and the rewards and frustrations of
nursing. If possible, arrange for a panel discussion by
nurses in several different specialties: A school nurse,
a psychiatric nurse, a public health nurse, and an
emergency room nurse, for example.

Contact your hical chapter of the American National
Red Cross to arrange a demonstration, talk, or movie
on first aid for your science or health class.

Take a course in first aid from a certified instructor.
First-aid courses teach you how to prevent accidents;
how toprotect accident yictims; how to give emergency
care for iievere bleeding, stoppage of breathing, or oral
poisonisg; and how to take care of minor injuries.
Ask the sthool nurse to teach you how to take someone's
pulse, blobd pressure, and temperature.
.380

a large gauze compress held in place by tape, a

"

dressing on the eye with a cravat, and a roller
bandage un the ankle and foot, wrist and hand,
forearm, and finger.
Explain how tb recognize ahd treat unconsciousness, shock, convulsions, poisoning by mouth,
burns, and injuries to joints.
Explain the objectives of artifiCial respiration.
Demonstrate mouth-to-mouth and mouth-to-nose
rescue breathing as well as the chest-pressure armlift and back-pressure arm-lift.
gxplain cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).
Take a counse in lifesaving from a certified organization.

The Red Cross and the Boy Scouts of Americilboth
offer courses in Junior Lifesaving.

'Join an Explorer Post if there is one in your area.
Exploring, open to young men dnd women aged 14
through 20, Offers programs in nuising, medicine and
health careers, physical or natural science, child cares
and emergency first aid. To find out 'about Explorer
posts in your community, call "Boy Scouls of Amerr.
ica" listed in your phone book, and"ask fOr the "Ex_ploring Division."

If you are a .136y Scout, earn a merit badge in ''Public
Health, First Aid, General Science, Lifesavi4. or
Ethergency Preparedness.

If you are a Girl Scout; see if' your local troop has the'
Prom Dreams to Reality program for exploring careers. Voops also sponsor service aide and community

4

Health Occupations'
action projects in the health field, and offer proficiency
badges 'in First Aid Mirsing, 'Lifesaving, Public
Health, and Science.

Write for career information to the National League( for
Nursing, Cdreer -Information Services, l0 Columbus
Circle, New York, New York 10019; and to the Veterans Administration, Department of Medicine/ and
Suirgery, 810 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20420.
,,,114,

)

Related Occupations

Registered nurses work 'in many different -settings.
Some of these are listed below, Choose the statement

.1

5. Office nurse
a. Prepares a physician's patients for cxamination
and provides whatever help the physician needs
b. Gives first aid m office employees
c. Tests for the presence of bacteria in a COM 1111.1nity's water.supply
6. Private duty nurse
a. ylans nutritious meals%for hospital patibrits.,
b. Provides nursing care, for a fee, in the patient's
home or in a hospital or nursing home
c. Operates an artificial kidney machine

*7. OCcupational health or industrial nursd
a. Teaches blind patients new job skills

b. Directs research to protect industrial, workers

that applies to each nurse's specialty.
c.

I. School nurse
a. 'Finds Zures for contagious diseases peculiar to
children

b. Gives immunizations and!nintains students'
.

health records
c. Teaches in a school of nursing
4.

;

2, Public health nurse
a. Prescribes medication tt)r acne
h. Writes advertisementsloi drug companies
c. Teaches neighborhood residents about nutrition,
hygiene, and other aipects of good health

from radiation hazards
Treats employees and customers who become ill
or have an'accident in a department store, factory, or other business firm,

8. Psychiatric nurse
a. Studies effects of high-altitude flying on airplane
pilots
b. Cares for patients who are mentally ill
c.

Perform's brain surgery

9. Rehabilitation nurse
a. Cares for patients who have chronic or disabling
conditions, conditions that can't be cured

quicklyif ever
.

3. Nurse-midwife
4...Works under the sOpervision of a cardiologist (b. Delivers babies
d teaches new mothers sound

b.
c.

Converts old buildings into nursing homes
Estimates future hospital costs for insurance
companies

Wealth practices

c. Trains ambulantle personnel
r

4. Nurse anesthetist
a.

Administers dtrugs so that patients don't feel pain

duringsoperoitions or childbirth
b. Examines ears, nose, and throat for signs' of

10. Consultant nurse

a. 'Organizes volutnteer services in a hospital or
nursing home
b. Sells drugs to hospitals
c. Advises hospitals and nursing homes on ways to
improve their nursing care

disease
c.

Develops Voccines fOrprotection against disease

See answers at end of chapter.
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IRoberto Torres' Interest In science led to a career as a medical technologist.'

Health Occupations
I'm Roberto Torres, a medical technologist

at St,

John's Uospital. In the rhedical laboratory Where I work,
we do tats to find out exactly what's wrong with people
who are sick. Doctors need to know what the problem is
in order to take cars of it.

Our medical laboratory is- divided into four depart:
ments:

chentistry, bacteriology.; hematology, a n d
the blood bank. I'm in bacteriology, or microbiology-have been ever since I started work here at St. lohn's.
My training covered the other areas, thoughand chances

are that sooner or later I'll be in hematology or one of
the other departments of the lab.
I became interested in chemistry during my freshman
year in college. I did so well in it that Professor Reiber
encouraged me to consider a career in science. Following
hiS suggestion,

visited the Kroner Laborato'ries and
talked to some of the people who .worked there. One
I

thing 4ed to another and I decided to become a medical
technologist. My college offered k B.S. in medical technology and that's the degree I ha4
During My senior year in c011ege, I worked at City
lospital, rotating among the various departments of the
medical laboratory. Clinical rotations give you a chance
to put ybur classroom knowledge to work in a real life
situation. "Fhey're part of the training for just about every
.health occupation, I guess. After I .graduated, I took a
special exam,' and when I passed I was officially"registered" as a medical technologist. Exams, certification,
registration it's a way of protecting the public and you
find it in most health careers. But from my point of view,

registration helps in getting a job and, sometimes,

different tests, and yesterday she had an extremely painful one: .The dZictor used a long hypodermic needle to.

remove some fluid from her spinal canal. Now. 'we're
testing that fluid to see what it can "ter is. If' some of
the cells are abnornial, we'll know she has a nerve
disease, which could explain her weakness'.
This morning, a throat culture came in to the lab: The
doctor who sent it suspects an infection and wants to
find out which antibiotic to prescribe for the patient's.

sore throat. An antibiotic is a chemical substance that
destroys bacteria..But since there are so Many kinds of
bacteria that make people sick, and so many different
antibiotics to combat them, the first step is to find out
exactly what we're dealing with. That's where the lab
comes in.

The cuhure arrived on a swab in a'sterile tube. I placed

some of it in a special dish containing nutrients that
make bacteria grow, then put the dish in an incubator-a warm place where the bacteria probably will grow
overnight. Tomorrow morning
try to identify the
bacteria, using chemicals. I'll also make slides and examine them under a microscope. Then I'll experiment to

find out which antibiotic works against the strain of

}
bacteria I have identified.
When I finish all the tests the doctor has asked for,

record the results and notify her. We come up with

Ems

a

higher salary. All the medical technologists at'St. John's
are registered.

A pathologist is in charge of the medical laboratory
hew. He's a physician, of course; one who has spent
years studying the ways in which disease shows up in
the tissues and fluids of our bodies. More 'people work in

a wedical laborary than you might think. St. John's
isn't a huge hospital, yet there are about 70 people
working in the medical laboratory here. In addition to
medical technologists like myself, there are technicians
and assistants who take care of the more routine kinds
of lab work. They didn't have to take as much training
as I did, just I or 2 yearg in most cases.
Yesterday was a fairly typical day in the bacteriology

et)

departmont. We had the usual sorts of things to test:
Samples of urine, spinal fluid, throat cultures, material
from wounds, and blood. Physicians have samples sent

to bacteriology when they 'suspect an infection or a
disease. I'll give you an example. One of the patients
we're trying to help. i a woman who's worried and upset
because she's gradually losing the strength in her legs,

teôhnologist must do accurate testing. "A batient's
life could depend on it," says Roberto.

and the doctors don't know why. They've tried lots.of

3 30
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floberto confers with a coworker, "The hotpital staff 'is a team, notes Roberto,
"so you have to depend on each other."
,

usually have something to
report .in 4to 32 hours. (Once..in a while, when lest
results don't mak*sense to the patient!sCphysician, we
tun tc.$15 on another speciinen just to make sure. You
results -quickly, I'd say.

I

can't be too careful in a medical lab. But mistakes
sometimes happen, and our test results can be wrong.

That's why the ipman factorjudgmentis so important,.
JessiCa just started work* in t)te'lab last week. She's
in the clinical chemistry dePartinent and operates machinery that tests blood for sugar, salt, fat, and. protein
-content, and for diseake, She's testing fot sugar content
.

linked up With a computer, enabling her to run literally
thousands of different tests in a very short period of-time.
t'omputers haye made a big differpnce in medicine, and
you teally appreciate that in &lab,
ate lunch with Fritz today, as usual. Fritz has worked

at St. John's nearly as long as I have, and were good
friends. He's in hematology, Where they specialize in
testing blood. Fritz does blood counts much of the time;
he's concetned with the number of red- cells and white
cells in the blood. I guess you know already that red cells
carry dxygenfind white cells fight infection. Fritz operates machinery that places drops of a ,blood sample on

'right now, She begins by placing tubes of blood in a

a slide, stains the sample with colored dyes to help

machine that spins very fast, so fast Witt the blood.cells
fall to the bottom of eacbtube. The material that remains
on top is the serum. It looks like water and,scontains the

identify the cells, and smears the-blood across the slide.

sugar; chemicals in the Machine make the sugar turn
blue, Knowing whethet or not ti patient has the proper
amount of sugar in his.blood helpS a physician treat him
-properly, Many of t le machines Jessica works with are

Then he SetS the slide under a microscope arid looks
closely at the white blood cells. Red cells all look alike,
but white cells don't. Fritz can differentiate among white
cell), and his dount of the various kinds of white cells in
th6-patient's blood will give the physician a good idea of
whether or not something is wrong.

Health Occupations
.

.

Another fritMd of mine, Wanda, works in the blood
bank..Woda and I talk about our jobs a lot. One of the

Exploring

things we'hoth like is that our jObs rarely intrude on our
.personarlime. In short; we leave- our work in thelabd-

MediCal technologists.. must have- a strong- interest in
scienee.

ratory. Wanda and the other technologists in the lab
draw blood from blood doriors .healthy people who
d6nate blood to the blood bank. This blood is refriger-

Do you like science? Are you int6rested in biology

ated in elastic bags and usually.stays healthy for 21 days.
4he laboratory receives patients blood samples in tubes

fi-orn other parts of the hospital or from private physikians..These .patient's often are scheduled to undergo
surgery,. and doctors need to have bloo.d available for
transfusions. Medical technologists in the blood bank
Must find donors' btood that is compatible with patients'
blood samples sent to the lab.
Technologists perform chemical tests to`determine the
tpe of blood 'in the sample. Blood May be typed A. B,
AB, or O. In addition, technologists must determ'ine the.
Rh factor as Rlipositive or Rh negative, referring to the
presence or absence of tertain herited substances in
the red blootheells. The -technol gists theft find Stored
blood that matches the. blood
the patient's. sampli,
,and retest it as a precautionar measure. To be usable,
the stored blood MuSt be exa y like the patient's blood.
lu the event that no comp. ibk blood is in storage, the
technologists would co
ct the Red 9.4 to obtain the
'appropriate type.
Accuracy is
t nil in The blood bank and the workers herea-are under great pressure to avoid .mistakeS. A
mistake by a laboratory technologist can kill a patient.

and chemistry?

Do you like to do laboratory experiments in dasS.or
on your own?
Do you pursue science projects independently?
Have you ever entered a science fair?
Are yOu curious about the unknown?
Do you like to study things under a microscope?
Do you like to experiment with chemistry sets?

Medkal technologists must be very accurate. Sometitnes
they are under, pressure to work' quickly, but they must
be precise just the same. A patient's life might depend
on it.
Do you check your homework for errors?
Do you check your answers on a test before handing
it in?
Do you do things in a methodical way?

Medical technologists must have an eye for detail. They
have to detect even the slightest variations in the samples
they examine.

Take the case of someone in an automobile accident who

needs emergency surgery.lf the lab made an error in
testing and the patient received the 'wrong blood during
the operation, he or she could die. That's an awesoMe-

Do you enjoy identifying tre
eaVes, or birds?
Do you collect and identify sea shells?
Can' you tell that something is missing from your

responsibilitY.

room?.

4,

Last fal I was invited to supervise sorne -medical
teChnology students who were doing their senior year
clinkal rotation in the biochemistry department here. I

Can you find a place on a road map quickly?
Do you like to do word-finds and other games where
you must find hidden objects in pictures?

was stirprised to discover how much I enjoyed teaching!
I'm thinking of going back to.schtiol for a master's. oT

Ph. D. so..that I can teach full time in a college or
university program in medical technology. But that's a
pretty big step, killer all.

.

Medical technologists need manual dexterity to handle,
medical equipment such as test tubes, slides, and microscopes.

Although my job can be -routine at times, I know
enough science to understand what the tests really mean,
Once I'Ve run some tests, I usually have an idea of what's

don't

Do you enjoy building models, setting .up electric
trains, framing pictures, making ceramies, making
electronic eqUipment from a kit, or working with

And another thing, If I went into teaching, I might

photographic equipment?
Are you accustomed tO using tools for work around

going 'on inside e body of a patient-with this or that.
disease. That .makes the work In t.
Testing,. and
know whether I want to give it u ) to teach.
,

Do you like working with your hands'?

I

miss the day-to-day contfict with the hospital staff. -I like

the house?

being part of..the team effort here to help sick people.
Well, I guess rn have to give it a lot more thought

Are you good at setting up displays for class projects
or school exhibits?

.
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Medical technologists don't spenti much time with patients. They work with laboratory equipment instead.

Do you like building thing's?
Do you like collecting things?
Do you enjoY class assignments that involve working
with scientific equipment?

6

Medkal techuologists must be able to follow strict laboratory procedures.
I)

Do you pay attention to instructions when you're .
taking a test or doing a homework assignment? .
Are you. good at following a recipe?
Do you use patterns' for sewing, knitting, or needle

Do you showinitiative in doing research on subjects
of personal interest?
When you are curious about something, do you go to
an encyclopedia or library to learn more about it?

Do you look up words you don't understand in a
dictionary?
Do you like to browse in the "new boOks'' section of
your library?

Suggested Activities
Stimulate your interest in science by reading and doing
experiments or projects.
Work with a chemistry set, the kind a;lailable in
"hobby shops or department stores.
Prepare slides and examine them under a micro-

work?

scOpe.

Do'you follow the instructions carefully when you

Do a project in the liee sciences for a science fair.
Read popular science Øzines.

mix chemicals from your chemiStry set, build a
model, or assemble electronic equipment from a kit'?

Join a Science Club or a Health Careers Club if there is
one in your school.

0.

Medkal technologists are members of a health care
team. They must work well with others.

Do you enjoy working with other people on class
projects? Do you accept your share of the respolisibility?

Do you like working with Others on schOol clubs or
committees?
Do you like team sports?

Do you like .to organize group activities such as
parties, sports events, picnics, and dances'?
Medical technologists must be concerned about good
health.

4/6

DO you pay attention to warnings about alcohol,
drug, or tobacco abuse?
When you Mk someone how he or she is feelingq, are

you really concerned or do you consider it a sdcial
.

Medical technologists keep up with the get!1 by reading
profeSsional literature and attending lectures and conferences.

'Do you like to read for pleasure?
Do. you Veto read popular science.magfaines? Do
you read articles on medicine and health* in -Magazines and newspaperi?
386

Red Cross to arrange a talk for your science or health
class on the Red Cross blood program.

Ask your teacher to arrange a class tour of a medical
laboratory.
Invite a medicaltechnologist to speak to your Mass about
his "or her job. Ask the speaker to bring and explain
some of the equipment used in a medical laboratory.
Ask him or her to talk about job duties, training, and
the rewards and frustrations of this kind of work.
Volunteer to work in the medical laboratory of a-hospital,

clinic, or nursing home. You might be able to run

Do you eat.a well-balanced diet?
.Do you .see the dentist regularly?
Do you get enough sleep?

custom?

Contact your local chapter of the American National

errands, wash equipment, or do clerical work.

Get in touch with ale/American National Red Cross
about opportunities to work as a youth volunteer. Red

Cross youth volunteers help recruit blood donors,
serve as tutors for younger children, and as. aides in
hospitals, day care centers, and nursing homes.

-

Join an Explorer Post if there is one in your area.
Exploring, open to young men and women aged 14
throUgh 20, offers programs in medicine and health
careers, physical or natural sCience, and emergency
first aid. To find out about Explorer posts in your
community, call "130y §couts of Ameri6" listed in
' your phone book, ,atid ask for the "Exploring Division."
if you are a Girl Scout, earn a proficiency ba'dge in
Science, Public Health, or First Aid.

Health Occupations
11f yoir are la Bojr. Scout,. earn a merit badge in General
ScienCe, Public Health, First Aid, LifesaVing, or Emer-

gency PreParednds.
Take a purse, kri 5rst aid from a certified instructor.

Prepare a report for, a science ffor health class on the
diseases spread by rats, flies, wohns, and ticks. Explain
how peopk catch yellow fei,er, rabies, hookworm, ".:
) typhoid fever, and tetanus.

Write for career information to American Medical Technologists, 710 Higgins Road, Park R14ge, Uhiois

60068; American Society for Medical Technologx,
5555 West Loop South, Bellaire, Texas 77401; American,iSociety of Clinifal Pathologists, Board of Registry, P.O. Box 4872, Chicago, Illinois 60680; and International Society for Clinical Laboratory Technology, 818 Olive Street, Suite 918, St. Louis, Missouri

b. studies disease and its effect on. the cells and
tissues of our bodies
c. Studies insects and their relation to plant life
59 Chemist

a. conducts-researek;and experiments on gaseous,
liquid, and solid materiali
b. develops coMputer prOgrams for drug manufacturers
c. designs biomedical laboratory equipment
.6. Cytotechnologist

a. measures radioactivity in the cells of workers at
nuclear reactors
b. studies bee culture and breeding
c: siains; mounts, and exaMines hunian Lod); cells
under a microscope
<

63101.

7. ZOologist

/Related Occupations
,

Medical technologists aren't the only people whosework in laboratories helps us to understand and treat
disease. Ten other occupations are listed below. See if
you can choose the correct job duty for each.
I. Medical laboratory teChnician
a.. prepares patrients' medical records
b. does routine laboratory tests for use in diagnosing or treating disease
c. tniXeS drugs under thc direction of pharmacist

2. Veterinary laboratory technician
inVestigates animal diseases that can be caught
by humans
b. inspects livestock in slaughterhouses
c. prepares vaccines that protect aniipals against
disease

3. Medkal laboratory assistant
a. stores and labels plasma and does .bher routine
work
hlood bank
b. performs autopsies to determine the catise -Of
death
c. conducts research to protect medical laboratory
personnel against infection

a. designs natural habitats for animals in zdos"
b. studies orisin, classification, habits, and diseases
of animals'
c. plans breeding studies to .improve varieties of
plants
8. Histologic technkian
a. prepares sections of body tissues for examinatidn,
by a pathologist
b. removes deposits and stain om teeth
c. operates ultrasound di nostic equipment to produce pictures of internal organs
09. Biochemist
a. specializes in taking X-rays of specific,parts of
the body
b, measures iMpulse frequencies from the brain
c. studies chemical proceSses of living organismS in
order to understand allergies, vitamin deficiency,
hormonal imbalance, and other medical problems
J

10. Genetkist
a. hatidles legal problems in the field of inheritance
taxes

b. conducts research on inherited traits such as hair
and eye, color ant.resistance to disease

tests blood Samples using an automatic blood
/ analyzer

c.

4. Pathologist
.

a. runs a machine that does comptiterind brain
scans

See answers at end of chapter.
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'13hysloal therapy IS laSching patients hovv tO help themselves," says Julia,
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Douors4ospita1, with 5t0 beds:always seNsybusy,
and the phySicf therapy department isn't immune from
that hustle-Two patients .we;re already in the waiting
area when' Tillie arrived. at 7,:45. A niiddle-,aged man was

'Sitting quietly in a wheelchair ind a fellow in his 20's
wits lying ion a transport bed. Both were inpalients,
patients staying at, the hospital: Julie greeted them, said
hello/ to the receptionist, avdrten went on to the treatment rooluS, There,' two c.)Ther physical-therapists were
preparing for the patients in the:waiting room.
"Eli, Toni."
Torn- HOnon was adhsting the water -9temperature iii
the Hubbard tank for hi burn patient, Joe POwer. Joe
had,heeri badly burned when the gasoline can .he had
I!

been holding had exploded. He had wcond and third
'degree burns on his legs 'and arm'and first.degree burns
on his4ace. Joe had been using gasoline to restart the
fire in a pile of smoldering weeds. He prefers not to talk
about the accident.
.
The water in the ifnbbardtank will make bending the
burned limbs easier and Soften the dead skin tissue SQ
Tom can remove it. This was one of the treatifients that
.physical theraPists like Tom and Julie liked the least,
because the patient .usually is,in so muchpain. Without
the trealment, though, the burned skin-would tighten up
and- leave the patient with much legs Mobility After the
burn.healed. It gives tlirtherapists some comfort to know
the pain is worthwhile in the long run.
"Good morning, Nicki."
Nicki Buthista was the other therapist. She was setting

up the parallel bars. Her first patient hanost his leg in
a -construction accident. He had just been fitted .with an
artificial leg and Niekio would help him learn to' -walk
normally wikit.
'Julie- was bound for room.514 and a patient she had
0.
seen several times in the last 2 days. After collecting
the
patient's records, she headed for the elevators'.
"I hope the. swelling in his leg is (town today," Julie
thought. While she waited for the elevator find on the
ride up to the fifth floor, she reviewed Mark's case. Mark
is an I.8-year-old gas 'Station attendant. TwO nights -ago,
he was riding his motorcycle on the freeway when a
drunken driVer swerved into lus lane, knocking him to
the pavement. Mark's helmet prevented -any head injuries and probably saved.his life, bnt he didn't escape,.
utiharibed. He wound tti) wkh cracked forearm_a
.fractured hip, and a badly fractinedlemur or thigh bone
that Was, giving hiM.'a lot of trouble. The fracture 'had
severed some :itnportant arteries his leg. The surgeons
had reconnected the arteries, but the swAling in Kis kg
was considerable
and 'the dcittots weren't sare there was.
,
A
enàugh.bloOd circulation.. Inadequate tirculation could
mean thqt Mark wotdd loseAS leg. Before the fractured

,
,k,g could, be set and Mark wrapped in. a Gast to -Munobilize his bipand leg, the swelling had to be.reduced and
the ;..iirgeons had to be sure -there was adequate circula.

tipn.

The elevatOr ddors opened onto ,the fifth floor and'Julie strode down 'to 514.
,`.Good Morning, Mink," she said as she- looked over
chart. "Flow is the leg'?";
"It -lu.irts a lot."

,

.

"Well, when the swelling goes doWn, that will Un-.
prove," Julie told hisin. The exereiies she was about to
help him with were supposed.to reduce the swelling.
.

Mark lpoked unhappy, -Although, she didn't.-.ask, Julie
guessedthat no one had visited him yet. Yeterday, Mark-

had told her that no one had come to.see him. He was
sive no one cared.
Iorne on, Malk. Let's get -to id- We'll. have you up
amfout in-cio time!" Julie (tied toencourage Mark and
boost his morale. Realizing that she was concerned about
him would, she hoped, eak his loneliness.
The exercises Mark .performed were Prescribed .6y
physician., After she had performed the emergeneystirgery on Mark's injured.leg, the Surgeon had written an

"order" or prescription for Mark to receive phySicar
therapy,.....Cfrditiatily, Julie would knoW exactly what to
do after' reading the order, but Mark's-injuries,- were
extensive and iulie 'wanted rib 'chance for an et:Ton-in-his

treatment. So, before she even visited with 'Mark; she
consulted with the physician and disculsed her goals for
Mark's treatment.
The surgeon wanted het to exercise l'Irk's injured leg
to .piomote improved circulationtand preveut the muscles
from withering aWay. Marldwould be hospitalized a long,
, time and where muscle (One is concerned, "If you don't
use it, you lose-it."
"We'li.start out slowly, Mark. Rise wiggle the toes on
this injured leg." fhe exertion caused Mark some pain,
but Julie explainO.hOW necessary the exercises *ere to
-*the 104 recoveri, so Mark.didn't complain.
-t'O.K. Now tighten your thigh muscles tO.t.itove your
knee caps."
't
.

"He's doing pretty well," Julie thought. "La spite of
his depression, he's tryihg hiird at his therapy, so, as.his
physical condition., improves,
spirits ptobably will
y
improve too,"
Julie's next patient was a special one/Sarah wasa 5year-old with cerebral- palsy. Cerebral palsy affec6,the
brain so that the'patient has great difficulty controlling
the mukleS used for movingabout. PhySicaltoordina-.
tion is greatly (tampered, but with, the proper therapy,
-improvement ushally is poSsible. Julie's evaluation of
,Sarah at thig time-indicated the child had the physical
coorditttion of .an firinonth-old, baby. Sarah was *still
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brain cells will be damaged after only a rew minutes. If
the interruption iS,Comiilete enough, %the brain cells will

Me in less than 16 minutes. The effects of the stroke
depend on the area of the hrain involved.
"The first job of the therapist, Toby, is toevaluate the
patient. Every Stroke patient is different.:SOme patients

can't use their legs. With others, only tlie arms are
affected. Many can't talk. So you haveo isolate the
muscle groups that are affected and then work to reeducate those muscles and "raise the patient's level of functioning to his or her full potential.
, 'Mr. Davis' stroke left him with his right side paralyzed. At first, he wasn't evenAware of the position of
his right arm. or ieg. We first moved .the arms and legs

for him to maintain the capability' for motiOn in his
joints, Then we helped -him roll from side to Side on his
bed, After he could do that by himself, we 'taught him fO

"The best part of mO4ob is sharing the joy of
patients who dare making progress."

sit up in bed.Ilow we are going to work on teaching

improvinf, though, so she may eventually learn to walk.
The daniage from cerebral palsy is difficult tojidentify.

The ,therapist doesn't' know the limits of

ik

patient's4,

abilities until he or she,reaches them. When the patient
stops improving, then the therapist knows the extent of
)1,15ylamage:.

"Good morning, Sarah. Let's practice our rolling."She and Sarah then rolled around on the floor Mats of
the treatment room. First, Julie ailed overdemonstrating the move with considerable enthusiasm. Then, with
Julie's help, Sarah took her turn.
"She almost has the knack of rolling over," thought

him to kneel; to stand, and to walk.
"Of plume, all that will take time. And, if the stroke,
completely killed the brain cells that control those film:
tions, Mr.-Davis. won't make any more progresi."
"What can I do to help today?'"asked Toby.

"I'll be teaching Mr. Davis how to move his body
from aisitting position to a kneeling one. He won't be
able to master that todaY, though, and that May discourage him. You can help boost his spirits by encodraging
him and giVing-him praise."
"I'll do my best.",

"Oh /oby. One' More thing. Mr.. Davis' speech was
affected by his stróke? A speech therapist is working with

him, but he' still can't talk. Don't worry, though. He

crawl."

understands every word that.is said."
Toby went to the waiting roOm and brought Mr. Davis
to the treatment area while Julie reviewed his treatment

After crawling, Julie would try to teach Sarah to sit,
then kneel, then stand, and, she hopedalk.
As Sarah and hei mother were leaving, Toby Pappas

record.
After Mr. Davis had completed his routine, Toby took
him in his wheelchair Wel( to his' room.

Julie. "Maybe next week I. can start teaching her to

walked in. Toby, a high schoOl junior, is a Ar6Itinteer aide

here in the PI', department., Two months ago, when he
first started working here, he transported patients to and
froth their roOms. Since then, he has gradually been.
Wining how to assist with the treatments'. His friendly,
eisygoing manner has wonhim 'quick acceptaiice from
the patients. Toby obviously enjoys helping Julie, and
she takes extra tittle to explaiwthe equipment and procedures to him. Toby is a bright student and Julie hopk
to interest him in Phy'sical therapy as a career.
"Hi, loby, Want to help.with a 'sttoke patient?"
"Sure, Julie, but I haven't had experience with a stroke
victim"
Julie explained that a stroke occurs when the flow of
blood is'eut off to some part of the brain. ,ithout the.
lifegiving oxygen supplied hy fresh blood from the lungfi,
39(i

It was lunchtime for

and she had been looking

forward tq if:0A quick ludehlit the El Sombrero; a
restaurant across the street. "Comepn, Toby, I can't wait
for thOse tacos and tamaies,"
At night the El Sombrero was a posh dining spot with
mariachi singers and substantial prices. At noon., however, it offered a quick and r,easonable lunch.
After they were seated, Toby asked Julie how she first
became interested in physical therapy.
"Doing volunteer work, just like you," replied Julie.
"I volunteered to help at St. John's Hospital and was

assigned to the P.T. dePartment. I liked the work so
Much' that I majored in physical theehpy when I went to
.

.

"What was the cootie work 11kei coltegeV

9 %9

Health Occupations
"A lo( of science.. I had courses in Chemistry,

.'phy, neurology, physiology, and anatomy. Psychology wa4 requiied, too, and that proved to be very helpful.
A course in psychology of the handicapped really opened
my eyes tothe.way handicapped persons view the world
and helped me understand some of their hopes and

fears."'
-Julie Went on to explain*the "rotating". assignnients
she had had during the last .half of her senior year in
college.. "That was a valuable experience. It gave the a
taste of the day-to-day work in most of the specialty

Are you goiiti at teaching children sports or directing
them in arts and crafts?
Art you good at teaching a child to swim Or ride a
bicycle?

Have you ever tutoitd eleMentary school children?
Do you lielp,your younger brothers or sisters with
reading, writing, or arithmetic'?

Physical therapists (Viet see ,the results of their work
right away. They must remain supportive and hopeful
even wir progress is slow.

,areas as well as the general practice of physical.tha?,rapy.
I spent I week in Children's Hospital, ()Weeks in the

Wheaton Rehabilitation Center, 2 weeks at Pleasant
-View Nursing .Home, and 5 weeks., here at Doctors,
Hospital.

Do you appreciate small gains or progress?
Do you have the patience to grow a garden?
Can you stick with a diet or exercise program?

Do you .appreciate .the eventual behefit of having

"It was duiing my rOtation that I discovered I really
pr'eferred working with a variety of patient problems-the sort of variety you're most likely to find in a hospital

braces on your teeth right now?

D'o you have the patience to practice 'a musical
instrument faithfully?

like this. After I passed the State board examination and

got my license to practice physical therapy, I applied
here at Doctors,
"Since then,." she saidwith a smile, "I've had to tate
up swimming just to keep my .weight down and still eat

Physical therapists must believe that one can succeed if
he or she really tries.

lunches here.at El Sonitftko,"

Are you an optimistie, upbeat person?
Can you make people believe in themselves'?

Do you look at the brigh41e of things?

Exploring
Physkal therapists most Am concerned about gdod health.

41.

Do you eat a, well-balanced diet?.
Do you AR enough sleep?
Do you see the dentist regtWarly?

Do you pay attention to warnings about alcohol,

losing streak?

tirugs, or tobacco abuse'?
Whenyou ask sOmeone how he or she is feeling, are

you really concerned or tlo you' cons,ider it a social
Custom?

Physical therapists Who ore physically fit ore more 'effective on the job. They serve as models for their patients.

-

Are you in good physical condition?

Physical therapists.must be interested in science,
4i.

,

Can you tolk someone into a gq_mooti?
Are you able to comfort a younger brother or sister
when his or her (eelings have been hurt?
Are you good at boosting a friend's confidence when
he or she is nervous about an 'exam, a tryout, or
asking someone for a date?
Would you be ood at coaching a team that's on a

ifo you enjoy strenuous activities such as sports,
hiking, backpacking, climbing, lad and field, danc-

Do you like science courses'?

ing, and gardening?
,
Do you like to be active most of the.time'?
Do you consider physical exercise and development
aS important as melital development?

Ili) you enjoiy doing projects for a science.class or a
science fair?
DO 'yOu read articles about science in magazines or
t he newspaper?

4,. Do you like-4o visit museum exhibits of scipice and
technology?

Physical therapigts need manual dexterity. They must be.
good with their hands to help patients perform exercises
and to handle equipment. .

Physical therapiats must te.och patients special exereiseg.

Do You.like to fielp your friends with homework?

Do yon like working with your hands?

39'8
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Do you enjoy building models, setting up electric,
trains, framing pictures, making ceramics, weaving,
or doing Macrame?
Are you Accustotned to using tools for work Around,
the house?
Are you good a setting up displays for class projects
or-school exhibi

Have you ever helped build the props for a school
theatrical production?

Physical therapists keep up with the dad "by reading
professional literature and attending lectures and conferences.
Do you like to read for pleasure?
Do you like to read popular science magazines?
Do you show initiative in doing research on subjects
of personal interest?
When you are curious about something, do you go to
an encyclopedia or library to learn more about it?'
Do you look up words you don't understand in the
dictionary?
Do you like to browse in the "new-books" section of
your library?
Is

Physical therapists are; part of a health teiini. They work
with physicians, psychologists, nurses, and social workers
in planning patient clr.e.

volunteers play and study with hornebotrnd and hand-

icapped children. Scourtroops,. Campfire Girls, and
other youth ortitnizations offer similar Opportunities.
Ask 'your teacher to arrange a class tour of the physical

therapy department of a :local hospital or nursing
home.

Invite a physical therapist to speak to your class about
his or her job. Suggest that the speaker bring some
equipment and demonstrate its use. Ask him or her to
discuss job duties, .training, and the rewards and frastrations of the work.

Interview a friend or classmate who has undergone
physical therapy. Find out about his or her treatment
and relationship with the physical therapist.
Help.manage a team involved in a contact sport such as
football in which bone, muscle, and nerve injuries are
common. Observe the kinds of therapy the injured
players are undergoing..

Take the Junior Life-Saving Course offered by the
American Red Cross or, the Boy Scouts of America, or.,
a course off9red by another certified, organization.

DevelOp your teaching skills by volunteering to help
-r---ehrect children in sports or arts and crafts at a day care
center or summer recreational pr,ogram.

Do you enjoy working AO other people on class

Join an Explorer Post if there is one in your area.

projects?

Do you like working with others on school clubs or
committees?

Do you like taking part in recycling campaigns or

Exploring, .open to young men and wtfinen aged 14
through 20, offers protrams in medicine and health
careers, physical or natural science, and emetgency

Do you like to help organize trips, parties, sports

first aid. To find out about Explorer posts in Our
area, call "Boy Scouts of America" listed in your

events, picnics, and dances?

phone book, and.ask for the "Exploring Division."

scrap paper drives?

Suggested activities

If yell are a Girl Scout, earn a proficiency badge in Firm
Aid, Lifesaving, Public Health, or Science.
.

Volunteer to work in a hoSpital,, nursing hotne, 'or clinic
in your community:
,

Look for opportunities to spend time with handicapped
or retarded children. Studying aria playing with hand-.
icapped children will help you develop the natural,
accepting planner that physical therapists must have
to dyal effectively with disabled patients. Girls' Clubs
and Boys' .Clubs in manycommunififfer programs
including volimteer service at hospitals and work with
retarded and handicapped children. Red Cross youth
.
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If your are a Boy Scout, earn a.merit badge in.Personal
Fitness, Lifesaving, Emergen Preparedness, Public
Health, First Aid, or Oeneral Science.

Use the topic of tehabilita9 n for a report in a science
or health class, You might prepare a report, together
with charts and other illustrations, that show the Muscles of the body and how they interact. Explain how
exercises can strengthen various part,s of your body
such as your arno, shoulderS, chest, abdomen, back,
or legs.

Health Occupatisins
Prepare a report for a health class tn. what to do for

7.

I'M a doctor. I treat, patients with bone, muscle, or
nerve disorders. Depending on the problem, I perform surgery or prescribe drugs. Who am I? .

S.

I help physical therapists such as Julie treat physically disabled patients. I often get patients ready
for treatment and help them do exercises. Who am

heatstroke, heat exhaustion, frost te, b,ruises, and arm
and leg cramp.s.

Develop an exercise program to-increase your strength,
endurance, speed, and coordinatioOnclude calisthenics, running, swimming, jumping; and other activities.
AA

l?'

Write for career information to the American Physical
Therapy Association, 1156 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005, and to the Veterans Administration, Department of Medicino and Surgery, 810 .yer..
mont.Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20420.

9.

I'm a dbctor. I perform operations to correct bone
problems. Who am I?

10.

I plan and direct activities such as sports-, arts and
'crafts, and social fundlons for patients in hOspitals
and other institutions. Who am I?

elated Occupations

1

I teach .dance to help my patients express their
feelings and do something that makes them feel
better about themselves. I work with patients in

Physical therapists are not the only workers involved
intherapy and rehabilitation. The duties of other workers
in this field are described below. Match these duties with
the job titles listed at the end.

such 'places as rehabilitation centers- and "Mental
hospitals. Who am I?

_
I.

I teach art to help my patients'express their feelings
and do komething that makes them feel better about
themselves. I work with patients in such places as

12.

rehabilitation centers add mentsi. hospitals. Who
am I?
13.

2.

I design, make, and fit artificial limbs known as
prostheses. Who am I?

3.

l help occupational therapists treat patients who
are meritally or physically disabled. I might teach
patients to dress themselves, to pt; games, to erijoy
dramatics, or to make ceramics. ho am I?

I operate equipment that helps patients breathe.
Who am I?
Physical therapist assistant or,aide

My patients are mehtally or physkally disabled. I
help them master .everyday skills such as shaving,
ahd teach them things like woodworking or gardening that make thoir.day more enjoyable. If I
can, I teach them skills that will help them set a
job. Who am I?

Occupational therapist
OcCupational therapy assistant

Speech pathologist or audiglogist

Respiratory therapy worker
Recreational therapist

4.

I'm a doctor. I move the spine. I correct nervous
disorders that way. Who am I?

Art therapist
Music therapist

5.

6.

My patients have' trouble hearing and speaking
normally. I plan, therapy programs to help them

Prosthetist

-coffinnunicate more effectively. Kho ant 17

Chitopractor

1 Ytach music to help my patients express their
feelings and do something- that makes thodifeel
better about hemselves. 1 work with patients in
such places .as rehubilitation centers and ment0
*hospitals. Who am 1?

Osteopathic physician
Orthopedic surgeon

Dance therapist
See answers at end of chapter.
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Job Facts

There isn't room in this book for a story about every health occubation: However,
you'll find some important facts about 32 of these occupations in the following
section. If you want additional information about any of them, you might begin by
consulting the Occupational Ouilook Handbook, a publication of the Departmeni
Of Labor,whiah should be available in your sohool or public library.
,

nothing and Qualifications

Other Information

Chiropractors treat patients primarily by using, their hands to

It takes many, years of schooling

manipulate parts of the body, especially thespinal column. Their
practice is based on the principle

qualify for the license required to
practice, apglicants must gradu-

Most newly licensed chiropractors either set up a new practice
or purchase an established one.
A ipoderate financial investment

that one's health is determined

and pass a State board exami-

largely by the nervous system:

nation. Most States require 2
years of study in a college or

Nature and Places q Work

Occupation

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
Chiropractors

Most are in private praCtice.
Sonic are salaried assistants of
established practitionera or work
for chiropractic Clinics, Others
teach or do *research at chiropractic colleges.

Chiropractors often set up their

to become a chiropractor. To
ate from ethiropractic college

university before entering the 4-

year program in a chiropractic
college.

Chiropractors licensed in one
State often may obtain a license
in another State without further
examifiation.

practices in small communitiesabout_ half work in cities Of High school students interested
/ in becoming chiropractors
50,000 people or less,
shptild take as rnan stietice
courses as possible,
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usually is necessary to open and
bquip an office.

,

Health Occupations
Occupation

Oetometrisis

vr

'47%04,

Nature and Places of Worl\A

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

OptPtinetrists examine people's.
eyes. They prescribe lenses, correctitte eye exercises, and other
treatment nOt requiring drugs or,

many.years of training to
become, an optometrist. To qual-

Optometrists should not be confused with ophthalmologists or

surgery.

Some optometrists speeialize. in.
- working with special groups such'

as the elderly, chil4ren, and industrial workers.

Most'are in solo practice. Qthers
are in partnership or group.prac-

ify for the required license, ap- dispensing opticians. Ophthalplicants must complete a 4-year mologists are physicians who
program in a college of optome7. specialize in eye care, perform
try and pass a State board ex,- eye surgery, and prcscribe drugs
amination. This is preceded by at or other treatment, as well as lenleast 2 years of study in a college ses. Dispensing opticians fit and
or university. Several States al- adjust eyeglasses according to
low applicants to be licensed prescriptions written by optomewithout lengthy examinatiormif trists or ophthalmologists.

they have a license in another
State,

lice.

Some treat eatients in hospitals
and eye clinics, or teach. Others
work for insurance companies,
act as consultantsto, engineers
specializing in safety or lighting,
or to educators in remedial reading. Some serve on health advisory committees.

Optometrists wishing to advance
in a -specialized field may study
for a master's or doctor's degree
in physiologic'sl optics, neUro.
physiology, public health administration, health information and

Independent practitioners may
work over 40 hours a week including weekends. Because the
work is not strenuous, they.often

can continue to practice after
norinal retirement age.

communication, or health education.

High school students interested
in becoming optometrists should
take as many science courses Its
possible.

Osteopathic
Physicians

Osteopathic physicians diagnose . It takes many year..s_a)schoolin&
and tre4t medical problems in- ,io becomPan osteopathic physivolving ,the muscles and bones. cian. To qualify for aherequired
Manipulation with their hands is, license, candidates must gradua basic form of treatment They ate from an osteopathic college
also use surgery, drugs, and other aitd pass a State board examimethods of medical care.
nation. Candidates must com-

Most osteopaths are in private
practice. A small number work
in osteopathic colleges and hespitals, private industry, opsovernment agencies.

If

.

4'

plete at least 3 years of college
(although most earn a bachelor's
d.pgree) before entering the 3-4
year program in an ,osteopathic

Newly qualified doctors of osteopathic medicine usually establish

their own practice, although a
growing, number are, entering
group practice.

Many work over 50 or 60 hours
a week. Those in general practice
work longer, more irregular

hours than specialists.

college.

Nearly all serve a l-year internship after graduation. Specialists
complete 2-5 years of additional
training: Nearly all States grant

licenses without (lather examination to Those already licensed
in another State.

High school studerns interested
in becoming osteopathic physi.
chins should take as many science6courses as possible.
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Physicians perform Medical exatninations, 'diagnose disease,
treat people who are- suffering
from injury or disease, and'advise patients nil selkare to pre-

It takes many years of schooling .
to beconie a physician. To qualify/or the required license; candidates usually must complete at
least). years of college (although

vent illness. A decreasing per-

most earn a bachelor's degree),
and 4 years of medical school,
pass a licensing examination,

Many physicians ; have long
working days and itregular
hours. Most specialists work
fewer hours than general practitioners. Although they.may work
hoirter hours, many continue,in
pragtice well bcyond 70 years of

'. Nature and Places of Work

Occupation.

Physicians

centage of physicians are general
practitioners; -.most specialize in
6a

one of many fields for which
there is graduato training.

and, in.most States, serve a 1- or
2:year oreQidency after graduation.

Nine out of 10 physicians provide patient care. Most of these
have office practices although
some work as residents or fulltime staff in hospitals. Other
physicians teach or perform ad-

Those planning to work in general practice often spend an additional year in a hospital residency. Those seeking certification in a specialty spend from 2to 4 years in advanced residency
ministrative.or research duties.
training, followed by 2 years or
Thc northeastern States have thc more of practice in the specialty.
highest ratio of physicians to 'They then must pass specialty
population and the southern exams.

age.

Newly qualified physicians who
establiih their owa practice must
iniike a sizable financial investmbnt to equip a modern office.

States thc lowest.

Son* physicians who want to
teach or do research earn a mas-

ter's or Ph. D. degree in a field
such as biochemistry or microAlthough phyNcians licensed in

one State usually ("an get a license in another State without
further examination, some States
limit the reciprocity-.
High school _students interested

in becoming physicians should
take as many science.courses as
possible.

4

. ,
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Health Occupations

,

Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Trainiv and Qualifications

Other ItOrmation

Podiatrists

podiatrists diagnose and treat

It takes many years of schooling
to become a podiatrist. To qualify for the required license, candidates usually must complete at

Most newly licensed podiatrists
set up their own practices. Some
obtain salaried positions to gain
the experience and mbney
needed to begin their 'Own prac-

.

corns, bunions, calluses, ingrown
toenailsiind other foot problems:
They perlbrm surgery, fit coffeetive devices, and prescribe drugs,
physical therapy, and proper
shoes..

11

least 3 years of c011ege (although

most earn at least a bachelor's

tice.

degree) and 4 years in a podiatry

V

Some 4pecialize in foot care for
the elderly or for children, or in
foot surgery. But most podiatrists
provide all types of foot care.

Most podiatrists are -in private
practice. Some, however, are employed by hospitals., podiatric
medical colleges, and public
health departments.

schOol, and pass a State board
examination.

Additional education and experience are necessary to practice
in a ,specialty. Several States require a I-year residency after
graduation. Most States grant licenses without further examination to those licensed by another
State.

High school students interested
in becoming podiatrists should
take as many Science courses as
passible.

Veterinarians

.

Veterinarians deal with diseases
and injuries among animals.
They perform surgery and rescribe and, administer dr gs,
medicines, and vaecines to niinals.

Over one-third of veterinarians
treat small animals exclusively.
About another third treat both
large and small animals. Many
specialize in the health and
breeding of cattle, poultry, sheep,

swine, or horses. Some inspect
foods' as part of public health
programs, teach, or do research.

It takes Illarkel years of schooling

to become a veterinarian. To
candidates usually must complete at least 1 years of college

cording to the geographic setting.
Veterinarians in rural areas
mainly treat farm animals; those
in small towns usually engage in

(although most complete more)
and 4 years in a college of vet-

general practice; those in cities
and suburban areas often limit

qualify for the required license,

erinary medicine, and pass a
State board examination.

Positions in research and teaching .often require an additional
Raster's or Pk D. degree. Some

their practice to pets.
Most begin as employees or partners in established practices. The

job may involve kat and irreg-

ular hours, traveling and outdoor
"States issue licenses to veterinar- work, ahd danger of. injury, disians already licensed by another,. ease, or infection. those in pri-

State without further examination.

'Most veterinarians are in private
practice. Some wprk for governtnent health agencies, colleges Of
veterinary medicine, research
laboratories,
large livestock
farms, anima) food companies,
and pharmaceutical firms.

The type of practice varies ac-

vate practice usually work well
beyond normal retirement age.

High school students inte ested
in becoming veterinarians should
take 'as many science courses as
possible. "

./
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DENTAL OCCUPATIONS
Dentists

Dentists examine and treat pa= It takes' many years of schooling
tients for oral diseases and ab- to Ircome a dentist. To qualify
ndmalities, such its decayed and for the license to practice denimpacted teeth.
tistry, applicants must graduate

Dentists usually work between
40 and 45 hours per week, although many spend over. 50

from dental school and,pass writ-

Many continue part-time prac-

ten and practical examinationS.
Dental school training generally,

tice well heyond usual retirement

Most dentists are general practi-,
tioners, but some specialize. Orthodontists are the largest group
of specia ists; they straighten

teeth. ThJ next largest group,
oral surg ons, operate on the
mouth and jaws.
About 9 out of 10 dentists are in

private practice. Some dentists
teach in dental schools, do research, or administer
health programs.

dental

hours a week in their offices.
age.

lasts 4 years following 2 to 4 years

of 'study in a college or university, Most people have a bachelor's or master's degree before
they begin their deatal training.

Specialists need 2 to 3 years of
formg. 'training after graduation /
from4 dental school; they may /
also bave to pass a special exam,.
Dentists wbewant to tekh or dtit,
research Iso spend additional
years in dvanced training.

In orde to practice in another
State, d ntists usually must pass
the States 'exam.
High school students who want
to become dentists should take as
many science courses as possible.

Dental Assistants

These workers help dentists
while they are working with.pa-

Most learn their skills on the job.
However, an increasing number

tients. they do such things as

of dental assistants complete Ior 2-year post-high school programs, primarily in junior or
community colleges and voca-

obtain/ dental records, hand the
denti t the necessary instrumen , keep the patient's mouth
clta , and prepare materials for
im ressions of teeth.

Most dental assistants' work in
private dental offices. Some work
in dental schools, hospital dental
Ndepartments, State and local
e public health departments, or
priyate clinics.

Tfie work of the dental assistant
should not be confused with that
of the dental hygienist, who must

be licensed to scale and polish
.

teeth.

tional or technical schools.

Dental assistants must be 'careful

Graduates of accredited programs who complete an exam

other equipment.

in

.May be certified. Certification is

an acknowledgment of one's
qualifications, but ..(ts not generally yquired for employment.

High school students interested
in this work should take Courses
in biology, chemisry, health,
typing, and office practices.

handling radtpgraphic and

Health Ocêupations
Occupation

.

Nature ahd Places of Wok

Training.and Qualifications

OtherNorination

Dental hygienists must have a'

Many hygienists' work part time.'
Hours may include weekends

.

Dental Hygienist:J.

Dental hygienists scale, clean,
and polish teeth, expose X-raYs,

.

license, CandidateS for licensure
in most States must be graduates
of an aecredited dental, hygiene

and instruct patients in proper
orak,hygiene.

.

and evedings. Some work for
more than- otie dentist.

school and pass both a written
Most work in private dental offices. Othees work in public
health agencies, school systems,
industrial plants, clinics, hospitals,,dental hygiene schools, and
.the Federal Government. Some
Who' are graduates of bachelor's

and a clinical exam.

Most schools Of dental hygiene
grant an associate degree; some
programs teitd to a bachelor's degree. A few schools offer master's

degree programs in dental hy-

degree programs are conimissired offieers in the Armed,
Mces.

giene or related fields.
,

Among the courses recommended for high school students
interested in-Mis occupation are

I.
Dental:Laboratory
Technicians

.

4

biology, health, chemistry, and
mathematics.

These wOrkers make dentures,
braces, crowns, and other denial
'and orthodontal appliances. All
, work is done following the den-

Many dental laboratory. .technicians learn their skills on the job,
although more and more are taking formal training programs be-

tist's written instructions.

fore .starting Work.

1

Salaried technicians usnally
work 40 hOurs a week while selfemployed techniciang often work
longer hours.
EXperienced technicians may ad-

Most technicians work in com-

On-the-job training generally
mercial laboratories. Others takes 4 to 5 years. Some schools
work in dentists' offices, hospi- s'-offer 2'-year programs for' high
tals, and for, the Federal Govern- school graduates. About 3 years
.ment.
of practical experience are
needed after that, however.

Technicians may become certi-

vance to jobs as supervisors or
managers in dental laboratories,
teachers in dental lab training
programs, or sales representatives for companies thaC manu-

facture dental materials and
equipnient:
=

fled by passing Written and praetical exams. Certification .is hecoming increasingly impOrtant as
evidence of a technician's coinpetence.'

-

High Fhool s.tudents. interested

in thig occupation should take
courses in int, crafts, Metal shop,
and sdel)Ccs.
-

*4,4
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Registered Nurses

:

Registered, nurses provide care

'

A license s re,sinired. A nurse

About 'one-thinkwork pan-time, ,.
MoSt, hospital and nursing home
nurses receive estia pay for work
On evening and night shifts,

must be a graduate of an apple stay well. The settingin- proved school of nursing and
for the sick and help healthy.peo-

wnich they.,work usually deter',
mines the sPeope of their responsibilities.. They observe their patients! progress; administer medicationst assist -in rehabilitation
Of: patients.; teaph people abdut
good .health; and i:10 research:

Most nurses work in hospitals,
nursing -homes, and other institutional health facilities. Others
work in public healthr depart,'
ments, home health agenckss,
cliniés, and private industry.
*Some work ian officeS of physicians or 4re private duty nurses

pass a..State exani, Training programs incnide 2-Yeaf" associaie

degree programs in junior and
community colleges; .3-year di,
ploma programs inhospitals and
independent schools; and 4 or 5year Enchelor's degree programs
in colleges,and universities.'
A minimum of a bachelor's 'degree, and often a master's or doctoral degree,'-is preferred for administrative or managemqnt,
teaching, research, or consulting
jobs, and for clinical specialization.

hired dir,ectly 414y. patients. SOme

nurses teachsAlo research, or are
staff mernbers,Of professional or-

ganizatione

1!)

High stlnol students interested
in becoming registered nurses

tr

should take as many science
Coursesits possible.

St
11

.

Licensed practidi nurses provide
much of-the bedside cat needed
by koApital patients, They take
temIoerature and blood presture,
cnangi. dressings, and bathe patients. They 'perform many other
nurMng.functions such as making
patients comfortable inn their
homes and preparing patients for

Licensed Practical
'Nurses
1,

In' California and Texas, these
inirscs are called licensed voca-.

A litense is required. Applicants
must compyte an approved practical nursing course, generally I
year long;and pass ancxam. Although' requirements for enroll!
ment kp. training programs range

tional nurses.

In hospitals,hours may include
nights, weekends,, and holidays.
In ,private homes, LPN's 'often
work,8 to 12 hours a day,but cah
arrange their own)iouryand vacanons.

from eighth or ninth grade to
high school graduation, high
school graduates tire preferred.

examination in doctors' Ale&

e

11

ing homes,: clinics, doctors':offices,,sanitariums, anddong-term

State-approved programs ire.offered in tradivtechnieal, and vo-,
cational schools, junior'colleges,
local 1\ospiiii1s, health agencies,
and private educational iwfitu-

care facilities.

tions,'

Some work for publje health
agencies and welfareind reli-

High sehoof students interested
in Incoming licensed practical
nurses should take as Many sci-

Three put of 5 Work in hospitals.
Most of the others work in nurs-

Orginizations. Self-ern
ployed nurses work in hospitals
or in the homes of their patients.
gious

.11

.

.

.

Adyaircenient is liinited without
additional training fir education.
In-seryice educational programs
Tirepafe LPN's for work in Specialized 'areas such Is intensive
care units or post-siirgery recov,

t ry won*

ehee courses aS pOssible,

n

I.

re
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Health Occupations
Occuptstion

Nature and Places of Work

N,ursing

These wortters handle many of

Orderlies, and.
Attendants

the routine aspects of patient care
in'hospitals, nursing homes, and

and Qualifications

Nursing aides, orderlieS, and at-

tendants train on the job from
several days to a few months,

other het facilities. They an-,a, sometimes combined with class-.
swer patie s' bell calls, assist pa-

tients in walking, transport and

set up heavy equipment, and

room instruction. Some employers prefer high school graduates
while many do not.

clean patients' rooms.

Coupes in home nursing and
first aid, offered by Many public
school systems and community
agencies, provide a useful.background. Volunteer work and
temporary summer jobs in hospitals and similar institutions
also are helpful,
.

Other Information

Other job titles intlude hospital
attendant, nursing assis4tant, aux-

iliarY nursing worker, geriatric
aide, and psychiatric aide. Simi-;
lar .work is done in patients'
homes by homemaker-home

health aides, who provide personal care plus some cooking and
light housework.
-

Hours may include nights, weekends, and holidays.

TRERAPY AND REHABILITATION OCCUPATIONS
Occupational
Therapists

v

Occupational therapists organize
educational, vocational, and recreational activities to help mentally or physically disabled per-

A bachelor's d ree
CcUpational therapy u sally is required. Certificate programs are
available to those with a bachesons become self-sufficient. --- lor's degree in another field. A
graduate degree often is iequ. ed

Newly graduated occupational
therapists begin as staff thera-

Therapy programs are tailored to
the client's' needs, and often are
part of an overall treatment plan
developed by a health team.

Many part-time jobs are availa-'
file. Many work for more than

Therapists teach .skilla such as
weaving, leather working, typing,
and the use of power tools: they

for teaching, research, or ad
istrative work.

Graduates of accredited pro-grams who pass an extun becOme
registered occupational therapists.

pists. Advancement is chiefly, to
supervisory or administrative positions.

one employer and travel between
locations.

PC

also help patients relearn daily
routines such as eating
and dress.
Mg.

Q.

Almost half work iii hospi
Most of thern rest,work in rehabilitation cente;544' nursing homes,
schools, clinic , community Men-

tal health centers, and research
centers. Some work in sanitariums or camps for handicapped
childr6i, public health depart-.
ments,'or for home health agen-

High sc ol students interested
in be ming occupational therapi
should take courses in
ealth, biology, chemistry, and
crafts.
ft

.

*Oar,

cies.

c,
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Nature and Places. of iVOrk

OecuPation

Trainitii and Qualifications

Other' Information
4

AssistantS work diractly with

Occupaiiohal
Therapy Assistants
and Aides

physiCally or mentally diSabled
patients under The sup6rvision of
occupational therapists. They
help patients With their exercises
and teach them simple skills..

Assistants usually *complete a 2yoar associate degreeltrogram in
a jtoior collego or :I-year vo-

.

StSme work evenings, weekends,
and part time.

cational or techinal school prograin after bigh schoOl. Aides .
train on the job. The length and
Content of training vary,

About half work in hospitals.
The rest work ih nursing homes,
clinics, schOols for handicapped

olf mentally retarded children,
and rehabilitation centers. Aides

handle the more routine iasks,
including clerical duties. They
p'repare-Work materials, keep pa-

tients' records, and prepare clinical notes.

Assistants who pass an exaM be-

coMe certified. Certified occupatidnal. therapy assistants with
4 years orapproved .experience
may take. the examination to become- a registered occupational
theraPist without-completing the
remaining 2 .years of*study for a
bachelor's degree.

Among the subjects recommended for high school students
interested in Alpe occupational
therapy field are health, biology,
and crafts.
an°

Physical therapists help people

Physical Therapists
3

with muscle, nerve, joint, and
bone disease and injuries to regain some of their strongth and
ability to move. Therapy consistS'
of exercise, massage, and the use

of heat and cold, light, water, or
electricity to relieve pain or improve the condition of muscles
and skin.'
Some therapists work in hospi7,
tals. Others work in nursing
homes, rehabilitation centers,
schools for handicapped chili

dren, and clinics. Some work for
public health departments or
home health agencies. Others
teach or serve t4 consultants.

A license is required. Candidates ..Many physical therapists work
part time.
must either earn a bachelor's

gree in physical therapy, or or
those who have a bacheloes egree in another field, earn a secpnd bachelor's degree or certifia7
tion through a special 12- to 16month program. They must .pass
a State board exam. A graduate

degree may be important for
teaching,oresearch, and administrative positions.

.

Health, biology, mathematics,
and physical education are useful
high school courseS.

402,
a
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Health Occupations
Occupation

Nature.and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

Physical Therapist
Assiwints and Aides

Assistants work directly with pA-;
dents Under the supervision ()la
physical therapist. They help patients do their exercises and in-

Training requirement for assistants are not uniform throughout

In some small health care insti-

the country. Some States require

struct them in the propq use of
artificial limbs, braces, and

from an approved 2-year assoc4ate degree prOgram from a junior
college and passing an exam. In

ainne most of the duties of the
physical therapist, within the
limits of his or her training.

splints.

Aides handle more routine tasks,

including clerical duties. %They
help patients prepare for treat;Pent, assemble equipment; and

a license calling for graduation

tutions, the assistant ol- aide May

States %not requiring a license,
aides may Advance to assistants `p
through on-the-job training, but
graduates of approved programs
often are preferred.

keep records.

Aides train on the job. The
Most assistants and aides work
in hospitals. Some work for phys-

length and content of pit%
vary widely, .but high sc

ical therats who are in private

graduation generally is required.

'
II

practice.

till others work in clinics, rehabilitation centers, nuts-

inv homes, community health
agencies, and schools for handicapped or mentally retarded children.

',Speech Pathologists
and Audiologists

Speech pathologist's and audiol-

ogists work with children and

Recommended

high

school

courses include health, bidlogy,
physical education, And mathematics.

Training koor this occupation is
provided through bachelor's or
mastes degree programs in

adults who have speech or hear- °
ing disorders. After testing to speech and hearing. The master's
find out the cause of the problem,
degree,
offered by several
they provide treatment..
hundred colleges and universities, is on the way .to becoming
While most work directly with the usual requirement for entry
patients, some teach, do research, into the field.
or perform ad4iinistrative chines.
Sonife States require speea paOver half work in schoOls. Others
thologists and audiologists who
work in speech and hearing dinwork in public schools to have.a
teaching certificate. too.
iCrresearelt centers, government
'e
agencies, and industry. Some
speech .parhologists and audiol- Many 'States require, licenses of
ogists are in private practice.
those who practice outside the

Many work oVe'r 40 hours

a,

week. Many, particularly those
in colleges and universities, sup-

plement their salaries through
consulting, research, and writing
books or articles.

schools.

Certification by the American
,Speech and Hearing Association
requires a master's .degree, a !-

year' internship, and an exam,
and usually Is rieceSsary to iid-

11.

vance.4.

High school students interested

re'

t.;
(
re

in becornIng speech pathOlogists
and 'audiologists should Aake as
many courses in science and language As possible.

4
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MEDIcAL TECHNOLOGIST, TECHNICIAN, ANIASSISTANT OCCUPATIONS

.

ElectrOCardiograph
(EKG) Technicians

EKG technicians generally train
on the job for several months to
that occur during a heartbeat.. I year. High school graduation
This machine is used to help di-, generalbi is required. Vncational
agnose heart disease and record' school or college courses in cardiology technology and anatyniy
the progress Of patients with
are helpful.
heart conditions.

These workerX opentte MaChines
that record electrical changes

Mechanical aptitudeMhe ability

to follow detailed instructions,'
and 'presence of mind in emergencies are important kialities.
Hours may include weekends.

Large hospitals sometimes pro-'
mote EKG technicians to supervisors. Advancfment to cardiovascular technician, cardiopulmonary technician, and c rdiol-

Most work in hospitals. Some
work in clinics and doctors' offices.
,

ogy technologist also is .1) ssible.

Among high school courses rec,

ommended for students interested in the field arc health and
biology.

Electroencephalographic (EEO)
Technologists and
Technicians

These workers operate machin-

Although many ar6 trained on

Manual dexterity, good vision,

ery that records.electrical activity

the job, formal training programs

and an aptitude for working with
electronid eqpipment.are important qualities.

of the brain. this machinery, is
used to help diagnose disease and
determine ,how it is affecting the

brain. Tcchntilogists, as a result
of their more thorough under7
standing of electroencephalography, supervise technicians.

are increasingly important, as a
way of learning to operate the
sophisticated equipment these
workers use. Training programs
in colleges, junior colleges, medical Xchools, hospitals, and vocational and technical schools generally last I toa years.

some hospitals require standby
emergency service after hours
and on week,en

-Although most work in hospitals,
many havejobs with private

Some workers advance to chief
sicians who specialize in b ainr electroencephalogrOhic
and nervous system disor ers nologist. Chief technologists arc
supeiviSed by an electroence;..I.
aeurologists and neurosu geons.
phalographer, or by a neurologist
or neurosurgeon.
High school students cOnsidering
this occupation should take

conrses im biology, health, and

-

r

electronics;

'r

1'

and holidays.

Health Occupations.
Occupation'

Emergency Medical
Technicians

Nature and Places of Work
.

These workers provide iminedilite medical care In such emergencies as an autopobile-accident, heart attack, near-dro'Wning, unschedukkd childbirth, poisoning, or gunsllot wound. They
must quickly determine the na-

Training and Qualificallo4s

Other Information

Good Ayesight, dexterity, Eind
phyijctil coordination are necessary. Because, they work under

There are two othex type's of.
emergency medical technicians:

Paramedics and dispatchers.
trying conditiOns,lgood judgment , Paramedics, work in4 under the

under ftress; leadershiii 'ability,
and emotional stability are im-

direction of physicians hy radio communication, administer
drugs and use more 'complex

portant.

4ture of the emergency and estab-

lish priorities for medical care.
bout half are volunteers on resPaid technicians

cue 0,squads.

work for police and fire departments, private ambulance companics, funeral homes, and hospital-based ambulance.squads,
1

Medical Laberatory " People in this 'occupation ate
Workers.

-either medical technologists,
technicians, or assistants.

These workers analyie the blood,
Ouids, and tissues in the human
body, using precision instru-

merits such as microscopes and
aptomatic analyzers. Laboratory
tests help in the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of disease.
Workers with nIore trOning can
rhandle the more complex jobs in
the laborati?ry.

.Most work in hospitals. Others
work in independent laboratoties, physicians' offices, clinics,
public health agencies, pharmaceutical firms, and research institutkons.

equipment than basic emergency

medilml technicians. Dispatchy means of telephone and
raalo,urve as a communications
'link between the media facility

-Emergency medical technicians

ers,

must, complete tAn 8 I -hour training course developed by the U.S.

Department of.. Transportation.
Other iraining courses are available, too.

,

Applicants must be 18 years old,
and have a high school diploma
and a driver's license..

Medical technologists are thc

and thOse who, are sent to attend
the emergency patients.

Those in fire departments often

work 56 hours a week. Volunteers work 8 to 12 hours a week.
Those in ambulance services often work -nights and weekends.

most highly trained. They arc

Technologists may advance to
supetwisoiy positions or to ad-

college graduates with a major in
medical technology.

ministrative medical technologist

in a large hospital, With addi-

tional education and experience,
Technicians get their training in, technicians can advance to tech2-year programS in community nologists and 'assistav to techand junior colleges,
trade
Schools, (ethnical institutes, or in
the Armed Forces.

Assistants learn their skills on the

job or take I-year programs in
hospitals, trade schools, or technical institutes. Some community

and junior colleges offer pro-

nicians.

Accuracy. the ability to work tinder pressure, manual dextegity,
and normal color vision are important.
In hospitals, workers can expect
night and weekend duty.

grams in cooperation with hospitals.,

In some States, technologists and

technicians must bc licensed.
This may require a written ex-

I.

amination.
-

High school courses in science
and Mathematics are recommended for Students interested.in

this field.

V
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Medical Record
Technicians and
Clerks

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

.0ther Wormation

These workers maintain medical
reCOrds, reportsslisease indexes,
and statistics. Medical records
are indispensable for diagnOsis
and treatment and also are used
for verifying legal claims, Charting health', trends, and medical
research.

Employers pretbr graduates of

Medical record personnel must
be accurate and pay attention to

,the American Medical Record

In large hospitals, the medical

Association are available to thoso
wishing to become clerks and to

approved 2-year associate degree
programs as technicians. Clerks
generally are high school gradu-

ates and complete

technicians.

Those who pass an examination
become accredited record technicians and often can Cook forward to more responsible posi-

perform: more routine tasks that
require a minimilm of specialized
knowledge..

ters, government agencies, consultinik firms, and health maintenance organizations. Otherswork for insurance companies;
pablic health departments, and
manufacturers of medical record

month or

clerks seeking advancement to*

have this responsibility. Perks

Although most work in hospitals,

01

more of on-the-job training. Correspondence courses offered by

records department is supervised
by a medical record administrator; in smaller hospitals, experienced medical record technicians

some work in chnics, nursing
homes, community health cen-

I

detail.

tions.
,

High school courses in science,
health, typing, matheMatics, and
office practice are recommended
to students interested in this field.

systems and eqUipment.

Operating Room
Technicians

.,Operating room technicians,.also
called surgiCal technicians, assist

surgeons and anesthesiologists
before, during, and after surgery.

Operating town technicians
work in hospitals or other institutions that have operating rodm,

delivery room, and emergency
room facilities, and in the Armed
Forces.

Most. train for 9 months to 2
years in tnite schools or technical institutes, hospitals, or community and junior colleges.'
Some train on the job for 6 weeks
to I year.

Manual dexterity is important
for
handling . instruments
quickly.

They may be required to work
"on call" shifts, staying available
to work on short notice.

High .school graduation generally is required. Some train in the
Armed Forces.

Operating room technicians inity

advance tg assistant Operating
room adininistrator and assistant
operating room supervisor.

Bigh school students interested
in this field should take courses
in health and biology.
4'
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Health Occupations'
Occupation

Nature find Places of Work

Training and Quaqlcations

Other Wormation

Optometric Assistants

Optometric assistants perform
routine eye care ditties when op-

tometrists test patients' nes in

Although most train on the job,
employers prefer to hire-graduates of I- or 2,year training pro-

order- to

grams..

Becausd optometric assistants
deal with instruments, manual
dexterity and accuracy lire important. Courtesy and tact are
important in their dealings with

prescribe corrective
glasses. Iri a large office, assist.
alits specialize; some handle visual training rind others- provide
ehairsidaassistance or administer
the offIce. In a smaller practice,

one person woUld do all these
things.

,

.

Most optometric assistants work
for ptometrists in private practiee. thers work for health (linics an some serve in- the Armed

I

High school graduation, including cpurses in mathematics and
offic4LoceOures, Isla preferred

patients,

HOurs may include weekend
background for admission to a 01.4, Many opportunities for
formal training program or on- part-time jobs are availlable.
the-job training. In addition, the
U.S. Air Force offers aecelerated
16-week training prograins.

-Forces.
4

Radiologic (X-ray)
Technologists

These workers operate X-ray
equipment and tako. Wray pictures (known as radiogeaphs),
usually under the 4upowi4ion of
a radiologist. Three specialties in
this field include X-ray technology, the use of pictures of bones

and inner organs of the body to
detect abnbrmalities; nuclear
medicine. technology, the application of radioactive material to
help diagnose or treat illness; and

radiation therapy, the use of radiation-producing machines to
give therapeutic treatments.
Most work in hospitak,...The re-

mainder work in medical laboratories, physicians' and dentists'

offices or clinics, Federal and.
State health agencies,,and public
school systems.

Completion of a 2- to 4-year

Full-time workers may be "on

post-high school program is required.

Call" for emergency weekend or
night duty. Most part-time jobs

are in physicians' offices rnd
Graduates of approved programs
who pass an exam become registered with the American Registry of Radiologic Technologists,
an asset in obtaining skilled positions.'They then may be certi-

fied in radiation therapy or nuclear medieine by completing an,
additional year of training. '

Some technologists in large X.
ray departments may qualify as
instructors in X-ray techniques
or advance to supervisory X-ray
technologists.

High school courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology are recommended to students mterested in this field.

f
4
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clinics.

Safety devices are used to avoid
radiation hazards.

40,

ExplOring Ca'reer
Occupation

Nature and Platviof Work.

Training and Qualifications

Other Information

ReSpiratory TheraPY
Workers

These workers, sometimes called
inhalation therapists, trsc special
equiment Rich as respirators and
positive-pressure breathing maalines to treat patients who need

Although a few train ott the job,
most workers coMplete post.high.

Mechanical ability, manual dex-

temporary or emergency respi-

of a 4-year program and an as-

ratory assistance. There are three
levels of workers within the field:

sociate

Therapists, technicians, and assistants. Therapists and technicianS

perform essentially the

school programs ranging from, 18
months to 4. years. A. bachelor's
degree is awarded for completion

degree

flit

shorter

WINO&

terity, and the ability to follow
instructions and work as part of
a team are important.
#

Afler-hours and weekend duty
generally is required. AdherenCe
to safety procedures and regular

testing of equipment minimize

Respiratory therapists can advance to assistant .chief, chief

the fire hazard.

same duties, although therapists therapist, or, with graduate edumay teach and supervise. Assist- cation, to college instructor.
ants have little contact with pa-, ,Teehniciaiis and assistants can
tients and spend 'most of their advance to thc therapist level by
time tacking care of the equip- tak ing appropriate trainjng

(

ment.

Mines.

Most work, in hospitals. Others

High school students interested
in this field should take courses
in health, biology, physics, and

work for oxygen equipment
rental companies, ambulance
services, nursing homes, and universities.

mathematics,

OTHER HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dietitians

Dietitians plan and manage food IA bachelor's degree in foods and
service programs and advise on .nutrition or institution management usually is required. The
good eating habits.
American Dietetic Association
Over half work in health facilities recommends completion, of a 6of various kinds, including hos- to 12./month 'internship or I-. to
pitals, nursing homes, and clin- 2-year traineeship. Some underics. Others work in colleges and graduate programs combine the
universities, schools, restaurants, educational anil clinical expericafeterias, large companies, and ince in 4 yeors.
Ihe Armed Forces,
Experienced dietitians may adAn increasing number work as vance to assiinant or associate diconsultants to hospitals, health- rector of a dietetic department.
related flwilities, and commercial Advancement to higher levels in
enterprises including food proc- teaching, research, and other
essors and equipment manufac, areas usually requires a graduate
degree.
turers.

High school students intereSted
in this field should take courses
in home economics, business, biology, healthi mathematics:and
chemistry.

Those in hospitals Ivey work
weekends while those in commercial food service have irregular hours.

Health Occupatiohs
Occupation

Medical Record
Administrators
A

.

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications

These wOrkers manage medical
tecord departments and develop

A bachelor's degree in medical
record administration usually is

systems for documenting, storing, and retrievingluedical infor-

regaired. Those whO have it

minion, They SuperVise andlrain

bachelor's degree in another field
and the required Courses in the..

medical record technicians und

liberal arts Imd biological sci-

clerks, compile medical statistics,

encesimay complete a l-year certificate,program.

and help evaluate patient care
.

Other Information

Part-time 'jobs are available in
.teaching, research, and consulting. -However, a 36- to 40-hour
week is usual.

anti research studies:.

Most work in hospitals. Others
work in clinics, nursing homes,

06,

State and local public health departments, medical research centers, and health insurance 'Ompanics. Some work for firmS.that
develop and kprint. health insur-

ance and medical lbrms, and
manufacture equipment to record and process medical data.

Some arc consultants to small

Medical record administrators
with'experience in smaller health

facilities may advance to pOsilions as department heads in
large hospitals or to higher level
positions in hospital ad ministration..Some coordinate the *medical record departments of seeral
small hospitals; others take posi-

tions in health agencies; many
teach in the expanding 2- and 4year college progritms for medical record personnel.-

healtb care facilities.

High school students interested
in this field should take courses
in health, business, mathematics,
and biology.
Pharmacists

Pharmacists dispenge drugs and
medicines prescribed by medical
and dental practitioners, and
supply and advise people on the

use of many non-prescription
medicines. An increasing number of pharmacists serve as consultants to physicians, nurses,
and other health professionals in

To qualify for the license required to practice pharmacy, one
mnst graduate from an accredited college of pharmacy,

pass a State board exam, and
have a specified amount of experience or internship under the
supervision of a registered pharmacist.

matters relating to daily patient
care.

.

Most work in pharmacies. The

Jest work for hospitals, drug
companies, government agencies, colleges of pharritacy, pharmaceutical and other professional associations, and the
ArMed Forces.

At least 5 ycars of study beyond

high school arc required to be:
come a pharmacist. One generally must complete at least I tO
2 years of prepharmacy education tend 3 to 4 years in a college
of pharmacy. 'r eaehing, research,

or administrative jobs may require additional education. Pharmacists often begin as employees

in community pharmacies. As
they gain experience and the necessary. funds, they may become

owners or part-owners of pharmacies. Others may gain executive positions with chain drugstores, become directors df phormacy service in hospitals, or advance. in mt agemontoales, ansi
other areas i industry.

Illigh school stu nts interested
in this field shoul Ain a strong
background in the ,

41 6

Hours may include evenings and
weekends. Pharmacists in com-

munity settings'. generally work
longer hours than those in insti-

tutional .settings, and self-employed pharmacists often work
more hours than those in salaried
positions.

Exploring Careers
A

,t

Trainink and Qualifications

Other-Information ,

Most learn through several years

Many dispensing opticians go

Occupation

Nature and haces of Work

Dispensing Opticians

Dispensing opticians, also called
ophthalmic dispensers, accept
prescriptions' jiff eyeglasses!

of' on-the-job training. Forital

into business for themselves.

training is available at comMu-

Others advance by becomiog

They Alatorrnine the size and style
of the customer's eyeglasSes,

nit), awl junior colleges, and
through 3- to 4-*r formal ap-

write work orders for the technicians who aCtually grind tIle lenses, mad adjust the finiglied
glasses to fit the customer. Sonie
specialize -in fitting cosmetic
shells to cover blemished eyes or
in fitting artificial eyes:

prenticeships.

managers of ret4i1
gOres
or sales representatives for
wholesalers or manufacturers of
eyeglasses or lenses.

Most work for optical shops or
department stores that sell,prel

High school stud nts interested
in this field shou d take courses
in physics, algebra, geometry,
and mechanical drawing. The
ability to do precision work is

.

Some States have licensing requirements that generally include education And training

Those in retail shops generally
work a 51/2-, to 6-day week.

standards and a written and,or
practical examination.
4

scription lenses. Others work .for

optometrisls and ophthalmologists, in hosktals and eye clinics,
or schools c.3" oplithalmic dis-

very important.

pensing.

Health Services
AdminiStrators

Health services administrators
manage

hospitals,

nursing

homes, clinics, and other kinds

Educational requirements for
this occupation vary widely. Entry jobs may require a 2-year as-

of health facilities.

sociate degree, a bachelor's degree, or.a master's degree. A Ph.

About half work in hospitals.

D. usually is needed for teaching

The test work in nursing homes,
home health agencies, public
health departments, and the
Armed Forces.

jobs.

Some work in health planning
agencies, or for management
firms.

or research, and is an asset for
more prestigioui administrative

.

Administrators of nursing homes
must be licensed. Requirements

are not uniform, but generally
specify education and experience.

Health services administrators
should' be able to motivate people, direct large-scale activities,
and enjoy public speaking.

They advance by taking increasingly more responsible jobs. The
ultimate goal in hospitals or
nursing homes is the job of chief
administrative officer.

they often work long hours and

may be called at any time in
emergencies. Some travel may be

required to attend meetings or
inspect facilities.

Answers to Related Occupations
REG IS;FERED NURSE
I. b, 2..c, 3, b, 4. a, 5. a, 6, b, 7, c, 8. b, 9. a, 10. C.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOOIST
I. b, 2. c, 3. a, 4. b, 5. a, 6. c, 7. b, 8. a, 9. c, 10. b,

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
.Art therapist, 2. Prosthetist, 3, Occupational therapist, 4. Chiropractor, 5. Speech
ptif holOgist or audiologist, 6. Music therapist, 7. Osteopathic physician, 8. Physical

therapist assistant ot aide, 9.. Orthopedic surgeon, 10. Recreational therapist, II.
Dance therapist, 12. Occupational therapy assistant, 13. Respiratorytherapy worker,
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:Margaret Mead's field Wok in Samoa eitabliehed herarOulat Ion as one of the
worlds foreniost anthrOPOWets .

r
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otographs, and digging test pits to sample, the depth
and contents of the Oil. They also used electronfC devices
to help them determine what Was undergroMid.

Dr. Berenson's teani of areheology students was
searching for the remains of a civilization that had

tit

f16nrished' in. the area thouSaridi Of years ago. 'By -study-

ing what was left of these people's homes, tools, and
clothing, the archeologists hnOed to find out . how 'they
,

liv.ed,

The work of archeologists- on a, dig 'involves, SloW,
painstaking digging, *raping, and sifting. They examine ;

every handful of dirt and use trowels, whiskbrooins,
kitchen spoons, even toothbrushes tO avoid damaging or
: destroying the evidence. There is an element of detective

work in the conclusions archeologists draw .from the
artifacts they. Uncover. Pottery fragments may'have to be
fitted together to form a dish; fos example. By comparing
the size and shape and decorations on different dishes
from the same site, archeologists can determine what
these dishes were used for.

Careful recordkeeping and labOratory work are important, too. The coins .that Shirley discovered must be
'Cleaned, assigned a code number, and recorded in the
excavation log. The exact place they were found must be

noted. When the team finishes this dig, their records
I should be complete enough to enable them to reconstruct
Cleaning a specimen from a tar pit is painstaking
work fer this archeology student.

"Brian, conie here! I found Some coins!"
Shirley Margolis looked up delightedly from the long

ghalloW trench she was digging in the desert. She was
very hOt and dusty but that was forgotten in her excitement over her find..
"Thaw great, Shirley," called Brian 'O'Shea, who was
workinAn another -trench a few yards away. `What a
sight .ailer all this time! I'll-tell Dr. Berenson,"
"Congratulations, Shirley," said the archeology professor a few minutes later, '"I knew our perSeverance
would pay off, Before removing the coins, let's update
Out records ind note the exact location of the find on
oti maps,"
Dr. Berenson supervises an archeological team that
has spent several months excavating a site in the Middle
..,East, a fruitful area for archeological finds.. Before beginning this excaVation, the team from Western State
University had a itit'.o.f background work to do, They

wanted to select a site that wonld be likely to -yield
artifactS of earlier civilizations, and this took careful
preparation. The team Spent weeks examining the area,
talking to lOcal residents, poring over maps and aerial

the site on paper. The examinations and tests they do
here in the field laboratoiyand back at the university
a few months from nowwill, enable them. to -classify
every object, deterthine how old it is, and decide what it
was used for,' The classification and dating technlques

they use.were develope0 through years of scientific re
search.
In their wOrk, archeologists use the scientific 'method

to study the past: Unlike historians, who work with
documents and other, written records, archeologistS uncover and analyze physical evidence of cuitures that
existed, long ago. They typically study such things as
bitrial mounds, tools, weapons, ornaments, and home
furnishings. Their pUrpose in reconstructing cultures that
existed hundreds or Oren thousands' of years ago is to
find out how human culture changes over time.
Cultural change is of interesi.not just to archeolOgisti
but .to all social scientists. SOcial scientists do research,
teach, censult, andoadminister programs in, a number of
different fields: Anthropology, economies, geography,
history, political science, psychology, and sociology.

,What all of them have in common is a profeisional
intereskin people.and society. Social scientists study and,
describe human behavior and social institutions. You're
alreadY, dware that the worft of astronomers and physi-

cists toils us a ,groat deal about the universe and the
planet earth. The work of biologists tells us about: the

Social Sc entists
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takes-organizational ability as well as a

plants and animals with whic we share this earth. In
much the same way, the work of social scientists tells us
about ourselves.
Social Scientists study our behavior in order to under-

'stand what makes us liVe the Way we do.- Such an
understanding is eSsential for goliernment leaders and
others :trying to develop policies and plan programs that
meet our needs. Such dominant concerns of our time as
equality of opportunity-and the throat Of a nuclear war,
far example, requirp a better understanding of how our
society; Works. /,a wo learn more about the underlying
causes of our problems, we are in a bettor position todo
somethini about theta.
Rcsoarchis a basic tool of Weis!. seience Like other
seientists seek to establish a body of fact
and ;.the011y that contributes to human knowledge and
enables us to manage our affairs more ratiotTlly. Field

work skit is the archeological dig that Dr. Berenson is
leading is a traditional method of gathering information
: or "data",7not only in archeology, and hnthropology,
btit in history and sociology as Well,

Surveys Lire widely filed to collect facts or opinions.
Indeed, surveys are conducted by so niany.organizations
for so many purposes, they are a familiar patt of our
daily lives. Literally thousands of polls, questionnaires,
and surveys are going on here .and abroad at any given
moment. Political scientists, use surveys to assess voting
behavior; market researchers use them to determine what
brand
4 of toothpaste we prefer; economists use them to
measure employntent, uneMployment, wages, and priees;
demographers Use them:to detect changes in populatiofi patterns; educators use them to measure students' progress and see how Well different teaching Methods work.
Probably the greatest single change in the social sciences in recent times has been the widespread introduction of Mathematical and* other ,quantitative research
methods', CalcuLus, for &ample, is Used ill economies,
and algebra is used leatithropology and linguistics..
Matheuiatics also provides the basis rot the Ibrmal mathematical models used Widely in economics and liolitical
science. We already have nOted that Surveys are used
extensively to gather social scieuce 'data. Survey methods

44(10
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Ex Noring Careers
rely heavily on statistical concepts, and statialics has
become in essential part of the training for most, social
science careers.
7.

The Computer is a staple of secial seiencOseareh and
the ability tb use computers for research purposes is a
'must' for many social' scientists. Because comPuters
earl handle 'Vast amounts of data very quickly, sOcial
scientists are able to work with tremendous amounts of
very detailed information about every conceivable aspect
of human behavior. Researchers have at their fingertips
an astonishing amount of information about our beliefsi
opinions, attitudes, and, lifestyles. Such information as .
sists those concenied with finding SolutionsAo oUr social
problems..
Now let's takp a closer look at the kinds of Work that
social scientists do.
An'thropologists study the differences'ameng people-diffeiences in their physical characteristics as well asin
their cusioms, behavior, and attitudes. They usually spe....

,

.t

cialize in one of the four subfields of anthropology:

,

Physical anthropology, archeology, cultural .anthropol6gy3 and linguistics. PhyskaLanthropologi* ave,, concerned with humans as biological beAs. They study the4
evolution of the human body and look for the earliest
evidences of human life. They aliO do research on racial

tr

orlraaa

tat

,

The ability to use computers for research purpose's
it important for many social scientists:

,:

groups and may, for example, elore the effect of
heredity and environment on different races. Because of
their knowledge of body structure, physical anthropologists are consulted on such practical matteri as the sizing
of clothing and the design of cockpits for airplanes and
spacecraft. Artheologists like Dr. Berenson usually study
cultures that no longer exist by digging out and exarnining tools, clothing, and other evidences of human life.
Cultural anthropologists study the custotni, culture, and

(1'

.

.

.
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social 11f6 of living peoples. Traditionally, they have been

T-4

concerned with primitive tribes and peisant societies,
but incre4lingly cultural anthropologists are turning their
attention to social patterns in mOdern settings and studying the behavior of drug addietS or corporate executives,
for example. Linguins study the role of.language in'
various cultures. Their researCh tells Us; for example, that
the Way people :use language inflOptices the way -they'

think about things: Thus language itself helps explain

.

some of the differencesnmong grotups.
Economists

study the way we tse our resources to

,prOduce gbods and services. They cditipile anCanalyze

Idata that help us understand thecoatt and benefits of making; distributing; and uSing thinis the way we do...
Some, economilits are primarily theoreticians, They may

develop`Aeories to explain the causes of inflation, for
exaMple, dirough- the use ofomatheinatical Models, Qth .

ers ileal with practical matters such .aabusiness cycles,

tariff polities, tax polit4e4 farm pOteS, Or litiPloy.,
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ment. They 'use their understanding of the Way- the
economy works to advise goyernment.officials, business
firms, insurance companies; banks, industry associations,
labor unions, and others. The work that econOmists do
affects us directly, too, . Government economists. in the
Bureau of Labor Statistics; for, eliample;;. issue monthly

figures showing how much the prices of goods and
services have Changed' over time. On the basis, of these
figures, known as 'Consumer price indexes, cost-of-living
increases are granted tcX soCial security recipients. Business firms and labor unions Use theSe indexes in neioti?ging wages,
Economics is such a hirge and complex field that,
nearly all economists specialize. Business eConomists analyie and 'interpret government policies and aCtions
that
are likely to affect the firm they work for. They Commonly prepare economic forecasts and then explain how
their forecast npplies to various aspects of the business,
such as marketing, puréhasing, industrial relations, and
finance. They also advise on the internal operations of
the firm, applying 'their knowledge of economic principles to such practical problems as inyentory levels and
pricing policies. Other kinds of econoinists include agricultural economists, financiat economists, industry ecbno-

Buslhess eoonomists ilke.thIs one use math to
forecast future sales.

/

mists, labor economists, international trade economists,

and tax economists.
Geographers are priinarily concerned with space and
the way we use it. They try to understand and explain
why people, things, and activities are located where they.
are. Their studies help to explain :changing patterns of
human settlement-Lwhere pet,ple live, why they live
ere; and how they earn a living. Because geographers
are, concerned with why people settle where they do,
theI'r work touches upon economics, politics, culture,
health and other aspects of society. Their 'work has
nwnerà s practical appfications. A geographer doing
flood pla researeh Might adokse inhabitants of the
probability f a flood and tell them how, urgent it was to
take precauti s. ,Another geographer might advise a
suilermarket ch
pn store loeations. Still another might
consult with officia of a foreign government concerning
the need tbr an irrig ion project.
Like other social sc ntists, geographerg apply their
knoWledge in a' variety
areas. 'Economic geographers
study proposed locations fo usiness or industrial firms...,
and make recopmendations. than geographers study,
cities and make suggestidns con irning transportation,
*housing, parks, and. Sites for indust 'al planls. cartographers compile and interpret data on he physical environment and make maps..and charts, edieal geogra,

04.

'Mese geographers are working up suggestions tor
supermarket. tocattons in and aroUnd a large olty.

phers study the effect of the natural en konment on
health and take into accohnt suat factors aS climate,

vegetation, mineral traces in water., and air pc) ution.,
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Histoiiart's dO Many things besides kachehowever.
They administer historical activities in archives, museums, historical societies, and. places such as. Mount.
Vernon and Independence Hall. This invOlVes helping
scholars to Use manuscripts and artifacts and educati g
the-public through exhibits-and publicationS. Many historians preserve,. idenOfy, and classify historical docu-

Historians studY past. events, institutions, ideas, and
people. Some historians specialize in a particular Period,
of time-*-18th century history, for example. Others expore the history of a subject such as economics, philosophy., scienee, religion, art, or military affairS. Although
' many swcialize in the social or politkal history of ihe
. United TtateS or Europe, a groWing number are coneerned wieh the history of Africa, Latin America, ASia,
or the Middle Ease--'-,areas of great importance in our
lives. By putting international iSsues in proper historical
.yerspective, historians can be instrumental in increasing
understanding:, an&.tespect among the nations .of the
world, Becaase (*historians' insights into what happened

ments; treasures, and other materials; A groWinetitember
are concerned with the restoration of histqric buildings

and sites. Their goal iS to preserve and interpret our
historical heritage, which consists of historic houses,

in the pastand Why7--the President and Congress
sometitnes conSult them when they formulate domestic
or foreign policy.
Traditionally, :most historians have taught and done
research in -collegeS .and universities. Publishing is very
importUnt in the academic World, and historians spend
much of their time doing research and writing sclarly
books and articles, textbdOks, and publiCations. WA his-

,torical satjects felthe gederal rpublic. Depending bn
their 'specialization, their research might take them to
recatids kept in a county cout*Ouse, an old charch, a
'State legislature, or the NationalArchivs.

,
f

churches, forts, public inarkets, .battlefields, and ()filer.
places, Hisibrians are employed, td manage, interpret,
and write about such 'places as the Manassas Nalional
. Battlefield Park in Virginia and Old Sturbridge Village
in Massachusetts. Historie preservationists also work to
.save city neighborhoods and maintain their unique histone and architectural features. This usually means joining forces with architects, lawyers, planners, business
and community leaders, and city officials,
Political scientists study the objectives, organization,
and aduaroperatiOns of government in the:United States
and abroad. They eXplore such areas as public.opinion;
the nature of political parties; the influence of special
interest groups; the' workings of the Presidency, Con-
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Social Scientists

t'?

gress, and the judicial ,systemi political decisionmaking
'at the State and local levels; 'the role of the United States
in world affairs; mass, movements, revolution, and' We--ology;;comniunity organization and urban politics; and'
policy studies..
Most politital seierPtists teach or do research at colleges ,
and uniVersities. Very often, they do consuliing work as ,
well. Some political scientists are_employed by 'public.
interest groups, survey research institute's, and foreign 1.
affairs organizations; they do iesearch, prepare publicationi, and 'consult. Others work a aides to elected. officials, serve on the staff of committees of Congress and
State legislatures, and work for legislative bodies in cities
and pounties. Still others administer government pro:
grams.
Because of their understanding:of thepolitiCal process
and how, it really works, political scientists-are often,
asked to give advice .and make recommendations. Busi.

ness anis, labor inions, sitizens' groups, political candidates, and government ageneies themselves all Aopk the
adykee of politidal scientisp frOni time to' time.'POlitical
seientists, like Other:social ibieritists, provide opinions
'only aftei a careful study of the matter at handwhich

might be.' anything from "Which :partif
win the
election in the 8th preeinctr, to "What effict will, this
treaty have on our pot.ion in, the United Nationsr To
find the answers, pohtical scientistS begin:by gathering
'information. They Tay examine docuMenis, cOnduct
suivey, or interview'ipeoqie to get the information they
need. Then they carefully Weigh all the facts and arrive
at a conclusion..
:
.

Psyclio1ogi40 stuTt.y 'people in order to uriderStand and

explain theitlactiods. Psychologists' insights into human
:behavior enable them to help people who are mentally
or emotionally;disturbed ordeeply unhappy..
psycltologists.,Wbrit with people Who have mental or
emotional disorders. They learn more about their pa_
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AVolunteer campaign' work la a goothway to launOh a
career In patios,'

Many social soléntists have teaching or reaparch
positions With colleges and utilviraltles.
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This sociologist is advising county officials on the things they need to consider
when they plan for future growth.

tient's frameiof mind by giving standardized tests and

kinds of psychologists, too' including developmental psy-

taking a persdnal history, but mostly they help by talking
to the patient and listening. They courisel theirpatients,

Sologists, educational psychologists, experimental psychologlits, and comparative psychologists.

individually and in groups, and try to-help theM deal
with. their problems.
Some psychologists specialize in the behavior of Red"
ple in a particular place; School psychologists help with

learning and satial- problirnit in schools. Industrial psychologists might study the, rea`sons a company's employ-

ees are abient from, Work so much. They would also
.work with the company's personnel department on selection and training procedures, and might counsel em'ployees wilo were Unhappy F depressed.
Social psycholjgists uSually do research, aljAinister

programs, or tench, They examine such issues as leadership and group behaVior. Sometimes their researeliis
designed to find out. Ito* well.gokcnment programs itre
working: This is.;called evalhation research, and 4,an
littportant field of social science research. There are other

.

analyze society and human behavior by
studying people in groups. They are interested in human
interaction as such,and explore sue!' social processes as
competition and cooperation. la their research, sociologists may work with groups as different as familiei,
Sociologists

'tribes, comMunities, and governments. Or they May work
with social, political, religiqus, ethnic, business, ot protes-

sional groups. For example; a sociologist might" study
families td discover the causes of social prbbleMs such as

crime, juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, and poverty.
Sociologists apply their knowledge of people's behaVior
iir groups in many areas 04(110(64 family counseling,
public opinion analysis, edhcation,. law, religion, r
relatichis, and planning.
Most sociologists tin& arid do researchin colleges tind
universities.) Others, however, are employed by research

.

-

Social Scientists
organizations to conduct sttidies and prepare reports.
Still other sociologists administer ptograms in such fields
as co rectiOns, mental heahh, Aocial welfare, and educai.
lion.

Areas ol specialization in sociology include social organization, which deals with the origin, development,
activities, and interaction of social groups; urban sociology, which deals withlife in cities and highly populated

are* crimihology and penology, which deal with the

causes of juvenile dehquency and crime and the 'life of
inmates in penal institutions; and demography, which
deals with the composition, groV7./th, and movement of
populations.
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Personal CharacteristiCs

tdP,'

What makee a good sociakcientist? They are scientists,
*after all; who seek knowledge and apply it to a variety of
social needs and Situations. Therefore, two fundamental/.

*

traits needed by all social scientists are intelleetual curi-t
osity and creativity. Social scientists must constantly seek
new information, about people, -things, and'ideas. Their
curiosity inspires them to devote their live's to understanding the 6auses or social prohlems. History, .geography, tend ecOnomics can all be taught, but creativity
cannot be. Sucassful social scientists have it, however,
and use their creativity to attack social problems in new
ways. Although social scientists study the work of others
before them, they constantly face problems that requite
original solutions.
.
.
Social' scientists must be willing to spend cansiderable

time and effort in study and research. This requites a
itumber of personal traits. For example, an economist
who is studying tax reform needs the ability to,analyze,
data on the proportions Of total taxes paid by people at,
ditTerentincome levels. A political scientist 'who is study4ng the differences between democratic forpas of govern-

ment and dictatorships must have tho ability to,think
logically and Acthodically about what influences the"
actiOns pf government leaderi. A psychologist who is
studying the behlivior of mice over a iieriod of months
Must have systematic work habits if he or she expects to

reach valid conclusions. Objectivity and open77!indedn ess '
are important in all kinds of social scieno researeh. Ah

economiSt inust be able to make an unemotional and
detached analysis of theissues when reviewing a proposal
to amend a city's rent-control Legislation. P.erSeverance is
essential for an anthropologist who might spend years
accumulating and piecitir together artifacts from an.
4ncient civilization.
Social scientists must apply their research findings to
practical
situation* This requires other traits. For ex,.

Edonomists develop the ConsumerPtice Ihnpx,. a

measure of-inflation.

ample, a sociologist who is preparing a report on the
causes ofjuvenile delinquency needs intellectual creativity
to approach the problem from a new perspectiVe. A
historian who is delivering a lecture on regional difference& in American social customs needs the' ability to
communicate effectively. This historian must be good at
public speaking, of course. The ability to handle written
nlaterial is just as important. Because' communicant%
their findings and analyses to other peOple is suCh an

important part of the job, secial scietitilli twist be able
to spank and write clearly, concisely,.and effectively. The
written report lig the s,tandard forill of eimmunicition in
the social sciences, and ,the ability to prepare a welts
organized, well-documented, and well..written report is
a "muSt."
For Wome social scientists, etnatiottaPstability is itiPorRt.. A clinical psychologist who is working with a grohp

mcatift gatients, must understand' other people god be
sitive to their tkoods, The mannpr in-which he or she
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Exploring Careers
conducts himself is important, because psychologists often serve as models for their patients.
For other social scientists, physical stamina is impór7
tant. An anthropologist or geographer doing field work
may,have to lift equipment, walk considerable distances,
or spend a long time in uncomfortahle surroundings.
Some social scientists work alone. An economist whd
studies imports and exports may spend most' of his Or
her time behind a desk, with only a calculator for corn;
pany. The job involves analyzing statistics and preparing
tables and charts.
Other social sciehtists work as part of a team. Tfre
archeological team led by Dr. Berenson is learning how
important it is to work together. Teamwork Ls important,
too, because studies of sociul problems often require the
skills of people from several disciplines. Thus a sociolo-

gist might head a study group on prison conditions
consisting of a lawyer, a social worker, and a corrections
official.

Training
Tormal training requirements for seven social science
occupations are described the Job Facts at the end of
this chapter.,
High school offers %you a good opportunity to get the

background you'll need for further training. History,
geography, economics, and other social studies courses
are, of course, _very important. You also should take as
much mathematics as possible. Social science research
increasingly requires knowledge of mathematics, statistics, and computer science, and a strong mathematics
background will prepare you for more advanced courses
in these fields later on. English courses are valuable, too,
since communiCations skills are so important to social
scientists. Your high school probably offers other courses
that would relate to some of the social science ocCupations. Por example, biology, physies, and other sciences
are very important for some geographers, anthropologists, and psychologists. Drawing and design are important for cartographers.
Most of your training would occur after high school
;Social scientists generally earn a bachelor's degree after

It's important' to remember that a college degree in one
of the social 'sciences can prepare ,you for graduate or
professional education in law, business, journalism, and

a number of other fields. Moreover, it gives you the
background you'd need for many kinds, of jobs in businetis; industry, and government.

Training does not end when you earn a college or
grlduate degree. New theories and new research findings
emerge so often that what you learn in college soon will

become outdatedthough nothiseless. hist as you can
expect to learn new words your whdle life, social scientists continue to learn new theories and applications their
entire lives. They learn by 'reading books and magazines,
going to conferences, and attending seminars from time
to time. Careers in this cluster lare for people whO like to
learn outside as well as in school.

A Final Word
If you have a strong interest in social issues, don't stop
here! Other chapters of Exploring Careers describe several more occupations.that are worth looking into.
Urban planners share the, histoiic preservationist's
concern with preserving the. interesting and distinctive
qualities o( buildings and neighborhoods. In fact, planners and, historians, often .1irork together to preserve his-

toric sites and communities. A story about a planner
appears in the chapter on Office Occupations.

.

4
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4 years' study in college, and then go on to graduate
school. Teaching or research in 'a college or university
,almost always' require,cs a Ph. D. degree. The Ph. D. is
important for many nonacademic positions as well. And
it is essential for recognition as a scholar in your chosen
field.

Nevertheless, many persons with a bachelor's or master's degree in economies, geography, and other social
sCiences are working successfully ,in their chosen field.

420

Ifirtographers can USO data from setellite sensors to
Make maps.

-

S6cial Scientists
Are you caught up ilk current events? Do you think
you would like to be one of the people, investigating local

or national issues and informing the public of what's
Jeally going on? There's a story about a newspaper
reporter in .the chapter on Performing Arts, Design,.and
CoMmunications Occupations.
SOcial workers devote their lives to helping people.
Some do research to identify community needs. Th
.

work with health, housing, transportation, and othe
planners to suggest ways of making our communities
better places to live A story .about a social worker,
appears in the chapter, on Social Service OCCupations.
Are you fascinated by the workings of the financial
world? Bank officers and.securities sales workers handle

their clients' money and are just as concerned with
understanding why the economy works as it does as

economists are. Training in..eConomics. is important for

these workers. A stoiy about a bank officer appears in
the chapter on Office Occupations. A day in the life of
a securities sales worker is described in thechapter on
Sales Occupations,
The level of education irt any society is one indicator
of the standard 'of living. Teachers devote their lives to
educating people to fulfill their own potential and. become productive members of society. Many people with
'training in history, geography, and other social sciences
becomQ teachers. A story about a secondary school
teacher appears in the chapter on Education Occupations.

You've learned ,thtit computers are an important re-,
search .tool for social scientists. If the field of computer
science fascinates you, learn more about computer occupations hy reading the story of the programmer/systems analyst in the chapter on Office Occupations.
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This psychologist Is d8ing research on eye movements,
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Jill °rounded the corner sharp

dirt road flying in all

,

the gravel from the

dirsecti

as her sports car sped
by. She was on her way. to a 'country antique show. and
wanted to get there before dark.
Jill Winitsky is thescurator of engineering at the Wood
Museum. She considers herself lucky to bc working at a
large museum such as the Wdod, where.she can concentrate on engineering historyher area of expertise. Curators at the' iood Musettm generally specialize; their
subject may be agriculture, textiles, mining, atomic energy, or political, cultutal, or military.
history.
Jill liad come across, the, notice of the antique show in
the morning newspaper and thought it seemed worth
.

looking into. Not that she was counting on finding
anything at the show. Jill had gm*, to a number of
antique show in the 5 years -she had worked at the
Wood Musa= but she rarely found anything worth
acquiring. Generally the museum relies upon giftsof
historical objects and of the money to purchase them.
"It's a niee drive," thought Jill as she spotted the
turnoff to the grange hall. where the antique show was
being held. "And you never know, of course, Maybe I'll
be luckji for once and find something worth adding to
tne museum's collection."
Ohly a few People Were there when Jill walked into
the hall where the antiq'ues were being shown for sale.
She paused for a moment to get an idea of the layout.
.

Then she moved purposefidly into the exhibit area,

carefully.noting ere'11 object on display. Something in the
Center of the roo made her stop itr her trackg. It was an

old fotary printing press, the kind consisting of a large
cylinder bearing columns of type and 'several small cylinders. The black metal press was somewhat worn;
number of cracks were visible. But otherwise it was in
fair condition.
s
Jill estimated tbat the press was about 70 years old.
Considering that the rotary printing press had only been
invented in the mid- 19th century, this- press ys well
worth acquiring. Of course the museum haa several

Cortland, 544 West torch Street, Telephone 345-6111,
Jill called Mrs, Cortland right aftekshe arrived at work
the following morning. She emilained her interest in the
press and suggested that she 'and Mrs. Cortland get
together to talk abput it some More, Mrs. Cortland
agreed, but reluctantly. She made it clear-thtg she really
wanied to sell the press.
"The press is something my late husband acquired a
long time ago out west," Mrs. Cortland explained. "We

kept it in the basement. But now i am moving to an
apartment and I don't want to take itvith me. It seemed
like a good idea to sell it."
. "I see," said Jill, "However, I'd really like the chance
to talk with you about the press. How about coming to
the museum tomorrow? We could have lunch here and

talk about it thenr
After lunch the following dayolill gave Mrs. Cortland
a tour of the engineering section and gave hw a brief but

lively history of the printing press. She explained the
historical significance of the press that had been in the
Cortland basemein all these years. Mri2-Cortland's resistance began to fade. Nevertheless, it took several more
conversations before she agreedenthusiastically, at

lastfo donate the press to the museum.

Now,. every time Jill- walks through the exhibit on
printing technology, she remembers the antique Show at
the end of a country\road and innumerable conversations

'with Mrs, Cortrand.'
Jill was born and itxised in the olciest. house in Macon
County, Georgia, an hasibeen interesgd in history since
she was a girl. Genealogy in particular fascinated her
when she waS growing up, and she thought nothing of
spending hours and hours poring over records of her
family's history in the county courthouse. She also developed an extensive correspondence with other genealogy buffs.

Much as she loves her job, Jill hadn't pliinned to
become a museum curator when she was in school.
Nonethelesk her background suits her for the job very
well. She fiMshed college with a double major i'n histiny

other printing presses in its collection, but Jill was excited
at the prospect of getting this particular press, which
probably had been made shortly before the manufacturer
went out a business. .,,,

and engineering. That is, she completed the college work
fsor a baehelor's degree in both history and entineering.
She also has a master's degree in history. Curatorial jobs

.

jill didn't lose any time locatMg 'the manager of the

the owner

are relatively few and far between, Jill knows, and sh
considers herself- lucky to. be in a job that she lik
o
much. She realizes, too, that she'd probably need a
Ph. D. to be hired at the' Wood Museum today.
Jill spends much of her workday dealing with letters
and telephone calls. One recent letter began, "I am

"Mrs. COrtland owns the press," Mr. Williams replied.
."You could probably reaCh her tomorrow morning." He

of tunnels for the bopk. Can you supply them?" Jilt'

antique show.

._

..

"Mr, Williams, I am Jill Winitsky, curator of engineering at the Wood Museum," she said by way of
introduction. "I am interested in acquiring that *printing press tbr the museum. Can you put me in touch with

handed Jill -ri business card that read: Mts. Virginia

..

writing a book to be called ninneling Thrinigh Solid.
Rock, and I need photographs of several different kinds

-usually can help with this kind of request; She checks the

,.

i

museum's e tensive photograph file and selettfs those
that Will fit he author's needs..
JuSt a f days ago, she received a letter from the
director of a historic preservation socipty,. The sócietY
plans to rlistore an old grist Mill and Wanted to. know if
All could glite theM sortie advice. Restoration work is

somethi4 Jill particularly enjoys, end she's even had
some experience with grist mills. She'd like to take on
this pro ect, but the mill is nearly 100- miles away. The

trips b ck and forth wonld Reep her away from the
museuift too much. Jill wrote back, referring the society
to seve al b oks on the subject and giving them the name
of ano her authority who might be willing to help.

Thej grist mill restoration had:been tempting. tut it
really vas out of the question since Jill had been away
so m h on that steel plant project. That request had
come through several months ago. The mayor Of a
nearb, city had written, "We have an old steel plant that

has not been in operation for many years. The citY
council joins me in belieyjng that the structure might
have some historical value and they are considering
allOcating funds to restore the plant and make it a historic

site. We would appreciate it if you would examine.the
structure and giVe us your opinion. May we expect Co
'hear from you soOfirThit requesthad led to an inspec-tion trip, and then several return trips, as Jill was called
upon to testify before the city council and then speak at
a town meeting to explain the plant's historip significance.

"I consider myself very lucky,'" says Jill.
''Museum jobs are hard to find."

Today's paperwork taken care of, Jill turns to the°
exhibit on industry in 19th-century AMerica that she's
been working on for nearly a year. The exhibit Will open
next summer in a newly renovated wing of the musenm.

ducted by the Wood's volunteer guides,. Jill is one of the
curators who help Amin the volunteers. Not long ago, Jill ,

gave a talk on the history of textile manufactitring in

It will include early, industrial machinery, handtopls,

New England during theintermission of a weekly concert

company records, and manY other items, Putting together

sponsored by the museum and brpadcast over a local

an exhibit is a big job, one that invoNes an alina

radio station.
DOing research and keeping up with recent develop-.
ments In her profession are important tarts of Jill's job.

overwhelming amount of detail, Jill has' acquired items
from' literally hundreds of sources: Other museums, historical° Societies, archives, .private collectors, antique
dealers, and manufacturing firms. Mach of her time has
gone into the Search for,histotically significant items and '
negotiations with the owners for their acquisitione, Dotnmenting every iteohassbeen a tedious; time.consuming
task. Now shes,busy pregaring the catalog. that Will be
published when the exhibit opens.
curator, 1111 is concerned with educating and
Ass
informing the i*toblic. She contributes articlei on her
section of thc museum to 'Wood Light, a nt-onthly neWs.
letter that is sent to members 'of the nnuieum, The new
printing press, for example, will make a good sObject for
a short article. ProM time to tin* she conducts special
took for dignitarie0ePorterk students; and other special
groups, Normally, Of eabrie, museum touts arc WO-
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Last yea!, she devoted quite a bit of her. free time to
miearch on tektile mill restoration. That was the subject
f a paper she presented at the annual meeting Of State
torians,
Pill enjoys her work. She particulatly enjoys fi6eing the
y,some people ljecomitotally absorbed in one of her
hibits and lose all trick of their surroundings. Jill is'
pled, too, of being able to maintain and resture'struc..
tures that are part of the region's.historic heritage. Never..
theless, she feels the pressure when'she faces the deadline
, for opening an exhibit, completing a researcli repOrtoor
making a speech. The joii has b4ilt-in frustrations, teii,
,

Just recently, for exaMpX, slim lost a chanie to big a
Very old drill press because the museum didiet have the'

Social Scientists'

.

Jill's job demands a commitment. She is expected to
complete original research projects that reqiiire night
and weekend work: She must be "constructively aggressive" in always being on the lookout for objects of
histOric value. She often attends.auctions and flea markets in this never-ending search. Even while she's on
vacation, Jill takes time to investigate leads for new
exhibit items. She knows that casual conversatiohs can
lead to major acquisitions. Because Jill finds her job so
interesting, she doesn't mind giving so much of her time
to it. As a curator, she's doing something 'that she very
much wants to do.

Can you tell when someone has a biased viewpoint?

Curators must have an aesthetic sense to
hibits in an appealing manner.

ange ex-

/i

Do you hotice your Surroundings?'
Can you name soMe of the thingS that make a rtom,
a building, or a neighborhood pleasant to look \at?
Can you name things that make it unpleasant or eJen
uglki
Do you have a flair for decorating?
Do you hhve good taste in selecting clothes?
Can you fit a great deal into a relatively small area
without having things look cluttered?

xploring
Curators must have a strong interest in history.

Curators.must set priorities because museums have limited budgets.

Do ou look forward to history class?
o you do extra reading on.historical topics?

Do you enjoy visiting historical sites?

I, Are you good at getting all thb facts and weighing
them carefully when you, make a big purchasea
bicycle, camping gear, or stereo equipment, for ex-

'

Are You interested in genealogy--learning abbut

your finiily history?
Are you interested in historic preservation projects in
your cominunity?
Are you interested in the history of your part of the
country?
.

ample?
Are you awark(of making choices about the way you

use your titt when 'you 'decide to go to' a party
instead of stOdying for a test?

Curators must be persuasive in order to convince potential donors to contribute time and money to the museum.

Curators need to do careful resei4ch and think logically
and analytically in order to explain the origins and uses
of the objects in their collections.

something is so?

Do you ask questions in class? If you don't understand the answer, do you keep asking,until you're

sure it's lear?

Do you look up wilds you don't know in the die-

_

Curators must :be effective coltimunicator§. They write
letters Mid reports4ive speechis,-and spend.a geeat deaf

)A4, on the telephone.

Are you good at writing term papers and :composi7

PaPer?

Do you like to. solve purzles, ridaletr, and brain

teasers?

.
Curators must be objective and exercise good judgment
in .seleeting itemslor the museum's collection.

*4 'When preparing a report for school, do you include
all relevant information regardless of your own point
of vikw?

V

Are you good at getting your point of view acrOss?
Are you persuasive?
Is it ehsy for you to persuade your friendi to woii on
schoOl or extracurtictilar projects with you?
Are you good at collecting contributions for school
or community benefits?

.Do you check 4he facts before deciding whether

,tionary?
.Do you use the encyclopedia?
Do you d6 research on subjects of personal inte'rest
Do you check your ahsWers before you turn in a.lest

.

tiohs for school?,
. It

Are oj pod ia a6it.lt essay questions on tests?
Do you enjoy writing fetters0 friendS?
Do yoti writk podtry or sho!t Stories in,your spare '.
time?

Are, you goo& at crossword pilules, Scrabble, Pass-

wordand othig wird games?

Are you good atigiving oral teports?
Do your (lien& ever tisk you to speak on behalf Of.
a group---7.at a club meeting or going-aWay party, for
.

-

Are you inteiested in hearing all Sules of an bine?

-wtample?

(I

,

.
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Sutige

and: current situation of an American Indian
tribe. If you were arranging a museum exhibit

Actiyilies

about this tribe, what itemS would you include?
Make a poker that shows ihe place of origin and

Volunteer tO 1.10:Ork in a museum during the Stunmer or.

after school. Talk tO the curators about their work.
Get a fee) for the museuin environment.

period of arrival of imMigrants to the United
-----,-States. Choose one country and show how some
of the ideas, customs, and names of people from
that country have become part of American life,

,

Visit a mUseum in your community. Arrange for a guided

tour. Observe the way in which exhibits, publications, and such educational programs as lectures,
films, and workshops all carry out the focus of the
museUmart, natural history, science and industry,
or another subject.

EXplore idur genealogy. To get started, ask the assistance
of your parents and relatives. Begin by interviewing

your parents, grandparents, and other members of
your family. Late on, you'll want to track dOwn
certificates of births, deaths, and marriages,: and
deeds, wills, and records of real estate transactions.
Your history teacher and local historical society can
offer suggestions on where to start looking for records such as these.

Join a local archeological or historical society. Find out
if there: are organizations in your community actively concerned with historic preservation.

A

Invite a curator, art conservator; or other museum worker
to Speak to yonrclass. Ask the speaker to talk about
job duties, trgning, and the rewards and frustrations
of the work. Arrange for a demonstration of historic
preservation techniques if possible.

Ask your teacher .to arrange a class tour of a. historic
landmark in your State. There are historic landmarks throughout the country: Colonial communi- ties in the East, plantations in the South, tfie French
sector in New :Orleans, Spanisll missions in the
Southwest, Indian and pioneer settlements in the
West. In addition, almost all' State capitals have
buildings of historical importance, as do many older
college campuses. Contact your State historical society, State travel commission, or local chamber of
,
commerce for more information about historic land,
,marks near you.
Use school assignments and activities to strengthen your
knowledge of history and its relevance to our Wes,.
Join the history club in your' school. Take as many
history courses as.possible. Ask your history teachers
to suggei't 'research projects. Read about historical
topics hat interest you.

Join the staff of your school newspaper. Writing is an
:important skill for museum curators.
Collect and motint at least one coin for ,every year as far
back as possible. '
Collect and mount stamps from various countries. Show.
how to use stamp catalogs. Demonstrate how to use
a perforation gauge, to figure perforation 'measurements, a watermark detector tO ide'ntify stamps, a
magnifying glass to study their design and condition,
and tongs and hinges to mOunt stamps in an album:

4

If ypu are a Girl Stout, see if your local troop has the
From Dreams to Reality, program for exploring
careers. Troops may also offer opportunities to test
career interests through internshiRs, service aide and
community action projects, and proficiency badges

in .a numb0 of ateas including.Stamp ColleCting,
Woild Herititge, and My Country.

.

If"

If you are a Boy Scout, try forMerit ba4es in Genealogy,
Coif) Collecting,.and Stamp Collecting.
-

Use a histoecal subject or issue as the basis for a project
in a social studies. or English class.
Do 'research on a ,bistoric building in Your area:

Write for information On museuin careers,to the. American Association of Museums, 1055. Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W., Washington; D.C. 20007.

Find out when it was built and deterrine what
uses it's been put to since then. For help with
your, research, try the public library, your local

Write irinformation on careers ,ai a historian to the.

histOrical society, or the planning, department of
yottr local gOvernment.
Prepare a report on the history, folklore, cu

tia& Preservation, 1789 Massachusetts Ave.,
Wasington, D.C. 20036, and Alnelikan Associatiotl

American Historical Association, 400 A Street, S.E.,

Washington, D.C. $003, National Tkust for Os-

'

for State and Local HistOry; 1400 Eighth Avenue
South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203,

I I; I direct the activities of people inVolved in inves-

tigating anepreserving historic. homes, battle-

*If's, and other landmarks. We prepare bro-.
chures, exhibits, maps, and photographs to encourage people o visit historic sites. Who tim I?

Related Occupations
Museum curators irre not the only workers concerned
with history and historic preservation. The functions of
other workers in this field are described below. Match
these functions With the job titles listed at the end.

12.

I determine the best way to pack, transport, and
store valuable historic items to minimize damage
and deterioration. Who am 'I?

.

I write ahout the careers or lives of famous

I.

people. I get infpAation from diaries, nrs accounts, personal correspondence, relatives, and
business associates of my subjects. Whcr am I?

I evaluate, classify, and maintain historically 4uable materials including government records,
letters from famous persons, charters of organizations, maps, 'notion pictures, and still pictures.
I write descriptions of materials so that people
will know lvhnt is available and how best to
make use:6f it. Who am I?
I prepare items for museum c-011ections and ex-

hibits. I use electric drills:chisels, plaster, glue,
and many other tools and materials. Who run I?
4.

I clean, reweave, and mount ancient teitile and
lace materials for 'display in textile museums.
Who am I?

)

repair and dean art objects such as pottery,
etchings, And tapestries to restore them to their

Art conservator
Supervisor, historic sites
Conservation technician
Paintings restorer
Restorer, lace and textiles
Fine arts paclser
Museum technician
Aimorer, technician
Biographer
Genealogist
Archiyist
Archeologist
See answers at end of chapter.
r

natural appearance. Who am I?
6.

I

try to identify the ancestors of a family or

individual. I consult many kinds of documents
including records of births, deaths, and marriages. who am 1?;
.1

7.

.I try to reconstruct the hisrory and ctistoms of
c cultures that no longer exist. I study the remains
of homes, clothing; and other evidences of human life recovered by excavation. Who am I?

8.

I supervise workers who repair and conserve art
objeciS. I examine art oNects using X-rays and

speciil lights to determine their .authenticitY;
need (or repair,' and the bst method of preservation.,Who am I?
.9.

I restore and prepare iixhlbits Of medieval art'ils

and armpr such as helmets, guns, apd swords,
Who am
10.

I

clean, retouch, and remount dainaged and

faded paintings, Who 'ail) I?

,
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"WorkInp on the Hill pays reasonably well and I make Important oontacts," says
13rupe,."144 I am tied hand and foot to the job,".

'

.

Social Scientists
1.

-

Bruce Yamasaki usually arrives on Capitol Hill in
*ashington, p.c., well before 8.,o'Clock in the morning.
As administrative_ assistant to Peiirson Boyne, a U.S.
, Senator, Bruce must be on' the- job whenever Senator

"Bruce, how does the Senator feel about the changes
that are due to be introduced today in the education bir

As you know, th, leading teachers' groups are split:
What position istoyne going to take?"
"The Senator is all for the changes'," replies Bruce

Boyne is. When Congress is in session, about two-Mirds

of each year, Bruce works well into the eveninguntil

without breaking stride. "Two weeks ago," he continues,
"the Senator made a major speech on the education bill
back home. He's a strong supporter of the changes that
will be' brought up on the floor today. Sorry, but I'm in
a hurry. See you later."

8:00 or later. Senator Boyne, the senior Senator from his
State and a member of the Foreign Relations and Governmental Affairs Committees, often attends committee
meetings in the motning and participates in business on
the floor ofithe Senate in the afternoon.
When Congress is not in stersion, Bruce Meets with
representatives of political and business groups and with
ihe Senator's staff. He frequently visits Senator Boyhe:s

Bruce continues on his way to the Senate Caucus
Room, where a political strategy meeting of all the
Senators from Boyne's party is about to begin. Entering
the room, ftitice immediately spots a familiar, craggy
faee. It's Senator,Boyne, deep in conversation with the
junior Senator front North Carolina.
"Good morning, 'Bruce," says Senator Boyne, moving
aside ffor a private conversation with. his aide. "The.
meetirig is about to begin," the Senator continues. "I've
spoken with a few of my colleagues about the Middle
East situation. It looks like we are going to support the
administratioWs proposal in° that area. We'll also be
discussing the vacancy on the Supreme Court. We are
backing Ambassador John Farmer for the appointment.
Have my press secretary write a news release about the
Middle East proposal and arrange a news conference for
noon tomorrow. But don't answer any questions. We can
review the statement tonight."
"Yes, sir, I'll take care of everything right away," says
Bruce. Then he races back to his office to work out a

home State to get closer to the Senator's conStithents
to learn their needs. and their sentiments on bills being
cOnsidered by the Congress. If the issue is a particularly
senOtive one, Bruce may decide to poll the Senator's
Constituents, using queitionnaires mailed to every voter
in the State.
Bruce lives and breathes politics; he always has. Political campaigns and elections have interested him since
he was a youngster. Bruce has an excellentibackground

for this position. His credentials include a bachelor's
degree in political .science, followed by several' years!
experience as a journalist covering local politics for a big
city daily. Perhaps most important of all, Bruce has
practical experience in government and 'politics. As a
teenager, he worked on local political campaigns'. The
heady, hectic months of campaigning meant stuffing
envelopes, putting up posters, delivering pessages, anything at all that needed to be done. Brtice became so
wrapped up ingpolitics that he:stayed on as'a volunteer
party worker in the much inieter period between elettion
campaigns. He did sOme grass roots .organi25ing atid
learned what kinds of things citizens cOmplain4\
politicians about.
'Bruce's understanding of the way local politics actually
works contfimed to stand him in good stead when he left
the newspaper tO work on his State's model cities KOgram: From there, he moved to a job with a politic4
conulting firmin Washington, 11C., where he planned
the advertising for Senator Boyne's reelection campaign,
'After the Senator's victory at the polls, the next step for
Bruce was the top job on Senator Boyne's staff. 1Last night, Senator Boyne had told Bruce to come in
early this morning and meet him in the Senate, Caucus
Room. It is 7:20 a,m. as Bruce enters the Senate Office
Building. The place is alive with journalists and camera
crews because several Senate committees are about to
meet early to discuss parts of the Federal budget. As
Bruce walks down a torridor, he is collared by a reporter,
Barbara Weld.

news release.with a press aide. He-calls several prominent
reporters about the news conference and tells his secretary fo notify the Senate Press Gallery.

The Office is bustling, as alWays. There are other

Capitol
staffers who want copies of Boyne's statement on the SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty)
,talks, several lobbyists who want to express their clients'
point of view. to the Senator, and a few tourists.
Several of the Senator's staff aides are 'busy replying
to the hundreds of letters that pour into the office every

.

,

week. Recently, there have been a number of letters
asking what Senator Boyne's position is on national
health insurance. The administration's farm bill has
generate& an outpouring 'of letters from the Senator's
constituents, most of whom oppose it. The Senator's
constituents write every day to express strongly held
feelings on inflation, housing, transportation, tax relief,
goVernmental waste ailid corruptionvirtually every
Subject under the sun. Senator Boyne sees to it that every
letter 'is ansWered.

Bruce usually holds a staff,meeting every morning
between 9 and 10 to goovpr proposed speeches, 'pending
legislation, and staff problems. Today, Bruce's'meeting
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Bruce confers with a coHeague regarding a neWS release:

After Several minutes of discussiOn of the Panamanian

with the staff will take place a little later than usual
because of the neWs release: While the Senator is at
committee meetings or on the floor of the Senate, it is

sheet together for you that will haye the details.

-trip, Bruce says, "We'll haVe to cut the meeting_ short
because the office is so busy today. Thank you"."
As heal of the offke, Bruce sets the working hours f
all staff members; His Own hours depend upon cilou
stances tail generally are longerwhen.the Settatorthas tt"
bill pending before the Senate or one of its committees:
Bruce sometimes works at home. .And his job involves
travel to the Senator's home State. Several months ago,
for example, Bruce was infcirmed by the Army that it
planned to sell some surplus land in the Senator's homeState.. After consulting with the Senator, Bruce arranged
meetings witti, the Governor and with Community and
business groupi to discuss ways of attracting purchasers
who would use the land in a Way that matched State
residents', tiwn interests and needs. ,Bruce outlined the

inclUde )1 few standard parafraphs that You can use in
alowering torrespondeoce,

resiults Of the Meeting to` Senator Boyne when he returned.
tO Washington.
I

Bruce who oversees everything that gdes on intim office.'

Senator Boyne:A staff consists of 25 peoplelegislative
aides- who do research .on proposed legislation and ansWer letters; press aides who write speeches, floor statements, and press releases; a receptionist; secretaries and
typists; and clerks who operate the cOmputerized 014
system. Senator Boyne also has a staff of eight in his

.

home State.

.

'As soon as the news release is taken care of, Bruce
calls the Staff tegether and announces, "Senator Boyne
is going to Panama next mcmth with some other Members
of the Foreign ItelatiOns ComMittee. I am getting a fact
.

'
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Bruce reviews all outgoing letters before presenting thdm to his boss, Senator
Boyne, for approval.

,

"Senator, Qovernor Johnson was pleased , to learn
about the sale of Army jand, but she was angry becatTse
the military had tailed to advise her in advance. We
discussed ways or lmiuring that most of the land is
reserved for CoMmunity purposes such as low-incoine
housing and park and recreation areas. Several devel. opers have expressed ith Waal in, building ,a shopping
center, a prbposal that's Meeting a fatiorable .respOnse.
All in all, everyone is enthusiastic, and I've arranged
some follow-Up meetings laterin the yor.
Great, work, Bruce, Keep nie informed. I may want
to attend one of those meetings."
"Fine, Senator, I can 4rrange a. dinner and ipvite some
of your top campaign.Contributors, local business And
.community leiders, and goVernment officials. You and
the obvernbr. might both want to address the group."
.Bruce gets together with Senator Boyne every evening.
Opoti, they have dinner together and discuss the Oars

events.. At this evening's dinner session, Bruce hands the

Senator the news release On the Middle east proliosal
thatwill be dis4rihuted.,t tomorrow's. presS conference.
There also are a few Jet s that require tile Senatoes
approval; he makes a few c nges and returns them .to
Bruce.

It is close to 9 o'slock when Senator Boyne And Bruce

ate ready to go honie, Bruce stops to buy the evening
newspaper and arrives home just before lb. Bruce's job
is inteiesting' and challenging, but it is very demanding
as well. He flops down on the sofa and wonders, not for
the first time, what hes doing, with his" life, "Ithe job pays well and I make many impOrtant sof:tutus. But I'm tied hand and foot to the job. 'I don't have
enough time for myself, All those dates I had to cancel
and the skiing trips l'could never gerin
, But if I were
married, it might be ()Von More difficult to hold down
this job,"
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Bruce's thoughts Stray to the future. "I wonder what
I'll do next. Aftet. all, Senator Boyne won't be in offico,
forever!' I'll probably return to the political consulting
firm for a while, but I'd really liknto run for office some
day. I have sonne great eqerience for that."

Political aides post be good at getting along with people
of wide!), different backgrounds,inid.points of view.

;.

Do you get along well with classmates and others you
may meet?
Do you make friends easily?
Can ypu put other people at ease?

Bruce is too tired to continue with that train of thought.
Tomorrow is' another day, and so to bed.

Exploring

,1

Political aides mnst understand our system of goveinthelegislative. process.

.

Political aida must be effective 'communicators. They
need writing and public relations skills to present an
apprOpriate image of the politician in speeches, letters,
and fress releases.
Are you good at writing compositions and term pa-

Do you enjoy Social' stUdies and civics courses?
Do you do outside reading about politics and government?
9
DQ you read,the editorial section of the newspaper?
Do you like to discuSs current events?'

pers for school?
Are you good at doing essay questions on tests?
Do you alloy writing letters to your friends?

Have you ever written a letter to -the editor of your
sehool or local newspaper?
Ate you good at getting your point across, when you,
speak or write? .
9

Have you evet taken,aitin campaigns fo-r school or
, "4
local elections'''.
Do you Understand hoW the President is elected? Do
you understand how laws are made?

9

Suggeted Activitiols
Political aides aunt have leadership and organizational
'abilities to coordinatef:the work of the politiaan's staff.

Watch our government in action. Visit the Congress or
your State legislature. Attend a legislative session in
your county or municipality.4

Are you a good leader? Do other people go along
with lour ideas When you're in charge of 4 group?,

,Study the issues and attend public meetings.of local
government bodies such as the council of govern-

Do they follow your suggestions?
\ Dekyou enjoy organizing trips, parties, sportsvents,
picnics, or dances?
Have you ever organized a fund-raising event or a
recycling campaign?
you enjoy working with other people on class
"Ow

.

ments, city or county council, or Ward of education?'
Ask questibris. Discuss the proceedingS with your
family and friends.

Invite an elected official or a member of his or her staff
to speak to your class. Ask the speaker to discuss
his or her job, backgrounirand plans for the future.

projects?

Do you like working with iii.hers on-school clubs or
cm> 4r.
conimittees?

What does, the speaker like and dislike about a
career in politics?

Political aides *ork long, trregulair how's ahd must be
able to handle problems on a moment's notice. They
:must adapftheir personal lives to the needs of the job.

Take an active intereit in student government. Run for
office. Manage the campaign of one of younclassmates. Write an article on the campaign for your

Can you work under. presstire?.
Can yoti do a good job when you're given something
to do at the last minute?
Dnyou perform well on pop quizzeS?
Are you a member of the school debate team?
.

)

school. or local newspaper.

/ /-

'Are you able to, stick to sthedules? Do you us ally
get younachool assignments in on time?

.

,

Vo nteer in a local political 'campaign. YOu might stuff
envelopes, deliver campaign literature, put up posters, answer the telephone, or go from doin to door
urging people to vote for your can'did

Somncortimunities have a Youth Council 4lhos4 function is to speak on behalf of young eople' and

Can you sacrifice leisure activities such as a movie or
a baseball game when you havnschool work jo do?

9

.

'

'I

.
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S6cial Scientists
promote youth activities. Call the rhayort office td\A"

find out whether there is sucli a group in your
community.

Follow the 'campaign of a caldate for political office.
Clip newspaper .and magazine articles and save
brochures and flyers, Prepare a notebook or bulletin

board that shows the .ups and downs of the campaign and the final outcome.
Plan lied conduct a survey on an important issue in your
school. You might survey both teachers and students.
so that there will be to groups to compare. Developing the questionnaire, distributing it, and tabulating and analyzing the responses will introduce you

to the survey method of doing seal science research.

Use voting proceduies as a topic for a report in your
social studies or English class. Learn the qualifications for voting. Find out the dates for registration

ind for voting in the primaries and the general

election. Where are the polling places in yotti community? What do pollwatchers do? Who counts ,the
ballots? Your local board of election's'', or a civic
group such,. as Common Cause or the League of
Women Voters, can help' you with your research.
As a project for a social studies-class, prepare a chart of

the organization of your village, town, city, or
county government'.

Develop commp\nications skills by writing for your
school newspaper, joining the debate team or speech
club, of writing poetry and short stories.

Join a Government and Politics, Journalism, or Youth
Leadership 4plorer Post if there is one in your
area. Exploring is open to young men and women
aged 14 through 20. To find out about EAplorer
posts in your area, calL"Dor Scouts of .AMerica"
listed in your phone book, and ask for the "Explor-

ing 17ision."

"I wonder at times what I'll do when I leave this job," hays Bruce, "Perhaps
someday I'll run for office."

447)
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.*, If yOu are a Girl Scout; see if your local troop has the

Ok

From Dreams to. Reality program for exploring
careers. Troops may also offer opportunities to test
career interests through internshipSo Service aide and
conulaunity action projects, and prOficiency 'badges
in a number of, areas including My (:Ountry, My,
Government, and Reporter.

.

Write for information on careers in .politkal science to
the An'lerican Political Science Association, 1527
New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Alkatati Occupations
People in many different jobl are involved in the
,

:
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baage in Citizensiiitp
If you are a Boy Sbout, earn iv
in the CommunIty,1 Natibn, and World,
041
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American political process. Some work for government
agencies; others are employed by private organizations;
still others work directly for politicians or political par-ties. Political science provides an excellent background
for these jobs. For some, however, researchaability, creativity, and ,communications skills are most important.
Some of these jobs are described below.

Barbara works for a member of the State legislature
as a legislative assytani She proposes ideas for legislation

:

planning benefits such as carnivals and theater parties.,

,

Barry works for a private firm as a political cosukant,
goat is tO ereate a faVorable public image for candid
dates for political office. He plans radio, televiSion, and
newspaper advertising. He also keeps ca idate§ inclidates
'formed of trends in voters' ppinions on rival
t
.
and iMportant.campaign issues.

Mary works as a pollsko for ik private research firm.

khe conducts public opinion polls an candidates for
piiiitical office and on a wide range of timely issues. The

general public, and candidates in particular, study the
results of these polls very closely.

Bruce is an election assistant for his county's board Of,
elections. He sees to it that lawA governing registrationi
filing, voting,`Ifporting, and other election procedures,
are followed. He often trains election workers.
:

Carol is a loblyist for an industrialfirm, She trieS to
persuade legislators and other public officials tO support
fbgislation favorable to her firm's interests.

Elleki is a legislative liaison officer for a government
agency. She studies legislation in her agency's field of
interest and helps shape new legislation. She serves as a s
link between legislators and her agency, and often conferswith official's' in other agencies.

.

and attends meetingi or committees that speciabze in
subjects to which she is assigned. She prepares comments
that her boss uses in speeches to other legislators and to

constituent, business, and other groups.
:Dan works ,for a governor as a press secretary. Fie
reviews newspaper and mitgazine articles about the governor and prepares'news releases on the governor's po .
sition on various issues, Fie responas to inqUiries from
the news media and to letters from the governor's. constituents.

Joanne works for a member. of Congress as a field
representative. She deals With,4'uestions and concerns of
constituents, She serves as A public relations representative in tha Congressmember's home district.
,

Bob is the.'rginpaign managerlm his Serriltoi% who is
running for reelection...He runs thtelay.to-day operation
of the Senator's campaign. tie sup rvises volunteer and
paid campaign wc;rk:ors, makes speeches, plans the Son-

ator'sc campaign schedule, and Ivrforms many other
functions,

Sue IS a find raiser for a neighbor who is running. for
City Council. She plans the camPaign budget and' helps
get vOlunteers o Work on thecaMpaign. Mostly, though;
she raises money to pay for,Campaign expensei by asking
for contributions from individuals and businesses awl by.
t 1.;
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There isn't room In this book for a story about every social science occopation.
HoWever, you'll find some important facts.about seven of these occupations in ihe
following section. If you want additional information about any of them, you might
begin by consulting the Occupational Outlook Handbook, a publication of the
Department of Labor which shoold be available in your school or public library.

Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and Qualifications
.

Anthropologists study the human race. They examine people's .
traditions, beliefs, customs, lan-

Anthropologists

.

guages,

religions, art, law, and

social systems.

Other:Wormation
..

Anthropologists usually need a
Ph, D. degree in anthropology.

Anthropologists generally

spe-

cialize. That is, they do most of
their work in one branch of an-

This requires 7 or 8 years of
study, or 'more, beyond high thrOpologyL-cultural anthropolschool.

ogy (also called ethnology), archeology, linguistics, or physical

.

Most teach and do research in

High school students interested

colleges and univerSities, Some
work for musquths, Natiodal
Perks, foundations, .and in private induMry, Others are consult-

becoming anthropologists
shokild take Courses in the sodal

ants for development orgtiniza-.
lions both here and abroad.

anthropoloO,

in

and physical sciences as
mathematics.

Traveling to remote areas, workingin an uncomfortable clithatei
and living in primitive housing
7-00 sometimes necessary to do

'-fleld work.
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Economists

I

Painin$ and Quaiijkalions

Other Information

Economists study the way our A bachelor's degree in econom,

Economiits iencrally Specialize.

society useS natural resources, labor, and capital to produce goods

ics, requiring 4 years of college,
i§, sufficiein for many beginning

They do most of their work in
one field, such as money 'and

and serVices. They ,compile and
analyze data that help them un
derstand the costs and b

)fositions. However, a master's

banking, econornic theory, eco.
comic history, or hi business, labor,
agricultural, industrial,
health, regional, 'urban, or international economics.

making, tfistributing, and using

degree or Ph. D. is impOrtant for
advancement, Economists who
teach at colleges and universities

things the way we do.

usually need a Ph. D., which
takes 7 or 8 years of study after

Most economists work in re-

high school.

search organizations and private

industry, including manufacturing firms, banks, insurance companies, securitiO and investment
companies, and Management
constant% firms. Othera work in
colleges and universities and for
government agencies. Some run

Since ecodomists spend much
time analyzing data, the ability
to work with numbers is important. Familiarity with the computer as a research tool also is
important in this field.

their own ctpsulting firms.

High school students interested
in becoming economists should

Many economists work in the'

take courses in social studies and
mathematics.

New York City and Washington,
D.C. areas.
*t-

A bachelor's degree in geography, usually requiring 4 years
of college, is the minimum requirement for beginning posi-

Some geographers do field work

search helps explain how the environme'nt affects our health, itur
way' of earning a living, and the
kind of society we develop. Some
geographers collect data for

tions. However, a master's degree
or Ph. D. is required for advancement. Geographers who teach in

ours.

colleges and universitied generally need a Ph. D., which takes 7

maps.

or 8 years of study after high

They do most of theiLwork in a
particular field such as cartography (mapmaking) or economic,
urban, political, regional, physi-

Geographers study the physical
characteristics of the earth in or-,

Geographers

der to understahd why people
live where .they do. Their re-

school.

Most geographers teach and do .
research in colleges and univer-

sities. A number wo k for the
Federal Governmen primarily
telligence
for mapping and
agencies. Those in privateindus-

physical sciences and mathematics.

publishers, travel ageneies; man-

ufacttiring firms, real estate development corporations, insurance compainek communications and transportatien firms, or
chain stored. Qthers work for scientific founklatiens and research
0rganizatioI or run their own
research dr consulting buSinesse&

,436
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toms are quite different from
Geographers

often

specialize.

-cal, or medical geography.

High school students interested'
in becoming geographers should
take courses in thefl SO011 and

try work for textbook and Map
,-

in regions of the world where
living jeonditions and social Clls-

4.

Occupation

Nature and'Places of Work

Traileilig and Qualifications
,

Historians

Historians sttkly the past. They
examine thinp that happened in
the past; the ideas people had,
and the ways in which they lived
and earned a living. Historians
study these things to help us un-

purer 4prtnaiion
.

Historians usually neesl a Ph. D.

school.

der,Atand the present and predict

High sehool students interested
""-in becoming .historians should
take'social studies and English
Most historians teach and do re- courses to devel.op redearch and
search in colleges and universi- fvriting skills. Mathematics also
ties. Others I,york in archives, h.,' is important'.
braries, museums, research organizations, historical societies,
publishing firms, and large4corporations.

the Mite.

Political-Scientists

1-stiiiiitists study governmen hey examine the ways in
which political power takes
shape and is used, how government operates, and hoviit affects
us.

Most political scientists teach
and do research in colleges and
universities. .The rest work in
government, management con-

Sociologists

Political scientists genera4 need
a Ph. D. ThiS takes 7 or 8 years,
or more, beyond high school.

regional planning, and many

,

ite in.the history of a field rch
as religion, .art, architecture,
philoso*, 'science, medicine,

womon, black peoPles, or military affairs.

Others specialties are historic
preservation and archival management.

iffIr

Political scientists usually spe-

cialize. They dq most of their
work in a particular field such as
political theory, political behavior, public policy, State and local

countries.

.

High schookAtudents interested
in becoming 'Political scientists

A Ph. 1)t in sociology' often is

Sociologists apply their knowl-

ivil War is an example of such.
a specialization. Others special-

in poli,,iciM science.

Sociologists study people in
groups. They learn about human

edge in family counseling, public
opinion analysis, law, education,

specialize.

government, international relalions, or comparative political
systemsgovermnent in other

should take 'courses in social

studying families, tribes, gangs,
communities, and governments.

usually

Familiarity with quantitative research methods, including mathematics: statistics, and research
uses Of computers, is important

sulting firms, political organizations, research organizations,
civic and taxpayers' associations,
and business firms.

society and social behavior by

Historians

degree in history; or a related 'Some do all theit: research on the
field. ThiS takes 7 or 8 years
history of a particular country,
study, or pore, beyond high region, or era. The American

studies, English, and matheniatics.

required. This takes 7 or 8 years,
or more, beyond high school,

Becauge Aociologists, like other
social scientists, apply statistical
and computer techniques in their
research, an ability to work with
numbers and solid grounding in
mathematics are imponant.

Among the many specialties are
social organization, social path,
ology, rural or .urban sociology,
industrial sociology, medical so-

ciology, ,criminology, and demographythe study of the size
and characteristics of rinan
populations,
change.

and

how

ttiv

other areas.

Most sociologists teach and do
research in colleges And univer-

sities. A number work for govermnent agencies in such fields
as, poverty, welfare, health, rehabilitation, population §tudies,
community development, and
environmental

impact.

High School students interested,
in becoming sociologists should
take cour1ses in social studies and
mathernatics.

Some

work for private Industry, research firms, or cOnsulting firms,
Others have their own consulting
firms.
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Explorind Careers
' °emotion

Nature and floee,v of Work

Training.and Quallpeadons'
-`

Psychologists.

Psychologists study. the 'behavior
Of indivIduals and groupCin or-

,

-A-

A sildctoral degree in, psychololly

Other information
,

Eveni4gWork is common, punk....
ularly for clinical and counsqling
psychologists, sincepatients
ten are unable to leave:their jobs
or school during tho day.

their actions.

is usually required. This takesi 7
to 8 years of 'study, or more( be.
yond high school.

Many psychologists 4rk directly yvith people who ire mentally or einotionally disturOed or
deeply unhappy. They conduct interviews, administer tests, and
courisel clients' in order to help
them deaflvith everyday life,

Psychologists in private pract(ce
,
must meet,certification or licen- Among the many specialties
sing requirements Although this field are clinical, counseling;
these vary by State, they gener- industrial and organizhtional,ekally include a doctorate in psy-. PerinlePtal,,! developmental, so..,,
*epology, 2 years of proCessional ,cial, and comparative .psycholAr
experience, and an examination.

.der tO understand and expliin

,

Others teach, do research, plan
and conduct training programs
for employees, design surveys,
and
p industrial designers impr9C products by explaining the
eraction between people and
.

achines.

.

Many psychologists work in colleges and universities as teachers,
researchers, idministrators, or
counselors. Others work in hospitals, Clinicsrehabilitation centers, other health ,ftwilities, and
government agencies. Sonit
work in correctional institutions,
research organizations, and busi-

Emotional stability, maturity,
and the ability toMeal effectively
with people arc important qualities in this field. Sensitivity, pa-

time, and a genuine intereit in
others are particularly important
for work in clinical and counseling psychology.

High school students, interested
in
becoming psychologists
should take courses in the social,
biological, and physical sciences
as well as mathematics.

ness firms, while other are in
independent practice or w rk as
consultants.

Answers to Related Occupations
MUSEUM CURATOR
I. Biographer, 2. Archivist, 3. Museum technician, 4. Restorer, lace and textiles, 5.
Conservation technician, 6. Genenlogist; 7, Archeologist, 8. itte conservator, 9.
Armorer technician, 10. Paintings restorer, I I. Supervisor', historic sites, 12. Fine arts
packer.
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Exploring Carpers
,

apirringgg! Btfringggt Birringgg! The phOne rang peristently.

.

..

.

.

.

"Hello. This is Teen Hotline: My name is Gary. Can
:
.
..
I help you?"
"I don't know," rePlied the caller deftantlyi_
,

..

"Tell me what's on your ,titind.' I'm here' to listen,"
responded Gary in a pleasantNsygoing voiCe.
t
Ny parents are impossiblefean't stand living with
them any longer. I'm *going to run away!"

"You're 'going to run away?" repented Gary. His

irresponsible."

"And that's when they took your driving privileges

matter-of-fact tone let the caller know he was with him.

The caller continued. t'l just don't know what to do
anymore. I'm being treated like a" child and I'm not
-going to take it any mbrer .

away?"

"Right. That's when they lowered the boom on me."
"How did you feel about that?" ..
"Well, at first I felt so bad about the cars that I felt I
deserved it, 'But those accidents took plate 10 months
ago! I feel I've paid for my mistakes..4t's tiTe for my
parents to let up a little, twain them to let me have the
car this summer. But they won't hear of it."
"Are they .planning to let you drive again when the
year is up?"
"Yes. Or so they say. But that's '2 months from now!"
"You don't believe them?"
"Oh,. yes, believe them.- But I need the car now. It's
summertime. Two months from now. I'll be in school
again and I won't need the car as much." The caller grew
more agitated. "Tonight we had a big blow-up over it. I
told them I was going to. leave! What do you think I
should do?"
"I take it you're not sure whether you want to leavenr
not?"
"Wellit could be the only.way out of-thiN: As I said

"When did all this start'?" Gary's manner encourage
the caller to open uP. Re seemed interested in hearing
the details.
"Oh, I don't know. They're down on me alkhe time.

Always picking on me to mow the lawn., to do my
homework, to get home early. Nag, nag, nag:And nothing I 40 is evergood enough for them! They criticize my
grades; tell me my friends are no good, bug me. abeut
playing my stereo too loud. They keep saying I'll never

make anything of myself ... I don't know what they
want."
,

The caller paused for a breath. Then he burst out,

I'm just sick and tired orbeing treated like a little kid!"
"Sounds like your parents have a lot of rules."
'I'll soy," exploded the caller. "Rules, rules, rules,
.

that's all my parents ever think of. Axict do you know the
worst rule Of all? I can't use the.car!"
"Sounds like you're pretty upset about that. How did
that come, about?"

beforeI can't stand being treated like a little kid.

"Oh, Well, there was an accident. Last year. I side.

Beside's, some of my friends think I should leave,"

"How is it that you've gone along with this for 10

sWiped-a truck, when I was driving my mom's car."
.
"Bad news."

months without running away?"

.

.

"Right My mom was pretty mad about it. It was a
new car, you know? She had to get a new door and a ,-new fender, and then she didn't like the paint job." .
"Yon say your moin was pretty mad?"

"About a month after I banged up my-rnom's car, .1
was driving my dad's' Car. That one wasn't a 'new car,
yon understand, just an old tin can he used to drive to
work. Anyway, I swerved, lost control of the car, and
totalled it; The police said! was going too fast."
"Too fast?"
"I guess so, I really was mOving along. No oncwas
hurt. The car was smashed up, though. To hear my dad
tell it, I'm the rottenest kid in the neighborhood. Totally

;

"You're not kidding! Both my parents yelled and
carried on about it. They:kept after me and after we
about it. Really made rne feel bad."
"What I hear you saying is that you felt badly enough.,....
about the accident,as it w0 .. .7
"Yes, that's right; I felt terrible, that's whattny parents

don't iir derstand," said the caller excitedly. "To hear
them all it; you'd think, I didn't care at atl: about those
accidents."
"Accidents?"

"Well, yes, as a matter of fact soMething else happened. I have crummy luck,"
"Tell me about it."

4

"Well, it's not a though I ha*n't thought about it!"
"What are so e of the things that make you hesitate?"
"I guests I feel it will mess things up between me and.
my parents even more thanthey are right, now. What cid
you think?"

"Well, r m wondering what else makes you uneasy
about trying it , :"
"I guess I think it would be a chicken way Out. To run
away from something instead of seeing it through," said
the taller, interrupting Gary.
"Is that important to you ... to see things through?"
"Yes, I guess so, I can usually stick itt there until the
very end. I guess I'd better sit tight and wait another 2
months,"
"Sounds 4e you've made a decision."
"
"Yes._Thanks for listening
.

.
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to do their Jobs.well, those.in the helping aojessions must be genuinely
.
.interestedin other people:
,

.

Gory's call was one of . many thia come into Teen.
Hotline that day. Gary is a college student 'majoring in
psychology; he volunteers at .the Hotline one afternoon
a week. Himself just a few years older than the would-be
runaway,' he sensed thot the ytitith just needed to talk
through his family problems.
And that was what the hotline wasfor: irolunteers like
Gary were trained to listen and help callers sorOmt their
feelings..In this east, Gary. had relieved the youngster's
Oanic and hod, by stening, given hini the feeling that
he counted.. The youth seenledable to take it from there.
Family disputes like this one were behind many of the
culls. So were.dating Problems. IIut calls osti anY'Subject
Were welcome, and youngsters called the hotline every
day because they were lonely or depressed. They called
*ith questions, about sex, drugs, jobs, medical help,
shelter forrUnaways, you name it;
,
Not all of Clary's, calls go as Smoothly us this one,

Sometimes o caller gets'angry and upset-and hangs up
abruptly. Sometimes Gary can tell that ihp situation is
too serious for him to handle by .himself, He suggests
that the caller come in to talk with one of the cotinseJors

at the community center where Teen Hotline has iis
headquarters.
No matter what hoUr of the dayit is, there usually are
a few youngsters at Teen Hotline's drop-in center---just
sitting around and talking things Over.among thdtuselves.
A trained counselor is on hand most Of the tittle to talk

out serious pmblems and direct oungsters to Other
sotirces of help in, the conuninlity; Poctors, lawyers,
psychologists, social workerS.

The Helpinti Professions

,

.

the counselors arid.volunteer listeners at Teen Hodline
are in the bUsinesi of\ helping others. In faet,, helping

7.

This psychologist needed years of training to learn how to help people deal with
their emotions.

the job that social
people is such an important part
workerS; counselors, and clergY are c Iled Members of
the "helping -professions," To do -the cjobs )well, they
hivie to he people-oriented. They must like people, be
interested in -all kinds of people, and have a genuine
,
desire to help others.
Caring about people and wanting to help. them is not
enough, though.' People in these ocoepations must be
good at dealing with people and relatingsto them. They
must have a inanner that inspires trust and.eonfidence.
Nearly alfof them have had training in how to deal with
people and their problvis.;!
Gary had been tauglii to handle phone calls like the

tr

:

one froin the youngster who wasihaying trouble With his
patents, When he was first accejited as a peer counselor
at Teen Hotline, Gary went thr, ugh a course that.taught
' . hiM When to speak and Witenito listen. He' had learned

how tO phiasoTrobing questf ns. He had attended lec
tures ; practiced role-plays w th other volunteers, Used
' audio tapes of crisis situatio s, itntl listened in on actual
phone tans handled by ei erieaccd voluhteers. Only
'qhen was he Minified to talle his first 'calf ,
-.

,

i
1)

People who have professional jobs in this field need
considerably more trainingThan g White volunteer does.
You probably know that doctorsinust study for years to
learn enough. to take care of people's bodies safely and
wisely. Similarly, it takes years of training for a psychologist or a counselor to learn enough to help people deal
with their feelings, emotions, fears, and worries, It als
takes timeto learn how to help people with their practical
probledis.
Supervision and backup are 'very important in this
:

-

field, where people "with different backgrounds and skills
often Work together' as member's of a team. Some have

years of professional tiaining; others are aides and vol-,;
unteers like Gary. Their j?int egOrts help people Who,'
are troubled or unhappy;.Gary knows that he can count
dn backup from the counselors and yOuth workers at
Teen Hotline, Thai way, he handles telephone calls More
confidently than he would,if hc, werA all on his own. He
knows his, limits, and klas learned which calle to refer to
other members Of fhe sqr, If a callettirreatens suicide,
for example, Gary knows what to do.
MA let's take a Omit Wok at thes'e occupations.

Social Service Occu ations
t

S'ociallWork OcCupations

.
'

I
f

Nodal workers help people cope with crises that
threaten; to disrupt their lives. They help their clients

7_1

0 ,,
( ') ;','I

1,

understand what isifit Opening to them and why, so that
they,can find their own solutions.
Social workers assist families that are being torn apart
by pOqty, alcoholism, drug abuse, behaVior problems,
or Hinds. They help children in many wayi: They find
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families to adopt or, provide foster care for children
whose parents can't take care of thern; they see to it that
ne dy families are able to give their children proper
fcôd, health care, and schooling; they step in when there
itevidence .of 'parental neglect or abuse. School social
Workers help students who have such severe personal or
lfathily problems that they can't concentrate on learning.
' Social workers such as those at Teen Hotline give young
people guidance and support, so that they will learn to
deal with their changing liv4 and develop into responsible adults. Some social workers do corrections work
they counsel ju.venile delinquents and serve as probation
officers &parole officers.
Sometimes, the problems that fainilieS and individuals
face are so' complicated that it takes people with Several

kinds of training to suggest a solution. This is one
important reason why' Social workers have teamed up

with members, of other professions: Medicine, nursing,
therapy, psychology, education, law, and religion, ainong
them. A Aedical social worker,for example,' may'counsel
a hospital patient who is feeling.hopeless abouthis illness
and advise the family as well--L.perhaps suggesting ways
of caring 'for_ the patient at home that won't totally

disrupt the :farly's nodal routine.
GroWin ,attention is be' g given within the social
vige pro ession to direc ng and influeneing .social
.

clffnge. Social workers wh se specialty is social planning

work with health, housi g, transportation, and other
:planners to suggest .wa of Making our continuntties
more wholesome place to live, Social workas,.use-Various forms of direct ac on to help people deal:with Some
of the baSic forces th t shape their. livs. They may, for
:exam*, do research to identify community needs; pub,.."'
licize their findings; draft legislation; or comment on
gOvernment proposals in such aretta ai housing, health,
and social and welfare services.

tA

Family:arid child welfare.is an importanrSoclatWor:k
specialty:

Rehabilitation counselors 'help people with physical,
mental, ot socialjelisabilities. They .ltelp:theni deal with
the tremendous psychological adjustments they may
have to make in order to cope with a handicap. They
encourage their clients 'tg learn new skills and to live as
normally as poSsible. Some of their clients have been
retarded or handicapped -since birth. (Alters face the
shoek of blinOess, or deafness, or...an amput4tiOn'when

they are 'already grpwn. Suck isAhet4tmp1e,

.with veterans who. were badly injured qtglisftgur0 id.
the line of duty.
School iounsqlors help ejementary ;and secondary
school stddents plan their course's and 'decide What they
will do after they. graduate. They spend n ia:4 of time

helping, studeni0. with personal problebeltavior

C Unoeling Occupations

'

unselors help people understand themselVes. They
help them come to terms with their lives: And they give
(hcnl the.support and.enconragement they need to make
the ost of their opportunities. ,Counselors usually spe.
cializ

problems, farnilyAisputes; emotional tipset&V
College career planning and placement cognselors help #
college stUdints choose a career and advise' them on the
kind of training or experience. that will hest help them
find a job.. They usually help students set up job inter0.iews and give them ideag on how io preparp for these,
interviews.

,
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Exploring Careers
ities in Many other ways. They may set up programsihat
feed the poor, care for the Sick, provide compiRnionship
for the lonely; and involve children and adults in edu.
cational and recreational activities.
The three major, religions in the United States are the
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish faiths. But there
are quite a few other religions in this country, too. How
many can you name? In.'each of these, the clergy lead

Employment counsiles help people of all ages plan
careers and find jobs. Their advice helps people. figure
out what kind .bf work they're best stilted for, and then
prepart for it. They also give their clients tips on the best
wayoylooking for a job.

Clergy

and counsel members of their congregation, conduct

A career in the clergy is Unlike any other. Members of

services, and represent their faith withM the community.

the clergy punsel people oftheir faith and provide
spiritual leadership Within their communities. They enable people to wership according to the dictates of their
consciences. As spiritual leaders, members of the clergy

Other Social Service OccupatiOPS
._.

.

Other occupatiohs involve helping peo\14,e, too. Coop:
erative extension serviee workers work with eople who

'are widely regarded as models for moral and'.ethical
conduct.
They frequently counsel people who have problems in
thekr jobs, honies,schools, or social relationshiPs; often,
theSe\are emotional problems. In fact, they deal in.such

live in rural areas. They teach amtprovi1 echnical,
assistance in agriculture and home economics., kncour-4.

aging youth activities is another important part of the'
,
.
_
job,.
Moine economists providepaining and technical iis-1
sistanee th areas that make everyday life mora,comfortable and livableconsumer ecottomircOusing, home.'
management, home furnAings ,and equipment, food
and nutrition, clothing and textiles, and family develop'...._
ment and relations.
Park, recreation, and leisure service workers plamor-

delicate personal and emotional areas that the .law pro-

.,

vides that ,they need not disclose the nature of their
communiOtions with their congregants. ;
Members of the clergy help people in ;their communasissma.44.-

rsr;;"r
'

ganize, and direct activities that help people enjoy them-

111-'

selves, learn something new, or find a way' of getting
l
.closer to nature and the environment.
,......,-

Pe.rsortal Characteristics

.4"

n

People "in sociar service occuPations beCOrrie closely
involved With other people's lives and their advice can
have far-teacIiig ecfects. A social Worker's advice may
lead anjndivid al to change the cOurse of his or her life.
ThaN a -big responsillility. For this -reason, a genuine
concern for people and a desire to help them are essential
for anyone considering a career in this field.
In order to make a difference in others' lives, however,
,

r

lou :must be good at ea* with people. You need the4,
.Sort Of personality 'that pos othertpeople at ease and'
encourages them to open up. The bility to achieve a
warM relation'ship with otherS is important in all of thde

ocCupations. Your effectiveness will depend on your
ability to listen,.understand, explain, and persuade.
You Should be sensitiVe and tactful and have a keen
sense of what words or actions might offend others. 1,
Anyone who cemes in contact with people's, deepest..
feelings and beliefs--Las members of the clergy and counselors often do-needs empatity,The ability to sense others'
feelings. PatienceMoo, is required, for you may be dealing

"outside'', can
Sttaight talk about Austin
help a prisoner after he in released.
P
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Social Service Occupations
with, people who ate confuse4, hesitant, fearful, angrx,
and hard

coin" and losing the 4ensitivity that brought you to the
field in the first Place. The inner strength that comes
with emotionarstability will help you rernain levelheaded

talk to. Often, they aren't ';'ctlear themselves
about what the problem ispr how it ;Would. be dealt
with.
.
iMagination and resourcefulness are necessiiry. People
in Iiiese occiipations %ay have to call on all thejr Mental
resources to find a solution. And sometimes just as much
ingenuity is required to get a client to accept a suggeStion.
Spettking and Writing skill.vare important. In some of)

p.

to

and phrit4tR/e. so

just sj/Mpathize with them.

, Training
Training for a social service career ranges from just a
feW weeksfor a,n aide to many years for a professional.
If you were a. hotline volunteer, for exiirnple,, you'd be
given a l- or 2-week course right after you began work.
Traini4for homemaker-home health aides is handled

these jobs, workers have /to keep a lot of noies and
records. They must tie able to present all the important
points abdut a client's:situation clearly and quickly.
Verbal skills are also necessary. Cduaselors and social
of

7Workers must be able to communicate on a oneAo-one
basis, and to work easily with groups. There' also are
,oceasions when, the4; must speak before laege audiences.
14embers of the clergy, of course, do this regularly.
Finally, workers in the social service occufatiOns
should know themselvestheir 'own strengths, weak-

5

.

'nesses7
and
goals. Emotional stability is important be.
.
cause 'people in this field ,aremo often in touch with
situations that ire worrisdme or depressing. There are
"occupational haiards" in thisswork..,There is.danger of
being, overwhelrifid by, others', 'misery, the danger of
expectinf too'muc,h of yourself, the danger of "burning

that you can in fact:help peoplenot

r

much the same way. Many other socials serviccs aides
those doing valuable work in reaching out tQ theii neigh-

. bors arid others in needhave little formal training.
They don't even haye to be high school gra uates, for
that matter. What counts in getting their jobs andOoing
them well is their understanding of their comniunity ...
and their ability to deal with people. ,
For professional occupations such_ as, social worker
-

and counselor, however; 6 to 8 years of study after high

14

01.

,

r

C.

Some social workers specialize in serving the
elderly.
.

The staff at this center for the handicappe'd
clients beOeve in themselves.

10 L
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Community organizers n
in public.

School counselors give_kests tort- a clbarer picture
of students'Anterests and abilities.
0

tf.

,

9.

:
aea-

rhod'are 'necessary. Rabbis, priests, a

heking people Iv ieaching ay,0413vitinirthem. The story
of a county agent appearS ifithYeiiiipter an Agriculture,
orkers teach
Forestryeandyishery ccupations..T
farmers about new.m thods of raisingcro and Rftrock
arid help hopiebyyners keep their. lawn and gardens'.
healthy. Their work is considered an. `eitension" of the
State agricultural university's teaching rind research,
Health workers and social service workers need some . o'
of the same personal traiti'Ppysiciana, nurses, and ther-

'busters Usu-

al! y have even more training than 'this. l'he irnixf
rZNired Tor each of. 13. social service occupations N
deg ribed in the Job Facts at the end of the chapter.
To see whether this field really is trot yOu, try. doing

volunteer work in your spare tinie. There are many
things you can do as a voltinteer; some of then1 are
ar

included ill the Suggested Activities sections belo

ihind, however, that your duties as a oluAtce4jfuot
1 likely ,to be 'dip same as those of a social servic profs-'

apists Aotde,a1 with sick or handicapped people on a
One-to-onkbasis ipust be objective, resourcefuland
compiSsienate, The' ability to eneourage and inspiy.C.

l'asionaL, whose job requires 3rears of fornial trai ng.
.

4

.

4.`

eA Finn! Word

"

r

4)'

the idea of working with pe.j4.amI helping them
appe Islo you, there are ober chapters of.thls btfok thatiee
you. it ight %front to read,
the ieducation occupations also inyolve reitetiing out ,
to pceple-tadvisin& suggesting, persuaclift motivating,
and teachingcA storrabOut,a school. counselor is one of

I

I

sevefaLin the chapter on lUtkiation Occupations,
erVfce w* is another, way a
Cooperative Merin

I
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people, so important in 'the iihabilitation,cnuliselor'sjobo,
justelts,iniportailtfor the physiOal theiapist. The Story
o a physical theitipjstAppth-ii it! the chapter on'Health
.cupationa.

Planners,jilNocial wordirs, often work 'with people
in theinieiglihothoods and communities-0.the cprnmon

good That occupation i featured In th$4iiipter"on
Otte Occupations. Another occupation that involve*
4'

Sensitivity, to pliglic concerns tied an underst'Adirig Of A
people's hchaviat in groups is political hide, desccibed in
the chapter on So al Scientists,
4
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"I work hard preparing a serrnon,",ernphasiteetnevirend Stiencei, "'because) ire
my opportunity to'reach tnany people at one time."
)(
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Exploring Careers
The phone rang in the Reverend William Spencer's
hedroom just before dVin one September morning. Mrs.'

Wilson, a member orhis congregation, was sohbittg
uncontrollably at the other end of the line. "Reverend

Rev. Spencer pulled into 'the Church parking lot just

ift his sleep last night and I don't know what to do."
The clergyman came awake immediately. He calmed
Mrs. Wilson, then said,
be at yytiettouse in 20
minutes." Dressing quickly, he rushed down the stairs

in time for the 930 'meeting with the vestrymembers
of the congregation who serve as a board of directors.
Today they would be discussing a proposal to build a

-neighbor and asked her to stay 'With Mrs. Wilson that
day, until her son and daughter-in:law arrived from out
of tow. It was nearly 9 o'clock bythe time Rev. Spencer
left, confident that Mrs. Wilson had the help she'd need
to get thliough the rest of this tragic *day.
,
As he drove back toWard his church,.he thought about

.new wing.for the churckschool.
Jim Atwood began by saying, "I like the idea but we
just don't hall,e the money for the new wing. Why don't
we wait a couple of years and then perhaps we Will be
able to afford it." Several other board members agreed.
Then Rev. Spencer spoke up. "First,"le said, "I have

to point out that we desperatsh need the additional
classroom space. As you all sloCow, we're overcrowded

nowmainly because our program is such a success.
Take our activities for teensLas just one example. We
have teenagers here several ifIrOts a week. They have a
Bible study group; they run the y9uth hotlinle; and they
come for folk dancing and other strictly sOciallatherings.

how helpless he sometimes felt .in the 'face of a parishioner's.frief. It still/Wasn't easy to find the right words,
although he'd helped people deal with pain and sorrow
many times during his years in the ministry."
He hadn't originally intended, to enter the clergy. In
college, h-e had been deeply concerned about social
justice, the morality of war, and- fundamental issues of
right and wrong. He fotind' himself translating his con-

There's just as much demand fortneeting room space
from our adult groups. Not to speak of the children who
use iitte rooms in the dayiirtie!"
"Second," Rev. Spencer continued; "I believe that we

cern into social action"- -organizing programs to help the

The church activities and projects she's planned have
helped us reach many more young people than, We did

poor and taking part in demonstrationstand by his

,

anyway.

Spencer," she finally managed to say, "my husband died

.and out the front door, started his car; .and drove through
the, silent streets to the Wilsons' house.'There he found
hisjparishioner crying soundlegsly. He spoke gently, prepi6ing her to cope with the immediate situation. After a
while, Rev. Spencer reported the death to the police and
placed a call to a local funeral home. Then he phoned a

.

bored feeling a great sense Of joyand relief! The corn,
petition had been tough, but somehow it seemed as
though this church had been hiS destiny: He hoped so,

junior ycar Bill Spencer decided that he had a "calling."
The ministry, he believed, Offered him a meaningful way
to spend his life.
After he graduated from college, he entered the seminary and spent the next 3 years studying there. In thc
seminary, hc had learned a great deal about religion. up
had' learned about himself. And he had teamed about
working with people. During his first year as a seminarian, he served as chaplain in a local hospital. There he
had learned to understand grief and t`o help people deal
with the shock of suddenloss, just as he had helped Mrs.

.

.

.

can raise the money for the, building expansion if we try
hard enough. Remember last year we felt we cOuldn't

afford to hire an additional minister to help with our
youth proglim, but we took on an assistant anyway?

before.

I think you'd agree that we're making a real

difference in their lives. Our youth progam is so important.to us that, as you know, we've Managed to find a
way to pay for it. I believe we can be.just as successful
in finding the money to expand our school.

"Let's not giVe. up on the new wing," the minister
concluded. "Let's explore ways of raising the funds we

need."\
After the meeting with the vestry, Rev. Spencer spent
a fcw'mOutes with the church music director. They, were

Wilson today...After he completed his training in the

doing 164. of exciting things with music at the church
these days. One of the services Sunday would feature

seminary, he was ordained as Minister.
His first church was in a Submit) of Columbus, Ohio.-

folk music, and the guitarists would need rehea401 space
at least one night this week. The organist and the church

The bishop arranged for him to serve there for I year.
.After that, he was on his own.H'e remembered the day
a clammate -from the seminary had told him about the
job opening here at St. Andrew's. He had applied along
with 75 other ministers and was fortunate enough to be
chosen for an interview.
after several interviews,
he was invited to scrve this congregation, Ife remem-.

choir would be rehearsing on Tuesday, as usual; they

448

were preparing some flew hymns for the other two
services on Sunday. Later in the year, the church musi.
cians hoped to produce their own version, of a medieval
mystery playa religious drama with music and dance.

One of the parishioners was already working on the.
choreography. Opportunities like these for, artistic and

A.
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Reverend Spencer's JOb Involves a lot of time away from the pulpit.

intellectual creativity made Rev. Spencer feel he was
lucky indeed ir his life's work. He also was glad he had
this particular congregatiim,
Just before lunch there was a)vief meeting with other
tnembets of the church staffthe sexton, the church
gchool direetor, and the assistant ministers. Together,
tliey reviewed some of the many pidgrams that the
church sponsored in the community. At today's session,
they concentrated on the Saturday field trips the church
ran during the school year for children from all parts of
the city. Very few Spanish-speaking 'children partici.

(

pated, although the city had a large Hispanic community.
Various suggestions for reaching out to these children
were discUssed, but the Meeting came to a4 end before
anything was deOlded. "That's often the way-"--t1iought
Rev. Spencer,: who felt too much 'of his time was spent ;
in meetings.
Rev. Spencer did tu.it, have any appointments schedio
tiled for early afternoon, 'which meimt he had a, good
stretch of time to WO& on his sermon for next Stmday.

And, before the afternoon was over, he h ed to be able
to.spend 4ome time visiting members of the congregatjon
who were sick or lonely or in need of spiritual counsel.
There were many peoplgtoo many-twho needed com-

fort that day. A young woman who ha4 attempted

(suicide was still in the hospital. A widower wag having
so much trouble adjusting to lik without his wife that it
was clear to Rev.Spencer that somegspecial effort would
have to be made to help him:And several families, he
knew, had more than their share of pain right now. It
bothered .Rev. Spencer a great deal to realize that he
wouldn't be able to vigit 411 the people Who needed
consolation that day. The conflicting demands on his
time weren't easy to resOlve, and he prayed for guidance
when he had to make difficult decisions such as these.
As he glanced at his appoiritMent calender;'Rev. Spencer saw 'that he Was schedtiled to' see 80b DudneY an.d
Gretchen Moser that evening to discuss their forthedth,,irig marriage. Helping twq young people get a good start
In marriage Was the soitt di thing he Most liked to'do, .It

t.

Exploring Careers
was a joyous task,.one that lifted his spirits even at the
end of a long day.

Bob and Gretchen were waiting nervously in the,
comfortable, hook-lined study when Rev. Spencer(
walked in shortly after 8 o'dtek. "Sorry to keep you \
waiting," he said. "Now let's get to the matter at hand.
I'm ,timazed -at how muoh it takes to keep a marriage .
together today. I was reading in the Journal of AppliedPsychologythat one theorist believes That the stress some
marriages cause iS equal to that experienced by a soldier

in combat."
"Does thai'mean I'm li'able to get shot?" asked Bob as
he nervously shifted in his chair.
"No, no," replied the minister, chuckling. "But it does

another more. Nothing should supersede the importance

of the marital relationship. Am I getting through to
you?"
"Yes, t think so," said Bob slowly, "Do you mean that
) before my mom can respect Gretchen as my wife, she'll
have to see that I do?"
"That's exactlY what I mean," said Rev. Spencer with
a glow in his eyes, "You have a commitment to each

other as life partners." '`-,
"Sounds like goOd advice," said Gretchen seriously.
"How about discussing some of the other problem's,
Reverend? Or don't we have time tonight?"
"Let's save theth for our next' session, okay?" said the
minister warmly.

mean that many m.arried people believe it is easier to go.

AWOL----absent without leavethan to stay in there

Explor,ing-

and keep trying. What I think we need to discuss tonight
is how to: make° marriage work.' I. don't have" all' th'e
citlymers.. But I have a good serisc of.the kinds of things
that 'cause irouble in a marriage.'What do you think4he
most common marital problems arc, Gietchen?"

* that serving Ond and working for the betterment of

Nkiell, let's see. Money and .not getting along with

Do you feel strongly about your faith and your

each other?"
"Two very common ones," Rev. Spencer assured her.
"What arc your guesses, Bob?"

religion?
Are you active in your church?
Are you interested in and concerned about problems
in your -community and in the world? Are you aware
of such problems as poverty, hunger, poor housing,
unemployment, injustice, and illiterac'y in your ,own
community?

"I guess I'd say sex problems and poor communication."
"Both of yoctreare 'on the right track, but you left out.a
very common problem."
"Tell us what it is!" said Bob quickly.
."In-laws. Believe, it or not, in-laws can be the sonrce
of a lot of marital'diftieulties. Almost without, realizing
it, and certainly Without meaning it,) your parents can
--Aytension in your marriage."

shoFld have thought of that myself," groaned
Gretchen. "Particularly with your mother, Bob!" she
said, half teasingly,
"Is your mother a problem, Bob?" probed the minister.

"Oh, no real problem. She's just having a hard time
accepting the fact that ,I'm actually getting married. I
ihink she'd like to have me around the house for a few
more years. But she'll get used to all of this in time!"

"Not without your help, Bob," Rev. Spencer said
sternly.

"What do you mean by that?"
,"It is important that you both begin presenting yourselves as a team to your families. Get iu. the habit of
saying things like, I'll have to discusS that with
.Oretehen," or "I'll have to ask Bob whot he thinks about
that." As the Bible- says, "Leave thy mother and thy

A meniber of the clergy must have a compelling sense
humanity should be his or her life's work.

The clergy nmst set an exaMple of high mal and çhical
conduct.

;Do questions and discussions about right and wrong
interest you?
Can,you hold firmly, to what you helieve is right even
when your friends don't agree?
Do you treat others as you wish to be treated?
Are you comfortable with the idda of people looking
to you as an example?
.,

Would you mind having your life .subject to public
scrutiny?
Are you conscious of your public responsibility when
you are elected to the student .council, chosen to be

yearbook or newspaper editor, Or qtsked to chair a
church or school club?

.

The clergy must be approachable and warm since personal counsellng is one of their prime responsibilities.

father and cleave unto thy wik" There is a world of
truth in that verseAt doesn't mean that you stop loving
your mother and father it just Means that you love one

Can you make a friend feel better about a problem
such as failing a test or being turned dtArn for a date? .

,

-19oyon understand the importance of suckeeremoh,,2

Do people come to you for advice?
Are you able to keep a secrett

Are your friends able to tatk to .you .About "anything?"
1.
Are you able to put hotte guests at eitse?
Are.you able to converse with people you don't know
very well?

ies as confirmation, marriage, or gradnationr
Do you understand the importance of school and
community awards for scholarship, athletic ability,
bravery, Or 'public spiritedness?

..

The Clergy must be creative in commimiCating their ideas'.
.

The clergy must have the ability to inspire others.

Are you good at writing compositions or,short stories?
Can you write an interesting letter to. a friend?

Have you ever changed a friend's viewpoint?
Can you argue your point persuasively?

Do you like thinking of ways to interest children in
their school work? In c`rafts or sports? In Bibl stories?

. Do your friends ask -nur opinion on things?

HA,

Are you able to get your way without seeming bossy?
Do you understand the importance of praising a child.
when he5 or she behaves very well, does a lesson
carectly; or masters a skill?
Can you see that such praise "works" with grownups
too?

Can ycifi help people t help themselves?
A

member of the clergy mi t be able to command the

attention of a group.
Are you good at.making c\Lass presentations?
Is

it easy for you to "get ,the floor" at committee

meetings or parties?
.'
.
Do your friends ever ask you to be the spokesperson

for a,group? At tr friend's going-away patty? At

a

victory celebration? At a birthday party?

Suggested Ac

itie

Volunteer you ser;ices t your church or synagogue. As
you find out ow man opportunities there are to help,
you will get a' better -idea of the varie4 activities in
which members of the clergy are involved. Volunteer
assist in music programs as instrumentalists, singers,
composers, arrangers, and directors. They type, file,
answer the telephone, stuff envelopes, and handle
other clerical duties in the office. They put out the
newsletter or weekly bulletin, write press releases, and
liandle publicity. They help with fundraising drives.
Volunteers staff social action prOgrams including hotlines, Meals on. Wheels, and aid to disaster vi6tims.
Youth programs, religious education programs, day
care centers, and vacation Bible schools.also use. vol-

unteert
In order to help-others, clergy must be able to regulate
their own reactions to the crises in people's lives.
Can you remain calm when a ftiend Or relative faces
a very serious problem?
Can you remain Calm when a parch( is upset?
Can you think and act tfuickly in
risis situation?
Does it upset you to visit people wh arc very sick?

Can you comfort a friend or famil member during
a time of sorrow?
Can you overcome your anger and Wep from holding
a grudge When someone.hurts yotO

Can you maintain some sense of proportion about
,school 'rivalries?

Volunteer tO work with children as a tutor or aide in an
elementary school. Help out at a nursery school or
Head Start piogram. Offer to help direct children in
arts and crafts, musib, or sports at a summer recreation

program. This will. help you develop leadership and
teaching skills and test your ability to handle a group.

Volunteer to work in a prograth that will bring you into
close contattl with a wider variety of people than you
normally, meet at your school, church, or synagogue.
This will icoitelden ,your knowledge of community
needs and I tease your understanding of human
behavior.

V

The clergy must perform ceremonies and
traditional rituals.
Do you enjOy initiation ceremonies?

nform to

Collect magazines, clothink and tbnds for a missionary
drive.
.

,.

'Cake part in your church ot synagogue visitation campaign t moorage ptiople to attend religious services.

.,

.

.

VP.=

eXPlorilig C.arrtRun for youth deacon.
q

V.

visiting elderly people in the community who are
confined to home, or becoming a big brother or big
sister to a disadvantaged or handicapped child.'

Set a goal for reading the Bible from 'cover to cover.
Compete in a local Bible drill.

Read books and magatiles on religious, occupations...
Talk with your priest, minister, or rabbi about what
it's like to have, a religious occupation. Test your
interest.

Try out for your school debate'team. Public speaking is
. an essential part of the clergy's job.

f

For more information about careers in this field, write to

the interdenominational National Council of the
Join or organize a grayer or study group. Test your
organizational .skills and your ability to ,work effec.tively Within a group.

Put yourself in the helr,role on a daily basis. This may
involve listening to alriend talk through*a problem,

People

toollnoa.

Churches of, Christ, Unit of Professional Church Lead-

ership, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, New,York
10027; the Catholic National Center for Church Vo-cations, 305 Michigan Avenue, 'Detroit, Michigan
48226; or the B'naci B'rith Career and. Counseling
Service, ,1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

the helping profetisiOns need empathythe ability to sense others'

-

Social

(4-rvie:. 0.006 pations

Related OcOupatiOns

employment, family disputes, antisocial belutylor, .aad
inadequate housini

Helping people with their personal problems is an
inaportant part fa( a Protestant minister's job. The desire

to help others islust as important for members of the
clergy in other religious faiths.' Workers in other-"helping" occupations spend much of their time advising and
counseling people, too.
Eight ocCupations are listed below. See .if you can
match each job title with the correct description.
Psychologist

Christian Science practitioner
Rabbi
Social worker
Priest

Chaplain
Missionary
School counselor

S.

I carry a religious Message to people who are not

6.

I help stpdents select courses, explore career pus- ,/
sibilities, and decide what to do after they. graduate.
.collect and analyze information that tells me somethi g
about stip:lents' interests, aptitudes, abilities, and pers nality characteristics, Most of this information comes from
records, tests, and interviews. I collect occupational and
educational information, and enc*ourage students to
browse Through it.

.

I am the spiritual head of a Jewish congregation.
teach and interpret Jewish law and tradition.
I

I am the spiritual head of a Catholic congregation.

of (my faith.

I.

2.

4

7.

I practice spiritual healing through prayer atbne

in accordatice with the teaching of my peligion.
8. I study people and try to understand why individuals and grs)upq behave as they do. My research is ptit to
use in many fieldy.Mental health, juvemile delinquency,

give religious counsel and leadership in the

Armed Forces, police departmentsprisons, colleges and
universities, hospitals, and other places.

drug abuse, crowd control, early childhood edtrion:
and counseling of retirees,, for example.

I help individuals and groups cope with problems
that, at times, ar overwhelming: Poverty, illnessi un.
3.

IA

See answers at end of chapter,
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Teachirta children the rituals of their faith ls dna of tho many Ways this ranbi
servos his earigrogation,,
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Mary FICIgera,ls a social wqrior at a rionlor center.
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Soci I Service Occupations
Mary Rogers i' a social worker. tier office is in a
senior center in one of the poorer sectiOns of the city.
Her job there is to find places to live for elderly people
who have no home of their own. Some .of Mary's clients
are former ental patients. Having lived for years in
institutions here other people made all the decisions,
they do not find it easy to manage on their own. Some
of theM are too confused or 'afraid to talk to a landlord
or landlady about renting it room. Others .are illiterate,
Since they can't read, they- can't use the newspaper want
ads to find a place to live. All of Mary's clients are poor.
The program she runs Was Mary's idea in the first
place. Basically, she does three things: She finds sponsors
willing to take elderly people into their homes, interviews
clients who need homes, and keeps up with any problems
that might develop. So many problems do come up that

Mary spends most of her time talking wiih people,
listening, and sorting things out.
Mary never knows what to expect.when she sits down
to talk with one of her clients. She's found that some of
.

these conversations enrich her life and brighten her

day much as her talks with her grandmother did when
she was growing up.

Mary's grandmother was a good friend. Thc two of

them found a lot to talk about, for they shared an
enthusiasm for 'ving. Mary never tired of listening to
her grandmother ' stories about the years she worked as
a union organizer in a mill town. The girl had listened,
spellbound, to tales of the hardship and heartbreak

endured by workers' families in those difficult days. The..
older woman's insights into human nature and compassion for people in trouble had made a strong impression
1
on Mary.
: She began considering ways in' which she, too, could
work with people and help them. That eventually had
led to a master's degree in social work and thc important
decision to specialize in work with the elderly.

Mr. Adams is one of' Mavy's clients at the senior
center. He's one of her most exasperating clients, for Mr.
Adams has a drinking problem. His bouts with the bottle
are causing sleepless nights for the Youngs, his home
sponsors. Today, there was a note on Mary's,desk from.
Mrs. Young. She wanted to talk With Mary right away;
she couldn't stand to have Mr. Adams in her house one
day longer.
"I Can't take it any more," Mrs., ihiung greeted Mary
as the pcial worker came up the front steps: "Last night

he got so drunk that he sang until 4 o'clock in the
morning! It's just too much for me to handle."
Mary managed to patch things up for the time being.
There was a promise of one last try from Mrs. Young
and a pledge to keep sober from Mr. Adams. She knew,
however, that in just a few days she was likely to have

i

another desperate message from Mrs. Young. She'd have
to start planning ahead for Mr. Adams,
Mary ,returned to her office just as a .buslOad of the
center's members was returning from a trip to the zoo.

She could hear the exeitentent in their voices as they
came inside. '"It's amazing how a Change of sCcne can
lift people's spirits," Mary thought.

Just then she caught sight of Mrs. Hodge in the

hallway. Mrs. Hodge hadn't gone on the outing to the
zoo, and.Mary knew she'd welcome some special attention.

"Mrs. Hodge, let's go back to my office so we can
talk."
Mrs. Hodge was A gentle, rather! timid woman who
.

had taken a bad 'fall, the winter before and was still

suffering ftorn the pain in her hip. "I've j.ust been to the
doctor," she said with a sigh as she painfully lowered
herself in the chair across froth Mary.
'it hurts right now, doesn'r it, *Mrs. i.Hodge':?" Mary
inquired in a sympathetic tone.
"Oh yes, dear, it does hurt. I just wish the doctor
would visit with me a little longer:I saw him this
morning, you know. It's -so hard for me to get to the
clinic and then I have to wait at least an hour to see him
and, well, I think he shoyld extend me the courtesy of a
.

little talk'. D'on't you, Mary?"
"Absolutely,. Mrs. Hodge, that's entirely reasonable..
We 'all need some time to discuSs our problems, physical
or otherwise."
"Well, anyway, e gav me another prescription for
.

-

(h

the pain. I. have to get ove to the drug store before, ir
closes."

: "Why dbn't I 'pick up -the medicine and drop it by
your house tonightbil My way home from work?"
"Oh, would you, Mary? Thank yob. That's so kind of

you." The older wOman's eyes filled with tears.
Emotional moments like these punctuated Mary's day.
But, shc reminded herself, thcy happened only if you

really Cared about people. That, she knew, was what
social work was all aboutcaring for people enough to
help thcm make their own decisions about their problems.

Right after iunch, a sandwi4 at her desk. Mary called
a me ting of the social workers sfte supervised. Together,.
Ma and the others reviewed the caseload for the cen-

ter'siaome placement program, concentrating on cases
that were causing problems. One of the workers wanted
ideas for dealing with a client who spent all of her money.
early in' the month and then had nothing to live on until
the next check came. After Aiscussing a number of
possibilities, Mary suggested that the social worker arrange for the .cliant to get her money a little at a time
throughout the month inInead of' receiving everything at
once,
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Mary spent, the rest of the afternoon making final

.

'arrangements for tomorrow's-forum on the needs of the
city'sgelarly.. The forum was sponsored by. We Care, a
coalition of local organizations including senior 'centers,
churches, legal aid programs, ahd citizens' groups. Mary

was one of the founders of the coalition. She and the
others who had started.rhe group just 3 yearS agi) wanted

to, educate the publicand influence city officials-rabout the p!oblems, fated by elderly people in their.city.
Theyrarranged foe newspaper and television coverage,

(4,

;:s

made speeches, testified before the cip council, and

.

141

sponsored public forumS such as the oneithat would take
place tomorrow.
We Care already had focused... attention on *Opined

cutbacks in Medicaid payMents and, improper proceaures in assigning apartments in the city's public housing
project for the elderly. By now,local politicians took the

coalition seriously. The mayor herself had agreed to
attend tomorrow's forum.

As Mary walked through the double oors 9f the
municipal auditorium the next day, she noticed that a
.1nisload of people from her senior center already had
;arrived. More elderly people were coming in eVery minute. They looked purpoSeful; many coinpared notes.

"I hope the mayor. is prepared for 'this one,". Mary
thought. "The -audience certainly is prepared for her."
After several minutes; the mayor arrived. She walked

I-6i% -to-the pdium, apologized for being late, and
asked for ,questions, Soon they were coming thick and
fastquestions on propertytaxes, housing, crime, transportation, red tape. Most of the questioners were older
peoplesome retired, sense still working, all concerned
about the inconveniences and hardships they ,faced because of diminished, incomes and diminishing strength.

A tall, elegant, white-haired woman moved slowly
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"By clelpIno older people now," sayt mary"1 am
nelplqg the older person th,i4 I wilt be."

'

T.

Exploring

na
through the hall to the speaker's podiuth. She li
In order to give people the confidence to, dial with their
nursing home, and the plattic identification ba d amp d
problenn4
sUcial workers mUst value the dignity. and
her wrist clashed incongruously with her eautiful y
tailored suit. She spoke movingly of the need for .trans- ,s Worth of the individual.
portation services for people who, like herself, -were
Do you believe that you con *learn soniethi g from,
"
infirm. And for people who were handicapped.
eveiyone?
As the mayor spelled out the .details ,,of a tax relief
Do you feel badly when' a classmate iS em arrassed?
propoial Oie had just put before the city council, Mary's
Do you think it'S imPortatit that all people enjoy
Attention wandered. The.meeting appeared to be a. st,cequal rights?
eeth. Elected officials were listening to citizens' concerns.
DO you want to be. personally involved in working
She found herself thinking bow important that was ...
for social justice? Do you want, to do sompthing about
and how mueh She liked being one of the people who
poverty, hunger, or hatred? H
made such a meeting possible.
Are you open-minded about otter people's right fo
Yes, She Was pleased with her job. She enjoyed finding
,think,
feel, and act in ways that may seem strange,
Ways to help pebple take charge, of their lives, And she
even Wr9ng, to yott9
knew that in helping (Adel-people now, she was helping
Do you think.people WhOare unhappy' or mixed Up
, the older persOn she would be herself one day.
or in trouble cafi be helped?
Still, what would she'tio allattt Mt. Adams?

.
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Do your friends conflate in you?
Do people oftón ask )(Our advice or opinion?
Are you'able to keep i secret?
Do you make friends easily?
Are you, able to _make' your, house guests feel wel.

come?

Are you able to put people at ease?

,

Can you work closely with others and be flexible
enough to do things someone else's way?

Social workers must understand hunian behavine

Do you know your own strengths and weaknesses?
Do you understand why you do:the things you do.
Do you unckerstand why your parents do the things
,

thdy (do?

e

Do YonknoW When to speak and when to listen?,

Are you able to get your friends to do things your
way withOur seeming bOssy?
Are you able to feel what kind of_mood a friend is in

,

just by observing his or her facial and body expression or tone of voice?

Are you more apt to -judge people by their good
points than by their. faults?
4.1

Social *inters must be able to spetik the client's language. They Must be good at communicating effectively
in different hinds Of situations.
Mary finqs that conversations wl,th clients frequently

rrich her life and brighten her day.
..,

r

17

,

.

,

ear'

..,.

Social workers must show their concern fbl- people
through a manner that is simpathetiZ Yet objeetlie:
.

'4

group? /

.

-

Can you talk to all kinds of people?
Are yod able, to carry on a conversationWith a child?
Are you able to express your feelings to most adults?
Are you good at speaking in,front-ofra group?
Areyou ever asked,to
theaspokesperson for a

Are you able to see both sides or an argument?
When something goes wrong, what do you do first?
Look for a solution ot place the blame?
Are you happy for your friends when they meet.with

e.

Social workers must be able to express themselves
clearly in the written record of their work.

goOd fortune?

Do you feel a genuine concern for yaur friends' and
relatives' welfltre?
-.
Do you like most...people?

..

.

re, you good at organizing your- thotights for a

-

-

Are you aware and considerate or the feelings
#

of --",

others?

l

selfool assignment or an' essay queStiOn on an exam?'
Are you good at vItriting eonipositions?
Do yqu enjoy Writing to yOurfrierids?

,

-

Social workers must build a basis for trust.
0,

Are you atle to 'maintain friendships over long pcriocis of tinie7
.

Social workers d'on't alwaYs see ihe results of iheirivor,li
immediately,. Often they must remain supportive 'and
3ielpful during times of slow progress.
4

(

,

Do you appreciate' small gains or progies.0
ft

1
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"I can't telr people what's best tor them, but I can try to help them make their own
decisions."
P

.

Do you have the patience to grow a garden.? ,
Do you have the patience to pursue projects such as
needle work-oremodelbuilding?
Are you able to stick witL t diet or exercise program?.
Can you be patient with people whose pace is !lower
than yours?
Can you persistAp_dte face of setbacks?

,

Cluvou cope

,

-;.'..
I

,

p.
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Voltinteeeto work in a crisis counseling center:This ls, a

pod place, t6 learn abont flit most critleal problems.*

.

*Are -you realigti6 in your expectations'even ihough
iy.o6nay be idealistic in your goals?

§uggested Activities

..

olic; Protestant, and Jewilh organizations, or the Sal,
vatign Army. Volunteers answer telephones, greet and
direct N;isitors, provide clerical assistance,. and °sort
donations: They may also vikit 4he lonely and Work
withichildren,

.

in. y.our, area arrd to finrd ont how community organi-

zationrare handIinglbetn. Volunteers mwreetvisi.
tors, do clerical Work, and solicit br help.distribute
donations of food, clothing, inel, and othejOtcessities
,
for the center's clients.

.

.14

Volunteer tiy-work in 04ciltl service agency inlcur
can,imuriere are more agentimi than' you rnight
tIOnk. Try, liken ph), the local sliparetent
,

r'

.

welfare, ar ap* s rv4cegency, agencies run by Cath.

$8.

Deveiop a one-tt-one relationsInp with a youngster who

has had le*, positive influences in his or her life. The
Big,Drother and Big Sister programs offer opportuni, ties Of this kind, So do welfare and probatibn depart.
0

.

!,

,.

.
I

''''''`77:(77477.707.77
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Soci41-'9.$ptivje0 OpoUpatiOns

:

-

-

menttyYSCA's and YWCA's,. Boys' Clubs, Girls'
Clubs, and family service plOgrams run `by.
Protestant, 'and Jewish organiptions.

.

Invplve yourself in the activities of a neighborhood or
cOMmunity center. You can deyelop organizational
and' leadarship skills by helping direct children in
sports, arts and crafts, muSic, or drama. 1?ou mighttutor children Of adults. Or you might -work on lima-,
raiOng and putlicity for the center's programs. All of
these') aCtivitieSi will give you experience Organizing

.,

ociAl serVice programs and Vpiking with people.

Invite a social worker to speak to Your class about his or

het job. Ask the 'Speaker to explain what he or, she
doei inlet() mention ifte rewards and frustrations of
the work. Prepare questions ahead of time,
Look for opportunities to work with people oldifferent
ages and backgrounds.
Volunteer to help 'with younger children,nt a day.
camp or summer recreation prozram.
Spend time with handicapped or retarded children.
Girls' Clubs,. Boys' Clubs, Red Cross, Scout troops,
',ittmpfite Girls, and other youth organizations
fer such oppbrtunities.
Volunteer to entertain or visit tesidehts in a ntiriing

.

Voloriteer work is a -geod way to bxolore a career In

4. home.

Suite 600rWapington D.C. 20005, and to the Council
oteSocial,Work.EduCation,-3i5 East 46th Street, Netv

If you are ieBoy Scout, try for a merit badge in Family
Living. Test your üiteres(in workitli with and learnink 44, - 'York, Netv-Ydrk:
about your family and others.
ev

Related Occupations

If you are 'a Girl Scout, try forproficiency badges in
child care-Caring 'for children may test your interest
An a caper that requires concerned interaction with
others. AlsO, see if your local troop has the From
Dreams 'to Reality 'program of career exploration.
Troops also sponsor service aide and community ac-

Social workers aren't the only people who help individuals and groups with problems. Eight jobs are described below. thiscramble the letters to discOver'who
these Workers are:

tion projects.

OPLRAE CREFIFO. I. work ,with law offenders
when they get out of jaiL I advise ttteifi about cornpleting
school or getting job training and, help them Iook for' a
job and a place to live, I try to learn enough alOut .chem
and their backgrounds to have some real-influence; my
goal is to help them find *ay of makint an honest

Join a Child Care, Communication, or,. Social Work
Explorer Post if there is one in your area. 'Exploring is

opeirto young men and women aged 14 through 20.
To. find out about Elfplorer posts. in your area, call
"Boy Scouts 'of America" listed in your phone,' book
and ask for the "Exploring Division."
FOE information about career and education opportunities in the field of social work, write to the National
Association .of Social Workers, 1425 R Street, N.W,,..

living.
.

2. CTMERERNO RIADEE. I orgathe recren.,
tional activities suit as arts and crafts, 'sports, games,
niusic, dranjatics, caMping, and hobbies. L.Work with
groupsof people in amps, community centers, YMCA's
and YWCA's, senior centers, and other places,

.

,

4

4.4.:
.4744.4411$4:440
d

44

e

Expl9ring

;At .:

.14

4

?t)

4b.

ktviiIGgit.CSAO:. 1 gill; individualS and families
who nazd the assistance of a social service agency. .1
4
interview clients, with problems ranging. from runaway
children tO illness, no money;; and eviction:I liken firsts
.hen I try to; help my clients work out a solution. Often
I put them in touch with other. agencies that can help,
too.
_
to -...,...E.
3.

.,

.

,

I

Ik e

STRENIMI. IyiØ.spfritual leadership within

4.

.

my commnnity.
vo,

I

tyOPROislIT CREFIFO. I work with law of-

5,

,110

4

fenders 4ile they arvon proba(ion: Sometimes I decide
'IrShich jtivenille cases belong in the, courts and which
shouid be handled by ,a social service agency.
t
A

*

pirL6 SER61411vc I ,help vudents deal

4.

,.
,0!

.

.

midi( things that bother them=nersonal problems, family
problems, !ailing grades. I nlio help the.m. plan courses

-

,', .'t and school activities:that best fit their iriterestl 'and
.

.

abilities.
a

4'

,
.i

counselorcan lead taa full-time job.
0'

.,

f ;rim& with all kinfijof '.1.4siups?SeniOr;citsizen afraid-of

..1-crilne, tenants. tfacing' a relit Ocrease, strea gangs, 'chitdren With..., no -place to .ploy' iparents trying to organize a,,
darcare center. I hi3lp the 'group organize,raise finys,
,
'
.
: 9 6 ,:..
. ,tind take oraction.,

'
.

.

.

i.

.

EROR.
t
nay grou.pa and adv,isei em on the

- kinds of ationlhat wall meet their interests id needs.

'

)

s'I

Mt.4 NATIGROONIZA

iNITY11.
, ,
4.31 wosk friih:>cona
7.

Volunteer experience as an aCtivitjvleatfer.Or.8arn0

.

1

,

,

t.

,

8: fCILOAS PAREIVEL Mils/ ttfICATORIS. I s\
'Jilin a st5cial.servict'agenbi: As an a ministrator,
totme to'see that the ageney'OrSsilt styi t our client

"1
.

.. ne+iihat pepple intar\trbnble ddet' ,r n into a lei of'
red tape, 'fdr. one thing. el;Ctrig,Irttkin ,-and supervi

N.
.

.

,

,

.

.

.

the staff\are Impotleg itns,04,, tnerjo . Represe tin
rOtips ..,atid,,, itizeng i 1 o
my agency. (to coMmtinit
aimportant andl frequentl z
!Wake
speeches,
1

Caseworker

4

a

'4,NCOplibuility,eigapizatiofl

r er.
S.

Parole officer
.tifobatiort officer,
.

144+

1

Reatuttoaleackr.
.

Social, welfrire adminiitrator '

Plecredon.worket) help Peeele enloy theineetves,
See aniwers

a erld

chapq.

°4

1.

430
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Sociat Seritbice Occupations
I

,"

job' Fact's.

a,

,

There isrrt room in this

r a story about every social servide occtipation..
ortant facts about 13,, of these occupations in. the
ditional informatlpn about any of them,. Vou nAht
begirt, by cOnau
the icc tlohal Outlook Handbook, a publication of the
Departihent of"Labor which should e available in your school or public library.

Ho'Weveoto'll find so
folloWing sqlpn )7o6 w

Ocespatio

Nature and Places a Wark

+

COUNSE lNJ OCC;14PATIalS
School C,Inseloi.,

slhool couniselors

Training and Qualifications

-

elp students
tpidirstand thems ves and.

A. master's degree in counseling

Som

and some teaching experience

as consttltams for private o pub.lie counseling .C6m.rs, g vern- mem" agencies, or.Aivate businoses,

solve their proble s. They gi
usually 4iie necessary. Most
aptitude, intere , and abithy' States requi-rshool Cotinselors.
tests, The
individual and to have couveling and teaChing
grou
sions so that students 'cekiticates. The ed,oCation and
an 'talk througli'' their cop. txperienbe requirattents for
corns. They may teach *Ms in these ceetificutes vary among.
occupations ttlid careers or other
special sukjeéts,

Most countelors work in elementary or secondary schools.,
i

t

.ounselörs:WOr

.

School counselors mum ti able
to deal with all 'types of .peopl4
/They work with, students,- por-,.
ont0Pittlkers, and school admin..
4

pa

tiine
.

States,

Ostrators.
.

5',#

Other'inforitiation

If

a

.

Carepm

College Career
,Planning and
Placement
.Counselors

These workers also are known as
college placement officers.

Thde workers help college stu-

A bachelor's degree in psychol-

dents, and graduates examine

ogy or sociology is customary for

their career goals and find jobs.
Sometimes they arrange .for job
recruiters ta visit the eampus twit
set up interviews with Students.

degree in clinical, oil counseling
psychology is helpfnl.

Theft workers frequently work
more:ilan 40 hours a week. The

People in fills field should be

workload is especially heavy during the recruiting season,

a job in this field. A master's

energetic and able to wOrk under

They work for colleges and universities and for community and
junior colleges.

OE.

Other Information

-Train* and Qualifications

Nature and Places of Work

pressure Jvcause they must, organi0 afid administer a wide va-

riety of activities. They mwit

-

have un interest in people andhe
able tO get along with them eas-

44b.

ily.

Employment

Counselors /

d out about their

4

Well-qualified counselors with
experience may advance to su-

Training 4quirements vary de-

Employment counselors lelp
people who arks looking for j
job seeke to
Thy

pending 6n the employer. A

pervisory or administrative posie
tions in their own or other organizations, Some may become di-

bachelor's degree generally is the

minimum educational require-

interests',

tra'ning, work experience, and
perSonal traitS. Then they may

pent, and many jobs re uire
graduate courses in coun.4çling

rectors of agencies, or area su-

suggest specific jobs and hoW to
apply 19,r them, or recommend

plus eounseling experience.

job training. They also contact

Many agencies prifer to hire
people with a master's degree in

pervisors of guidance programs;
some may become consultants;
.and others may becoMe piofessors in the counseling field.

employers to fuld out what kinds
of workers they need.

counseling or in a related field

Ublic employ-

such as psychology or personnel
administration.

ment service offices located everywhere in the country. Many

Persons who want to be eMploy-

Over half work

work for private employment
iigencies.' Some work for orb-

ment counselors should have a
strong interest in helping others
mate vocational plans apd'carry

munity agencies concerned With
finding jobs fbr teenagers, ex-offenders, handicapped persons,

ciidir worker's, and other rople
'a spielsl need of cdunseling.:

1

the m out. They should be able to
work independently andi to keep
detailed records.

/
4-

Rehabilitation
'Counselors

Rehabilitation counselors, help

A bachelor'S degree is he mini-

people who are mentally or phys-

Mum educational requ cement.
The Master's degree in rehabilitallow counseling otyocational
counseling often is preferred. A
master's degree ,ixt psychology,
education, or social viork Osa

ically disabled ot emotionally
disturbed, They give them, the
support and encouragenient they

need tO live with a disability;
'learn a job skill, or adjust to'
new way oflife. Counseloii may
find jobs for, disabled porSoiriS
t
and follow their progress.
,

.

proVides a. good'backgrourid

Rehabilitation counselors generally work a 40,hour week or less,

with some _overtime wOrk required to attend coMmunity and
civic meetings in the evening.

.

frk eiperienee in related field§
is also an, asset,

.

Many counselors specializq.'
They may work eAlusively with Because they deal withlhe welblind people, alcoholics,. dem/id- fare of individuals, the ability to
diets, the mentally,ill, or retarded accept responsibility IS impor-0,44
persons.
tant.

they 'work in rehabifitatieit centers, sheltered workshops hospi-

tals, and special schools anti
training institutions,

.

.4e

Patibhce, the ability .to mOtitata

ethers, and emotional stabilitY
are impertant in dealing with severely disabled people.

4

Social Service Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

7'raining and 6ua 'cations

Other Inforhunion

Educational requirements vary
greatly among the varions Protestant denominations, Many require a 3-year course of study in
a theological school or seminary
following college. graduation.

tering the Protestant ministryshould seek the counsel of a min*,
ister or church guidance worker.

CLERGY
.

Protestant Ministers

Protestant ministers lead their
congregations in worship services

an'd administer the rites of baptism, confirmation, and Holy

Communion. They prepare and
deliver sermons and instruc t. persons who wish tojoin the church.

They counsel church members,
visit the sick, comfort the bereaved, and serve church members in many other ways.

Persons who are interested in 'en-

All ministers must be ordained
by their demmination,
S.

Most ministets serv"C-Individual
in
churches -

congregations

throughout the country. Some
work us chaplains in hospitals,
prisons, and the Armed Forces.

Stifkratlyrs work in social service

agencies or comMunity organizatiZms that serve, youth or families.

Rabbis

Rabbis are spiritual leaders for
their congregations and teachers

To become eligible for ordina,
tion as a rabbi, a student must

and interpreters of Jewish law
and tradition. They conduct re-

study in a seminary. Emtrance

ligious services, deliver sermons,
visit the sick, help the poor, com-

fort the bereved, supervise religious education, and involve
themselves in conununity affairs.
Rabbis serve congregations in all

parts of the countg. Sonic serve
as chaplains; others work in Jew,
ish community service agencies;
still others teach Jewish .studieS
in colleges and'universities.

complete a prescribed .course of
requirements and curriculum de-

pend upon the branch of Judaism with which the seminary is
associated.

Nearly all rabbis serve Orthodox,
ConservatiVe, or Refbrm congregations.
Persons who are interested-in be-

coming_ rabbis should discuss
their pfAns for a vocation with a

pra?ing rabbi.

.

Courses ,studied in Jewish seminaries generally provide students
with knowledge of the Bible, Talmud, Rabbinic liter Mit, Jewish
histoty, and th olOgy, and
courses in ethic:a ion, pastoral
psychology, and pablic speaking.
114
I

S.
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Occupation

Nature and Places of Work,

Training and Oyalifications

Roman Catholic

Ronkan Catholic priests attend to
the spiritual, pastoral, moral, and
ethicational needs of memberS of

generally requires 8. years
study beyond high school.

Priests

4

their church. They conduct religious services, administer the
Sacraments, give sermons, visit
the sick, comfort the bereaved,
help the poor, and work on behalf of the community in many

Other.Information

Preparation for the priesthood

There are two tyees of priests:

f

Diocesan and religious. Diocesan

Over 450 seminaries offer this

priests work individually within
a parish, while religious priests
work as part of iweligious order.

training.

Voung men interested in entering the priesthood should seek
the guidance and counsel of their
parigh priest.

ways.

Most priests serve Catholic congregations in all parts' of the
country. Some, however, teach or
do administrative work- instead.
'They work in Catholic seminar-

+4,1

ies, colleges and universities, and

high schools; in Catholic social
service and welfare agenciwand
in missionary organizationi.

OTHER SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
Cooperative
Extension Service

These workers sonduct educa-

Workers'

dents. They give farmerg techni-

tional programs for rural resi-

Extension workerse,must have at
least a bachelor's degree in their

Most extensidn service Officelare

cal advice; help farm families

subject field. They often receive
additional.training on the job.

located in small towns. People
who 'are good at teaching and
getting ideas across, and who

learn about home economics and
home management; organize ac-

They should like working with

wish to live outside the citY, may
find extension work the ideal ca-

tivitics for youth; and help community leoders, plan.economic

people and have a genuine desire

!CM

to help

development.

Emension workers usiiiilly-sPecialize. They may deal primarily
With farmers; with community

Home Economists

A farm backgrOund is almost a
requir pent: for.agriculturaI extensit

wort-61V

leaders; Dr with yOuth.

High school courses iv English,
public .speaking, science, and
math are helpful.

Home economists iiork to im-

A bachelor's degree in home eco-

EmployMent of home econo-

prove products, ttervices, and
practices that an'ect the comfort

nomics quhlifies .graduates for,.
most entry positions in the field.
A mastees or doctor's degree is
required for college .steltching,
certain research and supervisory
positions, work as an extension
specialist, and for some jobs in
nutrition.

mists is affected by growing pub.,.
lie awareness or the contribbtions that On be made by home ecoli-

and well-being of the family.

Must home economists teaelt.
Others do research- ot test products for business firms and trade

associations, Still others do research or serve as consultants for
agriqultural .exeelyitnent stations,
collageA, univers tiesoand private

The ability to write and spak
well is iinportant,

organizations. Some advise and
0111780i the public on home man-

nigh sehool courses in home eco-

agement, consumer Mites, afid
family budgeting.

*HMO, .speech, 3igl sh, healk
mathematics, chemistry, and the
social sciences.are helpfUl.

ontiats in child care, nutrition,
housing and furnishings, design,
clothing and textiles, consumer
education, and ecology.

.1

,
Al

Social Spyvice Qccupatigns
Oceurion

Nature and Places of Vojk

,Tr:ftining atel Qualykations

Other litfirtnatian

*),t,

Homemaker-Horne
Health Aides

--

These workers come to pebple's

homes and help with routine
health care, shopping, cookin'g,
cleaning, and many other every-.
day cliCtegl Usually, thr help is
needed because the client is sick
or disabled and has no family or
friends to take care of these
things. Sometimes, the client is a

A high schod education .is recommended, but nol required;
Aides aro trained on the job.

Nursing students or, college students irr appropriate fields such

as home economics or social

Ark caq otleii

A sense of responsibility, the desin to help people, and a willing-

work as aides.

find summer

.

4..

ness to perform liard work are
important to this job.

parent whose small children re:
quire care.

Homemaker-Oome health aidt%

are employed by public health

4.

and welfare departments, private

health care agencies, and nonprofit coniniunity health or welfare organizations, such as visiting nurse associations. Some
work tbr hospitals and nursing
homes.that have home care programs.

Park, Recreation:And
Leisure Service
Workers

These workers plan, organize,
,and direct individual and group
activities that help people enjoy
their leigure hours.

Most work for city and county
park and recreation departments
and State !Carr systems. Others

A college degree in recreation

There are numerous opportuni-

and leisure services is an asSet.

ties for volunteer work"in this
field,

Creativity, the ability.to motiyate
people, and good health fire useful personal attributes for,potential recreation workers.

I.
4i

work for National Parks, the
Peace Corps. Vista, Boys' and
Chibs, senior centers. hospitals, private amusement parks,
and apartment complexes'.

-tt
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Training and Qualificatiom

Work

Other Information
I

Social Service Aides

These workers serye as a link
between

professional

social

A high school education is reeommended, but not required.

Opportunities for part-time work
are very good.

or rehabilitation court- .
selors and people who need heti).

They explain the servic
agency provides, help clients
out forms, and keep records.

i

I

Persons seeking jobs in this, field
shouldget along well with people

and be ahltwork .as part of a
team. They NSW be tactful,
courteous, and want to held oth-

Aide's'.often specializes Their job
titles reflect the kind ot work they
do: Income .maintenapce worker,
casework aide, neighborhood
worker, employment aide, chore

ers.

worker, and homemaker-home
health aide.

Almost all work for sodal service

agencies run by local health or
welfare departments or by voluntary or religious organizations.
Some work in hospitals clinics,
cominu nity health programs,
schoOls, and public housing proj411

Social Workers

ects.

Social Workers help individuals,

For many jobs, a master's degree

ramifies, grom, and communities understand and deal with

in sikial work is required or pre-

their problems.

ferred. This takes 2 years of study
after college and includes a "field
placement': .that 'provides actual

Most Axial workers arc em-

job experienee. :

ployed by social service agencies

run by State and local governtnents; voluntary orgadizations

FOr other jobs, a bachelor's de-

such as the Salvation Army: and

ogy, sociology, education, or a
related fidd is sufficient.

hy religiobs organizationt such

gree in social work, psychol-

Students shoul get as much related work exp rience as possible
during high scl ol and college to
see whether tin., are interested
and able to do the ork,

Working part time as a social
Service aide is a good way to
optain this exmience.

as Catholic Charities,

.\

Some arc college teachers, re-

Many States require that social
workers'be licensed.

Ab sca rche rs, or consultants. Others

are in private practice and provide counsefing services to individutds and groups.

AnSwe'rs to Related Occupations
MINISTER

Chaplain, 3. Social worker, 4. Priest, 5. Missionary, 6. Schvl counselor
7, C ristian Science,practitioner, 8. PsychOlogist.

I. R.

.

SOCIAL WORKER

'

I. ,Parole officer, 2. Recreation leader, 3.Caseworker, 4. Minister, 5. Probation
%Meer, 6. School c9un8elor, 7. Cwilinunity organiiation worker, a. Social welfare
' .iultoinistrator:

V.

"'
J`
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Performing "krtsoDesigno ?ind
Communications Occuipations.,

It taken creativity to dance In a manner that MOvee an audience.
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Exploring Careers
yourselves how much practice you had to put in to get
your lines just right and learn the action too, Each
you spent weeks trying to become the character ou
portrayed."
"After a
"Right," responded Kevin eMp'lically..
a
while I felt as though I could say my lines in my sle4."
"Me too," joined inolittsy, "I becapzsojamiliar with
the character I was playing dial I thoughtI k1eviflOw0,
he would react iq av.sitnation."
Ms. Swayer siniled and continued; "Of &mirk, you're
all talented and creative; that's important."
"It certainly isi" laughed Jake as he looked at John.
"You were pretty.creative when you forgot your lines in
the second act and had to ad hb. That was quick think-

"Bravo!" The applause wag thunderous. Tbe curtain
opened once more and the performprs took a final bow.
Aif the curtains swung closed again, the auditorium lights
came on,
b
Backstage, Sally arid Betsy hugged each other in de:_

light: Jake, Kevin,and John laughed and talked excitedly. They had good reason to be elated: The play had
been a huge success,
"You were terrific?' John told Sally. "You really h

the audience in the palm of your hand."
"I knew they were with me," Sally agreed: "I could
feel their suppoit. And they loved you too!" .
Liz Swoyer, the drama teacher who had directed the
play, rushed over to the students. "You were marvelous!" she said happily, embracing each one in turn.
"I tuess we've learned the secret of success in performing," John said, looking over at Ms Swoyer. "You have
to win the audience overget them on your side."
"Well, that's true," Ms. Swoyer agreed. "But it's easier
said than done. Getting the audience to sympathize and
identify with you takes talent and hard work, You know

'

ingI'm sure nobody noticed."
"That's right," Ms. Swoyer joined in. "That wa\ts reative. So were the gestures you all incorporated into your
roles. Betsy, when you started crying.in the last scene I
saw tears in the eyes of seveial people in the first row. It
takes a great deal of creativity 40 interpret drama, music,
or dance in a manner that moves an audienceY

e 4.

4
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Getting the audie nce to identify'with you takes talent and hard Work.
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Performing AAs, Desi6ni.and Comrnunicans Ooodpations
-"You k ow," said Kevin, "[really was nervous before
the show. I was sure my voice would crack, or I'd trip
.and fall, dr my mind would go blank. I'm surprised ai
how quickly I lost .nly nen;ousness onc:e I stalte[saying
'nes. 1--campletely forgot my fears once. thellay
"Yau all ha-haled yourselves very well,". Ms. Swayer'
said .warmly. "Stage fright has rated many a performaljce. Luckily, none of you seems to' have a big problem
1

with/that. Stage presence is probably ohe of the most
important qualities you need for success as a performer.

"But if you're already con ering a career as anatetal
on the basis of tonight'§ trium there's one more"thing
to. remember. Suecess in the perferming arts often is a
matter orsheer luck. ,No Matter how 'good you are,
there's no guarantee of success."
°
"Well," said John, "ltrn. so happOrith. the way thine.
. #vent tonight that l -donl'reltlly care about finding the
key to succon. We can wOrrY about that when we 'ttirt
'rehearsing atir next production. After we take off our
stage makeup, why don't we all gO ov& to my house for
sonic music and food?"

°As you probably know by now, stage presence is largely
a matter of self-confidence. For some performers, it takes
along, long time to develop that self-confidenCeoand the
jitters never reallygo. away,"
Jake spoke up, "Even though talent and creativity are
4, very important, they're not enough to guarantee success.

,
.

2.

POrforming Arts Occupctitionp
John, Betsy, and the other students so happily enjoy4tg
their moinent of glory are amateuiperCormers. Whether
amateurs at Middlesex Junior High or professionals on
Broadway, people in the performing arts are involved in

A good performance also requires practice and 'hard
work, And-even those aren't enough if the performers
don't have that special magic called stage presence'.
"You put that very well, ?'ake," 'replied Ms. Swoyer.

creating .and communicating ideas ahd emotions.
Through their art, they're,trying to Say something about
wbat it's like- to be alive. Sometimes the message is

v

i

.,r

.

.A good performanoe,also'reguIres many 'hours of
, oraotice4A

'
`

.

$tage preaepoe Is ne of the mbslimeorttot
qualltlea forsoccess as Porfornier.

e

I
,
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All kinds of performers use their talents to entertain

Performers communicate feelings and eMotions.

,neople.

thoughtful, serious, profound; other times, it's joyful,
lighthearted, even. silly. In any evek when performers
share their tsjcnts with an audience, they exptess, themselves in .rfighly 'creative and personal mannetAndeed,

What does it taktfor a career in the performing a.rts?.
is probably te most' essential 'quality for a perforMer. Withourtaletit, all the years of Study and ptactice
may be wasted.
The performing a'rts are different from other arts in
that the performer is an essential part of the product that
'he .or she produces. That's Why stage presence and the
abilitY to communicate with an audience ar.e so iriiipot,
tant. Performers must like expressing themsetves in front
of an audience in order to develop an eXciting give-and
Talent

.1

for people witfi the personality, theitalent, and the drive,
the performing arts offer outstanding opportunities for
selfiexpreSSion.

We've already met some actors and actrevses. What
other performers come to mind? Musiciaus, perhaps,
jazz musicians, folk musicians, rock musicians, members

of symphony orchestras ,or chamber musk ensembles,
solo guitarists, violinists, pianists, and-organists. Then
there -are the singersopera singers, foil( singers,, pop

take with all those people on the othet side of the'

singers, countty and western singers, choral singers. And,

are necessary for success 'in this highly competitive field.

dancerptap dancers, modern dancers, ballet dancers,
chorus dancerS, nightclub dancers. CoMedians tell jokes
to amuse people. Magicians perform Sleight-of-hand to
amaze and delight their audiences. Mimes act out Scenes

Performers usually -have to aUdition before they are
hiredthey have to "sell: themselves" to critical pro-

or imitate objects or animals using gestures but no words.

:reviews). There ore, in fact, hundreds of reasons why,

Television or movie stunt people dubstitute for regular
actors ifl 'scenes that requite daredevil feats, Circus per.
forniers Such as lion (offsets, tightrope walkers, and trapeze

performers need a temperament that urges them to loqp.,'
going in spite of failures, a sPirit that drives them to try,
try again.
As Ms. Swoyer reminded the itulaientS, :thore's no
guarantee of success if you decicle,to try a career in :the
perforMing arts, There is little financial security,.working

thrill their audknces with dating deeds. Clowns
Make 'people laugh. aymnasts and figure skaters fill

artists"

cmwds-With.admitation tit their grace and skill.

footlights.

Other traits are needed, too. Ambition'and persisteuce

ducers, directors, or conductors. They may be in a shOw

that fotas becouse of empty houses and utifayorable

,

.
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Performing Arts, Design, a9d Ccimmunications Occupations
:.
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Artists sriend countless hours mastering hew techniques.
n

hours are odd; and there.sometimes is so much travel
that it's hard to put doWn roois in a Community. Yet
many perforniers-find the desire to express themselves
so important that they take part-time jobs in other fields
in order to earn enough money to live,
41

o

Dbsign Occupations
People in design occnpations .use visual means. to
convey ideas and emotions. They use.,their hands as well

as their minds to create things. Some create objects

.;

whose sole puipOse is to be appreciated for their beauty.
-Others design objectS. that are Meant to serve a upful
-purpose; the designer's aim is to make these objects
attractive as well as useful, .Let's explore .sOrtie of the
design occupations,
,
.

,

.

.

The works of art ycalk,ass you wander through a
museum oran art gallery are examples of objects`pro.,dueed by people called "fine artists." The fine arts Inv,
concerned with beautx for its own .sitke. People who
devote their. liveS to .creating works ofiThe art include
painfers; who paint landsqapes, portraits, 'Scenes of .daily

..
:

,k

This Pueblo qrtist utiee traditional designa m
work,

life, or abstract .Works, The fine tiris also include the ..
Works of .sculprod, who, carve or model objects out.of

'

,:..
.,

.
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Exploring Carpers
clay,, stone; rueial,:-Wood; 'and other ..materials,and.the

.Works At' priiittnakers;. who transfer :. thlagetb.: paper;
th4 ha\ie alroady;
ciinvaii, :or clotri to reproduor
created
:r.Not,many.peopfe are ablz to make 01,, tiviUg ssololy in:',
iliofine arts; Many'whh an artisticfiair work it jobSthat
have a inoreregtilar income,.putting their tatentg tOuse
designirig: th4roducts we use every day and making:Our'
surroundingslpleasant to look at. :An architect, fOr ex-

ample,Tdesigus the buildings you see around you. A

Designing Ole layout bt a book dalls for,.a aense'of
balance and proportion.

comifiercial artist creates the 'artwork in the newspapers
and magazines you read, on the packages and containers
you pick up, and on -the billboards or televigion commercials 'you see. A display 'worker designs and installs
the displays in:storeSikpd store windows that attract you
and other customees and encourage you to buy. A floral
designer arranges-flowers and greenery into the corsage':
or boutonniere you wear to a school.dance. An industripi
,-------WeAigner designs typewriters, ifelephone recivers, and
.,otler everyday induStrial products:---king to.Make them
as',y4seful and attractive as possible.W. interiordeiigner.
--decides what Colors to use in a new offikoW to (mange.
the space, and what furniture to buy. A landscape architect designs the lawns and shrubbery for a golf.course or
public garden. A photographer takes picttires .of peciple,
0.

places, aeethings to convey an idea or tell a 'story.
.
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The ability to vvork on your ow'n la Irriportant for
people In the design field,

These industrial designers are wi3rking on,a full size

filo& Of a new oar.
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Performing Art's, Designr and Communications Occupations
&OM designer's set up displays .in museums, art galler-

lé. and exhibitions; they figure out what objects to
display Ondluziw to'Otow them most effectively. Costume
'designers

plan' performers' wardrobes for theatrical pro,
ductions, operas,'balleti, Movies, and television shows.
Oothing .designers

develop ideas and pa*rns eor the
clothing we weareverything from jackets to jeans.
Furniture designers make sketches of new designs foi the

furnitnie in our honies, schook-and.public buildings.
What does it take for a design earth? Artistiegolent i.
crueial. People in this field need a strong color sense, nti
eye for detail,rand a sense of ',Mance and proPOrtion. An
aestheti&.sense, or sensitivity to beauty, is essential, since
.people
deosign must be awatte of what is,artistically
good a.nd whAt is not before tyfy can produce works that
are appealintrlo others.
Styles and tastes in art and fashibn change with almost
'

.

breathtaking speed, and'people who work in this field
need to be able to keep up. Miich of the challenge of a
design career lies in t.he opportunityjo rely on your 6-Wir
Creativity, to trust your own artistic insancts----all the
While remaining open to new ,ideasand methods. diea-.
tivity does not always mean thinking up completely new
ideas. Rather, creative expression may involve picking,

and choosing from ideas around youand then bringing

A photographer muslknow whal, wt I make a good
picture.
,
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I`

everything together td form Something quite new.. FlA.thility, the ability to adjust to change, is important,
The persistence that comes from a belief,in your own
artislic vision is, at the sanae time, an important trait for
someone in the design field. Creative work can be frustrating, even discouraging,. during periodW'When newideas',don't come:- or When your. ideas clash with those

I, \
."

of a client. There will be times w.hen you,zll have to
t,t

change a concept or layout to accommodate your client.

,Flandling this sort, of situation requites flexibility, of

course, and the ability to "sell" your ideas,to other
peopleBut it also takes a sure sense of your own artistic
integrity. Only with a b6lief in your own ideas will you
know when to change a-designand when not to.
Problem-solving ability is sometimes quite important,
too, for often it is the designer's job to come up with a
solution to a client's delsign problem that is both aesthetic
and practical.

(

Self-discipline, motivation, the ahilityto work.independ-

ehtlyall are important trait.s for. people in the design
field. These workers must be willing to assuine responEnglish courses helped this woman prepare for her
editorial Job'.

sibility tor the final Product. And since They.often work
on tight deadlines, they need the initiative to start projeds on 4fieir own, to budget their time, and to Complete
everything as scheduled.

,f

;

,

A feeling for language enables a writer tO breathe life and meaning Into the
ordinary happenings 'of everyday life.
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Comniunications Occupations

by public officials and candidates running for'political
Joke write'rs write the jbkes and gags told by
comedians and 'the skits acted out in situation comedies'
on television. Script writers write original s&ipts for
movies and television showS, or rework books or short
stories into suitable scripts. Business and financial writers
write newspaper eblumns and inagaline ,articles on economic issues. Medical writers write for "newsletters, scientific journals, and professional and trade publications
on topics in medicine and health care. Editors revise and
coordinate the work of other writers.
People in some communications occupations do relatively little writing. Proofreaders read and correct copy
that others have written. Literary agents read and appraise clients' manuscripts, and then 'market 'Thent/to
editors, publishers, and others. Radio and television- announcers comment on music, news, weather, and sports
and sometimes delithr commercials. Interpreters help
people overcome language barriers by translating what
is being said in one ,language into a language that the
listener can understand. Translators, who also work with
foreign laysuages, prepare writte9 translations of material in aniSther language..Many translators specialize in

Aim

People in communkations occupations deal with mental images crated by words. For these wyrkers, language
is a "topl of the trade." They .use the written or spoken
word Winforin, persuade, or entertain others and they
need to be able to express theinselves clearly, accurately,
and in an interesting manner. Soine talented people use
language to express their ideas and emotions in a highly
creative fashion. A poet, for example,icaptures a feeling
or an event through words much as a photographer uses

film. you probably are familiar with novelists, ploywrights, essayists, and short story .writers from your English classes,

, There are many other kinds of writers, too. Reporters
gather information on current events and use it to write
.stories for publication in newspapers and magazines and
for broadcast. Advertising copywriters write the text, or
"copy", .tbr adVerasements that appear in newspapers
.and magazines, or on radio or television. Mucational
Writers write textbooks and scripts for filmstrips. Technical writers write service manuals, catalogs, and instructions for users of all kinds of machinery and equipment from dishwashers to missile launchint, systeins.
Political speechwriters write the speeches that are given

4

a particular subject, such as poetry, chemistry, medicine,
or politics.

4
I.

,et

1

,

Radio atmotinctirs often have to ad Ilb.
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What does it take for a communications career? Pdople

in .the communications occupations need an excellent
coitunand of language. It'is through the right choice of
words or phrases that interpreters and translators, for
example, succeed in expressing the thought behind the
factui information they convey. A feeling 'for language
enables a poet or short story writer to breathe. life and
meaning into the- ordinary.happenings of everyday,life.
Self-discipline is important in these occupations,where
. so many, people face 'deadlines. Getting an article or
report written by a certain .datc is almost en'tirely the
author's responsibility. Persqlen' ce is important, too. The:

first effort of almost every writereven those whose
books are .besksellerscan be terrible. Professional
writers can't let themselves be discouraged by this--they
continue to "polish" the piece by reVising; reorganizing,
and rewriting it. If necessary, they tear it up and start all

0.0,
4""I'0040r.

over.

t

For people in many comMurtications. occupations,
acute Owers of observation And the ability to think dearly
and- logically. are, necessary trjits. A broadcam journalist

Newspaper reporters need insatiable curiosity to get
all the details for a story.

covering a turbulent politial .convention, for example,

needs a probing, analytVidimind to discern shifting
Experience in anniteur productions is very important for
deycloping one's innate talent and stage presence. Previous performing experiences can also serve as valuable
credentials which May help in landing other perforrhance
work:

patterns of support for contending candidates and come
up with a good story
..

Training

.

People irt performing arts, design, or communications
occupations often put in years of practice and hard,work
before they achieve a reputation for excellence. But they
had toStart,Out somewhere. Let's take a look notV at the
training needed to launch a career in one of these fields.
Mote
detailed information is given in the Job:,Facts at .
.
tpeenclof t.his chapter;
The performing arts are noteworthy for.the absence of
fôrtnal edherarnal requirements. What counts is ability

The design occupations vary greatly in training requirements. On-the-job training is sufficient for some

.

or takni, mirihe schooling you have had. Of course,
tatt;ht has to be develved through pracfle and guidance
from Skilled-artists, and lessons can be quike important.
'Many -ballet dancers, for eXample, begin taking lessons
at :the age of 7 or 8, and professional ,ballet dancers
'continue practicing for hours each day throughout their
Fareers.

There aq 4ifferent ways of preparing for a career in

The basic requirement for all these occupations is an
exceptional coMmand of the English language, You neqd
lo be able to s eak and write fluently, imaginatively, ar0
gramati011y. ommunity and junior collegeS and 4-yehr
colleges and niversities'offer programs in English, journalism, creative writing: languages, linguistics, or communications. Many universities offer advanced degrees

eonserVatorio and sehools of dance. And of course you

in these s,ubjects. practical experience wOrking for4 1
school or community newvapir, or for a Wio; or television station, is a good background for a career in this

can tife private lessons with an accomplished artist.

field,

mtisic, draina,' or donce. Many colleges and universities

degrees in these fields,, as do music and drama
;

14

jobs. Many design occupations, however,'require at least
a bachelor's degree. For other design careers, a combination of formaitroining and practical experience is the
best preparation. Bear in mind that artistic ability is the
basic retruirement for all design,careers.
Flow much schooling do you need to start ofit in the
communicatiO'ns field? Nou will find that a high school
diploma is essential. ,Bey4md that, the amount of formal
education you need depends on the type of wOrk you do.

3
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ilack Myers says, Ihe best part of being an architect Is seeing my Ideas turn into
,
darlings that are real"
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e

Jack Myers takes out his key as he approacheS the
doo'i. with "J. Myers, Architect" stencilled in neat blaa
letters. Unlocking the door a9d turning on the lights in
one -liwift motion, he hurries into the attractive office. It
is a large, cheerful room, full of light and cam. But Jack
is ib -a hurry_this morning; he scarcely notices. Hanging
baskets overflowing with plants fill the windows. The
bright orange sofa where clients usually sit looks inviting.
Across therooni is Jack's desk, a broad expanse of white
forAlica. n thc walls are photographs and architectural
draWingS, ..11 drefully matted and framed.
Jack notices none of this. He heads for a table in the
corner, picks up sonte floor plans from the pile of papers
and drawings there, and then settles down at his drafting
table. Adjusting the lamp clamped to the top of the table,
he twists in his seat to get a loOk,at the clock: 6:45 a,m.
"Three hours of drawing time before I have to take care
'of other things," he plinks as he bends over and begins
to wor.k.
Jack has been coming in to the office very early ever

t

since he opened hi) own business about 2 years ago.

-e

That had been a big step, one he had taken onl after
gaining experience working with other architectS in a
large firm. Jack imd gone lo work for Jarvis Associates
right after c(implefing the ,5-year college program that
led to a bachelor's degree-in architecture.
At Jarvis, Jack had started out w1 simple tasks such
as tracing details from a hoc* of standard architectural
forms onto otherwise completed plans. Sometimes he
would put dimensions or Other notations on plans.
Later he 'advanced to dratting. He did tht "working
drawings" that the builder followed in constructing the
building. Drafting was enjoyable and taught hiM a lot,
btv Jack knew .almost from the start that he wouldn't be
completely satisfied until he could design an entire building from start to finish. He stayed mith Jarvis for about
16 years before deciding to open his own firm.
N w, becat)se he hlish'i been in business for himself
ron enough u) develop a large clientele, he operates his
offic alone;.,That means long flours almost every-day,

becausek does all of the office work as w'ell as the
architectural design -and drafting. He goes to the poll,

oe,

,

).,

,

e

1.

;

An architect has to understand what dlients want..

ors)
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office to mail finis,hed plans to Clients, answers the
telephone, makes appointments with clients, and sends
out the bills. He's woriing Much harder now than-he did
'when he was With Jarvis Associates. But he doesn't
expect to work such long hours forever! He knows that
the more projects he designs, the more people will hear
about: him and see his. woti, And that, after all, is the
way architects create names for themselves ... and build
up a. clientele.

The plans Jack has just spread but on his drafting
table are for a new 'home he's designing for Neal and
ellen Wright. "I've gotten to know the Wrights quite
well," thinks Jack as he picks up an adjuStabletriangie.
Knowing the client is an important part of the architect's
job, tbr it's up to the architect tO understand how a client
wants to use sthe space that's being designed. It's the
architect who translates the client's needs into something
real and practical-- as real .,and practical as a kitchen
with lowered counter tops arid appliances for a wheelchair user.
In fitct, it's hard to believe it's been only 6 months
since that first phone call, when Ellen had asked whether
J. M)?ers, Architect, wbuld be interested in designing the
new house she and her husband were about. to build. A
friend had reCOmmended.Jack,-she explained. Jack depends on recommendations like that from former clients
to bring in new assignments; that's why it's so important
that his clients be pleased with his work.
At their first Ineeting, in Jack's office, the Wrights had
explained what kind, of hohse they were interested in
and had told him how much money they were prepared
to spend. Jack had known right,away that he wanted to
design the Wright houses It was bound to be an interesting and w rthwhile project.

After sgning a contract with the couple, Jack had

gone to e zoni g comMission office to make sure that
such a projer w ts.in aCcOrdance with zoning regulations

for the area wher theVriihts owned lahd.

Laterlack had spent sOme time wit the entire family
in order to learn how they lived
d how .they wanted
to use the space he was designi for them. He had asked
questions about how and whe c they spent their time at

home. He had aSked about
ir hobbies, and had
learned that Ellen had a. "gree thumb". She was delighted when Jack sail.] it wou be fairly easy to put in
reenh
for her. Th rights had definite ideas
abot ome things. r. Wright wanted high ceilings, so
that the house would seem as spacious as possible. Lee,
their 10-year-old daughter, wanted lots of windows,especially in her bedroom. In addition to indoor growing
space for plants, Mrs. Wright wanted a library or reading
room. And she insisted on lots ot' closet space. Dani, the
8.year-old, wanted a game room for the pitig-pong table
a

the family was planning to get. Jack took notes throughlo
,
out the session..
Feeling that he .understood the Wrights' preferences

and needs, }tick had turned to the next step--drawing
up preliininary floor plans. The Wrights were excited
with the plans when' lack brought theM over for. their
approval. Like all clients, they had suggested some
.changes, so Jack til'd gone'back to the drawing board.
That had been almost 5 96nths ago. '
Since .then, while hick has been drawing up more
detailed plans, there have been even more changes f
him.to bring into his design. The Wrights, just like his
other clients, seem to change their minds every wvek.
Being able to get along wit* Clients is iniportant in
Jack's job..irle has to treat his clients' with tact and resitect
arid ,consider their needs and desifes. At the g4rne time,

she must gain their trust and respect so that they will
.value his opinions and suggestions and have faith in his-work,
.
.
The plans on Jack's drafting table include several,:sit
plans, which show from different viewpoints how the-

Wright house will tit on the property. There also are
floor plans, which show the layout of the roorns in the
house and include such details as the sizes of the docirs,
the thickness o( the windows, and the -width of the
stairways. Jack has still other kinds of plans to. draw.
Plans called "sections" shOw different vertical slices of
the house and illu'strate such things as insulation in the
walls and roof. And he must also prepare -plans that
show the plumbiat arid electrical systems with their

coded markings'.
On these plans, Jack will indicate where
.
to put all the plumbing fixtures.and pipes, as well otts the
electrical wiring system, outlets, and light fixtures. Jack

is proud of the neatness and accuracy of the plans he
draws,

Drawing up building plans takes more than neatness
s
and accuracy, though. It requires a sense of beauty and
harmony so that the buildings are pleasing to look at
fit in naturally with the environment. It means
mathematics in order to n ake correct mefisure ents for
the builders to follow, t means knowing a great deal
\bout building materials, since it's the architect's job to
indicate .which materials will be used. It means some
knowledge of structural e'ngineering conceptsin order
_to know how much weight a foundation can hold, for
example. And drawing skillyne essential!
Jack is eager to ,get the revised plans to the Wrights
or their approva) this week so that he can get in touch
ith some contractors and open bidding for the project.
::Contractors supply the materials and skilled workers
needed to construct.,a building:' Contractors dg`cli as
plumbing and electrical.contractors, painters, carpenters,
and bricklayers handle different phases of the job. The

q
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cdntractors figure out how muCh timeJahor, and materials will be involved, and then make their'f:1,Ost estimate'.
They dO this carefully, .knowing that they'd .have to stick

to the agreed-on estimitte if they get the job.. Usually
Jack acts as general contractor himsdf, coordinating the
work -of all the other contractors. He generally tries to
g*.more than one, estimate of cost for each construction
job in order to be sure- Chat he gets a good price')

.

' The sound bf a tire engine racing- doWn tlig street:
breaks Jack's conceoration. He idoks at his watch:9:40
a.m. "Time posses so quickly when you're absorbed in
your work," he thinks. TWerity minutes latlr, the last

eld

.

changes have been mode on the Wright plans. Jack rolls .
up the plans, fastens them with a rubher band, and wraps
them ..,.in brown paper. "It I hurry over to the Post Office
now, these plans, should get t'd the Wrights befiere' tile
end of the week," he thinks as he goes to the closet to get
his jacket.
.
JuStihen,.the telephone rings. "J. Myers, Architect,"
says Jack.:The voice at the other end of the linc identifies
itself as Arthur Sullivan.
.
"I'm interested in renovating some rowhouses. They're
about 50 years old, and could use some changes in the
Viumbiu and electrical systerns. I guess they need gee-

s-

4atches sight of' the vontractor and walks over to h4.
"Hi, Lou," says Jkk.
are things going torfay?"
klierytking'.s running like. clockwork.. If thiiigs continue at this pace we'll have these apartments completed
next month."
"That's a Jelief," Jack:, thinks to' himself as he goes
inside one of the buildings to see what progress has been
Made since his last visit. After aSking the contractor a
few.`questions bout -touch-up work that needs to be
done, he,wal outside for another look at the exterior of
bUildin

Looking up at the six buildings that make up the
complex, Jack feels a surge of pride and satisfaction.
"The best part
being an. architect.," he thinks jtO
"is'seeing my ideas take shape in brick and g,lass
and steel."
Jack decides he has just enough time, to look inside
.

.

some of. the other apartment buildings before' lunch.
Afterward's, hell head bock to his office to spend the rest

of the afternoon drawing--this time, working on the

lions for a small library. He turns with a quick step and
heads for the next apartment budding.

0'

eral milbernizing, and I'd like to see some of them
enlarged if possible. A friend of mine told Me you're the
right architeset for the job."

The prospect of a renovation job appeals to Jack, In
fact, when he first started out on his own, he did'practically nothing else. In some ways Jack- finds renovation
work even more challenging than designing a new building from scratch, because renovation so often' involyes
dealingpith the unknown ',nnknown building materials

and construction tech*ties, to start with. /And there's

the satisfactidn of tinting solutions to sti.tiral and
design ptoblems.,How,do you create more space, or more

.light, without tearing down the -. whole building and
starting all oi/er again?
Jack agr4s to meet Mr. Sullivan the next afiernobn to
look at the towhouses-and discwo the type of work that
should be done and the cost inVolwed,
.

After stopping at the Post Office to moil the Wright
plans, Jack,.driveS across town to the site of a garden
apartment complex he has designed. Cons( cction is
supPosed to he completed by September I, andl a tries
to visit'the construction site at least two 'or thre, times a
oeek to see how things are'going. With so many people
handling different parts of the( job, pcotylems seem to
crop up frequently. Just last Week the glass supplier had,

cut the window glass to the wrOng she. Every delay

Jack knows many building contractors.0 shop
around to $ee who will give me the best price on a
job."

creates.o problem for Jack, whose responsibility it is to
Make sure the apartments are completed on time,
vit

Todalt things seem to be running smoothly. lack
e
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Do you like-ta'arW- pOtilcD,for sehoOl and comifit.K.
nity'events?
Do you draNy-siorcs apd
in your satoOl?

Architects are concerned with the relationshiP beiWeen7...
People and their environment. They minitlitive-.nn aesthetic SCOW,: it's well ass a practical understanding '9f
.

4

'.

.

.

people's needs.

.

.

Po you. notice.your surroundings?.
Can you name some of the *things (fiat make yourneighborhood or conimiinity pleasant to look at? Can
you name things that make it unpleasant or even
ugly?
Do you notice difkrent styles of architecture?
Do buildings that are aesthetically pleasing or di'spleasing make a strong impreSsion'on you?

Have you ever thought about the design. of yotir
school? Is it attractive? Is it functional? Can you
explain ,why? Are the design arid layout of your
school similar ot.dissimilar to those of other sohools
in your con unity?

.Architects use drawings and sketche,s to exess theirs"
ideis.-They must sketch quickly, heAy, and accuratelY,

L,

Is the writteriikorkfoi; ybtir`schOol vojeets heat:aiid
acciiiite?

,

.

,ls..your-homewoik easy:tA.read?
E

.

.

,.

youtkihandWritV
inev?

Xrchitects have to understand how thing; are put to,.
Other.
.

.

Do yott like io lake things apart jugt.-to'see boW they
are put together?
.

Do you take (apay.t radioS
c_ks,:1Oys, .hous.ehold
appliancesor engines?
Are you. good :at doing jigsaw :p0i,les, crOSsWord
.4

icuzzles, mathematical puzzles, or brain. teasers?

Do you enjoy putting things together by following
diagrams or written inStrnCtions?
- Do youltike to sew cloihes, build models, or assemble
radids frOm kits?

...

Do you like.to draw?
Do you draw landscapes? Portraits?
Do you draw illustrations or cartoons for the school
newspaper?

`41,

Architects are responsible for many of the details involved in'putting up a building. They must be good at
organizing work and gettingialong with people.
Are you a good leader
other people go along
with your ideas' when ye) re iti cha`rge of a group?
Do they follow your suggestions?

Do you enjoy workirtg with Dater people On class
projects?

Do you like working with others'on school clubs or
committees')

Do you enjoy organizing trips, parti6, sports events,
picnics, and dances?
D6 you like to coordinateigookie sAles, calendar sales,
car washes, greeting card sales, or other fund-raising
projects?
f.

Architdcts must meet deadlines, They often work under
pressure, so ther must be self-motivated and good at
working independently.

Are, you able to stick to schedules? Do yon usually
'Time passes quickly when I'm absorbed in my

work.''

get. yottr.school assignments in on time?
can ypu sacrifice leisure activitieS such as a movie or
.a baseball game When you have school work to be
done?

Do yTI take pride in completing projects by yourself?

49s
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As a project for an art class, prepare a landscape design.

StrpOesti4 Actiyities

Show the location of the lawn, bushes and shrubs,

,Ask youvteacher.,to airange an architectural tniir of a
hiStoiic...landrnarlio your State.. There are histOric

walkways, trees, 11O'wer gardens, rock gardens, ponds,

benches, gazebos, and any other features you decide
to include.

.

in.every State: Colonial communities in the

.E.aSt, plantations in the South, the French sector in
.1:4ew.,12tirleans, Spanish missions in the Southwest, In7

4,

:fljadand pioneer settlements in.the West. In addition,
almost all State capitals have buildings of historical
importance, as do many older college campuses. Contact your State Historical Society, State Travel Commission, or. local Chamber of Commerce for more
information about historic landmarks near you.

'Invite a local building 'inspector to class to explain what
inspectors look for when inspecting new reSidential
buildings for appromal of construction. Ask the speaker
to bring copies of any forms he or she uses on the job.

architectural tour of a distinctive neighborhood in
your commurrity. The area you select for your tour
might be the neighborhood where you live 'or go to

Inmit a new kind of structure as a project for an art or
mathematics class. You might use unusual concepts
such as domes, treehouses; or tents. You might use
unusual shapes such as pyramids,' cones, or .spheres.
Or you might use unusual materials such as plastic,
thatch, or cardboard.

school; a historic section; a riverfront or lakefront area;.
or the newest part of your community.

Join an Architecture Explorer Post, if there is one in

As a project for a Social studies or art.class; conduct an

your area. Exploring is open to young men and women

'Identify several tniildings in the aita you .select. Write
one paragraph about each' of thege buildings, giving
the street address, approximate year of construction,
and interesting historical and/or architectural details.

aged 14 through 20. To find out abut Explorer Posts
in your area, call "Boy Scouts of America" listed in
your phone bOok, and ask for the "Exploring' Division."

For help with your research\,,gtry the public library, a
Ilktorical society, ,the plann g department of your

If you are a Boy Scout, try for Drafting, Landscape

1(7:al government, and local architects. Prepare a draw-

Architecture, Surifeying, and Model Design and Building merit badges.

ing that includes themajor buildings in your tour.
-

As af/proPtct for a social studies or art class, choose an

interesting building in your community. Learn its
history:When Was it tiuilt? Have there been any
additions or changes since it Was built? Draw exterior

views of the building. Construct a small cardbpard

If you are a Girl Scout: see if your local troop has. the
.From Dreams,. to .Reality program for exploring careers. Troops may also offer,oppostunities to try out
careers through internships and seivice aide and community. action projects.

model .of it.

As a project foran art class, design your "dream house"
or design a laise project such as an airport or slirrp.ping

As a project for a science fair, design an environment for

non-humans. You might want to design a "habitift"
for animals 4n .a zoo, or something as fantastic as a

center.

shopping mall fol,beings from Venus. If you decide to
design something for beings from another plan6t, remember to describe them first. For example, the Venole
usian shopper might breathe water, see throug.
in the top of his or her head, or move by bouncing o

d

Ask your teacher to i range a class visit to a construction
site.

-

-

Design and build.a doghouse, birdhouse, or playhouse.
Invite an architect to,speak to your class about his or her
joti. Ask the speaker to bring some plans or drawings
and explain them to the class.

Take the dimensions of 'your classroom as a project for

a mathematics class. Then draw the room to scale,
inch equal foot. Include all permanent
letting
objects in your plan, including windows, door, and
radiators. Translate the measurements ifito metric
1/2

1

units.
482
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walls.

Architects use mathematics in their jobs every day. Try
yOur !land at the following simple examples of ways
in which an architect uses mathematics:
An architect is planning a house- for' a couple who
do not want to spend more than $70,000. Building
costs in the area.are $35 per square foot. What is
the lariest honse (in square feet) that the couple can
afford?

J9

r
to-
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ia *tee t must design a rectangular shed of

exactly 200 square feet. Qive the dimensions of at
least three different rectangles thaf; will fulfill the
requirements.
An architect has been commissioned to renovate an
old hoUse. The owners do not want to 'spend over
$50,000 On the entire job; including the cost of the
house,,which was $22,500. The architect,already has
contracted out plumbing work of $3,000, electrical
work of $3,500, and heating and air-cOnditioning
work of $6,000. How .much money is left for completing the job?

helps istablish official land
boundinies, assists in setting
land valuations, and collects. in'formation for maps and chgits.

.

Landscape

Plans and supervises the design,
color scheme, and arrangement

f.

archited

of building interiors and furnishings. Estimates ...costs and
selects 'materials to present to
client for approval.
7. -,Drafter

Designs and supervises the construction of roads, harbors, air-

e.

ports, tunnels, bridges, water
See answers at-eAd of chapter.

supply and sewnge systems, and
buildings.

Write for career information to the American Institute
of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D,C. 20006..1

8.

Surveyor

h.
.

Combines artistic _talent with
knowledge of marl.ienng, materials, and methods of production to improve the appearance

and functional design of a

Related Ocoupations

product.

Architects aren't the only people.whose jobs involve
.

p.

7.:!;

See answers at end of chapter.

pl4nning, destning, and building objects or structures.

'Mata'the occupational title with the correct definition.
I,

Building contractor

a.

Pains lawns and gardens for
parks,

-airports,

hospitnls,

schools, stores, fictories, and
homes. May plan and arrange
trees, shrUbbery. Open spaces,.

and other features, as well as
supervise any grading,. construction; and planting.
2:

Civil engineer

.1).

Contracts to perform construclion work bj, _making on esti-

mate of the cost of the work,
submitting a bid, and having it
accepted. Purchases materials

and hires labor for construc.

4.

Manner

Interior designer

tion, and supervises the work.
.
c. Prepares detailed drawings
based .on rough sketches, specifications, and calculations
made by scientists; engineers,
nrchitects, and designers. Also
(caleulates the strength, quality,
I quantity, and cost of materials.
.

d.

'Helps communities make decisions to solve their social, economic, and environmental
problems./ Develops programs
to provide for Iliture develoP-

.

ment of urban, suburban, or
rural communities,
5.

Industrial designer

Measures

constructioo sites.
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Newspaper Reporter
II

"1.

,

'

1

'
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"The investigative side of reporting is ths most challenging pak of my job."
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Performing Arts, Design, and (Conimunications Occupations
4.

Linda picked sup t he .phone on thesecond rThg.

-"The Messenger. Good morning. May I help you?"
sbe said in- rapid-fire fashion. She, wt6 in a hurry that
mOrning, had already taken five.photie calls, and wasn't
really in the mood for a sixth. But you never new. Any
call might be "the" QaU, he one leading to the story of
the centuryOr the story cif the week at any rate.
At .the other end of the line, a tiny voice announced
that his name was Joey1 that he was 9 years old, and/that
he thought he had a story for her. A tree in his4backya4
had been knocked 'over during the weekend rainst&.m,
he explained, and two baby squirrels.had tvetkorphaned
and left hOmeless.

Well, that wast* Linda's idea of a big story. It might

do for filler in a small-town newspaper, but it didn't
have the right appeal for a, weekly paper that served
35,000 suburbanites. Linda had learned from 6 months
on the job that a news rporter had to know her audience
in order to select suitable t'opics for articles. Since the
paper came out only once a week, every story had to
count.
BeSides, it was Tuesday, and The Messenger came out
on Thursday. Linda 'was busy enough with last minute
follow-ups for stories she already had begun. Not that it

was too late to start looking into a new story, but it

74

refurned from interviewing .one of. the candidates running for an at-large seat on the school bowd. He dropped
-his note pad on his desk and .fell wearily into his Seat.
"Boy, I can hardlywait until Thursday so I can get sdme
sleep!". he said. Both reporters had been working long
hours this'week,- and no rest was in sight until after the
paper wa s. completely put together.

Bilkat down at his desk, inserted a piece of paper intO
his typewriter, and began 4yping from his notes.. Lincla
glanged around at the other four desks which, together

phones ringing continuously. Once she had trained herself to ignore all the background noises, Linda fonnd
,that workingin this busy env.tronment was a spur to her,

own activity. The energy in this room seemed to be
contagious. And working so closely with others on the
staff kept her, aware of every asPect of producing the
newspaper.

As far as the news was concerned, Linda was -at the
:center Of activity. Her workweek began on Thursday
morning and didn't end until Wednesday night when the
newspaper staff "put the paper to bed."

would have to be something special. Soon she'd have to
start typing up all her articles for Thursdays edition. On
many Tuesdays she ended up typing for 5 or 6 hours, so
she had to make sure she allowed enough time for that

task. Linda thanked Joey and told him she was afraid
she wouldn't be able to use ,his story.
The Messenger was a mall weekly community newspaper. Like other weeklies;. it operated with a small staff,
Two news reporters, one photographer, -and four editors

altogether. Fortunately, the two reporterS weren't
sponsible for all the articles that went into eaChi;edition.
The newspaper bought some syndicated, articles and
cblumns that alSo appeared in other newspapers around
the country. These articles, came from a syndicate, or
organization, that sold, them to a number of different
newspapers for publication at the same time,.In addition,
the newspaper used a number of "stringem" freelance
writers..w'ho covered specific topic's such as church and
garden clnb activities and communitY meetings. Juan
Rodriguez was one of their best stringers, Juan Was a
junior at Central High, and he reported on the.school'i,i
basketball.gaMes. For each of his stories dot was pub::
fished. Juan received$10. Another source of material for
the newspaper., was the press relea es sent in by local
government agencies,,..political figur ,
firms, and
community groups,

The door opened and Bill, The Messenger's other.
reporter, walked quietly -into the office. He had just

(

with hers' and,Bill's, filled the large office. The rdom(
gave the 'impression of ceaseless activity, with papers
scattered on alJ the desks, typewriters clicking; ansl

Linda and Bill discuss the stories they will cover this
week.
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f he Thursaay befbre, Linda and
Bill and the manag.
ing editor, Craig, had met as they did eTry Thursday to
put together 'the story lists --. the list bf-stóries each re,
porter, would cover for the week:Stories were.4issigned
to each reporter according to his or her beAt. Linda's
'beat was broad; she was responsible for covering the
State General Assembly, the C.ity. Council, transporta-'
tion, the fire and police departments,:and parks, and
recreation..Covering so many different areas wps one of
the things that Linda liked best' pbout working on The
Messenger. The jOb required a broad knowledge of the
community. I she were 4Porking on a city paper, she
probably wOu d cover Ida one small !area of neWs:
business and t nance, perhaps, or education. She-might
be so busy covering the news that she wouldn't .even

have time to wt the stories herself. In that case she
would just call in her stories to another writer. Linda
thought she got .o much wider range of experience on
Me Messenger.
.

Linda liked to uncover the inside mory, to find out
what was really going on in ..th&tommunity. The inves-

0,44..34

'

igative side "Of reporting was the most interesting and
Challenging part of her job. At the'same trine, it probably
was the most difficult part, and something she had not

been fully prepared to -.handle when she first started
work. veriL with a degree in journalism! Only tIwugh
experience had she learned how much researer was
involved in reporting, and Jiow vital it was for a reporter
to 'know where fo go for. information. Reporting for a
weekly .newspaper often involved more research fican
reporting for a daily Taper wOuld. Because Linda and
Bill didn't alWays have the advantage of publishing a big
story, as soon as' it broke, they coinpensated by spenditig
more time on their articles. They'd do extra research into
the subject orOresent a'new slant on a story. Many times

they'd take a More xersonal human interest approach
than a. reporter on a tig city daily would...
To keep up to date on what was boppening on her
beat, Linda often had to work .nights as..well as days,
attending'kneetings of the City Council, the Parks and
Recreation Commission, and citizens',gtoups. Covering
meetings, Undo discovered, was not easy, and the proper
techniques were not always taught in school. Interview7
ing I or 2 people at a meetinvas not enough; she often
1110 to speak to 20 different people. And she fonnd that
she had to dO research before the meeting began to find
out what was scheduled on the agenda; and to explore
the different sides of each issue.

Attending meetings was just one way' of gathering .
infokmat-Otfor stories. Linda also used leads furnished
by people who were in a position to know something
useful. Developing these sources or contacts in the right
places was another part of Linda's job. Of course, leads,

didn't always cane from regular sources; often they
came from total strangers who called in with questions
or complaints or.Oformation they thought might be of
generatinterest. Like Joey.
Linda spent a large part of her time checking out these
leads for $torie% but not all of her research was. fruitM.
Out of a dozen or sto tips, only kw Would result in.
articles. Sometimes she did research at the local library.
Other times she had to examine police records or go to

the County Clerk's tiffice at the courthouse to look
through records on file there. Most of the time, though,
she used the telephone to check out leads.
A few days before, someone.had called in to ask Jiy
construction work was beginning on parkland owned by

"I spdid a large part of hiy time checking out leads
for stories."

the county. Linda quickly fonnd the right people to ttilk
to: The director and the public information representative of the county park department, then the county's
lawyers, then the hind developer. .atid hiti; attorney, and
finally back to the pork authdrittO. Just. yesterday' Linda
learned that the cdunty had decided to take the developer

to court; That was one lead that had developed into an

Performing Arts, Design, and ComrhunicationssOOcupations

.

.

interesting article, and 1.4knda felt the satisfaction of
them in columns ortype.
haying done sOmething wOrthwhile for the community
Linda and other members of du;
would.spend
as well. Knowing tha, people depended on her for news
most of WeAlsday arranging and pasting up the "flats."
also gave bnda a sense of responsibility.
The flats wetly h?rge sheets of cardboard on which were
Linda began gathering her notes tiom the stories'she
paste d'Ihe photographs arid typeset articles that would
'had followed ()tiring the past week.. Most of her articles
appear in that week's edition of The MOsenger, In
had yet to be composedfrom the fragments of.notes she
pasting up the flats, the reporters followed the layout
had hurriedly scribbled during telephone conversations/ 4.:design for eaclLpage that showed placemenrel'orticles
or interviews. She usually ended up doing most of her
ana photographs. The.layout designs, called "dummy
composing at the, typewriter- a skill that requirsd her to
sheets," were drawn up beforehand by the editors. The
think clearly, accniately, and creatively ,under pressure.
1? asled flats would 'later be photographed and metal
les not t asy to write an article so well the rirst time that
plates made from the negatifes. The metal plates would
little rewording is necessary, but Linda found herself
then be used to 'print ittual copies of the newspaper.
improving with practice.
Linda turned to her typewriter, inserted a clean page
Linda decided she'd better take advantage of the lull
of paper, and began typing the opening paragraph.of her
in activity and start typing her articles, She knew there
lead article. "The next day and a half will be hectit" she
Were likely to be many interruptions throughout the.
thought to herself, "but by Thursday morning the paper
afternoon. The typed articles had to be ready' by town-will be out on the street." Then there would be some
row
0., morning so that they could be edited, retyped, And
time to relax, at least until the new stories Wye assigned
then entered into the composing machine that woutd set
and the cycle started afl over again....
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Linde helps arrange and paste up flats,
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Do yoU check over your math ..hoinework before

Exploring
Newspaper reporters communicate ideath They must be
.good at expressing themselves in writing.
riting letter's to friends?
Do y i enjo
te poetry or short stories in youf spare
Do you
time?

.

Do you keep a diary or jourpid?
Is English one of your favorite classes?
Arc you 'good at writing terM:papers?
Are you good at doing essa questions on tests?
Are you good at crosswor . puzzles, Scrabble, 'Password, and other word gamOs?
4

Newspaper reporters need al 'insatiable curiosity to get
all the details for a story.
)

Do you enjoy talking to ioplel

.

Are you interested in hearing many different Points
of view?

,

turning it in?
e.. You're writing in
Do you ever use a the:sa.Ur;Wh'.'ti
order to find just the.right word?

Newspaper reporters face deadlines all the time. They
must be ahle to work under pressure.
Do you get your homework assignments in on time?
Are you able to take tests without panicking? Do you
organize your time on tests to have time for all the
parts?

If a pressing deadline for a school project comes up,

are you willing to s'pend extra time on it until it's
finishedeven if it meant; staying late after school or
taking it home and working on it at night?
Do you enjoy being busy and "on the go" 'all the
time?

Newspaper reporters need to be flexible. Their assign-

.

Arc you skeptical atsut things you read or hear?

ments change often, and sometimes they have no advance

Do you check the facts before deciding whether

notke at all.

something is so?
i
Do you ask questions in class?
If you don't understand ,an answer, do you ask again?
Do you keep iiskitig until you're sure you understand
what a teacher or classmate is trying to say? Can you
do this without, rubbing people the wronog way?
f.)O you use tile ency.i._
clopedia?
Do you use the dictOrary to look up wordg you don't
.
know?
Do you.follow current events? Do you read newspa-

pers and magazines? Do you watch the television
news?

Getting informution.. is not alWays easy. Many times
newspaper reporters run into obstacles when they're
after a story. They need to be aggressive and confident,
Are you outgoing?
Are you comfortable talking to strangers?

C'an you work on more than one task at a time? Do
you get everything done?
Is it. easy for you to go froM one Subject to another
in your homework?
.Do you read several books at a time'?
Do you like variety and change in your weekly or
daily schedule?

Newspaper reporters have to be abltsto think and write
o'hjectively. They should be honest, idealistic, and interested in the truth.
Are you interested in many different points of view?
Can you tell -when someone has-a biased viewpoint?

. Are -you good at settling arguments 'with rational
thinking?

Do you believe in telling the truth even if ft -hurt;
someone?

Do you enjoy selling titkets to dances or athletic

,Suggested Activities

events? Do you enjoy selling magatine subseriptiOns?
Girl Scout cookies?
t
Do-you like Collecting for charity drives?
-Ate you Confident in tryirrg out for school activities?

Join the staff of yohr schoanewspaper or yearbook.

Do you strive for leadership positions in organizations?
.

Newspaper-reporters have to:Nal:Ito their stories until
they're just right,
Do you rewrite your English papers several times
before turning them in?
Do you rewrit e. letters to friends?.
!1

Volunteer to help with the newsgathering, editing, and
production Of the newsletter fdr your syrutgoguP,
church, or community organization.
Contact the editor of Your local newspaper and offer to
cover sportS Activities at your school.

Arrange to submit a regular column about aetivities at
your school to your local nev0Spaper or radio station.
4

/

Performing .Arts, Design, and Commuriications Ogcupations
,VolUnteer to handle publicit9 for a school event such as
a science fair, concert, career clay,.or awards ceremony.
Prepare a press release:: arrange for a radio interview.

Pesign a new kind of magazine. First decide w.ho'youi.'
audience
and what kinds of nreWs and features
yO-ti will include. Make your inagdzine different
some way froth other magazines. Design the cover and
the layout.

Join a writing ,or journalism-club such as 'Future Jour,' nalists of America or thQuill and 'Scroll Society.

Creative Writing is important in all journalistic

en--

deavors. Try developing this skill through one or more
of the following types of creative expression.
ifii

Start a creative writing .magazine if your school
doesn't have one.
..
Enter a poetry reading contest..
Ask perthission to do poetry readings over the loudspeaker before the...morning annOuncements. You
might want .to t'eadrold favorites or compose your
own.
Writy new words to old sonto.
Write poetry, short stories, or essays'in your spare
time. Ask your Englfsh teacher for comments on
your woik.

\Write a letter to the editor of your local newspaper about
an important issuer in your comMunitY. See if your
letter is printed..

An editor wants a novelist to add Pi chapter with
some violent action so that the book till sell better
even thoughthiadditi9ti will detract front the theme
4
of the.novel.
o Where should one draw the line_ between'
a. newspapee.s right to know tacts versusan individual's or.
_company's right to privaey?.

If you 'are a Girl Scobt, see if your local troop has the
Front Dreams to Reality program for exploring careers. Troops may also offer opportunities to test career

interests through proficiency badges in. a number of
areas including Croltive Writer, Player groducer, and
Reporter.

If you are a Boy SCout, try for Communications, Journalism, Public Speaking, or Reading merit badges.
Join it Journalism or Communications ExplOrer 'Kist,. if
there is one in your area. Exploring is open to young
men and women aged- 14 through 20. To find out
aboUt Explorer posts in your arca, call "Boy Scouts of
America" listed in your phone book, and ask for the
4
"Exploring Division."

Write for career information to The Newspaper Fund,
Inc., Post Office Box 300, Princeton, New Jersey
07540; Society of Professionhl Journabsts (Sigma
Delta Chi), 35-East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
60601; and American Newspaper Publishers Association-Foundation, Post Office Box 17407, Dulles International Airport, Washington, D.C. 20041.

Invite a freelance writer to speak to your 'English class
about his or her work. Prepare questions in advance
on sfOry ideas, publication possibilitie's, and the pros
and cops of freelance writing.
Invite the editor of a weekly newspaper and the editor of
a daily newspaper to class to disc:Liss tilleir jobs. Explain

in advance that your class is interested in learning
some of the similaiities and differences in their jobs.
ROA a debate team or club.

.

Use ohe orotore of the following topics for discussion in'
youi English or social spdies class:
A reporter for a national newepaper must decide
whether to write an article that expo eS a friend's
wrongdoing.
.4
46 A reporter for a small subnrhan no. spaper is asked
tibt tO write,,an important piece .beenus9 ,the pub-.
-lishor knows fit will offend,a,prominent citizen: .
489
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Related Occupations
Newspaperreporters aren't the only people with writing ond publishing jobs. The crossword, puzzle. below

includes quite a few writing occupalions--and some
newspaper lirfgo" as well.

I.
2.

Dne w

writes verse.

,

.

or magazine ,page -layout for reproduction. (2
words)-

See 'answers al encl of chaptd,

2

7

6

8'

9

14

15

16
17

9

18
21
2

25

2

,

28

30

2.0

3132
3

34

36';
31

4

A(n)
writer creates' storks about imagiry characters..
3. , Artist who piepares advertising Or Other newspapei

3

.4
I^

I

perforrning,Arts, Design, and Communications Occupations
5.

A person who is responsible for setting the eolicy
of 'a nevspaper or other periodical and deciding
what will be prikted,

6.

Someone who writes short s1ories."(3 words)
A person.who writes only the wordsio a song writes

Across

2.
4,

t he

1 I.,

A general term for a person who Nlites' inventive

7.

poetry, Nhort stories, or drama. (2 litords)

9.

'A(n)
tds.

repor0 writes about. money kat'..11.'.

One,who writes abompor comments on newly publishedb *Os. (2 wdri,14)
One, wh
rites dram
.
One ofthe questionsit, att'should be answered by a
reporter in his or heOpening paragraph.
dne who coMments
.motion pictures.
SonneOne who write's,
account of another's life.
Someone who writes tri terial des'
to promote
sales. (3 words)
One of the questions that shoul
e answe d by a
reporter 'in his or her Opening aragrap
A. person who writes noVels.
:A news or wire Service.
One of the questions that should tikanswered by a
reporter:in his or her opening. paragraph.
.

.

12..

Writes, material for .pamphlets or brochtires. (2
words)

3.

1.5..

16.

18.

20.

21.
.

10.

Someone whd Writes the messages, on birthday,
-anniversary, and .other, holiday greeting. cards. (3
words)
'A ,person whd markets clients' manuscripts to editors and publishers. (2 words)
This person tells a story using photographs instead.
of words.

Someone who teaches journalism. (2 words)
A person who. writes.,textbooks. (2 words)
A newspaper writer WhO i'evkws and comments on
the fine arts, such as painting, sculpture:, and arcihiteaure. (3 words)

12.
1.4.

17.
19.

22:
23.
24.
25.

24.

A newspap6r staff person (often-an editor) who
writes-an article expressing itn opiniOn. (2 words)

26.

.27.

One of the questiOns that 4tould be answei'e0 by a
reporter in his or her opening paragraph.

.,A8.

.

30.

A(n)

32.

reporter.
Speech writers produce written speeches while public speakers give

... reprter is a first-rate or expert
,

34: lt helps for a newspaper reporter to be a good
since he or she will probably spend a lot
of tiMe composing or rewriting at 'the typewriter.
A line ,printed above a newspaper or magazne
r
telling who wrote it.
:t6
One of the questions that should bc answered by a
reporter in his or her-opening paragraph.
.

.

Abbieviation for "English".
A(n)
reporter is enoviee or beginning
reporter.
One of the questions that:shouldbe answered by a
reporter in his or her opening paragraph.
:

Someone who puts scientific and technical information into language th#t Can readily be understood by others. (2 wordii)

0.. A news or wire service:
..31.

33.
37.

A person on a newspapd:or magazine who selects,
arranvs, and revises the.'"copy", or written mitrerial, in preparation for pUblication, (2 words)
Somcone who writes about athletic events,
One who writes essays.
.

38. A newspaper or magazine reporter who sends in
articles from a particular geographical location (as
in a foreign "
39.

A penon who writes die written part of .a play or
radio show.
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"I'm lucky to be able to sugport myself making moo,"
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Performing Arts Design, and Communications- Occupations
Bob looks the crowd over with a practiced eye as he
strides up to the busy corner in the.heart of 31ke business
district. "Myst ly office workers out for. hih, as usual,
but there seem to be s'ome tourists today it o. Quite a'

mixture, in fact. They. have the mak' igs of a gopd

audience," he thinks to himself as ho beg ns to set up his
gear.

.

He removes the backpacic that holds his guitar and a
folding stool, then setsyup his speaker system and hooks s

the microphone into it. After removing his g-' itar and
leaning it upright against the stool, he unpac s a large
Cymbal iind places it on -the ground. He takes sprral
record albums out of the pack and props theM up against
the speakee Next he pulls his harmonica out -of a side
...riac k e t of the pack and attaches it to a brace around his
nee
lly e places a very smalt cardboard box a few
fee

in Iron of the stool.
elk), I lks. Haw are you today?" he says into the
as h sits down and .b,cgins tuning his guitar. A few

people stop to watch, but most just continue on their
way. Bob blows into the.harmonica a few times, strum's
irtrtia":- and then', assured that his guitar is in tune,
begins to play.

sidewalk than would hear,him play at a coffeehouse or
club. In fatt, most .of the club dates .he's gotten lately
have come- abOut because someone frbm a nightclub
heard him on the sideWalk,-liked. his music, and 'offered...
him the job. Playing on the street has apially saved him'
the trouble.of having to go and audition.
Right now, Bob's musical goal is to make a name for
himself in Washington, D.C. He Wants as many people
as possible to recognize his name, his face, his musical.
style. He hopes that as he becomes better known, mere

and more people will makc an effort to catch his performances:- --on street corners, in the parks, at craft fairs,
wherever he happens to be playing. Then, as his reputation grow.s;. there, will be mOre demand for him -to
perform. Later on, Bob hopes to go on tour with an
established singer or group. And' he .expects to make
:more Jecords.

Bob already has madt one album. He Out the album
last fall, knowing how hard it. would be to make a living

by playing on the street .once winter came and the

.

"Bob Devlin's my name, and I'm,.going to start off
'today with an old ballad that you may know." With that,
Bob starts to sing. More people stop to ){tatch. As he
begins theisecond verse, he can feel himself warming up
to the song. About a dozen people have gathered;around

him, although most of the sidewalk traffic is still moving..
As he finishes his song, a distinguished-lookiv man in
.a pin-striped suit walks over and drops some Oins into
the box. Bob acknowledges the contribution With a nod
and a smile, then moves right into another tune. IA'F:kster
one, this time. His right lbot moves in time to thcAu.sic,
tapping the bras.s cymbal:
,

Res feeling fine. it is a beautiful summer day, sunny
and warm. and Bob knows from experience )N Ipt a
difference tho weather makes to a street mi
A
balmy day like this is perfect. Bob moves quickly,from
one song into .another, pausing between songs only now
and then to talk to the people gathered around him:.

A number of people know him, or at least recognize
him, and 011 to him, by name. Bob has played" on this

corner before, and many of the people who work in
nearby officeinfiklings are familiar with his music. They
make a point of coming when they find out that hc's
giving a lunchtime concert here. Bob is pleased with the
audience-he's developing in this part of the city.
And that audience, after all, is one of the main reasons
he plays on the street. The money's good for only a
few hours' work he can make $40 on a good day. But the
main advantage of piloting on the street is the exposure

Although Bob`has made a record album,
income comes from llve performances.

he .gets. More people heiir him play on this corner
,

000
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weather turited cold. Bob. hoped that his record sales
-would bring in enough income ,to tide him -oqr . the
, winter. He Soldithem throughout .the year wherever he
played, in nightclubs, coffeehouses, and privak- parties.
Like all musicians who are juSt.starting out, Bob hid
to cover.the cost of cutting the record himself. He used
his savings,. around $700, and borrowed the rest from
friends. He made the recording, or master tape, during
a sevirm when,he was playing on the street. That saved
him the expense, which can- be 'quite .substantial, of
having to rent a, reCording studio. Later
he took the
,
'master tape to a record pressing .plant that tratskrred
.,,

the taped recording onto a master. disc. The master disc
was then used to create the molds, called stampers, that

were used in pressing the records. Having the albthn
covers made was expensive, but Bob was able to affoc.

both the album and the covers at the sarv time. In't
end Bob found that the $1,100 he had was enough money
tocut about 500 records.
Selling his reCords at $5 each, Bob was able to regain

his initial investment after selling less than half of the
.first.psinting. From then on; everything he sold was' pure

proliftle sold all 500 .records within 7 months, and,
yvhen people continued to ask to buy etvies, he decided
:!tc 'print 1,000 more! With the master diSc already made,
the. second Kinting was much less expensive. Fie paid
for those records with money be had saved from earlier
record sales...

..

,

.

A kw college and underground FM 'radio stations
have given bis music air time, but he's

liatiritt irdifficult.'

to get his musipla4 on.most of the cOmmercial AM
to have opportunitie like this to
stations.. ``
faded
advertise m,record," he thinks as a teena

,,.
.

jeans picks up one of the albilms and then pulls a wa let
from-her-pocket. Most of Bob's income still' comes from
performing, however.
As Bob finishes anther song, a few people begin to
ckfp. Soon the entire crowd is"applauding. lie pauses for
a moment, then start-s into a well.kno'wn folk tune. "You
probably all know this one," he says, "so sing along if

4.

yg.

The music Ejob plays Is easy to listen tO and.appeals to a large audlehoe.
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I

you lik9," The music Bob plays is easy to listen tdand
appeak to a large audience. That's part of the reason for
his success'. It wOuld be harder to be a successful street
musician with a classical repertoire. His rapport with his ,
audience is another reason for Bob's popularity. He talks

.

and jokes with the people gathered around hit* in a

.

relaxed, easygoing way. At the same time, Bob attributes

some of his success to downright practical conSiderations--.-.-picking the right time of day and the right places
to play.
,
The,crowd around Bob grows larger, and people start
'Wiilkin.g Up and dropping money into his box. He con- :
tinues playing, responding to the encehiragement and
.

appreciation of 114 audience.
Bob has been a. professional musician for only a few
years. 1--le never thouglit seriously about king a musician

when he was growing up, even thoughite's played the
guitar since 8th grade. He nevl even took guitar lessons --just learned .to play . by ear, picking up ,.what he.
so could from frielids. He played occasionally, in coffee-

_,

I

.hotises while he was in high school and college, but at
that time he thought of music as a hobby rather thah as
a possible career. Shortly after college, however, he
decided that he was' bored with his job' as a shipping
clerk in a warehouse. Playing on .the street might be an
interesting way to earn some money, hekdecided. So he
gave it a try.
Oncehe started playing on the Street he realized hoW
important mtisic was to him. All of a sudden he knew
that, if he could manage it, he wanted tO devote himself
to music for the rest of his life. Bob feels-lucky. to be able
to sUpport himself by making MUSIC. For only .the $15
annual cost of a vendor's license, he's able to play on tile
street whenever he wants, and make enough to live.
Bob knows that performing is a very.competitive field,
and he doesn't expect to become famous overnight. Until

he &és., he's Often( with days like today;. when ..he's
able to share his music with people on a street corner.
For Bob, a life that revolves around music is reward
enough.

c?.

Bob knows that performing la a very competitivfleld, end he doesn't expect to
become famous overnight.
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Exploring 'Careers
Exploring
,

Musicians need.to be good at memorizing the Words or
music they perform.

Musicians tave to be devoted to their music.
Is it eaq .for you to memoriz4e words and tunes to
popular songs'?
Do you have a good ,menkory for names, phone

Do you love listening to mOsic? Do you often get
involved in, excited by, or caught up with the Music

numbers, and addreises?
Can you remember the.right keys to hit when you're
typing?
Are you good at memorizing poetry?

you hear?

a.. Would.you rather go to a concert than to a movie or
play?

Would you rather play your musicAl instruMent or
sing than take partin a sports event or-i`ead a book?

. Do. you ever think of songs that express your feel-

Musidans sometimes have to perform when they don't
want to, or perform pieces that they've grown tired of.

ings?

Do you ever write songs?
Do you relate easily to characters in stories or Movies.
who are musicians? .

Can you put your own wishes aside in order to please
other people?

Do you 'ever diydream about playing in front of an

Can_you hide your feelings from your friends when
you're tired, upset, or bored? °

audience?

Musicians must be good at recognizing and reproducin
sound differences. They need a "good ear" for music and

Suggested Activities

_ rhythm.

If you play an instrument or enjoy singing, get together
with some friends and form a musical group. Meet
regularly; once a week is ptobably about right. Play

Can you tell when someone is singing on' key? Can
you tell when someonc plays a-flat note on a musical\
instrument?

for the fun of it. Offer to perform at a hospital or
nursing home.

_Can you pick up the beat after hearing just a few
bars of musid? Oan you remember the beat tb a song
the next day? Do you like to tap out rhythms on desk
tops or chair arms?

Make a tape recording of yotir playing or singing. Hearing yourself on tape can help you improve your sound.

Can you pick out a tune you know on a piano or

Join your school band, orchestra, or chorus. Join a

guitar without reading the music?

community orchestra or chorus. Join a church choir.

Musical ability is only partly a matter of talent, practice
is responsible for the rest. Musicians spend many hours

Participate in school drama or musical productions. Performing can help you develop stage presence.

practici.

Enter talent shows.

Can you stick with a task to perfect it? Do you rewrite

.

your English compositions or rework your math

Perform in amateur nights, open stages, or even gong

honfework?

shows at local coffee houses or clubs. Many clubs hold
these once a month or so: They are a good way to test

How willing are you to practice the skills you have
now? Do you practice the-piano, typing, your foul

yourgelf in front of a real andience, and maybe even

shots Poi- basketball, your tennis serve, or ydur cheerleading cheers?

get bookings.

If you think you're good enough, try to get an engagement to play in a local coffeehouse. The paymay be
Ww, but theexposure will:be good,

Musiciami, like all performing ar tists, h&c to be comfortable in front of.an audience.

Invite. a church organist, school band direcyr, chorus

Do you like being the center of attention?
Can you speak in .front of the class without getting

director, music teacher, or other Musician in your
community to speak to yow class about his or her.

embartassed?

Are you good at telling jokes?'

career.-
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Performing Ar,ts, Design`, and Communications Occupations
Use music as a toriic for a Keport in your 'English cl4s.
Investigate one or more tYpes of music such as cassi-caL.folk, jaiz, cotultry and Western, rhythm, and blues,
rock and roll, Or soul. Discuss the origin's and devel,

opment of the musical Ire you choose, and give
examples of works.

Use the biography of a mnsician for'a book repbrt.
your English class.

Try to set a limerick or poem to music. Take a familiar
song and write new words for it.
List the different radio statns in your area, noting the
different types of music that each specializes in.s.
Check out a record from your local libraiy to learn more
about different styles of muSic.

Ask your tei'icher, to invite an audio-engineer or a disc
jockey from a nearby radio-station or recording studio
to speak to your class about his or her jOb."

'

or her work. Ask the speaker to talk about training
opl)ortunities and job prospeets.

As a report fOr your science or social studies class,
examine the ways in which technological change has
affected musicians: For example, you might explore
the effeCt Of tape recorders, radio, amplification equip-

ment, electronic instruments (guitars, Organs), cartridge players in cars, electronic_espipment such as
synthesizers, or computerized composition. Consider.,
as examples, the effect of recordings on the use of live

musician for r0earsAlaim1l g effect of the spread of
discotheques on employment cif live musicians; and
the-effect of amplification on trends in styles of music.

Report to your.class on one of the mews yOu identify
in the Related Occupations section that follows...

If you are a Girl Rout; see if yoUr local troop has the
From Dream§ to Reality program for exploring careers. Troops may also offer opportunities to test.career

interests through proficiency badges in a number of
areas inCluding Minstrel and Music Maker.

Volunteer td-organize musical activities for young chit-,
dren at a Sunday school, nursery school, day care
center, or summer camp.

If yob are a Boy Scout, try for the Music Merit badge.

As a report for your science .class, find out. how a

Join a Music Explorer Post, if there is one in'your area.
Exploring is open to young men and -women aged 14
through 20. To find out about Explorer posts in your

computer "writes" music.
Write a musical commerci41 for a coming school event,
organize the talent to perform it, and play it overtthe
public address system with the daily announcements..

Take charg Of -coordinating the music 'for a school
"disco" dance. This means planning whatsongs should

be played and what oaler to play them in. You may
want to use a tape recorder instead of a record play.
and tape the songs ahead of time in the order yoff's
want them.

area, call "Boy Scouts of America" -listed in your phone.book, and ask for the "Exploring Division."
Write for career in(ormation to National Association of

'Schools of Music, 11250 Roger Bacon Drive#5,

Reston, Virginia 22090; and Music Educators I'n'1,atisonal

Conference, 1902 Association Drive, Reston,,-Virgiii,ia:
2209 1 .

,,

Not' everyone working in the field of music is a performer. PrOduction and sales, for example, are important aspects of the music industry. Invite the owner or
Manager of a record or music store to speak to your

class abotiLhis'or her business. Prepate questions in
advance about running a small music business.
Compile a directory of performing music opportunities
in yotir community, including both paid and unpaid
opportunities.
Invite a piano tuner to visit your class and talk about his

594
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Exploring Careers
Related Occupations
cif music.
There are Many different jobs in the field
The puzile below.includes 23 of them. How many can
you. find? Words may be backwards orforwards, horizontal, vertical, or diagonal.
WI

ARRANGER
CHORUS DIRECTOR

COM POSER

CONDUCTOR
DISC JOCKEY

t'HUR('H MUSICIAN

I

T

FOLK MUSI6IAN
INSTI(UMENTALIST.
INSTR4J4ENT CRAFTSPERSON
INSTRUMENT SALESPERSON
MUSIC CRITIC
MUSIC LKIRARIAN
MUSICOLOGIST
MUSIC TEACHER
MUSIC THEATER DIRECTOR,
MUSIC THERAPIS1'

OPERA SINGER
ORCHESTRATOR
PIANIST
RECORD PRODUCER
ROCK MUSICIAN
STUDIO MUSICIAN
VOCALIST

.See answers
at end of chapter.
.
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I
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I
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.Performing Arts, Design, and Qommunications Occupationis,

Job Facts
4.

iv-

there isn't roorif in this bOok for a story about every performing art., design, and
cor9muniOtions occupation. FloWever, you'll find sonie imporfruit facts about.19 of
theise occupations in the following sectlpri. Iftyou Want Oclitional information about
any of ttiem, you rilight begin by constfiting,
Departinent of Labor's Occupational
OutOok HirAdbook; which should be.avadible in your school or public library.
.

<

Octupatioi,

(

%Alt:tare my Places of Work

Trgining arta Qualifications
.

Other Infopnation

.

'

.;,/
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PEv RFORMING ARTISTS

ts

)",'

;4:

ActorsAind Atresses
.

Actors and actreSieg pertOrm in
stage plays, mot* pictures,..,radio and television programs.'and

.

Talent .is the most important
qualification Cyr a career in ac,g-

mg. Creativity and imagination,
commercials.in the willter,iinost. expreAsive ability, a clear, well-.
employment opportunities on the' trained- yoke, poise and stage'
stage arc-in New-York and other presence, and the ability to memlarge cities. In the suMmer, stock orizel,are4 essential ingrellients.
companies in surburban and re- 41Perseverance u0d the ambition to
sort 'areas provide jobs, too..AcV ' suyceed arc also important.'"

Ay

41

ing jobs jp31ittle tlicaters", repertory companies, and dinner
theaters are available yetar roand.

14nployment in motion .piclures
and film .television is centered in

;?4-

In telswision, most oppopunities

or aotor8 are.jn New York,- Los,
Angeles, arid. Chicago, at the
headqu4rtets of the rn:ajor rfelworkti. However, some lomil tleyisioli stations' employ actors,

petitive field. Manx actors and
aciiesses

is

year-

other jobs to make a

Very

helpful'in getting a professjonal
acting. job. ;Formal training 'in
is

cannot:7 obtain

round wOrk ii acting, anti, must

Previous .i;iiperience, includi4
athateur 'producljods,

Flollywrd and New York City.h.i weiing
;)

More actors and attresseS' Ulan
there are jobs Makes this, a-corn-

also important. Col-

leges, universities, and dramatic
arts schools offer courses and4e=

grees in dramas '1'raining and
practice continue tifroughout an
actor's career; howeyer,
.

(00.

'

.)

Nature and Places of Work

Professional dancers per&rm in
classical ballet, modern dance,
and musical ohows. They may
perform on siage, screen, or television. 'However, relatively few
dancers ate full7time performers.
Many dancers teach in colleges

and universities, and., at dance
schools and studios. Teachers
trained.in dance therapy work in
mental hospitals, nursing homes,
and other facilities.
Dance

teachers

are

located

chiefly in large cities, but many
smaller cities have dancc schools

as well..New Yea City is the
hub for performing dancers.

"Training and Qualifications

Talent, in the form of agility,

Other It fonnallOn

MorkdOcers than there are jobs

maka Ibis a competitive field.
the creative ability to express Many decors cannot obtain
oneself through dance are..the year4routAwork as performers,
most important qualifications. , and must work at other jobs to
grace, a feeling fOr music, and

Average body height and build,
good eet with norMal arches,

make a living.
A

ancI a well-formed body with

A

good muscle control are also important. In addition, dancers

nccd a strong desire to become
dancers, determination,
physical stamina, and persever-

good

ance.

training ut a dance
school or with a pr vate teacher
Serious

should begin at an early age, particularly for.ballet. Training and
practice are part of the daily rout
tine and must continue through- E.,
out a dancer's career.

\

o

,

Nearly all musicinns play in musical groups, including symphony

Musical talent, ve satilitY, creativity, poise, and s age presence

orchestras, dance bands, rock

are important qual icatibns for

groups, and jazz combos. Popular musicians play in nightclubs,
restaurants, and at special Concerts and parties. Classical musicians play in symphony, .operit,

musicians. Self-discipline, perseverance, and physical stamina
are also necessary.

ballet, arid theater orchestras,

should begin at an early age. Mu:sic lessoqs can bcgin at School or

Training on a' musicdinstrument

and in c;hamber music groups.
:Mary pianists accompany solo- with a private teacher. More adists.or choral groups, or provide vanced, training can bc acquired
background music in restaurants through further private study
or bars. Most organists play in . with an accomplished musician,
churches; often they direct the in a college or.university with a
choir. In addition to performing, strong: Music program,: or in a
roany musicians teach mtisic in music conservatory. Training
schools and colleges, or give 'pri- and practice generally continue
vatelessons in their own studios through a musician's life, hewor in pupils' homes. Others com- ever.
bine careers as yerformers with
work.as arrangers,.composers, or
concluders. Musicians who. have
taken addiiional training work as
music librarians or music theta-

Musicians often work at night
and on weekends, and they must
spend a great deal of time practicing and rehearsing. Performing engagements usually require
some travel.

Morc musicians than there are
jobs makes this a competitive
field. Many musicians cannot ob-

tain year,round work as musicians and must work at other jotis
to make a living. .

Oists.

4
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Performing Arts,,Design and Cornmunidations Occupations
Occupation

Mayo and Places qf Work

-Training and Qualifications

Otiter Information

Musical ability, an attractive appearance, poise, and stage presence are important (ratifications

Singers usually work at night and

1

Singers

,

Popular music singers perform in
.the movi6s,'on the stage, on radio

and television; in concerts, and

in nightclubi mid ottier placo. -.for a bin* as a singer. Perse-

Other professional singers are Arance and physical stamina are
mtitbers of opera and musiCal also necessary to adapt to frecomedy choruses. Outstanding- quent traveling and long and irsingers may obtain leading .or regular working.hours.
,supporting roledin operas, popular music shot.% or choralpe,W- !Voice tr4ning is- an asset for
formances such.-askoratotioft:7- . singers of all types of music. A's'
a rule, voice, training shoulnnt
Singing stars make recordings or.
go on concert tours in the United
States and abroad. Some singers
combine their vii.ork as perform-

ers with jobs tenching voice or
directing choral groups. They

begin uniil after the individual

.

Inis matured physically. Training
can be obtained through private
voice lesson's or in a music conservatory or department of music
in a coll`bge or university. In addition to yoke, singers alko
should study music theory and
composition,

give private voice lessons and direct chorusis in Schools, 'music
conservatories,
colleges, and uni!
versifies. Many singers work liar( 'time as church singers and choirIn general, training and practice

considerable time in practice and
rehearsal.

Performing :engage-ments often re/pire rome travel.
More singers than there are jobs

makes this a competitive field.
Many singers cannot obtain
year-round wor,k singing ,and
muSt woik at other jobs to make
a living.

,

masters. Opportunities forsing-.. continue throughout a singer's
ing engagements are concen- career.
trated Mainly in New York City,
Los Angeles, Las Vegas, San
yrancisco,

Dallas,

and .Chi-

the Nation's chief entertainment centers. Nashville Is
t one of the inbst important places
for emploAnont of countiy and
western singers for both "live"
ca&o

-9

.

on weekendS, and most spend

performailees and-recordings.

4
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Training and Qualifleations

Other Information

Most architects work in architec-

ArchitectS Most be able hoth to

An architect may -have to wOrk

tural firms, for builders, for real

work independently and to co-

overtime and under

estate firms, or or other busi-

operate with others. They should
be artistic as well as have a eapacity for solving technical prob-

when necessary to meet dead-

Nature and Plum of' Work

DESIGN OCCUPAT6NS
Architects

nesses that have large construc-

tion programs. Some work for
government agencies, often in
city aod community planning or
urban development.

Although they wOrkahroughout
die country, mat4 architects are

pressure

lines.

lems.

A 5-year college program resulting in a Bachelor of Architecture
degree is die usual way of entering this profession.

employed in just seven cities:
Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York, Philadelphia, San
Francisco,
D.C.

and

Washington,

All States require architects to be
licensed for independent private
practice: Unlicensed architec-

tural school graduates work till;
der the supervision of licensed
architects. Admission to the licensing exam usually requires a
Bachelor of Architecture degree

followed by 3 years of experience, or a Master of Architecture

degree followq by 2 years of
experience.

Coainwrcial Artish

Most commercial artist's work for
advertising departments of large
companies. advertising agencies,

printing and publishing firms,
textile companies, pholographic

imagination,
Art istic ability,
neatness, and a capacity to visu-

alize ideas on paper are .important Idalifications for succes0 in
this field.

studios, television find motion

picture studios, and department
stores.

Others

arc

self-employed

or

freelance artists. Sortic salaried
artists do freelance work in their
spare time. Some artists teach in
art schools. Although there are

jobs for commercial artists ij
nearly every city, the majority
work in large cities, such as New
York. Los Angeles, Boston.
Washington, D.C., and Chicago,
where the largest users of' commercial art are located.

People can prepare for a career
in this field by attending a school
that offers a program in commercial art. These include trade
schOols' and technical institutes,
community and juntor colleges;

MA.)st commercial artists. advance

by sOcializing either in the mechanical elements of producing
an ad (letterers and mechanical
and leyout artists) or in pictorild
elements (sketch artists and ilhts!raters).

and colleges and universities.
Training .in commercial 'art also

may be obtained through high
school vocetionallprograms and
practical experience on the . job.

Formal training beyond high
school usually is needed for advancement, halwever.

6.
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Performing Arts Resign, and Commbnicatio s Occupations
.:1410ture and Places of Wok

Occupation

Trainitig and Qualifications

Otlar htformation

-

Display Workers

MOst display wOrkers work for.
large stores: Department stores,
clothing stores, home furnishing

Display workers jieed imagina-

stores, variety, stores', drugstores,
shoe stores, book stores, and gill

tion and knowledge of colOr har-

Constructing
and
histafhng
'props means- staadingf, bending,

mony, composition, and other

stooping,. and working in awk-

,fundamentqls of .art.

ward positions. During busy sea-

sons, such as Christmas and

shops,

Most display workaitre trained
on the job. A beginner can wFreelance or self-employed dis.r° ally become' skkIled in
to -2
1

play workers have accounts"with
small stores that need professional window dressing but can-

years. Employers usually require
a high school diploma.

Easter, display workers may have

tO work overtime, nights, and
weekends to prepare special displays.

not afford a full-time display
worker.

Floral Designers.

Nearly all floral designers work
in retail flower shops, and these
are found almost everywhere in
large cities, suburban shopping
e'enters, and small towns:

.

Manual dexterity and. a good

Most retail flower shops are

sense Of color, balance, and pro-

portion are important qualifica-

small and' emplo.y only one or
two floral designers; matny de-

tions fOf floral design.

signers manage their own stores.

,
Many floral designers are trained
on the job by the manager Or an
experienced floral designer. Usually a trainee can became a fully

In small shops, floral designers
often work 8 hours a day, Winday through Saturday. Designers

qualified floral designer after 2
years of On-the-job training.
Courses in floral desiRi offered'

Most industrial designers work
for large manufacturing firms-or
for design consithing firms. Some

do freelanee work or arc on the
staffs of architectural and interior design. firms. Thc jobs aidl

Industrial designers need crea-

live talent, drawing skills, and
the ability to see familiar objects
in ncw ways. They should b

to work and communiea e well
with others.

these designers have oriabthing in

r"

long hours
around certain holidays, such as
Easter and Valentine's Day,'
when the demand fot flowers is
'great.

by community colleges andjloral
design schools also prepare people for careers in this field.

ekt,

rndustrial Designers

generally- work

common: They design products
for consumer or industrial use.
Some industrial designers teach
in colleges, universities, and art
schools. Industrial design con-

sultants work mainly in large
cities such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
FraQcisco. Industrial designers
with industrial firms -xuSually

work in or near the manufacturing plants of -their companieso
which often are located in small
and medium-sized cities.

To become an industrial

develop trademarks or symbols
that appear on prOdUcts, advertising, stationery, and brochures.
Some design containers and
packages, while others design
display exhibits.

signer, it's usually necessary to
complete a 4-oi1/4-5 year program

in industrial- design. Such programs arc offered by art schools
and by the design or art departments of colleges and universities. Persons with degrees in en-

gineering, architevure, and fine
arts,May qualify as industrial designers if they have appropriate
experience and artistic talent,

5E0
I.

de-

Although most industrial designers are product designers, others

Industrial designers use both
and
3-dimensional
models to convey their ideas.
sketches

,
.

8xpioring Careers
Qctupation

.

,

Nature and Placa of Work

Training mid Qualffications

Other Information

44,

Interior Designers

Most interior designers work for ! Interior designers should be cre-

Interior designers' work hours

design firms or have their own

are sometimes long and irregular.

firms. Some work in department

ative, have good color Sense and
good taste, and. be able to work

or. furniture stores, or for hotel

with people,

.

and restaurant clutins, Other 'de-

signers work for architects, fur-

Tithing in interior design is be-

niture suppliers, antique 'dealers, -alining more and more irnpor7
furniture and textile Manufac- tam. The types of training avail-.
turers, or other manufacturers in able include 3-year programs in
the interior furnishings field. Ent, a professional school of interior
terior *signers =also have jobs design, 4-year college or univerwith magazines that feature arti- sity programs that grant dbach-

cles on home furnishings. Inte7
rior designers are employed primarily in large cities.

Designers usually adjUst their
.workday to suittbe,keds of their
clients, meeting with them dur-..
ing the evenings 6. on weOcends
,when necessary. Some' iriterior
designers are paid straight salaries, ,some receive salaries plus
commissions based on the value

of their sales, and misers work
entirely on comthissions,

elor's degree, or poSt-graduate
programs leading to a master's
degree or Ph; D. People starting
in interior design usually l'ierve a

training period with a design
firm, department store, or furniture store.

Landscape Architects

Most landscape architects are

Or

ca e contractors and

others teach in colleges anduniversities.

A bachelor's degree in landscape

specialize in services and re-

nature are irnporlant qualifica-

or engine ring firms. Government agen ies concerned with
land manag ent, forestS, water,
housing, pla ling, highways,
and parks an recreation also
employ lands ape architects.
Some husdsca c architects work

tions for landscape architects.

Sonic landscape architects specialize in certain types of projects
such as parks and playgrounds,,
hotels and resorts, shopping cen-

Drawing talent, a creative imagination, and an appreciation for

self-employed or work for architectural, landscape archiiectural,

ters, or public housing. Others
.

architecture takes 4 or 5 years.
This degree is usually needed to
enter the profession.

Thirty-eight states require a li.cense for independent practice of

landscape architecture. Admission to the licensing examination
usuafiy requires 2 to 4 years of
experience in addition' to a degree in landscape architecture.

source managernot; feasibility
and cost studies, Sr site construetion.

.
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OecupgilOr
Photographers

.

Nature and Places of Work

?raining and Qualification.

Other Information

-

Most photographers work in
Photographers peed good eyecommercial studios; many others sight and color vision, iortistic
work for newspapers and maga"and manual dexterity.
zines. Government agencies., 'They also should be patient and
photographic equipment sup- aceurate and enjoy working with
plieriand dealers, and industrial detail,
firms also employ photogra.
phers. In addition, -some photog- There are n'o sct requirements for
raphers teach in collegps and uni- becoming a photographer. Howversities, or make films. Still oth- e/dr, the training a:prospective
et.

ers work freelance, taking pictures to sell to advertising agencies, magazines, and other eustomers.

Many photographers specialize
a pailicular type of photography, such as portrait, commertigviVttper, industrial or.
medical photography.
.

About one-third of all photographers are self-employed.

photographer 4as deter.mines the

type of work for whicige or she
qualities. People'may prepare for
work as photographers in a com-

mercial 'studio through 2 or 3
years oP on-the-job training as'. a

photogiapher's assistant. Training' in photography can also be
acquired in colleges and art
schools. Post-high school educa-

tion and training usually arc
needed for industriar medical, or
scientific photography, where it
is necessary to have some knowl-

edge of the field in which the
photography is used.

Plan ers

Planners prepare programS for
the future development of communities. They take into account,

stract reasoning abilities above

population trends, land use, public faeilities, economic factors,
and civic goals.

ble solutions to complex prob-

Planners need analytical and aball. They need to be creative and
resourceful in developing possi-

lems, and must have drive, tact,
and persuasive and administra-

Most planners work for city,

tive skills in order to get their

county, or regional planning
agencies. Some work for govern-

ideas across.

ment agencies that deal with

A master's degree in urban or
regional planning is usually re-

housing, iransponation. or environmental protection. Others
work for architecrual. engineering, or consyruction companies.
Planners also work for public interest organiiations concerned
with environmental -protection
and community development.

Many planners do consulting
work, either part timein addition
to a regular job or as employees
or owners of consulting firms.

quired for a job in this field.
However, people with bachelor's
degrees in city 'planning, arehitecttird, oeengineering also qualify.

Most graduate programis in urban planning require 2 oy 3 years

of study in addition eatlie 4-year,
undergraduate college degree.
Graduate students gain practical
experience through workshops,
labOratories, find summer or
part-time employment in a planning office.

In large organizations, planners
specialize in areas such as housing or economics, while in small
offices they must work in several
different areas.
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Occupation

.

Other Information

Training and Qualifications

Nature and Places of Work

COMMUNICATIONS OCCUPATIONS

AdvertktngWokcrs

,There are.both creative and sales
jobs in advertising, Creative
workers such as writers, artists,.
and designerS develop and, produce advertisements, while'business and salesworkers handle the
arrarigements for broadcasting
advertisements on radi4 and TV,
publishing them in magazines or

Advertising

Among the jobs .in this _field are
those ofadvertising manager, ac-

copywriters. .mnst

intve a flair for writing, imagination, salesmanship, and an undersntnding of people. A sense of

count executive, research direc-

thc dramatic and the vision to
see the 'effect of ideas are also

layout worker, media director,

tor, advertising copywriter, artist,

and production manager.

important qualities.
People in advertising work under
Account execu,tives, whose job it

great pressure to do the best job

in the shortest period of time.
Often they work long, or odd

boards.

is to create Ad campaigns for
clients, need writing skills and
imagination too. 4n 'addition,

Advertising workers are em-

thcy Oust bc, friendly, outgOing,
and very good at communicating

newspapers, mailing them di-;
rectly, or posting them on bill-

ployed by different kinds of
firms. Primarily, they Work for
advertising agencies. But they
also work in the advertising departments of manufacturing
firms, retail stores, and banks.
Some work for printers, art studios, letter shops, and similar
businesses.

with others
ideas.

and selling

hours to meet deadlines.

their t,

Most employers prefer to hire
college graduates. A liberal arts
degree usually provides good
preparation for a job in this field,
but work experience and creativity may be more important than

educational background. ExpeMost of those employed by advertising agencies work in Ncw
York City, Chicago. or Los Angeles.

Interpreters

rience selling ads for school publications or radio stations can be
a help in looking for a job.

Is

.

The largest concentration of full-

People interested in becoming in-

time interpreters in the United . terpreters should be articulate
States is at the United Nations in
New' York, Other international
organizations that employ, regular staff interpreters include thc
of
American
Organization

States, the International Mone-

tary Fund, the Pan American
Health Organization, and the
World Bank. 'All are situated in
Washington, D.C.
There also are jobs for freelance
interpreters, many of whom serve
as escort interpreters for foreign
visitors

to the United

States.

.0ther freelance interpreter. work
at internittronal conferett eS, or
work for business firms.

speakers and have good hearing.
The exacting-) nature of this
protesSion requires quickness,

alertness, and a constant alienlion to accuracy. Good sense,
honesty, tact, and discretion arc
also important.
A university eduCation usually is
essential. A cOmplete command
of at least 2 languages generally
is required. Interpreters who
work at the Utlited Nations must
know at least 3 of thc 6 official
U.N, languages.
-N

.

Interpreters make up a very small
.occupational group in the United
States, and competition for interpreting jobs is great.

Performingo\rts, Desigh; anclCommunications Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Places of' Work

Training and Qualifications

Other InformatiOn

Newspaper Reporters

Reporters work for big city daily
newspapers, for suburban comrwity or small town weekly pa-

Important personal characteristics for newspaper reporters in-

Although the majority of newspapers are in medium-sized

elude c'tiriosity, persistence, a

pas, and for press services: Re "nose for- news," initiative, reporters work in cities and towns
Of all sizes.

sourcefulness, an accurate memaory, and physical stamina.

Most newspapers consider only
applicants Who' have a college
'education, preferably with a degree in journalism or some other
liberal arts area. Graduate work
is increasingly important.

Newspaper report5rs generally
have a busy daily schedule and
may often have to work under
pressure to meet deadlines.

Public relations workers need
writing ability, imagination; an

Public relations workers often

4
mt.

4--Nblic Relations
Workers

Public relations workers plan ac-

tivities and create programs to
promote a favorable public image oLtheir client. Writing is an

important aspect of' the work.

They write and edit articles,
speeches, reports; pamphlets, and
press releases.

towns, most reporters work in
Cities, Since big city dailies ein;
ploy many reporters whereas a
small town paper generally em:
ploys only a few,

u t goin g personality, initiative,

and drive. They must be fluent

have to work overtime on project. Occasionally they travel on
business.

in conversation, effective public
speakers, and persuasive-. They

should have pie enthusiasm to

Se

motivate others.

Public relations workers "hue A college education with public
jobs with business and industrial relations experience is excellent
firms, insurance companies, preparation. Atipropriate majors
transportation companies, public :include public relations, journiklutilities, hospitals, colleges and ism; liberal arts, and business.
universities, nonprofit organiza- Experience writing for 'a school
tions, and government agencies.
publication or for a radio or TV
station can be helpful.
Many work for public relations
firms, which iire MOM numerous
in New York City, Los Angeles,
Chicago,. and Washington, D.C.

4
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' Training and Qualifications

Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Radio and Television
Announcers

Radio and television 'broadcasting stations all over the country
employ announcers. The average
commercial radio or. ,television
station employs 4 to 6 announ-

Announcers must have a pleasant and well-controlled yoke, a

cers, although larger stations eniT

tive personality.

ploy 10 or more. In addition to
staff announcers, several thousand freelance announcers sell
their services for individual assignments to networks and stations, or to advertising. agencies
and other independent 'pro-

,0

ducers,

Other Information

English usage, and excellent pro-

Mast radio announcer act as disc
jockeys. Announcers employed
by television stations and large
radio stations usually specialize

nunciation as well'aiin 'attrac-

in partietthir; kinds Of lirindunc-

good sense of timing, correct

There are no fixed requirements
for entering this field. A college

Mg, such as th)ortsnews, or
weather. Announcers frequently"
participate in cominunity activities.

lil?eral arts education provitles an

excellent background for an announcer, and many universities
offer courses in the broadcasting
field. A number of private broadcasting schools offer training in
announcing also.

sir

'Technical Writers

Many technical writers work for
electronics, aviation, aerospace,
ordnance, chemical, pharmaceutical, and computer firms. Others
work for energy or communications firms. Research laboratories also employ technical
writers.

Some technical writers hold writ-

ing and editing jobs with busipublications,
professional journals in engiphysics,
medicine,
neering,
ness

and

trade

chemistry, and other sciences:
and publishers of textbOoks and
scientific and technical literattire.
Established

technical

writers

sometimes work on a freelance
basis or open their own agencies

sometimes

Technical writers need writing
skills and technical. expertise
above all. They also should be

Technical

intellectually curious and able to
think logically. They must be accurate in their work. They should
be able to work well.with others
as part of a team.

publication deadlines:

ik college degree is important,
and should include courses in a
technical area such as science,
engineering, niedicine 'business,
or agriculture as well as writing,
editing, and publication produc-

Technical writers have a place in

tion.

writers

work under considerable pressure, working overtime to meet
Employers -often promote technicians or research assistants to
writing and editing jobs.

the information industry. Commercial firms employ technical
information specialists to collect,

proCess, and manage the information stored in computerized
data bases. Technical' information centers run by major industrial firms and research laboratories employ information specialists for the same purpose.

,

or-consulting firms..

,3
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Exploring oA'reers
k

"Sue, would you drive me downtown today?" Larry
Cohen asked his *ler sister, "I've got to do some.shopping. Tryouts for the basketball team .start tomOrrow,
and I need some new gym shoes."' Sue, who was taking a day off from her job as. nutritiokst in a. local hospital, couldni think of an excuselor
nOrtaking Larry. So they went 'downtown to buy Larry
some shoes.

.

.

After they finished shopping, Sue and Larry decided
,to stop in a fast-food store and grab a bite to eat. Once.
they had gotten their food and sat down at a table, Sue
noticed that Larry was staring into space with a worried
look oli his face.
"What's bothering you, Larry?" Sue asked. "-Are yob
that,Norried about making the team?"
"1 wish it was that simple," answered Larry. "I have
.

to give a report tomorrow on the kinds of jobs in.
agriculture, and I don't know where to start."
Sue thought for'a minute and then said, "How about
starting with what's in your right handl"
"Do you mean this fish sandwich?" Larry asked in an
unbelieving tone.
"Sure," Sue replied. "Did you ever stop to think about
how many different ingrediects; there are in that sandwich and where they all came from?"
4,

"No, but it doesn't seem that complicated," Larry
answered. "Let's see, the toll came from a bakery, the
fish came from the ocean, and the sauce

(..

,

.."

"Very cute, Larry," snapped Sue. "I'm sure you'll
make an A with such a comprehensive report. Now, do
you want me to help you or not?"
"Sure I do," Larry answered contritely. "I just don't ,
sec what my fish sandwich.has to do with agriculture."
"Take the bun, for example," responded Suc. "The

wheat for the flour in it probably came from a grain
farm in the Midwest-. And quite possibly that particular.
variety of wheat was developed by an agrictiltural sci-

entist. Can you think of any other ingredients in the
roll?"

"I'm not sure," Larry replied. "Does the roll have milk'
or sugar in it?"
.
.

.

"Yes; dried milk and probably corn syrup also," re-

plied. Sue. "The milk may be from a dairy farm in
Wisconsin, which is one of the big dairy States, and the
-cOrn syrup, from Iowa. Probably many more agricultural

products are in .the roll, but I'll leave them for you to
investigate later, You might start by reading the ingredients listed on the wrappivg of a loaf of bread. Now, to
kee this conversation rolling, could you tell mc wh e
bhe ish in your sandwich caine frOm?" ,
trry
" guess somebody caught it- in the ocean,'
replie

,

ut I'm not sure

"You're probably right, Larry," answeied Sue. "If the,
fish is a hake, haddock, or pollack, then itiwas
512

caught by'a .fisher in. the North Atlantic. But if it

is

catfish, it probably was raised on a fish farm."

"A fish farm?" asked Larry, "Now I think you're
putting me on,"
"No, aquaculture, or fish farming, is a rapidly growing
area of agriculture that is $till far front reaching its full
potential," said Sue.'"If you think I'm just.telling you a
fish story, then check it out in your schooLlibrary."
"I think I will," said Larry. "That sounds like it might
make a pod topic for my report."
"Good," said Sue with a smile. "Now,.can you tell-me\
where that napkin you're4iping your' face with came
from?"
"Sure, that's, easy," answered Larry with a grin. "It
came froma napkin farm.".
:!Believe it or not, you're almost right," said Sue. ,
"Most paper products come from pulp made from trees.
And many trees come from tree farms. Now can you see
what your fish sandwich has to do with agriculture?"
"Yes," said Larry, "the sandwich and everything in it
are products of agricultnre and the many different types
of agricultural workers. I just didn't realize that a fish
sandwich could be so complex:"
"Good thinking, Larry," said Sue, "but remember that
we've just scratched.the surface of the wide variety.and
.complexity found in modern agriculture. I think, however, that you've made *good start now on:thinking
about your report."
Workers in agriculture, forestry, and fishetry Aduce
many of the prqaucts we use every day. The following
sections will tell you about their jobs.

Agt*ultUral ProductiPn Occupations
First, ofpourse, there are the workers who are engaged

&reedy ji agricultural production..This broad group
includésI produCers of plant products, such as corn,
wheat, d Negetabl'es, and producers of animals, such
asthicke s, cattle, and sheep. Mostfarmers and ranchers,
4..however, now specialize in particular varieties of Crops
and animals. As a'result, specialized types of workers are

now needed for these various types of farm products.
Many of these specialized workers are diScussed in the
following sections on occupations in plant farming and
animal farming.

Accbmpanyini this trend toward crop specializvion
is a:trendloward larger sized farmsfarms that are often
'too biglor one person, or even one family, to take care
of alo'ne. Because of this, .there are many opportunities
for farm laborer. r,and farm labor supervisors to help itin
the' fauns. These occurtions also provide opportunities

.

Agriculture, Porisi'etry, an0 Fishery QcduPations.
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Ha rvesting wheat can be. hortiork: A patch of shade and sOme lunch prOvide a
welcome break.

,

for workers who want-to 'farm but who don't yet have
enough money toibuy th4ecessar'y land and equipment.
'Many large ceirporatio4 and some wealthy individuals also, are engaged in Vhat is now called agribusiness.
A corporation, for exampk, day hold large amounts of
land on whieh grain is:grown tobe fed to.cattle kept in.
pens cir feedlots also owneil by the corPoration. Farm
operations of this size are Very complex and create jobs
for fam mitnagers.
Let's take a closer look at the types of workers needed
s.,
in agricultule.

associated with raising large quxntities of grain by themselves, Grain farm workers ope'rate the farm machittery

,--usid in planting.and harveiting griii and .perfoint other,,
duties,i'such as checking irrigation ditches and-carrying
supplies. Farm labor supervisors ditect the activities of
farm worker's. Detasseling cregg; Supervisors, for example,
direct the activities of workers who break and pull tassels
from corn plants 'on hybrid seed-Corn farmS)
Other workers grow and harvest vegetable crops.Yeg:
elable farmers' job thles.Often refer to the vegetable they
specialize in -growing, such as onion farmer or lettuce
grower'.

Plant Farming Occupations. Most fanners and farm

grains we fuse for food, Often these faraiers' fob titles
refer to the specific type of grain they grow,' such as 'Corn
grower, rice farmer, oybean rower, and wheat grower.
Cash grain fltrniers cannot 'handle all thedifTerent, jobS

; specialiied skills4Farmers Tit ihis field usuallY arc stained
by the type.: of crop they grow, such as apple groiver,

workers are employed in plant farming.
The. grain ,farming occqpations include cash gr ain
farmers, who are responsible for raising' the various

g,

Farmers who grow a variety of different vege-

iables are sometimes called truckfarmek Vegetable farm
Workers
much of the labor required .in -raising -and
harvesting vegetables. Some farm workers called vOge...
table harvest Workers, pick, bunch, and Wash vegetables.
Supervisors oversee the vegetable farm workers.

1

.

.

Fruit and nut- farmingi also reqtlires workers with

.

.
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Dairy cows have to be milked morning and night,
366 days a year.

Texas oantaloupee are shipped throughout the world.

4, Making maple syrup Is a way f life for this farm
family in Vermont.

..;

t

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
Cherry grower.- orange grower, pecan grower, grape grower,

farming require specialized workers. Top sckews, or ram,

blueb'erry grower, and sirawberry grower.

In addition to.
la )rers and Aipervigors, this kind of plant raitg

rods, for example, supervise and coordinatO the activities
of cowpunchers in cattle ranching. Lambers ass* ewes

quires some highly specialized workers. Fig caprifiers. for
eXample, attach figs containing wasps to fig trees in order

during tambing, while sheep-shearers clip-lhe Wool from
live sheep in sheep ranching. Thr farmers breed AO raise
animals such as mink, fox, or chinchilla, andlre assisted

to help ensure pollination. Vine pruners cut back berry
vines So they will produ9 more fruit.
Field crops, such as cotton, peanuts, potatoes, sugar
beets, sugarcane, and tobacco, also require specialized
workers. Seed-potato arrangers and cutters, for example,
are needtd to attendthe machines that cut potatoes into
sections for use as seed. Field crop supervisors, farmers,
and other types of farfn laborers are also needed. Shed
worker supervisors, 'another type of specializedogworker,
direct the activitieso of the workers who cure tobacco
leaves in sheds on farms.

by pelters who skin the animals for their fuL

Poultry farming also requires. many differepes of
workers: 'Poultry farmers. for example, raik improved
strains of poultry developed by poultry breeders to prO-

duce eggs and meat. Many other specialized workers
assist in poultry farming. Poultry tepders care for poultry'

used in experimental tests to develop better feedi'ng
systems. Poultry farm workers do many of the day-to-day
jobs involved in poultry raising. Poultry vaccinators vac.:.

cinate poultry against diseases such as pox and bronchitis. Chicken graders

Animal Farming Occupations, The largest group of oc-

grade baby chicks according to

appearance and separate healthy from deformed or
eased chicks. Chicken sexers determine the sex of young
.chickens and separate them by sex.
Oame animals, such as deer, pheasant, and quail, also
are raised under controlled conditions. Game farm supervisors oversee and plan the activities orworkers involved
in breding, raising, and protecting gamej on private or
State game farnis. Game farM helpers do.. most .of the
physical work associated with game farming. And game-

cupations in animal farming are the domestic animal
farming occupations.. Among these are livestock ranch-

ers, such as cattle ranchers, ddiry farmers, and sheep
farmers, who breed'and raise livestock for sale. Livestock
fann workers, or rapch hands as they are more commdrily
assist ranchers by performing a Wide variety of
chores around the ranch, suchas feeding and vaccinating

animals and repairing fences. Many types of animal
vow

4--

.

.

.
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Assisting with the birth of a calf is part of a rancher'sjob.

515
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bird farmers raise birds such as pheasant, quail, or partridge for sale .to gun clubs, [One preserves, or poultry
bonus,
Manunals itnd'birds are not the,only types of animals
raised commercially, Beekeepers raise bees to produce

1.

,

A
it.

4

honey and pollinate crops. !Wale farmers breed and
raise reptiles such as rattlesnakes for their meat, venom,
and skins. Worm growers assisted by worm farm laborers

breed and raise earthworms for sale as fishing bait,
.

garden soil conditioners, and food for exotio. fish And
animals.

Agricultural Support Occupations
Modern agriculture is a complex undertaking that
requires many thousands of workers who Ure not directly

Modern poultry farms have automatic feedifig and
watering systtims.

involved in agricultural production. These workiers are
needed to help support agriculture in a number of areas,
such as agricultural business, educittion, food processing,
and science. Now let's take a quiCk look at some of these
occupations.
Most types of farming, for exiimple, require the use of
large amounts of machinery, equipment, and other farm
supplies, such av: chemidals and pesticides. As a .result,
(here are many jobs for workers who sell, maintain, and
explain how to use machinery and supplieso Farm equip
ment sales workers are needed to sell the tractors, scornbines, plows, planters, and other farm equipment used
in agriculture. These workers also help farmers cleOse

the equipment that, best suits their partictilat flirting

Science hoe made elonifkinnt contributions to
modern.agricUlture.

need% Farm equipment mechanics maintain and repair
tractors and a wide variety of otherfarm equipment.
Agrkultural engineers help improve efficiency in.agri-.
culture by designing-new type6 of farm equipment or
improving existing Model lines. Agricultural chemicia
sales workers sell, and explain th4 use of the'..different
types of pesticides, herl)icides, 'and fertilizets that have
greatly increased agricidtural productionCindlis country.
Agrididtural pilots spray chemicals on crops front airplanes and heficoptem
Workers in agricultural production, also need consid-.
&able asststance with the financial add tephnical aspects
of farming. Bankers in rural areas, for 'example, help
support agriculture by providing loans for fariners to
buy land, equipment, and other supplies needed in raising croOL Agricultural 0,conOMists dIal with probleMs
related.to production, finaneing, pricing; and marketing
of farm products. Agricultural troperatiwe Octenslon set.tice workers provide information on agrieultural research
*Co fanners and encourage its Ost to increase the amount
agrieultural products that farms can produce, Veteri-'
narians provide valuable technical assistance to liVestock

Agriculture, Forestry, ahd Fishery Occupations
producers by keeping animals healthy and productive,
Farmers also, of course, need markets for their farm
products 9,ue they are harvested., Buyers and shippers
help fill this role. Keeping accurate financial records is
also ad important part of agriculture. Agricultural ac
countants prepare and analyze financial reports for farm
managers. Agricultural commodity graders, such.4is grain
inspectori, also help support agriculture by assaing that

farm products are of uniform quality and fit .10 consumption.
'
Science has made significant contributions to modern
farming and is expected to produce even greater benefits
in the years ahead.. As a result, there are many jobs for

scientists and other professionals who concentrate on
agriculture. -Agronomists, for example, conduct experiments and. develop better methods of growing crops.
Plant pathologiSts study the causes of pladdiseases and
develop Ways to control weeds, insects, and plant diseaSes. Plant physiologists study the structure of plants
and .devise ways to improve their growth and storage
life. Geneticists try to develop breeds of plants and ani,,

mals that are better suited for the production of food and

fiber. Microbiologists' study bacteria and other tiny organisms to understand better their, relation to human,
plant, and animal health. Animal physiologists study the
Ibnctions of the various parts of animals. Animal scientists
develop improved, methods of housing, sanitation, and
parasite and disease control for livestock. Animal.nutri-

tionisty specialize in finding feed requirements that will
maxiniize production and in developing new liVestock
and poultry feeds; gntomologists study insects to try to
find ways to control harmful insects and manage .beneficial ones. Seed analysts conduct tests pn samples of
seeds to determine their rate of iermination,.purity, and
weed content. Agricultural chemists develop chemical
compounds for controlling insects, weeds, fungi, and
rodents. Thcy also perform experiments to determine
how to use fertilizers properly and investigate problems
of nitrogen fixationin soils. Fied'scientists develop new
roods, food preservative's, and similar products. Sol/ scientists and soil conservationists study ways to improve the
use of soils upon which agriculture is based.

Becoming ,q farmer Can be veil expensive. This tradôr ,. for example, óoats over
$60,000.
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Forestry Occupations
,

Forests are a Vital natural resonrce that can be used' :
repeatedly if they are properly nianaged,'They provide
habitats tbr conserving our wildlife as well as recreational

facilities for ourselves. Forests also provide the raw .
materials fOr lunaber and paper. Workers in tile forestiir,

noccupations are concerned with the management and

'

\- proper Utilization of our forests.

who often specialize in one area of work,
such as timber management or outdoor recreation,
key Workers in this field, Foresters plan and supervik
the cutting and planting of trees and also Protect the
trees .fibm fire,,harmful insects, and diseak, They may
be responsible for other dutkis 'ranging &Om wildlife
protection and watershed management to the develop.
Foresters,

ment and supervisOn of camps, parks, and grazing lands.
Forestry technicians assist foresters in many oftheir taSks,
sucli ag mapMaking, selecting .and marking timber to 'be
harvested, mist planting seedlings.''

Fires are -one of the major dangers facing our
(s

resoUrces. Thus fire lookOuts and fire rangers are staAtoned in remote areas to spoi.akd then pUt out or report
forest fires. If a fire is ieported lit an inaccessible area,
then smoke jumper* under the direction of smoke jumper

pcientists and teChnicians help assure a plentifUl
supply of clean water for fish and wildlife.

,
.

skillect loggercan d're.t.OrettexaCili'Whore. ae
'want. it,
A

.

forest..'.

.,

,

.

;

.

.
.

.

.

.

Sofas college.stOderfts work. Oariao suauner vacation.

as fire flohters for the VA. ForestService..

Jr/t;
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Agricültur, Forestry, and Fishery Coicupations
supervisors', parachute into the area and put out the fire.
Forest-fire fighters, soMetimes called smoke eaters, also

'help control forest fires,

O

.1-larvesting forest products, or logging, is an important

part of managing our forest resources. Before a stand of
timber is cut, foresters, with .the assistance of forestry
aides a d timber cruisers, decide what trees should be
harveste and estimate the amount of' wood in these
trees. He( vy equipmenroperators then build access roads

and trails to the cutting and loading areas.
Fallers, workipg singly or in pairs, then cut down the
large trees marked by the forester. Expert fallers can
usually ditop a tree in the exact spot where they want it,
wjthout injuring nearby treesprOnce the tree is down,
buckerie saw the limbs off and saw the trunk into logs.
Sometimes small trees are felled with tree harvesters,
machines mounted on a tractor and operated by logging-

tractor operators:
Next, the logs must he removed from the cutting area.
One method is called Skidding. In this method,a choker
(steel cable) i4 noosed aroUnd the log by choker setters
and then attached 'to a tractor which-drags or skids the "
log to the landing. A rigging slinger supervises and assists
choker setters and tractor drivers.
After the logs reach the landing, they are loaded on a

truck trailer and hauled .to the mill, A loader engineer
operates a machine that picOup logs and places them
,on the trailer. A second 4oader &reds the positioning of

lois on the trailer.
Forest nursery supervisors.oversee and coordinate the
activities of workers who raise tree seedlings for reforestatiOn. Some of these workers are seedling sorters, who
sort seedlingsaccording to size and quality, and seedling
pullers, who harvest tree seedlings in forest nurseries:
.

.

.4'

4

!

4

MIlhons of hardy soodlln9s are grown on tree farm nurserlea They get
a good
start at the nursery, than are transplanted,
4.

a
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Fisher Occupations
.

Fish4orovide an important sptiree of protein for both
ft humans and animals around the world. There aro two
majoil Ways of obtaining fish The oldest is simply to
harvest the fish that are found in our oceans, rivers, and
lake.; In' tecent years, hoWever, another method, called
aqu culture, or fish farming, hai been growing in impor ance. Let's take a look at some of the workers in
the e tWo' broad areas of fishery.
!she s harvest aquatic animal life from our oceans;
riv rs, and lakes in a number of ways, depen ing on the
lo tión and the .type of fish being sought. ei
fo example, catch finfish, shellfish, and OIlkr marine.
lif using seines, trawl ars, gill nets, and a wi variety
of other types of nets. These workers are often named
according to the type of net they use, .such as dip net
Mier, beach seine fisher, or purse seine fisher Pot fishers
use pots (cages .with funnel-shaped openings) to harvest

These workers are checking saimim to see If they
are ready to lay their eggs.

marine life including crabs, eels, or lobsters. These fishers

,
,

.L
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FishInti Is one

fhti oldest Waye of ostuno food.
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Fish larming, or aduaculture, is a rapidly growing
area'of agrijculture. These workers are harvesting
cathan.
,

.

also may use dredges (i'ake scoops with bag 'attached)
these fish, such as trout, are then stocked in streams to
dung certain tithes of .the year. Pot fishers are usually,.
be caught by sport fishers, while others are Used for
_named accordipg.to the type of marine life they fish for;
commercial purposes. Shellfish, such as oysters, clams,
such as crab fishers,- eel Niers, or lobster fishers:-Lifir ° and scallops, can _also be raised
commercially . Shellfishfisher,i catch fish using,,hooks and lines: Hand line fishers
' bei-W-okerst wider tho direction of-shellfisk
fanning&
simp,ly use% line they hold in their 4iand,.while fiaivi line
suAkvisors,) plant, cultivate,- and harvest ,these valous
fishers may use long lines that extend for ove(iCaille 1
types of shellfish, Then workers are Usually named
with thousancli'ok hooks hung at intervals on(tlie line.
according to the types of shellfish they work with and
Diving fislits..gather marine life Such .as iponges. abathe type of duties they perform, such as clam-bed worker,
limes, and ;pearl. oysterS 'front th0 sea bottom.. Fishing
-0yrsge. unkrader, 4callop llredger, oyster picker or. clam
vessel deckhand S. do a -wide variety of jobs 'that inAst
Whir. Aquatic * laborers perform a number of routine
fishers 'about, :ship, Net replirers assemble and repair
tasks involved in taisingtaarine life. Shrimp pofid
nets on shore and aboard stip.
srs nlay;7 for example, patrol shrit4 ponds looking fort
Aquaeulture; or figh tannin& is a rapidly growing field
preklatpr(Thifalso m*help in feeding and harvesting
.

.

that, offers 'many eMployment Opportujiities. Fish farm-.
.suoti as trtntt farmers, or catfish l'artners, spaWn and
..raise, fish for sale to supermarketS and other tomniereial
intet:ests. rish,halehery Workers, nttdet t)le direction Of
.

.;

',Mt kikhery suimfrvisoes. .trip and spa*n fishi incnbgtc,fish eggs; and Oar young fisb in hatlerift. Stone of,

.

fish or in preparing shellfish. beds".

'

Pisherralto offers 'numerous opportunities for profes...,sienal workers, Ffshery biologiSts, for exam*, collect

aod analre datan the, physiel gy of fishtransplaning.
inctilodsi" fish reising teehn1qu, and anagement\ et.

.,

/:,..,-.."
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,
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Exploring Careers
Personal Characteristics

may break down while a fisher is far out at sea. If the
farmer.and fisher can't fix these problems by themselves;
they may experience costly delays. Because of this, mechanical ability and (he ability to work with your hands
are extremely important.

.

The baslt for the work done by people in each of these

fields lies in nature. Agriculture, forestry, and fishery
would not;he possible were it not for the sun and the

Work schedules in agriculture often are set by elements
beyond human Control. A farmer, for example, may have

clouds, the soil and, the seas, rivers and lakes, and forests"
and fields. It is not surprising, therefore, that successful
workers in these fields have been activ* interested since

childhood ih hunting and fishing or in observing bird4
insects, wildlife, trees; and flowers. They have a strong
interest in nature arid the environment around them.
Not surprisingly, people in many of these.occupations
enjoy working outdoors. Workingoutdoors, however, can
often be physically demanding; these workers are exposed to all types of weather conditions aid often must
lift heavy objects or perform hard physical labor for
extended periods. Forestry workers, fort exarnple, may

only a few days when conditions are just right for
planting or harvesting crops. If the fariner is not fully
prepared when this time arrives, there will simply be no
crop and thus no . farm income that growing season.

.

ConsequentIS/, being well 6rganized is essential.

have to hike many miles to reach fires or when "cruising"

,

timber standk_a result, physical strength al3,41-itam1na
are assets.
Agriculture, forestry, and fishery have become highly

mechanized and machines do much of. the work that
used to be-done by hand: Planting and'harvesting crops,
hauling in fishing nets, and harvesting t ees. But these
machines must be maintained and repair . A belt may
'snap on a farmer's combine during the c tical harvest
time, for example. Or a winch used for uling in nets

Agriculture, forestry, and fishery workers'often must
choose the best way to spend their time and money from
amimg a wide variety of options. A forester, for example,
may be given a limited budget for managing a section of
woodland and must decide low best to use the money.
ShOuld
part of the money be spent on firefighting equip.
merit or on fertilizer, for example? Workers, in these
fields must be able to set priorities.
Niany people in agriculture, forestry, and fishery are
their own bosses or work with little or no supervision.
This takes initiative' or the ability to be a self-starter.
Crops, animals, trees; and other agricultural products
do not grotv overnight. Soine years you may see little or
no income or other,visible results for your wOrk. Because
of this, patience and the ability to withstand bad years
and save ,during gOOd years,are important qualitieS.
Muckol the work in- agricultüre, forestry;IN .fishery
is based on the ability to apply science on the job. Llo
you have a strong interest in Science? Are you curious
about life and living things? Are' you a good observer?
Do you examine things critically and analyze what you
have seen? These traits are essential for such workers as
fishery, biologists, plant breeders, poultry scientists, and
botanists whb inust understand science and use it in their

..

4

work.

Many agritulturc, forestry, and fishery .occupations
(involve working with people. Prcquent, if not daily,.e4.
changes with other people aresan impprtant part of the
job for tooperati4 extension service workers, feed sales
workers, and farm credit managers, among others.
Finally, a sense of responsibility is very important for
hworkers in. agricultare,forestry, and fishery. You should
care not only for this season's crops or animals, but also

for the lonrange protection and improvement of the
enVironment. If you don't, Oen surely you are not meeting your responsibilities toward future generations.

f
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Training \
)

a,

Oarrying.50-nound sacks of read la hard 'work.

'N.

Training requirements vary wideiy. farm la6orers,
fishers, and smukcjtimpers, on the one hand, may find
.01

,N.

AgHoulture, Forestry, and Fisherit Odccipations
,

jobs without finishing high school; they learn on the job.
' On the other hand, cooperative extension service workers, fish biologists, and many others need college degrees
in agriculture or a science:The training requirements for
18 selected occupations are listed in the Job Facts section
at the end of this chapter.
Since there is a wide variety of training paths for such

meet the demands of the job'. Even if you clo not" live on
.,a farm, you can gain useful experience by working part
time 'or summers on a farm or for a summer camp.
You also. might': participate in farming programs for
young people, s,uch as the Future Farmers of America or

a broad field as the agriculture, forestry, and fishery
occupations; no one path is the best for all of them.
There are, however, some things you can do noW to

tical experience in agriculture along with awards and
other forms of recognition. Members also are active in
fairs, agricultural contests, horse shows, and a wide

the 4-H Clubs. These organizations are important

.

sources of training for young farmers and provide prac-

explore your interest.
Science is very important in many of these oc .upations: High school courses in biology, chemistry, ph
and mathematics provide the foundation youll need for
the science courses you'll take later on. Science fairs give

va

ty of other activities.
arm experience, however, is not essential for manY
of the scientific, technical, and.business careers in agriculture, forestry, and fishery. In fact, many of ihe students enrolled in State schools of agriculture are from
Urban areas. Even if you live in a city, however, you
shOuld learn as muCh about the environment and the
natural world as you possibly can. Taking nature walks
and observing vviTalife, trees, and flowers as well as
hunting and fishing are activities you might consider.

4

you the opportunity to do projects in agriculture, forestry, and fishery. High school courses in vocational
agriculture, although not essential, are usekul for testing
your interests and seeing if 9ou have the skills cede by
workers in -agricultural produCtion.
As a general rule, glowing up On a farm or
ng
some agriculture .,baaground or experience is helpfill.
One reason for this is that the day-to-day tasks involved
in many of these occupations are best learned throtigh
experience. _In addition, working at a job is .one of the
best ways to find out if you like the work and are able to

The Boy ScoutS, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, and
similar organizations offer good opportunities for getting
outdoors 4titd learnin§ about your environment. Yolith

. .

Farmers need to"know how to ropilir-m' athinery,

.

organizations offer numerons programs and proficiacy
badges that are directly related to the fields of'agriculture, forestry, and.fishery.
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John O'QuInn samples the crop. "The harvest is the best part of 'farming," he

ei(plains,'"beoatise It's'eVorythIng.you've been workInd for," ,e)

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
The sun had not yet ris,pn over the Eastern Shore of
Maryland..when John O'Quinn climbed into his pickup
truck to drive to his farm for another day's, work. Getting
up before dawn was nothing neW to John, though; he
had worked on the farm since he was a very "young boy.
Even while he was studying agriculture at the University
of Maryland, he had come home almost every weekend `
to help hiS father run the family's 500-acre farming
operation. Then, about 2 years ago, his father had retired,
and John, along with his sister Alice, had taken over the
Oeration of the farm.
As he was driving to the farm, John felt a sense of
exeitement because today was_ a very special day, the
beginning of (he watermelon harvest. Work had begun
on preparing about 100 acres of land for watermelons
back in September with the planting of a rye cover crop
to strengthen the soil and also to prevent soil erosion
from occarring over the course of the winter. As soon as
winter had passed, .John plowed up the rye cover crop
and began preparing a seedbed for the melons. Then,
around the middle of April, after most of' the danger of
frost had passed and after a good rain, /John had planted
the watermelon seeds. During the phinting proceSS, he
also had worked hUndreds of tons of fertilizer into the
soil.. The seeds .had sprouted qnickly, and.it.looked as
though there would be a sood crop if only it would rain

disease .or other problems. In addition, midi() the piss'
misfortune, John'was estimating the tiMe required before
they would be ready for market, which he determined to
he abom 2 more weeks.

After John and Pete finished' feeding the pigs, they
drove- back to.the barn, where they picked up a couple
of salt licks, 50 gallons of molasses, and about, 10 balös
of hay. They then drove to a nearby field where John
Was grazing about 75 head of cattle.' As John and Pete
approached the field, the cattle began moving towards
the gate, just as the pigs had done earlier. John drove
the pickup slowly intd the fieid, while Pete- pulled bales
of hay off the back of.t he truck and kicked them open
for the' 'cattle: When they finished putting out the hay,
John and Pete drove across the field to some large boxes
that had about a quarter of a-wheel showing above each
qtheir tops. These were molasses feeders that John used
to help the cattle put on weight more quickly. When the
cattle licked the wheel on top, the.wheel turned, bringing
up molasses from the bottom of the box. John and Pete
quickly checked the molasses level'in the boxes and_filled

up those that needed it. John was a little-disappointed
by the fact that the cattle didn't seem 14i be eating much
of the molasses, bout he knew that this wouldn't keep him
from trying more experiments in the future: .1.f he didn't

keep improving his farm's efficiency, John knew he
would hot be able to compete with other farmers and

a little.

But the rains had stayed away.. Every day. for over a
month John had checked the weather reports and
scanned the sky for clouds. As the-plants began to wither.
and die, John regretted the fact that. he hadn't installed
the expensive irrigation system he had sonsidered buying
the year before. Then, in late June when the crop seemed
almost hist, Me raiits came and the field-,sPrafig to life.
Now it was.Ansust, and John would sodn\be checking
on how the first day of the harvest Was 'prb#essing. But
first he had to feed a few hungry animals.
Upon arriving at the farm, John stopped by The bait
where Pete Ward was waiting. Pete was a farmhand who
had worked with John's family for over 20 years.
Pete was, standing beside some large sacks of Vain

'

that he had brought out of the barn. Together he and
John loaded the grain Mid the back of the pickup arid
drove to a nearby pen where John kept abqut 100 hogs.
As the truck stopped by the pen, the pigs ran toward it
squealing and grunting in obvious expectation of a good
meal.
Pete began Mixing the feed grains while John climbed

into the pen to check the pigs. As soft as he1entered the
pen, Johii was surrounded by a crush of squealing pigs.
He scratched the backs'.of a few, which the pigs loved,
While he was doing quit, john .was.checking for signs of

wduld have to. go -out of business.
By now the_sun was getting fArly high in the sky and
the temperature was approaching 90 degrees, but John

and Pete still had a lot to do. First, John wanted to see
how the Watermelon harvest Was progressim Then, if
all was going well there, he and Pete would drive to
anothei field and begin preparing the land for next year's
,

crop.

When he arrived at the watermelon field, John felt
elated, as he always, did at harvest time, because for
John, aS for all farmers, harvesting crops or sending
livestock to market *vides tremendous rewards. These
. rewards come not only from the money gained, which
sometimes isn't much, but also from a sense of pride and'
satisfaction at seeing the results of many inonths of lohg,
hard work:
Ali9ce, John's sister, was overseeing the harvest, so

John drove Over to her as soon as he got .to. thesfield.
Alice was standing near a machine lilce a conveyor belt
1
,
tnat was feeding Melons into the backsof three large
*ticks. The machine also automatically separated thd
melons according to size. Thus small melons were.going
into one truck, average size nielons into ii-(rtick from a
large supermarket chain, and large melons into a truck
from-a processing plant.
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"Flow are*things g6ine: asked John as he got out of
his pickup. "Are tkpre,any problems?'4.
" thing maji)4" answered Alice, "but .1. sure could
us another skilled cutter or two. We've already had one
.

Jruc:.k _come back becausethere were toe, many green
melons in it." Cutters are usually the most experienced
and skilled field laborers in harvesting watermelons.
They usually go down the rows, in front Of,the other
laborers and determine, almost by instinct, which melons
are ripe, They then cut ihe ripe melons from the vines
and stand',them on eiid to be loaded on wagons..by other.
.laborers following behind. If the cutter selects too many
unripe melons', the truCk will .be ssnt back, by the agri:
cultural broker who,acts as a middlenian betweeh the'
farmer and the crop's buyers.
John groaned' in response io Alice'srequest for more cutters, because he knew what she was asking. everyone
in the area was harvesting'melonVright now, and there
wasn't an extra laborer to be found anywhere, especially

a skilled cutter.

"It_ looks like you and I have just been drafted as
cutters, Pete' said. John with a On as he0ooked at Pete
who Was pretending L hide behind th#,,pickup.
John went home very tired that night, and awoke early
the next inorning with very sore muscles from the con-

stant lifting and stodping- Otjuired in cutting water,melons. Neverthelos, heyelt the sense of satisfaction and
4,*

accomplishm,t thkenly a hard day of physical labor
can, bring.

.)
There was, however, one thing that bothered him. Fie
hadn't been able t4 prepareM aiñ field for planting
"there were still a lot of
line and Pete had plan't
watermelons to be harvested.,an Couldn't help smiling,
9

though, yvhen he thought of the conversation he and Pete
would have while feeding the stock that mornifrig About

who would get tosit on a tractor all day and who Woulr:
have to Work another day as a cutter.

9

.9

-4
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John hires vaeationing students for the melon harveet. Following the Cutters
through the fields; they pickup the ripe melofte, 'nd load them On wagons,
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00 you do yoiir homework ,and household chores

.

Without being prodded &Si your parents?

Farmers spend much f their time outdoors in ail kinds
of weather.;

Do yon stick with projects tudil they are finished?
Do you take responsibility for your family:s pits?
Do you get to class on time every day?

Do you.enjby working outdoors, orAvOuld you prefer
ria-work in a controlled environmentsuch as an office
building?
Do you like outdoor activities such as swimtning,
hiking, fishing, camping, and-,hunting?'
4Do you mind, woricing in the garden or mowing your

s farming methods grow more complex, farmers must
take on more planning and managerial duties.

family'lawn?

Do extremes of' heat or cold bother you?

'Because they ate their own bosses, farmers must have
initiative and be self-starters.

,

,

(

Do you get up in.lhe morning by yourself?

Do you always finish your,Ihomework on time?
.Do you keep a diary?
Do you use a calendar to organize your tide?
Do you) make lists of things to do? Are yoll good at-long-range projects, such as gardening, that require a good deal of organization?
When ,you are in "contr&of a project, can you get
people to work without reibriting yo.u?
..--

z4-

,

be.

t

stlL

.
Ahn sells some of his crop at the local auction. 'It gives me a chance to socialize
with othee facihers whtle I do busineso.'r
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treated, what some of the most common ailments are,
and how the veterinarian handles these ailments.

Firmers most respect the environment.

, Do you throw trash in the trash can?'

For more information on farming as a career, read

Does it bother you when you see a polluted river?
Do you spe cans for recycling?

Careers in Agriculture and Natural Resources, published in, t976 by the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges. Your library or
State agricultural college may have this booklet.

Farmers must work ,with machinery and often maintain
and repair their own equipment.
(2)
,
9

Join a farming organization for young people ,such as the
Future Farmers of America or the 4-H Club..Members

Doycin likeTo -built things?
Do.you like to work with your hands?
Do you repair,yOur: own bicycle?
Do you like to learn how machines work?.
Are you handy witth tools?
Before you start working on something, do you think

of these organizations gain practical experience in
agriculture and take part in fairs, agricultural contests,
horse shows, and many other activities.

If you are a Boy Scout, try for merit badges in Agriculture, Anlmal Science, Beekeeping, Botany, Farm Arrangement, Farm Mechanics, Farm Records, Garden-

about how yon.ill go about it?
,,

3

-...

"kti

'

-Suggesle'd A6tivities

ti.ng, Plant Science, Rabbit Raising, Soil and Water
Conservation, Td Xeterinary Science.

.

Listen to the farm reports on your local radio or television isation. Look, up any terms whose meaning you
don't know.

f you are a Girl ScoUt, see if your local troop has the
From preams to Reality program of career exploration. Troops may also offer opportunities to 'try out
careers through internshipsservice aide and community action projects, andpickiency badges in a number of areas including Animal Kingdont Conservation, Food Raiser, Horsewoman, and Plant Kingdom.

:

Your newspaper's financial section lists the ay's prices
for a variety of farm produets. Follow th price of a

particular product, such. as wheat or corn, over a
.period of time. Can you see how fluctuations in cr
prices would affect yoU as a farmer?

r

Plan a-small garden for your yard or any small plot of
land you can gee permission to use. Here are some
5"'things you might want to do before you plant anything.

Write a report on one or more of the following thirlgs
that farmers must deal With: Plant varieties, plant
diseases, cattle varieties, animal: diseases, insect's,
chemicals, fertilizers, and soil typ4.

Obtain.sa samples from the plot you have selected
and* take theni to your county agent for testing.
When . th results 4ome back, ask the agent to
explain them to %oat and to recommend what Id
plant and what kindcif fertilizer to use.
Send for some5 garden- seed catalogs. These will

900
Go to a livestock auction if there is one in your area.
Make a listof the grades and types of animal's sold at

give you an idea of the wide number of crop

the auctien and the prices they sell for:,

varieties available and provide valtiable information on planning your garden.

Visit the Meat counter of your local' grocery store or

,

supermarket. Note the various cuts and grades of beef
that are sold. Can you sec any differenee in the various
grades of meat?.

Visit a farm equipment dealer if there is one in our

area. Find out Ay' dim is such a wide traIcAn
farm
traetor sizes and horsepower. Look at the var
implethents that are for sale and try to figure out how
they work, and what they are used for;

rian who
Try to get permission to accompany a 0
trouts farm aiiirnals. Note the types of an als that are

Try to obtain first-hand experience in farming by getting
a part-time kor summer jobon a farm or ranch.

Join an Agriculture, Veterinary, or Conservation/
.

Ecology Explorer Post if there is one in your area.
EXploring is open to young men 'and wimen aged 1,4
thrbugh 20. To find out about xpkqer posts in your

area, call "Boy Scouts of America' listed in your
',phone book, and ask Or the "V.xplor4ig
Write the ,101iii of Agriculture of your State's land grant
college or IniVersity. The Dean, .can provide you with
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information-on careers in agriculture, andthe training
they require.

Related Occupations
Farniers aren't the only people involved in producing
agricultural productsPeople in many other occupations
'Work outdoors and assist in the production of crops and
animals. Some of these'jobs are deseribed below. If you
need to,, refer t4 the list of job titles at the end.

See if you can solve the folloWing.math problems which
are typiCal of some of t& simPler calculations farmers
mtst make in planning their activities:

Bill Jenkins, a Kans* 'farmer, plans to raise 600
acres of wheat this.year. If Bill gets 40 bushels of wheat
per Acre, how many 'bushels will he raise?
1.

Althougii I don't oWn a farm, I have the *same
planning and management responsibilities that a farmer
hat. Who am I?
I.

Bill plans to spend about $100 per acre on growing
the wheat.
a. At what market pricitper bushel will Bill break
even?
b. What price per bushel does he need to get in
order to make $24,000?
2.

I repair and maintain farm machinery and equipment. I Vvork for a, tractor dealer. Who am I?
2.

3. , I do much of the physical labor on the large farm
on whichi work. Who am I?
4.

by

flying over them with my plane. Who am I?

1 A farmer plans to put a four-strand barbed wire
fence. around a 640-acre plot of land (640 acres = ,1

5, I act as an agent between farmers and, the people
who buy their crops. Who am I?

section = I square mile). Barbed wire costs $3S for a 1!4-*
mile roll. How much will the wire for the fence cost?

6.

When farmers' animals get sick or need tre#tment,

I am the one who usually diagnoses the problem and
treats it. Who am I?

A cattle feedlot operktor has determined that her
cattle gain I pound of weight for every 5 pounds of feed.
The price of cattle is now 500 per pound. Grain costs
4:

Agricultural pilot
Agricultural products broker
Farm equipment mechanic
Farm laborer.
Farm manager
Veterinarian

$4,80 for a 60-pound bushel, What is the operator's
profit or loss for each bushel fed?

I apply fertilizers and insecticiits to . crops

t

See answers at end of chapter.

See answers al end of chapter.
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Agri'culture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
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It was a eold winter night on a cyry farm in. northeri
Maryland.. Jack and Anne MedgAothc owners,, were
relaxing before the fire after a hard day's work. Jack was
-11Feading a farm trade journal, Modern hjairy Farmer..
"Listen, to this, Anne," he said with a laugh. "Dairy
farmers in Ohio arc feeding their cattle cement 'and
getting increased milk' pro. duction. Can you believe that
cre4"iclea?"
.

"I'm not sure it's such 'a crazy idea, Jack," said his
wife. "Agricultural science is continually coming up with
new ideas. Some of the- things )%ou do now on the fann

wouldn't have byn possible. 20 years ago. Why don't
you call Bev WiThams and. see if she's heard of it? Who
knows, using cement might increase milk production on
this Tarm."
A few days loter, Jack called Bev, the county extension

service agent. He asked her about cement in cattle feed.
"I have read itpout it," Bev assured him, "but it is still
in the experimental stage. In fact, the university is now
testing it. The idea is to use cement dust wt a, dairy cattle.
feed supplement. Apparently the idea has been tried a
few times and has resulted in higher .milk productiOn.
But it hasn't been done under controlled conditions, and
we're not SurC if there is a connection between the cement

and the milk production. Possibly the high calcium
content of the cement dus,t is a factor. I'll try to keep
abreast of the research, though, and see if it might work
in your farming operation."
As she put down the phone. Bev made a mental note
to call the scientist at the university who was in charge
of that research prqiect and knd out.how the experiment
was going.

"I might evenmention this in my monthly newsletter,"
she thought.
Bev doesn't get !calls abom feeding cement to cattle
every day,. But she has to be prepared for calls like Jack's.
Keeping track of current agricultural reSearch, making

it known to farmers, and encouraging them to use the
results of this research that's What a county extension
service agent's job is all about.
Farmers have to be convinced that new ways of doing
things are worth trying.,They wOn't listen to juscanyone
'Who cothes along 'with advice, Bev, and other extension
agents need years of training to develop the expertise
that will make, listening to their advice worthwhile. Extension, agents usually know a kit about agriculture from
growing Up on a farm, or at least having a farm background.
Bev grew up on a dairy farm right itt the area. After
high school, where site wIts active in 4-H, she attended

.

a farm sui*ly company for about 5 years !iefore getting
the job she hassnow.

Nolet's look at one of her workdays. There's no
such thihg as a "typical" day for Bev.. There's so trthch
variety in her job that everyday is different. That's one
of the things she likes best about the li)b.
Today, Bev will be spending most of the morning in
her office: As soon as she gets there, Bev goes through
her mail. She. notices some soil test results from the
university and sets them aside. She'll go over them later.
When she examines the soil results, she'll 'decide on
fertilizer and crop recommendations. Later on,, shell
discuss
theite with The farmers who submitted samptes of
,
heir, soil.
.

As she continues to go through the pile of mail, she
fin s circulars from farm supply companies promoting
new machines, seeds, feecis, and- chemicals. She looks
these'over carefully since4Ormers often ask her opinion
on i. new de;elopments in farm supplies.
Bev then turns to the rest Of her paperwork. She puts
together her notes for the ,report she has to subthit to the
univerSity four times a year. in this report, Bev will ,list

the farmers she has been in toych with, viescrihe the
advice she has giventhem, and explain how her suggestions are working out.

Bev also works on her monthry newsletter for the
farmers in the
4,1rt11ii-iirrsletter she discusses
new researc developments, such as the cement dtist in
cattle feed. Sle also reports on regUlations and government policies affecting farmers and on agricultural prices
and farm managethent.
Around I I o'clock, Bev leaves her office*nd drives to
the local radio station to tape her weekly farm report.
She usually chooses a topic that will interest most farmers
in the county. This week, for ,example, she discusses
some of the 'methods for controlling Johnson Grass, a
weed that infests Amy farms. After lunch, Bev drives to
a dairy farm to go over a -suggested feeding program for
the farmer's herd. The farmer had noticed .a decline in
his herd's milk production and about 2 weeks ago asked
Bev if she had any suggestions. Bev had told the farmer
to bring some forage samples of his hay and silage into,
the extension officc..She sent the samples to the. State

agricultural university for analysis. When the results
came back' Bev studied them carefully, noting among
other things the 'protein and water levels of the forage.
Now, she and the farmer are working together on a
feeding plan that would be economical but still ensure

the State agricultural university. Thefe she earned a
bachelor's &lir g! and then went on td earn a Master's

good milk prodUctiolVAIler a few hour* of work, -they
finally arrive at what they both think will be a good,
combination o 1 tighage and grain for the farmer's herd:
Bev's next s
,is at a farm whose Owner has asked fort

degree in dairy science. After graduation, ihe worked for

help concerning a sensitive fina4ial question, The.

4
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farmer isifiearing refirernent and would like to see his
son take dA;er the farm. The sOn has, the knowledge and

ambition to take over the farm; but he doesn't have the
money to buy the farm Bev and the farmer afid hia'son
sit down and discuss the situation frOm oll angles. Finally, the farmer reaches.a decision thatwoulet*ve him
a retirement ihcome and still enable the son to enter the
farining .business. He decides to sell the cows and machinery to his son and keep the land. .The son would
then rent the land from his father. While Bev does not
niake this decision for the farmer, she does help present
him with a wide range of options from which to choose.
Heliiing the farmer make a wise decision gives Bev a real
feeling of satisfaction.
By now it is after dark, so.Bev does not return to her
office. But her workday is still not over. ghe drives home
to have -supper and get ready for a meeting she is to
attend that night. The meeting is being conducted by a
farmers' organization, and Bev wants to be there for two
reasons. First, she 'will have the opportunity, to 'speak
with a .number of farmcrs and thus keep informed of
their latest concerns. Second, she ,knows the subject
matter of the meeting will be of,interest to a number of
fiirmers who cannot attend. By attending, Bev cab later
answer any questions they have about the meeting. Perhaps one of her answers to a farmer's question will help
the Winer run a more productive and profinible operation.

'Exploring
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Do you have trouble making decisions'when given a
wide range of chokes?
When buying clothes, do you buy the first ones you
see, or do you shop around for something better'?

Extension agents must be able to express themselves
well both orally and in writing.
Do you
Do you
Do you
Do you

keep a diary?
write many letters?
enjoy explaining things-ity-reople?
like Writing themes in English class?

Even ,after they complete school, extension agents must
keep ibreast of new developmonts in agricultural sdence
*nd farming methods.
Do you enjoy reading on your own?
When you see something that interests you, do you
enjoy learning more about the subject?
Do you enjoy school subjects such as science?
Do you like reading about yonr hobbies?
Are you interested in hlow things work?

When farmers seek help from extension agents, they
depend on getting help quickly Mid efficiently.
Can people depend,on you?
Do you do the things you promise to dp'?
Do you get tO ChM On time everyday?
Do you ever volunteer to help around the house?

Extension agents must be able to wor with and gain the
respect, of other people.
Suggested Activities
bo you listen to what your friends have to sa ?
Do you enjoy participating in group activities?
Are you a leader in these activities?
Do you enjoy speaking in front of your class?
Arc you good at giving directions?
Do you organite activities?
Do people ever ask you fot your opinion?

Exttmskm agents advise farmers on methods chosen (gm
a wick variety of alternatives.
Are you able to plan your time effectivply?
Can you set. priorities?
DO you like looking into all of the various aspects of
a Aubject?
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Plan a small gaiden for your yard or any small plot of
land you can get permissions to use. Here are some
things you might want to do before you plant anything.
Obtain soil Samples from the plot you have selected

and take them to yoUr county agent for testing.
When the results come back, ask the agent to
explain them to yon and recommend what toplant
and what kind of fertilizer to use.
Send for some garden seed catalogs. These will
give you an idea of the wide number of crop
varieties available and provide valuable information on planning your garden.
Try.to obtain first-hand experience in farMing by getting
a part-time dr summer job on a farm or ranch,

30

k

BOV discubses a feed problem with a dairy farmer. "If I can't solve a problem, it's
my Job to find someone who can."

Write articles for yo0 school newspaperAf yOur school

Join a farming organization tor young people such as the
Future Farmers of America orihe 4-14 Club..Members.

doesn't have a newsletter, start one. This will help
develolikour writing- Skills, which are essential in

of these organizatkms gain practical experience in

extension service work.

agriculture and take part in fairs; agricuitural contests,
horse shows, .and 'many other activities.

Spend time on hobbies and other activities in which you
build, repaig, or maintain things. Work on yilur bicycle. Do carpentry, Check the oil, water, and tires on

'Osit the agriculturill exhibits at a county or State fair, ..
Usually, there Will be young people' at the fair exhibiting their own animals. Speak with these young exhibitors and ask them about their aniMalf, what is involyed in caring for the animals, and hOw the exhibitors feel aboM a, eareer in agriculture.

your family's car. Make repairs around your home,
Try an electronics project for your school's science
fitir. These activities will help you understand the
problems that farmers face daily in repairing and
maintaining the many buildings and the variety of'
equipment found on modern fitrms.
Invite your
extension agent to speak to your class
abOut his 't her job. Prepare questi6ns in advance.

.

Do a report oh the six major breeds ot dairy cattle. To
..., help remember what you learned, try toidentify the
.Vreeds you see on farms whenever you Are driving

*through rural areas.
Help teach youngsters about the outdoors. You mi
lead nature walks and 'help them learn about
environment by identifying trees, plants, flowers, in-,
sects, birds/and other
This will help you
develop teaehing and leadership skills.

See if you.can get permission to visit afarm in your area.
While you are there, ask the farmer or farm workers

about the products they raise and the different tasks
involved with raising these products.
533
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If you are a Girl.Scont, see if your local troop has.*

I. Soll Conservationist

From DreamS to Reality program of career exploration. Troops may also offer oppOrtunities to try out
careers through internships, service aide:nnd commu-

It.Provides technical aisistance to farmers and Others concerned with preventing damage to land or
streams.
b: Makes plastic tarps to prevent soil from becoming bruised during-hailstorms.
c. Evaluates timber stands to determine amount of
wildlife they can support.
!

nity action projects, and proficiency.badges in a num 'bet. of areas including Animal KingdoM, Plant Kingdom, Science, Conservation, Games Leader, and Re-'
porter.

If you are arBoy Scout, try for merit badges in AgrigultUre, Animal Science, Beekeeping, Botany, .ConimuArrangenications, Eni,irOnmental . Science',

,

2. Veterinarian

a. Administers .programs for soldiers leaving the
Armed Forces.
t
Diagnoses, treats, and controls diseases and injuries among animals.
c. Provides counseling services to aging athletes.

mem, Farin Mechanics, Farm Records, Gardening,

,

Pigeon Raising, Plant Science, Public Speaking, Rabr Conservation, and Veterbit Raising, Soil and
inary Science.

3. Soil Scientist

'Join an Agriculture, Conservation/Ecology, Education/
Teaching, Veterinary, or Scienft Explorer Post,if there.

a. Categorizes Soils according to a national classification system.
b. Sttidies effectiveness of vatious detergents in re--

is one in your area. Exploring is open to young men
and women aged 14 throug4 20. To' find out about
Explorer Posts in your area, call "Boy Scouts of Amer-

moving soils.

ica" listed in your phone book,,and ask for the "EX-

c. Encourages the removal of vegetation to help

ploring Division.".

prevent erosion.

For more information On a career in agriculture, read
Careers in Agriculture and Natural R ources. pubAished in 1976 by the National Associa on of State.
Universities and Land Grant Colleges. our State
agricultural college can also provide infor ation on
ns ifl
drop and animal farming and, extension pro

4. Farm Manager
ai Directs the activities of all farmers in a State..
b. Manages the Federal Agricultural Resource
Marketing (FARM) Program.
c. Plans and directs 'agricultural activities on large

your State.

f

,

W ite to the Sciinee and Education Administration-Ext ension, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. 20250, and ask for thc pamphlet, Your Career av.,,J
an Extemion Agent.

5. Anhnal Breeder
a. Artifically impregnates cows and ewes.
b. Develops improved breeds o( animals that will
be more productive:
c. Selects' animals to be used to provide energy in
breeder reactors.

Related Occupations

See answers at,rend of chapter.

There are many other occupations concerned with
improving the productivity of agrillturf. Some of these
are listed below, along with possibledefinition'S of what

the worker does. For each occupation, see ii you can
choose the correct definition.
6
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Paul Ivy manages over 60,000 acres of timberland. With this tool, he canlind out
how fast his trees are growing.
tt,
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Paul Ivy works as, a forester for a Medium-sized forest
products company (Ted in the Middle Atlantic region
the United States: Although he has been working for

anliy a few years, Patti's job is an important one. He is
responsible for managing over 60,000 acres of company
tiinberland that is scattered over a 10-county arca. Man-

aging this land encompasses a wide range of duties
including budgeting, planning, mapmaking, and over,
seeing the planting, clearing, harvesting, and selling of
the trees, The variety-makes Pa Ul:s work even more
interesting.
Paul didn't just suddenly decide to become a forester,
'As a youngster, he was active in Scouting and enlarged

. .his interest in and knowledge of the outdoors. Then he
attended a college with a forestry curriculum ,and obtained a bachelor's degree in forestry. While in college,
Paul participated in a work-study program 6 months out
of each year. In this program, Paul accluired practical
experience working as a forestry technician in the National Parks in Montana. Then, during the final summer

before his graduation, Paul got a job with a private
company. They liked his work and hired him full time
when he graduated from college.

There is really no such thing as a typical workday for
Pant His job' has variety. In the summer, for example,
he-may have tO direct firefighting activities, while in the
winter he may have to check on the company's logging
roads to be sure they are passable,
Today, however, is a beautiful March day, and he has
= neither of these problems. But he does have a full day
ahead.

After breakfast, Paul. gets in his pickup truck and
drives about -30 miles to a section of land being "cruised"
by -forestry aides. The aides are trying tadetermine how

much marketable wood there is in this particular forest

stank To do this, they have to- And out a number of
things, including how many trees there are and how
much wood each tree contains. Obviously, they cannot
-count and measuresevery tree in the stand. Instaai, they
mark off a typical sample area of the stittid and cqefully

count and measure the trees in the sample area. ,They
also use a tool called an increment borer to determine

the age of the trees in the stand. This tool, without
harming the tree, can take a pencil,thin sample froM the
tree's core. To determine the tree's age, the aides simply
count the number of rings present from the center to the

Paufhas been interested In tile outdoors since he was a youngster, "I started
thinking about a forestry career when I was working on Scout merlt badges," he
recalls.

"1
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edge of the tree:They can also tell how fast the tree is
growing bylooking at the distance between the rings.
By the time Paul arrives, the aides have almost finished

"cruisiag" this timber stand. He helps them finish and
then carefully records the data they have obtained. When
Paul returns to his office, he- will enter the.,data into a

computer and onto .detailed maps of the (ilia he has
prepared. Then he can determine if the tract is ready to
be harvested and, if so, how to harvest the timber in a
way that will not harm the environment.
Paul's neit stop is at another tract nearby that has just

been harvested. Now the site is being prepared for
replanting. Paul wants to be sure that the work is going
well and according to plan. Much of Paul's work on this
tract was completed long ago. Even before the trees were
cut, for example, he decided which trees should be left
to providie windbreaks and cover for wild game and
protection from erosion. These remaining trees are called
a leave strip.
Today, huge bulldozers and other pieces of earthmoving equipment Are making windrowsnon the bare land.
This is similar to the contour plowing done by farmers
and serves the same purpose. Windrowing helps protect

"..tlie land from erosion. Paul is pleased with the work and

compliments the workers on a job well done. Before
leaving, he cheeks to see if they need any more equipment or supplies.
By nOw it is almost time for_lunch, so'Paul drives into

a nearby town to buy aisandwich. He eats in the truck
while driving to a site aliouf 20 miles away.
This site has already been prepared for planting but is
on very uneN;en land. Because the land is so uneven, it is

impossible to use the automatic tiee-planting machine
that can plant up to 8,000 trees in a day. Instead, the
company has hired inexperienced laborers who can at
best hand plant only about 1,000 trees per day. Paul
wants to check to see that the (vork is going well and is
being done properly.
When he arrives at' the site, Paul is nOt at all happy
wi,th what he sees. The laborers have begun planting, but
Paul knows msy of the trees cannot possibly survive, as
they have been improperly planted. Some seedlings, for

example, have 'been planted too deep in the ground,
while others don't have enough soil around them. One
worker has even planted some seedlings upside down!
Paul doesn't lose his temper, though, as he knoWs it

Paul can estimate the number of trees in an area by studying et* aerial
photograph.

.
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wOUld do no good and, in fact, might really alienate the
workers. Instead, he patiently ati,d clearly explains how
the job.should b done. He also talks a little about the
business in gene I and answers any questions.the workers have.fitul t n works with the men for a couple of
hours, planting ees himself and just talking with the

workers. Once heis surethe job is going properly, he
gets into his pickup truck for the drive back to the office.
YG next item' op Paul's schedule for today is a s4ort
budget meeting at his office. During the meeting, Paul
and his supervisory emploYees discuss how much money
can be spent on the-various timber operations under his
Control. This requires some difficult decisions since there
is only a certain'.amount of money available ,to diVide

among a number of forestry operations. Should they
spend operating money to purchase some new firefighting equipment. or would the money be better spent
on additional fertilizer for the growing trees?

After the budget meeting, Paul speaks individually
with a few of the people around the office before going
into his ofifide to do paperwork for about an hour. During
this time, he makes notes on some of the iteins discussed
in the budget meeting and alscr works/for a while'on the
map of the area he helped cruise dills/morning.

Then Paul decides to call it a day and gets in his
pickup to drive home. On the way home, however, he
receives a call over his two-way radio about a complaint
from Jan Wile% who owns land nearby. Apparently, the

heavy equipment of one of the company loggers is
tearing up a road on her land. The farm is nearby, so
Paul decides to stop, by and speak with Ms. Wiley. After
visiting with her and looking at the damage to the road.

Paul promises to get the road fixed. This calms Ms.
Wiley. and Nail finally goes. home.

But his day is not quite over. After supper tonight.
Paul is scheduled to speak to a high school science club
on forestry and the economic andkenv-ironmental Ties
of his company. This is a part of his job that Paul really
enjoys. In fact, he has even developed a slide show to
help make his talks More interesting and medningful to
the students.

DI you have trouble deciding between .different

tags to do?
Do you take part in extracurricular activities at your
school?

Foresters must be patient

d results of their,

work.

Do you enjoy long-term projects, such as gardening?

Do you ever think 'about or plan what you will be
doing 5 years from now?
Can yoti' save your money for something you want?

4

Eoresters often must work with other people. There's a
lot more to the job than just being out in the woods.
Do? bit iike to speak in front of your class? .
Do
u enjoy working with other people on class
projects?

Do you join organizations and take an active part in'
t hem?

Do you like to help organize activities such as trips,
parties, sports events, picnics, and dances?
Foresters must have a genuine love of the qptdoors and
respect for the environment.

Do you enjoy outdoor activities such as camping,
fishing, hunting, gardening, and hiking?
Does it bailer you when you see a polluted river?

Do you ever try to think of ways to make the river /
clean' again?

Do you throw your trash in the trasli can?

Suggested Activities
Plan and take part, in a science club: activity at your
school. Activities might include planting trees, pulling
weeds, controlling insects, and other outdOor activities.

Volunteer to help with clearing brush, cleaning up a
Exploring

'stream, or some other activity that helPs*our environment.

Foresters in st be Well organized and able to set priori-.
ties.
.

,

Try some outdoor hobbies such as hiking, fishing, camping, and birdwatching.

Are y9t able to plan,iyour time efficiently?

Do yot4p lists of/things to do?
Do you ffid yourse fable both to finish your hotilework'and have tim left for recreation?. ;
Do
. you keep a diary?
.
.

t

Make a maic pf yout neighborhood or a small park in
your area. On thexuap, show alrthe trees in the area,
their type, andlheit: approximak4ize.'See if you can
- devise a code for doing this. P 66/20, for example,

'1:"77.77

4./

\,

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheiy-occupations
j.
might indicate a stand' of 60 pine, trees, each abOut 20
feet tall. Using the map yon have prepared, see if you

can determine what areas could perhaps be thinhed

and what areas might benefit from uree planting
program.

Get a summei job working on a farm, or find Other
Outdoor summer employment, such as being A camp
couns4por. Mowing lawns, working in a nursery,: and
gardening are other good possibilities.

Locate the nearest county, State, or Federal forest in
your area. Invite the forester in charge to speak to
your class about his or her job. Prepare questions in
advance.

If there is a logging or lumber company in your area,

call the public relatiops department and ask if a
\ speaker would be willing to visit your class and explain
the company's operations.
Use forestry as a topic for class assignments. Do a report

on the lumber industry for a social studies class.
Prepare a report on different kinds of wood, their
characteristics and useS, for a science class.

Heti) teach youngsters about the outdoors, You might
lead nature walks and helic youngsters identify trees,
plants, flowers, insects, birds, and other wildlife. Volunteer your services to a day camp, comniunity center,
school, or church.

.

Join a farming organization for youngpeople shell as the
Future Farmers of America or the 4-I-I Club. Menibers

of these organizations gain practical experierke in
agripilture and take part in fairs, agricultural contests,
horse shows, and many other activities.
If yOu are a Boy, Win, try for merit badge"S in Agricul-

ture, Bird Study, Botany, Camping, EnVironmental
Science, Fish and Wildlife Management, Forestry,
Gardeningqnsect Life, Nature, Plant Science; -Pulp
and Paper, nil and Water: Conservation, Surveying,
Wildlife Management, and Wilderness Survival.

,

\ If you are a Girl Scout2see if your local troop has the
,
.

.From Dreams to Reality program of career exploration. Troops may also offer opportunities to try out
'careers throut7h internships, service aide and commu.. nity action projects, and proficiency badges in. a number of areas including Animal' Kingdom, Camperaft,

Conservation, Family Camper, Food Raiser; Games
Leader, Hiker; Outdoor Safety, and Plant Kingdom.
,.

Join an Outdoor, Conservation/Ecology, Agriculture,
Hunting, Fishing, or Natpral Science Explorer Post if
*there is one in your area. Exploring is open to,young
men and women aged 14 through 20. To find out
about Explorer posts in yourtrea, call "BoyScouts of
America", listed in your phone book, and ask for the
"Exploring Division."

For information about careers in forestry, -write to the
Society of American Foresters, 5400.GroSvenor Lane,
Washington, D.C. 20014; American Forest Institute,
1619 Massachusetts Aaraie, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036; U.S.. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington, D.C. 20250.

!:`;'-:::".-

Exploring Careers
Related Occupations
Forestets are not the only workers concerned with
managing and
wing our natural resources. Using
0

the descriptions belo , unscramble the letters to find the
names of som;
th e other workers.
I.

STR,OFERY IDAE. I help* foresters care for and
manage.forest lands and their. resources. I may estimate the amount of wood a stand of timber contains,

cl*ck trees for diseae, or assist foresters'in other

.14

ways.
2.

REMARf.

I

plan, till, plant, fertilize, cultivate,

and harvelt crops. In many ways, my Work is similar

,t6 a foreffes.
,3.

FIELDWIL LIOBIST6N0r-1 manage different
1'iypes of land so that they will support animals s'uch

OS deer, quail, and other wildlife; I. may also do

csr,

rdsearch on these animals and how they interact,,with
Ifteir environment.,
J..

4, ;GENAR NAGAMEk.

I- manage, improve, and
)trolect our rangelands to make the best use of them
ifiihout harming them. I may restore or improve
rangelands through techniques such as controllea
btkrning, reseeding, and controlling weeds.

5,

LOIS SERVCONISTATION. I give technical
help to farmers and other people conceined with the
66nservation of soil and water. If a farmer has 'a
problem %with soil erosion caused by water runoff,
for example. I may recommend that the land be
terraced.

See answers al end of chapter

.

1

Agriculture Fore6try,0and Fishery QcbliptiQns
Job Facts

1'

1 ere isql,room in this.book for a stOry about every agriculture, forestry, and
fishery. occupation. However, you'll tirid some important facts about 18 of these
'occupations in the following section. You can find additional informatidn about
some of them in the DePartment of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook,
which shoUld be available in your school or public library.
4

Occupation

Nature and Maio of Work

Training and Qualifications

Other Inforniation

Experience gained growing up
on a farm is very important.

Most fariners own or rent tite

'AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION OCCUPATIONS
-

Fainters

Farmers plan, till, plant, fertilize,
cultivate, turd harvest crops.
Those who raise livestock .must
feed and care for their animals,
and keep barns, .pens, milking
parlors, and other farm buildings
clean.

land they farm,

A college degree in agriculture is Farmers are usually their own
important, too. It is almost essen- bosses. However, land and
tial for people vlio haven't , equipment costs are very high4
grown Up On a farm.
and many young farmers start'

out as hired hands or tenant
The size of the farm determines
how nattily of these tasks farmers

do theniselves. On most farms,
the farmer does the work with

the help Of one .or two family
members dr hired lumds. Large
farms, however, have 100 em'ployees or more,

Most colleges ofagriculture offer
programs in dairy science, crop
science, agricultural economics,
horticulture, and anikal science.

farmers.

Physical -stamina .and Strength
important. Initiative, ° re--

are

sourcefidness, and a sense Of responsibility are essential.

High ,schoot cOurses in mathe:
mattes, accounting, shop, and sci-

enee are helpful, as are cOttrses
in vocational agriculture.

518
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iTraining god Qualifications

Nano* ond PlaceS'of Work..

Occutiation,

Other Informdtion

4
t

.arm Managers

'

These' workers oev#10rm mUch the.

A farm background is helpful,

I3e'sinning farmfirs who, cannot

same d,uties as fume-M.They

and a college Aegree in 'agriculhire is important. .Workers
sh6tild be rod at planning work
-and rperVising people.

itTfOrd

usually wqk for others, however,
unlike fq,rfners, who arc generally
self-len loyed.,',

"

`

I.

I

Farm managers usually work on
large fnrms or for. corporations
engaged in agribusiness.

to pur6hase Air own "

land, buildinis, and equipment
may 4ind opportunities in .this

High school vtirses in Mash, uc-counting', shop, and science are,
-helpful. as are courses in voca-,
,
Anal agricultUre.
t

Farm laborers, also know4n as Farm laborers should be in
A job as a fart' laborer is a;good
farm hands, help dq- all kinds'of celient physical condition. Stam- viayof gaining farm experience;
work. They, tnarMt exiNmple, ina and strength are important
operate farm equipnlenr, feed since they .must often work long .S'orifi of these workers are .Inemr
and care for livestock, and 'help days on their feet orstooped over benfOlvilidns.
in harvesting .crops. Job duties under the hot sun and may have

Fatm Laborers

.

(

usually vary according to season

tecairy heavy objects such as

and type of farm produc, Most
latforers are employed

tales of hay,.

larger farms.

.\

,
tAta

.

'

4,

These worke?s, overseArm la- .**A sense of responsibility and ill
borers. Mul are .responsible for ability to direct and work
I
.seeing, that assigned . tasks- arc with others are essential. A tar

Farm Labor

..

A7

High sehoOl courses in voca_tional agriculture arc helpful.

SupervisOros

don.e.gloperly.and on time. They
. coordinate work activities,, such
as planting, ctiltivating; and harVestingotTheY schedule the 'wcA
ofcrews and may Wre.addit ional
hands, esiiec.' Ily d.14, g the harvesting seaso

t

.

Mostjobs are on large farms that
empldy farm
refs,

background is an asset.

High school courses in vocational agriculture arc helpful.

They work under the general direction of farmers oriarm managers.

AGRLCULTUAAI, SUPPORT OCCUPA I IONS
Coopetative
'Extension Service

TheSe workers condi' edticaOonal programs for fural resi-

sWofkers

dents. They give fart ors technical advice, help f'árFn families
learn about home economics and
hotne management, organize ac-

tivities for youth:and hlp cnimunity leaden; plan econot
developmett,
Extension witniters
.

A

4

.

..\

.

ually spe-

cialize.'ffhey may deerimarily
with farmers, 411 ,cointtlunity
leaders, or With"youdt.

Extension workers must lave at 'Most extension service offices arc
least a bacheles-degree in their located in small 'towns. People
subject' field:They often receive who are good t teaching pd
additional training On the' job.
getting ideas acr
and
wishio live ouiside'th t
They shbuld like worichig with. find,extensiiin work the Meal car.
mop .and.have a genUinl d%iret
to 4 p them.
A )(arm 1?NkgrooliV4s.alnanst .a.

requirentent ibr agricultural ex-

'

tension wsorker's.

tZtiool courseai English,
public speaking, science, and

'math are helpflit. Os ar courses.,
in -vocational agricult
th* A

$42
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Agricylture, Forestry, and Fishery Occupations
Occupation

Nature and Places of Work

Training and 9ualif1eations

Other lqformation

Soil Conservationists

These workers provide technical
assisiance to farmers, ranchers,

Only a few colleges and universities offer a degree in soil conserVation, and mostPsoil conser-

Soil conservationists do most of
their work in the field.

and others concerned with the
conservation of soil and water.

vationists have college degrees in
agronomy.

They help develop.programs that
make the most productive use of
the land without darnaging it.

High school courses in math, science, English, and public speak-,
ing are helpful. 4.

Most mirk for the Federal Government. Ottiers woek for State
and loc'al governmeets or teach

Trtey should he able to get along

at colleges and universities. Some

easily with others and get their

work for rurat banks that make
loans for agricultural lands and

ideas across, since their job is one

for luniber and paper companies

ers

that have large holdings of for-

practices.

of educating farmers and ranch-

about sound conservation

ested land.
11

.

#4

A bachelor's degree wifh a major
in soil science or.a closely related
field, such as agronomy or agriculture, is the minimum require-4
ment.

Soil scientistS generally spend

Range managers manage, im-

A bac elor's degree tin

proveo and . protect range re-

mana ement, range sciegee, or a
closory related field, such, as
agronomy or forestry, is the usual'

These workers also are known as
range scientists, range ecologists,
or range tOnservationists.

These workers study the characteristiceof soils to help us wie our
soil resources wisely,

Soil'Scientists

Some study the chemical and biological properties of soils to de4

much of their time doing field
work, which requires travel.

termite-their uses in farming.
Most, however, prepare maps
showing different kinds of soils
that 'are used by builders, land
deftlopers, and planners; .

More thiin tiff work for the Soil
Conservation Service of the U.S.

Depatment of Agriculture.
Range Managers

sources to maximize their use
without causing damage to the
environment. They may, for' (IAainple, determine thç number of
animats that ciin be grazed On 'a
given area of range.
3.$

.

.

miinnium educational require.P
.3

'

.

0

siderable thee away from home
working outdoors in remote parts
'of the range.

P

Besides
having a love forthe out40.
doors, range managers should be
1

.

,

able to spepk -and, wtite effee-

val Government. State tame wtiyetylind work owithAnhers.
,

Akd fish departmets alsO etn,
ploy range managers, and'private
industry is hiring increasing
numbers.

Range managers may spend con-

fent.

.

The majority work Of the Fed-

'range

ft

4ligh sehogli couttes in biblogy',
chemiSii; physics, and mathematics are helpful.

Range managers also work in
such 'closely telated fields as
wildlife and watehhed manage-

41'

ment, Sorest managent, and
recreation.

4.\
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Exploring Careeri
OccupifiiOn.

Nature and Places oi Work

Training afid Qualifleations

Agricultural
Engineers

Those wdtkers are concerned
with improving efficiency in agriculture. To do this, they design
Machinery and equipment and

A bachelor's degiee in engineerr

priciduefion, proSising, and dis-

ing Is. required for most beginningjobs. Snme:enghteering jobs
are tilled by people trained in the
appropriate natural science or
mathernatics. Oraduate study is

til ark-ill-6i of food mid other agri-

incteasingly important for ad-

cultural pl./Muds.

vancement.

Most work for manufacturers of

Engineers should be able to work
as part of a team and should have

develop new methods used in the

farn equipment, electric utility
com anies, and distributors of
farm equipment and supplies.
Many do farth consulting work
independently or for consulting
firms. Others work for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, for
colleges and universities, and for
State and local government
agenciCS:
4

Most of these workers do re-

Food Scientists

tails: They should be abldto express their ideas well orally and
in writing.
High schook courses in mathematics, physics, cheniistry, and
English are helpful.

and biological nature of various
foods...They the% apply this
knowledge to come up wiih new
food products, improved process-

quire a graduate degree.

ing and packaging techniques,
and better ways of storing an
adequate, wholesome, and economical

food

supply.

Others

work in quality control in laboratories or in production areas of
food processing plants.
Food scientists work in all sectors

of the food industry and in every
State. Some do research for Fed-

eral agencies, such as the Food
and Drug Administration. A
work for private consuhing firrnii
or agencies, such as the United
Nations. Others teach or do research in colleges and universities.

production, sales, or management.

creativity, an -analytical mind,
and an ability to deal with de-

A bachelor's degree in food science, biology, or chemistry is the
miningtm requirement for beginning -positions. Many jobs, espedaily teaching and research, re-

search on the chemical, physical,

Agricultural engineers may w rk
in lesearch and development,

Food scientists with a bachelor's
degree might start Work as quality assurance chemists or as assistant production managers.

Foo4 scientists work with differ-

ent products, depending upon
the part of the cotintry where
they are employed. Ip Maine Ad

Idaho, for example, they work
with potato processing; in the
Midwest, With cereid products
and meat-packing; and in Florida and California, with citrus `N.,
fruits and vegetables.

Mier gaining experience, they
can advance to more responsible
'management jobs. A food scien-

tist might also begin as a junior
food chemist in a research and
development la6oratory of a
food company and be promoted

to _section head or another research management position.

People who have master's degrebs may begin as senior food
chemists in a research and devel-

opment laboratory. Those who
have doctor's degrees usually be-

gin their careers doing basic re-

search or teaching,
High school courses in biolOgy,
chemistry, physics, mathematics,

home economics, and English
are helpibl.

th.
$'

$44
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Agriculture, F estry, and rishery Occupations
,

.

Other Wormation

Training and 9ualificalions

occupation

N,Lture and Places ofWork

Farm Equipment
Mechanics

These Workers maintain and repair the wide variety of agricultural equipment used in modern
agriculture.

Most are hired as helpers and
.learn the trade on the job. Em. ,
ployers prefer applicants who
have an Aptitude for mechanical
work.

Most work in service departmots of farm equipment
dealers. Others work in inde-

A .farm background is an advan-

0

pendent repair shops, in shops on
large farms, and for wholesalers

and manufacturgs.

tage.

Mechanics oftcon have to travel
mites to repair equipment in Oie
field, especially during busy hart
vest and planting times.

At,

High school or vocational school
courses in repairing diesel or gasoline engines, blueprint reading,

the maintenance and repair of
hydraulics, and welding are helpful, as are basic math and science
COMM

,

Buyers and Shippers,
Farm Products

These workers perform a variety
of duties, depending on the type
of commodity they deal in. Most
buy coMmodities ftom producers

A farm background is liClpflit

The job provides ninnerouS opportunities for, travel, working
outdoors,.and dealing with other

since buyers. arc responsible 'for
the quality of the products they
deal in.

people.

and then sell and ship them to
retail or wholesale outlets.

Th0 also should possess many
of the traits of successful sales

Many buyers work for themselves. Others work for supermarket chains an,d other large

workers, such as aggressiveness
and the ability to.deal with people.

purchasers of farm products.
Some Silites require that buyers

be licensed.

Veterinarians deal with diseases
and injuries among imiinals.
They perform surgery an pres,
scribe and administer
medicines, and vaccines. So

Veterinarians

inspect foods as part of public
health programs, teach, or do research.

Or'
Most veterinarians begin as employees or partners in established
practiCeRNThe job may involve
long and Bregular hours, traveling and outdoor work, and dim:,

It takes many years of schooling

to become it veterinarian. To
qualify for the required license,
candidates usually must comat least 2 years of college
(althongh most complete mote)
and 4 years in a cctIlege of vet-

ger of injury, disase, or infection,

erinary medicine and pasS1i State

Board examination.

Most veterioarians are in private
.

\

practice: The type of practice
varies according to 'the geo-

Positions in research and teach-

graphic settint. Veterinarians in
rural areas mainly treat farm animals; those in small towns taually engage in general practice;
those in cities and 4uburban
areas often limit their practice to

master's or Ph. D. degree. Some
States issue licenses to veterinarians tdready licensed by. another
State Without ftirther examina-

pets.

ing often require an additional

tion.

,

High. school students interested
in becOming veterinarian); should

Some

work

for

government

health agencies, collegt* of leterinary medicine, research lahoratories, large livestock farms,
animal Cood companies, and
phannaceutical rants.

44

take its many science courses as
possible.
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Exploring Careers
Occupation

Nature and Places of Woe'

.liaining and Quail* lions ;

Other Info

.

FORESTRY OCCUPATIONS.
.

ForesterS

Foresters manage, develop, and
protect forest resources, includ-

ing timber, water, wildlife, forAge, and r*reational areas. They

plan and supervise the cutting
and planting of trees and have
other duties ranging from wildlife prdtection and watershed

A bachelor's degree.with a major

Foresters often specialize in one

in forestry is the minimum requirement. Advanced degrees,

area of work, such as timber

however, are becoming increasingly important.

Foresters inust enjoy working
outdoors, be able to work well

management to the development
and supervision of camps, parks,
and grazing lands.

with people, express themselves

...Not quite half work in private

High school co&ses in English,
public speaking,. n.iath, and science arc helpthl.

industry. About one-fourth piork
fOr the Federal Government, pri-

marily in the FortServiee. The

management, outdoor recreation, or forest.economies.

clearly, and be willing to move
to remote places;

remaipder work forl%tate and lo-

cal gbverhments, colleges and
triversities, or consulting anis.
a

Forestry Technicians

These workers help foresters care "Enthusiasm for outdoor work
for and manage forest lands and physical stamina, and the ability

to work without direet supervi-

their resources. They may help
estimate timber productioh for a

Sion are essential.

Opportunities for summer and
art-time work are good. Workg summers provides experience

ihat can later help in getting a
job.

certain area; inspect trees for dis-

ease and other problems; help
prevent .0 and control fires; and

.

Formal training after high school
is becoming increasingly important, although some people get
jobs based on work experience
on firefighting crews, in tree
nurseries, or in park and recrea-,

Forestry technicians spend considerable time outdoors in all
kinds of weather, sometimes in
remote areas. They work . many
extra hours in emergencies, such

dustry, mainly for logging, lumber, and paper companies. Federal and State goyernments em-

tion work. One and two-year

as fighting fires and controlling

programs in forestry technol6gy

ftoods.

ploy the rest, with the Forest Service employing the majority.

tutes, community and junior col-

maintain forest areas for hunting;
camping, and other aetivities.

About half work in private in-

are offered by technical instileges, and universities.
14.

High school courses in English,
math, and science are helpful.

rLoggers

These workers harvest trees. Most loggers get their first jobs
Their specific job titles usually without previous training. Entry
level jobs usually can be learned
indicate the part of the harvestin a few weeks by observing and
ing process with which they are
ihvolved. Fyllers, for example, helping experienced workers.
'tip power saws to cut dOWn large,
Trees. As soon as the tree is down;
buckers saw the limbs off and cut

the trunks into logs. Choker setters then attach steel cables
(chokers) to the .logs whiCh are
then skidded otit of the woods by

logginorador operators. A rigging slinger supervises and assists
choker setters and tractor drivers.

Because the jobs involve some
heavy labor, loggers should be in
good phytical condition and

have stamina and agility. Be.

cause of the dangers involved in
the work, loggers should be alert
and well coordinated.

Loggers usually start by helping
choker setters or buckets. As they

become more experienced, they

may advtuice to more highly
skilled jobtj as vacancies occur.
4
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Loggems often must do their jobs

under unpleasant working conditions. Most jobs are outdoors
and the weather can be very hot

and humid or extremely cold.
The forest may be very wet and
muddy, with many annoying insects during the summer. Sometimes, waking time and pay may
be lost because of bad weather.
Alsothe work is more hazardous
than most jobs, For many per.' sons, however, the opportunity to
work and live in forest regions,
away from Crowded cities, more
tlym offiets these disadvantages.

Many loggers are members of
anions.
A

AgricultureliForestry, agd Fishery OccUpations
Occupation

..

Natare and Vaal of Work(

FISHERY OCCUPATIONS
Fishers

.

,

('

Other Information

I.

These workers harvest lish,M41/ Commercial fishing is not' easy Many fisheriii must spend considfish, and Other aquatic animal work. Fishers should be willing erable time at sea.
life using a variety of methods. to work long hours and should
'Usually, the methods depend on be in good physical condition.
,Earnings fluctuate greatly in this
where they are fishing and the Odod eyesight is also essential field, since they often depend on
type of fish they are trying to for fishers invoVed with opera.: the number and type of fish
catch. Tuna fishers on the West ling fishing vessels.
caught.
Coast,' for example, may use
huge nets that encircle an entire Highs school courses in matheT
school of tuna fish, while lobster matics, chemistry, and physics..
fishers

in Maine use wooden

Ntraps to catch their quarry.
Fish Farmers

Paining and Qualifications

These workers, also called fish
cUlturists, raise fish for stocking
streams and for the live-bait industry. They also raise fish for
food. They work mainly in fish
,hatcheries and are responsible
tr providing a suitable environent for the type of fish being
rised. To do this, they adjust the
vdlume, depth, velocity, and
te perature of the water. They
i pla'n feeding programs and
aim
che k fish for signs of disease.

are helpful.

These workers usually need a
minimum of 4 years in "college

Aquaculture is an area offering
increasing opportunities for employment with private enter-

leading to the bachelor's degree
in an aquatic biology curriculum,-. prises.

r

Experience gained working part
time or summers in a fish hatchery is also useibi,.

.High school couises in physits,
chemistry,
biology,
English,
comnynications, and mathematics ilre helpful.

They also may malce arrangementg with buyers for the sale of

a.

the fish they -raise.

Answers to Relate'd Ocou.pati&s

4.

'FARMER

I. Farm manager, 2. Farm equipment mechanic, 3. Farm laborer, 4. Agricultural
pilot, 5. Agricuhural products broker, 6. Veterinarian.
4

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE WORKER
A

a,

2. b, 3. a, 4. c, 5. b.

Or

FORESTER $

I. Fores\try aide, 2. Farmer, 3. Wddlic biologist, 4, Range manager, 5. Soil conser,
vationlst.

Answers to math problems
FARMER
I. 24,0b0 bushel& 2. a, $2.50 per'bushel,.b. $ ,50 per bUshel,
RV each bushel fed.
* 06 gOu1!l5iMr,6ft rflINYINO WWI!. I

o-VA401

3$I4 4, $1.20 profit.
3
t'
OD I
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One of the most widely uSed resources in the field of vocational
guidance, the Handbook is an "encyclopedia of careers" covering
several hundred occupations. A new editidn is published,every 2 years.
The reader will find information on
What the work is like_
Job prospects
Personal qUalifications
Education and training
requirements
Earnings
Related occupations;
Where ,to find additional
information.

Contact any of the (
BLS Regional Office/0

listed inside the back
cover for price and
ordering information,

:a

11111111L,1012..

....11111116.1mor

7- A p'e.riodical to help students, job seekers, counselors, and .educqtion
prl;anners keep up with occupational and employment developments.

The Quarterly is written in nontechnical language and illustrated in
color. Articles cover such topics as these:

Job prospects fdr college
graddates #
How to..,look'for tob
Matching personal and job
characteristics
For sale by. the

Superintendenf of
Documents, U.S.
'Government Printing

;

_Office, Washington,;,:

D.C. 20402. Sybs00tion -price per :year (4
issues) is.$6 domestiO,

$7 50 foreign,. Ople
Com? $1.7. F.)rices
are subject 10 dhange.

Bureau of Labo(r Statistics
Relaionai Offices

vivo

RE ION VIII

0

Region 1
1603 JFK Federal BuildingGovernment Cent
Boston, Mass. 0220
Phone: (617) 223-67 1

itegion II
Suite 3400
1515 Broadway
Isitiw York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 944-3121

Region III
3535 Market Strelit
P.O. Box 13309
,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101
Phone: (215) 596-1154

Region-IV

-

Regions VII and, VIII

1371 Peachtree Street, N.E,

911 Wain Street
Kansas C ty,.Mo.,64106
Phone: (816 374-2481

Atlanta; G. 30309
Phone: (401) 881-4418

Region V

.

t.

9th Floor
Federal Office BUilding
230 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, III. 60604
Phone: (31.2) 353-1 80

.Region VI.
SeCond Flgor
555 Griffin Square Building
Dallas, Tex: 75202
c,

Phone: (214-) 767-6971,

.

,

q

Regions Di and X
450 .Golden. Gate. Avenue.
Box 36017
.,
San Frtancisco, Calif. 94102
Pfjone: (415) 556-4678

